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Abstract 
Jared Diamond has recently suggested that the unique societal and floral atiributes of Easter Island 
(Rapa Nui) and Tikopia may be a result of their geographical and historical isolation. In what 
Diamond proposes as the 'orthodox' understanding of these islands, 1 suggest that the discovery of 
material remains of the extinct Easter lsland palm cf Paschalococcus disperta and the introduced 
Tikopia11 tree crop Canarium harveyi can be seen to represent fundamentally different social 
strategies for alleviating problems of isolation. 1n developing a synthesis of evidence for plant 
introductions and extinctions from the Austral Islands in French Polynesia, 1 question whether the 
botanical discoveries on Easter Island and Tikopia allow for the establishment of a robust model of 
environmenta l transformation in the Pacific Islands following human colonization. 
Despite the totality of explanation proposed in this orthodox picture of Pacific ls.lands, defo1ing 
the comse of events that led to the establishment and proliferation of human trans-located plant 
species or the extinction of indigenous plant species is by no means straightforward. There are 
geographical and historical biases that for many plant species render the relationship between hwnan 
colonization and the geographic distribution of plants untenable particularly in relation to the 
downstream effects of human-generated disturbances. Jnst as some introduced tax.a may become 
naturalized on islands once released, some indigenous taxa may decline or face extinction on their 
own accord in response to other environmental factors independently of human activity. 
The relationship between human colonization and pbytogeographic patteming on the Austral 
lslands is assessed through the examination of multiple lines of botanical evidence. These include 
historical documentation from early explorer or missionary accounts, oral traditions, sub-fossil 
archaeological and palaeobotanical remains and the assessment of molecular phylogeographic 
patterning. Each line of evidence has a different chronological representation and each is preserved 
dHTerently in different geographical settings. ln synthesizing this information 1 follow an historical 
method proposed by Femand Braudel which first establishes the duration of each line of evidence 
then explores the overlap between their chronological and geographical representations. 1t is at these 
points of overlap that a more robust history is revealed. 
By following this historical structure 1 argue that much of the Diamond's 'orthodox' model has 
a weak foundation. Material evidence from the Austral ls lands suggests that the cases of Easter Island 
and Tikopia are not unique and that the chronological interpretation of plant extinction or 
introduction events may be distorted. Palm trees (Arecaceae: Iguanurinae type) have also become 
extinct on the Austral Islands and palm forest decline appears to correspond to the establishment and 
expansion of i11troduced tuber and tree crops. The chronology of these extinctions and introductions 
I 
established from the examination of microfossil remains from sedimentary deposits on Rapa and 
Rirnatara are generally synchronous. I suggest that changes in land-use following European contact 
directed the final extinction of some plant species including the Iguanurinae type palm on Rimatara. 
With tbc resolution of chronological evidence for the Austral Islands, particularly from 
palaeobotanical evidence, 1 suggest that most plant extinctions either occurred at the onset of human 
colonization or were delayed until after European contact. 
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Preface 
Since the I 8th century European explorations of the remote Pacific, oceanic islands have been 
integral for developing an understanding of the evolutionary history of floras and of 
phytogeographic patterns. They have also been integral to understanding how 11llmans have 
impacted on environments, a major subject of archaeological and palaeoenvironmental research. 
Linking these two research areas is the causal relationship between human colonisation of islands 
and the concurrent introduction and/or extinction of plant species. Plants or animals may have been 
transported from one island to another for a variety of reasons, whether as items of social or 
economic importance, or as unintended stowaways. On colonised islands, some taxa may have 
become extinct or extirpated in response to human exploitation, or may have eventually been 
displaced by other introduced taxa once established. 
Defining the course of events that led to the establishment a11d proliferation of human-
translocated plant species or the extinction of indigenous plant species is by no means 
straightforward. There are geographical and historical biases that for many plant species render the 
relationship between the geographic distribution of plants and human colonisation untenable, 
particularly in relation to the downstream effects of human-generated disturbances. Just as some 
introduced taxa may become naturalised on islands after anival, some indigenous taxa may decline 
or face extinction on their own accord in response to other environmental factors that take effect 
independently of human activity. 
For the oceanic regions of the Pacific, changing ideas of 'natural' plant dispersal mechanisms 
and the role humans have played in translocating plants have influenced interpretations of 
phytogeographic patterns. The discoveries of rich arcbaeobotanical deposits as well as the 
development of add itional techniques for identifying plants including phytolith and starch grain 
analysis have highlighted the potential antiquity and diversity of plant utility and agricultural 
production across the region. Molecular biology has provided phylogeographic infonnation 
outlining the genetic lineages and probable movements of plants across the island. Also impo1iant is 
the growing body of palaeobotanical research that has provided an additional chronological 
framework for human impact on island environments ru1d enabled the processes that may have led 
to plant extinctions to be inferred. 
In this thesis an attempt is made to define the geographical and historical biases which define 
the flora of the Austral Islands in the southernmost part of French Polynesia in the central Pacific 
Ocean (Figure 1.1). These islands are distributed across the Tropic of Capricorn (23.5° S) along a 
marked tropical to subtropical climatic gradient. This gradient has some bea1ing on island type 
(atolls, makatea or high islands), size, topography, age and varying plant diversity. The 
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phytogeography of the Austral Islands, in pa1ticular, is of interest for their contrasting tropical and 
subtropical affinities but also their remoteness from other archipelagos. 
Remoteness is another key factor that has influenced human colonisation of the Austral 
Islands. These islands are remote in that they ru·e located - 600 km south of the Society Islands to 
the no11h and~ 1400 km to the west of Easter Island (Chile), the most remote inhabited island of the 
Pacific. Although not in an equivalent remote position to Easter Island, inter-island contact and 
exchange between the Austral Islands society and other archipelagos prior to European contact may 
have been similar. 
In Chapter 1 l outline how these islands provide an interesting case for assessing species 
translocation and extinction processes since hwnan colonisation. J firstly outline the historic context 
for European colonisation of the islands and the historical relationships between the Austral Islands 
W1derstood at first European contact. l then discuss Remote Oceania, the cultural and biological 
geographical sub-division of the oceanic Pacific to which the Austral Jslru1ds are aligned. 1 then 
broadly outline the modem phytogeography and cultmal geography of the Austral Islands as 
established from the respective botanical SlU'vey and ethnographic data. I then provide an overview 
of archaeological and palaeoenvironmental research conducted on the Austral Islands in the context 
of Remote Oceania. 
In Chapter 2 the characteristic interests that have privileged islands as exemplary locations 
for biological and anthropological interests are addressed in an historical overview. I question the 
notion of island insularity as defined by island isolation and size, as established in biogeographic 
theory as an essential feature of island environments. I see the lack of incorporation of disturbance 
and especially human distw·bance in biogeography, specifically phytogeography, as a major 
discrepancy. I then expand on Chapter 1 by examining the cultural history and phyiogeographic 
context of what I have tem1ed Oceanic Island Remote Oceania. I specifically focus on the 
methodologies employed to characterise the disturbances associated with human colonisation of 
islands that maybe concutl'ent with the introduction and/or extinction of plant species of plants. 
In Chapter 3 I outline what bas been popularised as the 'orthodox' view of the relationship 
between island environments and human colonisation in Remote Oceania, exemplified by Jared 
Diamond (2005) in his book Collapse, how societies choose to fail or survive. I suggest that 
Diamond establishes Easter Island in the east Pacific and the Western Pacific island of Tikopia (see 
Figure 1.1) as two model systems that reflect the extremes of lhe human influence on 
phytogeographic patterning. There are two bodies of information that are fundamental to this 
relationship which have been distorted by geographical and historical biases in both ecological and 
archaeological studies of remote islands. Firstly, there is an apparent spatial discrepancy in the 
evidence that sets the 'natural' dispersal mechanisms and distribution of plants against the role that 
humans have played in plant translocation. Secondly, there is an assumed temporal discrepancy in 
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the response of island floras to ' novel' distlU'bances arising with the initial human colonisation of 
islands. 
I then discuss the process of hwnan colonisation as established in Diamond's interpretation of 
Pacific Island environmental history and archaeology. 1 argue thaL this interpretation rests in the 
assumption that geographic isolation is equivalent to social and historical isolation. By contrast, the 
Austral islands have been equivalently or even more isolated from human influence than is 
reflected in their geographical isolation. From radiocarbon determinations of archaeological 
material, the earliest human colonisation of the Austral Jslru1ds may have taken place al a similar 
time to Easter Island. 18t" century European contact , however, did not begin until 1769 when 
James Cook located Rurutu, 52 years after Jacob Roggeveen sighted Easter Island, whereas it was 
not until 1812, 95 years after first contact at Easter lsland, that Rimatara was recorded by any 
European. First European landfall on any of the Austral Islands did not take place until 1789 with 
the arrival of the HMS Bounty mutineers on Tubuai. More 191h centw)' accounts of exploitation by 
beachcombers are available for Easler Island than for the collective Austra l Islands. 
In examining the influence of geographical and historical bias, the Anna/es historian, Femand 
Braudel stressed lhe Limitations on preservation of historical evidence with time and under certain 
geographical conditions. He emphasised a strnctural approach to histor)' that explores the 
interaction of multiple lines of evidence along different temporal trajectories (/ongue duree, 
conjoncture and histoil·e evenementielle). Braudel attempted to objectively pullout historical bias 
from different bodies of historical observations by defining each temporal trajectory with historicill 
processes or events thal have a specific duration. In this thesis, I utilise Braudel 's stnictural 
approach to history io exploring the relationship between the process of human colonisation and 
phytogeographic patterning on the oceanic islands of the remote Pacific. I transpose Braudel's 
historical structure, more focused on modem Western histor)', to incorporate geological and 
archaeological time depths and temroral structures. 
The inherent unevenness and diachrony in island histories appears to have necessitated such 
conceptions, a problem that has been recognised in a rru1ge of anthropological and historical theory 
emphasised in the Anna/es historical method. This is addressed further for Easter Island and 
Tikopia in Chapter 4. These islands have formed part ofan island-laborator)' perspective employed 
by Diamond (2005) in Collapse. The utility of botanical sources in the prevailing 'orthodox' 
perspectives upon these islands, implicit in Diamond's precis, is countered by a diachronic 
approach to history, exploring the range of botanical sources in structural detail. I examine the 
relationship between what are regarded as human introductions or human-induced extinction of 
plants on these islands. l suggest that much of the discussion of human-induced environmental 
degradation on Easler Island is bound in the interpretation of the processes that led to tJ1e extinction 
of the palm Pascha/ococcus disperta. As a counterpoint, the utilisation and potential introduction of 
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the arboricultmal crop Canarium harveyi to Tikopia is bound in the idea that the success of this 
crop reflects the success ofTikopian society. 
The potential for divergent opinions to develop within this overlap of methodological 
approaches is illustrated in the conflicting interpretations surrow1ding the historical, 
archaeobotanical and palaeobotanical evidence for an extinct palm (cf. Paschalococcus disperta) on 
Easter Island (Chile). The cause and timing of palm decline and eventual extinction is unclear. 
Palaeobotanical evidence suggests that palm representation in pollen records has fluctuated over at 
least the last 20,000 years and declined or disappeared within the last 2000 years. Archaeobotanical 
records reveal the use of palm fruits throughout radiocarbon-based human settlement period. 
Equivocal historical accoW1ts of palms within the island's flora suggest that the tree may still have 
been present on the island in the 1860' s. In recent syntheses there are two extreme interpretations, 
one that stresses the primary role of human agency in palm extinction, whereas at the other, climate 
change is seen as the main mechanism for palm decline. 
The debate on the role of human agency in plant translocation or extinction goes to the heatt 
of the problem created by the persistent dichotomy established between the ' natural' or 'wild' and 
the 'cultural ' or 'human' relationship with plants. I suggest that the way time is conceptualised and 
interpreted through botanical sources is part of the same theoretical paradigm. Human agency also 
presents a problem for historically oriented disciplines where only fragments of information are 
available for analyses. For botanical research on islands, there has been a preoccupation with the 
indigenous (natmal) status of plants, in which autonomous inter-island dispersal ability of plant 
propagules, although poorly defined, is accepted a priori as a feature of indigenity. Outside of 
natmal dispersal, plants are then presumed to be ' cultw·al' or human introductions. 
Given tbe recent colonisation of the Pacific compared to the adjacent continents (e.g. 
Australia and New Guinea), anything that is perceived as cultural, in this view, must therefore be 
unequivocally young. In palaeobotanical research, a cultural environment is identifiable only after 
the temporal and spatial outline of an exclusive and pre-existing 'natural' environment is dcfmcd. 
Jn this way human activity must assume some form of w1precedeoted botanical cl1a11ge. ln both 
research contexts, plants are envisaged outside of their potential. biological and ecological 
responses. The idea that plants may have responded to both natural and cultural influences under a 
completely different impetus in the past is rarely discussed, but is pivotal for this thesis. The 
reliance on modem ana logy, which assumes that comparative patterns in space can be used to 
understand changes in time, entrenches the paradigm embedded in tbe nature-culture dichotomy, by 
assuming that buinan perturbations on island environments rnust be not only relatively recent but 
also unprecedented. It should be recognised, however, that environmental history is filled with 
unprecedented change, and that human-induced change and environmental caused change are not 
mutually exclusive. I suggest that these points are wholly neglected in many of the macro-historical 
descriptions of islands without synclu·onicity, old or young, natural or cultural. 
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Using the diachronic framework alluded to by Braudel I explore the various structural 
components of Austral Island botanical history. In Chapter 5 accounts of Austral Island botany 
from the period between the eighteenth centW)' European explorations of the islands through to the 
establishment of Christian mission stations are compiled with reference to the historically 
recognised human impacts on these island environments (e.g. sandalwood harvest, exotic fauna! 
introductions etc.). 
In Chapter 6 these historical accounts are placed in a longer-term view of botanical sources 
revealed io a palaeobotanical synthesis of the Austral Islands. The Te11iary geological origins of the 
Austral lslands are discussed in relation to the origin and antiquity of their floras. Molecular 
phylogenies of a number of plant lineages are presented in order to highlight Lhe genetic routes of 
dispersal and their inferred timing set on the basis of island orogeny. The pronounced response of 
vegetation to long-tenn geological processes and sea-level change since the Tertiary is exhibited in 
more detail in Holocene-aged palaeoenvironmental records from Rapa and Rimatara. Within these 
records a series of late Holocene human settlement sequences are presented in Chapter 7, where I 
outline the conjuncture between the archaeological and palaeobotanical treatments. Human impact 
is discussed in relation to the archaeological synthesis provided for Rapa. Arcbaeobotanical 
material from the rocksbelter excavations on Rapa is discussed and provides both an archaeological 
detemlination of the timing of human presence and supporting information on Lbe botanical status 
of particular plant taxa. 
ln Cbapter 8 information obtained from botanical sow·ces for the Austral Islands are 
synthesised and then discussed in relation to the most critical environmental changes, particularly 
the adjustments that take place with human colonisation. The chronology of these critical changes is 
then placed in the context of the p lant introduction and extinction models proposed for Easter 
Island, Tikopia and for other islands within Remote Oceania. 
Jn conclusion I suggest that much of the orthodox model is misled by an historical legacy of 
speculation centred on loosely framed temporal and spatial botanical data. In reviewing these 
botanical and spatial data, particularly in relation to human-generated disturbances, I suggest that 
any model can only be robustly defined at pa1ticular points in time and in specific geographical 
settings. For many islands the relationship between human colonisation and phytogeographical 
patterns may remain 'insoluble', rarely defined in any robust way. 
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Figure 1.1 Map of the Pacific Ocean (from http:Uwww.sopac.org,0 with sites referred to in the text. The 
outline for Near and Remote Oceania and the continental/oceanic geological affinity defined by the Andesite 
Line are also shown (after Green, 1991 ). The lower map outlines the position of all of the islands within the 
Austral Islands. 
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Chapter 1 
The Austral Islands 
The Austral Islands consist of five populated islands namely Rapa, Ra'ivavae, Tubuai, Rurutu 
and Rimatara, and two smaller, outlying, uninhabited islands. The islands arc known locally as 
the Tuhae Pae and span approximately 1200 km in a northwest- southeast direction from 27 to 
21° S, crossing the Tropic of Capricorn (see Figure J.l). The northern most outlying group is 
Maria or Hull consisting of two atolls less than 1 km2 in area, positioned -250 km no1thwest of 
Rimatara. The Austral Islanders use these atolls as seasonal refuges during fishing expeditions. 
Marotiri or Bass Rocks are a group of low lying volcanic islands less than J km2 in area that 
consists of 10 sub-aerial peaks and are situated around 90 km east-southeast of Rapa (St. John, 
J 982). It is only occasionally visited by local fisherman and can be seen from Rapa on a clear 
day. Rapa, Ra'ivavae and Tubuai are between 9 and 45 km2 in area and can all be described 
geographically as high basaltic islands (Nunn, 1994). Rimatara and Rurutu are also high islands 
but have been geologically defined as 'makatea' islands (Wood and Hay, 1970), a term that 
comes from the Cook Island word referring to the rugged, forested limestone areas of their 
islands. 
The islands are separated by a distance of - 600 km from Tahiti in the Society Islands, the 
political centre of French Polynesia. In 1996 a population census of the Austral Islands recorded 
6,500 inhabitants with a majority identifying themselves as of Polynesian/Pacific Island descent 
(Law, 2003-2005). The official languages spoken are French and Tahitian with the local 
Polynesian lexicons largely subsumed under Tahitian. The Austral Island economy is cun ently 
sustained by a small-scale fishing industry with some horticultural production and minor tourism. 
Many islanders are cu1Tently reliant on French government funded social security for income. 
Access to the islands has recently been developed to include commercial airline connections to all 
the populated islands except Rapa 1, where transpott is restricted to bimonthly passenger and 
freight ships. Childhood education is limited on most of the islands with most students attending 
schools established in Tubuai with opportunities for higher education restricted to Tahiti. 
Historical context for the Austral Islands post-European colonisation 
The first European contact with the Austral Islands took place in 1769 at Rurutu with the HMS 
Endeavour under James Cook (see Table 1.1 for other first contact accotmts). With the exception 
of Rimatara, the earliest contact in the Australs did not involve landfall. The HMS Bounty 
1lt is expected that the current runway and airport development on Rimatara will be completed in 2006 
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mutineers uuder Fletcher Christian and James Moniso11 (in)famously landed for three months on 
Tubuai in I 789 (Morrison, 1931 ), representing the earliest European settlement of the island. 
Relatively late in the European contact chronology of the Pacific Islands was Rimatara where 
according to Maude and Crocombe (1962: 35) the beachcomber, Michael Foldger, on the brig 
Daphne was the fu·st to make contact with the island in 1812, although earlier dates for this event 
or other first contact events have been cited (e.g. Guill in, 2001 ). By that time all the inhabited 
islands of the Australs were noted as potentiaJ resource bases. trading posts and mission stations 
by the Ew·opean colonial powers. 
The size of populations at first European contact has remained a contentious but often 
critical subject to the cultural and environmental histories of islands (e.g. Bushnell, 1989). The 
population of the Austral lslands at fil'st contact was probably equivalent to or greater tJ1an the 
contemporary population. George Vancouver (1803: 214-217) on the HMS Discove1}1 estimated 
the population of Rapa at first contact in 1791 to be approximately 1500, around three times 
greater than the most recent census records. 
Island Ship Key observers Name given Date 
Rurutu RMS Bndeavour James Cook, Joseph Banks, Daniel Solander Oheteroa 1769 
Ra'ivavae Aguila, Jupiter Tomas Gayangos Santa Rosa 1775 
Tubuai HMS Resolution James Cook, Johanne Reynold Porster, Georg Toobouai 1777 
Forster 
Rapa HMS Discovery George Vancouver, Archibald Menzies Oparo 1791 
Rimatara Endeavour LMS Missionaries Rev. Lancelot Threlkeld and Rimatara 1822 
Rev. John Orsmond with Captain Thomas Henry 
Maria Maria whaling Gardner Maria 1824 
ship 
Table 1.1 List of first recorded European contacts with the Austral Islands (see Chapter 5). 
The first mission station in the Australs was established on Ra' ivavae in 1819 by a self-
anointed Tahitian missionary named Para, but more often described as a ' political agent' (Ellis. 
1931 : 377). Para joined an expedition led by Ki11g Pomare II of Tahiti in his attempt to gain 
political alliances in the region during a period of negotiated colonial rivahies between the French 
and British. It was not until 1822 when the first Christian mission stations w1der the auspices of 
the LMS were established on Tubuai, Rurutu and Rimatara (see Table 1.2). More precise 
estimates of congregation sizes given in the initial years of rnissionary contact indicate a marked 
decline in population of at least one half since first European contact. Such demographic changes 
appear to be the norm for many Pacific islands (Moorehead, 1966; MacAlthur, 1968; Maude, 
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1982), either as a function of poor first contact estimates or other causes including endemic 
warfare, "blackbirding", introduced disease, and inter-island migration (see Chapter 5). 
Between the first European contact and mission station establishment a number of critical 
events for the environmental history of the Austral Islands and more specifically for vegetation 
change occun-ed. During the early 1800s 'beachcombers' employed by trading companies largely 
based out of Sydney, Australia, harvested large quantities of the indigenous varieties of 
sandalwood (e.g. Santa/urn ins11/are var. margaretae) from the islands and other parts of the 
Pacific (Shineberg, 1967; Maude and Crocombe, 1981 ). B~che de mer (dried Holothuriodea) 
were usually harvested during the same expeditions and required prolonged smoking utilising 
significant quantities of scarce firewood. A number of exotic animals including pigs and goats 
were probably introduced prior to the 1820s possibly as trade items for people or sandalwood 
(Maude, I 968a). The best record for such introductions to the Austral Islands comes from the 
1789 HMS Bounty mutineer settlement on Tubuai depicted in Morrison's (1935) account. Close 
to 460 pigs, 50 goats, chickens, dogs, cats and a solitary cow were intrnduced to the island during 
lhe mutineers' three month long encampment. Such animal introductions represent an immediate 
but poorly documented historical impact on these island environments. 
All of the Austral Islands were annexed by France before 1901 and now form part of the 
Tenitories of Polyn6sie franyaise. A more detailed synopsis of the historical introductions and 
environmental disturbances for the Austral Islands up to 1825 is provided in Chapter 5. More 
detail on the social and political history of the Austral lslands since 1825 has been provided 
elsewhere (e.g. Daneilsson and Daneilsson, J 977; Toullelon, 1991; Guill in, 2001). 
The cultural geography and biogeographic context 
The Austral lslands are positioned within a broad cultural and biogeographical affinity described 
as Remote Oceru1ia (Green, 1991 see Figure 1.1 ). This includes the regions of 'ethnicity' 
commonly recognised as Polynesia and Island Melanesia. Based on a11 earlier linguistic and 
ethnological analysis (e.g. Pawley and Green, 1973), Green distinguishes between Near Oceania 
and Remote Oceania, representing to some degree a return to the ethnological and linguistic-
based geography alluded to in J.R. Forster's ( 1778) early geographic synthesis of the Polynesian 
Pacific. The boundary between Near and Remote Oceania lies to the west of the Temotu Province 
(e.g. Tikopia) of the Solomon Islands where Remote Oceania is characterised by decreasing inter-
visibility between islands with a separation of at least 350 km of ocean (Green, 1991, see Figure 
1.1). Green also distinguishes between continental and oceanic island Remote Oceania (here 
termed OIRO) based on the Andesite line (Figure 1.1). The continental andesitic crust to the west 
of this line has a high SiAl ratio whereas the basaltic crust to the east is characterised by a high 
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SiMg. In reference to the plant geography of the oceanic islands of Remote Oceania, he suggests 
that east of Fiji, lowland rainforests were largely absent and annual herbs rare prior to the arrival 
of people. These oceanic islands tend to be smaller and possess a more attenuated biology with a 
predominantly lndo-Malayan and Near Oceania floral and faunal affinity, with minor South 
American elements (e.g. van Balgooy, 1971; Mueller-dombois and Fosberg, 1998). 
Date of Cong re Date of Population Years References (sec 
lslnnd Missionnries mission -gntion first at first between primary sources 
arrival size contact contact first contact for Chnptcr 5, 
and mission A13fH!Btfoi, ~~ 
Rurutu LMS missionary 1822 314 1769 -3000 53 Ellis ond Tyerman 
Rev. Henry Non, Oct (J 822), Rev. Lancelot Ellis (183 1: 401) 
Threlkeld, Rev, Davies ( J 961: 283) 
John Orsmond 
with Ahuriro and 
Foinnu from Tahiti 
Ra'ivavae Pam frurn Tnhitj 1819 700-800 1775 1400-2000 44 Duvic• (1961 : 274), 
Oct Momso111ery ( 183 1 : 89), 
Mossnll (1969: 11 -
12), 
Ellis (1831: 376·377) 
Tubuai LMS 1nissio11ory 1822 600-800 1777 - 2000 45 Ellis (183 1-385-386), 
Rev. Henry Nolt, Momso11 (1966: ?) 
Hapu11ia and 
Samuela from 
Tahiti 
Rapa Hota and Nenc 1826 - 500 1791 - 1500 35 Davies (1827: 331 ), 
from Tahiti Jan Ellis (1829 1: 47) 
Rimatara Two missionaries 1823 200-300 1822 - 1200 Du vies ( J 961: 284-
from Ra' iatea, :!85), Ellis (J 83 1-
Fnomva and Oo 389·390), 
(Bornbom) 
Table 1.2 List of first mission stations established iu the Austral Islands, French Polynesia 
Oceanic Island Remote Oceania (OT.RO) bas also been described on the basis of oceanic 
isolation as a biogeograpbic barrier witb island age as ao additional dctennining factor. ln this 
sense, an expanse of ocean beyond inter-island visibility is seen as a biogeographic filter for 
entities that lack long-distance dispersal capabilities, but also as a cultural marker distinguishing 
the voyaging capabilities of ancesfral Pacific islanders who began occupying lbe region during 
the late Holocene. Green (1991) frnther distinguishes between oceanic island and continental 
Remote Oceania purely on geological criteria (as above). OIRO can be defined by the variety of 
physiographic island types (e.g. high islands, makatea, atolls), age (Miocene <100 Ma in age) and 
disconnection and distance from the larger landmasses of New Caledonia and New Zealand in 
continental Remote Oceania. Many cultural and biogeographic sub-regions have been described 
within Green's Remote Oceania where the Austral Islands have generally been placed at the 
southernmost end of the East or Central Polynesia culture regions and the eastern or southAeastern 
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Polynesia botanical sub-regions of Polynesia (e.g. Brown, J931a; 1935; Thome, 1963; van 
Balgooy, 1971; Takhtajan, 1986). 
Biogeography is the study of geographical patte111s of species distribution where it is 
assumed that environmental conditions may change predictably along spatial gradients and 
species will vary in response to these chru1ges (Lomolino, 2000). Stoddart (1992) suggests that for 
the Pacific islands, the spatial contii:,'llity of species distributions, infe1Ted from species histories 
or ecologies, has been given priority over disjunct or discontinuous distribution patterns. It has 
almost become conventional to assume that regional biogeograpbic schemes such as those 
described above connote regional hierarchies but these fail to ' comprehend the discontinuous 
nature of biogeograpbic insular distributions' (ibid: 281). Stoddart proposed a non-hierarchical 
scheme based on atolls (or low coral islands), raised limestone islands (makarea) and high 
(basaltic) islands as areal units. Because of the diversity of island types, such a scheme is useful 
when examining the phytogeography of the Austral Islands. 
Austral Island phytogeography 
The indigenous angiosperm floras of atolls remain relatively depauperate and homogenous 
throughout their disttibution and may be recognisable from the Indian Ocean to the east Pacific 
(Fosberg, 1984). According to Raymond Fosberg, Maria atoll in the Australs shows ' the original 
vegetation of any moderately wet atoll investigated anywhere' (in Mueller-Dombois and Fosberg, 
1998: 401). Representatives of the genera Scaevola (Goodeniaceae), Pemphis (Lythraceae), 
Suriano (Surianaceae), Timo11i11s and Guettarda (Rubiaceae) are common to Maria and most 
other Pacific atolls and reef islands. On Maria, Fosberg and St John (1951) recorded in 1934 a 
total vascular flora of 30 species and suggest that 24 of these are probably indigenous (see Table 
1.3). 
Stoadart (1975) has noted that where high species numbers are recorded for atolls, this 
simply represents invasion by exotic weeds or on inhabited atolls replacement of the indigenous 
vegetation by introduced taxa. The character of atoll floras has been demonstrated to respond 
directly to drought, and this is well reflected in the distribution of Cocos nucifera (Arecaceae) 
which remains unviable in areas or years with less than 1000 mm annual rainfall (Fosberg, 1956 
in Stoddart, 1992). More generally the phytogeography of atoll floras is poorly reflected by atoll 
size or the long distance dispersal mechanisms of the representative species (Stoddart, 1992). It is 
expected that future botanical surveys of Maria will reveal a considerable increase in invasive and 
intt·oduced species (Jean-Yves Meyer pers. comm. 2004). 
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lndlgenous Endemic Endemic 
vascular vascular plant Indigenous angiosperm Naturalised 
plant species(% angiospetin species(% exotic plant 
Islands species cndemism) species cndcmism) species (15)1 References 
Marotiri 12 I (8%) 10 I (10%) 2 (6) Fosberg and 
< 1 km2 St. John (m.s.) 
Rapa 212 79 (37%) 136 6 1 (45%) ? Meyer 
40.6 km2 (2002a), 
Meyer (2002b) 
Ra' ivavae 147 43 (29%) ? ? ? Meyer (2002b) 
20.3 km2 
Tubuai 151 37 (25%) ? ? ? Meyer 
45 km2 (2002a), 
Meyer et al. 
(2003) 
Rurutu 126 17 (13%) ? ? 157 (0.80) Florence 
32 km2 (1993), Meyer 
et al. (2003) 
Rimatara 80 9 (11%) 63 I (0.63%) 178 (0.45) Meyer et al. 
9 krn2 (2004) 
Maria 26 0 (0%) 21 0 (0%) 4 (8) Fosberg and St 
< 1 km1 John (m.s.; 
19512 
Table J .3 Floral diversity and endemism for the Austral Islands. 1TS (index of secondarisation) "" number of 
primary flora (indigenous plant species)/number of secondary flora (naturalized exotic plant species). ? = 
data currently unavailable. 
Makarea2 islands consist, in geological tem1s, of an uplifted carbonate platfonn that either 
forms the greater pait of the island (Wood and Hay, 1970), or where an annular limestone plateau 
smrounds a degraded volcanic bedrock core (Dickinson, 2001). Islands that fall strictly under the 
later definition are concentrated within the Cook Islands (Atiu, Mitiaro, Mauke, and Mangaia) 
and the Austral Tslands in French Polynesia (Rimatara and Rw·utu). The limestone area (% of 
total area of the islands) and emergence above modern sea level of the makatea is variable (23% 
and 11 m for Rimatara and 11 % and 115 m for Rurutu; aft.er Dickinson, 1998). Stoddart ( 1992) 
broadens this definition to include all raised reef limestone islands that lack the central volcanfo 
bedrock core including, for example, Niue (New Zealand), Makatea (French Polynesia), Eua 
(Tonga) and Henderson in the Pitcairn Group (Britain). Many islands within continental Remote 
Oceania and Near Oceania also fit this definition. The destruction of many makatea by indushial 
phosphate mining (e.g. Nauru, Banaba, Marcus and Angaur) has limited phytogeographic 
reconstmction and comparative analyses (ibid). Recent botanical surveys of the nigged limestone 
makatea (locally called mato) on Rurutu (Meyer et al 2003) and Rimatara (Meyer et al 2004) has 
revealed a higher concentration of indigenous vascular species on these substrates in comparison 
to the volcanic soils and other substrates also present on the islands. Many genera found on the 
2This comes from the Cook Tsland Polynesian word for limestone outcrops. Makatea islands are discussed 
further in Chapter 6. 
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mato are co1m;11on to Pacific atolls, but in some cases are represented by more species (e.g. 
Canava!ia, Hernandia and Peperomia). The habitat heterogeneity on the mato surface is~ 
thought to restrict the extent of exotic species invasion (Meyer et al 2004), but is also likely to 
reflect the relative lack of agricultural disturbance. 
The higb Austral Islands (all the islands except Maria) are remnant late Miocene/Pliocene-
aged volcanoes, the youngest of which (Marotiri, 3.75 ma) is deeply incised and the oldest 
(Rimatara and Maria have a tentative maximum K/Ar age of -27-28 ma; Cloudard and 
Bonneville, 2001; Bonneville, 2002) deeply weathered and eroded (see Chapter 6 for discussion. 
The makatea islands of Rurutu and Rimatara are deeply weathered high islands that have been 
uplifted leaving a coral limestone periphe1y. Marotiri is mostly treeless but on the few gentle 
higher slopes a cover of shrubs and herbs can be found including the endemic species Bidens 
saint-johnii Sberff (St John, 1982; Mueller-Dombois and Fosberg, 1998: 402) and Chamaesyce 
sparrmanii (Boissier) Hurusawa ex Lin et al. (Florence, 1997: 51). On the lower slopes are« 
number of indigenous angiospem1 taxa common to other high islands such as Portulaca lutea 
Solander ex Seemann (Florence, 2004: 344-346) and Lycium carolinense var. sandwicense 
(Mueller-Dombois and Fosberg, 1998: 402; see Chapter 8). 
The remaining high islands, including the makatea islands, typically have a more highly 
diverse indigenous angiosperm flora that is essentially an attenuation of tl1c Indo-Pacific aud 
Malesian floras. Families with representative genera of this attenuation include Asteraceae (e.g. 
Apostates, Bidens, Fitchia and Oparanthus), Euphorbiaceae (e.g. Acalypha, Chamaesyce, 
Claoxy/on, Glochidion, Macaranga, and Phy//anthus), Rubiaceae (e.g. Canthium, Coprosma, 
Cyclophyllum, Hedyotis and P:,Jichotria), Fabaceae (e.g. Canavalia, Mucuna, Sophora and 
Vigna), Myrsinaceae (Myrsine and Rapanea), Orchidaceae (e.g. Oberonia) and Urticaceae (e.g. 
Boehmeria, Pi/ea, Pipturus and Procris). 
American components within the Austral Island flora are rare although on Rapa. two 
endemic Plantago species (P. rapensis, P. rupicola) are more closely related to a Hawaiian 
species derived from an American lineage (Tim Motley pers. comm. 2005). Rapa is unique in 
having a strong floral affinity with New Zealand including representatives of the genera Hebe 
(Scluophulariaceae), Olearia (Asteraceae) and Corokia (Corokiaceae). The Austral Islands also 
contain some 'Old Pacific' elements (Fosberg, 1984) that possess a disjunct distribution with no 
clear geographical origins (e.g. Me1yta, Ab11tilo11 and Apetahia). Most of the indigenous and 
endemic components of these islands seem to have remained relatively undisturbed by human 
impacts due to the inaccessible montane or makatea geography. 
Florence (2003) has examined the propagule dispersal characteristics of the indigenous 
Austral lsland flora (see Table 1.4) concluding that most taxa are wind dispersed {47%; 
anemochory) with a large proportion actively or passively dispersed by birds (37%). Both 
dispersal mechanisms attest to the long-distance dispersal abilities of the majority of taxa on these 
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islands. These data suggest that the most likely source area for plant propaguJes are the other 
tropical islands to the north and northwest, given that the northern tropical affinity of bird 
populations on the Austral Islands and the prevailing wind direction is from the northwest 
Dlspersnl type 
Anemocbory 
Hydrochory 
Active zoocbo1y 
Passive zoocbo1y 
Autochol'y 
Jndetenninutc 
Total 
Indigenous vascular 
plant species 
145 
32 
83 
31 
2 
J7 
3JO 
Percentage of 
total 
47 
JO 
27 
10 
J 
s 
JOO 
Table 1.4 Dispersal modes of indigenous vascular plant species 
of the Austral Islands (after Florence, 2003: 132). 
Archaeological and ethnographic context 
The timing of first human colonisation of Remote Oceania is a contentious archaeological subject 
with various proponents backing different colonisation models and dispersal hypotheses. If it is 
accepted that it is the archaeological sites which contain faunal remains of taxa vulnerable to 
extinction that generally disclose the earliest radiocarbon dates for island colollisation, then an 
entry date of around 3,000 yr B.P. can be proposed for the western Remote Oceania (e.g. Fiji) 
generally (Anderson and Clark, 1999; Burley et al. 2001). Si01ilar ages have been obtained from 
sites on Tonga (Bw-ley et al. 2001) all possessing ceramic (Lapita) or other artefacts sourced and 
introduced within the earliest archaeological settlement pctiod. 
Based on evidence from the aceramic sites fu1ther east, a later date of around 1100 yr B.P. 3 
for colonisation has been proposed (Anderson, t 995; 1996; 2003b; Anderson and Sinoto, 2002). 
This punctuated model rests on a corpus of radiocarbon results gathered Jn lhe region over the last 
15 years. Changes in the colonisation chronology for the Marquesas from around 2000 yr to 900 
yr B.P. (Ottino, 1985; 199J; Leach et al. 1997; Anderson and Siooto, 2002) provides one example 
of the effects of increased sampling in the construction of absolute chronologies. However, it has 
been suggested that the 'aceramic' islands of Remote Oceania may also demonstrate a sampling 
deficiency given the absence of the high visibility ceramic markers (Kirch and Hunt, 1988). 
Peter Buck (1927) asserted in his etlu1ograpby of Aitutaki in the Cook Islands that the 
Society, Austral, and Cook Islands formed a common cultural affin ity. Linguistics tends to 
support this evidence suggesting that the Austral Islands were settled from the Cook Tslands, the 
Society Islands and the Marquesas based on Proto·Polynesian language reconsh-uctions of a 
relatively poor lexicographic database (Pawley and Green, 1973; Pawley and Ross, 1993; Fischer. 
3Throughout this thesis where possible radiocarbon ages are presented as re-calibrated age ranges 
determined using the calibration program OxCal version 3.9 (Bronk Ramsey, 2001). All ages are presented 
as 2cr 95% interval age ranges. 
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2001). Researchers based at the B.P. Bishop Museum, Honolulu, like Buck, developed on this 
ethnographic analysis for Tubuai (Aitken, 1930) and Rurutu (Seabrook m.s. and later by Verin, 
1969) with a series of unpublished theses held at the Bishop by John F.G. Stokes (n.d.a; n.d.b) on 
Rapa (sec Hanson, 1970), Ra' ivavae and Rinlatara that were compiled during the 1920s and 30s. 
Because of this potentiaJ cultural affinity it is useful to characterise the archaeological and 
palaeoenvironmental record of the Cook Islands for comparison. Bellwood (1978) suggested on 
the basis of a preliminary archaeological survey of the Cook lslands that these groups of islands 
were colonized by around 1000 yr B.P finding evidence of occupation on Rarotonga at the Ngati 
Tiare site as early as 730-530 cal. yr B.P (No lab number available). The earliest accepted 
radiocarbon age ranges on archaeological charcoal (cf Spriggs and Anderson, 1993) are from 
Rakahanga at I 180-760 cal. yr B.P (Lab no. N-5874, Chikamori and Yoshida, 1988) and Aitutaki 
at 1170-760 cal. yr B.P (Ureia; Lab no. Beta-25250, Allen and Steadman, 1990; Allen, 1994). 
Excavation undertaken in the Tangatatau Rockshelter on Mangaia by Kirch et al ( 1995) 
provided the earliest archaeological radiocarbon ages for the island at 1060-730 cal. yr B.P. (Lab 
no. Beta-32826). This excavation also revealed the most extensive stratified sequences of 
artefacts, fauna! and botanical remains found in the Cook-Austral region. The rich assemblage of 
botanical remains is significant in tbat few excavations in the Pacific region have yielded such 
deposits. rt also provides a useful comparison for the Tangarutu excavation from Rapa in the 
Australs discussed below. 
Chronological inconsistencies within and between the designated stratigraphic zones, has 
meant that there is considerable overlap between the youngest and oldest sections when 
comparing the calibrated radiocarbon age ranges. The material selected for radiocarbon dating 
was in most cases a mixture of unidentified wood charcoal, carbonised Aleurites moluccana 
endocarps and Pandanus keys. The potential for inbuilt ages of wood charcoal could be 
considerable for some species and may be enough to create a significant age bias of many 
hundreds of years. This would be enough to explain, for example, the age difference between the 
youngest calibrated age of the basal stratigraphic zones (e.g. Lab no. Beta 52931, 660-510 cal. yr 
B.P.) and the oldest age of the overlying zones (e.g. Lab no. Beta 52934, 970-730 cal. yr B.P.). 
Aside from these constraints, which apply in prut to any excavation in Remote Oceania, there 
appears to be considerable site disturbance and potential reworking of sediments in a large ' soft 
distmbed zone' overlying three excavation units and separating a number of stratigraphic zones 
(ibid: 51-53). 
In the most recent account of the Tangatatau excavation, Kirch ( I 996) has noted the 
extinction or extirpation4 of thirteen terrestrial bird species represented exclusively in the oldest 
stratigraphic zones. Such 'extinction chronologies' have been documented for many islands 
4Steadman ( 1995: 1123) defines extinction as the 'global loss of a species' and extirpation as the ' loss of a 
species from an island or region, with one or more populations surviving elsewhere'. 
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within Remote Oceania and this has been discussed at length elsewhere (see Steadman, 1995; 
Anderson, 2001 ; 2002). Extinct or extirpated terrestrial birds from Mangaia include examples of 
rails (Gallira/lus, Porzana), pigeons (Ducula), doves (Gallicolumba and Ptilinopus)5, parrots 
(Vini), and passerines. These birds tend to sustain more species-level extinctions due to their 
higher rates of endemism on islands as opposed to sea birds that readily disperse between islands 
(Steadman, 1995). Martin and Stead.man ( 1999) suggest that the rngged makatea terrain on 
Mangaia may have provided forest refuges for many ten·estrial bird species allowing them to 
survive for a prolongued period after human an-ival. 
Anderson (2002) has argued that such clatrns are based on poorly constraiued 
palaeoenvironmental evidence (see below) that Kirch and Ellison (1994 see below) suggest 
provide an additional 1000 years of human occupation preceding the archaeologica l chronology. 
Anderson instead suggests that for most islands, especially those in the sub-tropics, extinctions 
occtmed rapidly, early and independently of human population density where even small groups 
of people could decimate vulnerable taxa. 
The distribution and representation of the commensal Pacific rat (Rattus ex.utans) in the 
archaeological record is unequivocally related to human dispersal. This same interpretation 
applies to the archaeological evidence from Mangaia (Kirch et al. 1995). Evidence for the 
introduction of domesticated fauna including jungle fowl (Gallus gal/us), pig (Sus scrofa) and 
dog (Canisfamiliaris) are generally discontinuous in archaeological records across island Remote 
Oceania. Remains of jungle fowl and dog are preserved throughout the Tangatatau sequence but 
in larger quantities in the younger sections. Pig bone is frequent in tbe older sections of the 
Tangatatau sequence but scarce or absent in many of the younger sections. Jungle fowl and dog 
are generally regarded as household scavengers and t11ay have never been present in large 
numbers (Ball , 1933; Cassells, l 984). Pigs were probably integrated into agricultural systems 
where husbandry was conducted by the feeding of such staples as Cocos nucifera, Artocarpus 
altilis and Jpomoea batatas (Yen, 1973; Kirch, 2000a). Kirch (2000a) suggests that assuming pigs 
were fed on vegetable productions a 'trophic conversion• may have taken place where the energy 
cost of pig husbandry became too expensive and was instead substituted by greater plant cropping 
for human consumption. 
A diversity of introduced plant cultigen material is preserved throughout the Tangatatau 
sequence and it is detailed in Table l.5. It is interesting to note that no com1 or tuberous crop 
cultigens (Colocasia esculenta, Cyrtosperma mer/cusii (Syn. C. chamissonis) and Jpomoea 
batatas) are preserved in the younger sections of the sequence. The earliest presence of these 
cultigens coincides with the extinction chronology suggested for endemic avifaunal species. lf 
ideas of rapid extinction can be exteuded to Mangaia then onset of agricultural activity, albeit 
5Robcrt Bollt of the University of Hawaii has recently identified Pteropus cf. ronganus from a Last 
Interglacial cave deposit on Rurutu. 
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potentially small in scale, is likely to have coincided with the harvest of endemic species. Kirch el 
al (1995) instead apply a model of delayed extinction where the association of plant cultigen and 
extinct a vi fauna fits the notion of progressive agricultural development, an idea often advocated 
by Kirch in his other commentaries on island settlement strategies in pre-contact Remote 
Oceania. Kirch et al (1995) propose that the presence of the introduced freshwater mollusc 
Thiara sp., thought to have been brought into the site adhered to crop corms, may provide a 
potential proxy for irrigated pondfields and canals. In his view the increasing abundance of this 
mollusc in the upper stratum of the sequence suggests agricultural intensification. 
Given the depth of archaeological research undertaken in other areas of Remote Oceania 
such as the Cook Islands, it is surprising that the cultural and environmental history of the Austral 
Islands has been minimal. The oldest radiocarbon dates indicative of the earliest human 
occupation of the Austral lslands have been obtained from archaeological charcoal fragments. 
The first radiocarbon dating exercise undertaken on Austral Island material provided a tentative 
age of 960-660 cal. yr B.P. from charcoal fragments found at the Tuituiaroa excavation on Rurutu 
(Verin, 1969: 307; no lab number available). 
The oldest date obtained from the Anstral Islands comes from a piece of wood charcoal 
identified as Toume.fortia argentea (Rod Wallace, unpublished data) from the Atiahara 
excavation at Mataura on Tubuai, dated to 1300-650 cal. yr B.P. (Lab no. ANU l 1599). 
Radiocarbon dates from unidentified charcoal excavated from the Tangarutu rocksbeltcr on Rapa 
revealed a maximum age of 770-540 cal. yr B.P. (Lab no. ANU 11848). The Tangarutu sequence 
also represents the most extensive stratified sequences of artefacts, fauoal and floral remains for 
the Austral Islands (see Chapter 7). 
A comparative list of the pn:sence or absence of excavated faunal and floral remains of 
taxa, commonly regarded as pre-contact introductions, for the Tangatatau and Tangarutu 
excavations is provided in Table 1.5. 6 Jungle fowl and pig are not consistently represented 
throughout island Remote Oceania and this is reflected in the Mangaia and Rapa comparison. The 
only certain pre-contact faunal introduction to the Australs infened from studies of other Pacific 
islands and confirmed from tbe archaeological record of Rapa are rat (Ralfus exulans) and dog. 
Pig and jungle fowl may have been introduced to Rapa, but it is possible that they were not taken 
into any husbandry system due to the lack of sufficient staples such as Cocos 11ucifera and 
Artoca1p11s a/ti/is (see Kirch, 2000a). A scenario of inadequate staple production was also 
proposed for Mangaia where pig and jungle fowl are absent in the upper zones of the Tangatatau 
sequence and were reported to be absent on the island at first contact (Gill, l 894: 125 in Kirch et 
al. 1995). 
6 Articles covering t11e artefact and other fauna I remains of the Tangamtu and other excavations on Rapa are 
currently in preparation. 
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Introduced fauna 
Canisfami/iaris (dog) 
Gallus gallus Uungle fowl) 
Thiara sp. [Melania sp.] (pondfield 
mollusc) 
Pteropus tongensis (fruit bat)1 
Rauus exulans (rat) 
Skink or gecko 
Sus scrofa (pig) 
Introduced flora 
Aleurites moluccana (Euphorbiaccae) 
endocarp, endosperm, wood charcoal 
Cocos m1cifera (Arecaceae), endocarp, 
husk, leaf, bracts, wood charcoal 
Colocasia esculenfa (Araceae) com1 
Cordy line fi·111icosa (Laxmann iaceae) 
root, leaf 
Cyrtosper111C1111erk11sii (Araceae) corm 
Ipomoea batatas (Convovulaceae) 
lnocarpus fagifera (Fabaceae) wood 
charcoal 
Lagenaria sicerarla (Cucurbitaceac) 
exocarp 
Musa sp. (Musaceae) leaf 
Sacchan1m Q[ficinarum (Poaceae) stem 
Scl1izo.~tachywn glaucophylwn 
(Poaceae) stem 
Tangatatau 
Presence or 
absence 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
Timing of 
introduction 
Continuous 
Continuous 
Continuous 
Early 
Continuous 
? 
Early 
Continuous 
Continuous 
Early 
Continuous 
Early 
Early 
Late 
Early 
Early 
Early 
Tangarutu 
Presence or 
absence 
+ 
+ 
? 
+ 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
+ 
? 
Timing of 
introduction 
Late 
Continuous 
? 
Continuous 
Late 
Syzygium malaccense (Myrtaceae) + ? ? 
wood charcoal 
Table J .5 A comparative list of the pre-contact introduced fauna and flora recorded in the Tangatatau 
(Mangaia, Cook Islands after Kirch et al 1995 and Kirch, 1996) and Tangarntu (Rapa, Austral lslands, French 
Polynesia) excavations (see Chapter 7 for further discussion). 1 Kirch et al ( l 995) suggested this fnlit bat may 
be a pre-contact introduction from Tonga but this comment is later retracted in Kirch (1996). A recent 
discove1y of Pteropus bones from a pre-human aged deposit on Rurutu by Robert Boltt suggests that this taxon 
may be indigenous to the Cook and Austral Islands. ?.,.. data currently unavailable. 
Of the introduced plant taxa represented in these rockshelter deposits (Table 1.5) Aleurites 
moluccana endocarps have been recorded in the highest abundance for any archaeobotanical 
material identified from the Tanga.rutu excavation on Rapa. Kirch et al. (1995) do not verify the 
amount of endocarp identified from the Tangatatau excavation but suggest that it is abundant. 
From both the Tangatatau and Tangarutu excavations A. moluccana endocarp or endospem1 are 
represented throughout. ln island Remote Oceania, this plant has been identified from several 
archaeological sites from the Hawaiian Islands (e.g. Maha'ulepii, Kaua'i; Burney et al 2001; 
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Mauna Kea, Hawaj'i; Allen, 1981), Mangareva (Weisler, 1996, Conte and Kirch, 2005), 
Henderson Island (Weisler, 1995) and Pitcairn Island (Weisler, 1996). The pre-European contact 
distribution and introduction of A. moluccana may have extended to as far as Raoul Island in the 
Kermadec Group (New Zealand), although this may have been an historic introduction. Due to 
the inherently low in-built age, radiocarbon dates from A. moluccana endocarp potentially 
provide the most reliable chronology not only for the timing of trus probable introduction, but 
also for the Tangarutu sequence as it is represented throughout almost all of the stratigraphic 
units. The earliest date from A. moluccana endocarp has an age range of 950-300 cal. yr B.P. 
(Lab no. ANU 121 02) approximate to the age range of that provided from a piece of unidentified 
charcoal from the lower most unit of the excavation (770-540 cal. yr B.P., Lab no. ANU 11848). 
Palaeobotanical context 
T.H. Streets ( 1877) first recognised the potential for palaeobotanical research for island Remote 
Oceania in locating a 1-1.5 m deep buried deposit of organic debris 'composed of the roots, 
trunks, and debris of the cocoanut and pandanus trees' on Washington Island in the Line Islands. 
Olof Selling (l 948) initiated systematic Quaternary palynological research in the region with his 
analysis of pollen assemblages from high elevation bog deposits from Kaua'i, Moloka'i and west 
Maui also in the Hawai ian lslands. Some of these records were later radiocarbon dated to the late 
glacial-Holocene transition (Stuiver el al. 1965). Selling identified three major vegetation 
transitions that were contemporaneous across these records suggesting changes from mesic forest 
during the last glacial to wet forest in the Holocene (see Hotchkiss and Juvik, 1999). 
Tbe epistemological framework of palynological researcJ1 bas always been geared towards 
providing palacoclimatic information. Lucy Cranwell's first palynological examination of 
Qualemary sediments in the Pacific was undertaken under such research objectives (Cranwell and 
von Post, 1936). From the l 970's onwards a number of palynologists began to recognise the 
problematic nature of pol len source areas for interpreting vegetation and climate change where 
only small enclosed sedimentary basins were deemed suitable for palaeoclimate research (e.g. 
Jacobson and Bradshaw, 1981). Jn island Remote Oceania these ' ideal ' sites are limited in 
number and include the high elevation bogs and volcanic caldera lakes from tbe Hawaiian lslands 
(Selling, 1948; Waiau, llawai'i in Massey, 1979; Kau'a, O'abu in Athens and Ward, 1993), the 
Galapagos Islands (Colinvaux and Schofield, 1976a; l 976b) and Easter Island (Flenley, 1979; 
Flenley and King, 1984; Flenley et al. 1991; Dumont et al. 1998; Mann er al. 2003). Jn 1961, 
Selling (in Heyerdahl and Ferdon, 1961: 12) published some preliminary results of palynological 
examinations of the Rano Raraku crater-lake sediments demonstrating tliat forest vegetation, 
includfag a palm, fonnerly occurred on the island. From the pollen morphology data and 
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biogeograpbic inference, the palm represented was originally believed to be Pritchardia, 
characteristic of the Hawaiian Jsland flora. 
Flenley and King (1984) later built on this finding, examining the palynology of a series of 
caldera lake records from the island including consistent abw1dant records of Arecaceae (Palmae) 
type pollen. Discoveries of macrobotanical palm endocarps, with gnaw marks from introduced 
rats (Raf/us exulans), in an archaeological rock shelter deposit (Dransfield et al 1984) 
corroborated Flenley and King's palynological findings and provided indications of the likely 
taxonomic status as either an endemic Paschalococcos disperta Dransfield, or, a close relative of 
the Chilean Jubaea palm (Grau, 2004). Because of the latitudinal restriction of the Arecaceae 
family, the climatic conditions indicated by this palm are thought to be warm climate forest 
environments characteristic of the Holocene. Flenley et al (1991) later suggested tliat fluctuations 
between this Arecaceae palm type and Asteraceae (Tubuliflorac) pollen provide a climatic index 
for changing temperature. For sediments dated to the Last Glacial Maximum at 18,000 to 16,000 
yr B.P. from the Rano Raraku record (RRA 3, presented and discussed in Chapter 4), the index 
indicates cooler conditions than those exhibited for the Holocene that show a gradual. warming. 
Within the same record a marked decline and eventual absence of Arecaceae pollen by around 
1,000 yr B.P., coupled with the archaeobotanical record of Dransfield et al (1984) and modern 
absence, led Fleniey et al (1991) to conclude that extinction took place within the timeframe of 
human settlement. 
Criticism of the radiocarbon chronology and interpretation of tlle RRA 3 core by 
archaeologists (e.g. Katmninga and Cotterell, J 984) invigorated the debate that later included the 
Holocene sedimentary deposits used for tlrn purposes of detailing human activity elsewhere in the 
Pacific (e.g. Anderson, 1995). Since the initial publication of the RRA 3 record, palaeobotanical 
records have been seen as an additional archaeological proxy for understanding past human 
iDteractions within island Remote Oceania (e.g. Flenley et al 1991; Ellison, 1994; Flenley, 1994; 
Kirch and Ellison, 1994; Athens and Ward, 1993; 1996; 2001; 2004; Parkes, 1997). Criticisms of 
the resulting interpretations revolve around the reliability of the generated chronologies, the 
equivocal representation of both natural and cultmal disturbance, the tack of direct cultural 
indicators and taphonom.ic integrity as well as a variety of other issues intrinsic to the 
methodology (e.g. Anderson, 1994; 1995; 2001; 2002; 2003b). Palaeoenvironmentcsl 
interpretations for fire, for example, are too readily complicated by the numerous potential 
ignition sources (e.g. lightning, volcanoes, burning by humans) that have an inherent capacity to 
clear forests, encourage soil instability and favour ruderal plant taxa to a degree that may be 
confused with human induced ignitions. 
In a reappraisal of the RRA 3 radiocarbon chronology, Flenley et al ( 1991) contend that the 
dates indicate a steady accumulation rate for the organic sediments but may reflect contamination 
from younger soil washed in from above or older bedrock carbon beneath (cf Pennington et al 
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1976). This problem was recognised in more recent attempts at dating core deposits from Rano 
Raraku in an effort to improve the chronology of human impact events (Dumont et al. 1998; 
Mann et al 2003). Flenley (1993) suggested that the poor radiocarbon chronology of the Rano 
Raraku cores may be a result of historical sedimentary deflation of the crater swamp during the 
late 1960s to early 1970s. Formerly around 2 m above its cunent average level, water was piped 
out via a large trench along the lowest westem side of the crater (ibid). 
Following the interpretive dilemma generated by the Rano Raraku palynological records of 
Flenley and King (1984), additional attention was placed on this site in an attempt to resolve the 
question of human agency in the decline and eventual extinction of the indigenous palm tree 
(Paschalococcus disperta). Little was achieved in this regard with the provision of additional 
radiocarbon ages (Flenley et al 1991) or the retrieval and analysis (palaeolirnnology, charcoal 
particle concentrations and magnetic susceptibility) of additional sedimentary cores (Dumont et 
al 1993: Mann et al 2003). McGlonc and Wilmshurst (1999) have since shown that there appears 
to be a differential between the radiocarbon age ranges obtained by dating human disturbance 
signatures in New Zealand lake sequences as opposed to swamps or mires despite having 
comparable sedimentary ho1izons. The implications of the dating differential between adjacent 
closed and open sedimentary basins, has also been discussed in reference to the differing 
interpretations of past climatic and vegetation change (e.g. Anderson, 1993). 
The lack of robust chronological detail for these volcanic caldera lake sites for 
approximating htunan activity led researchers to investigate sites deemed less suitable for 
palynological examination (i.e. open sedimentary basins). Based on sedimentary and 
palynological signatures from a number of palaeoenvirnnmental core sites on Mangaia, a more 
concentrated effort at identifying signals of human impact was attempted, but stiU within t11e 
framework of providing a background palaeoclimatic infom1ation (Lamont, 1990; Ellison, 1994; 
Kirch 1996; Kirch and Ellison, l 994; Kirch et al. 1991; 1992). Out of a total of 24 cores taken 
from the moat swamp and lake deposits, three were chosen for palynological examination as they 
were thought representative of the stratigraphy of the surrounding basins. Kirch and Ellison 
(I 994) later proposed an initial settlement timeframe for the Cook Islands of around 2500 yr B.P. 
based on bulk sediment radiocarbon determinations from samples representing the earliest with 
palynologica l signatures of human activity. A critique of the palynological cluonologies of these 
cores has been provided by Anderson (1995) who commented on the potential for dissolved 
carbonates from the surrounding makatea to contaminate bulk sediment dates to explain some 
chronological inconsistencies with the archaeological chronology established for the Cook 
ls lands. 
A number of features of the three examined cores from Tiriara (TIR 1) and Tamarua (TM7) 
and Veitatei (VT6} appear to be synchronous and are broadly consistent with the stratigraphic 
changes exhibited in the Rano Raraku cores. The primary anthropogenic signatures identified 
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across all records are, fustly, a decline in arboreal pollen representation including in 
representative Arecaceae pollen, and secondly, are the associated increases in fem spore and 
grass pollen. For the TM7 and VT6 records a concurrent rise in charcoal particle signals provides 
a potential additional proxy for human activity. Palynological signatmes for human activity 
worldwide have generally been built on such indirect indices as charcoal particle concentrations 
or changes in seral plant pollen or fem spores (e.g. Behre, 1986; Walker and Singh, 1993; 
Flentey, 1994; Haberle, 1994; Maloney, 1994). Records from island Remote Oceania are no 
different although they appear to present more pronounced fluctuations iJ1 pollen representation 
that may be interpreted as unprecedented vegetation change. The key problem cited for the 
archaeological application of palaeoenvironmental records has been the Jack of direct 
palynological indicators either as the recovery of artefacts stratified within the core deposit or the 
recovery of cultigen pollen unequivocally introduced to the site. 
It has become apparent from archaeological excavations of agricultural features that pre-
cootact agricultw-al development noted for the Hawaiian lslands and other islands in Remote 
Oceania (e.g. Kirch, 1982; 1984; Spriggs, 1982) bas produced dramatic environmental 
modification should be detectable in the palynological record. Selling (1947: 339) earlier 
suggested that such significant agricultural species as Colocasia escu/enta (Araceae) should be 
looked for in the pollen record 'as a means of tracing the history of agriculture of the islands'. 
Cranwell (1964b: 43) also emphasised the potential of palynology for this purpose suggesting 'in 
general it can be used in the Pacific to study the organic matter of old taro-fields, and specifically, 
to trace the spread and ultimate sources of such warmth-loving plants as tbe coconut.' A number 
of palynologists have later concluded that C. esculenta pollen and a nw11ber of other cultigens in 
palynological records will remain relatively invisible due to their low pollen productivity and 
selection against flowering in the cultivation process where the corms are harvested prior to 
flowering (e.g. Haberle, 1994; Flenley, 1994). 
Following the examination of a range of less conventional pollen depositional sites, within 
or directly adjacent to historically abandoned or active agricultural areas, tentative identifications 
of C. esculenta pollen were specified for three sites from the Hawaiian Islands (Ward in Hammatt 
et al 1990; Ward in Beggerly, 1990, Wickler and Ward, 1992; Athens and Ward, 1993). These 
claims were suppo1ted by other direct (associated pollen from other possible introduced taxa) and 
indirect indications of agricultural environments exhibited Ln the same palynological records 
including the replacement of forest vegetation by grass and herb taxa associated with an increased 
fire frequency and intensity indicated by charcoal pruticle concentrations. Subsequent systematic 
examinations of C. esculenta pollen by Haberle (J 995) removed the previous 'tentative' status of 
pollen identified by Garrett-Jones (1979) from 8500 yr B.P. aged sediments from Lake Wamun in 
the Morobe Province of Papua New Guinea (see below). Following Haberle's (1995) revision of 
C. esculertta pollen morphology a further five records from around the lndo-Pacific have been 
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documented by Athens and Ward (1997; 2004), Haberle (2005) and Prebble et al (in prep; this 
thesis). The range of other indigenous aroid taxa in island Remote Oceania appears to be limited, 
though some confusion exists over the indigenous status of the cultivated genus Cyrrosperma on 
the island of Palau (Federated States of Micronesia). Athens and Wm·d (200 I) located 
Cyrtosperma pollen from 4,000 yr B.P. aged sediments from Ngercbau swamp on Palau and 
suggested that this may indicate the earliest presence of human occupation on the island around 
1000 years prior to the settlement chronology provided by the archaeological record (Phear et al 
2003; At1derson, 2005). 
Two sites have now been examined from the Austral Islands that mirror the stratigraphic 
palynological changes exhibited in the Mangaia and the Easter Islands records but provide more 
robust estimates for the timing of agricultural and environmental change (sec Chapters 6 and 7). 
On Rapa, a marshland (Tukou) adjacent to a series of abandoned fonner terrace cultivations at the 
head of 1-Ia'urei harbour was examined (Kennett et al in press; Prebble et al in prep). A moat 
swamp deposit (Maunutu) on Rimatara, similar to the swamp systems on Mangaia, was examined 
with cores taken from sites immediately adjacent to a series of active and recently abandoned 
Colocasia esculenta cultivations (Prebble, in prep). Both deposits have revealed stratified pollen 
of Colocasia esculenta with radiocarbon determinations on pollen concentrates suggesting the 
earliest presence of this pollen falls within the cbronologlcaJ framework for the Cook and Austral 
islands settlement established archaeologically. The palynological and archaeological 
chronologies for Rapa are directly comparable whereas the only radiocarbon ages for Rimatara 
that may be regarded as archaeological comes from the palaeoenvironmental. investigation of 
Maunutu swamp. As for the Hawaiian sites mentioned the implications for Colocasia esculenta 
presence was supported by associated pollen from other possible introduced taxa and indirect 
indications of agricultural environments. 
A multiple profile approach for both the TLLkou and Maunutu sites was undertaken in an 
attempt to elucidate the range of taphonomic processes affecting the palynological assemblages 
(see Chapters 6 and 7). This revealed an uneven response of palynomorph deposition to 
sedimentary influxes whereby palynofacies could be identified but were represented in differing 
size units. What are more striking within these palynological records are the direct indications for 
post-contact introduction of a range of seral weed taxa. The initial presence of these tax.a 
corresponds to distinctive palynofacies unit that extends into the modern marshland surface. On 
both islands the earliest anthropogenic paJynofacies, described as a Polynesian phase, is 
characterised by Colocasia esculenta pollen, a suite of other potential introduced taxa (e.g. 
Alem·ites moluccana and E1yth1·ina variegata), the onset of high charcoal particle concentrations, 
declines in arboreal taxa including the extirpation or extinction of Arecaceae palm pollen, and an 
associated increase in fern, grass and other herb taxa. The upper Ew·opeao phase palynofacies are 
characterised by a decline of C. esculenta pollen, further local declines or extirpations of arboreal 
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taxa (e.g. Pandanus tectorius) and the initial presence and subsequent increase of a range of 
introduced weed taxa (e.g. Luchvigia ocrovalvis, Commelina diffusa and Sonchus oleraceus). ln 
addition, high charcoal particle concentrations continue with a further increase in fem, grass and 
other herb taxa. Such a distinctive pattern of pollen and spore deposition has only been found in a 
few other sites in island Remote Oceania (e.g. Kawainui Marsh, O'ahu, Ward in Hammatt et al. 
1990; Alcnaio swamp, Hawai'i, Wickler and Ward, 1992; Maunawili swamp, O'abu, Athens and 
Ward, 1997). 
Recent historical context 
The modem environment of the Austral Islands like many other archipelagos in Oceanic Island 
Remote Oceania (OIRO) can be characterized by widespread degradation. On most of the Austral 
islands only remnant indigenous forest vegetation has sU-rvived the period of human occupation. 
The number of animal and plant species that have an-ived through human introduction or natmal 
dispersal has exceeded the population of indigenous species. Apart from a few terrestrial bird 
species (the rail Porzana tabuensis is the only extant species found on all of the Austral Islands; 
Jean Claude Thibault pers. comm.), most of tbe Austral Island fauna are either pan-tropical 
rnigrants or introduced species. As on most islands in Remote Oceania rats (R. norwegicus, and 
R. rattus, e.g. Neale, 1965), goats (Capra hircus, e.g. Hamann, 1975; Coblentz, 1978) and pigs 
(Sus scro.fa, e.g. Maude, l 968b; Kirch, 2000a; Allen et al 2001) have been introduced to the 
Austral Islands following first European contact and have subsequently become feral. On Rapa, 
cattle and horses could be regarded as feral as they are present in large numbers and are only 
partially managed. The historical consequences for such introductions has been only pa1tly 
substantiated, but has clearly led to a decrease in indigenous vegetation and a subsequent 
reductjon or loss of indigenous floral and fauna. On most islands, hill slope erosion is visible with 
substantial scarring from landslips caused primarily by a combination of vegetation clearance 
through bw·ning practices by the local inhabitants and fwther vegetation browsing by fera l 
domesticates. 
The ex.tent of garden cultivations on all of the islands has declined in recent years perhaps 
with the exception of the most populated island of Tubuai. The former extent Colocasia 
cultivation on Rapa is apparent with almost the entire north and east valleys possessing relic 
tetTace features. Most of the remaining populated islands also have a large number of terrace 
features that appear to have been abandoned for many years outside of the usual fallow period for 
Colocasia cultivation (~2-3 years). On Rapa, the arboricultural species Aleurites moluccana 
fom1ed a major forest component in the 1930s (MueIJer-Dombois and Fosberg, 1998: 403) where 
the nuts were still used as a primary fuel for torch-lights up until the 1950s (Robinson, 1957: 35). 
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Presently only a few specimens remain around the two main villages of Ha' hurei and Area with 
only a few stands persisting in some of the more forested lowlands. In addition to A. moluccana, 
some fom1erly impoitant garden cultigens are no longer cultivated on the islands including the 
tuberous crop Tacca /eontopetaloides although it can be found in naturalised populations on some 
of the other islands wit11in the Australs. 
A recent biological survey of Rimatara has revealed that the number of natmaJised plant 
species is now double the number of indigenous species (Meyer et ol 2004). The most invasive of 
these include agricu ltural grasses (e.g. Melinis minutiflora), garden weeds (e.g Passi.flora foetida, 
P. maliformis) and the invasive slmibs (Eugenia 1111iflora, Fa/cataria moluccana, Psidium 
cattleianum, Syzygium jambos, S. cumini). On Rapa some remnant high elevation forests between 
300 and 635m7 persist in the few areas that are mostly inaccessible to feral cattle and goats. A 
nwnber of endemic plant species have been located in these areas (Motley, 2002; Meyer, 2002). 
Most of the summit ridgelines have been overgrazed and regularly burnt for access and are now 
covered with invasive grasses aod shrubs. Ra'ivavae presents a similar picture with indigenous 
vegetation found only in the steep inaccessible valleys and a few surrounding areas below the 
summit ridgelines. Tubuai has similarly been denuded of much of its former indigenous 
vegetation and is now covered by extensive forestry plantations of Pinus caribea var. hondurensis 
(Pinaceae), Melia azedarach (Meliaceae) and Leucaena leucocephala (Fabaceae). Rurutu and 
Rimatara are both makatea (see Chapter 6) islands. Jn the case of Rimatara, the inland vegetation 
has almost no indigenous component. The rugged limestone substrate of the makatea (locally 
called mato) is thought to have restricted t11e extent of invasive species and retains, on boili 
islands a number of endemic plant species. 
Despite the potential for insular refuges to protect indigenous vegetation a number of 
species remain vulnerable with a few notable species documented as historical extinctions or 
extirpations. Rapa has only two remaining terrestria l bird species, a rail (Porzcma tabuensis) and a 
fruit dove (Ptilinopus hullonil). Vulnerable angiospem1 taxa include the ind igenous sandalwood 
(Santa/um insulare) that has fanned island specific varieties. On Rapa S. insulare var. 
margaretae is known only from a few individuals on a small islet off the coast. Several other 
historical extirpations or extinctions recorded in recent botanical sm-veys include that for a 
population of Exocarpos psilotiformis from Rapa, also in the Santalaceae, and Myoporum 
rimatarense on Rimatara. 
7The highest summit on Rapa is called Pera ' u and at 635 m is also the highest in the Austral Islands. 
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Chapter 2 
Islands of history: the floral origins of Oceanic Island Remote 
Oceania (OIRO) 
Why islands? 
Questions about tile origins of island floras and faunas are intrinsic to ecological and evolutionary 
theory (Carlquist, 1965; 1974). Where and from which direction did many species immigrate 
from? When did their ancestors aJTive? Did they displace any existing species? Have the present 
indigenous species fonned under adaptive radiation in situ, or did they arrive essentially 
unchanged from a nearby geographic area that has since changed or disappeared? These questions 
have become ftu1damcntal to the overall constructfon of oceanic islands 1 as 'isolated microcosms' 
of a continental biogeography. If geological and biotic processes worked in tandem, then a single 
underlying pattern could be envisaged that shapes all organisms. In fact, however, biogeographic 
research tends to illustrate that processes including dispersal, extinction and sympatric2 speciation 
outweigh geological constraints on biota, disrupting any diffusionist or linear pattern (Turner et al 
2001: 227). 
Distinguisrung a prior; factors or stable principles in biogeography is central to this island-
for-continent approximation, where islands arc seen to have more pronou11ced or attenuated 
features and processes that may be obscured or indistinguishable on continents. In Raymond 
Fosberg's view: 
'Some of lhc more significant characteristics of the islru1d ecosystem are relative isolation; limitation in 
size (space resource); limitation in, or even absence of certain other resources; limitation in organic 
diversity; reduced inter-species competition; protection From outside competition and consequent 
preservation of archaic, bizarre, or possible ill-adapted forms; lcndeocy toward climatic equabili ty; 
extreme vulnerability, or tendency toward great instability when isolation is broken down; and tendency 
toward rapid increase in entropy when change has set in.· (Fosberg, 1963: 5) 
Simberloff (1974) has pointed out that islands are important for other significant reasons. He 
notes that 5% of the tel1'estrial surface of the earth is insular and if this island area includes South 
1 Both Dan¥in (1856) and Wallace ( 1869) made the distinction between oceanic islands and continental 
islands later defined separately in both geological (all island not situated on a continental shell) and 
biogcographic terms (an island that has received its flora and fauna across the sea and not by way of land 
bridges) (c/Mayr 1976:604). See Brown a11d Lomolino (1998) and Whitaker (1998) for a review of island 
f,eography and island type terminology. 
Non-vicariant 
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America, an island for much of its geological history, this figure would be boosted Lo 19%. The 
evolutionary histories of many biologically and economically important species have been 
recorded on islands (though oot always on oceanic islands). I would add to this list the 
domestication histories of several island plants pa1ticularly from the spice islands of Southeast 
Asia and Island Melanesia including tuberous crops (e.g. Dioscorea nummularia and 
Cyrtosperma merkusii), shrubs (e.g. Piper methysticum) and arboricultttral species (e.g. 
Metroxylon sagu, Canarium spp., Aleurites moluccana, Syzygium aromatica and Myristica 
fragrans), although some of these histories are far from precise and perhaps tied to continental 
New Guinea. In regard to evolutionary hjstories, islands present a 'diversity and stabiljty 
paradox' as they are species poor but have high rates of endemism that appear stable over long 
periods but have been susceptible in historic times to rapid change, notably through human 
impact (Cronk, 1997). Simberloff also remarked that if oceanic islands did not exist, the diversity 
of the world 's biota would be much reduced. This would have to include the high rates of species 
extinctions on islands, where for example 90% of all historically documented bird extinctions and 
a potentially similar n1argin in the zooarchaeological record, have taken place on islands 
(Vitousek, 1988; Steadman, l 995). Simberloff concluded that the focus on these aspects of 
islands has failed to inspire research on island biogeograpbic patterns, but instead it has been the 
paradigm that oceanic islands are accepted as ideal analogies or representations for other 
geographic entities and global biotic processes that have received the most attention. 
Historically, the appeal of islands for interpreting larger continental phenomena extends 
back to the Enlightenment explorations3, but it was expressed most explicitly by Charles Darwin, 
the co-founder of island biogeography, in his Origin of species treatise, and in Voyage of the 
Beagle ( 1845: Chapter 17) where he states: 
'we see that a vast majority of all the land animals, and that more than half of the flowering plnnts are 
aboriginal productions. Jt was most striking to be surrounded by new birds, new reptiles, new shells, 
new insec1s, new plan1s ... to have the temperate plains of Patagonia, or the bot dry deserts of 
Northern Chile, vividly brought before my eyes. Why, on these small points of land, which within the 
late geological period ... differ in geological character from the American continent, and which are 
placed under a peculiar climate,--why were their aboriginal inhabitants, associated, I may add, in 
different proportions both in kind and number from those on the continent, and therefore acting on 
each other in a different manner--why were they created on American types of organisation?' 
JEnlightemnent explorations in the history of biogeog.raphy commonly refer to those conducted with 
biologists trained in Li1maean systematics, epitomized by the explorations led by James Cook 1769-1778. 
Michel Foucault (1973: 310) refers to this as the 'classical' period set from the close of the Renaissance to 
the;: beginning of the nineteenth century. 
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It is apparent that Darwin followed the geologist Charles Lyell 's (1842) earlier insistence that 
observable but small·scale geological changes can be extrapolated, under a reductionist guise, to 
encompass macro-phenomena. To Lyell this meant not only substituting small·scale for broad 
geological phenomenon, but also short temporal eventS to processes that operate over geological 
time scales. Da1win ( 1845: Chapter 17) 'felt near, both in space and time, to that great fact, that 
myste1y of mysteries, the first appearance of new beings on the earth'. Darwin's (1859) Origin 
represents a synthesis of his observations of the Galapagos Islands as well as the collected 
observations of other naturalists working in the Pacific islands and elsewhere. This took the form 
of three main hypotheses that specifically relate to islands. Firstly, on oceanic islands U1e an-ay of 
species are reduced compared to that on continental areas of an equal size. Secondly, although 
biological diversity is reduced on islands, the proportion of endemic species is o'fien extremely 
large. Thirdly, the proportion and diversity of representatives from higher orders are 
comparatively reduced on islands and where some orders may be expected given their proximity 
to a continental system, they are more often absent. 
At the same time, Alfred Russell Wallace (1869), Lhe co-founder of U1c tlleoretical outline 
expressed in the Origin treatise (Berry, 2002), through bis observations of contrasting Tndo-
Pacific biotas also stressed the acceptance of definite laws goveming the evolutionary process. In 
Malay archipelago, Wallace (l 869: Chapter 18) writes: 
'The rule is, that just as the productions of adjacent areas usually resemble each other closely, so do 
the productions of successive periods in the same area; and as the productions of remote areas 
generally differ widely, so do the productions of the same area at remote epochs. We are therefore 
led irresistibly to the conclusion that change of species, still rnore of generic and of family fonn, is a 
matter of time. Bu1· time may have led to a change of species in one country, while in another the 
fonns have been more pemmnent, or the change may have gone on at an equal rate but in a different 
manner in both. In either case, the amount of individuality in the productions of a district will be to 
some extent a measure of the time that a district has been isolated from those that surround it. ' 
Darwin emphasised the role of long-distance dispersal on oceanic islands, stating that if one 
species occurs on two isolated or widely separated islands, dispersal must be the primary factor if 
geological mechanisms are not involved. An alternative to tJ1is explanation, though it seemed 
unlikely to Darwin, included the possibility of the independent evolution of the same biological 
form that may arise on two different occasions or in two different locations (Carlquist, 1996: 
154). The ecological attributes or adaptations of species on different oceanic islands led to the 
opinion that most speciation is allopalr:ic4, taking place in the absence of continental land bridges, 
4 Vic<1riant or where some isolating 111echanism influences the speciation process. 
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an idea suppmted by a number of Darwin's contemporaries (e.g. Huxley, 1870)5. Daiwin (1859: 
437) regarded the lack of mammal diversity, as an example of the absence of entire classes of 
fauna and flora, as support for 'the efficiency of occasional means of transport [of oceanic island 
animals], carried out during a long cow·se of time, than with the belief in the former connection of 
oceanic islands.' Wallace's suggest for Jndo-Pacific biogeography that different biotas originated 
in Asia and Australia, and they were subsequently shaped by differing mechanisms for species 
dispersal. His observations expressed in Malay Archipelago provided some clarity to the role of 
changing sea level and the probability of land bridge fonnatiou. This led to llis initial 
biogeographic demarcation of the Sunda and Sahul continental regions (Wallace, 1860) by what 
was later called Wallace's line6. 
Most of tJ1e material observations presented iu the Origin and the Malay archipelago texts 
represent two attempts at substantiating the idea of descent or homology, not mechanisms 
governing evolutionary processes (Gould. 1986). Darwin suggested that the ordering of biological 
systems, realised in taxonomic orders, reflects an historical pathway that was heavily influenced 
by contingent factors. ln reference to this, Ghiselin (J 969) views Darwin as a methodologist who 
allowed for the interplay between the pronouncement of evolution processes as a foundation of 
biology and the implications of chance or contingency as opposed to metaphysical forces. Druwin 
(1859: 74) provided the image of an entangled bank to explain this interplay: 'when we look at 
the plants and bushes clothing an entangled bank, we are attempting to attribute tbefr proportional 
numbers and kinds to what we call chance. But how false this view isl' He extends this idea of 
invariance of ecological process to include a cleared forest re·establishing in a linear succession 
to a state parallel with adjacent intact forest just as a 'handful of feathers .. . fall to the ground 
according to definite laws.' To Darwin, oceanic islands provided a useful situation for exploring 
this interplay as they enabled the testing of evolutionary constructs through the observation of 
isolated modem populations (Kay, 1994). 
The legacy of equilibrh1m the01y 
MacArtbw· and Wilson (1967: 3), authors of The theory of island biogeography (equilibrium 
tbeo1y), stress the importance of Darwin's island observations in stating that 'many of the 
principles graphically displayed in the Galapagos Islands and other remote archipelagos apply in 
'Thomas Huxley's ideas were later taken to the extreme by James Churchward ( 1931) whose lost Pacific 
continent of Mu, as an adjunct to the Mediterranean Atlantis and the Indian Ocean's Lemuria, provided a 
diluvium explanation for cultural and biological patterns in the region. 
6Mayr {1944) later showed that this line separates a continental Asian (Sunda) biota from a depauperate 
island biota (Salmi ru1d adjacent islands) to the east. 
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lesser or greater degree to all natural habitats' . In dlis quantitative theory, the vagility 1 of species 
on islands is in dynamic equilibrium between extant species and the immigration of exotic 
species. The variety of taxa on oceanic islands is limited, boili by the comparatively limited time 
frame for speciation (oceanic islands are younger than continents), and the limited dispersal 
ability of the small range of twca that are vagile enough to cross oceanic barriers (Cox, 2001: 
513). The use of oceanic islands as theoretical model systems of continents clearly draws on their 
geographical area and isolation. The defined geographical structure of an island, especially at the 
shoreline, allows for the examination of rates of colonization and extinction, and of the effects of 
island size and isolation (measured as distance) from their potential source populations. 
At the core of equilibrimn theory is a stochastic, simplified mathematical model of species 
turnover at equilibrium. lt allows biogeographic patterns and processes influencing species 
richness to be quantified with island area or size and spatial isolation as critical variables. In some 
senses the concepts of island area and isolation are equivalent. Tbe area or size of islands, in the 
perspective of global biogeography, lends itself to a reductionist perspective in that they arc ' the 
first unit that the mind can pick out and begin to comprehend' (MacArthur and Wilson, 1967: 3). 
The most essential outcome associated with island area is that species richness increases with 
size, so that smaller islands are generally depauperate. Though this outcome seems inh1itive, the 
main contribution of equilibrium theo1y was more to do with the prediction of changing rates of 
species immigration or extinction to equilibrium within a defined timescale and island area. 
island i.~·olation and equilibrium theory 
Ernst Mayr (1976) suggested that it is possible to apply the term isolation in two ways. FiJ'stly, 
there is a modern geographic interpretation whereby a gene pool is divided into two independent 
subsets (vica1iance - see below) through some external barrier mechanism (e.g. the ocean), and a 
second reproductive interpretation whereby an internal mechanism of some kind prevents gene 
flow within a population eventually e liminating compatibility between two or more subsets. The 
te1ms insularity and isolation are in some senses equivalent in biogeographic contexts. To 
MacArthur and Wilson (J 967: 3) insularity 'is moreover a universal feature of biogeography' as it 
is exhibited in a wide range of ecological subsets (to use their examples: caves, streams, gallery 
forest and tide pools). Variation in any biological feature (ecological, genetic, morphological etc.) 
exists across many geographical dimensions such as distance between sites or along gradients of 
area and elevation. The most fundamental effect of island isolation, if quantified using distance, is 
that the chance of dispersal decreases with increasing distance from the source population. Like 
the effect of island area, this is an assumption embedded within equilibrium theory and crucial for 
7 A hi Ii Ly to migrate/disperse 
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predicting the changing rates of species inunigration or extinction in relation to changing 
equilibrium. ln equilibriwn theory the islands that are nearer have a greater equilibrium bttt also a 
greater species turnover rate than distant islands. 
The utility of equilibrium theory for exploring the effect of distance was deemed 
unequivocal by Diamond (1972; 1974) in demonstrating the reduction of bird species from island 
New Guinea to Pitcairn f sland in the East Pacific. When coupled with island area this reduction 
becomes logarithmic in scale. This principal tenet was extended to include 'rescue' and 
'commuter' effects in which the less the distance to the source population, reduced the probability 
that an established population on the island would go extinct, mainly because of the effect of 
immigration population renewal and resource accessibility from other islands (Brown and 
Kodric-Brown, 1977). These observations are again alt intuitive, but they do not employ the more 
abstruse theoretical insights of MacArthur and Wilson's theory of island biogeography. In a 
sterile or biota-less island, for example an oceanic island fo1med from a volcanic eruption (e.g. 
Krakatau), equilibrium theory predicts that distant islands will take a disproportionately longer 
time to reach equilibrium through chance immigration than near islands. 
Long d;stance d;spersal and equWbrium themy 
The validation of long-distance dispersal was essential to Darwin's Origin treatise, because if the 
same tvv'o species occurred on two isolated or widely separated islands, then few other possible 
explanations including independent evolution seemed plausible. In Wallace's (1880) Island life, 
one chapter is dedicated to long-distance dispersal in an attempt to understand the Asian and 
Australian biogeographic affmities, in which dispersal could explain the vicariant distributions of 
large mammals in contrast to non-vicariant a vi fauna. The high frequency of flightlessness found 
among many endemic birds and invertebrates, for example, posed a dilemma for early dispersal 
theory. Darwin instituted the idea that flightlessness was favow·ed on islands that arose tluough 
differential subsidence or by tl1e inundation of fom1er continents to form islands. This 
phenomenon was later explained by Darlington (1943) and Diamond (1972). They proposed that 
kinetic (energy) investment for flight or long-distance dispersal is reduced or relaxed on the more 
stable, inland, or mountainous areas of larger islands, whereas on more remote, low and small 
islands such dispersal mechanisms are still evident because the kinetic invesbnent is necessarily 
high. 
MacArthur and Wilson (J 967) have discussed long distance dispersal theory in direct 
relation to island area and insularity (as above). They suggest that certain taxa are suited to 
remote island colonization because they either have long-distance dispersal or survival 
adaptations. Wilson's (1959) earlier examination of the distribution and ecology of Melanesian 
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ant fauna, a study that foreshadowed equilibrium theory, highlighted the tendency for species to 
colonize islands through ecologically marginal or 'weedy' habitats. Wilson proposed the concept 
of 'taxon cycles' (Wilson, 1959; MacArthur and Wilson, 1967: 163-165); meaning that on larger 
islands such as New Guinea, various taxa occupying marginal habitats are more likely to disperse 
across oceanic barriers to colonize the equivalent environments of smaller and more isolated 
islands of Island Melanesia. One~ colonised, some tax.a failed to establish, especially within the 
island margins, while others successfully invaded inland areas fonning new adaptations and 
potentially new species. A small proportion of the inland-adapted species may then radiate back 
to the island margins and subsequently colonize other islands. 
Critics of equihbrh11n lheo1y 
Most critics of equilibrium theory accept that its greatest value has remained its position as a 
definite anchor for 11oating alternate theories of island biogeography (e.g. Sauer, l 969; 
Simberloff, I 974; Gilbcit, 1980; Brown and Lomolino; Heaney, 2000; Lomolino, 2000; 
Whittaker, 2000; Walter, 2004). By and large, the concentration on biogeographical evidence bas 
been part of ecological and evolutionary perspectives within a species-centred approach. Recent 
biogeographic research concentrating on molecular-based phylogenetic data and the increasingly 
detailed palaeobiogeographic data has allowed the competing long distance dispersal and 
vicariance hypotheses to be tested (Sanmartin and Ronquist, 2004). Taxa from different orders, 
both plant and animal, exhibiting the same phylogenetic and biogeographic pattern, are assumed 
to share a common ancestry based on the same geological isolation events. Molecular clock 
estimates indicate that the Cretaceous break-up of Gondwana was an important mechanism for 
spcciation, especially in birds and mammals. Molecular data for post-Gondwirnan floras suggests 
that long distance dispersal better accounts for biogeograpbic patterns of species in which the 
ancient vicariant patterns and recent dispersal events have formed hybrid lineages (e.g. Pole, 
1994; Sanmartin and Ronquist, 2004). 
Comparative molecular and long distance dispersal studies have been relevant for older 
continental landmasses such as Australia, New Zealand and South America where ecological 
processes may operate under an order completely different from that of oceanic islands. For the 
younger islands, molecular and palaeobiogeograpbic datasets are not yet of a sufficient resolution 
to provide concordance between phylogenetic and vicariant patterns. The avifaunal and mammal 
distributions on oceanic islands have little to do with the break-up of Gondwana and cannot be 
analysed within the same vicariance hypotheses. The same applies to island floras despite the 
high proportion of taxa with Gondwanan lineages. Geological isolation events, such as the 
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Gondwanan break-up that marked the beginning of the Cretaceous, are likely to be more frequent 
and important to vica1iance hypotheses for oceanic islands. 
Walter (2004) has questioned the application and validity of species-centred evolutionary 
concepts in island biogeography. Firstly, he suggests there is a taxonomic conundrum where a 
pattern or process may be highly visible for birds but not for other organisms (;bid: 190). For 
example, Rapa in the Austral Islands, has an area of 38 km2 and there are 100 species of land 
snails8 (Solem, 1982; 1990), with species density an order of magnitude greater than for any 
continental land snail fauna. This same paradoxical trend applies to the species radiation of the 
Rapan flightless weevils (67 species of Miocalles and 13 species of Rhyncogonus; PauJay, 1985). 
This could exemplify one of Stephen Jay Gould 's 'reversed established orders' (Gould, 1995a), a 
counter-intuitive trend, at least in regard to equilibriwn theory, where continents are deemed 
highly impoverished of land snails and weevils. Secondly, Walter highlights the tendency to 
generalise local and regional environments and to accord them universal validity or significance 
as discussed above. The foundation of equilibrium theory with the inherent bias towards taxon 
dispersal has been invalidated where species-centric concepts should be replaced by concepts that 
incorporate a wider range of geographical attributes of islands. Walter suggests that oceanic 
island tax:a are :functionally insular as a result of long-term island stability, confinement, and 
isolation as a protection from continental source invasion and dist11rbance such as predation, 
competition, and disease. He also distinguishes continental taxa on the basis that they persist in 
different, more complex and open spatial systems. 
From a geographical perspective Walter (2004) suggests that the island biogeogrnphy 
paradigm has been developed without empirical data on historic, pre-human biodiversity and the 
geological timeframe of many tropical oceanic islands. He elaborates on the human-island 
component by stressiJ1g that island biogeography research has dealt only with small continental 
land-bridge islands with impoverished flora and fauna resulting from human modification (e.g. 
Island Southeast Asia and Melanesia). He adds that biogeographic studies of the land-bridge 
islands of the North and Baltic Sea, the eastern Atlantic and the Meditenanean are more often 
populated by mainland metapopulations9• These metapopulations arc also more heavily modified 
through historic human influences than the mainJand source populations. 
8This number has recently been increased to more than 150 species (Benoit Fontane and Olivier Gargominy 
of the Museum de Paris, pers. comm. 2004). Walter (2004), followi ng Solem (1990) incorrectly cites 
Rapa's area to be 14.2 kn{ 
9Connected populations 
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Discrepancies in island biogeography 
Disturbance and island<; 
The processes of species immigration, extinction and evolution are central to island biogeography 
(Lomolino, 2000). Evolutionary speciation is perhaps the most intractable, given the problems of 
examining the biology of long-lived species that may require extensive, long-tem1 historical data. 
For equilibrium theo1y and its precursors, island immigration has essentially supplanted 
speciation as an equivalent process, given that the first successful colonisation of a species on an 
island represents a speciation event for that island. As Gould (1986) has emphasised, this does not 
demonstrate any evolutionary process. Speciation in the form of adaptive radiation, as one 
example, has clearly taken place but the processes that led to such events remain unsubstantiated. 
Generally any treatment of the evolutionary speciation process on islands has remained 
hypothetical. Disturbance may play a more pivotal role in the interpretation of these processes. 
Levin (2004) suggests that speciation is likely to follow pronounced ecological shifts, in 
which species from an ancestral habitat may have radiated into numerous other habitats. 
Increasingly, the fossil record suggests that island environments have changed abruptly and/or 
periodically and it is the most disruptive points in these records that appear conducive to high 
rates of speciation. This may result from in situ speciation, or in the case of island biotas may be 
more a consequence of increased plant dispersal and colonisation as a mechanism for increasing 
genetic exchange. Levin suggests such speciation facilitated by disturbance relaxes pressures on 
competing taxa by either allowing for colonisation of an entirely new environment (e.g. an 
oceanic island) or a newly formed niche. On oceanic islands such disturbance-oriented ecological 
shifts may be quite pronounced, such as the extensive radiation that has been documented for 
colonising species of several plant genera (e.g. Hawaiian silver-swords in the Astcraceae). Levin 
points out that such plant speciation has also been noted for some continental silver-sword like 
genera including Espeletia (Asteraceae) in the cool Andean tropics (Monasterio and Sarmontio, 
1991 in Levin 2004: 225), suggesting tlrnt the nature of distmbance, not insularity or isolation is 
the driving process behind such speciation. 
Disturbance has long been seen as a facilitator of ecological change along a contiomun 
ranging from the outright destruction of environments to local biological heterogeneity across an 
environment. Disturbance has been defined as 'any relative discrete event in time that disrupts 
ecosystem, community or population structure and changes resources, substrate availability or the 
physical environment' (White and Pickett, 1985: 7). A number of authors have examined the role 
of disturbance in either maintaining or increasing species diversity (e.g. Grime, 1973; Connell, 
1979; Grubb, 1979). Connell (1979) suggests that in tropical environments diversity is increased 
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and the highest diversity is maintained at intem1ediate scales of disturbance. The long-tenn 
historical investigation of the colonization of flora and fauna on Krakatau (Republic of 
Indonesia), following the volcanic eruption of 1883, has provided an abtrndance of data that do 
not fit MacArthur and Wilson's equilibrium theory (Waller, 2004). The frequency and degree of 
disturbance, examined in conjunction with the ecology of many biotic elements, were important 
in defining the patterns of colonisation and species where a constant dynamic disequilibrium bas 
existed for at least 100 years (e.g. Whittaker, 1995; Busb and Whitaker, 1993). 
Human impact and islands 
The impact of humans on oceanic islands is one subject that has been filled with ambiguHy and 
contention. Prior to the publication of MacArthur and Wilson's equilibrium theory, Fosberg 
(1959; 1963) alluded to the potential influence of humans on island ecosystems not only in terms 
of direct impacts but also as dispersal agents. ln 1961 he wrote: 
' It is probable that no island ecosystem was ever completely stable. The limited size makes even 
relatively small changes capable of rather profound general effects; io other words, lhe buffering 
effects of great size and diversity are lacking. However, it is likely that, before the advent of man, 
mat1y or most of the older island ecosystems bad reached sucb relative stability that changes were 
mostly very slow. Tn most respecls organisms present had evolved imo an effective equilibrium with 
their environments. Closed biotic conm1unities had developed that made difficult the unaided 
invasion of new organisms.' (Fosberg, 1963: 5) 
The methodological priorities set by equilibrium theory such as the measurement of species 
turnover, have resulted in the comparative neglected of complex and contingent issues 
surrounding human impact (Walter, 2004). As one example, most avifaunal studies of species 
turnover ratios (e.g. Diamond and Jones, 1980) and kinetic relaxation times (e.g. Diamond, 1972) 
on islands that incorporate equilibrium concepts, appear to avoid datasets that reveal the direct 
and indirect natnre of hwnan impact and other environmental disturbance on colonisation and 
extinction processes. Some of the most important evidence for the eroding support of equilibrium 
theory has come from biological evidence for human impact on islands (e.g. Olsen, 1990; Woods 
and Sergile, 2001; Steadman et al 2002). The strongest records of avifatU1al extinction on oceanic 
islands is that of the Pacific rails (Raltidae), with estimates of thousands of extinct species 
occuning within the peTiod of hwnan settlement (Steadman et al 2002). Since such discoveries it 
has been clear that the current biogeographic patterns of island flora and fauna have been heavily 
influenced by human impact. Olson (1990: 49) in commenting on these recent findings in the 
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island fossil record concludes that 'the only safe generalization in island biogeography is that it is 
not safe to make generalizations.' 
The recent chronicling of species inunigration and extinction, human impact and other 
ecological disturbance on islands with no record of hwnan occupation prior to the European 
exploration of the Pacific, has expanded the temporal view of biogeographic analyses. Socorro 
Island ( 140 krni}, the largest of the fow· Revillagigedo Islands in the Mexican Pacific is thought 
to be one such example. It was not until 1869 when sheep were introduced to the island that any 
indirect human impact was recorded (Grayson, 1871 in Walter, 2004). No extinction or 
immigration of any bird species was documented on Socon-o until the Mexican Navy established 
a base there in the 1950s. In the 1970s an endemic elf owl and pigeon became extinct, probably 
through feral cat predation or habitat degradation, with only 2 of 77 visiting terrestrial birds 
establishing breeding populations on the island since this time (Walter, 1998; 2004). Soco1rn's 
avifaunal history is thought similar to other islands including the Galapagos Islands (Equador), 
Cocos Island (Costa Rica) and the Tres Marias' Islands (Mexico) in having few historic records 
of human impact. On such islands, contrary to the predictions of equilibrium theory, the resident 
endemic bird populations appear to be stable with little species turnover except after historically 
recorded distmbance events. Recent documentation of human impact on islands has shown that 
species richness of vascular plants bas approximately doubled on many oceanic islands (Sax et al 
2002; Meyer, 2004). This has largely been a result of introduced exotic biota invading ecological 
niches opened up by severe species and habitat loss. Such pronounced disequilibrium has 
produced knock-on effects that escape the predictions of equilibriw11 theory. 
Why island floras? 
Modem island biogeography has been under the biased perspective of avifaunal and mammalian 
ecological and distributional studies. Equilibrium theory, the dominant paradigm in island 
biogeography, was established under the premise of such a bias but in many senses it fa iled to 
incorporate other elements of island biology. Island floras arc interesting for a whole different set 
of reasons. The differing dispersal abilities and vagility of island floras when compared directly 
to the associated faunal constituents have generated an entire ly different set of assumptions 
regarding species-area relationships, the core concept of equilibrium theory. Carson (1996: 7-8) 
suggests that island biogeography could not operate in the absence of floral analyses, as plant 
distributions are not only more stable than those of fauna, but also frequently serve as 'specific 
determinant substrates' for various animal species. Like their faunal counterparts, island floras 
also exhibit high rates of endemism, but demonstrate more effectively the influence of dispersal 
ba1Tiers and the consequences of long-distance dispersal mechanisms for insular biotas. 
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It has been suggested on the basis of fossil and historical evidence that plants seem to be 
more resistant to extinction than animals (James, 1995). This could be, in part, a function of the 
paucity and lack of resolution of the plant fossil data and may also be a function of the lack of 
empiricaJ data on extinction processes per se. The mechanisms for both immigration and 
extinction have been traced for the historical development of the post-eruption flora of the 
K.rakatau islands (e.g. Bush and Whitaker, 1993; Whitaker, 1995; Whitaker et al 2000). A 
number of authors examining this case study (e.g. Sauer, 1969; Whitaker et al 2000) suggest that 
the case history of K.rakatau c ited by MacArthur and Wilson ( 1967) may follow the predicted 
pattern of colonisation and extinction for avifauna but not for plants. Between the volcanic 
eruptions of 1883 and 1934 plant colonisation progressed at a steady rate whereas plant 
extinctions declined as vegetation succession continued (van Borssum Waalkes, 1960; Whittaker 
et al 2000). 
Long-distance dispersal and island floras 
Tbe accumulation of evidence of long-distance dispersal by Darwin and Wallace was critical to 
their framework for understanding descent, but did not mark the beginning of island 
biogeography (Browne, 1983). The peculiarities and idiosyncratic nature of plant and anjmal 
distributions on islands became paramount after Charles de Buffon (1761) in his ninth volume of 
Histoire nature/le reported observations of the disjw1ct distribution of large mammals between 
continents. The distribution of oceanic isla11d floras and the role of long-distance dispersal did not 
form a part of this initial biogeographic picture, yet they were critical lo the contribution made by 
many Enlightenment naturalists. Johann Reinhold Forster (1778: 186-187), after rus time on 
James Cook' s Resolution voyage, remarked that 'the plants which grow on south-sea isles partly 
resemble those of America and partly those of Asia, with the resemblance to lndia becoming 
more apparent the fmther west. ' ln Cook's depiction of the flora of Palmerston lslru1d on his third 
voyage (Beaglehole, 1967: 95), he stressed the likely role of long-distance dispersal suggesting 
' the plants that may have Vegetated from Cocoanuts, roots and seed, bought tberc by the wind, 
birds or thrown up by the sea.' 
The German botanist Adelbe11 von Chamisso (1821: 365) noted, whilst on Otto von 
Kotzebue's Rurick expedition to the Pacific between 1815 and 1818, that the region's flora 
'seems to have become more scanty ... from west towards the east. ' He also found that 'the sea 
brings [to tbe Marshall islands] . .. the seeds and fruits of many trees, most of whlch have not yet 
grown there . .. many of them appearing .. . to have not yet lost their capability of growing' 
(Kotzebue, 1821: 155). The French botanist Charles Gaudichaud (St John and Titcomb, 1983: 11) 
in his description of the Hawaiian Island flora in 1819 notes that the ' littoral plants, so abundant 
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in the Moloques [Moluccas) and Mariannes [Mariannas), begin to desert the shores of the 
Sandwich Islands [Hawaiian Islands]'. He also observed that it was 'more natural to attribute the 
plant life ... to the air or marine cun·ents, to the birds ... than to search for the genns of all living 
things of these islands, within the center of the earth.' This was perhaps the first pre-Lyellian 
recognition that fonner continents may not have been involved in the distribution of oceanic 
island floras in the Pacific. At this same time Alexander von Humboldt ( 1816, 1820) expanded 
'Buff on 's law' to include other biological entities, whilst the French botanist, Augustin de 
Candolle (1820), proposed the first regionalised system of biogeography distinguished on 
biological (endemism), physiological (physical baITiers including oceans, dese11s, temperature 
clines and plant competition) and climatic criteria (Cox, 200 I). Oceanic island floras did not 
figure highly in de Candolle's initial twenty 'areas of endemism' with only two oceanic areas 
designated, but in a later revision of these biogeographic regions islands made up six of fotty 
areas ofcndcmism (de Candolle, 1838 in Cox, 2001). 
The importance of barriers to understanding plant distribution and dispersal became critical 
to the more detailed observations made by the growing body of professional naturaUsts in the 
Pacific. The American botanist Richard B. Hinds (1844) in 1829 began to substantiate the 
position of the peculiar plant species of the Pacific in stating that they were 'being chiefly fed by 
migration from other seas' and noting that increasing numbers of 'Indian' species were present on 
islands to the west of the Marquesas (after Kay, 1994: 56). In Darwin's (1937) earl ier writing he 
remarked 'we find species few in proportion to the difficulty of transport', and though aware of 
the role of migrating birds as potential dispersers of plant propagules, saw seawater as the main 
dispersal medium. 
As professional botanists began to develop systematic observations of plant collections 
from tbc oceanic islands of the Pacific, the disjunct nature of many plant distribLtlions 
(phytogeographic) became apparent, raising plausible explanations for vicariant biogeography. 
Asa Gray (1854) examined collections of the Compositae (Asteraceae) silver-swords from the 
different Hawaiian Islands, noting their vicariant geographic dislribution, a trend recognised by 
Joseph D. Hooker (1847) after examining Darwin's plant collections from the Galapagos Islands. 
These observations, particularly of tbe silversword alliance, confused dispersal theory but 
provided considerable stimuli for later adaptive radiation theory 10. lo many senses these 
peculiarities were put aside as William Hillebrand (1888) in his Flora of the Hawaiian Islands, 
suggests that the flora was largely derived from seed dispersal in ocean drift. This was contrary to 
Darwin' s ideas, suggesting such dispersal accounts for relatively little of the character of island 
floras. llillebrand's flora gives recognition to historical and other factors in that they may also 
contribute the makeup of island floras outside of the strict physiographic and climatic parameters 
1
"witter and Carr (1988) provided molecular evidence supporting Carlquist's ( 1959) anatomical claim that 
the Hawaiian silver-sword alliance were derived from Californian tarweeds. 
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suggested earlier by de Candolle (1838). This was born out in Adolf Engler's (1879-1882) 
incorporation of evolutionary and historical aspects of phytogeographic regions in a system he 
tenned ' realms'. Engler designated an 'ancient ocean' realm that incorporated the Tertiary floras 
from coastal Chile, the Capes of South America and Africa, most of Australia, including 
Tasmania, and the South Island of New Zealand. These were thought sufficiently adapted to long 
distance transpo1t that they could extend their distribution to the islands of the southern Atlantic, 
Indian and Pacific Oceans (Cox, 2001 ). 
The efficacy of long-distance dispersal has long been questioned on the basis of the rarity 
of successful establishments of plant propagules on islands (Croizat, 1952; Carlquist, 1996). 
Information from field collections following the publication of Darwin's Origin appeared largely 
to suppo1t either the extension of a former southern continent 11 , or to support long-distance 
dispersal mechanisms, namely by ocean-currents. Hetlllann von Jhering (1882; 1907), Hans 
Halli er (l 912) and Douglas H. CampbeU ( 1928) followed the geological perspectives expressed 
by James D. Dana (1847) and Thomas H. Huxley (1870) who proposed the existence of either a 
Mesozoic continent or a series of land-bridges that connected all islands. Forest B.H. Brown, who 
later composed the Flora of Southeastern Polynesia (1931; 1935). argued that the Hawaiian 
island flora originated from a disturbed isthmus region of Central America beginning in the 
Jurassic. He proposed seed dispersal via rafted Gymnospenn wood as the primary long-distance 
dispersal mechanism (Brown, 1921 ; 1922; 1928). Harold B. Guppy (1906) focused instead on 
seed buoyancy, concluding that plant propagules are heavily dependent on chance establishment. 
Like Darwin, he fotu1d that ocecu1 cuITent dispersal accounts for relatively little of the floras of the 
most remote islands including the Hawaiian Islands. It was not until James Small ( 1919) provided 
evidence for airborne seed and spore dispersal that wind was recognised as an effective carrier of 
plant propagules. The evidence for long distance plaut dispersal challenged a developing view al 
that time that geographica l isolation played a more important role in plant speciation (e.g. 
Abrams, 1905; Allen, 1905) as advocated in the case of certain land snails (e.g. Gulick, 1872) and 
Pacific fish species (e.g. Jordan, 1905; 1908). 
More systematic surveys of plant dispersal mechanisms began with Carl Skottsberg (1925) 
who compared the flora l origins of the Hawaiian and the Juan Fernandez islands. Henry N. 
Ridley (1930) attempted a general overview of the subject, later fo llowed by Elmer 0. Merrill in 
a nmnber of publications (e.g. Merrill, 1946). Sherwin Carlquist (1967; 1974) presented the most 
detailed study to date on long distance plant propagule dispersal and remains its leading advocate 
for characterising the constit1~ents and ecology of oceanic island floras. Carlquist (1996) later 
conceded that despite the ove1whel.ming evidence for long distance dispersal, the rarity of 
successful establishment, allowed other mechanisms to be postulated (e.g. vicariance or pan-
''Joseph D. Hooker earlier supported the idea of continental extensions but later abandoned it in 1867 (Kay, 
1994; 68) 
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biogeography). He earlier proposed that successful establishment of populations derived from 
distant archipelagos would only occur in rare events operating over millions of years (Carlquist, 
1980). To Carlquist: 
'The endemic nature of species on oceanic islands is indirect evidence of rarity of successful 
establishment, a necessary con·elation because frequent reintroduction of a species prevents 
development of an endemic derivative.' ( 1996: J 53) 
Nowhere in his examination of long distance dispersal has any other process been invoked that 
makes the com1ection between prolonged establishment and eventual speciation. The vicariant or 
isolating role of disturbance, so prollounced on oceanic islands, could equally account for the 
endemic character of particular species. This does not deny the efficacy of long djstance dispersal 
but suggests other processes may have played an equivalent historical role. 
Disturbance and island floras 
Explanations for the incligenous character and dispersal origin of island floras are often based on 
the assumption of a stable terrestrial and marine environment (Hope, 1996). Fosberg ( l 963: 5) 
noted of most the Pacific island environments immediately prior to human settlement that 'tbe 
older island ecosystems had reached such relative stability that changes were mostly very slow' . 
On the contrary, palaeoenvironmental data for the Quaternary suggest disturbance processes were 
more pronounced on the oceanic Pacific islands than on the adjacent continents (e.g. Enright and 
Gosden, 1992). Exposure to tectonic activity, fluctuating sea levels, tsunamis, cyclones and 
volcanic ash fallout have produced an uneven array of geomorphic signatures across many 
islands, some indicating entire removal of habitats suitable for particular vegetation types. Apart 
from the plant fossil proxy indications for fluctuating sea level (e.g. mangrove sediments; 
Woodroffe, 1987; Ellison, 1989) most of the aforementioned disturbances are generally poorly 
exhibited in proxy records for noral or vegetation change (e.g. pollen, charcoal pruticles, 
pbytoliths and plant macrofossi ls). The taxonomic precision or fossil pollen records bas allowed 
some past climatic patterns to be inferred on the basis of referential indexes of modem climate 
affinities of the plant taxa represented. Climatic variation, along with any marked pattern of 
disturbance, has not been unequivocally detected in the pollen record. Fire signattu·es have been 
recognised from many palaeoenvironmental records from the oceanic Pacific islands. Outside of 
human-induced burning, fires could result from volcanic ash, lighLning strikes or cyclones. The 
extent to which such disturbances regimes have influenced tbe indigenous character of many 
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island floras has been blun·ed by the unprecedented environmental changes evident with human 
arrival (see Cha1>ter 6 for further discussion). 
'Phytogeographers have tended to concentrate on historical distributional data for species as 
well as the comparison of complete island floras in search of vicariant and sympatiic patterns or 
other geographical explanations for Horal composition. The most comprehensive study of 
historical biogeography data on floral immigration and extinction comes from studies based on 
the post 1883 sterilisation event on the Krakatau islands. Whittaker et al (2000) found that the 
structure of the Krakatau flora could best be described on the basis of the establishment of viable 
populations by 1934 12 within the first 50 years of the disturbance (volcanic sterilisation). Current 
records (l 979-94) of population viability or extinction could be dete1mined by considering 
whether these populations were on the increase or in decline, respectively, within those first 50 
years. The ctment structure of the t1ora could not be attributed to stochastic causes and was only 
partly a function of species vagility. 
Along longer time scales (over millions of years), it is thought that island geological 
diversity and centres of tectonic activity may provide a good indication of floral diversity and 
rates of endemism. Using a !united phytogeographical dataset of the continental island Malesian 
flora generated in 1971, Balgooy et al (I 996) found that the biogeography of plant endemism in 
comparison with geological data suggests that a correlation exists between points of Te1tiary or 
earlier plate tectonic activity and the proportions of endemic taxa in a given area. It is suggested 
that the collision of more than 30 tectonic plates in northern New Guinea probably initiated the 
most speciation. The geologically diverse islands of New Caledonia, for example, have the most 
(l 00) endemic genera and the highest rate of endemicity anywhere in the Pacific (Jaffre, l 993~ 
Morat, 1993). By comparison the relatively uniform geology of the neighboming Vanuatu and the 
Santa Cmz Islands is recognised with only one endemic genus (Balgooy et al 1996). 
On islands such as Rapa, plant speciation events may have taken place within a shorter 
timeframe, both within and between the interceding glacial periods culminating in the Las1 
Glacial Maximum (LGM; 22-J 6 ka) and the Penultimate glaciation (-J 50 ka). From the mfoirnal 
amount of sea floor bathymetric data from off the coast of Rapa, with the sea-level at LGM 
approximately 120-110 m below present (Shackleton, 2000), the terrestrial area of Rapa would 
have at least been doubled. Satellite islets surrounding the main island were joined with the main 
island and the cutTent disjunct cloud forest (>350 m) would have formed a continuous tract above 
a more extensive stretch of lowland vegetation. Around 200 km to the northwest/west of Rapa is 
Nielson Bank), a shallow submarine reef system that during the LGM may have represented a 
considerable island, perhaps up to 50 km2 in area. A similar but smaller terrestrial extension to 
Marotiri, 90 km to the southeast/east of Rapa, could also be inferred from ctment sea-floor 
12The final year of the initial survey period ruru1ing from 1883- 1834. This was summarised by W.M. 
Docters van Leeuwen ( 1936). 
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topographic data (e.g. McNutt et al 1997). Increased species dispersal between the connected 
islets and the extended adjacent islands occurred during glacial sea-level regressions. This was 
followed by increased isolation or extirpation of populations on the outer islands, islets and the 
retracted cloud forests accompanying post-glacial sea-level rise. Such a sea-level driven 
mechanism for habitat heterogeneity and consequent allopatric speciation bas been infe1Ted for 
the few other oceanic islands with satellite islets or islands such as Tahiti and the Hawaiian 
Islands (e.g. Levin, 2000). These islands appear to have a disproportionate endemicity of both 
floras and faunas compared to islands without satellites. 
In examining the characteristics of island strand floras of the lndo-Pacific, Andreas 
Schimper ( 189 J) found that the capacity of these species for establislunent is dependent on how 
frequently coastal habitats are disturbed by more immediate ocean events (e.g. storms, tidal 
surges and tsunami). Although not directly referring to island environments, Edgar Anderson 
( 1948) suggested that disturbance has the capacity to create a more benign and heterogeneous 
environment where plants, particularly hybrids with recent adaptations, may more readily 
establish. Such habitat or niche differentiation as a primary cause of speciation in floras has been 
examined by a number of authors (Clausen, 1951, Grubb, 1977; Grant, 1981 in Levin, 2004: 
225). More recently, the relationship between disnirbance as a potential precursor to colonisation 
or invasion has been noted for many situations globally (e.g. Hobbs, 1989). Levin (2004: 225-227 
after Hubble, 2000) proposes 'long-term or repeated, episodic disturbance at the landscape level 
as the prerequisite for invasion. ' He notes that the removal of stresses placed on species may 
induce a similar response to that exhibited by disturbed species. He also suggests that the many 
documented cases of adaptive radiations and rapid diversification of plant species on oceanic 
islands ' presumably occurred because of the abi li ty of lineages to take advantage of ecological 
opportunities' (i.e. creation of vacant n icbes by disturbance). 
The extinction of plant species outside of the human impact sphere is typically attributed to 
contingent environmental and demographic effects or to environmental changes which have 
removed a particular habitat or rendered it uninhabitable (e.g. Hanison, 1991 ). Such changes may 
involve increases in disease, predation, or decline in a symbiotic rnutualism, and for small 
popu lations may also involve inbreeding depression. Generally, it can be assumed that 
environmental and demographic factors will outweigh genetic constraints, particularly for small 
populatlons that are inherently more vulnerable to extinction than large populations (e.g. Lande, 
1988), a factor that Da1win pointed out in Origin. Tslaud floras are typically low in diversity 
especially at the genus level rendering them more prone to the effects of invasive species than 
continental floras (e.g. Vitousek, 1988; Mueller-Dombois and Loope, 1990). In many instances 
such invasive tax.a actively displace indigenous species, resulting in extinctions, of which a 
growing ntm1ber have been documented. 
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Long distance vagility of various plant taxa may account for the presence of plant 
propagules on islands but may in fact be a very poor predictor of successful plant establishment. 
For example, both viable and sterile tropical plant propagules of a large range of species can be 
found in beach drift along the coasts of temperate Australia (Smith and Kinnear, 1998). As few of 
these taxa have established viable populations, vagility may also have very little to do with the 
process of i1n1rugration or extinction that give rise to the endemic character of island floras. Wl1at 
now seems unequivocal is that disturbance plays a contingent role in the speciation (immigration 
included) or extinction processes on islands, perhaps more so than on continents. Gould, (1995a: 
12-16) in reference to Darwin' s entangled bank, suggests that: 
'lhc same palterns do not always recur from adjaccnl starting points colonised by the same set of 
species. Even the most apparently predictable patterns of supposedly established orders may fail. ' 
A fertile plant propagule may successf11lly make it to an island shoreline through some long 
distru1ce dispersal mechanism but establ ishment and proliferation is dependent on environmental 
and historical contingencies 13• 
It may be that historical contingencies control the influence of many environmental 
disturbance factors in propagule establishment. Long distance (dispersal) vagility has more often 
been offered as the only possible explanation beyond which all other influences are seen as 
entirely random. For many authors (e.g. Carlquist, 1974; Fosberg, I 984), long distance dispersal 
has been seen as a process of chance i11 itself. However, the production and pro I iferation of many 
large-seeded plant species in the Pacific islands, for example, despite seeds being recorded in 
long-distance drift, of which the seed viability is unknown, are more dependenl on local dispersal 
and predation by fru it bats, crabs and rats for recruitment (e.g. Asb, J 987 for Pandanus tect01·iz1s 
on Fiji). Preferential intra-island dispersal and post-dispersal predatjon of these seeds by faw1a, 
especially rats, has had a measw·able impact on vegetation composition and ecological dynamics 
on islands such as Tonga where nearly 80% of the forest tTee species and lianas are ve11ebrate 
dispersed (Mcconkey et al 2003). Historical changes in the types of seed dispersers a11d 
predators, with some documented species declines and extirpations recorded, bas significantly 
changed species recruitment independently of long-distance dispersal vagility (McConkey and 
Drake, 2002). From such data it has become apparent that it is the quantity of seeds dispersed to a 
site and the factors influencing plant establishment at a site that provide a more measurable 
indication of vegetation composition. Disturbance events including light-gap creation after tree-
13To Gould (1995b: 8-15), contingency has a meaning distinct from chance or stochastic processes: 
'pure chance p1·ecludes any explanation of particulars, but contingency, while denying that predictions can be made with confidence at 
the outset, does assert the possibility of explanation after a particltlar hiRtnry has unfolded. Co1Jtiogency is the historian's mode of 
knownbility; pure chance denieij the explication ofp111ticulurs.' 
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fall and limitations on seed dispersal are seen as equally important to plant establishment 
potential in tropical locations (Hubbell et al 1999). 
Cultural history and the origins of floras in OlRO 
The differential dispersal and establishment of Pacific island faunas and floras have permeated 
discussions on the colonisation of this region by people since al least the Enlightenment voyages. 
J. R. Forster, who joined Cook on the HMS Resolution voyage in J 773, published a work centred 
on both the comparative biogeography and ethnology of the Pacific (Forster, 1778). His 
discussion of cultural geography focused on the disjunct distribution of languages in the Western 
Pacific, noting the unity of language distribution in the east. These observatfons inspired ideas of 
cultural diffusion and race later elaborated by Jules-Sebastien-Cesar Dumont D'Urville (1832; 
184 1; 1987) who separated a Polynesian and Melanesian geography on the basis of a rigid 
classification of the physical appearances of people (see D' Arey, 2003). While the physical 
distinctions were rigidly defined, the geographical distinction was more vague in the late 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries when Vanuatu and New Caledonia were often tenned 
'Western Polynesia' and later incorporated into tbe Melanesian geography (Thomas, 1989; 1996). 
This Enlightenment cultural geography also entered discussions on the regional schemes of 
biogeographic patterning of the Pacific. Prior to the publication of Dumont D'Urville's ideas of 
race distribution in the Pacific ( 1832; 1841), Joachim Frederik Schouw (1823) in Grundh·aek ti! 
en almindelig plantegeografi sketched a regionaJised plant geography that included a Polynesian 
region based on a limited floral database established from existing plant col lections. Schouw 
never travelled to tl1e Pacific but established his Polynesian plant geography in a fonn that 
appears to combine the systematic framework of de Candolle 's ( 1820) areas of endemism as well 
as the geographic implications of cultural diffusion stressed in Forster's ethnological 
examination. Schouw's I 823 publication is not clear about the role he affords humans in the 
distribution of various plant taxa, but this role is explicitly addressed in his more notable thesis 
The earth, plants and man first published in 1845. Here he expanded his ideas on plant geography 
to explore the problematic of the interaction between human society and the environment, 
something not explored in such detail by any of his more notable contemporaries (e.g. von 
Humboldt, 1816; J 820). Schouw writes: 
'can it be stated that the different characters of nations are determined by, or at least essentially 
dependent upon, the nature which surrounds them? ... Such a dependency is generally assumed by 
historians, philosophers, naturalists and poets; but, nevertheless, I dare assert that this opinion 
represents a great error, which has only become so general because conclusions have been drawn on the 
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subject with a superficiality which would not be endured in any other science.' ( 1852: 240-246 in 
Olwig, 1980: 32) 
Olwig (1980) describes Schouw as one of the founders of plant biogeography, but also as one of 
the origiJ1ators of the hermeneutic tradition as applied to geography, seeing structure in the 
process of interaction among humans, other species and the environment in establishing their own 
design outside of any existing natural order. This was to some extent a response to the then 
prevailing 'classical' (cf Foucault, 1973) notions of cultural diffusion determined from 
environmental constraints. Such classical ideas were introduced in regard to the Pacific region by 
Dwnont D'Urville and later explored for Polynesia by a spate of authors (e.g. Fomander, 1878-
1880; Fraser, 1895; Smith, 1898; 1921 ). 
The inclusion of a human dimension in Schouw's Polynesian plant geography is perhaps 
not surprising given the emphasis placed on economic plants in the Enlightenment accounts and 
the notable pre-Linnaean (cf Linnaeus, I 758) Herbarium Amboinense of Rumphius (1747) with 
his lndo-Malayan collection of plant esculents. The naturalists ou board Cook's 1768-1779 
voyages recorded at least 37 species of 'weeds' and plant cultigens that were regarded by a 
number of later authors as intentional or inadvertent lrnman introductions (e.g. Guppy, 1906; 
Rjdley, 1930; Menill, J 954). The collectors themselves questioned the origin of many of these 
plants compi ling lists of economic plants deemed unequivocal human introductions and 
mentioning the possibility for many other species (e.g. Forster, 1786). They also enumerated local 
plant vernacular as part of their record of the Pacific lexjcon, and put forward the possibility that 
there was some generalised Indo-Malaysia to Polynesia distribution of cultures and floras within 
Polynesia (Banks, m.s. ; Monkhouse, m.s.; Solander, m.s. ; Forster, l 774 in Rensch, J 991). 
With the establishment of mission stations and other colonial settlements on many of the 
islands in the early nineteenth century, many foreign residents began to elaborate on these ideas 
in their documentation of the traditional and economic use of plants (e.g. Ellis, 183 1 - see Merlin, 
2000 for a brief bistory). Some of the earliest lexicons compiled for Polynesia, largely completed 
by missionaries, are laden with descriptions of both economic and indigenous plants (e.g. Hale, 
1846; Davies, 1851 ). From the late nineteenth onwards, the development of a Polynesian plant 
vernacular has been seen as an accessible form of enquiry for botanists, ethnologists and linguists 
alike, inspiring a number of explorers with little expertise in any one of the relevant disciplines to 
take up the pursuit (e.g. Powell, 1868; Pickering, 1879; Guppy, 1896; Christian, 1897; Cook, 
1901; Safford, 192 l ). Plant vernacular began to fonn part of systematic linguistic examinations of 
cultural origins in the region. The linguist William Churchill (1911; 1912) proposed an eastern 
Southeast Asia origin, an opinion at odds with the prevailing linguistic and ethnographic 
synthesis centred on Emasia (e.g. Tregear, 1891). He also suggested on linguistic grounds that 
people entered the region tlu-ough two independent routes. 
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Systematic botanical interpretations of the distribution of 'Polynesian' plants often included 
commentaries on possible introductions and traditional plant use. Be1thold Seemann (1865) was 
exceptional in his extensive commentary on the introduced element of the Polynesian flora, 
focusing more directly on Fiji. He also commented on the weeds of Fiji suggesting that their 
ability to spread was dependent on the amount of cultivated land or habitats otherwise disturbed 
by people 14• Comparable to Seemann's treatment of Fiji, Hillebrand's (1888) early synthesis of 
the Hawaiian island flora provided considerable detail on plant productions and introductions. 
Apparent in both botanists' work was a lack of congruence between etlll1ographic and botanical 
data in differentiating plant dispersal by humans from other mechanisms. 
Such botanical data did not rest easily with treatments of the subject by ethnographers. In 
his Origins of cultivated p lants volume, Alphonse de Candolle (1886) outlined a number of 
asymmetric patterns and conflicting viewpoints on the west to cast distribution of plant cultigens; 
as a primary example, the American origin of sweet potato (Jpomoea batatas- see Yen, 1974 and 
Chapter 8). This later contributed to the more complex problem of tJ1e human settlement and 
cultural origins of the eastern Polynesian islands that persisted up w1til Yen's ( 1991a; 1998) 
recent syntheses on the subject. Polynesian ethnographers including S. Percy Smith (I 898; J 921) 
amongst others (reviewed by Bellwood, 1978) rigidly pursued diffusionist ideas of racial 
distributions and physiognomy, in the vein of Dumont D'Urville 's earlier assertions. 
By the 1920s, ethnographic research in the Polynesian region was driven by museum-based 
ethnography 15 • Thomas ( 1996: 41-49) suggests that ethnography during this period gave equal 
standing to tbe concerns of natural and cultural history and emphasised collecting any empirical 
detail of island societies and environments. A series of ethnographic descriptions of Polynesian 
societies, mostly from U1e Bernice P . Bishop Museum in Honolulu, according to Buck (1945: 125 
in Thomas, 1996: 44) were intended 'to gain a pictw·e of native culture as it existed before the 
changes due to foreign contact began to take place'. Thomas's version of this museum 
ethnography emphasises the diachronic separation between the static 'native cultures', 
uncontaminated by foreign contact and the historical acculturation process set in place upon 
foreigner arrival: 
'What is native is simply in a process of fading away. It may be less visible, but it has not apparently 
changed through accommodation, reaction or adaptation to new conditions, nor docs transformation 
seem to consist of m1ything more than displacement. indigenous culntre exists in a quantity which is 
reduced more or less according to the degree of foreign innuencc ... ' (Thomas, 1996: 45) 
14This may have been in part a reflection of the growing awareness of human impacts on the environment 
as espoused by Joachim Schouw (1852), Thomas Huxley (1863) and George Perkins Marsh (1864). 
15Thomas (1996: 42) lists a number of the key publications in this regard that were seen as authoritative 
texts by Buck (1945) and Goldman (1970). Ethnographies of this period relevant to this thesis include: 
Firth, 1936; Aitken, 1930; Metraux, 1940; Stokes. n.d. 
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Island floras and faunas were viewed in much the same way as people, again in a process of 
' fading away'. Many of these museum ethnographies provided extended commentaries on plant 
use, pa1ticularly agricultural production, material culture, medicinal uses and occasionally 
religious idolatry and symbolism. First contact narratives were employed simply as a demarcation 
point for assessing the impacts of foreign influences on the flora and fauna, but also foreign 
introductions. Some authors attributed the distribution of I . baratas in the Pacific to early Spanish 
explorers (e.g. Frederici, 1929). This view was countered on historicaJ and ethnological grounds 
where a number museum ethnographers, including J.F.G. Stokes (1932), pushed for a Polynesian 
introduction into the Pacific based primarily on infonnation drawn from Polynesian oral histories 
(see also Dixon, 1932; Hornell, 1946). 
Museum-based botanists 16, who often relied on the field collection of herbarium specimens 
by etbnogi:apbers, were more often drawn upon in assessments of the antiquity of human 
disturbance. Alfred Metrau.x (1940), in his Ethnology of Easter island quoted Skottsberg ( 1920) 
as an authority for his then conte11Lious views about the pre-existence of foresl vegetation on 
Easter Island prior to Polynesian arrival (see Chapter 4). Botanists began to create an image of 
what the indigenous or exotic characters of different plants might be. Plru1t species were 
characterised by some authors as being introduced by Polynesians if they were shown to have any 
ethnobotanical significance. Their status within cullivation systems or associations with 
habitation sites was often critical in defining human introductions. The distribution of economic 
plants also rnspired some botanists to focus on specific cultigens (e.g. Wilder, 1928 on 
Artoca17;11s alti/;s). 
In a number of a1ticles, Merrill (1917; 1939; 1954) synthesised the growing body of 
infonnation on the antiquity, origin, and dispersal of economic plants for Lbe Indo-Pacific, 
following from Rumphius's 17 earlier descriptions of the cultivated plants of the lndo-Malayan 
region aJJd de Candolle's ideas on their origins. His study of the weeds and cultivated plants of 
Polynesia recorded at the time of Cook's voyages provided an addi tional insight into the human 
settlement of the Pacific Islands from an Inda-Malayan origin (Merrill, J 954). At the same time, 
St John (1953)18 noted that the majority of 'sustenance' plants present in Polynesia prior Lo 
European contact could also be found cultivated in Indonesia and New Guinea, he thus proposed 
a migration route tJu·ough lndonesia, New Guinea and Melanesia for Polynesians. Jacques Sarrau 
(1955; 1956; Massa! and Barrau. 1956) elaborated on this pattern of cultigen distribution but also 
16e.g. Forest B.H. Brown, Carl Skottsberg and G.P. Wilder, who were all employed at the Bernice P. 
Bishop Museum during the 1920s. 
17Rumphius also contributed to the Ipomoea batatas debate, idenlifying the cultivated planl, from his Dutch 
East Indies collections, as a historic Spanish introduction (Yen, I 974b ). 
18Both Harold St John and Elmer Drew Merrill were also based at the Bernice P. Bishop Museum for a 
period during the 1930s. 
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stressed the associated diversity of agricultural production systems, including a nw11ber of tree 
crop species restricted to New Guinea and the east Pacific (e.g. Artocarpus - breadfruit). 
Recent approaches to the origins and introduction of plant cultigens to OlRO 
To many botanists, and etlrnobotanists alike, the plants that were seemingly incapable of 
dispersing long distances through 'natural' means, must have reached the islands as intentional or 
inadve1tent human introductions. Skottsberg (1920-1956; 1925), who worked chiefly on the Juan 
Fernandez Is lands, Easter Island and Hawaiian Islands, was a strong advocate for long-distance 
dispersal and suggested very few taxa aside from plant cultigens were httman introductions. 
Brown (1931 , 1935) expressed a contrary view in discussing the flora of Southeastern Polynesia 
that includes French Polynesia, the Pitcairn Islands and Easter Is land. He suggested that prior to 
European arrival (i.e. of Mcdafia de Neyra in 1595), Polynesians were responsible for nearly half 
of the number of exotic species recorded on the islands during his botanical surveys from the 
l 920s-1930s. The apparent continuity between ce1taill island chains in the presence or absence of 
particular economic plant species provided further impetus for ideas of cu ltural diffusion from 
Southeast Asia and cultural homology within Polynesia (cf Merrill, 1954). Part of this floral 
origin dilemma was brought about by a lack of temporal conh·ols and constraints on plant ecology 
fuelled by the debate centred on long-distance dispersal processes (e.g. Riley, 1930; Carlquisl, 
1967). 
Nikolay Vavi lov ( J 949-J 950) developed the modern theoretical phytogeographic 
framework for examining tJ1e centres of origins of cultivated plants, utilizing taxonornfo, genetic, 
biogeographic and historical fonns of botanical analyses. He defined a number of origin centres 
for cultivated plants on the basis of a range of evidence, concentrating on the diversity of ' basic 
varieties' as revealed by the variability and composition of plant characters. A number of 
criticisms of this idea have been made, including that it fails to take into account the effect of 
hybridisation and introgression that may act to obscure a centre of origin. Neve1theless, such a 
theoretical framework has still found favour, pa1ticularly with the advent of cytological and later 
molecular analyses of cultigcn phylogenies. Such systematic botanical treatments again threw 
into question the origi ns of a number of cultivated plants, most notably I. batatas (sweet potato), 
Artoca1pus altilis (breadfruit) and Colocasia esculenta (taro) (sec Chapter 8). These taxa are 
three iconic examples of clonally reproduced cultivated plants of Remote Oceania which also 
illustrate the three predominant directions of human introduction to the region from three 
probable Vavilovian centres of cultivated plant origin. 
For the representatives of the Austral Island tlora and OIRO floras in general, very few 
phylogenetic analyses (hypotheses) are available (see below and Chapter 8 for examples). Many 
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of the plant cultigen taxa of Remote Oceania are problematic given bias towards vegetative 
reproduction (Lebot, 2002). Some tax.a are d.ioecious (having separate male and female plants 
e.g. Pandanus spp. and Broussonetia papyrifera) whereby genetic signals presented within 
modem populations are often too weak to securely differentiate populations. The location of 
suitable molecular markers has been critical in the development of phylogenetic toolkit. For 
example, the Amplified Fragm.ent Length Polymorphism (AFLP) technique bas often been 
chosen for sucb examinations due to its ability to detect polymorphisms in closely related species 
and cultivars where in other techniques (e.g. isozyme analysis) they would remain identical. 
In a recent molecular study using AFLPs, Zerega (2003; see also Zerega et al 2004) 
showed that the Pacific cultigen, Artoca1pus a/ti/is, has a polyphyletic lineage derived from a 
number of monophyletic wild species, namely A. camansi (New Guinea) and A. mariannensis 
(Marianna Islands). The polyphyletic lineage of breadfruit populations from East Polynesian 
region that includes the Austral Islands, were more c losely affiliated with A. camansi than A . 
mariannensis to which modern Micronesian region populations were closely related. The 
documented 19'" century human introduction of A. mariannensis derived A. a/ti/is cultivars from 
Micronesia to Tokelau, not recorded elsewhere in Polynesia, was detectable using AFLPs in 
measuring the diversity amongst these populations using the percentage of polymorphic loci as an 
index. Zerega's study demonstrates the efficacy of AFLP based phylogeny to pinpoint origin 
ce11t1·es of diversity for A. a/ti/is populations. However, without knowledge of historical 
introduction of Micronesian cultivars to Tokelau and the east Pacific island population pool, the 
security of these claims would be weakened. 
Zerega 's study illustrates the impo;tance of historical factors in the interpretation of the 
genetic variability of plant introductions. Some populations that may have been introduced with 
the initial human colonization of Remote Oceania may have hybridised with wild relatives or 
with modern or post European contact introductions from markedly different genetic sources. 
These historical factors can really only be adequately assessed through the examination of 
achaeobotanical and palaeobotanical material associated with human settlement period 
sedimentary deposits. Such data can rarely if ever account for multiple introductions from 
multiple genetic sources. Ethnobotanical and historic documentation can provide some indication 
of the introduced status of some plants, but equally rarely account for the possibility of multiple 
introductions from multiple genetic sources. 
Recent approaches to floral extinctions in OIRO 
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, plants appear to be more resistant to extinction than animals 
(James, 1995). Thfa could be a function both of the paucity and lack of resolution of historical 
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and plant fossil data and perhaps of the lack of empirical data on extinction processes. By far the 
main focus for extinction ecologists has been megafaunal extinctions (e.g. MacPhee, 1999) and 
hw11an impacts on island enviro1U11ents (e.g. Diamond and Case, 1986; Diamond, 1989). A 
number of anthropogenic extinction models including overkill, b!Uzlcrieg (rapid overkill) and 
sitz/..Tieg (fire, habitat fragmentation, and the introduction of exotic diseases) have been 
considered (Diamond, 1989; Sarnosky et al 2004). Megafaunas on oceanic islands have rarely, if 
at all, been demonstrated to go extinct because of environmental causes without some 
anthropogenic influence (ibid). These same trends can be applied to island avifauna (Steadman et 
al 2002) and probably island plant species. 
Modem ecological studies of extinction processes have been considered at two levels: ( 1) 
the extinction of local populations (extirpation), and (2) the near extinction of species (Levin, 
2000). For plants, one of the best historic records of extirpation comes from a herbarium 
collection survey of a tropical rainforest fragment in the Singapore Botanical Garden since 1859. 
Turner et al (1996) found that of 448 historically documented species, 51 % (228) of species have 
been extirpated. Of the Hawaiian l sland flora (Wagner et al l 990), consisting of - 1000 species, 
over I 00 species are now presumed extinct or extirpated with 3-400 near extinction (Gemmill et 
al 1998). 
Historic records of human impact have revealed a number of plant extinctions on several 
other islands. On St Helena Island in the mid-Atlantic a number of extinctions of endemic taxa 
have resulted from over-grazing by feral goats (Cronk, 1992). Several islands in the Pacific were 
known to have significant stands of sandalwood (Santa/um spp. - some are endemic species or 
varieties) that were subsequently exploited in the 191h century sandalwood trade, later became 
extinct (e.g. Juan Femandez lslands, sec Wester, 1991). The effect of invasive species on the 
extinction processes of this type is clearly compounded by human disturbance, with the invasive 
species in question usually a direct result of human introduction. A primary example is the 
historical ( 1937) introduction of Miconia clavescens to Tahiti (French Polynesia) that has resulted 
in the possible extinction or at least extinction tlu·eat of a number of endemic species (Meyer and 
Florence, 1996; Meyer et al 2003). 
Palynological studies, in conjunction with modem floral surveys, remain the primary means 
of detecting possible extinction events in the plant fossil record. Palynological records from 
throughout island Remote Oceania suggest that widespread habitat modification coincided with 
the timing of human settlement based on archaeological findings (e.g. Flen ley, 1994). Such 
modification is thought to have induced a decline in fauna( diversity with numerous avifaunal 
extinctions (e.g. Steadman, 2002). Few unequivocal plant extinctions have been documented in 
the region from the palynological record within tbe human settlement timeframc est.a.blished from 
the archaeological record. The palynological record from Easter Island offers the clearest signal 
of plant extinctions that have taken place within the last 2000 years prior to European 
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colonisation (see Chapter 4). Eleven plant extinctions have been identified to at least the plant 
family level (Flenley et al 1991). Subsequent research on records of archaeological charcoal, 
radiocarbon dated to within the last 600 years, bas revealed a fw.ther seven plant extinctions, 
some of which are possibly endemic taxa (Orliac and Orliac, 2002; see Chapter 4), 
During the Holocene, pdor to the htm1an colonisation of island Remote Oceania, local 
extirpations and possible extinctions may have followed volcanic ernptions (e.g. Hawaiian 
Islands) or large-scale tsunami events. Floral ster.ilisation of Pleistocene atolls is likely to have 
occurred following complete inundation during the post-glacial marine transgression. A mid-
Holoccne (6,000-4,000 cal. yr B.P.) sea-level rise of up to - 2 m in tbe central Pacific (e.g. 
Dickinson, 2001) is known to have sterilised the Tuamotu Archipelago (Pirazzoli and 
Montaggioni, 1986). Direct evidence for species extinctions has not become available and is 
unlikely to be forthcoming. 
A combination of phytogeographical and phylogenetic studies of the intraspeciftc genetic 
variation across island populations has been used to infer plant extinctions in the Pacific. Using 
chloroplast DNA microsatellite markers, Butaud et al (2005) assessed the distribution of 
molecular variation of the sandalwood species, Santa/um insulare, an endangered tree species 
found only in French Polynesia, the Cook Islands and Pitcairn Island. This hemiparasitic tree 
grows 011 a wide range of habitats and on a diverse range of host species. The genetic 
relationships between island populations show that there is a closer relationship between 
populations on the Marquesas Islands and Rapa populations than for Rapa, Ra ' ivavae, the Cook 
and Society Islands. Butaud et al (ibid) suggest that these genetic patterns may be a result of a 
combination of dispersion by birds and vicariance, but also as a consequence of the extinction of 
intermediary populations on the Tuamotu atoll islands that intercede the Marquesas Islands and 
Rapa. These islands were fom1erly highly e levated volcanic islands prior to their intermittent 
subsidence during periods of sea-level rise (e.g. during the post-glacial rise and mid-Holocene 
highstand). Extinction on these islands may also be due to recent impacts on the Tuamotus 
following human settlement. 
A more difficult genetic relationsh ip to document is the role of hybridisation of congeneric 
species (species of the same genus) in the extinction of insular and endemic species (Levin et al 
1996). Insular species are more prone to interbreeding and hybridisation because they tend to be 
less genetically diverse and to have weaker barriers to crossing including poorly differentiated 
floral anatomy that may facilitate cross-pollination (Carlquist, 1974). Longer flowering seasons in 
tropical and subtropical islands coupled with greater proportions of generalist pollinators increase 
the likelihood of hybridisation (ibid). Any disturbance process that promotes habitat 
fragmentation may assist greater contact between endemic species and compatible congeners. 
Disturbances that promote the establislunent of congeneric species outside of human influences 
can be inferred from a number of basic assumptions. Firstly, during periods of elevated sea level 
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such contact is likely to have been reduced due to decreased habitat availability in the coastal 
lowlands of islands. The factors that may promote hybridisation are often compounded by human 
disturbance on islands (Levin et al 1996), but such an extinction process could equally apply to 
pre.human settlement island environments. Secondly, the degree to which congeneric 
hybridisation has caused species extinctions, however, is unlikely to be distinguishable in the 
fossil record and can only be speculated upon. In the Hawaiian Islands and other Pacific islands, 
historically introduced Gossypium barbadense has been found to hybridise with endemic species 
of the same genus, threatening the Hawaiian endemic G. tomentosum (De.loode and Wendel, 
1992). 
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Chapter 3 
'500 leagues from Copiapo'1: macrohistories and the 
conception of time 
In Chapter 2 I examined the role that distance between islands has played in the development of 
island phytogeograpby. The chapter also provided an overview of how the geographic or spatial 
patterns of plant species have been related to the human colonisation of Remote Oceania. I 
emphasized the importance of disturbance in the generation of phytogeographic patterning and 
how the role of human disturbance has been misrepresented in biogeographic theory. In this 
chapter, I concentrate on the role that the historical and temporal differences bet.ween islands 
have played in the reconstruction of island biogeography and how this may be related to cultural 
geography. I again emphasize disturbance, but concentrate on its role in generating historical 
pattern. I examine the way disturbance is perceived in island histories and how this is dependent 
on the construction of clu·onology and the conception of time. I focus on how phytogcography has 
been utilised in the 'orthodox' and 'macrohistorical' positions seemingly established for the 
archaeology and environment of the Pacific Islands. 
The macrohistorical view of Easter Island's environment 
In 1687 Edward Davis on board the Batchelor 's Delight sighted a low and sandy island around 
'500 Leagues from Copiapo' at 26° 56'82 in latitude. llis testimony was initially transcribed by 
William Dampier (1699) and later embellished in 1704 by Davis' ship's surgeon Lionel Wafer 
(Joyce, 1933). It was Wafer's account that inspired Jacob Roggeveen 's exploration of the region, 
eventual ly sighting Easter Island3 at latitude 27° 07'S on April 61h 1722. The position of the 
island was enough to convince Roggeveen that this may have been Davis' island, but Wafer's 
description of a 'Sandy Island' contrasted so much with Roggeveen's observations that he 
asserted that ' the discoverers lDavisl must stand convicted of a whole bundle of lies in their 
reports, told by word of mouth as well as in writing' (Gonzalez, 1908: I 0). On initial observation, 
parts of the island appeared covered with 'a soi l of that arid nature' that was originally mistaken 
for 'parched-up grass, and hay or other scorched and charred brushwood ... ' (Gonzalez, ibid) 
1 The explorer Edward Davis provided this description for a 'Sandy Island' which Dampier (1699) believed 
could be uncharted land. 
2 Metraux (1940:36) suggests Davis sighted Mangareva (23°1 'S) not Easter Island. The description in 
Davis in many ways better describes Henderson Island given its predominantly calcareous coastline. 
3 Other names for Easter Island include Paasch Eyland, Rapa Nui and Te Pito te Henua. 
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Roggeveen's account mai·ks the starting point for Easter Island's contested past 
environment. Between the years 1727 and 1838, before Roggeveen 's own jownal was first 
published (Roggeveen, 1838 in von Saher, 1993), the main sources of information regarding the 
1722 sighting were 'of a markedly com1pt and misleading character. . . ' (Roggeveen, 1970: 1 4~ 
15). Two anonymous authors published between 1727-28 spLU"ious accounts of the voyage, in 
which they described, for example, Easter Island men as giants twelve feet in height (von Saber, 
1993). Despite the refutation of these claims4 upon distribution of Roggeveeu ' s journal over 100 
years after his death, the island environment and human society have remained the subject of 
popular speculation and contention5• In 1859, Rev. William Ellis of the London Missionary 
Society surmised that: 
'Nothing can be more contradictory thau the descriptions different voyagers have given of the 
appearance of this island. Some, as in Roggeweia's account, and that of La Perouse, representing it as 
rich and fertile; others, as Forster, describing it as parched and desolate. The population, which La 
Perouse estimated at about two thousand, is supposed by Kotzebue to have increased; by others they 
are said to have decreased, and not to exceed 1,200.' (Ellis, 1859 Vol III: 325) 
This constant speculation has been centred partly on its geography, unique in Lhat it is isolated by 
nearly 3,000 km of ocean and that it presents a forestless 'un-Pacific-island-like' terrain. By far 
the most attention in the recent ' orthodox' narratives has been placed on the construction and 
transport of the carved moai stone-statues, and more recently on the fossil evidence for an extinct 
palm tree (Paschalococcus disperta; Zizka, 1991) thought to have covered much of the island's 
surface (Mieth et al 2002; Bork and M ieth, 2003). 
Bairn and Flenley's ( 1992) Easter fsland, Earrh Island is the latest popular account of this 
'01t hodox' position. In their description, overpopulation of the island led to an environmental 
catastrophe that in turn fueled what bas been termed a cultural devolution. The catastrophe was 
the loss of the palm ttu·ough forest clearance that began with the arrival of people at - 1200 yr 
B.P. and was largely completed 200 to 300 years prior to Roggeveen's al1'ival. 
Apart from a few introduced coconut trees (Cocos nuc{fera) no indigenous palms remain on 
the island, but it is equally striking that no indigenous ten-estrial birds sw·vive. Bones of one 
species of heron, two rails, two parrots and an owl were identified from an archaeological deposit 
from Anakena dating to around 1,000 yr B.P. (Steadman et al 1994). Elsewhere in the Pacific 
such losses of island avifauna have commonly been used as measures of 'ecodisaster' extent (e.g. 
Martin ai1d Steadman, 1999). Anderson (2002: 375-376) has suggested that they could equally be 
5 Erich vou Dani ken 's Chariots of the Gods (is perhaps the most extreme example of this Easter Island 
imaginary. 
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interpreted as an 'ecoh-iumph' or as an 'optimal strategy of initial sm-vivaJ.. . [that] got small 
colonizing populations of people past the demographic danger point as quickly as possible.' So 
why then are these palms accorded such significance in the orthodox scenario of Easter Jsland's 
collapsed society? 
The removal of palms and other tree species is seen as a response to agricultural 
development, canoe building and house construction, but most importantly in Balm and Flenley's 
reconstruction, palm trunks were removed for use as rollers for the transport of the famous moai 
statues from the quarries in the island's interior to platfonns (a/111) at the coast. Palm clearance 
was compounded by the introduction of Pacific rats (Rat111s exulans) by the early settlers, 
restricting regeneration by the consumption of palm fruits: gnaw marks have been found on a 
number of fossil palm endocarps (e.g. Dransfield et al 1984). The consequences of palm removal 
were increased soil erosion, habitat loss for endemic fauna and the gradual restriction of 
agricultural development and re-vegetation. The pressures on the island's society as a 
consequence of palm deforestation induced competition for resources and status amongst the 
various Matatoa chiefdoms, leading to further moai manufacture, periods of starvation, warfare, 
cannibalism and yet more social upheaval. By 'AD 1680', according to genealogical estimates, 
forty-tv;o years prior to Roggeveen 's first documented visit, most if not all of the palm forest was 
destroyed following the rise of the Orongo bird.man cult who gained power as a result of this 
social decline. Cult followers toppled the moai and replaced these idols with their own tribal 
symbolism. 
This story of Easter Island's environmental and social histo1y has been repeatedly 
popularized by several authors over the last century (e.g. Routledge, 1919; Heyerdahl and Ferdon, 
1961; Heyerdahl, 1958; 1971; 1978; l989; Dos Passos, 197 1; Porteus, 1981 ; Balm and flenley, 
1992; Loret and Tancredi, 2003; Flenley and Bahn, 2002; Diamond, 2005) and ' has become a 
cause ce/ebre for many people who wish to see this island as a microcosm of a possible world 
environmental catastrophe' (Rainbird, 2002: 437). ln Bahn and Flenley's ( 1992: 214) orthodox 
position, this message is taken from the image of the last palm tree: 
'The person who felled the last tree could sec it was the last tree. But he (or she) still felled it ... 
Humankind's covetousness is so boundless ... the islanders came unstuck in a big way, and we could 
do the same.' 
In Jared Diamond's (2005: 82) recent magnum opus entitled Collapse he suggests that 
deforestation on Easter Island 'proves to be the closest approximation that we have to an 
ecological disaster unfolding in complete isolation '. Behind Collapse are the discursive but rarely 
addressed roles of hwnan agency and social choice in the face of environmental crises indicated 
in the book's subtitle How societies choose to fail or survive. In an earl ier macrohistory entitled 
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Guns, Germs and Steel: the fates of human societies (J 997), Diamond traced the dete1mining 
historical and environmental factors that led to the rise of civilizations over the last 13 000 years. 
In Collapse, Diamond (2005) applies these same constraining factors in reverse, to explicate the 
demise of certain societies. In both theses, Diamond (ibid: 17-18) employs what he calls the 
'comparative method' familiar from many of his other books that deal primarily with 
evolutionary biology and physiology (e.g. Diamond, 1992). This methodology accepts that 
laborato1y experiments are unfeasible for the examination of many social and environmental 
phenomena where a 'frequent solution .. . is to compare natural situations differing with respect to 
the variable of interest' (Diamond, 2005: 17). Many of his macrobistorical case sn1dies have 
iovolved Pacific island histories, which are commonly viewed, because of their size and isolation, 
as adequate microcosms or natural laboratories of the macro world (e.g. Burney, 1997; Kirch, 
1997; Fitzhugh and Hunt, 1997; Vitousek, 2002). 
In Collapse. the social and environmental histories of a munber of Pacific Island societies 
aro broadly compared. Rolett and Diamond (2004) attempt to assess anthropogenic impacts more 
directly by applying a quantitative model systems approach to oceanic islands. In their 
comparison of islands it is assumed that the responses of island societies to given enviromnental 
situations are measurable and can, if understood, inform as to the decision-making processes or 
human intentions that led to the survival or failure of these societies. This paradigm of a human-
induced environmental disaster as the cause of societal collapse on Easter lsland, with Bahn and 
Flenley (I 992) and Diamond (2005) as leading advocates, has been questioned by a number of 
authors. Most responses have gone towards the other extreme, either climatic change (e.g. 
McCall, 1993; Hunter-Anderson, 1993; Orliac and Orliac, l 998b; Nunn, 2000) or post-European 
contact influences (Rainbird, 2002) being seen as a more plausible cause for the present 
environmental condition of the island. These contentious aspects of the island's past environment 
have inevitably built on a range of historical interpretations that pose a diametric opposition. 
There have been surprisingly few attempts by historians or archaeologists to make clear the 
limitations of these interpretations at the extremes. Anderson (2002: 382-383) for example, in 
commenting on Flenley's ( 1998) interpretation of the AD 1650-1700 population decline, suggests 
this is a time interval too narrow to assess in archaeological terms: 
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'The social upheaval that toppled the statues occurred mainly i11 the late eighteenth century (statue 
toppling had probably occurred throughout prehistory as lineage competitions were won and lost). 
Recorded population decline occurred in the nineteenth century. All estimates of the peak size of the 
prehistoric population are entirely speculative, it might never have exceeded the 2000-3000 that can 
be estimated from early historical records. Warfare was endemic on most Polynesian islands and 
does not indicate demographic collapse.' 
Pervading most of these interpretations, including those of Diamond, are sets of inherent 
assumptions about the intentions of Easter Islanders in shaping their island environment. Rainbird 
(2002) traces the pattern of hwnan modification on other Pacific islands whose environments 
have been enhanced to allow for human subsistence and settlement, a scenario he also imputes for 
Easter Island. By contrast, Bahn and Flenley ( 1992) and Diamond (2005) suggest that it is 
inevitable that social competition and population collapse should develop, and that this is a 
featw·e of Easter Island's isolation. Rolctt and Diamond (2004) have attempted to characterize 
Pacific island environments, by examining their different susceptibilities, independent of human 
actions. They conclude that Easter lsland 's collapse 'was not because its people were especially 
improvident but because they faced one of the Pacific's most fragile environments' (Rolett and 
Diamond, ibid: 445). 
Clearly one key dilenuna in establishing the history of remote islands is the separation 
between the intentional responses of humans (social/decision-making factors) and environmental 
influences (e.g. island isolation and fragility), an issue that pervades all historical perspectives of 
Easter Island. This is an epistemological problem central to the derivation of mea11ing from 
archaeological and environmental evidence. 
The need for historical context 
Binford ( 1983) has tenned the relationship between understanding material remains and human 
behavior 'Middle Range Theory'. This impHes tbal any historical or archaeological (long-tem1 
history) study should address both lbe retrieval of evidence and the epistemological foundation 
that establ ishes the questions posed about human action. Studies of remote islands, however, 
appear more often to have concentrated on empirical data to the exclusion of theoretical concems, 
which have ofte11 been dismissed because it has been assumed a priori that islands are laboratory-
like model systems. Such approaches concentrate on the spatial position of islands and the 
attributes of species in the frame of ecological and evolutionary processes as a substitute for the 
temporal and geographical character of is lands (e.g. disturbance processes). 
The theoretical and analytica l basis for the universalism of the model system approach acts 
in the same way as the uneven retrieval of archaeological and historical info1mation and temporal 
contingencies; they both mask context. Robin Collingwood (196 1) saw this microcosm approach 
as a superficial arrangement of both cultural and e[lvironmental evidence. abstracted from its 
historical context This model system approach assumes that islands provide a more precise 
record of human impact processes, because of the perception that they are more quantifiable in 
biological and geographic respects than continents with their more complicated human 
occupation histories and biology (e.g. Kirch, 1997; 2000b; Vitousek et al 1995; Vitousek, 1995; 
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2002). Walter (2004: 183) suggests that such use of islands as model systems is an attempt to 
bind human im,pact into the 'statistical straitjacket' of equilibrium theory. Stephen Carpenter 
( 1996) suggests Urnt although microcosm-based studies can be used to examine ecosystem 
processes, they can fail to include organisms or processes that are crucial for ecosystem 
functioning. 
Jn his book Times arrow, time 's cycle Gould (1987) explored this epistemological problem 
in his discussion of the dichotomy between time's arrows (a linear Newtonian succession of 
unique events) and cycles (recursive patters that re-appear unchanged). In this dichotomy, similar 
biological forms (e.g. flighted organisms) may be produced Lhrougb the passive retention of 
characters in a lineage (time's atTOW, e.g. birds), or these same characters may develop within 
separate lineages through active transformation by cultural or environmental means through time 
(time's cycle, e.g. bats and insects). Unless some theoretical framework is developed that focuses 
on the context for the retention of passive biological characters, or processes that enforce 
biological transfonnalions ~hrough some external means, interpretations will remain superficial. 
The need for exploring historical contexts of both environmental and social transfonnations 
in remote island antiquity is especially acute. The way in which humans in the past have been 
implicated in the translocation and extinction of remote island biotas is a prime example of how 
historical contexts have been neglected in favour of strictly environmental or social explanations. 
t believe that without the development of additional interpretive means for revealing historical 
contexts in more detail, the microcosm paradigm will leave us with many questions that remain 
tmtestable and ittsoluble within this framework. 
There are three main characteristics of islands, however, that do allow greater interpretive 
precision and historical contextualization in the discussion of plant species introductions and 
extinctions. But these aJ'e heavily dependent on the theoretical construction of islands and only 
prutly on the physical constitution of islands in ti.me and space. Firstly, tbe biological attenuation 
of island biotas increases the precision with which introduced (translocated or exotic) or extinct 
species may be identified. The attenuation of higher order taxa (e.g. families and genera in 
Linncan taxonomy) of the older continental areas and adj acent islands in Near Oceania on the 
younger islands of Remote Oceania with an oceanic geology means that higher order tax.a are 
more easily recognised and classified on these islands. This is dependent, however, on the set of 
assumptions of biogeographic patterning of islands (discussed in Chapter 2). Secondly, as an 
adjunct to the effects of bioloi;rical attenuation, the taxonomic resolution of island biotas far 
exceeds that of other areas. The sensitivity of multiproxy fossil and historic evidence to enable 
introductions or extinctions to be recorded must therefore be greater. The third and most 
important characteristic of species translocations and extinctions in island antiquity is that these 
processes have operated along several distinct temporal trajectories, both dependent on and 
independent of hwnru1 activity. Some of these processes may be perceptible to history in that they 
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have responded to historical environmental or biological transformations or disturbances, and 
some that may remain passive to any disturbance and hence remain entirely imperceptible. 
While the model systems and macrohistorical approach to island history has assumed the 
role of disturbance a priori, in the absence of temporal constraints, an approach that emphasizes 
historical context enables distLu-bance to be expressed as visible historical transfonnation and also 
as a passive and constant force throughout the entire history of an island. J suggest that the effects 
of specific disturbances operate in a diachronic fashion and at specific points in history 
(conjuncture), they may operate in a way that produces unequivocal social and environmental 
changes, at other points or periods in history changes may remain imperceptible and irresolvable. 
Identifying the cause and effect of each disturbance is dependent on the construction of an 
adequate chronology and a conception of time that can reveal the diachronic nature of 
disturbances, rather than mask it. 
Chronology and the environmental history of Easter island 
That island environments have been continually and completely transformed in the time since 
first huma11 settlement is undeniable. Every organism that was present on an island before human 
contact, is now oriented within an entirely different set of ecological relationships. For Easter 
Island, records of avifaunal and floral extinctions (e.g. Steadman et al 1994; Flenley et al 1991) 
support the idea that the modern biology of tl1e island bears little resemblance to that of even the 
recent past. There is a growing body of evidence that suggests that this pattern is not unique to 
Easter Jsland and can be applied to many islands in Remote Oceania and indeed any island. 
For tl1e period from first Ew-opean contact with island societies through to the 
establislunent of mission stations, regarded by some as the most compounded fonn of djsruptive 
occupa6on (e.g. Thomas, 1996), the historical, ethnographic and anthropological literatures of 
Pacific islands tend to be heavily contested, with few parallels to be drawn from modern society 
(e.g. for Easter Island see McCall, J 979; 1994). This may be seen as an almost insoluble problem: 
either existing methodological and hew-istic frameworks are strictly derived from the 
understanding of tbe present, or where short-term events of a primarily social nature mask those 
tl1at deal with more long-term concerns. 
1n Pacific island archaeology, many ideas of environmental transfom1ation have been 
borrowed from disciplines concentrating on geological timescales such as evolutionary biology. 
Evolutionary archaeologists, for example, suggest that people will adapt to new environments in 
much the same way as any other organism. But such treatments may have distorted the picture of 
human relationships with islands. The process of evolution is often presented in polarity between 
slow, drawn out speciation in tl1e fonn of natural selection, and a catastrophic event tl1at induces 
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mass extinctions. Imputed processes of social or environmental change on small, isolated islands 
are often conflated by the interpretation of historical con6ngencies such that one set of past 
events or processes are set in opposition from one another. Ideas of social adaptation and 
environmental change are built on the assumption that these processes must operate within the 
same ti meframe. But a simple co1Telation between human agency, demonstrated by interpretation 
of material remains, and environmental change does not always imply a causal relationship. This 
is a key point of attraction and contention for tl1e history of islands. 
Remote islands present methodological and theoretical problems that specifically relate to 
tbe construction of chronology and the conception of time. The geological, biological, and 
culturnl attenuation of islands draw interpretations towards human caused environmental change 
without providing robust or testable explanations. This dilemma is reinforced by an assumption 
that bas permeated historical treatments, that. the closer an event is to the present, the clearer it's 
meaning and appearance will become, like being in a canoe approaching the shore. But this 
increasing clarity does not apply for remote islands except perhaps for the post-industrial 
infonnation age and where intergenerational oral histories may be supported by a developing 
literary tradition. 
The chronology and conception of time in Easter Island 's history derive more from 
archaeological theory than history, albeit with its cllrono1:11etric foundation (e.g. radiometric 
dating) embedded within the physical sciences. As I will later demonstrate in Chapter 5, the 
discontinuities presented within the uneven nistoiical accounts dating from the first contact 
period, are more like archaeological than bistoriographic data in character with biases towards 
evidence that establish a sense of continuity from the past to the present. These biases are not 
unfamiliar in the historiography of any other enviromncnt or society, but on Easter lsland the 
construction of clu-onology and time appears to have been dominated by a highly constructed 
historical nan-alive. 
The earliest accounts of Easter Island from Roggeveen up until the arrival of the missionary 
Eugene Eyraud in 1863 (e.g. Altman and Schwartz, 2003), to an extent, are deficient in detail 
concerning the points of contention in Easter Island's history. These points of contention appear 
to coincide with major episodes of social dismption and environmental disturbance and include 
records of population decline, the extent of deforestation, the state of agricultmal production and 
the nature of social institutions. Understandably, historians and archaeologists alike have relied 
on the Polynesian derivation of Easter Islanders to explain by analogy the timeframe for island 
settlement (<1200 yr B.P.) as well as the potential for population expansion and the assumed 
stmcture of social institutions, by reference to Polynesian culture as understood by archaeoloi;ry 
and ethnography. It is perhaps the cultural parallels revealed in the ethnographic boom period in 
Polynesia from the 1920s to the 1960s that has most strongly underwritten this regional 
delineation (discussed in Chapter 2). Archaeological research in Remote Oceania initiated by the 
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end of the 1950s with the advent of chronometric radiocarbon dating, has largely been and is still 
driven to extend this ethnographic corpus rather than to test it. 
The perceived uniqueness and insularity of Easter Island's environment prior to human 
settlement, and the succession of subsequent human impacts including European influences is 
important to this problem of chronology and the conception of time. I believe this preoccupation 
with uniqueness comes at the expense of environmental and contingent processes that have led to 
a greatly distorted historical plctw·e of this island. For example, Diamond's 'comparative method' 
with which Rolett and Diamond (2004) attempt to measure the susceptibilities of remote Pacific 
islands that predispose them towards deforestation almost entirely removes historical factors from 
the equation. Tliey suggest (after Kirch, 1997) that on Tikopia (see Figure l.1, Figure 4.1), a 
remote island in the Western Pacific first colonised around 3,500 cal. yr. B.P. (see Chapter 4), 
the society employed effective protective measures against deforestation, despite having an 
equally 'susceptible' envi ronment, whereas on Easter Island social measures were ineffective. 
They explain that Easter Island's low topography, porous soils, subtropical location and relatively 
low rainfall are key factors that distinguish the deforestation potential of this island from the 
predominant high elevation, tropical islands of most of the inhabited Pacific islands further west. 
Rolett and Diamond (2004) do mention a number of caveats in their model, such as the 
influence of island age on biological evolution and accumulation, and the historical effects of 
reduced convection and rainfall associated with deforestation but make no attempt to incorporate 
them. In Diamond's (2005) interpretation, the effective protective measures employed by 
Tikopian society were critical to their social success and vitality. After a period of destructive 
early slash and bum agriculture and pig husbandry, both were abandoned in favour of non-
destructive arboricultural practices centred on the cultivation of the introduced almond tree 
Canarium harveyi (see Chapter 4). 
This comparative approach of Roleu and Diamond (2004) is compounded by Diamond 
(2005) in Collapse who uncritically adopts the genealogical chronology based on Bahn and 
Flenley's (1992) interpretation of the rise of the Orongo birdman cult in AD 1680, an apparent 
defining moment of societal collapse and environmental degradation. The historic record of social 
upheaval on the island is mentioned by Diamond (2005), including the abduction or 
"blackbirding" of the majority of the male population (~I 500 men) in 1862-63 for the Peruvian 
guano mines6, the impacts of these events are envisaged outside the context of the perceived 
societal collapse symbolised by the toppling of the moai. Radiocarbon dates from charcoal of a 
number of extinct tree species (Orliac, 2000) arc incorporated into this genealogical framework, 
despite having calibrated age ranges that are poor calendar approximations, which could just as 
6 McCall ( 1976) suggests that they were infact "black-birded" for the Jabour market at Callao, not strictly 
the Peruvian guano mines. 
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easily be interpreted as modern detem1inations (in Chapter 4, I explore some of the alternative 
views on this chronology). 
Dia1nond (2005) has carefully selected a number of specific temporal representations that 
emphasise social meaning from the plethora of historical, environmental and social 'facts'. Easter 
Island society chose to fail or survive on the basis that they had the opportunity to prevent an 
indigenous palm from becoming extinct. The extinct palm and its role in moai construction and 
collapse is undoubtedly a useful metaphor, for, like these, the palms are endemic features of 
Easter lsland. But this interpretation may come at the expense of other features unique to Easter 
Island which may have similar importance. The replacement of palm forest with the extensive 
agricultural fields seen by Roggeveen in 1722, but later reported by Cook in 1774 as abandoned, 
is one example. The locally developed manavai or boulder gardens were employed as a barrier to 
moisture loss (e.g. Stevenson et al 1999; Wallin et al 2005). 
Structural history and the conception of time 
The derivation of meaning from historical and archaeological data has genera lly been discussed 
in terms of chronology and the conception of time as representation and process (Bailey, 1983: 
166). Time as representation is ex.plained in terms of the past, and the past in terms of macro-
scale processes whereas time as process is simply the past explained in tenns of the present 
(Knapp, 1992: 12). This parallels Gould 's (1987) description of ' time's anows' as representation 
and 'time's cycles' as process. In tbe context of Easter Island, I suggest that the orthodox and 
alternative views of societal collapse give more weight to time as process. In the development of 
archaeological conceptions of time, this is pmt of the diachronic polarity set up between cultural 
and environmental detemlinist views situating cultural time as marked by human experience with 
environmental/geological time as an abstracted but measured time (Shanks and Tilley, 1987). 
Inherent to botb concepts of time is the utility of the geologically informed uniformitarian 
principles of Charles Lyell (.1842). Unifor111itarianism in its modern usage is more than just 
inferring past processes from the present, but is a belief that there are universal principles that 
apply irrespective of time and place. Bailey (1983: 174 following Trigger, 1978) suggests 
unifonnitarian application in archaeological theory has had a stifling effect where theorists are 
faced with onJy two options. These are either to provide superficial generalizations about the past, 
or to concentrate on the contrasting features revealed between events and their contexts. 
Paradoxically, the application of uniformitarianism, originally devised to encourage the study of 
the past, has instead inhibited the exploration of processes that may not exist in the present. This 
is something that I believe is important when discussing the palaeoenvironment of Remote 
Oceania. 
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A reassessment of the historiographic dimension of geological and environmental patterns 
has been viewed as a major stimulus to the development of archaeological theory. Niles Eldredge 
and Gould (1972) began by challenging the uniformitarian view that macro-evolutionary patterns 
in the palaeontological record can be explained in tenns of micro-evolutionary principles. Under 
their theory of 'punctuated equilibria' new processes or causes of evolutionary change at the 
macro-scale are not opposed to those at the micro-scale, but may operate at a level that is entirely 
independent of them. The evolutionary quandaiy explored is the role of stasis that ' must be 
viewed as an active phenomenon, not a passive response to unaltered environments' (Gould and 
Eldredge, 1993: 223), in which organisms may adapt to biological pressures using behavioral 
response mechanisms that do not register physical or demographic changes in the 
palaeoeontologicaJ record. 
Tbc philosophical significance of time has been taken up by Martin Heidegger in Being and 
Time (1962), his examination of the diachronic aspects of human perception. Gosden (1994) has 
attempted to apply Heidegger's multifaceted ideas to histo1y and archaeology and the following 
summary is taken from Gosden. Heidegger asserts that there is a multiplicity of temporal rhythms 
that make up social life and these are created by the very practice of our being in its setting of 
social circumstance. He makes a distinction between public and personal time: for example, the 
individual's experience of the thought of death leads us to appreciate life as something 
ephemeral. This experience of death is distant from public life in its large, open and concrete 
character perpetl1ated by social institutions well beyond personal ti.me (Gosden, 1994: 112). Time 
in this sense can be viewed not only as diachronic but also integral to ottr physical involvement 
with the world. For the historian and archaeologist this raises a set of perplexing issues. 
Such diachronic principles as those approached by Gould and Heidegger have been a part 
of the discourse of historical sciences for some time. Femand Braudel, in On liistory (1980) - a 
synthesis of bis 1949 theoretical treatment of sixteenth century European social history The 
Mediterranean in the age of Philip JI (Braudel, 1972) - continued the Anna/es multidisciplinary 
method7 earlier established by Marc Bloch and others during the 1920s. The Anna/es method bas 
its roots in collective or sociological histo1y rather than the individual histories of political 
figures. Bloch maintained that the actions or intentions of individuals could not be understood 
outside the context of society, which in tum is manifested in social institutions and material 
remains (Knapp, 1992: 3-4). 
Braudel (J 980) later proposed a hierarchical tripartite structure for history each 
representing a cU fferent set of processes and representations. At its centre are histories of 
conjoncture (socio-economic events) that are not reducible to histoire evenementie//e (fleeting 
socio-political events) or rigidly set within the structure of the tongue duree (non-sociological 
7 See Bintliff ( 1991 ), Knapp ( 1992) and Smith (1992) for a detailed analysis of the Anna/es contribution to 
history and archaeology. 
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macro-histories or world-histories and environmental histories) but are diachronically attached to 
both. This represents a different take on universal structures of the human world from that 
advocated within structural anthropology (e.g. Levi Strauss, 1966). 
Braudel was more concerned with the environmental contexts of human action as opposed 
to the interaction between ahistorical contexts and the structw·e of the human mind and society 
(Knapp, 1992: 6). To many of his critics Braudel did not satisfactorily link the broader social 
forces of the tongue duree with more ephemeral events that may disnipt more enduring trends of 
social change. They also claim that his structural history privileges biological, physical and 
historical factors over social factors (e.g. Kinser, 1981 ; Le Roy Ladurie, J 979; 1981; Ricouer, 
1988). Braudel's recognition of diachronic structures within history, parallels punctuated 
equilibria theory in that he suggests that within a temporal hierarchy, processes acting within one 
temporal stn1cture have a distinctive rhythm and may have no causal relationship with the others. 
Jf history can be generated by the perception of human practice within both social and 
environmental contexts then concentrating on environmental processes would mean that the 
/ongue duree and histoire evenementielle would be operating under different impetuses (Gosden, 
1994). This implies that the same question cannot be asked of the tongue duree as of a nru-rated 
history, for exainple. Connecting the two would seem impossible when they are independent of 
each other and operate under differing environmental, cultural and historical constraints. Gosden 
(ibid) suggests that the lack of any explanation for the interaction between the longue duree and 
more short-term events in Braudel's scheme may stem from his emphasis on the long-term. 
Braudel's concentration on the tongue duree, however, appears rather to be a considered response 
to the historical neglect of the relationship between humru1s and the environment, especially 
within geological timeframes. 
The tongue duree also represents a rejection of history as a Newtonian uni linear sequence 
of events marked by tbe activities of famous individuals, and instead sees history as being by 
nature serial. The need to incorporate a wider range of contextual infonnation was paramount to 
Braudel ' s methodology. His 1972 synthesis on sixteentJ1 centu1y Mcditcn-anean history can now 
be seen as one of the earliest attempts at what is now termed macro or world history that focuses 
on the environmental context of historical change; a style of presentation made more familiar by 
authors such as Diamond. 
Absolute chronology and the conception of time 
Bradley ( l 99 l: 2 l 0) asserted that archaeologists use of chronometric techniques ' lack the 
chronological precision that will permit them to investigate human intentions' thus restricting 
their interpretations to Braudel 's conjoncture rather than histoire evenementielle. lngold (1984: 
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12) suggests that wid10ut such chronological precision, 'the object of prehistory must be to 
elucidate cultural adaptation rather than sociaJ evolution', again emphasizing the importance of 
conjuncture. Bradley (ibid: 212) highlights the potential for examining a fonn of contextual 
archaeology which observes the interplay between conjoncture (ritual) and histoire 
evenementie//e (mundane time) but also makes the assessment that the chronological precision 
does not yet pennit the incorporation of these structures into the longue duree. 
Bailey ( 1983: 165) states that: 
' It is only with the relatively recent development and widespread application of radiometric dating 
methods that archaeologists have begun to free themselves from technical preoccupations [i.e. stone 
tool typologies] and to concentrate more fully on problems of process.' 
Over twenty years later, how wrong could this statement be! lf anything, the concentration on 
process has never escaped the technical issues involved with radiocarbon dating, in either 
palaeoenvironmental or archaeological uses of radiometric dating. As Claude Levi Strauss ( 1966: 
258) has emphasized, ' there is no history without dates', but even in the construction of absolute 
chronologies ' dates ' have many different representations, mean ings and significance. 
For the remote island Pacific, radiocarbon remains the predominant fonn of dating 
technology because most of the materials used for alternative dating teclmiques such as optical 
luminescence have yet to be developed to incorporate the decay rates of mineral substrates that 
make up the primary parent mate1ial east of the Andesite Line. Potassium argon (K/Ar) dating has 
primarily been used to assess the ages of isl~mds operating at a > 100,000 year time scale. 
Obsidian dating involving the measurement of hydration rates in the chemical composition has 
some potential iu Remote Oceania (e.g. Stevenson, 1988; Stevenson et al 1993). This technique 
bas had limited success. One problem is that the calibration of the rate of obsidian hydration has 
re lied heavily on existing radiocarbon chronologies. Another is that the rate is affected by a large 
number of variables that are very difficull to assess (e.g. temperature, obsidian chemistry, soil 
chemistry, ablation rate etc (Wal Ambrose pers. comm. 2005). Other techniques such as 
licbenometry (measured growth rates of lichens) may yet prove to be useful in dating worked 
stone exposures whi le 210Pb dating is useful only in organic sediment accumulations developed 
since die industrial utilization of lead-rich fossil fuels (post-1920). 
Dendrochronology has been essential for die calibration of the distribution of 14C in the 
troposphere, varying between the northem and southern hemispheres (McConnack er al 2004). 
For temperate regions where trees produce distinct-annual tree-rings with compartmentalised 
blocks of 14C, a chronology and calibration curve may be produced for the entire age of a tree. 
For the tropical and sub-tropical islands of Remote Oceania where most trees do not produce 
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distinct-annual rings and rarely have a longevity extending beyond 400 years, dendrochronology 
is of limited use for dating archaeological events. 
Radiocarbon dating will remain for some time the major dating technique for sites east of 
the Aodesite Line (see Figure 1). A number of wamings have been attached to the construction 
of radiocarbon chronologies and this has been spelt out most vividly in debates on the chronology 
of colonization in Remote Oceania (e.g. Spriggs and Anderson, 1993; Kirch and Ellison, 1994; 
Anderson, 1995; Anderson, 2002; Anderson, 2003). The focus for developing such a chronology 
has been on rocksbelter sites with early archaeological deposits. In such settings, there remain 
irresolvable problems in dating marine shells associated with marine reservoir effects, whereby 
certain percentages of old carbon recycled in the global ocean circulation system influence tbe 
final radiocarbon detennination (Stuiver et al 1998). 
The bias towards dating charcoal has often failed to incorporate the potential ' in-built' ages 
of the parent tree species (Gavin, 2001). For most remote island tree floras, this can represent up 
to 300-400 years of additional error on top of the reported laboratory error of the radiocarbon age, 
for unidentified charcoal. Uncalibrated radiocarbon dates always have an uncertainty attached to 
them, typically between 30-100 years for Holocene aged organic material. Radiocarbon 
calibration curves established for the last 3,500 years cal. B.P., based on additional age-proxies 
such as dendrochronological markers (e.g. Stuiver er al 1986; Hogg et al 2002) identify a number 
of significant plateau's that congregate aroW1d 900, 700 and 400 cal. YT B.P. (see Chapter 4). 
From a radiocarbon dates that fall close to the margins of these plateaus will when calibrated 
assume a larger uncertainty . 
The construction of absolute chronologies is usually pe1formed a priori, within a 
unifonnitarian framework forming the basis for all comparisons and correlations of sedimentary 
or archaeological stratigraphic profiles. Currently, with the exception of varved (annually 
laminated) sediments, thus far only located in Remote Oceania from volcanic calderas deposits 
from northem New Zealand, the chronology of any sedimentary profile is based on radiocarbon 
dates. For archaeological stratigraphic settings where people may have actively modified a 
deposit, dates are given integrity on the basis of additional contextual iufcmnation. 
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McGlade (1999: 142) wrote that despite 
'the logic of absolute chronologies ... [there remains] the problem that the relational schemes 
constructed on the basis of a series of 14C dates, maybe dangerously misleading. The apparent 
objectivity of such an exercise can be severely undermined by the fact that events which are 
scientifically assigned to the same time may have little relationship to one another. By Lhe same 
token, of two events which appear as abrupt and radically discontinuous, one may be the outcome of 
processes whose causality lies in the distant past, while the other may be the product of a short, 
almost instantaneous action.' 
McGlade (ibid: 143) is dismissive of this 'absolute time' generated by radiocarbon dating, 
describing it as 'no more than the time of organic decay - it is in fact statistical, probabilistic time 
with all its attendant uncertainties'. Most archaeologists and environmental historians accept 
these uncertainUes as prut of a scientific discourse, given that there are generally few alternatives 
for providing chronology in many envirnrunental contexts. 
One ce11tral problem has remained for archaeologists, especially, who too often refrain 
from explicitly expressing the inherent uncertainties of radiocarbon detenninations. Tn many 
cases a determination wi ll radically change if other 'inbuilt' statistical infonnation and context-
based evidence are integrated. This problem inspired Spriggs and Anderson (1993: 207-208) to 
established a protocol for the acceptance or rejection of radiocarbon dates for East Polynesia, 
where the dates accepted were 'those likely to be closest to calendrical ages of cultural events' a 
process Spriggs (1989) has termed this process 'chronometric hygiene'. One paradox revealed in 
this qualitative protocol is that at each selection step an additional set of probabilities must be 
incorporated. Tbe identification of Spriggs and Anderson's 'cultural events' is based on existing, 
acceptable, radiocarbon determinations. 
The recent application of the Bayesian statistical paradigm to the construction of absolute 
chronologies has opened up a range of possibilities for integrating selection criteria that can be 
defined as a set of chronometric probabilities in what is defined as 'risk analysis' (e.g. Buck and 
Christen, 1998). The Bayesian paradigm is a statistical framework that describes the probabilities 
of a ce1tain event or action on the basis of dependent events or actions that again can be defined 
in tenns of a set of probabilities. This approach is especially useful in defining events within 
continuous stratigraphic deposits (e.g. varved sediments) or in dendrochronological applications. 
Such applications do not address McGlade's disempowering view of the value of radiometric 
technology or resolve the problem lbat there is an inherent detraction of focus on the material 
remains in question. There may be some other relative correlations between material remains and 
their deposition that the physical isotopic features of the dated carbon-based material. Events 
represented in a stratigraphic sequence may bave arisen independently (e.g. most archaeological 
deposits), and in this case the Bayesian approach is of limited utility and may radically distort the 
interpretation of these events. 
The construction of absolute chronologies has, however, provided valuable 'ball park' 
figures for the examination of a range of temporal issues in archaeology and palaeoenvironmental 
research. ln East Polynesia, the timing of island colonization has been, thus far, the most critical 
question of cultw·al adaptation, in which radiocarbon dating bas been pivotal. But it is the 
interpretation of material evidence that may represent events or processes correlated with human 
activity on islands, that will remain dependent on other theoretical treatments to establish a robust 
temporal framework, as these events or processes may not always co1Tespond with clll'onologies 
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generated by absolute dating. The recognition that certain events or processes operate along 
different impetuses and generate different contingent effects, an epistemological issue in 
historical disciplines, suggests that the integration of absolute chronologies with the material 
results of hwnan agency must always rely on some a priori conception oftin1e. 
For archaeological and palaeoenvironment research of Remote Oceania the interpretation of 
the inherited social and environmental structmes of islands upon initial human colonisation is 
complex. The limited utility of radiometric dating given the shoit colonisation timeframe for 
many islands (i.e. <1000 years) has meant that chronological issues are too often overshadowed 
by an emphasis on isolation processes. ln tenns of social transformations, the divergence of social 
interaction and material exchange bet\veen islands with increasing isolation is a fair assumption, 
but the level to which it impacted on social institutions may not be crucial. Isolation processes 
emphasised in evolutionary biology such as founder effects may have little bearing on the 
retention of social structures fonned prior to colonisation. The transformation of island 
environments in Remote Oceania associated with human colonisation appears to be broadly 
similar across islands and may have little correlation with isolation processes. However, 
examination of the species diversity of vascular plants on the Austral rslands, colonised arnund 
the same time, suggests there is such a relationship. The most isolated island (Rapa) retains 
greater plant diversity than the other less isolated islands (see Table 1.3). 
Other diachronic approaches: the environment as time 
The complexity of interrelationships among time, chronology, and history is clarified in Ingold 's 
exploration of human perceptions of the environment. Following the anthropological and 
philosophical treatments of this subject (e.g. Heidegger, 1962; Bourdieu, 1977), many of his 
essays bave concentrated on the dichotomy between perceptions of environment as a sterile 
backdrop to human activity and the culturally constructed view of the environment as a symbolic 
structure (e.g. Ingold, 1992; 1993; 2000). He argues that recognizing temporality of the 
environment8 is essential in establishing a theoretical basis for breaking down the dichotomies 
between human agency and environmental determinism. He is critical of the view that time and 
history are complementary in that time is 'the regular setting for the vagaries of history' (Ingold, 
2000: 194, after Kubler 1962: 72). More important for this discussion on diachronic structures is 
that Ingold (1993: 163), like Braudel, equates time with rhythmic strnctures of the environment: 
8 Ingold's (1993) paper concentrates on ' landscape' but 'for many purposes ~andscape and environment] 
may be treated as practically synonyms'. My own preference is to discuss 'enviromnent' as it is a less 
loaded tem1 than ' landscape', with its etymology set within Renaissance art, but more recently adapted to 
artificially assimilate culture with the physical world. The environment appears more easily translatable as 
'nature organized by an organism' (Lewontill (J 982: 160) in Jngold, I 993: 156) 
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'The rhythms of human activities resonate not only with those of otJ1er living things but also with a 
whole host of other rhythmic phenomena - the cycles of day and night and of the seasons, the winds, 
the tides, and so on . .. In many cases these natural rhythmic phenomena find their ultimate cause in 
the mechanics of planetary motion, but it is not of course to these that we resonate. Thus we resonate 
to the cycles of light and darkness, not to the rotation of the earth, even though the diurnal cycle is 
caused by the earth's axial rotation. And we resonate to the cycles of vegetative growth and decay, 
not to 1he earth's revolutioDs around the sun, even though the latter cause the cycle of the seasons. 
Moreover these resonances are embodied, in the sense that they are not only historically incorporated 
into the enduring features of the landscape [ environmentl but also developmentally incorporated into 
our very constitution as biological organisms ... We do not consult these cycles, as we mighl consult 
a wrist-watch, in order to time our own activities, for the cycles are inherent in the rhythmic strncture 
of activities themselvt:s.' 
In applying these ideas to investigations of the past, Ingold makes the point that there is a 
need to examine the underlying cause behind the diachronic relationships between human activity 
and the temporal structures of anything that pertains to material remains. In addition to this, the 
potential range of contingent or consequential effects of these diachronic relationships should be 
thought through. For certain human activities there will be a particular rhythm or time signature 
attached, whether that be manifest in labour in the production of matelial remains (e.g. textiles or 
crops), or a human life-time as represented, for example, by mottuary remains. Each material, 
especially if it is biological, will have operated under its own rhythm or temporality, and adjusted 
under this impetus to human activity and other environmental factors. 
lngold's description of human relationships with aspects of the environment provides some 
resonance witJ1 Braudel's diachronic take on the rhythm of social life and the environment. He 
suggests that an adequate understanding of the social and environmental contexts of histo1y is not 
just a matter of re-orienting the temporal and spatial scales from the present to the past, but 
instead requires adjustments of orientation in both theory and methodology. He proposes that 
archaeological evidence should be broken up into a series of components (e.g. evidence for 
topography, b·ees, sho1t-lived plants, buildings and htunan remains etc.), each providing a 
different tempora l and spatial orientation. For most environments Ingold (ibid: 167) suggests that 
it is possible to: 
'perceive the same topographic panorama, regardless of time of year, the weather conditions and the 
activities in which people may be engaged ... over centuries, perhaps even millennia , this basic 
topography has changed little. Set against the duration of human memory and experience, it may 
therefore establish a baseline of permanence'. 
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To Ingold (ibid: 166-167), this permanence remains relative and is entirely dependent on human 
orientation. Long-tem1 changes in terrain may be independent of this orientation: 
'Although the topography is invariant relative to the hwuan life-cycle, it is not itself immune to 
change. Sea-levels rise and fall with global climatic cycles, and the present contours of the country 
are the cumulative outcome of a slow and long drawn out process of erosion and deposition. This 
process, moreover, was not confined to earlier geological epochs during which the landscape 
asstm1ed its present topographic form' . 
This apparently static topographic form may in time be successively altered by shifts in more 
mobile elements of the environment affected by various agencies including human action. Rivers 
and constructed pathways, for example, may rework the contours of the environment, at rates and 
scales of movement accessible to human experience. Over time tJ1ese environmental contours 
behave like sediment accumulating or eroding but always with a potential for adjusting to human 
activity. 
This conjuncture between human activity and long-term environmental change is brought 
into sharpest focus by the more transient components of the environment. In contrast to the 
topographic components of lbe environment, Ingold (ibid: 168) discusses the tempora lity of a 
cultivated fruit tree (a pear), suggesting that such trees manifestly have grown within living 
[human] memory' of people. Like any organism, however, a fruit tree has its own developmental 
history and form that have w-isen from its ecological relationship with other components of the 
enviro1m1ent such as clima.te, pollination and other plants and animals. In the case of a fruit tree 
its development bas also been influenced by the activity of the people who have cultivated 
(domesticated), pruned, picked fruit or slept under it. People 'are as much bound up in the life of 
the tree as is the tree in lives of tJ1e people' (Ingold, ibid). Ingold highlights the hierarchy of 
temporal rhythms embedded in a pear tree that range from ' the long cycle of its own gennination, 
growth and eventual decay to the short, annual cycle of flowering, fruiting and foliation ' (Jngold, 
ibid). As a Pacific example, the breadfruit tree Artoca1pus a/tilis9 is generally less seasonal, and 
may yield fruit year-round. Like the pear, nevertheless, its occasional bursts of high fruit 
productivity over the short-term contrast with its long-life and large structure that often 
distinguish hmnan dwellings on many Pacific Islands. Trees may thus represent both durable 
fom1s that persist for a munber of hw11an generations, and also the more transient cycles of the 
9 ln Tahiti, the peak harvest period of Artocwpus altilis occurs from November to April with a secondary 
harvest between July and August (Wilder, 1928). Cultivation can allow for a few fruits to be gathered all 
year round. Also in Tahiti the main branches are sometimes extensively pruned to provide easier access lo 
the fruit (Massa! and Barrau, 1956). 111 some Pacific islands, lhe high seasonal production of breadfruit 
resulting in an excess of fruit for consumption is thought to have led to the development of a range of 
preservation practices including drying and fennentation. 
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environment such has the 'life-cycles of insects, the seasonal migrations of birds, and the regular 
round of human agriculturnl activities' (Ingold, ibid"). To Ingold (ibid): 
'the tree bridges the gap between the apparently fixed and invariant fonns of the landscape 
[environmenl] and the mobile and transient forms of animal life . .. from the most pennanent to the 
most ephemeral ... ' 
The temporality and biological development of a tree may not be entirely out of step with the 
development of human dwellings and other human constructions that encompass in time 
intergenerational social and environmental changes. Just as the ' people' s ancestors' are buried in 
the ground, the 'roots [of the tree] may reach to approximately the same temporal depth'. 
While trees establish a greater sense of duration in relation to human activity, amrnally or 
perennially cultivated crops establish a more vivid connection between ephemeral and enduring 
features of the environment. Cultivated annuals or perennials are more closely Linked with life 
cycle of people, given that they may naturally decay or be harvested within a few seasons or less. 
These plants are more like the ephemeral features of a tree (fruits and leaves), but may require 
more humru1 maintenance for their production. The cultivated forms of Cordyline fruticosa, for 
example, are nearly everywhere grown for a range of uses throughout the Pacific 10, including the 
wrapping of fruits of cultivated Artocarpus a/ti/is for cooking in earth ovens, or for fermentation 
(Wilder, 1928). Thus the tree and the perennial cultigen are interlocked in a synchronous 
temporality mediated by the seasonal harvest. Despite having independent life-cycles, 
conjuncture between tree, plant and people is provided in the activity of the harvest. To lngold 
(2000: 198) it is this type of patterned activity that embodies the environment: 
'Iluma11 beings do not, in their movements, inscribe I heir life-histories upon lhe surface of nature as 
do writers on a page; rather, these histories are woven, along with the life-cylces of plants and 
animals, into the texture of the surface itself.' 
In following a number of philosophical stances (e.g. Heidegger, 1971) as well as 
discussions of evolutionary psychology (e.g. Gibson, 1979), lngold's insistence upon mutual 
involvement of humans and environment contrasts sharply with approaches to history that posit 
one mode of change at the exclusion of complementary modes. For Easter Island, we are offered 
societal choice or climatic change, culture or environment. Ingold emphasizes that materials 
received in the historical or archaeological record must be viewed not only in tenns of function 
but also in terms of form. The representation of certain material remains will capture a ce1tain 
IO Uses include leaf fibre for clothing, sugar and starch production (from root tubers). The variegated and 
coloured varieties are known as track or pathway markers or as omamenLals in gardens (see Hinkle, 2004). 
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'temporality', for example, the presence of an arboricultural fruit represents an order of several 
years or more of maintenance within an agiicultural system as opposed to a tuberous cultigen 
(e.g. Colocasia esculenta) that represents only a few seasons of gardening activity. 
Understanding this type of temporal representation has important ramifications for 
interpretations of the archaeological record on islands. The presence of material remains of 
translocated plants in archaeological contexts represents a greater order of human activity than is 
i1nplied by its mere deposition. A cultivated plant was selected from an ancestral cultivation site 
and from a population of cultjvated progenitors prior to translocation. For the successful 
reproduction of this plant a specific range of ecological conditions are required. Once 
successfully transported from the founder island to the discovered island, a particular 
environment must be selected and modified in order to continue successful plant production. Each 
step in this cycle requires interdependent adjustments on the pa1t of both the plant and cultivator. 
At each step only certain features of this cycle may be available in the archaeological record. A 
seed of an introduced tree may represent several years of maintenance, while the pollen of a 
tuberous crop may entail only a few seasons of gardening activity. The multiplicity of potential 
outcomes is large, but clearly dependent on the material remains retrieved. 
ln summary, a strict functional representation of material remains as static entities acts to 
mask their temporality, whether long-lived or ephemeral. Failw·e to recognize this feature of 
material remains leaves the polarized interpretations embedded within over-simplified model 
systems and narrative approaches to history unchallenged. Restricting the interpretation of 
material remajns to their temporal features opens up greater opportunities to contextualize human 
activity and environmental change, the ultimate aim of the historian. 
Botanical sources and history 
Botanical sources are any inf01mation sources, whether historical, archaeological or 
palaeoenvironmental that may identify a plant species according to Linnaean nomenclamre. The 
types of botanical sources already discussed above have been critical to the construction of island 
histories, providing chronological infonnation as well as direct evidence for human activity, but 
they represent historical structw·es in markedly different ways. As discussed in the preceding 
chapters, plants connect the more fixed and immobile elements of island environments with the 
more variable and transient forms of human and pre-human island biology. Some plant 
components obtained from material remains have, prior to deposition, operated in a range of 
contrasting temporal and spatial contexts, possessing ephemeral features that may occupy little 
space (e.g. flowers, pollen, leaves), as well as long-lived structures (e.g. trunk heartwood) that 
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also place a greater demand on space. Taphonomic constraints further limit the preservation 
qualities of some deposits favouring only durable structtU'es (e.g. fruit endocarps). 
Text-based botanical records from early European contacl accounts add additional biases to 
what botanical infom1ation is available. The nature of these historic accounts is uneven, by vittue 
of the fact that Europeans anived at these islands at different times and recorded infom1ation only 
selectively. 
What is impo1tant to this thesis is that botanical sotu·ces enable recovered plant material 
and texL-based iufonnation to be cross-referenced from djfferent temporal contexts. IL is not 
possible to achieve such detail for most other materials (e.g. fatmal material and sediments). 
Plants not only formed the base resource for island economies but also constilute the majority of 
the biomass of islands prior as well as after hwnan colonizalion. The ubiquity and near-universal 
constancy of plants within material and textual records of the past means that they may also 
provide a bridge for the diachronic gap between Braudel's temporal rhythms and hierarchies. 
This potential utility of botanical sources in the interpretation of world history has long 
been recognized. "Phytographical' histories of plants that provide important commodities in the 
global market place, such as sugar (Saccharum officinarum) and coffee (Coffea arabica), have 
provided an index of social change in pre-industrial economics after their contact with the 
industrial European economy and subsequent incorporation in the global economy. For the 
Pacific, the historical exploitation of sandalwood (Santafum spp.) for the thriving Canton spice 
markets of the 19th century provides some clues as to the extent of early ' beachcombing' activity 
and the social and environmental impacts of first European contact (Maude and Crocombe, 1962; 
Shineberg, 1967). The usefulness of such economic plants to such macro-histories suggests that 
there is some transparent unity linking the history of each plant to its place in human history. 
Questions of the origins of early pre-industrial plant utility, however, do not fonn part of these 
historical enquiries. The breadfruit (Artocarpus altilis), for example, entered historical 
consciousness through its role in the saga of the HMS Bounty mutiny of 1789 (e.g. Mon'ison, 
1966; Oliver, 1988; Bowman, 1989). William Bligh's failed attempt at trans location of breadfntit 
from the Pacific to the Caribbean represented one of the earliest colonial economic enterprises in 
Remote Oceania. But what of the complex pre-contact translocation history of this plant a1id 
related fonns that extended it from a likely origin centre of New Guinea to as far as Remote 
Oceania? The plant was successfully transpo1ted and cultivated as far east as Mangareva and the 
Hawaiian islands prior to European contact (Kirch et al 2005) and as far south as the Austral 
Islands (Tubuai and possibly Ra'ivavae). 
The invisibility to history of Pacific island societies was encapsulated by Alan Moorehead 
in The fatal impact (1966), where he implied that European reformation of the Tahitian 'arcadia' 
and 'noble savage' better defined island societies than the islanders themselves. Similarly, the 
early presence of Spanish explorers in the Pacific during the 17th century provided fuel for the 
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debate on the pre-contact origins of the sweet potato (lpomoea batatas), with recorded Spanish 
Inns locations of the cul ti gen elsewhere in the tropics during the 15th and 16th centuries (Barrau, 
1957; Yen, 1974b ). A number of authors (e.g. Langdon, 1991) have continued to promote 
Spanjsh translocation as tbe primary means of sweet potato introduction into the Pacific from 
South America, negating the overwhelming evidence for a much earlier Polynesian introduction. 
As the bjstory of sweet potato illustrates, the history of European influences on Pacific island 
societies shows merely that the connection between plants and human activity, or patticular 
groups of people, is not always clear-cut. 
As the most renowned arboreal icon of the Pacific, the coconut presents another case where 
divergent viewpoints on origins and human agency have arisen, particularly given its strong 
historical association with the spread of people. From the perspective of world history the 
coconut has been described as the most impottant cultivated plant, predominantly for copra, but 
also for timber, thatch. beverage, oil, condiments and fibre (Anderson, 1952). Despite its 
ethnobotanical profile, compared to many cultivated Pacific plants, its origin ru1d dispersal are 
poorly understood except to say that they are complicated by the dissemination of fruits both by 
floating and translocation by people because of the multiplicity of uses of its parts. 
The question of the origin of the coconut was first raised in the 1th century. Based on his 
Moluccan collections, Rumphius (1633& 1670) provided the first botanical dete1mination of 
coconut, originally described as Palma indica major calappa. Linneaus later described Cocos 
nuc{fera, distinguished from a range of other palm specimens from the same collections. 
Although ascribing a plant to the palm fami ly presents no prob lems, even to separate it from palm 
like families (e.g. Pandanaceae and Agavaceae) with superficial similarities (Tomlinson, 1979), 
distinguishing palm species from one another presents a greater systematic challenge. The 
djversity of palms recognfaed by Rumphius in his Moluccan collections was probably poorly 
reflected in the knowledge of traders, explorers and natural ists and even Linnean trained botanists 
entering the region dming the 17111 and 18th centuries. This was also a problem in the Pacific: 
Lionel Wafer's account of Cocos Island (Costa Rica), over 350 km to the southwest of Panama, 
described the island as having an abundance of coconut trees (Wafer, 1695). This observation was 
later countered in 1938 by reports of an endemic Roosevelt/a palm having a close resemblance to 
C. nucifera (Cook, 1940). 
The potential for dissemination of C. nuc{fera fruits by flotation was mentioned by James 
Cook who thought in 1777 that the palm groves on Palmerston Island (Cook Jslands) might 
represent natural establishment (Beaglehole, 1967). De Candolle (1885) initially favoured an 
American origin for the palm but was later persuaded by Seemann's (1873) analysis, put forward 
in his Flora Vitiensis, of a Southeast Asian origin. O.F. Cook (1940) argued again for an 
American origin based on the grounds that many of tbe other species of Cocoideae sub-family 
were from Colombia. Merrill (1946: 34) suggested that coconut 'normally occurs only where it 
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has been planted by man' and that it is likely to have an 111do-Pacific origin. Fosberg (J 960) 
regarded C. nucifera as a cultivated species, domesticated in some tropical region where its wild 
relatives are presumably extinct. Sauer ( 1971) favoured the view that coconut populations may be 
wild and a product of natural dispersal. Arguments for the natural dispersal of C. nucifera (e.g. 
Ward and Brookfield, 1992) were to some degree confumed by excavation of C. nuc!fera 
endocarp from Anawau Swamp on Aneityum in Vanuatu (Hope and Spriggs, 1983), dated to 
6410-5950 cal. yr B.P. (No lab number available). This provided the first radiocarbon age outside 
of the expected age range for human occupation of a site in Remote Oceania. Palynological 
records from Atiu (Parkes 1997) and Mangaia (e.g. Ellison, 1994; Kirch et al 1992) in the Cook 
Islands indicate a prehuman presence of C. nucifera in tb is pa11 of Remote Oceania. 
The presence of C. nucifera in the Austral Islands presents an interesting case in the debate 
on the natural vagility and buman translocation of plants. No palaeobotanical evidence for 
indigenous C. nucifcra in the Austral Islands has been forthcoming. C. 1wcifera was noted in the 
early European contact accounts for Ra 'ivavae, Tubuai and Rurutu but not for Rapa and Rimatara 
(see Chapter 5). C. nucifera has been introduced within the last sixty years to Rapa where it is 
located around Ha'urei village and ns isolated trees found in some sheltered embayments on tbe 
island. On Rapa, these palms currently produce small fruits that do not develop to full maturity, 
probably as a result of the more sub-tropical climate of the island. On Rimatara, Rurutu and 
Tubuai, C. nucifera fruits do reach full maturity and the established plantations are used primarily 
for local consumption and as pig fodder. 
Insoluble problems 
The readiness of those who have explored this subject to either incorporate or exclude the human 
association witb coconut dispersal presents an interesting dilemma. Corner (1966: 238) bas 
suggested that because of its Cretaceous origins ' the problem of the coconut palm [origins] is 
insoluble' . On the one hand, the assumed introduced status of C. nuc!fera to some islands (e.g. 
Comer believes that prior to the Enlightenment, Austronesian speaking people transported C. 
nucifera to Cocos Keeling Island (Australia) en route to Madagascar in the Indian Ocean) 
suggests an acceptance that there is some kind of dependency between palms and people. On the 
other hand, an indigenous determination of C. nucifera for other islands (e.g. Aneityum, Atiu and 
Mangaia) assumes that their current distribution is a result of flotation dispersal whereby human 
agency is of no consequence (sec Ward and Brookfield, 1992 and Hanies et al 2004 for 
discussion). Within this dichotomy the environment appears to play no role and remains a 
backdrop to human or natural palm dispersal entrenching the view that island environments are in 
constant stasis. This problem becomes more acute when we consider the possible role of humans 
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m the extinction of plant species. The divergent interpretatfons of the extinction of the 
Paschalococcus disperta palm on Easter Island, as driven by either antlu·opogenic factors or 
climate change, provide a case in point. Such explanations do not take into account the causal 
mechanisms underlying such a transformation. There is no discussion of whether humans, plants 
and the environment transformed under differing impetuses so that at some point in time, 
transformation might either have been coincidental or have had multiple causes. Plants have their 
own temporality and respond to environmental factors (e.g. climates, soils, herbivores and seed 
dispersers etc.) as well as to human activity, but also have their own inbuilt mechanisms for 
adaptation (e.g. genetic heritage) that may lie donnant until the right environmental conditions 
arrive where they can be expressed. 
ln order to define the historical and conjoint trajectories of plants and people, an 
environmental context at a particular point of conjuncture must be defined. To understand this 
conjuncture is to define some causal mechanism that may provide a sufficient explanation for the 
apparent chronological relationship between a set of events. For some phytographical histories 
defining a causal mechanism in this way, as Corner (1966) suggests, may remain 'insoluble' as 
there may be no means of providing context. Situating events in an overarching chronological 
framework is the primary method of contextl1alisation from which narrative structure emerges in 
most historical and ethnographic studies. In narratives, however, the chronological relationship 
between events is often subordinated to thematic concerns (Thomas, J 996). The more recent 
phytographical histories illustrate this substitution of context for tl1eme, so that plants are seen 
more as static objects over which the na1rntive of ht1man history is lajd out. What becomes clear 
in narrative approaches is that there is an inevitable dichotomy set up between either cultural or 
environmental explanations. This is most apparent in the human agency or climate change 
oriented explanations for the extinction of the Easter Island palm. The proponents of each side of 
this debate have polarised human agency and climate influences to such an extent, that either of 
these explanations appears to subordinate or mask any evidence that ma.y actually generate 
context. 
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Chapter4 
'Opposite paths to success'1: Easter Island or Tikopia? 
Paschalococcus or Canarium? 
' . . . the historian can never get away from the question of time in history: time sticks to his thinking 
like soil to a gardeners spade. ' (Fcrnand Braudel, On History 1980: 77) 
A central interest in the study of Pacific island botany is tbe development of causal explanations 
for plant otigins (speciation), translocation, cultivation and extinction (extirpation). To define the 
cause of these events or processes, multiple lines of evidence must be oriented in such a way that 
the chronological layout of the evidence can be correlated and scrutinized. Such correlation does 
not necessarily guarantee that a specific causa l mechanism can be obtained with certainty, but it 
does allow for the development of a more robust explanation for how each plant may respond in 
time to specific disturbance events or processes, whether caused by environmental or human 
agency. 
Characterising plant responses to disturbance 
Interpretations of the response of plants to past disturbances are strongly limited by the available 
botanical sources and the ability to define a disturbance from coITelated geomorphological, 
archaeological and historical evidence. When considering the plant fossil record. for example, 
soft-tissue plants are largely composed of a chemically reactive fraction, which is more often 
broken down in weeks or months, whereas a physically stable fraction, such as wood tissue may 
survive for thousands of years (Beck, 1989). Identifying the ecological and biological response of 
a single species to a single di sturbance is dependent on identifying the normal responses of a 
plant before and/or afier the disturbance event or process. The greater the magnitude of a single 
disturbance and the greater number of synchronous events or processes represented, the more 
likely the changes represented by preserved botanical evidence are related to these events or 
processes. This is at least a workable hypothesis. Distinguishing the contribution of each potential 
cause for disturbance or biological response, however, is limited further by the sensitivity of plant 
proxy evidence to specific disturbances over and above the normal measured ecological and 
1The title of Jared Diamond's (2005) chapter in Collapse is taken from Kirch's (1997) description of the 
societal approaches to environmental management on T ikopia that prevented environmental and social 
collapse perceived for Easter Island. 
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biological behaviour, but aJso the sensitivity of correlated geomorphological, archaeological and 
historical evidence in defining the magnitude of the disturbance event or process. 
Even when viewed in controlled laboratory conditions plants have only a limited number 
of response mechanisms or adaptations to an imposed stress or disturbance. Such responses are 
rarely observable, if at all, in the historical or palaeoenvironmental record. Plants may react to 
such disturbances as fire, for example, which has a variety of potential causes (e.g. Lightning 
strikes, human ignition) indistinguishable in the observed changes in the geomorphological, 
archaeological and historical record. ln environments where fire regimes have been the primary 
clisturbance mechanism controlling plant distribution, adaptation and evolution, the influence of 
other causes of disturbances may be negligible. But in some environments, where the causes of 
disturbance may be evenly measured, the contribution of specific disturbances processes to plant 
responses, including fire, may be indistinguishable. 
Characterising disturbance on islands from botanical evidence 
If we accept the hypothesis supported by many authors (e.g. Whittaker, 1995; Levin, 2004; 
Walter, 2004) that the complexity of disturbance patterns occuning on islands exceeds that of 
other geographical areas, this presents a major dilenuna for inferring plant responses from 
geomorphological, archaeological and historical evidence. Jf isJands can be characterised by 
disturbance regimes, the same characterisation must be applied to the ecology and biology of 
island floras. Thus, we might accept, as is done here, that island floras a priori are disturbance-
adapted compared to the floras of larger landmasses. Many islands possess a large number of taxa 
that would normally be regarded as secondary or disturbance taxa in continental regions. The 
relative scarcity of lower order (family or genera) taxa on islands suggests that most plants 
possess few specific adaptations to specific distmbances. For the interpretation of plant responses 
lo disturbance on islands, this means that relatively few of the disturbances of any kind and of any 
magnjtude tbat may occur on islands can be directly substantiated, even when calculated by 
inference of correlated geomorphological, archaeological and historical events or processes. 
Braudel, conjuncture and disturbance 
Braudel (1980: 3) alluded to Francois Simiand's description of histoire evenementielle or the 
history of events as a 'smface disturbance' or as 'the waves stined up by the powerful movement 
of tides' . Within Braudel 's tripartite structure of history, his to ire evenemenlielle is something that 
is superficial when compared to the longue duree. What is impo1tant about this view of historical 
structure is not that the causal mechanisms for historical change operating within the longue 
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duree are more vital than those operating as histoire evenementielle. It is, instead, the normalising 
effect of tbe longue duree on the other historical structures that act to either mask or highlight 
their more ephemeral 'surface disturbance' events or processes. The pulse of the tide on a sandy 
beach, wben viewed over the lunar cycle (tongue duree), has the form of slow moving wave, but 
when the tidal movement of the ocean encounters winds or barriers such as islands, a freak wave 
may be produced that may subsequently fonn an impression upon the coastline different from that 
of the tide. Depending on the magnitude of the freak wave, tbe movement of the tide over its full 
lunar cycle, from neap to spring (spri11gen) tides, might in time erode the impression formed by 
the freak wave. 
Braudel placed conjuncture (conjuncture) as a central historical structure that is 
diachronically attached to both the tongue duree and histoire evenementielle but is in no way 
defined by either. Instead, conjuncture reflects the historian's choice among the various 
'chronological realities according to more or less conscious preferences and exclusions' (ibid: 
27). Conjuncture may be a point of interaction or resonance between the longue duree of the 
cultural, biological and geological events or processes and is the historical structure in which 
coherency in history can be recognised outside of the historian's bias. It may also be a point or 
period in history characterised by hiatus or the absence of evidence. lt is an attempt at scientific 
history. To define conjuncture is to define the consequences of the interaction between long-tenn 
cultural, biological and geological events or processes. 
Conjuncture and island floras 
The interaction of long-term structures in historical conjuncture is likely to be recognised as some 
kind of novel disturbance as opposed to a superficia l disturbance of the kind described for 
histoire evenementie/le. Braudel was primarUy interested in the transfonnation of social structure, 
but there are also certain ecological and biological characteristics of island floras that can be 
viewed in this way, both in tenns of their evolutionary development, but also in tcm1s of their 
response to distmbance since human settlement. 
There are a number of independent or interrelated disturbance events or processes that have 
operated synchronously at specific times on islands that may be accepted a priori as a 
characteristic of island environments. These disturbances are chronologically aligned into what I 
term ' disturbance modes' that can be defined by a number of pronounced geomorphological, 
archaeological and historical disturbance signatures. For OIRO, the most pronounced disturbance 
modes of any sign ificant magnitude include post-glacial sea-level change, initial human 
colonisation and Emopean colonisation (see Table 4.1). Although the timing and extent of the 
independent or interrelated disturbances represented within these modes may va1y at each site, it 
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is important to recognise here that any one disturbance may be generated by multiple causes 
operating syncbronously or diachronioally but may register the same response in the available 
geomorphological, archaeological and historical evidence. 
The various taphonomic constraints on the preservation of botanical-based clisttubance 
signatmes can usually be measured as a function of time, but this may also be compounded at the 
points of conjuncture: if the resolution of the geomorphological, archaeological and historical 
evidence increases or decreases with time, at the points of conjuncture, the evidence represented 
may have been selectively preserved or removed. Each of the disturbance modes may be also be 
characterised, chronologically and botanically, through a range of representations (e.g. absolute 
radiocarbon dating, archaeobotanical evidence). Again the precision of these representations will 
be either improved or weakened at the points of conjuncture. 
Braudel's structw·aJ model implies that there appears to be particular points of historical 
conjuncture where these disturbance modes wil I overlap and it is at these points where some 
coherency in history may be recognised. I suggest in the following sections that these points of 
overlap, for many islands in OIRO, have not yet been defined with adequate chronological 
precision, bi1t it is even less clear how these disturbance modes interact to fonn conjuncture. 
Conjuncture on Easter Island and Tikopia 
The causal explanations for plant origins, cultivation, t:ranslocation and extinction appear critical 
to Diamond's (2005) treatment of Easter Island and Tikopia in Collapse. As explained in 
Chapter 3, Diamond's primary explanation for societal fai lure or success on these two islands 
centres on the demise of the Paschalococcus disperta palm on Easter Island and the localised 
domestication of Canarium on Tikopia, respectively. In this chapter, I question these explanations 
by addressing the likely responses of these and other plant taxa to the three disturbance modes 
discussed previously. I focus on the conjoncture between these modes and thus define the 
variation that may exist between island floras a1Jd their response to disturbance. The historical 
structures derived can then be compared directly in counterpoint with the macrohistoric treatment 
of the interpretations of plant origin, translocation, cultivation and extinction provided by Jared 
Diamond in his Collapse treatise. The disturbance responses of Paschalococcus, Canarium and a 
range of other plant species from these islands are addressed in the context of the available 
geomorphological, archaeological and historical evidence, including palaeobotany, 
arcbaeobotany, first European contact descriptions and modem phytograpbical treatments. With 
the current available evidence it should be possible to deduce what causal explanations for 
Paschalococcus extinction or Canarium cuJtivation are robust, or, what explanations will remain 
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speculative without further evidence established within a re-oriented theoretical and 
methodological framework. 
Geomorphological 
evidence for 
disturbance 
Archaeological 
evidence for 
disturbnncc 
Botanicnl evidence 
for disturbance 
Absolute 
chronological 
representations 
Chronological 
representations In 
palaeobotanical 
record 
Chronological 
reprcscntadons In 
archaeobotaolcal 
record 
Taphonomlc 
constraints on 
botanical evidence 
Post glaclal sen-level 
chanue 
Initial human 
colonisation 
European 
colonisation 
lf-Co11ju11ct11re~I If-Con !!_11ct11re~I 
e.g. Coastal sediment ~ e.g. Soil mobilisation, coastal e.g. Soil mobilisation, 
progrodntion scdimcat progrndntion coastal scdimcm 
Non~ 
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chercon I particles 
••c radiocarbon dates +/-
1000-100 yrs on wood, seeds, 
charcoal or pollen concentrates 
e.g. CoasraJ swamp fore~t 
development; high plnnt 
endemism 
None 
e.g. Faunul and flor11l utilisnlion, 
extirpation and introduction 
Pollen, plant macro-remains, 
orchucobotnnicnl remains, 
churcoa I pnrt icles, 
ethnobotanicnl sources 
"C +/-100·50 yrs on wood, 
seeds, charcoal or pollen 
conccn1rn1es, ethnogruphy 
e.g. High charcoal particles, 
seral roxa nnd plnnt 
introductions, reduced endemic 
representation (or extinction) 
e.g. l..ocal economic plant 
rei;ourccs; increasing introduced 
economic plant reprcsenmtion 
progrndation 
e.g. Fnunal and norul 
util isot ion. extirpation and 
introduction, human disease 
introduction 
Pollen, plnnt mncro-rcmnins, 
urclmcobotanicnl remains, 
charcoal particles, 
ethnobolanical sources, 
historical sources 
Ornl histories, ethnogmphie 
md historic records l /. J 00-0 
yrs 
e.g. Historic plant 
introductions, funher 
reduced endemic 
cprescntntion (or extinction) 
e.g. Historic plant 
incroductions, reduced local 
economic resources 
e.g. More preserved sofl pin •· issue and increasing resolution 0 1 • obotanicol :md historicnl 
sources -t 
----------- --- ~-- -- ---------
-te.g. li1c1·easing <liogenesis of nnd hnrd plnnt tissue 
Table 4.1 The three disturbance modes mentioned in the text are placed in relation to the 
geomorphological, archaeological and botanical evidence for disturbance. Conj1111cture is found at the 
shaded points where these distmba11ce modes overlap as indicated. The relevant palaeobotanical, 
archaeobotanical and chronological representations are presented. Some examples on the taphonomic 
constraints on botanical evidence arc also presented. The arrows represent an increasing effect. 
The macro historic view of Tikopia 's environment 
Before discussing historical conjuncture on Easter Island and Tikopia it is necessary to outline 
Diamond's macrohistoric treatment of Tikopia, which he contrasts with Easter Island. Of the 
societal and environmental collapse of Easter Island, Diamond (2005: 107) concludes: 
'The overall picture for Easter is the most extreme example of forest destruction in the Paci fic, and 
among the most extreme in the world: the whole forest gone, and all of its tree species extinct. 
lnunediate consequences for the islanders were losses ofraw materials, losses of wild-caught foods, 
and decreased crop yields.' 
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To Diamond (ibid: 118) it is Easter Island's isolation from attacks from neighborning enemies or 
support from friendly island societies, as well as the lack of evidence for climatic mechanisms for 
environmental degradation that provide part of the explanation for societal collapse: 
'That leaves us with just two main set of factors behind Easter's collapse: human environmental 
impacts, especially deforestation and destruction of bird populations; and the political, social, and 
religious factors behind the impacts, such as the impossibility of emigration as an ese&pc valve 
because of Easter's isolation.' 
Diamond (ibid: 286-293) then offers Tikopia (12°16'S, 168°49'E; see Figure 4.1), a small (4.6 
km2) isolated island around 360 km southeast of Santa Cruz in the Solomon Islands (Temotu 
Province), as an example of an island society who have chosen an 'opposite path to success' 
(ibid: 291 , afler Kirch 1997). Diamond (ibid: 292) suggests that on Tikopia a society-wide 
decision ' taken consciously around A.D. 1600, and recorded in oral traditions but also tested 
arcbaeologically, was the killing of every pig on the island'. Pigs formerly the island's primary 
protein somce, were replaced by other food resorn·ces including fish, shellfish, turtles and 
probably vegetables. He continues: 
'lheir ancestors had made the decision because pigs raided and rooted up gardens, competed with 
humans for food, were an inefficient. means to feed humans ... , and had become a luxury food for 
many chiefs. With that elimination of pigs, and the transforn1ation of Tikopia's bay into a brackish 
lake around 1he same time, Tikopia 's economy achieved essentially the fonu in which it existed when 
Europeans first began to take up residence in the 1800s.' 
The island is situated on the western, tropical edge of OIRO, a geographical area used to 
arbitrarily distinguish between both the dispersal abilities (vagility) of island biotas since island 
formation, and the voyaging capabilities of people who began occupying the region over the last 
3500 years (Green, 1991). It is also 011 the edge of the 'Andesite Line' used to separate between 
the Gondwanaland continental geology over the predominantly Tertiary or younger oceanic 
island geology (sec Figure 1.1). The nearest islands are Anuta (also in the Temotu Province) and 
Banks Island (Vanuatu), 137 km northeast and 210 km southwest respectively. In 1976 the island 
supported a population of around 1,856 people who are mostly speakers of the Tikopian Malayo-
Polynesian language (Grimes, 1996). The climate is humid tropical with mean temperatures 
ranging from 25-29°C and an average annual rainfall of 4,000 mm, receiving the heaviest rainfall 
between October and March (wet season). 
The island was subject to a major archaeological investigation in 1976 run by Kirch and 
Yen, who compiled Tikopia: the prehistory and ecology of a Polynesian our lier (1982). Kirch and 
Yen concentrated on archaeological excavation but did not retrieve any palaeoenvironmental 
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records from the island. From the excavation data they suggest that the island was first occupied 
by about 3,000 yrs B.P. with the oldest deposits showing all the features of early settlement of a 
previously unmodified island ecosystem (Easter Jsland included). 
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Figure 4.1 Map of Tikopia in the Temotu Province of the Solomon islands (adapted from Kirch and Yen, 
1982). The map indicates the main geographical features of the island aDd the position of the Rakisu site 
discussed in the text. 
Evidence for three extirpated bird species and an extinct megapode was folllld in midden 
deposits dating to between 3000 and 2100 yrs B.P. (Steadman et al 1990). A number of items of 
material culture were imported to the island in this 'Kiki Phase' including obsidian sotu-ces from 
West New Britain (around 2,200 km to the northwest) and Banks Island (around 300 km south). 
Locally manufactured pottery was produced at that time, mostly undecorated, with only a small 
proportion of the sheJ'ds identified exhibiting the dentate-stamped decoration characteristic of 
Lapita pottery. Rallus exulans and R. praetor and a full suite of domestic animals including pig, 
dog and fowl were introduced in this phase. No direct evidence of introduced plant cultigens or 
tree crops was located in these Kiki Phase deposits. Evidence for large-scale colluvial 
sedimentation associated with the deposition of fragments of charcoal is thought to indicate slash 
and bum (swiddening) agric~tural practice. 
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The presence of Canarium harveyi mesocarp (see Plate 1) dated to between 2350-1700 cal. 
yr B.P. is consistent with the beginning of Kirch and Yen's (1982) Sinapupu Phase (-2350-750 
cal .yr B.P.), defined by the initial presence of incised and applied relief-decorated Mangaasi 
pottery sourced from northern Vanuatu. Evidence for the extirpation of a further two bird species 
was located from midden deposits (Steadman et al 1990) and fmther extensive swiddening 
activity is dated to this Sinapupu phase. Diamond (2005) sees this phase of Tikopia's 
environmental history as comparable to Easter island. Diamond (2005: 292 after Kirch, 1997) 
suggests that: 
'Around 100 B.C. [Sinapupu Phase), the economy began to change as those initial food sources 
disappeared or were depleted. Over the course of the next thousand years, charcoal accumulation 
ceased, and remains of native almonds (Canari11m harveyi) appeared, in archaeological sites, 
indicating that Tikopians were abandoning slash-and-bum agriculture in favour of maintaining 
orchards with nut trees.' 
Kirch (1997: 37) believes this archaeological sequence represents a: 
'process of conversion from shifting cultivation to an arboricultural system [that) obviously took 
several hundreds of years and must have been built upon the accumulated trials and errors of many 
generations of gardeners.' 
Kirch and Yen's (1982) interest in Tikopia's archaeology and environmental history stems 
from Raymond Firth's anthropological investigations of the island's social structure between 
1928 and 1929. In a series of texts on the island, the earliest being We the Tikopia (Matou nga 
Tikopia) (1936) and Primitive Polynesian economy (1939), he portrays Tikopia as a cultural 
environment, most aspects of which are affected by human activity and interaction. Firth (1936: 
374-375) showed that although the island could be characterised by dense forests with small 
cultivations interspersed between the scattered villages: 
'as one wanders abroad, ascends the ring of hills that encircles the lake, climbs the peak of Reani or 
skirts the mgged northern shore, it becomes evident that the whole place is in a high state of 
economic utilisation, that gardens are made right up in tbe mountain, and that what appears to be bush 
is re111ly a collection of trees and shrubs, each having its own value to the people, either for its food or 
in their material arts'. 
The closeness of human-environment relations on Tikopia was recognised by Firth who 
suggested that plant-use extended beyond simple subsistence value to include formal ritual 
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associations, in which plants are commonly drawn upon as metaphors for social relations and 
practice. For example, the tuberous crops Colocasia esculenta and Dioscorea spp., and the tree 
crops Cocos nucifera and Artoca1pus a/Ii/is were totemic to specific clans. Some crops such as 
Musa spp. and Cyrtosperma merkusii (syn. C. chamissonis) Jacked such ritual associations. 
Analysing t11e economic significance of these relationships, Firth (1939) suggested that there was 
a distinct lack of correspondence among the relative economic importance of these crops (e.g. 
caloric value), the labour expenditure involved in production, and the relative social or ritual 
emphasis on them. Firth's preferred explanation for this discordance emphasised the embedded 
social structure or in his words 'institutional efflorescence' (ibid: 65), or diffusion of distinctive 
social practices with a substantial historical basis. The ritual associations of plants provided 
symbols for action portrayed in oral histories, so that, for example, social measures of population 
control apparently fluctuated with the changing productivities of the various clan-associated 
crops. 
It was Firth's emphasis on the antiquity of these plant-hwnan relationships that inspired 
Kirch and Yen ( 1982: 35) to approach 'a complementary material explanation, based in the 
contrastive biological roles of the crop plants involved.' This was part of a broader aim lo map 
the hwnan dimension of environmental change on the island. They were intrigued al the 
implications of t11e traditional, pre-European colonisation ritual cycle that encoded an ideology of 
marked human population control in response to changing agronomic productivity. Kirch (1997: 
35) sees this mechanism of population control with its social implications for mitigating 
environmental change as ' a model of the sustainable microcosm .. . perhaps unparalleled by other 
Pacific examples.' He suggests that the island had a high resilience to human impact with highly 
nutrient-rich soils replenished through the rapid weathering of its geological parent material. Ile 
emphasised that this would not have been enough to avert the inevitable ecological disasters 
inferred from his other archaeological studies on other Pacific islands (e.g. Mangaia; see Kirch, 
1996; Kirch et al 1991; Kirch ef al J 995). To Kirch ( J 997: 38), 'The final outcomes ... were 
ultimately the result of conscious choices made by successive generations .of individual humans.' 
The macrohistoric island comparison 
A general summary and comparison of some of the main environmental characteristics of each 
island is provided in Table 4.2. At first glance many of these pararneters are not comparable, 
rendering a comparison of any environmental aspect implausible given, for example, the disparity 
in island area (166 to 4.6 km2) and geological age (0.3 to 0.08 ma K/Ar). As I will illustrate later, 
this quickly comes into focus when tbe botanical sources for each island are assessed. Despite 
such contrasts, Barry Rolett and Diamond (2004) attempted to quantify the environmental 
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conditions for 81 islands that appeared ' suitable for agriculture' prior to European contact, in 
order to establish a classification of islands that are predisposed towards deforestation. They 
classified each island, including Easter and Tikopia, according to a range of environmental 
factors that may have contributed to their increased susceptibility to deforestation by humans, as 
estimated at the time of European contact with the islands (see Table 4.2). Statistically high 
values for island rainfall, elevation, area, volcanic ash fallout, Asian dust transport and uplifted 
reef ferrain (makatea; see Chapter 1 and 6) are seen to have limited deforestation potential, 
whereas predisposition towards deforestation increased with latitude, age and isolation. 
Environmental factors 
Land area (knJ") 
Geological age (Ma) 
Parent materials 
Easter Island 
166 
0.34 
Deeply weathered benmoreite 
and hawaiite lavas and scoria 
Annual rainfall at sea level (mm) 12001 
Cyclone susceptibility Lowl 
Maximum elevation (m) 510 (Tere vaka) 
Continental dust 51 
Latitude 27° 07 '8 
Longitude 109° 22'W 
Distance to nearest high island 1401 
>25% the size of homeland (kln) 
Soil phosphorous 
Potential volcanic tephra fallout 
Limiting3 
Low1 
Tlkopia 
4.6 
0.08~ 
Unweathered andesitic lavas 
capped by weathered breccia and 
tuf'f 
40002 
High2 
360 (Reani) 
3701 
12° 17'S 
168° 48'E 
1600 1 
Non limiting2 
High1 
Table 4.2 Comparison of main environmental characteristics of Easter Island and Tikopia; 1after Rolett and 
Diamond, 2004; 2after Kirch, 1997; 3 my estimate; 4aftcr Hasse et al 1997; ~a fter Fryer, 1974. 
The statistical results of this survey were positively or negatively graded according to this 
deforestation potential. Tikopia is regarded as unusual given that at European contact 
(deforestation value of 2) the island is thought to have been well forested (e.g. Di lion, 1829) and 
has a high forest replacement value (4) and is, hence, predisposed towards deforestation. Easter 
Island is seen by Rolett and Diamond as the exemplar of an island with both complete 
deforestation (5) at European contact and the highest possible forest replacement value (5). 
Tikopia, Tonga and Kosrae (Federated States of Micronesia) all generated positive residuals 
requiring another explanation for why deforestation at European contact was limited. Kirch 
(1997) has explained that for Tikopia the island's society effectively employed a set of protective 
measures against deforestation. Rolett and Diamond (following Kirch, 1997) suggest that such 
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effective human agency is the only plausible proposition given the apparent susceptibility of these 
islands to environmental degradation. 
In Collapse, Diamond categorises each island society by their historically determined 
capacity to either solve or ignore environmental problem as causal to societal survival or demise. 
This dichotomy established between the 'ecodisaster' of Easter Island and the 'sustainable' 
productions of Tikopia is efTectively employed to circumvent environmental information that is 
deemed redundant in order to highlight the role of human agency. As discussed in Chapter 3 the 
qualification of hwnan impact on islands is dependent on a number of conceptions, namely the 
establishment of conjonclure between time and process within which human agency may be 
reflected. l maintain that it is unclear exactly where conjoncture exists, conceptually or 
chronologically, in this macrohistoric view of islands. 
The emphasis that Diamond affords botanical sources in his brief outline of the 
environmental history of Easter Island and Tikopia is represented by two iconic species. For 
Easter Island it is the extinct palm tree (Pascha/ococcus disperta) that becomes a metaphor for 
societal collapse. For Tikopia, it is the development of the native almond (Canarium harveyi) as a 
tree crop that represents intentional and sustainable environmental practice. Here 1 provide a 
detailed critique of botanical utility in Diamond's treatment of these island histories. In 
summarising the botanical somces for these islands, set within the diachronic structure proposed 
in Chapter 3, an additional means is provided for assessing the level at which botanical 
representations may reflect human agency in line or at odds with that proposed by Diamond and 
others. By considering how adequately botanical representations reflect historical struch1res, both 
durable and ephemeral, weaknesses in the varying interpretations may become more apparent. To 
reiterate, the methodology I have employed for this approach is aimed essentially at establishing 
what evidence and historical structures may be accepted a priori. 
Given the pervasive human dimension of remote island histories and the ubiquity of 
botanical representation since and prior to human colonisation of these islands, it should be 
possible to record these changes using botanical sources. Human agency in the '01thodox' 
scenario of Easter lsland's societal collapse has been constructed primarily from this relationship 
but, as I will demonstrate, is achieved in such a way that not only obscures the chronological 
detail but also the temporality of plants is obscured. 
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Easter Island and botanical sources 
Modern flora 
The flora of Easter Island has most recently been described by Georg Zizka (1991 a; 1991 b) 
recording I 77 angiosperm species2. There are currently 43 extant indigenous vasctilar plants and 
68 naturalised species along witl1 an additional 66 exotic species introductions (Zizka, 1991 b; 
Ma1iicorena and Rodriguez, 1995). The island's flora is exceptionally depauperate in woody 
species, considering the size, topography and the extent of deep soil horizons. Contention by 
botanists regarding the extent of the island's flora began with Skottsberg's ( J 956) remarks that 
the unusual character of the flora must be a result of its isolation. Balgooy (1960; 1971 in Flenley 
et al 1991) presented two diverging opinions on the issue originally disagreeing with Skottsberg 
in concluding that many species must have become extinct on tl1e island as a result of human 
dist11rbance. It was not until the extent of palm pollen (Flenley and King, I 984) and macrofossils 
(Dransfield et al 1984) became clear that it was recognised that other angiospem1 tax.a may have 
been prevalent on the island. More recently Orliac and Orliac (J 998) published their identification 
of archaeological charcoal assemblages indicating that a suite of large woody tree taxa formed a 
part of the island's flora. Around 10 species extinctions are recorded in pollen records (e.g. 
Flenley et al 1991) with an addjtjonal 12 species extinctions recorded in macro-charcoal records 
(see Table 4.5 and discussion below) on top of the palynological findings (e.g. Orliac, 2000). 
Through pressure of grazing, fire and invasion by exotic species, the island's indigenous 
species are now restricted to marginal habitats. For example, two endemic grass species survive at 
higher elevation sites, Axonopus paschalis (Zizka, 1993) in large patches and Danthonia 
paschalis now rare. Most of the vegetation cover of the island consists of pastoral grasses and 
sedges (e.g. Ky/lingo brevifolia), with grasses dominating areas at low elevation (see Plate 2). In 
1891, W.J. Thomson commented on the historical effects of grazing by sheep and other domestic 
animals: 
'At various places throughout this land we found small clumps of Edwardsia [Sophora toromiro], 
Broussonetia, and Hibiscus, but all were dead, having been stripped of their bark by flocks of sheep, 
which roam at will over the island.' (1891: 456) 
The inner slopes of the craters are noted as being refuges for a number of indigenous plants 
species. The last remaining specimen of the endemic Sopho1·a toromiro was located in 1935 along 
2Zizka (1993: 46) notes that some of these species have only ephemeral records. 
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the slopes of Rano K.ao3. Triumfelfa semitrUoba and Caesalpinia major, rare on other parts of the 
island can still be found in the crater (Zizka, 1993: 47). 
Plant taxa probably introduced prior to European contact include Colocasia esculenta, 
Dioscorea spp., Musa spp., lpomoea baratas, Broussoneria papyrifera, Cordyline fruricosa, 
Sacchar11111 officinarum, Cucurma longa and Lagenaria siceraria. Skottsberg (1956) earlier 
recognised a nurnber of vascular plant species as having been 'waifs and strays' some introduced 
by the initial island inhabitants including Triumfetra semtriloba (T. procwnbens), Broussonetia 
papyri/era, lpomoea batatas, Musa sapientum (M. acuminata) and Colocasia antiquorum (C. 
esc11/e111a). A number of other species are thought possible pre-European introductions including 
Sapindus saponaria. In 1911 , Knoche (1925 in Zizka, 1993) recorded several cultivated varieties 
of Dioscorea spp. (42), lpomoea batatas (25), Colocasia escu/enta (14) and Saccharum 
ojj/cinamm (12). For some species including Cocos nucifera and Solcmwnforsteri, it is uncertain 
whether they were introduced prior to European contact (Brown, 1935). 
Botanical sources at first-European contact with Easler island 
As discussed in Chapter 3, Jared Diamond has utilised Easter Island's first contact history, albeit 
in brief, as a means of measuring the extent offailure of this pre-Ew·opean society: 
'Deforestation must have begun some time after human arrival by A.D. 900, and must have been 
completed by 1722, when Roggeveen arrived and saw no trees over ten feel tall' (Diamond, 2005: 
106-107). ~ 
Roggeveen's perspective on this issue, however, is by no means clear. In his initial description of the 
island's appearance we are led to believe the island is barren and treeless: 
'we have now come to the sandy island, at a distance of about two miles, which lie eastward 
(although ahead still out of sight) from the extent of the coast or tract of land, the discovering of 
which is part of our expedition; and since it was seen by us that smoke rose from various places, from 
which it may with reason be concluded that the said island, although it appears sandy and barren, 
nevertheless is inhabited by people' (Corney, 1908: 7; also in Sharp, 1970) 
Upon fmther observation of the island Roggevcen 's (ibid: 9-10) opinion changes: 
31n 1955 Thor Heyerdahl collected and rescued seed from this Sophora specimen that died soon after. This 
seed was later propagated and successful attempts have been made to re-establish the plant on t.he island. 
4Diamond is actually referring to an observation made by Georg Forster 52 years later in 1774 • .. . there 
was not a Lree upon the island which exceeded the height of ten feet' (Cook and Forster, l 777: 566-569) 
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'The reason why at first, when at farther distance off, we regarded the said Easter Island as being of 
sandy nature is that we mistook the parched up grass, and hay or other scorched and charred 
brushwood for a soil of that arid nature, because from its outward appearance it suggested no other 
idea than that of an extraordinarily sparse and meagre vegetation; and the discoverers had 
consequently bestowed upon it the term sandy.' 
On fu1ther reflection, Roggeveen (ibid: 21) portrays a considerably different picture: 
'nor can the aforementioned land be termed sandy, because we found it not only not sandy but on the 
contrary exceedingly fruitfu l, producing bananas, potatoes, sugarcane of remarkable thickness, and 
many other kinds of fruits of the earth, although destitute of large trees and domestic animals except 
poultry. This place, as far as its rich soil and good climate are concerned, is such that it might be 
made into an earthly Paradise, if it were properly worked and cultivated; which is now only done in 
so faJ· as the inhabitants are obliged to for the maintenance of life. ' 
ln 1722, the island may have been 'destitute of large trees' but how this may reflect societal 
collapse in the tenns described by Bahn and Flenley (1992) and Diamond (2005) is unclear. How 
could an island that appears 'exceedingly fruitful' also be indicative of an ecodisaster? One of 
Roggeveen 's party, C.F. Behrens (1739: 138) slates that 'The whole [island] is cultivated and 
well kept, it is foll of woods and forests'. 
One feahire of the island recognised in both Roggeveen's and Behren's account is the 
number of plants kept in agricultural production by the islanders. From a list of plants described 
by Roggeveen and other members of his crew including Comelis Bouman (J 994) and Behrens, a 
total of twelve cultigcns may have been cultivated on lhe island in 1722 (see Tnble 4.3). fn 
November 1771, Don Felipe Gonzalez y Haedo (J 903) only mentions seven cultigens whereas 
du·ee years later Cook and the HMS Resolution party noted ten (e.g. Cook, 1777). By 1786, Jean-
Fram;oise de La Ferouse (1798; 1807) and crew on the Boussole and Astrolabe observed only five 
cultigens. This reduction in the number of listed cultigens is unlikely to represent an oversight by 
the later observers, but may reflect either seasonal changes in crop production, or an 
abandonment of ce1tain crops. ln March l 774 Cook observed: 
'For the great part of the distance across the ground had but a barren appearance, being a dry hard 
clay, and everywhere covered by stones; but not withstanding this, there were several large tracks 
planted with potatoes, and some plantain walks, but they saw no fruit on any of the trees' (Cook, 
1777: 277). 
Cook's party also found little evidence of active garden enclosures of the type described by 
Roggeveen. Instead, lR. Forster found: 
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'the country being strewed with volcanic cinders, and desolate all round us, though we found mauy 
remaining proofs of its having been formerly cultivated' (J.R. Forster 1777 in von Sa her, 1992: 38) 
The inconsistency between these historical accounts of agricultW'al production on Easter 
Island from 1722 to 1774 is intriguing but not surprising. When considering U1e forty-nine years 
that bad elapsed between Roggeveen 's and Gonzalez y Haedo's account in te1111s of the probably 
social change that may take place in any small society, why should it be surprising? ln forty-nine 
years, two generations of people wou ld have passed away with only a few, if any, elderly people 
remaining alive who experienced the visit of Gonzalez's crew and could also recall Roggeveen 's 
visit. 
There is no information available to resolve either way the possible impacts that foreign 
visitors may have bad on the social dynamk of the island. J.G. Forster on Cook's expedition to 
the island in 1774 suggests that the islanders were well aware of the exploits of foreign visitors: 
'The people did not make the least unfrieudly motion at our landing, but expressed a prodigious 
dread of our tire-am1s, of wlJich they seemed to know the deadly effects ... ' (J.G. Forster in von 
Saher, 1992: 35) 
Gonzalez y Haedo 's (in Corney, 1908) account from 1771 makes no mention of their use of 
firearms even when they were kept at hand in the presence of Lhe islanders. It is not unlikely that 
European visitors utj)ised fireanns. 
The European impacts that were exhibited after Cook's a.iTival are summarised by Diamood 
as follows: 
'The sad story of European impocts on Easter Islanders may be quickly swnmarised. After Captain 
Cook's brief sojourn in 1774, there was a steady trickle of European visitors ... they must be assumed 
to have introduced European diseases and thereby to have ki lled many previously unexposed 
islanders, though our first specific mention of such nn epidemic is of smallpox around 1836 [more 
likely 1838 after Du Petit-Thouars, 184 1]. Again as on other Pacific islands, "black-birding", the 
kidnapping of islanders to become labourers, began on Easter around 1805 [after the blackbirding 
vessel Kah11-Ma1111 in I 806j and climaxed in J 862-63 ... ' (Diamond, 2005: 111-1 12) 
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Year Foreigner Duradon of Exotic animal Records of References 
accounts encounter or plant indigenous plants or 
and landfall introductions pre-European plant 
Introductions 
611 April Mynheer Jacob 4 nights None Roggeveen in Corney Roggcveen (in 
1722 Rogl:\eveen , Comelis londfnll (1908) Corney, 
Boumon nnd C.F. -Sacchamm ojfici11amm 1908: I 0-2 1) 
Behrc1s with the three (sugar-cane) von Soher 
ships Arend, -Oioscorea spp? (yams- (1994: 96) 
Tie11/1ov1m and De 11ba.vworte/11, p. 13) Behrens (1739 
A.fi'ikaa11sche Galey: -M11.rn spp. (bunnrrns) in Corney 1908: 
-CorcJ.Fli11efmtict;Jsa, 131-137) 
Dit;Jsco1•ea spp. or lpomoea Behrens (1739 
batatas? ('root ofsome in Sharp (1970: 
vegetable ... of good stout 17) 
pttrsnips or currots.' p. 14) Mctraux, 
lpomoea balatas (pataddes) (1940: 154) 
-Thespesia pop11/11ea, 
Bro11sso11Ptia papyri.fem or 
Cordylinefr11ticosa? (Piel -
p.18) 
-Paschalococc11s disperta or 
A leurites 1110/11ccr111a (' n 
Jorge and hard nut, whose 
shell wa.~ thicker ru1d more 
resisting than our p~och 
stones.' p. I 5) 
Bouman in von Snher 
(1994: 96) 
- Pascha/acocc11s disperta 
or Cocos 1111c/fera (small 
coconut pnlms) 
·Lage11atla slcerarla (bottle 
1;:ourd) 
-Dio.scorea spp (ig11ames) 
·Schoenop/ec111s 
califomic11s (reeds) 
Bchri'n$ (1739) 
·lpomuea batalas (sweet 
potato) 
·Colocaslo csc11/e11to (white 
root) 
IS'" Don Felipe Gonzalez y S nights ? -Ct;Jrdyli11efmticosa or Oonz;ile:i; (iii 
November lioedo on the &mta londfoll Colacas/a e:rc11le11la (yuo11) 1 Con1cy 1908: 7, 
1771 Rosalia with the San -Dio.vcol'ea ~pp. (yums) JO I, 123) 
Lorenzo -lpomoea batnta.v (sweet 
potato) 
-Musa spp. (pluntuin) 
-Sacchc/1'11111 oifici11amm 
(sugn1 .. cnne) 
-C11rc11111a longa ('a root 
which they chew 11nd daub 
their body nnd limbs oil over 
with; it is good for yielding 
n line yellow dye.' 1908: 
123) 
-ptllm leaf (ojas)-of. 
-Flc11l' sp. (figs - gecoy) 
·Cf. Sophara toromira (' I t~ 
trees ure very similar to 
mimosus and tamarinds.' 
1903: IO I) 
-Lage11aria siceraria 
(botilc-go11rd) 
I 
-Metra\1J( ( 1940. I 54-1 SS) suggest yucca 1 ete1 s to Colocas/a esc11/e111a with ~1 (Co1dy//11~ fr11/1/coso) first mentioned by Pnlmer in 
J 868, but yucca is a commo11 word used to describe Cordy/Ina in orhcr explorer accounts. 
Cont. 
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Year Foreigner Duration of Exotic animal Records of Indigenous References 
accounts encounter or plant plants or pre-
aud landfall introductions European plant 
introductions 
March Captain James Cook 2 night ·Cocos nucifera -Musa spp. (bananas) Cook and Forster 
1774 and G. Forster and J,R. landfall (coconut) shells 
-Sacchar11111 offlc/11ar11111 ( 1777: 285, 288) 
Forster on the HMS (sugar-cane) Forster ( 1778: 
Resof111fo11 -Bro11sso11e1fa papyr/fora 556-559, 57 I, 573, 
lnlnnd party: (Otnheitian cloth plant, paper 578) 
William Hodges, mulberry) 
Johann Forster, -Dloscorea spp. (yams) 
Spamrnn, Lieutenant -lpomoea bo101as (sweet 
Pickersgill and polllto/potnto, po1oo·pu1oos) 
Edgecumbe 
-Cofocoslo esc11fc1110 ('tru'll or 
eddy root' or 'cddoes') 
-A locos fa 111ocrorrhlz<1 ? 
-lagenorfa sfccrorlo (gourd) 
-Sof01111111 [ors/er/ or S. 
a111erlcm111111 (night·shode, 
~·0(01111111) 
-C11rc11111n /011go (tun11cric 
root) 
-Soplrora lorom/ro (mimosn) 
-Tlrespt!sln populneo? 
(hibiscus 'wood ... dark-
brown, like that of ca.mar/110' 
Forster. 1778: SS6-SS9) 
·Rross 
April J.F.G. de La 11\!l'OUSC, ? '/(beet) -8ro11sso11e//a papy1·/(cra La Pcrousc (1798: 
1786 Mcssr. de Lnngle, -Cltr11s spp. (orunge, (muhutc?) 73, 81, 178),Lo 
Mcssr. Bernizet on the cirron) -M11sn spp. (banrums) Perouse ( l 80i:20· 
Bousso/e and Asll'Olabc -Gossyp/11111 sp. -Sola1111111fors1eri or S. 21, 25-26 vol. II). 
(cotton) a111erica1111111 (night-shade) La Perouse (I 807: 
-81·oss/ca sp. -lpo111oea batalas (sweet 187 vol. Ill) 
(cabbage} potuto) 
-Da11c11s sp. (carrot) 
-Sacchamm afficinorum 
-Zea mays (corn) (sugnr-cune) 
-Lagenarln s/cerar/a ·Dloscoraa spp. (yams) 
(gourd) 
-iioats, sheep, pigs 
1795 Charles Bishop on the '/ ? 7 Bishop (1967) 
R11bl' 
1801 Amas Delano on lhe ? ? 
-Sacchamm o.Qici11or11111 Oeln110 ( 1817) 
Pilgrim? no landfall (sugar-cane) 
·Dioscnrea spp. (yams) 
161" -20'" Urey Lisinnsky on the 3 nights no ? -M11sfl spp. (bananas, Lisinnsky (I 814), 
April Neva lnntlfnll plantain) 01111'nt1 ( 1996: 34· 
1804 -Saccliol'llm off/c/11ar11m 38) 
(sugnr-cnnc, 100) 
-Sclme11oplec111s collfor11lcus 
(bulrush-mat swinuning) 
-lpamoen botalas {sweet 
potato) 
1805 TI1e Amcricnn schooner ? ? 'I Altman and 
Nancy sealing? McLaughlin 
(2005) 
Cont. 
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Yenr Foreigner Duration of Exotic animal Records of Indigenous References 
accounts encounter or plant plants or pre-
and landfall Introductions European plant 
introductions 
1806 Alexnnder Adams on ? ? ? Kotzebue (1821), 
the Hnwniinn brig no lnndfull Bomltt (1996: 46· 
Kah11-111a1111 or Ka/111- 47) 
1110110 (ex Forester) -
oossibly 'blackbit'din~· 
1806 Po11c 'a South whaler' 'I 'l ? McCall (1976: 91) 
1808 J. Crocker on the ? 'l ? Mctraux (1940: 
American schooner 39) 
Na11cy sealing and Ban-ott (1996: 46· 
'blackbirding'? 47), Wnrd ( 1967) 
1808 Amas Delano ? ? ? Delano (1817) 
no lnndfo ll 
1809 Nnthnn Winschip of the ? ? ? Kotzebue ( 1821 ), 
brig Albatross? no landfall Barratt (1996: 46-
47) 
1811 Nnthan Winschip of the ? ? ? Al trnan and 
brig Albatross? no lundfall McLsughlin 
(2005) 
Morch Otto von Kotzebue, ? 7 ·Sophora toromiro (yellow Kotzebue ( 1821) 
1815 Aldalbc1  von blossoms) Cha111isso, ( 1864), 
Chomisso, Joh!lnn ··Musa spp. (bananas) Charis ( 1826), 
Friedrich .Eschscholtz ·Sacchar11111 offici11ar11111 Barrett (1996: 38-
and Ludovik Choris on (sugar-cane) 47) 
the R1ll'ik ·Dloscorea spp. (yams) Eschschol!z 
-Co/ocasla esc11le11ra (taro) (1829-1831) 
·Solan11m arner/ca1111111 
(poporo) 
-Cordy//11e f rut/cosa {ti) 
·lpomoea baratas (sweet 
pot~to) 
-Bro11ssonct/a papyrl(era 
1821 Thomas Raine on the ? 7 ? Moerenhout 
Surry (1 837), de Selis 
(1967), McCall 
(1976: 91) 
1822 Wnden in the Pi11dos ? ? ? Mocrcn.hout 
(1 83 7: 278-279). 
1825 Frederick W. Beecht:y, ? ? -Musa spp. (bananas) Beechey (I 831). 
Oeo1·ge Peard and E. -Sacchar11111 offic/11ar11111 Gough (1973) 
Belcher on lhe HMS (sugar-cane) 
Blossom 
-Diosco1·ea spp. (yams) 
· fpomoea batatas (sweet 
potato) or possibly 
-Sola1111111111beros11111 (potato) 
1826 Mr P.P. Blyth ? ? ? Pu I mer ( 1868; 
1870u) 
27" Nov Hugh Cuming on his I night ? -lpomoea batatas (sweet Fischer ( 1991 : 
1827 own schooner the No lundfoll potato) (Cuming (n.d.), 
Discoverer -Musa spp. (plantains) McCal l (1976: 91) 
-Sacchal'llm oj)lci11ar11m 
(s11gar-canc) 
-Dloscorea spp. (ya111s) 
-Cocos nucifera (Cocos)'/ Or 
Co/ocasia esc11le11ra ('a Root 
culled Cocos in tho Wost 
Indies') 
Cont. 
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Year Foreigner Duration of Exotic anhnnl Records of Indigenous References 
accounts encounter or plant plants or pre-
and landfall introductions European plant 
Introductions 
Oct 1828 Jocques Antoine ? -No pig -Jpomoca ba1a1os (sweet Mocrcnhout 
Moercohout -chickens potato) (1837) 
on the Ve1111s? -r111s -Musa spp. (bananas) 
-Sacchan1111 of/lclanamm 
(sugnr-c11nc) 
-l)ioscorea spp. (yams) 
1829 Captain Thibaud from ? 7 ? Alnnnn and 
Nantes McLaughlin 
(2005) 
6" Morch J. Orlcbar on rho HMS 7 ? None Orlebnr ( 1976) 
1830 Scrimzaoatam No landfall 
1838 Admiral Aubert Du No lnndfoll ? ? Du Pctit-Thouars 
Petit-Thouars on the (1841) 
frigate la Ve1111s 
1843 Monsignor E. Landfoll ? ? 7 Altman and 
Rouchouze McLaughlin 
accompanied by 24 (2005) 
monks and nuns thought 
by Chauvet to huve been 
massacred, although 
Altman and McLaughlin 
(2005) suggest there is 
no evidence of this 
group's arrival or 
massacre 
1852 The English frigate ? ? ? Palmer ( 1868; 
Portland 18700) 
-18S6 Jnmes Hamilton on the ? ? ? Metraux (1940; 
bHrk Prudence 41-42) 
1862 Captain Lejeune of Lt! ? 'I ? Altman and 
Cassim McLaughlin 
(2005) 
14'" Dec Cnptnin AiguilTe of the ? 7 None Maude (1964; 
1862 "black-birding" ship - 2000 people 1986) 
Cora enslaved for 
Peruvian guano 
mininA 
1864 Catholic Missionary I year ? -Jpomocc1 balt1/as c~wec=t Mcrrnux ( 1940: 
Rev. Euscne Eyrnud potato) 44) 
Altmnn nnd 
Schwnitz 12003) 
Tub le 4.3 Preliminary list of accounts of first European contact for Easter Island from 1722 to 1864. Listed are 
the central characters involved in the visit and the vessel(s) they an-ived on; whether landfall was made and lhe 
duration of their visit; the exotic animals or plants introduced to the island from the visiting vessel and the 
existing economic (and other) plants observed on the island. The most relevant references for these accounts 
are also listed with a bibliography of these primary and other sources provided in the Appendices. ?• 
information yet to be obtained or clarified. For a list of accounts of European contact after 1864; see McCall 
(l 976). Sec Appendix I for primary and secondary sources references. 
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But it is not impossible that further encounters with European crews were made between 1722 
and 1771 given the number of' lost caravel' crews that failed to return from the Pacific (Langdon, 
1988). Europeans had been immigrating to the Pacific as beachcombers and castaways ever since 
Magellan's 1521 voyage to the region (Maude, 1964). Between the visit of La Perouse in 1786 
and the arrival of Otto von Kotzebue and Aldalbert von Chamisso on the Ru1·ik in 1816, several 
foreign visits were made to the island but with no docwnented landfall or little noted interaction 
with the Easter Islandets (see Table 4.3). In the absence of landfall little reliable information on 
the status of the indigenous flora is available. Only items of trade, including vegetable 
productions, were noted on these encounters. The most common vegetable items noted in these 
accounts are sugarcane (Saccharum oflicinarum), yams (Dioscorea sp.), sweet potato (Jpomoea 
batatas) and banana/plantain (Musa spp.). Chamisso ( 1864) recorded several cultivated species as 
well as the Sophora toromiro ('yellow blossoms' - Fabaceae) and Solanwn americanum 
('poporo' - Solanaceae). 
Between 1816 and J 862, from the dozen or so visits by European vessels, none of the 
crews the ventured onto land5, or at least no accounts were recorded. Jn 1825, Frederick W. 
Beechey (1831) on the HMS Blossom noted, when anchored offshore, that the European 
introduced potato (So/anum tuberosum) was an item of production and trade. He observed that: 
'The hills, and exposed parts of earth, were overgrown with a short-burnt-up grass, which gave the 
surface a monotonous and arid aspect; but the valley were well cultivated, and showed that the island 
required only a due portion of tnoisn1re and labour to produce a luxuriant vegetation' (Beechey, 183 1: 
41) 
In l 827 Hugh Cuming (n.d.; Fischer, 1991) on the schooner Discoverer noted the presence of the 
Cocos plant, a name that probably refers to the corm cultigen Colocasia esculenta not the 
Coconut pahn Cocos nucifera. In 1862, Captain Aiguirre on the ship Cora "black-birded" around 
2000 islanders from the Society Islands, Tuamotus and Easter Island for the slave labour market 
at Callao in Peru. The social toll of introduced European diseases and "black-birding" probably 
had their most far-reaching consequences by this time (sec McCall, 1976 for further discussion). 
Paschalococcus disperta and first European contact 
Jn the earliest Ew·opean accounts of Easter Island there are three descriptions of botanical interest 
that may allude to the presence of the extinct palm Paschalococcus disperta on the island. From 
his visit in 1722, Roggeveen records: 
~ AltJ1ough see Dr Stephen-Chau vet's spurious account of a group of monks and nuns 'massacred' on the 
island upon arrival in 1843 (Al1man and McLaugb lin, 2005) 
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'These people have also snow-white teeth, with which they are exceptionally well provided, even the 
old and hoary, as was evide11ced by the cracking of a large and hard nut, whose shell was thicker and 
more resisting than our peach stones.' (Roggeveen, in l 908a: 15) 
The only other nut that might fit this description is Aleurites moluccana (see Chapter 1 and 7). 
but no botanical description of this species has been found within any historical or 
arcbaeobotanical sources for the island. 
Cornelis Bouman (1994: 96), also on Roggeveen's voyage, noted a 'small coconut paJm' 
on the island, possibly indicating either P. disperta or Cocos nucifera. Bouman's coconut 
identification seems tmlikely given the apparent lack of coconut shells on the island. The apparent 
absence of coconut palms or at least frnit bearing palms on the island was be alluded to in J.G. 
Forster's following remark: 
'The most valuable item of trade on our part were empty coconut shells wh ich we had received at the 
Society and Friendly Islands' (Forster, 1777 in von Saber, 1992: 36) 
Later in 1771, Gonzalez y Haedo also alluded to the presence of a palm, observing that the 
women: 
• .. . by way of distinguishing their sex, cover the head with a curious coostruclion of palm-leaf [ojasl 
or fine rushes (Gonzalez y Hai:do's, in Comey, 1908: 7) 
The surgeon J. Linton Pal111er (1870) visited the island io l868 on the H.M.S. Topaze and 
provided a brief but descriptive account of the island's vegetation for the I 9111 centtu)'. I le found 
that the no1th side of Rana Kao (Terano Kau) crater were well covered with llibiscus (possibly 
Thespesia populnea) and Broussonetia. He notes that: 
'There were boles of large trees, Edwardsia [Sophora toromiroJ, coco palm, and hibiscus (possibly 
Thespesiapopulnea], decaying in some places .. . ' (Palmer, 1870a: 168) 
He also observed that there were 'no coconut-palms now growing, but boles of large ones are to 
be found.' (ibid: 170). 
None of Palmer's descriptions provide any conclusive evidence that the Paschalococcus 
disperta still remained on the island in 1868, but neither do they confirm presence of Cocos 
nucifera. 'Boles' are the stumps of palm trees but cannot allow the easy detennination of the 
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parent species. C. nucifera is now distributed on the island in small pockets aroWld Hangaroa 
village or as isolated specimens along the island coastline. 
The geological context and the Rano Raraku microfossil record 
Poike Peninsula fonns the eastern comer of Easter island and represents the oldest volcanic 
formation, with one of the lava flows originally K-Ar aged to around 3 ma (Baker et al 1974), but 
more recently 0.5 ma (Hasse et al 1997). The surface of the island is largely composed of the 
younger lava flows from Tere Vaka and its satellite cones that link with the older flows of Poike 
and Rano Kao (Baker, J 967). The youngest flows fonn an exposed blocky surface with numerous 
lava tunnels with little soil (Flenley et al J 991) and may provide some index of the rate of soil 
development on the island. Clastic sediments available for soil development vary depending on 
the orogeny of the flows ranging from benmoreite lavas on Rano Kao, Hawaiite flows on Rano 
Raraku, to porphyritic flows on Rano Aroi. Recent radiocarbon dating of soils on these lava flows 
suggests that few soils are unlikely to exceed Holocene ages (Meith and Bork, 2003). 
As the largest volcanic lake caldera, Rano Kao, forms the southwest comer of the island 
with flows K-Ar aged 0.3 ma (Hasse et al 1997). One of the oldest lava flows of Tere vaka also 
has a K-Ar age around 0.3 ma. Tere vaka possesses at least 70 satellite cones of ash, scotia and 
lava on its flanks including two lake calderas, Rano Aroi and Rano Raraku (Flenley et al 1991 ). 
The accommodation space provided by the volank calderas have allowed an index of 
Pleistocene-aged organic sedimentation to be constructed. The oldest calderas, Rano Aroi and 
Rano Raraku, yielded basal ages on a highly organic 'sedge' layer exceeding the radiocarbon 
calibration curve (>24,000 cal. yr B.P. Stuiver et al 1998). 
Rano Raraku is the most intriguing of the volcanic caldera of Easter Island, as its southern 
rim is composed of lapilli tuff. Along the poorly consolidated bedding planes of this tuff, the 
majority of the moai figw-es were apparently sculpted in sitt1 and transported to the Abu 
ceremonial sites along the island's coast. Many sculpted moai remain both within the caldera and 
on the outer edge. The western rim of the caldera is composed ofHawaiite Lava that sits 15-90m 
above the lake floor (Flenley et al 1991). The crater's lake and swamp periphery fonn a near 
perfect circle with a diameter of around 200 m. The lake was pumped out to its present Low levels 
(around 2 m below former levels) during the late 1960s to early 1970s, for domestic stock. The 
modern vegetation of the caldera is very sparse, now dominated by pastoral grasses and sedges 
along the outer banks with sedges and Schoenoplectus californicus subsp. tatora along the lake 
edge (see Plate 2). 
Flenley ( 1993) suggests that he chose Rano Raraku as an ideal site for palynological 
research (after Jacobson and Bradshaw, 1981) as the lake represented an enclosed sedimentary 
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basin with no hydrological inflows or outflows. In 1961, preliminary palynological examinations 
of the Rano-Raraku lake sediments by Olaf Selling (in Heyerdahl and Ferdon 1961) were 
published, demonstrating that forest vegetation formerly occurred on the island, including the 
Paschalococcus palm (thought by Sell ing to be a relative of the Prirchardia palm characteristic of 
the Hawaiian Island flora). In l 983, Flenley hand-cored four sequences along a transect extending 
out from the south-eastern edge of the caldera, immediately below the moai quarries. The 
maximum depth of 18 m was reached in a core located around 210 m away froll1 the south-
eastern embankment (RRA4) with none of the cores reaching bedrock. The stratigraphy of each 
of these cores is described in Flenley et al (1991 ). Core RRA3, located approximately 50 m from 
embankment (see Plate 2) was chosen for palynological examination with 13 bulk sediment 
samples from cores RRA3 and RRA4 selected for radiocarbon dating. 
The palynological data (after Flenley el al 1991) for the Holocene-aged section of the 
RRA.3 core (top 310 cm) have been placed into stratigraphic diagrams using the program C2 
(Juggins, 2003) and are presented in Figures 4.2 and 4.4. For this examination, the radiocarbon 
ages have been re-calibrated using the OxCal program version 3.10 (Bronk Ramsey, 2001; 2005). 
The radiocarbon dates from llRA3 were augmented by an assay of 210Pb from the top 0.7 m, 
suggesting a mean rate of sediment accumulation of 1 cm yr - I for this section of the core. Flenley 
et al (1991) regard the three early Holocene dates as a possible result of contamination by older 
soil or bedrock carbon in-washed with a bed of silt and sand at 1.10 m. Charcoal particle, pollen 
and spore concentration data and plant macrofossil data are not available for this core and were 
not presented in either Flenley and King (1984) or Flenley et al (1991 ). 
A ll of the pollen sequences presented by Flenley er al ( 1991) are from caldera deposits, and 
little of the pollen is likely to originate from outside of these catchment areas. The abundance of 
pabn (cf. Paschalococc11s d;sperta) pollen throughout much of the RRA3 core suggests that 
palms once fom1ed a major component of caldera vegetation on the island. The Pleistocene pollen 
sequence of the RRA3 core consists of major fluctuations between palm and Compositae-
Tubuliflorae (an Asteraceae pollen type) representation, which Flenley el al ( 1991) suggest 
represents wanner or cooler climatic phases, respectively. The ratio between grass 
(Poaceae/Gramineae) and fem (Filices) is similar used to provide an index of drier or wetter 
climatic phases. Tbe sections dominated by cooler and drier grass and Compositae appear to fit 
the coJTesponding global and relative chronology established for the Last Glacial Maximum and 
Late Glacial climate phases of the Pleistocene (Flenley et al 1991). Some major fluctuations in 
palm pollen are represented within the RRA3 sequence and other caldera pollen records (e.g. 
Rano Kao; see Flenley et al 1991 ), but the relationship between palm pollen fluctuations and any 
climatic or edaphic cause remains unclear. 
From around 9,000 cal yrs B.P. onwards (pre-human Holocene phase), the lake 
environment at Rano Raraku was progressively encroached by the sedge S. californicus subsp. 
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tatora. There is no clear climatic or edaphic control on this hydroseral development except to say 
that wetter climatic conditions most likely prevailed. Between 9,000 and around 8,000 cal yrs 
8.P. (represented by only two pol len samples) Paschalococcus disperra along with Triumferra, 
Sophora and Asteraceae-Tubuliflorae type pollen decline. Sometime between 8,000 and 700 cal. 
yrs B.P. there is a rapid decline in organic acctmmlation and sedimentation in conjunction with a 
sharp change in palynomorph representation. An unprecendented peak in Monolete psilate fern 
spores combined with a substantial drop in Schoenoplectus type pollen suggests that some major 
sedimentary disturbance process was operati11g on the site by -500 cal. yrs B.P. 
After - 7000 cal. yrs B.P. the palynological signatw·es and chronology of the RRA3 core are 
poorly constrained by a single radiocarbon age of-500 cal. yrs B.P. and a 21 OPb analysis of the 
upper 80 cm of coarse detritus. Within this loose timeframe, a sedimentary wedge of silt, sand 
and gravel between the depths of 120 and 80 cm accumulated. This rapid shift in sedimentation, 
but apparent reduction in sediment accumulation with an apparent chronological gap of around 
6,000 years, suggests that some form of sedimentary hiatus is present within the RRA3 sequence. 
Multiple core profiles presented in Flenley et al (1991) indicate that this sedimentary wedge 
began to accumulate unifonnly across mucb of tho surface of the lake between - 800-500 cal. yrs 
B.P. 
Mann et al (2003) found this same sedimentary unit (dated to - AD 1200 - Lab number 
and radiocarbon detem1ination not published) in a core taken in close proximity to the .RRA.3 
core. They examined this unit finding large peaks of macrocharcoal (>125 microns), as well as 
peaks in magnetic susceptibility (an indicator of mineral content within tbe profile; see Chapter 
6), suggesting that this sedimentary sequence represents in-wash from the surrounding slopes 
fo llowing forest clearance. 
Dumont et al (1998) also obtained a core (South West core) containing this sedimentary 
unit (Zone 4, 130-85 cm) from the base of which they dated Pozvgonum stem tissue to 660-510 
cal. yr B.P. (Lab no. GIF-9629; 588+/-60 yr B.P.; sec Table 4.5). From the upper section of this 
unit between 115 and 85 cm they identified the chydorid cladoceran species Alona weinecki, the 
Ostracod Sarscypridopsis cf. elisahethae) and two types of chrysophye cysts and two diatom 
species (A chnanthes cf. abundans and Nitzchia cf vidovichii). Dumont et al (ibid: 418) suggest 
that these microorganisms, some with a sub-antarctic biogeographic affinity, may have been 
introduced by Cook and the crew of the HMS Resolution voyage who contaminated the Easter 
Island water supply ii1 the process of refilling their casks that were previously used for 'collecting 
ice from floating icebergs' in the sub-antarctic ocean. Thus, Dumont et al (ibid) suggest that these 
data provide a m.icrofossil signature for historical contact and European biological introduction in 
the sedimentary record. 
Dumont et ct! (ibid) and Vrydaghs et al (2004) also examined the pollen and phytolith 
assemblages of tJ1e South West core. Dumont et al (ibid) identified trace counts of Palmae 
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(Jubaea or Paschalococcus) type pollen from the historic phase Zone 4 and 5 sediments (above 
115 cm in depth). Vrydaghs et al (ibid) have identified Palmae type phytolitbs (B.3) from 
throughout the South West core including in the historic Zone 4 and 5 sediments. They also 
identified sheet irregular psilate phytoliths, indicative of Schoenoplectus californicus subsp. 
tatora1 from a sample immediately below the charcoal rich sedimentary unit in Zone 3 dated to 
just prior to 660-510 cal. yr B.P. Like Dw11ont et al (1998), they question the palynological 
interpretation of Schoenoplectus type pollen by Flenley et al ( 1991 ), located in sediments dated to 
the early Holocene, and from the phytoUth-based determinations suggest that this sedge was 
introduced to the island from South America. 
The in-wash of this charcoal-rich sediment unit at around 800-500 cal. yrs B.P. is indicative 
of two possible interdependent processes. Firstly, if widespread burning occurred at the site, the 
coarse organic unit consisting of preserved Schoenoplectus californicus subsp. tatora and 
Polygonum ac11mi11atum root, stem and leaf material may have been deflated, potentially by many 
metres in depth. Secondly, the accumulation of mineral sediments on top of the loose organic 
sediments potentially caused considerable compaction of many metres. 
Apart from sedimentary hiatus and/or compaction, Kamminga and Cotterell (1984) suggest 
that the chronology provided from AMS radiocarbon dates is wrnsable given the potential influx 
of carbon of an infinite age from the StuTow1ding slopes of the lake (see Chapter 1). Butler et al 
(2004) also found that the organic deposits situated on the lake caldera deposits of Easter Island 
(specifically from the Rano Kao lake caldera), representing accumulating organic matter from the 
decaying ' floating mat' vegetation on the lake surface, produce anomalous ages (inverted) when 
dated by both bulk sediment and pollen concentrate samples. They suggested that in such settings, 
both older (e.g. hard water and reworked sediments) and younger (e.g. ground water and 
bioturbation) organic components are incorporated into sediments contiguously, complicating any 
absolute age-detennination using radiocarbon dating. 
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Figure 4.2 Percentage pollen diagram for RRA Core 3 (3 l 0 cm shown of a total of 12 m; see Flenley et al 1991 ). The following are presented in the diagram from left to 
right: core lithology, total 21°I>b (pCig-1 units; line and ticks), calibrated radiocarbon ages (Line and ticks), tax.a (pollen and spores: taxa with~% of total palynomorph 
sum are presented as colour coded bars; samples with proportions <5% are presented as triangle symbols) and total pollen counts (Arecaceae P. disperta type is 
synonymous with Palmae Jubaea chile11sis type). Three stratigraphic phases (I=Pre-human, II=Polynesian, ill=European) are presented. The transparent horizontal red 
bar in Phase II indicates a likely sedimentary hiatus in the record, as discussed in the text. 
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Figure 4.3 Percentage pollen diagram for RRA Core 3 (310 cm shown ofa total of 12 m; see Flenley et al 1991). The following are presented in the diagram from left to 
right: core lithology, total 21°1>b (pCig-1 units; line and ticks), calibrated radiocarbon ages (line and ticks), taxa (pollen and spores: taxa with <5% are presented as 
triangle symbols) and total pollen counts. Three stratigraphic phases (I=Pre-human, Il=Polynesian, ffi=European) are presented. The transparent horizontal red bar in 
Phase Il indicates a likely sedimentary hiatus in the record, as discussed in the text. 
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Interpretation of the Paschalococcus polle11 record 
The mechanisms controlling palm pollen and phytolith representation within these caldera 
deposits are complex. Throughout lhe RRA3 core, palm pollen reflects edaphic and autogenic 
changes in vegetation cover and sedimentation as opposed to climatic fluctuations. Changing 
patterns in vegetation may be climatically controlled by changing effective precipitation creating 
a more aquatic caldera environment, increasing the lake level encroaching upon·palm habitat, but 
I would suggest that the dominance of sedges and grasses (more clearly represented in the polle11 
record) at the site creates a significant pollen bias, as these p lants produce an order of magnitude 
more pollen per unit area than palm trees. lt is clear that palm trees once grew on the suxrounding 
slopes of the caldera (although no palm root impressions have been found along the caldera rim 
or along the inner slopes), but the changes in palm habitat may be poorly reflected by palm pollen 
representation. 
Palm trees of a maximum age may produce a similar amount of pollen, per unit area, to 
young fertile trees (e.g. often years or more; for example the Chilean wine palm Jubaea cMlensis 
may take up to 60 years to fonn fertile fruit - Grau, 2004). Without some intervening disturbance 
process, palms may fonn even-aged stands, and if a stand is of a maximum age, they may occupy 
more space than a younger cohort but produce significantly less pollen. This is one alternative 
hypothesis that may be used to interpret the palm pollen record outside of the wetter and warmer 
climate explanation proposed by Flenlcy et al (1991). It states that the age of a palm forest stand 
and potential pollen production is dependent on the disturbance regime, whereby the more 
frequent the disturbance, the more pollen may be made available from younger trees for 
deposition. 
Much of the debate stmounding palm pollen reflects a lack of empirical data on both the 
life history of P. dispert(t and the frequency atld severity of disturbance on Easter Island. The 
interpretation of P. disperta is based on the ecology of its closest relative (at least in terms of 
endocarp morphology) Jubaea chilensis palm, assumed to be analogous by its geographical 
proximity to Easter Island. On mainland South America, however, J. chi lens is may live up to 300 
years or more and reach up to 30 m in height. For many Pacific island palms, tree longevity and 
height js considerably less. It is unclear what height, girth or age the Easter Island palm could 
have attained given the ecological constraints of Easter Island's environment. 
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Present In Pr~senl 
Pollen bm1 Family Pleistocene/ In Inst BotRnlcal stntus Blogcngraphic nffinity 
enrly - mtd 2000 cal. 
Holocene yrB.P. 
11.ca(J'Pha X Euphorbiaceae y y Indigenous/Extinct lndo·Pacific/Endemic'? 
Ca11aval/aA Fabnceae N y Indigenous/Extinct lndo·Pacific/Endemic'? 
Capparls comp. Capparoceae N y lndigenous/Ei1tinc1 lndo·Pacific 
C~ryophylloceoe Cnryophyllaceae N y ln1roductio11? South Amcricn 
Cas11n1·i11a I.A Casuarinnceac N y lndigen0t1s?/ Cultivuted l11do·Pocific 
Asteraceae -Tubull fome A Astcraceae y y Indigenous? Cosmopolitnn 
Asteraccae -LiguliforoeA Astcrnceae N y Introduction? Cosmopolitan 
CoprosmoA Rubiaceae y y lndigenousfExtinct Pacific/Endernic? 
Cypemcenc-Sc/10e1u;p/ec111s1 Cypcracene y y lndigenow; Soth America, Pncific 
Cypcrnccnc·Cypc1·11s Cypcraceac y y Indigenous Cosmopolitan 
Eplted1·n 1 £phcdrnccne N y Indigenous? Sth A111oricn 
Eupllorbla comp. serpen.i E11phorbiaceoe y y lndlgenoub lndo-Pacific 
Fi licos-monole1c" All monoletc y y Indigenous Cosmopolitan 
Ptcridophytns 
Filices-monolete A ningc of y y Indigenous Co5mopolitan 
vcrruca1c/areola1e Ptcridophytcs 
F'iliccs-monolete scabrnte,. A range of y y Indigenous Cosmopol itan 
Pteridophytcs 
F'i lices-trilcle psilnte 1·" Dennstncdtioccoc y y Indigenous Cosmopolitan 
Piliccs-trilctc cchinate 1.A Cynthenccnc? y y Indigenous Cosmopolitan 
Filicos-trilcte scabrote 1.A Cynthcaccac'/ y y Indigenous Cosmopolitan 
filiccs·trilctc vc1ruC11te ' Cynthcaccnc? y y Indigenous Cosmopol imn 
Gramincac (Poocene) I.A Ponccne y y Indigenous Cosmopolitan, some 
endemic 
l)•copodi11111-rcticulme 1 Lycopodinceoe y y lndigcnons/Extinc1 Cosmopolitan 
lycopodi11111-fovcolatc 1 Lycopodiacc11e y y lndigcno11s/Ext111c1 Cosmopolitan 
Melin comp. Meliaceae N y lndigcno11S? lndo-Pacific? 
Macaranga comp. A Euphorbiuccae y y Indigenous/Extinct lndo·Pocific 
Myrtaceac-Psidi11111 sim. Myrtaecne N y Introduction South America 
Myrtaccac undiff." Myrtoceae y y Indigenous/Extinct Cosmopolitnn family 
Ophiogloss11111 1 Ophioglossncen.e y y Indigenous lndo·Pacific 
Paln111e (Arecaccnc) typ~ Arecnceae y y lndigeno11s/Extinc1 Sth Americu/ Endemic? 
P/011/ago id. lm1ceolota comp. Plantaginnceae N y Introduction Europe? 
Polygom1m id. ac11111i11a111m Polygonaceae y y Indigenous Sh America? 
comp. 
Potamageton Potamagetonaceae y N Indigenous/Extinct Cosmopolitan 
Pleris cony " Pteridaceae y y lndige11011s/Exrinc1 lndo-Pacific 
Rubiaceac Rubiaceae y y Indigenous/Extinct lndo·Pacific 
Rumex sim. Polygonaccac N y Introduction Europe? 
Sflpi11d11s Sap1ndllcenc N y Jntroduction Sth America? 
So/01111111 comp.,. Solannccac y y Indigenous Cosmopolicnn 
Sop/to1·0A FabAceac y y Indigenous/ i::ndc111ic 
Cultivated 
Trcmn comp. A Ulmaccac y y Jndigenous/Extincl lndo-Pucilic 
'fi•/11111/ctta comp. " Mnlvncc~c y y Indigenous/Extinct lndo-J)ncitic 
7'yplta a11g11st!folln Typhucene y N Indigenous/Extinct lndo-Pncitic 
Umbclliferue Ap/11111 comp. Apl11ccac y y Indigenous Cosmopoliron 
Urticaccnc/Moraceae" Urticaceac/ y y Indigenous/Extinct/ Cosmopolitnn 
Moraccae Introduced 
Table 4.4 Palynomorphs from Easter Island records from Flen ley et al (199 I). Listed are the presence or 
absence of palynomorphs in Pleistocene to mid-Holocene sediments and in sediments aged <2,000 cal. yr B.P., 
the botanical status and biogeographic afffnity of taxa 1 Pollen type capable of long distance dispersal (Fle11ley 
el al 199 1 after Close et al 1978); 2Scirpus ca/ifornicus or S. riparius is synonymous with Schoenoplectus 
califnmicus var. ta1ora (Kunth) T. Koyama. Dumont el al (1998) and Vrydaghs et al (2004) have questioned 
the pollen-based detem1ination of Schoenoplectus based on macrofossil and phytolitJ1 evidence respectively. 
APalynomorphs present in Austral Island pollen records. 
Plant introductions in the Easter Island pollen record 
Palynological examinations of the Pleistocene (not presented) and Holocene sediments of this 
core (also presented in Flenley, 1979; Flenley and King, 1984 and Flenley et al 1991) identified 
25 palynomorphs to taxa at least to the family level (Table 4.4). Interpretation of the 
biogeographic affinities of these trurn suggest that the island's flora is closely aligned with the 
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subtropicaVtropical floras of the Pacific islands to the west with a number of taxa having a floral 
affinity with South America to the east. 
Questions of plant origins have been raised for a number of taxa that are not represented in 
any Pleistocene record from Easter Island. However, no plant introductions from the sub-
tropical/tropical western Pacific have been detennined with any certainty from the pollen record. 
Of particular note are Sapindus (cf. Sapindus saponaria6), Caryophyllaceae and Schoenoplectus 
pollen types (cf. Sci1pus californicus syn. Schoenoplectus cal{fornicus subsp. tatora1) which are 
thought to have been introduced to Easter Island from South America since human settlement, 
either by Polynesians or in the historic period (see Langdon, 1996; Dtm1ont et al 1998; Vrydaghs 
er al 2004; Green, 2005). Another South American taxon recorded in the pollen record, Psidium 
sim (including P. cattleianum) is known to be an historic introduction to many islands in the 
Paci fie (Meyer, 2004). 
Historic/Emopean introductions are more apparent within the pollen record with a number 
of tax.a known as European garden weed species common in the upper (historic?) sediment 
horizons of the Easter lsland records. Pollen types representative of such introductions include 
Asteraceae-Liguliflorae (e.g. Sonchus oleraceus), Plantago comp. (including P. lanceolala and 
Rumex sim. (including R. acetosella). 
The macrobotanical and archaeobotanical record of Easter Island 
The environmental picture of Easter island just prior to human arrival is very unclear. With the 
recent discoveries of palm root impressions located in many parts of the island (Plate 2), the palm 
is now thought to have covered an estimated 70% of the island's terrestrial surface (Meitb et al 
2002, Bork and Mcith, 2003). This forest was interspersed with a range of widespread Pacific 
taxa (Orliac, 1998; 2000; 2003; Orliac and Orliac, 1998) including small sub-canopy trees and 
shrub taxa of the Rubiaceae (e.g. Coprosma and Psydrax spp.). Orliac (2000) has identified 
Elaeoc01p11s cf. rarotongensis (Elaeocarpaceae) from excavated material from the Orongo and 
Akahanga archaeological sites, one example of many sub-canopy b·ee species not (yet) found in 
the palynological record. Species such as Elaeocmpus probably grew along the older soil surfaces 
whereas tl1e younger, more-shallow alluvial coastal soi ls were probably dominated. by a range of 
smaller shrub species such as Sophora toromiro (Fabaceac). Grasses persisted along the disttll'bed 
alluvial margins and areas where occasional lightning strikes ignited the organic accumulations 
bLlilt up within the sheltered volcanic calderas. The greatest diversity of woody tax.a likely existed 
6The biogcographical origin of this taxa is very unclear as are many species within the Sapiodaceae family 
7Flenley et al. ( 1991) have tentatively identified tl1is pollen type from Pleistocene sediments. 
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along cliff faces and numerous now extinct herbaceous taxa may have occupied a range of 
different niches within the forest environment. 
The timing of extinction or extirpation of some of these tree species is very unclear. 
Radiocarbon dates on wood charcoal and other plant materials, for the most part identified to taxa 
by Orliac (2000; 2003) from a range of macrobotanical and archaeological sites are now available 
(Table 4.5), allow the respective earliest and latest interpolated or direct-age determinations to be 
compared. The age determination of wood charcoal is complicated by site stratigraphy and 
taphonomy, but also the differential in-built ages of the different plant species. For a number of 
extinct taxa, the radiocarbon age ranges cover the last 1000 years of the calibration curve (see 
below) and some taxa have high in-built age potential (e.g. Elaeoca1p11s, Myrsine and 
Alphironia). For these taxa, these factors rule out the possibility that the chronology of extinction 
is more likely to be later rather than earlier. The outer percentiles of the age range histograms of 
some of the dates used to interpolate the timing of extinction overlaps with the historical period 
(post-1722 AD). This is more clearly illustrated for the dates provided for Paschalococcus 
material, as discussed below. 
Diamond (2005: 104) suggests that some trees identified by Orliac can grow up lo 17 rn (50 
ft), based on the size of close relatives present in the Cook Islands. The size of extant relatives 
observed on other Pacific islands may not provide adequate analogies for inferring the beight of a 
number of the extinct sub-tropical tree species identified in the palynological (e.g. Flenley et al 
1991) and charcoal records (Orliac, 2000). A number of common Pacific island genera (e.g. 
Metrosideros, Myoporum and Sophora) have prostrate as well as tall-tree representatives. Forster 
noted from his visit to Easter Tsland in 1774 that: 
'The hill was covered with a shrubbery of the mimosa [Sophor·a toromiro], which grew here to the 
height of eight or nine feet, and some of whose stems near the root, were about the thickness of a 
man's thigh.' (Forster, 1777 in von Saher, 1992:38) 
S. toromiro maybe a close relative to the S. m;crophylla, a species found throughout the 
Pacific (Hurr et al 1999) reaching heights of more than 5 m , but also having close 
prostrate relatives (e.g. S. prostrata). lt is possib le that the S. toromiro are simply stunted 
variants of S. microphylla as part of a common syndrome amongst many Pacific plant 
genera. 
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Charcoal or Earliest Latest In-built 
macrobotanlcal Family •4c 14C date age Botanical st11tus Biogcographic 
material date cal. yr potential affinity 
identified to cal. yr B.P. 
tax a B.P. 
Alphilort/o cf. A. Rlrnmnaccac 550-100 .550-1 00 High lndigcnousfEXtinct Pnci tic/Endemic? 
zizyphoide!f 
Bro11sso11eria Malvaccac 690-500 Low Introduction/Cultivated lado·Pocific 
papyr/fll!ra in past 
Caesalplnla cf. C. Fnb~ceuc 690-500 460-0 Medium Introduction/Extinct Pacific 
1110)01· 
cf. Pascltalococcos Arecncenc 780-6501 480-1502 Hi1:1h lndil!enous/Extinct South 
disper/u charcoal A111c1·icll/Enden1ic? 
cf. Paschalococcos Arecaccae 930-750 460-3002 Low lndigcnous/Extfoct South 
di.1·per1a en<locaq~ A111crica/Endcmic? 
cf. X.vlosma Euphorbinceoe 690-500 460-0 Mcdiun1 Indigenous/Extinct lndo-Pnci fie/Endemic? 
Coprosma Rubiaccac 690.SOO 690-500 Medium Indigenous/Extinct Paci fie/Endemic? 
Cordy/l11efmlicosa Laxmonnincenc 1550· 
6504 
J 550-6504 High lntroduction/Cultivotcd lndo-Pucific 
Elaeoca1p11s cf. e. Elaeocurpnceae 690-500 460-0 l-ligh Indigenous/Extinct lndo-Paci fie/Endemic? 
raro1011ge11.1·i.~ 
lpomoea bala/ns, Convovulaccac 600-4007 Low Introduction/Cultivated South American 
tuber 
Myrs/11e Myrsinace~c 470-0 470·0 1-ligh Indigenous/Extinct Pucific/E11de111ic? 
P/11ospon1111 Pittospornceae 690-500 690-500 Mediu1n lndi!!enot1s/Extinct lndo-Pacific/Endcmic'! 
Po/ygOn11111 Polygonncene 660-5103 660-5103 Low lndisenous/Extinct Pan-tropical 
Pr1w111a cf. P. Urtitaccac 5 10-290 510-290 Medium Indigenous/Extinct Pacific/Endemic? 
serral/ olia 
Psychotria RtJbiaccae 470-0 280-0 Medium Indigenous/Extinct Pacific 
f'sydrt1." cf. P. Rubiuceae 510-290 510-290 High lndisenous{Extinct Pacilic/Ende111ic? 
odora/a 
Saccharum Poaceue 1550- 1550-6504 Hi sh Introduction/Cultivated Pan-tropical 
ofllci11an1111 6504 in past 
Sapi11d11s sapo11a1·ia Sapii1d~cc:llc 690-500 690-500 McdhUJ1 lnn·oduction/Extinct South America, 
Pacific? 
Scltoc11oplccr11s Cyperncene 5260- Low Introduction? South America, 
ca/(fom /c11s var. 48305 Pacific? 
IOIO/'O seeds 
Sophora loromiro Fnbncene 690-500 280-0 Medium lndigcnous/Cullivt1ted Endemic 
Sophora toromlro - !'oboceac 6!10-5006 Medium lndiscnous/Cultivntcd Endc111lc 
wood from moni 
knvnknva 
S;rzyg/11111 cf. S. Myrtuceue 550-100 Mcdi11111 lutroduction/Cultivatcd lndo·Pucitic 
malocce11s11 in past 
Tltespesla pop11/11ea Molvoccnc 550-100 Medium Introduction/Cultivated Pacific 
in past 
7i'i11111fe /1a Malvoceae 650· 100 280·0 Medium l11dige11ous/Exti11ct Pacific 
semltri/oba 
Table 4.5 Earliest and latest interpolated and direct calibrated radiocarbon age ranges for plant macrofossils 
from Easter Island. Direct ages arc marked in bold. These data are predominantly from Orliac (2000; 2003) 
with other references indexed in the table are as fol lows: 1Huyge and Cauwe (2002: 15); 2Meith and Bork 
F 002) ; 3Dumont et al (1998); 4McCoy ( 1973: 63), mixed sample isotopic fractionation; 5Mann et al (2003); 
Forment et al (200 I); 7Wamn et al (2005 after Heyerdahl and Ferdon, 1961 ). 
Chronological interpretation of Paschalococcus endocmp and charcoal data 
The initial discovery and description of Paschalococcus disperta palm endocarps published by 
Dransfield et al (1984), bas since been supplemented by the location of several endocarps along 
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with palm wood-charcoal fragments from both archaeological excavations ru1d soil profiles, and 
palm root impressions, across the island. Many of the endocarps are characterised by gnaw marks 
consistent with those of rodents. A preliminary list of published radiocarbon ages from palm 
endocarps and charcoal is provided in Table 4.6. A multiple plot of the age range histograms 
(produced in OxCal 3.10; see Figure 4.4) of the palm material shows a distinct alignment ofage-
range histograms centering arow1d I 200 to 1450 AD and 1550 to I 700 AD. When these ages are 
aligned with the radiocarbon calibration curve (following Stuiver el al 1998) for the period after 
IOOO AD (see Figure 4.5), these ages cluster around three radiocarbon plateau at 1050 to 1150 
AD (- 900-800 cal. yr B.P.), 1300 to 1400 AD (650-550 cal. yr B.P.), and 1500 to 1650 AD (450-
300 cal. yr B.P.) respectively. 
As discussed in Chapter 3, rndiocarbon calibration curves established for the last 3,500 
years cal. B.P. (e.g. Stuiver et al 1986; Hogg el al 2002), reveal a number of significant plateaus; 
the three mentioned are significant for the archaeology of 0 1 RO. From a radiocarbon date with an 
age range that falls close to, or within these plateaus, the date when calibrated will assume an 
uncertainty over and above the radiocarbon error generated in the laboratory. Radiocarbon is not 
uniformly distributed in time or throughout the troposphere, and this distribution can depend on a 
number of factors including temporal and geographic fluxes in atmospheric-ocean carbon dioxide 
exchange that may change due to global climate cycles (e.g. Milankovitch cycles) or more 
regional effects on radiocarbon decay (Hogg et al 2002). 
A radiocarbon plateau can be envisaged as a kind of age vacuum, pulling the radiocarbon 
detenninations to within the plateau age range. For dating early human impact 011 Pacific islands 
or historical impacts using radiocarbon, this vacuum effect is important, given that the majority of 
dates from palm material and other wood charcoal are centralised around the 650-550 cal. yr B.P. 
and 450-300 cal. yr B.P. plateau. Whether these deter!llinations are real or a result of the 
calibration curve is a key point of contention and conjonclure in remote island archaeology. If 
these dates were taken as real, the greatest probability is that almost all the palm endocarps and 
charcoal was deposited between around 1300 and 1600 AD (700-400 cal. yr 8.P.). 
One interesting feature of the palm dating record is the lack of published modern/historic 
period determinations, despite the historic accounts of palm material from Roggeveen and 
Gonzalez y Haedo. This may either be due to a reluctance of archaeologists to publish modem 
determinations, or be a featme of the archaeological record itself. Is it possible that the between 
Diamond's Collapse year of 1680 and 1722 AD the Easter Islanders were not occupying the sites 
later excavated for palm by Orliac and others? lf we follow the Collapse scenario where 
macrobotanical remains are seen as indicative of the final huma11 hand in palm utilisation and 
extinction, the deforestation of palms and consumption of palm nuts was complete by 1600 not 
1680 AD. The probability that the final use of palm material based on the radiocarbon chronology 
occurred in 1680 AD (- 251h percentile of the most recent radiocarbon dete1minations; see Figure 
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4.4) is marginally greater than that it occurred the date of Roggeveen 's an·ival in 1722 AD. 
Based on the cw-rent radiocarbon chronology for Easter Island, the 1680 AD Collapse event is 
clearly insoluble from of any of the available botanical evidence. 
Paschalococcus extinction and disturbance processes 
The discussion of palm height and ecology is pivotal to tbe '01tbodox' picture of Easter Island, 
given the interpretation that palm trunks were used as ' rollers' for the moai statues, but also 
whether these were growing at the height envisaged for J. chilensis at the time of Roggeveen's 
arrival, or whether they were in fact extinct or extirpated by this time. For w1derstanding P. 
disperta height potential, the frequency and severity of disturbance may be important. John 
Harper ( 1977) suggests that the frequency of disturbances relative to a plant's longevity is likely 
to influence adaptive and evolutionary change. ft is intuitive that planrs and other organisms may 
not adapt to disturbances that occur at frequencies longer tha11 their reproductive cycle (Lytle, 
2001). For tree species on Easter Island, what disturbances there that had a frequency of 100 
years or less and may have have operated to reduce palm height? 
One of the main disturbance scenarios proposed for palm extinction outside of the direct 
human use as rollers for the moai statltes is the predation by introduced rodents. Gnaw marks 
have been found on many palm endocarps excavated from both macrobotanical and 
archaeological sites. Flenley et al (1991) suggest that during the early phase of island 
colonisation, the introduced Rattus exulans may have contributed to the attrition of the palm by 
seed predation that consequently prevented of palm recruitment. 
There is no consensus as to whether fire is a constant factor in the ecology of Easter lsland. 
Mann et al (2003) identified fragments of charcoal (>125 micron particles) from throughout a 
sediment core taken fro11J Rano Raraku with a basal date of around 4500 cal. yr B.P. What is not 
indicated from these data is the likely severity of fire events. The very presence of charcoal from 
sediments unequivocally dated prior to human settlement opens up the question of what 
mechanism caused these fire events. In recent years there has been au emphasii:; on the oceanic 
climate variability connected with El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) activity (e.g. Hunter-
Anderson, 1998; Genz and Hunt, 2003). Evidence for increased frequency and intensity of 
cyclonic activity in the Western Pacific may be associated with the onset of the ENSO system in 
the mid-Holocene (e.g. Hayne and Chappell, 2001). From a limited historical dataset, Genz and 
Hunt (2003) suggest that there is no empirical basis to suggest that the effects of ENSO activity 
are linked with climate variability on Easter Island. Although there is no historic record of any 
cyclone events occurring on Easter Island, this is seen as one possible factor that may have 
increased the likelihood of lightning strikes and fire but may only be a 1/100 year event or less. 
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Along with westerly systems, high intensity wind storms generated in southerly low pressure 
systems may have been sufficient to restrict the palm forest development. 
No. Palm Site 14C age range cal. In-built age Reference 
material l'.rB .. P. }!Otcntlal 
Palm charcoal? Poike 440-290 High Mei th nnd Bork, 2003 
2 Endocarp Poike 460-300 Low Mei th and Bork, 2003b 
3 Palm chllfCoal? Poi kc 460-300 High Mei th lind Bork, 2003 
4 Palm charcoal? Poike 480-150 High Mcith nnd Bo1k, 2003 
5 Palm charconl? Akalmngo 510-290 High Orli11c, 2000 
6 Palm charcoal? Poikc 544-502 High Meith ftnd Bork, 2003 
7 Endocnrp Mounga Puhl 560-510 Low Ori inc, 2003 
Puhi 
8 Endocarp Mnunga Puhi 600-560 Low Ori inc, 2003 
Pu hi 
9 Endocarp Ahu Hcki'i 620-330 Low Mm1insson-Wnllin nnd 
Crockford, 200 I 
10 Endocarp Ahu Heki'i 620-710 Low Moninsson-Wallin nnd 
Crockford, 200 I 
II Endocarp M111111gn P11hi 630-600 Low Orllac, 2003 
Pu hi 
12 FndocnJll Hanga te Pahu 650-3 10 Low Ori iac, 2003 
13 Endocarp Ahn Hcki'i 650-510 Low Muninsson-Wallin and 
Crock ford, 200 I 
14 Palm charcoal? Pol kc 650-520 High Meith and Bork, 2003 
15 Palm charcoaJ'l Poike 650-530 High Mcith and Bork, 2003 
16 Palm charcoal? Poike 650-530 High Meith and Bork, 2003 
17 Endocarp TeAheru 660-530 Low Orliac2003 
18 Pnlm charcoal? Poi kc 660-550 High Meitl1 and Bork, 2003 
19 Endocarp Te Ahcru 670-550 Low Ori inc 2003 
20 Endocarp Mnunga Puhi 680-630 Low Orliac 2003 
Puhi 
21 Palm charcoal? Poike 702-675 High Meith and Bork, 2002 
22 GndOC11rp Unknown 710-650 Low Ori inc 2003 
location 
23 Endocarp Tc Porn 720·650 Low Orlioc 2003 
24 Endocnrp lla11gu te Palm 730-510 Low Orlinc 2003 
25 Endocarp Ahu Heki'i 730-550 Low Mnrtinsson-Wallin ru1d 
Crockford, 200 I 
26 Chnrcoul Ahu 0 Rongo 780·650 High I luygc: und Cnuwc, 2002 
27 Endocarp Poike 790-680 Low Ori iac, 2003 
28 Endocnrp Poike 794-741 Low Meith and Bork, 2002 
29 Endocarp Anu 0 Kckc 880-660 Low Dronsfield el a/.1984 
30 Endocarp Te Porn 930-750 Low Orlioc, 2003 
31 Palm chnrconl? Poike c. 11 207 Hi11h Love, unl!ublished 
Table 4.6 Calibrated radiocarbon age ranges for cf. Paschalococc11s disperta macrofossils. Listed are the 
macrofossil type, collection location, age ranges (cal. yr B.P.; 2 cr age range), the potential in-built age for 
each macrofossil and t11e relevant references. 
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Paschalococcus dispetta - multiple plot of radiocarbon dates 
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Figure 4.4 Multiple calibrated radiocarbon age plot (generated from OxCal Version 3.10) of the direct 
calibrated ages (2cr age range) for Pc1schalococcus disperta (endocarps and charcoal) as for Table 4.6. The 
potential in-buit age for the dates on possible palm charcoal have been given an offset age (see Oxcal 
version 3.10) of 50 +/. 40 years. The dashed vertical lines indicate the years 1680 AD (for Diamond's year 
of societal 'Collapse' on Easter Island) and J 722 AD (the arrival of Roggeveen). Most ages lie between 
1000 and 1500 AD with 5 ages overlapping the historic ages mentioned. 
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Figure 4.S Radiocarbon calibration curve (generated from OxCal Version 3.10) for the last 1200 yr. B.P. 
(1000 cal. AD) with box plots (2 cr age range) of the direct calibrated ages for Paschalococcus disperta 
(endocarps and charcoal) as for Table 4.6 and Figure 4.4. The three boxes in bold encompass three clusters 
of dates that centre around three distinct radiocarbon plateaus as discussed in the text. 
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Were the Easter Island palms ever of a substantial height or were they maintained at a low 
stature by climate, edaphic factors, rat predation on seeds, or even human agency? If so, is it 
possible lhat palms persisted on the island in isolated stands (e.g. within the volcanic calderas) 
that were below 'tree' height upon the alTival of Roggeveen? The question of tree height may be 
insoluble given the available botanical evidence, but there are a ntUl1ber of indications in the 
historic record (e.g. Gonzalez y Haedo's 'small coconut palms') as well as macrobotanical and 
archaeobotanical evidence. 
The erection of the moai bas been proposed as the most likely cause of island deforestation 
and especially the extinction of the Pasclmlococcus palm. Palm trunks are thought to have been 
the primary means of transporting the moai from the Rano Raraku quarry to the coastal platforms 
(Bahn and Flen ley, 1992). A more likely scenario, given the growing archaeobotanical evidence-
base for the Pacific is that palm habitat was displaced for the production of introduced root and 
tree crops. Both root and tree crops would require the following: 
I. Clearing by fire of palms, given they are known to have occupied fert ile and thick soil horizons 
suitable for agriculture. 
2. Tilling of an area large enough to cater for root and tree crops, thus preventing any palm 
recruitment on the most ferti le sites on the island. 
3. The ongoing maintenance of the established root and tree crops and continual prevention of palm 
recruitment except in marginal habitat. 
Pre-European contact plant introductions to Easter Island 
A number of plant species not represented in the pollen record have been identified from the 
archaeobotanical record alone and for this reason are thought to be human introductions. The 
identified species include the tree crops Broussonetia papyrifera and Syzygium (cf S. 
ma/accense), and Cordyline fruticosa and Saccharnm officinarum; these arc noted as common 
introductions to islands elsewhere in OIRO (e.g. Whistler, 1991; Matthews, 1996; Hinkle, 2004). 
Orliac (2000) regards Caesalpinia (cf C. major) and Thespesia populnea as two further tree crop 
introductions, but gives no reason for this status. 
A probable South American connection is represented by the occurrence in the various 
botanical sources of plant species thought to have originated from this region, including the root 
crop Jpomoea batatas, house garden crop Lagenaria siceraria and possibly Sapindus saponaria 
(soapberry; a small shrub; see Langdon, l 996). I. batatas has been documented in the 
archaeobotanica l deposits (Orliac and Orliac, 1998), recorded in oral histories (Metraux, 1940) 
and historic accounts (e.g. Roggevecn, 1908) for the island. Although the evidence for the South 
American origin off. batatas is clear, a number of authors (Green, 1998; 2001; 2005; Yen, 1974; 
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Wallin, 1999; Wallin er al 2005) have discussed the possibility that the plant was introduced to 
Easter lsland only after the cultigen was brought from South America to Central East Polynesia 
(Society Islands, Marquesas and Cook Islands) and spread in a wave of secondary introductions 
to the margins of East Polynesia that also includes the Hawaiian Tslands and New Zealand. 
Tikopia and botanical sources 
The modern flora ofTikopia 
In addition to their investigations of the Tikopia' s archaeological record, Kirch and Yen (1982) 
provided a concise but incomplete description of the is land's flora, recording a total of 78 
angiosperm species. The flora of Tikopia has a strong affiruty with the lowland floras of the 
Solomon islands, as described by Walker (1962) and Whitmore (1966), and Vanuatu by Gowers 
( 1976) (see Table 4. 7). Generally, the flora reflects an eastward attenuation of the lndo-
Pacific!Malesian flora as outlined by Balgooy et al (1996). 
The most striking feature of the island's flora is the lack of endemic species; however, this 
may be a feature of poor botanical sw-vey data for both Tikopia and the Solomon Islands. Despite 
these I imitations, Balgooy et al ( 1996) have identified 11 areas of endemism for the Pacific 
region that includes the largest adjacent landmasses to Tikopia. Of these areas, New Caledonia 
has the most endemic genera (J 00) with Vanuatu and the Santa Cruz Islands (also in the Solomon 
[slands) recognised with only one (the Arecaceae genus, Carpoxylon). This reduced endemism is 
attributed to island age, size and proximity to the Australasian/Jndo-Pacific continental floras. 
Kirch and Yen ( 1982) concentrated their botan ical survey 011 the arboreal angiosperm taxa 
of Tikopia and discussed other taxa only in passing. lpomoea pes-caprae and Vigna marina form 
a common component of the island's sand dunes. The shrub Capparis is common on the 
limestone outcrops. Grass species such as Setaria, Spinifex and Thaurea are mentioned as well as 
the sedges Cypems and Elaeocharis but little detail is provided on their ecology. 
Arboreal taxa occupy much of the island environment from the Reani at only 360 m to the 
coast. ln the coastal lowlands, the vegetation is typified by strand taxa familiar io lndo-Pacifi.c 
floras. Through pressure from grazing, fire and invasion by exotic species including humw 
introductions any of the island's indigenous species are probably restricted to marginal refuges. 
The effects of Cyclone Zoe in January of 2003 removed 1nueh of the canopy of the Lowland fon::st 
environments, causing substantial sediment erosion across the island (see Plate 1). 
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Plant introductions and arboriculture on Tikopia 
Kirch and Yen (1982:25) elaborated on Firth's observations on Tikopia, noting that the '. .. 
ten-estria1 environment of Tikopia is vittually its agricultural system'. This built on Rev. W.J. 
Dtmad's comments (in Rivers, 1914: 334), after visiting the island for two months in 1910, that 
the wbole island was more or less entirely cultivated where no forest existed. Of the cultivations 
Kirch and Yen (1982) observed, the swampy margins of Ropera swamp and Lake Te Roto was 
under cultivation for Colocasia esculenta and Cyrtosperma merkusii. The dryland areas were 
under a root-crop cultivation complex of Dioscorea spp., C. esculenta, and the historical 
introductions of Ipomoea batatas and Mani hot dulcis from the Americas. 
Firth remarked on the emphasis that Tikopian society placed on arboricultural production in 
what he tenned 'orchard gardening'. Kirch and Yen (1982) contrasted the limited number of trees 
with little or no economic value, including such species as Diospyros and Kleinhovia, witl1 tl1e 
diversity of arboricultmal species as evidence for the extension of the domesticati.on of tree 
species familiar to the Solomon Islands. Some examples of probable indigenous tree species that 
have arboricultural utility include Calophyllum inophy//um, Terminalia catappa, Casuarina 
equisetifolia and Canarium harveyi. Kirch alld Yen (1982: 28-29) distinguish Calophyllum, for 
example, as a case for adaptation, planted for both dune stabilisation, and at higher elevation to 
yield 'wood of a higher quality for canoe making ... ' 
Plant taxa probably introduced prior to European contact include almost all of those 
thought to have been introduced to Easter Island. These include Colocasia esculenla, Dioscorea 
spp., Musa spp., Cordyline fruticosa , Saccharum officinarum and Curcur111a longa. This list is 
reduced when considering tree species, as Syzygium malaccense is the only introduction found in 
the botanical record for both islands. Because of the closer proximity to the likely biogeographic 
origin centres of many arboricultural tree species, understanding tbc introduction process on 
Tikopia is more complex. 
Questions of the origin and antiquity of arboricultmal production, in what Kirch and Yen 
(ibid: 31-34) regard as the process of tree domestication, are pivotal to understanding the 
Tikopian flora. They suggest that: 
' [S]otne conspicuous tree crops are believed to be earlier [domesticated species or human 
introductions] than others, especially breadfruit (Artoca1pus a/ti/is) and U1e Polynesian Chestnut 
(lnocatpus edulis [syn. I. fagifera]). Such posited temporal precedence is simply based on I.he fact 
tJ1at these trees reached the very margin of Polynesia le.g. French Polynesia] in prehistoric times, 
while the Solomon Islands domesticates such as Pometia, Burckella, Canarium, and Batringtonia did 
not. The implication is that Uie domestication of these tree species was late, too late to be distributed 
by the early, easterly flows of human dispersal from which Polynesian culture derived. ' 
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r1nnt tnxo Pinnt family Botnnlcol stotus Blogcogrnphic nflinlly 
Abelmoschus 111a11lhot Malvueeae lotroduction? /Arboriculturn) lndo·Pacific 
Acal;'Pha sp. "'~ Euphorbiaceae Indigenous lndo-Pucific 
A loco.via macron·M:a'" • Amceae Introduction/ Cultivated lndo·Pacific 
A111/orls rox/caria Moruccac Introduction? /Arboriculn1rnl lndo-Pacitic 
A1·eca cotec/111 Arccaceac lntroducriou? /Arboricultural lndo-Pacific 
tlnoco1p11s 0/111/sA MoracC11c lntroductiou /Cultivatcd lndo-Pucific 
Barri11gro11io novae- Lecythidncenc Jndigcoous/Arboriculturul lndo-Pacific 
hibemiae 
Barri11gto11io asiatica ~ Lecythidaccae Indigenous lndo-Pacific 
Borri11gto11/a procera Lccythidaccae Introduction lndo-Pocific 
811rc:kel/o obvola Sapot11cc0c lnu·ouuction/Arborlculniral lndo-Paaific 
Calophy/111111 inophy//11111 A Clusir1ccac Indigenous or possible lndo-Pacific 
introducrion1/Arboricultural 
Ca11al'i11111 ltm1•ey/ vor. novn· Burserocc:nc Introduction? /Arboricull\lral lndo-Pacific 
hcbridienRc 
Carico papaya"'· w Caricnccac Introduction/ A rboricu lturn I America 
Coscarla sp. Flocouninceae ? lndo-Pncitic 
Cosuor/110 tq11/setifolla A, 11 Cosunrinacc:1c Indigenous or introduction I Arboncultuml lndo-Pncific 
Cocos 1111c{(era A, 11 Arecacue lndig~nous or introduction? /Arboricult\lrnl lndo·Paci fie 
Colocasla esc11lrmta"· • Arnccnc latroduction/Cultivmed lndo-racific 
Cordia s11bcordata "·A Boraginnceae Introduction? I Arboriculmrnl lndo-Pncific 
Cordy//11c jh1tlcosa "'· R Lnxmanniaccae Introduction/Cultivated lndo-Pncitic 
C11c11rbl10 pcpo A." Cucurbit11ccoc Histol'ic lnlroduction/Cuhivatcd Americnn 
C111·c11rma /011ga ~. 11 Cucurbitaecne lntToduction/Cultivnrcd lndo-Pacific 
C)'alloti.< sp. Commelinnccnc ? Cosmopolitan 
C)•alhea sp.' Cyperocene Indigenous l ndo-l'acific 
Cypems sp. A, 11 Cypcr~ccac Indigenous Co~niopolitsn 
Cycas ch·cinalls (?) Cypernceile Indigenous ludo-Pacific 
Cyrlo~perma merkusl/ Arnceae l11troductioa/Cul1iva1ed lndo-Pncific 
Dlosc:orea a/ala"'· R Oioscorencene lntroduction/Cullivatcd lndo-Pacific 
Dloscoreo bulbifemA. • Oioscorcaceae lntroductio11/Cultiv111cd lndo-Pacific 
/Jioscorca e.sc11/enra A,• Dio~corcaccne lntroduction/Cultivuted I ndo-Paci fie 
Dlo.<corea 111111111111/orlo Dioscorcaccne Introduction/Cultivated lndo-Pncific 
Diosp;•,.os sp. Sopindnceae Indigenous lndo-racific 
Eloeoclwris sp. A Cypcrcaceae Indigenous? Cosmopolillln 
Erythr/110 sp. A Fabaccac Indigenous or introd1Jction? lndo-P(lcific 
/Arboriculturol/Ornnmcntal 
Evorlln sp. Rutnocne Indigenous/ Arbor·iculturnl lndo-Pncific 
Ficus sp. A, " Morocene Indigenous/ Ar bol'iculnirol lndo·Pncific 
Gardenia ~p. A," Rubiaccae Historic introducrion/Omomcntnl South America 
G11e111111 g11cmo11 Gncmccae Indigenous/ Arboriculn1rnl lndo-Pncific 
(Gymnospcnnoe) 
Halford/a spp. Rutnccac Indigenous lndo-Pucific 
llerna11r/in pclrola Hemnndioccnc Indigenous lndo·Pncific 
I libi.<c11~· tillnceus A Molvnccne Indigenous or introduction? lndo·Pocific 
l11oco1p11s ed11/is (syn, I. 
fagifera)A 
fnbnceae lntroduction/Arboriculrurnl lndo·l'ncific 
lpomoco borora.r ~. M Convovulaccnc I lisroric inrroduction/Cultivoted South America 
lpomoea pes-copta(! A,• Convovulaccac Indigenous lndo-Pncific 
Kleinhovin hosp/la Stcrculiaccnc Indigenous lndo-Paci fie 
Lage11al'ia siccraria"' 11 Convovulaccac Possible historic introduction/Cultivated lndo-Pocific/South America'/ 
Mactl/'OllSa ~e· ~ Euphor·bioceac Jodigcnous Inda-Pacific 
Cont. 
ll9 
l'l11nt hu.a 
Mcm/hot d11/c/$ 11• 11 
Mela.~/amn mnlabathric11m 
Metroxylan sa/0111ane11se 
Morinda c//r((oliaA 
Musa sp. (Australimusa) 
Musa sp. (.Eunmsa) 11' K 
Nauclen orie111alls 
Nicotla11a tabac11m A. II 
Ocl11·o~·ia sp. 
Pa11dtmus dubius 
Pa11d111111s sp. 
Pa11da1111s rector·ius" 
Piper bet le 
Pip1111·11s sp. 11 
Plsonia sp. A 
Plcc1ra111h11s sp. 
f'olysc/<1s scu1ellar/0 11 
Pouter/a sp. 
Premna co1y111bosa 
Pr//c/1m·d/a sp. ('I) or 
Hydrlastele cy//11droca17Ja or 
L/c11ala grandls 
Sacchar11111 o.flic/11arum 11· 11 
Setaria Sp. 
Spinifex sp. 
Spood/as du/els 11 
Sy:yg//1111 ma/acce11se A' K 
7'acca /eo11topetaloides 11• ll 
Thalassia sp. 
Thespesia populnea A, R 
Tlwurea sp. 
Plant fi1111ily 
Euphorhiaceac 
Melnstomuceae 
Arecacene 
Rubincene 
Musaceae 
Musaceac 
Rubiaccao 
Solnnaceae 
Apocynnccae 
Pandonncene 
Poodanacene 
PnodanacCllc 
Pipcraccnc 
UrtiCllceae 
Nyctaginaceae 
Lruniaccae 
Araliacene 
Sapotaccoe 
Verbenaceue 
Arecacene 
Pouccac 
Poaccae 
Poaceae 
Anacordfaceae 
Myitaceae 
Taccaccne 
Zosternccae 
M>ilvnceae 
Ponceae 
llot11nic11I sh1tus Blogeogrophlc 11ffiulty 
Historic iuttoduction!Cultivated American 
Indigenous lndo-Pacific 
Indigenous or Jndo-Pacific 
introduction/Arboric11ltural 
lntroduction/AtboricuJtuml Inclo-Pncific 
Introduction/Cultivated lndo-Pacific 
Introduction/Cultivated Indo-Pacific 
Indigenous lndo-Pacific 
1-listoric lntroducrion/Cultivated American 
Indigenous lndo-Pacific 
Indigenous lndo-Pacific 
Ind igneous lndo-Pacific 
Indigenous lndo-Pacific 
l11trod11ction? lndo-Pacific 
Indigenous lndo-Pacific 
Indigenous lndo-Pacific 
Indigenous lndo-Pacific 
h111·oductio11? /Al'boriculrurol lnclo-Pacific 
Indigenous lndo-Pacific 
lndii:;cnous lndo-Pacific 
Indigenous lndo-Pacinc 
I nt-roduction lndo-Pacific 
? lndo·Pacific? 
? lndo-Pacific 
Indigenous/ Arboricultural lndo-Pacific 
lntroduction/Arboriculturol lndo-Pacific 
lntrocluction lndo-Pacific 
Indigenous Jndo·Pacitic 
Ind igcnous/ A rboricu I turn I lndo-Pacific 
lndo-Pacific? 
To11r111'fortla arge.t1tea A Bornginaceae lndigenous ludo-Paci lie 
Vigna mar//10 11• K fabaccoe Judigneous lndo-Pacific 
Xa11thosomn sagitti(olia Arnceac Historic Introduction South Amel'icn 
Table 4.7 Flora of Tikopia (after .Kfrch a11d Yen, 1982). Listed are the species and family names and botanical 
status (including cultivation status) and biogeographic affinity A Present in Austral Island botanical sources. K 
present from Easter Island sources. ? "" status uncertain. 
The question implied from this passage is whether or not arboreal species can be disti nguished 
within the palaeobotanical or archaeobotanical record as int.roduced domesticates or domesticated 
indigenous species. 
Botanical sources at first-European contact with 1'ikopia 
Tikopia's first contact histo1y (see Table 4.8) began in 1606 with Pedro Fernandez de Quir6s, the 
captain or the Spanish ship San Pedro aod flag ship San Pablo (Markham, 1904). The ships 
stopped for a single day, after ancho1ing overnight on comse to Vanuatu (Espiritu Santo Island) 
from Duff Island, one of the Santa Cruz Islands. The crew did not make land-fall but the 
expedition' s second in command Lu.is Vaez de Ton-es and pilot Gonza lez de Leza on board the 
ship's launch (zabra) met with two islanders in a canoe. Some coconuts were exchanged along 
with 'some bark of a tree which appeared like a very fine handkerchief (Markham, 1904: 461 in 
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Kirch and Yen, 1982; 47), which Kirch and Yen suggest may represent a form of bark-cloth no 
longer manufactured on the island. 
Also on the 1606 expedition was .Tuan de Torquemada, who in observing the north-side of 
the island noted that 'amidst the verdure of trees which were in front, were many pal.ms and 
cultivations' (Mark.ham, 1904: 436). Quir6s noted that the lowlands of the island were 'thickly 
covered with trees and palms while in the slopes of the hills there were cultivated fields' (Kelly, 
1966: 193). Quir6s also observes that Lake Te Roto was an open bay at the time of his visit. The 
journals of Quir6s and other members of his crew contain a large amount of information 
regarding the local food productions of the Solomon Islands and Vanuatu (Yen, l 973b). Despite 
their awareness of food production systems elsewhere in the region, none were noted for Tikopia. 
The Spanish accotmts from the Son Pedro voyage provide the only available infonnation 
for the island, aside from oral histories recorded by Firth, up tmtil the arrival of Peter Dillon in 
1813 on the Hunter. Dillon was in search of the ill-fated voyage of La Pcrouse, wrecked on 
Vanikoro Island, 228 km to the northwest. Dil lon found a Prussian sailor, Martin Buchert 
(Burkhardt), his Fijian wife and an East Indian (Lascar) named Joe, settled on the island. Dillon 
provided little detail on food production except that the islanders were chewing betel nut (Areca 
catchetu). To assist Bucherl and his wife, Dillon provided them with pumpkin seeds and chickens 
from the ship's stores. 
On his second voyage to the island on board the St. Patrick in May of 1826, again in search 
of the La Perouse shipwrecks, Dillon again met Buchert who recalled the visit of European 
whaling ships. Joe had since travelled to Vanikoro with some of the islanders, sighting the two 
shipwrecks of La Perouse. Having brought this intelligence to Calcutta in that same year, Dillon 
was sent oul by the East India Company on the Research to make further inquiries on the 
shipwrecks. lo September of 1827, Dillon again visited Tikopia only en route to Vanikoro, noting 
the scarcity of food (including yams Dioscorea spp.) and the supply of freshwater. He did note 
that: 
'the soil is very luxuriant; yet there generally is a scarcity of provisions. They live chietly on 
vegetable food, having neither hogs nor poultry, which arc plentiful on the other islands. They at one 
time had both but they were voted common nuisances and exterminated by general consent. The hogs 
destroyed their plantations of yams, sweet potatoes, taras, and bananas. These, and the breadfruit and 
cocoa-nuts, with fish, are what they subsist on.' (Dillon, 1829: I 34) 
He also observed that Lake Te Roto was separated from the sea by the active tombolo (Ravenga)8 
on the south coastline. 
8Modem measures bave been taken to artificially stabilise the periodically open tombolo to prevent marine 
confluence by reinforcement with stone blocks. 
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Durotlon of Exottc anlmol Records of Indigenous plants or References 
Year Foreigner nccounts encounter and or plant pre-Europe1rn phrnt 
landfall Introductions lntroductlons 
1606 Pedro Fernandez de 1 night None -Cocos 1111ci/el'a (cocoa nut) Markham 
Quiros, Gon~lez de no landfall -A11tiaris 10.ticaria ('some bprk ofa ( 1904:436?), 
Leza, Juan de tree which appeared like a very fine Kelly (1966: 
Torquemada, Luis handkerchief. four yards Jong and 193), Fird1 
V:\cz de Torres, Fray three palms wide' ) Markham (1936:3?), 
Martin de Munill11, (1904: 461) Kirch •md Y ca 
and Don Diego de (l 982: 47), 
Prado 011 the Sari Steven~ and 
Pedro and San Pablo Barwick 
(1930: 119l 
1813 Peter Dillon, Murtin Laud fall -C11c11rbila sp. -Areca catcl1e111 (betel-nut) 0111011 ( 1829) 
Sept Buchert, on the I /1111/cr Bucher! his Fijian (pumpki11s) -Cocos 1111cifera (cocoa nut) 
or Elizabeth wire uud Joe from -other seeds -Ar1ocarp11.~ a/ti/is (breadf111it) 
East Indio lived on -chickc11s -Colr;1casia esc11/e11/a (tarns) 
the island for 3 -Musa spp. (bmumas) 
year~ -lpr;1111oea batatas (sweet potato)? 
1826 Peter Dillon on the St. ? -chickens -Dloscorea spp. (yams .scarce) Dillon (1829) 
May Patrick -ducks 
-gonts 
1827 Peter Dillon on the '? ? '? Dillon (1829) 
Scot Reseal'ch 
1828 9'' Jules-Sebastien-Cesar ? '? -Cocos 1111cifera (cocoa nut) Dumont 
Feb Dumont O'Urville and -Piper 111e/hystich11111 (knvu) D'Urville 
J.f'. Gaimard on the -A11oc01p11s a/ti/is (brelldfiuit) (1987), Kirch 
,4strolahe -bmcarpus fagifcra (evis)? & Yen (1982: 
52) 
1833 Captain of the ? ? ? Dumont 
Bayo1111a/se D'Urville 
(1987) 
1858 Mission arrival - - . Firth (1936) 
Table 4.8 Preliminary list of accounts of first Emopean contact for Tikopia from 1606 to 1858. Listed are 
the central characters involved in the visit and the vessel(s) they arrived on; whether landfall was made and 
the duration of their visit; the exotic animals or plants introduced to the island from the visiting vessel and 
the existing economic (and ot11er) plants observed on the island. The most relevant references for these 
accounts are also listed with a bibliography of these primary and other sources provided in the Appendices. 
?= infom1ation yet to be obtained or clarified. See Appendix I for primary and secondary sources 
references. 
In February of l 828, the Astrolabe with Dumont D'Urville and J.P. Gaimard arrived on the 
island en route to Vanikoro, again in search of La Perouse. They noted that breadfruit 
(Artocaipus altilis) was cultivated to an even greater extent than found in lhe Polynesian islands 
to the east. They also commented on the abundance of 'cvis' which probably refers to Jnocarpus 
fagifera (Kirch and Yen, 1982: 52). Dumont D'Urville noted the presence of chickens, duck and 
pigs, which Kirch and Yen (ibid) suggest must have been sourced from Dillon's ship or as a 
product of exchange with Vanikoro. Kirch and Yen (ibid) also suggest that the contrasting 
accounts from Dillon and Dumont D ' Urville regarding the state of food production may reflect 
the seasonal nature of food production on the island, where in February Artoc01pus altilis and 
Jnoca1pus fagifera fruit production may be high. 
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The geological context and the Rakisu archaeobotanical record 
Tikopia represents the remains of a volcanic caldera (-80,000 yrs in age) that bas subsided on the 
south side to form a slightly brackish lake (Te Roto) that lies at sea level. Because of its volcanic 
youth, the soils that have rapidly acctunulated in the lowlands are rich and productive. The 
lowland plains are built upon calcareous substrates overlain by volcanic alluvial and colluvial 
soils. The most extensive lowland flat on the west of the island, Rotoaia, is dominated by a 
diverse range of arboricultural species. Lying upslope and adjoining Rotoaia is Rakisu (see 
Figure 4.1 ), an elongated mixed cultivation strip of both root and tree crops, bounded on the 
southern side by Ropera Swamp (0.08 km2) , intensively cultivated for Cyrtosperma merkusii. 
Kirch and Yen suggest that Rakisu is the most intensively cultivated area on the island, 
dominated by short-fallow cultivations of C. esculenta and Manihot dulcis . 
C harcoal or Family lntcrpolntcd or direct earliest Reprcscntatio Biogeographl 
macrobohmical 14C date cal. yr B.P., lab code, n in modern c af'llnlty 
material site, provenance and phase flora 
Identified to 
tax a 
Barrl11gio11/a sp. frui1 BaN·ingtonioceac No date; layer I. Rnvengn Test Pit 21 Indigenous? lndo-Pncific 
Calophy/111111 Clusiacea~ 650-320 or modet11; Muripera Trench F-2, lntroduclion? lndo-Pucific 
i11ophy//11111 bark Layer VlfVll 
Thalassl<1 sp. leaf, ond coconu1 h11sk; 
Tuakamali phase A2 
Ca11ar/11m lwrveyi Bun;crnccac 2350-1700 (Betn-1225); Introduction? West Pacific 
mesocurp' Farenta, Test Pit-2, Layer II, 80-110 cm. 
charcoal. Sinupupu phase B2 
Cocos micijcrn Arccaceae 4000-3250 (UCR-965); lndigenou~? lndo-Pacific 
cndocnrp Sinapupu. Test Pit-52, Layer IV. I 10-145 
cm, charconl nnd Co~·os cndocarp, Kiki 
phase K2 
Mcrro~·y/011 Arccuccmc 650-320 or Mode1'11; Murlperu Trench P-2, Indigenous West-Pacific 
sa/0111011e11se t.,nycr VJ/VII 
Tiro/ass/a sp. leuf, ond coeonu1 husk; 
Tuakamali phase A2 
Pa11da1111s tectorius Pm1dnn11ce11e 650·320 or modem; Muripcra Trench F-2, lndigenou~ lndo-Pncific 
key LnyerVIN ll 
Thalassia ~p. len 1: and coconm husk; 
Tunkemali phase A2 
Spo11dlos du/els? Anocordinceue No date; ~ycr I. Rnvengo Test Pil 21 Indigenous lndo·Pacific 
fn1it 
T/la/t1ssla sp. leaf Zorstemceac 650-320 (1· 10754); Muripera Trench P-2, Indigenous Jndo-Puclfic 
l,aycr VINll 
Tho/assia SE. lellf, Tuaknmali Ehase A2 
Table 4.9 Earliest interpolated or direct calibrated radiocarbon age ranges for plant macrofossi ls from 
T ikopia (following Kirch and Yen, 1982). Direct ages are marked in bold. 
In an attempt to ascertain the history of crop cultivation on the islru1d and to test their 
hypothesis of intensified colluvial erosion fo llowing human settlement, Kirch and Yen (1982) 
conducted a series of excavations at Rakisu. A number of trenches were excavated running along 
a series of al titudinal transects cutting across the agricultural zone separating Ropera swamp from 
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the upland hill-slopes. They found that Rakisu during the Kiki phase (-3500-2350 cal. yr B.P.) 
had been a calcareous plain overlain by soil and sediment eroded off the higher elevation volcanic 
slopes. They suggest that Ropera Swamp was partially open to the sea at this time and that Rakisu 
was evidently unavailable for cultivation prior to the Sinapupu phase (2350-750 cal. yr B.P.), 
approximately 1000 years after the earliest available archaeobotanical evidence for island (4000-
3250 cal. yr B.P. based on Cocos nucifera endocarp and charcoal; see Table 4.9). By the end of 
the Sinapupu phase, forest clearance resulted in increased sedimentation of volcanic colluviuni 
from the upland catchment surrounding Rakisu. The calcareous lowland flats were overlain by 
thick deposits of this colluvium and the overall productive land area of Rotoaia was expanded 
three-fold. Colluvium deposition and lowland expansion slowed dm"ing the Tuakamali phase, but 
still enabled Ropera swamp to be fi lled with enough organic sediment to infill and close the 
marine confluence. 
The lower Rakisu excavation at Muripera (trench F-2) yielded the richest archaeobotanical 
deposit, but with only .five species determined (Thalassia sp., Cocos nuc{fera, Pa11danus sp., 
Metroxylon salomonense and Ca/ophyllum inophyllum), all dated to within the late Tuakamali 
phase. Test pits conducted at the Ravenga tombolo, Sinapupu and Fareata revealed some 
additional plant remains (Canarium harveyi, Spondius cf. dulcis and Barringtonia sp.). 
Palyno/ogical investigations of the Solomon Islands: the implications for Tikopia 
As no palynological investigations have been conducted on Tikopia, it is worU1 exammmg 
records from other sites in the Solomon Islands as a means of interpolating the response of the 
region's vegetation to the last 3500 years of human settlement. The most detailed palynological 
invesligation in the Solomon Islands has been conducted by Simon Haberle (1996) on the inland 
Laukutu and Mela Swamp complexes of Guadalcanal (9°30'S, 160°05'E). Archaeological 
evidence from the 1101thern end of Solomon Island chain suggests that Guadalcanal may have 
been occupied at arotmd 28,000 cal. yr B.P. (Wickler and Spriggs, J 988), with direct evidence 
from the island dating back to around 6,000 cal. yr B.P. However, the more remote islands to the 
south and east of Guadalcanal were occupied only after around 3500 cal. yr B.P. (Spriggs, l 997), 
a timeframe that concurs with Kirch and Yen's (1982) record from Tikopia. 
Haberle (1996) obtained two swamp cores with a maximum depth of between 6.5 and 5.5 
m, with a maximum age of 3850-3150 cal. yr B.P. (ANU 6462; 3230 +/- 110). Increases in 
charcoal pa1ticle accw11ulation after 2950-2490 cal. yr B.P. (ANU 6464; 2650 +I- 70) are 
associated with an equivalent increase in secondary forest and non-arboreal taxa (e.g. Acalypha, 
Macaranga, Trema and Poaceae). These swamp records suggest an expanse in agdcultural 
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activity after 3000 cal. yr B.P., with an unprecedented impact distinct from the previous 1000 cal. 
yr B.P. of vegetation change. 
Powell (1976) conducted a series of palynological investigations of the easte111 Solomon 
and Santa Cmz Islands, concluding that very few suitable sites for Quatemary palyuology are 
available in this region. Jn a modem survey of the regrowth vegetation of recently cleared garden 
sites of the Santa Cruz Islands, Powell found that they were comprised of a number of indigenous 
secondary forest taxa familiar on Tikopia (e.g. Acolphya, Barringtonia spp., Pipt11r11s, 
Macaranga, Ficus and Hibiscus tiliaceus). 
One of the islands she investigated was the Tertiary volcru1ic island of Tomotu Noi 
(10°48'S, J66°03'E, 22.5 km2 in area). This island lies Jess than 1 km off the south-eastern coast 
of the Santa Cruz Islands and may provide the best analogue for the palaeoenvironment of 
Tikopia. Powell (ibid) obtained a 3.4 m sediment core from Lake Luendambu (-0.8 km2 in area), 
separated from a coasta l lagoon in the north-east of the island. This record, although lacking 
radiocarbon ages, shows an increase in secondary forest taxa associated with a build up of in-
washed clays, woody detritus and charcoal particles within the last 3,500 years. This sequence is 
paralleled by another of Powell's records from Pono'ohey Swamp on San Cristobal. 
The archaeobotany of Canarium introduction and cultivation on Tikopia 
In work done more recently than his Tikopia study, Yen (1990: 262; 1991 : 88; 1995: 838-839) 
has suggested that Cana1·ium spp.. Pometia pinnata and Burckella obovata, and possibly 
Artoca1pus spp. may have been transported to tlie eastern Solomon fslands from New Guinea, 
one of their assumed biogeographic centres of origin. As the evidence for vegetation change prior 
to human settlement is unavailable, the human introduction of Canarium harveyi, a species 
pivotal to both Kirch ( 1997) and Diamond's (2005) idea of social success on Tikopia, remains an 
open question. Tikopian oral tradition firmly points to the human introduction of Canariwn: 
'Firth's account (1939: 84) of the tradition for the introduction of Canarium dates it to the time of 
Matakai 11 of the house ofTaumako; on the genealogy of that line (Firth, 1936: 356), this would be at 
six generations ago, or approximately in the time period of Dillon's voyages in the early 19th century. 
Its immediate provenience was through canoe contact with Vanikoro.' (Kirch and Yen, 1982: 37) 
However, this does not preclude the possibility that this tree already existed on the island. 
Canarium (Burseraccae) is a genus of around 100 species whose origin centre extends from 
Malaysia at least as far east as New Guinea. Most species are primary or secondary lowland 
forest trees, many occupying coastal strand habitats. P.W. Leenhouts ( 1955; 1959) and more 
recently Yen (1996) have described the ecology and systematics of the genus for the Indo-Pacific 
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region. Several Canariwn species are cultivated throughout the geographic range of the genus. 
Plants are always propagated from seed and are not known to clonally reproduce whether from 
wild or cultivated specimens (Yen, 1985). For the Western Pacific, C. indicwn (Section 
Canarium: Vulgare group) is cultivated throughout its range as far south as Vanuatu with C. 
harveyi (Section Canarium: Maluense group) cultivated as far east as Samoa where it is thought 
to be a recent introduction (Whistler, 1991). Other domesticated or cu ltivated species found in the 
Western Pacific include C. lamii, C. salomonense (both in the Maluense group) and C. 
decumanum. The taxonomic status of C. decumanum is unclear as it is recorded only for Manus 
Island (Papua New Guinea), east Maluku and Kalimantan (Indonesia). The cthnobotany of 
Canarium speci~s has been revised by Kennedy and Clarke (2004). 
The remains of the edible nuts have been found in a munber of archaeological sites 
thrnughout the Western Pacific. Bernard Maloney (1996) collated the earliest archaeobotanical 
finds for these nuts from the lndo-Pacific, which bas since been extended (Fairbairn and 
Swadling, 2005; Fairbairn, 2005). The earliest bracketed archaeological radiocarbon age for 
Canarium (C. indicum mesocarp) comes from the Pamwak Rockshelter on Manus lsland 
(Admiralty Islands) at around 21, 000 cal. yr B.P. (Ambrose, 2002). In the Solomon Islands, the 
earliest bracketed date for Canarium mesocarp comes from the Vatuluma Posovi Cave 
excavation, Guadalcanal at 6720-5721 cal. yr B.P. (ANU-6733; 5430 +/- 220; Roe, 1993). 
Wickler and Spriggs (J 988) also identified Canarium mesocarp in t11e Kih1 Cave excavation on 
Buka, now dated to 5660-4970 cal. yr B.P. (ANU-6757; 4680 +/- 140; Spriggs, 2003). C. harveyi 
was also found in the 1977 excavations on Santa Cruz Island but without any radiocarbon ages 
provided (McCoy and Cleghorn, 1988). None of the aforementioned sites have palaeobotanical 
records prior to the period of human occupation, reducing any determination of the indigenous or 
introduced sta1us of Canarium in the region to specu lation. 
Kirch (1997) and Diamond's (2005) idea of social success on Tikopia is dependent on the 
assumption that C. harveyi is a local domesticate on the island. Following Kirch and Yen's 
(1982) excavation of C. harveyi mesocarp from the Sinapupu site on Tikopia and Kirch's (1989; 
1997) appraisals of local domestication practices for Tikopia and other Pacific ls lands (e.g. 
Mussau Islands, Papua New Guinea), Yen ( 1990: 268) suggests that archaeological excavations 
have since 'tempered this view'. In a munber of publications, Yen (1990; 1991 ; 1995; 1996) has 
repeatedly emphasised an early domestfoation practice that may have its origin in Northern New 
Guinea. Gosden (1992) has gone so far as to suggest that Canariwn was domesticated in New 
Guinea dming the Pleistocene and subsequently transported to the outer islands. 
It is unlikely that the domestication status of Canarium can be determined by means of 
direct archaeological evidence. There is 110 unequivocal systematic basis for the separation 
between wild and domesticated plants of most tree crop species, including Canarium (Yen, 
1985). A more secure means is to u·eat the various lines of evidence within a broader context of 
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domestication. This must respect the growing realization that plant domestication retlects a 
continuum of intensity and extent of hmnan engagement with changing environments. 
Despite the recent refinement of the biomolecular, archaeological and paleoenvironmental 
outline of the origins of many Indo-Pacific plants, the connection between the grinding of 
Canarium nut anvils, isolated from archaeological excavations in New lreland (Downie and 
White, 1978) and Guadalcanal (Roe, 1993), and the management of arboricultural systems is 
imperfect. Such a connection might be explained by plant domestication, but again this is 
imperfect given uncertain ecological status and biogeographic distribution of the tree and the 
limited genetic differentiation between wild type and cultivated fonns. 
To understand Canarium plant domestication, there is a need for a more integrated 
approach that accepts that selection pressures on plants by humans are part of a broader 
domestication process that incorporates the entirety of influences on plant reproduction. In 
alluding to early plant selection practices, Yen (1989) suggests that instead of individual plants 
being domesticated, plants were instead targeted in aggregates as interbreeding units, a process he 
bas termed 'domestication of the environment'. 
For Tikopia, the evidence may never become available that allows for the genetic and 
phenotypic separation between wild and domesticated fonns. Since Kirch and Yen's (1982) 
excavations, archaeobotanical assemblages including Canarium, Cocos nucifera, Metroxylon and 
Pandan11s have been located in many sites across near Oceania and coastal New Gttinea (e.g. 
Kirch, 1989; Matthews and Gosden, 1997; Fairbairn and Swadling, 2005). This simply implies 
some w1iformity in plant utilisation, not a pattern that is localised to Tikopia. 
Canarium and first European contact 
Unlike the Easter Island first contact history, few accounts of European contact wiU1 Tikopian 
society are available. Thus, there is a limited evidence base from which to make any conclusions 
on the changing nature of Tikopian society since the arrival of Quiros in 1606. Diamond (2005) 
and Kirch 's (1997) interpretation of one oral tradition recorded by Firth ( 1936) dictates that in 
1600 AD, Tikopian society decided to divert their limited resources away from pig husbandry 
towards sustainable Canarium arboriculture and forest management. Diamond (2005: 292) 
suggests pigs were an ' inefficient means to feed humans .. ., and had become a luxury food for 
many chiefs'. ln light of European contact is it possible that a different interpretatioo could be 
offered, one where pig husbandry was an ineffi cient means of food production not only for the 
predations on root crops, but because they were a favo1u·ed item of theft by the increasing number 
of marauding European beachcombers? 
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Canarium cultivation and disturbance processes 
There is no tenable palaeoenvironmental and archaeobotanical evidence for the introduction of 
Canarium to Tikopia by people or its subsequent localised domestication. The lack of any 
palaeoenvironmental record preceding the archaeological timeframe for the island is the main 
limiting factor in providing any robust evidence base. lf it is assumed that Canarium was 
introduced to the island with the initial colonists or later as indicated by the archaeobotanical 
evidence, what consequences would this have in tem1s of environmental disturbance on the 
island? In speculation, the consequences of the initial introduction of Canarium to Tikopia may 
bave involved the following: 
1. Clearing by fire of indigenous vegetation indicative of fertile and thick soi l horizons. 
2. Tilling an area large enough for fn1it or timber trees that may reach 20 m or more in height. 
3. The ongoing maintenance of the established trees for several seasons. 
From their excavations of the colluvial/erosion surface slopes of Rakisu, Kirch and Yen 
(1982) suggest that clearing for agricultural production resulted in the accelerated colluvial 
erosion with increased sedimentation into the surrounding agricultural lowlands. They suggest 
that the lowland flats at colonisation (Kiki phase) constituted unproductive calcareous sands, but 
were overlain with volcanic soils from the upland erosion smface during the Sinapupu and 
Tuakamali phases. This, they believe, in conjunction with the botanical evidence, provides 
indirect evidence for an agricultural production strategy involving arboriculniral production. 
Kirch (1997: 37) suggests that this represents a land-use 'conversion from shifting cultivation 10 
an arboricullural system [that] obviously took several hundreds of years'. In light of the bui I ding 
arcbaeobotanical evidence-base for New Guinea and Near Oceania, it appears that arboricultural 
development was not localised to Tikopia and was probably a land-use strategy employed by the 
initial settlers of most islands. 
Possible plant extinctions on Tikopia 
One of the results of Canarium introduction to Tikopia may have been the displacement of a 
munber of large indigenous trees. T.C. Whitmore (1969; 1967b) was adamant that human impact 
on the forest ecosystems of the Solomon Islands may have led to the extinction of some species, 
especiaUy on the smaller islands like Tikopia. Kirch and Yen (1982: 27) reiterated this point 
suggesting 'some extinctions through time must have occurred'. Tikopia can be noted for its 
absence of the large indigenous gymnospenn tree Agalhis macrophylla that once fonned dense 
stands on Vanikoro, prior to its exploitation for timber (Whitmore, 1966; Yen, J 974; Whitmore 
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and Page, 1980). As a species of a Gondwanan genus, A. macrophyl/a has a modern distribution 
stretching from the Santa Cmz lslands to Fij i, including the southernmost and no1thernmost 
islands of Vanuatu. The species is largely restricted to volcanic soils with an altirudinal range of 
l 00 to 500 m above sea level (Beveridge, I 975), although it has also been recorded on coastal 
calcareous outcrops in Vanuatu (Neil, 1991). Like Tikopia, islands within the geographical area 
of A. macrophylla distribution are of Tertiary or Quaternary age and do not have a Gondwanan 
geology. Despite the lack of vagility of other members of this genus, A. macrophylla appears 
capable of long distance dispersal. 
Tikopia does have one gymnosperm representative species within the flora, tbe tree Gnetum 
gnemon L. (Gnetaceae), currently located at higher elevation sites on the island (Kirch and Yen, 
1982). Kennedy and Clark (2004) suggest that this tree has had a long- term relationship with 
people in New Guinea and other Melanesian islands where it regularly co-occurs with Metroxylon 
sagu and Artocmpus a/ti/is. These species have also been found in archaeological assemblages 
from Pleistocene contexts from New Guinea (Fairbairn, 2005). With such an antiquity of plant-
use in New Guinea, translocation of this species cannot be discounted for Tikopia. 
Although A. macrophylla may be bound to more mesic sites, the distribution of this 
Gymnospem1 may indicate that habitat availability is not limiting. On the Santa Cruz Islands A. 
mactophy/la readily invades open ground. Equally, on these same islands introduced rats have 
been found destroying young seedlings and may have bad a profound effect on populations in the 
past (Whitmore and Page, 1980). Other gymnosperms that may have been present on Tikopia, 
that remain on some of the Santa Cruz Islands and Vanuatu include Dac1ycat1;11s imbricat11s, 
Dac1ydi11m (2 species) and Podoc01p11s (6 species; see Enright, 1995). 
Many islands in the Western Pacific are noted for having representatives of at least one 
endemic genus within the Arecaceae (Palmae). The palms may have tJ1e strongest endemic 
element in the flora of the Western Pacific where around 80 percent of species are endemic to the 
region (http://www.kew.org/data/monocotsRedirect.html). For the Arecoideae sub-family, 
Vanuatu has one species each in the genera Cmpo.lylon and Kajawskia, whereas Fiji bas 
Gonioc/adus (l species), Neoveitchia (1 species), Taveunia (l species) and Vitiphoenix (8 
species). Kirch and Yen (1982) located three palm species from Tikopia, one of which was 
undetermined and may be representative of the genera Pritchardia, /-lydriastele or Licua/a. From 
an analysis of Lbe palm flora of the Solomon Islands, H.B. Moore (1969) found that by far the 
majority of the palms (8 or 9 genera) are derived from the New Guinea flora. Three palm genera 
are notably absent from Tikopia's flora despite having a distribution that encompasses the island. 
Clinosrigma and Physokentia have a distribution that extends from Guadalcanal south to Vanuatu 
and east to Fiji and are thought by Moore (ibid) to be extensions of the Fijian flora. The 
distribution of tl1e Arecoideae (sub-family) species Pe/agodoxa he111ya11a has an unknown 
biogeography as it is currently known only in cultivation on San Cristobal (Corner in Moore, 
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1969; Dennis and McQueen. 1989), Fiji (PhHlips, 1996), Vanuatu (Dowe and Cabalion, 1996) 
and the Marquesas Islands (French Polynesia) (Gillett, 1971 ). 
Key point of conjuncture 
Jn t11is chapter I have commented on the utility Jared Diamond has made of the ongms, 
lranslocation, cultivation and extinction of the plant taxa of Easter Island and Tikopia, as a means 
of measuring the extent of fai lure of the pre-contact societies on these islands. I suggest that 
Diamond's thesis of Easter Island and Tikopia rests on the environmental picture constructed for 
the islands at first European contact, particularly the status of indigenous or introduced plants. 
The resolution of botanical records used in the construction of this picture is sufficiently poor to 
wan-ant envirorunental reconstruction 'insoluble'. For Easter Island the chronology of 
deforestation, culminating in Diamond's view at AD 1680 cannot be accurately comilated with 
radiocarbon dating from archaeobotanical and palynological data. For Tikopia, the lack of early 
accounts of European contacts meant that Diamond revetted, by inference, to the archaeological 
record for t11e interpretation of historic events. 
As the island environment at first contact appears critical for interpreting human-induced 
environmental change on Easter Island and Tikopia, especially the introduction or extinction of 
plant species, can this same interpretation be applied to other islands in the Pacific? In the 
following three chapters I follow the same diachronic framework utilised in this chapter in 
exploring the relationship between human colonisation and the flora of the Austral Islands. 
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Chapter 5 
Papa 'a fenua - the foreign land: early European accounts and 
the botany of the Austral Islands 
'The natives, not harassed by labour for daily bread, or as slaves, have abundant time for instruction. 
Everyman sitting under his cocoa or bread-fruit tree is at hand, and the very sound of a hammer, a 
saw, or a smi1h's bellows will hardly ever fail to attract an audience.' (Dr. Thomas Hawcis, 1795 in 
Lovett, 1899: 120) 
ln the previous chapter, 1 used the early European accounts of Easter Jsland to outline the 
chronology of botanical observations made by naturalists during visits dating from between the 
arrival of Roggeveen and the establislm1ent of Eugene Eyraud's Catholic mission station. This 
provided an index of the possible plant productions of the island exJ1ibited at lirst contact and the 
status of probable indigenous taxa. This analysis also allowed for the distinction to be made 
between plants potentially introduced before and after European contact. The initial chronology 
for both pre· and post European settlement plant-extinction events was used for later integration 
and calibration with the palaeoenvironmental and archaeobotanical records. 
By building thls chronological outli ne, any empirical claims for plant indigenity, 
introduction or extinction can be assessed in tem1s of consistency or va1iability across a range of 
historical observations. Biases of certain botanical observations throughout the early European 
period can also be measured against the more secure determinations made by later observers as 
well as sub-fossil evidence. In essence, the value of early Ew·opean botanical observations is 
dependent, as Braudel suggests, upon how wel I historical biases are resolved, given that early 
European period is a point of historical co11j1111cture, where in the case of Easter Island, bias in 
early European history are difficult to resolve and may remain ' insoluble' to history. 
The earliest observations or determination of plants made in one expedition may not have 
been supported by later observations or vice versa. ln some cases, particularly for cultivated 
plants, inconsistency across observations could be put down to the state of plant production 
during the period of observation, in which for example, some plants may not have been in season. 
Some crops may not have been in leaf (e.g. Ipomoea batatas) or fru it, while some indigenous 
species may not have been in flower. The incomplete observations of European visitors, most of 
whom never made landfall, counter any robust claim for plant i.ndigenity, introduction or 
extinction. 
The awareness of many plant cultigens amongst European observers on Easter Island 
appears to have been universal, whether by Dutch, Spanish, English, or French observers. With 
the exception of Sophora toromiro, (described as Edwardsia, mimosa or yellow blossom see 
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Chapter 4), many early descriptions of indigenous plant species were imprecise. The earliest 
Linnaea11 detenninations of incligenous plants were made by naturalists, such as the Forsters on 
Cook's HMS Resolution voyage, well after their exploration, at a time when plant collections 
could be described and compared with the herbarhun collections based in Europe. With the 
exception of Frederick Beechey and Hugh CtUning, visiting Easter Island between 1825 and 
1827, first-contact explorers did not collect botanical specimens for berbaria. Awareness of the 
Forster's botanical determinations from their Easter Island collections did not form part of any 
European scienti fi c observation of the flora until tbc 20'h century. 
Also in Chapter 4, I used the early European accounts as a means of assessing the timing 
of Paschalococcus disperta extinction drawn from the archaeobotanical and palaeoenvironmental 
records of Easter Island. None of the historical descriptions of palms provide any conclusive 
evidence for the presence of P. disperta. Equally, no historical observation could establish the 
timing of C. nuc(fera intrnduction e ither pre-contact or later. As for many indigenous species, 
early naturalists were notorious for being unable to ctifferentiate between the coconut palm 
(Cocos nucifera) and other palm species, especially if fruits were not in season. The eru·ly 
descriptions of the palm flora of Cocos Island (Costa Rica) provide a case in point (Cook, 1940). 
The historical conjuncture or bias lies in the absent or incomplete historical observations of early 
Emopean visitors to the Easter Island and/or the poor clu·onological control of archaeobotanical 
and palaeobotanical records for the pre-contact extinction of P. disperla. The chronology of palm 
extinction is the most apparent insoluble feature of Easter Island's botanical history and makes 
the various claims for cultural agency insecure given the absence of essen~ial historical detail. 
In this chapter, I will expand on my analysis of the historical biases that have influenced the 
collection of empirica l botanical data and the inte1vretation of botanical status for island floras in 
Remote Oceania, particularly for Tahiti. I will then focus on the various biases that affect the 
interpretation of the botanical history of the Austral Islands, particularly in light of the human 
introduction and potential extinction of plant species. I will then address the major episodes of 
environmental disturbance that maybe related to these introductions and extinctions. l focus 
particularly on those distw·bances, whether recorded historically or inferred from other island 
histories in Remote Oceania, that have implications for Austral Island environments since first 
contact, particularly associated with beachcombing activity. I also emphasise some of the 
cofl'esponding historical events and processes shared between Tahiti, Easter Island and the 
Austral Jslands, especially in reference to environmental disturbance processes that characterise 
the period of European colonisation. In this analysis I include an additional dataset listing the 
exotic animals and plants introduced and/or documented by tJJe Guropean visitors as a means of 
ftuther characterising these disturbance processes. These data are then related to the 
archaeobotanical and palaeobotanical records of the Austral Islands ii1 Chapters 6 and 7. 
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Recent perspectives on early European accounts and European impacts on islands 
Historians of Remote Oceania have often treated the idea of' first contact' as a founding moment 
in which the accounts composed largely by Europeans can be distinguished from islander oral 
histories and archaeology. lo his outline of the impact of European colonialism in the Pacific 
entitled The Fatal impact, Alan Moorehead (1968: 4) suggests that first contact 'was a 
momentous occasion, a sharp and irrevocable tum in the history of the Pacific'. In other historical 
syntheses (e.g. Sahlins, 1985), first contact has been treated, as it is here, as a successive wave of 
events rather than a single phenomenon characterised by the first moment of physical contact 
between people of different cultural backgrounds. Ultimately, tbe histo1y of first contact is seen to 
epitomise historical perceptions in reconstructing the cultw·al interactions between explorers aud 
island people. 
Aside from the cultural context of early European contact, this period of island history 
represents a shift in the way island environments were transformed by different groups and also 
in the perception of this transformation. The results of early European intervention in the Pacific 
led the environmental historian, George Perkins Marsh (1864) to view the Pacific Islands as 'a 
theatre where man is engaged, on a great scale, in transforming the face of nature'. Critical to this 
paradigm of human impact on island environments was the initiation of an historical discourse 
centred on the origin of island biota. 
Jn Moorebcad's (1968) synthesis of the social ' invasion' of the Pacific he treats tbe island 
inhabitants as na"ive victims of the actions of foreigners, particularly missionaries. The most 
transient theme in tJ1ese recent discussions on early European contacts, as addressed for Easter 
Tsland in Chapter 3 nnd 4, has been the agency of indigenous islanders in political, social and 
environmental change. This ' agency' theme has been presented under a number of guises, the 
most prominent being the recent counterpoint to Moorehead (e.g. Sahlins, 1985, Obeseykere, 
1992; Salmond, 1991 , 2003). The interaction between foreigner and islander is not seen as a 
unidirectional cultura l transfonnation, from a society of the ' noble savage' to one that is 
'nevennore' 
1
, instead, the local inhabitants arc viewed as self-motivated and often instigators of 
cross-cultural altercations. 
Like Moorehead's (1968) treatment of cultural transfonnation of South Pacific societies, 
island environments have been viewed in similarly passive terms in so far as they have been 
tenned 'nai've lands' to the impact of human settlement (e.g. Dodson, 1992). This view is most 
acutely expressed in recent syntheses of European impacts on island environments (e.g. Ward, 
1972; Crosby, 1986; 1988; Nunn, 1990; Grove, 1995; McNeil!, 1997; Kirch, 1997b). Alfred 
Crosby ( 1986) suggests that European contact fom1ed an immediate and novel disturbance on the 
1Chapter till es of Moorehead's ( 1968) The Fatal impact 
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environment that occuned as pa.ii of the expansion of Europeans into the 'neo-Europe', a process 
he termed 'ecological imperialism'. 
Crosby's (ibid) perspective fits with a number of biologists who have envisaged islands as 
fragile and vulnerable environments as a consequence of their biotas having evolved in isolation 
(e.g. Fosberg, 1963). He suggests that the mechanism behind such novel environmental change 
through 'European imperialism' was that it had both biological and ecological components. 
European imperialism not only involved an expansion of the political and social order of Europe, 
but also represented 'the biological expansion of Europe' (Crosby, 1986: 5). Islands were 
exposed to what Crosby defines as 'portmanteau biota ', or the exotic flora and fauna that 
accompany human colonists and are able to displace indigenous taxa in an environment in which 
they did not evolve (see also Roy, 1990). He views exotic biota as representative of a particttlar 
process of environmental transformation, as with each introduction (e.g. European ungulates) 
comes the introduction of an additional biotic element (e.g. European pastoral grasses and weeds) 
which act to restrict the development of indigenous biota. 
Crosby (1986) viewed European colonisation of the new world, the Pacific included, as a 
series of novel disturbances. In a more recent environmental history of islands colonised under 
1t 11 and 18°' centuiy European imperial regimes, Richard Grove (1995: 55) questions th.is 
assumption of novel or unprecedented change: 
' the abi lity of man to cause very marked ecological changes over wide areas of lhe g lobe and lhen 
to respond constrnctively to them has not been confined to the last three centuries.' 
The recognition of unprecedented environmental change during the early European period may be 
more a function of the structure of history as alluded to by Braudel. First contact history is a 
history of co11jonct11re as it appears to produce unequivocal social and environmental change, but 
at the same time holds many imperceptible or insoluble historical events or processes. 
Early European Enlightenment accounts of Remote Oceania 
The lite1wy industty and the influence of romanticism 
Tirn t·icb historical documentation of first contact produced by Ettropeans entering Oceania 
established its own literary industry. Publications resulting from the first European contact 
accounts of Enlightenment expeditions during the maritime expansion of the 1th and l 81h 
centuries portray remarkable variation. European visitors to Remote Oceania did not all share the 
same vision of the world or motivations towards the island societies they encountered. Grove 
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suggests that their attentions were primarily focused on the representation of Pacific Islands in the 
context of European society ru1d environment. In the two editions of his book E11ropea11 vision 
and the South Pacific, Smith (1960; 1985) traces those European explorers aligned with the 
Rousseauian romanticism and the Enlightenment philosophy of the ' noble savage' epitomised by 
Louis Antoine de Bougainville's (1772) description of Tahiti in 1768 as an Arcadian 'La 
Nouvelle Cythere'. 2 From his visit in April 1768 on the ship La Boudeuse, Bougainville (ibid: 
156) wrote: 
'Several limes I went on inland walks. I fell as though I had been transported to the Garden of 
Eden ... Everywhere reigned hospitality, peace, joy, and every appearance of happiness'. 
Jn his book Green Imperialism, Grove (1995) suggests that discussions, sucb as Smith's (1960), 
of the 'Enlightenment' and 'Romantic ' philosophies tends to obscure the more signHicant and 
earlier transition in European attitudes towards nature and the environment. Grove sees the legacy 
of the oceanic island 'Eden' as a vehicle for new conceptions of nature in Europe, as part of the 
secular response to social and economic change culminating in the industrial revolution in the late 
18th and early 19th centuries. 
To Grove, it is not that such t!'ansformation of attitudes were not recognised in Europe, it is 
more that oceanic is lands provided a more effective metaphor for these changing attitudes. 
According to Braudel (1981: 69-50) by the end of the l 81h century, romanticists saw that: 
'vast areas of the earth were still a garden of Eden for animal life. Man's intrusion upon these 
paradises was u tragic innovation .. . what was shattered in both China and Europe with the 
eighteenth century was a biological Ancien Regime, a set of restrictions, obstacles, structures and 
numerical relationships lhal hitherto had been the nom1.' (Braudel in Grove, 1995: 55; italics my 
emphasis) 
Jn this regard, Pacific is land environments were appealing as they provided a more pronounced 
biological Ancien Regime, one that was unknown, easi ly romanticised and not fo1merly 
'corrupted' by any introduced European regime. 
Diamond 's (2005) recent environmental macrohistory appears to draw upon this legacy of 
an oceanic island 'Eden' by employing the islands as opposed to continents as environments more 
responsive to the activities of people. Diamond explains that the demise of certain societies is 
largely dependent on their island environments being more susceptible and responsive to human 
2Grove (1995: 237-238) translates: 'Bougainville was making a deliberate reference to classical visions of 
an idyllic island society. More specifically, he was alluding to the island dwelling of Aphrodite, Greek 
goddess of beauty'. 
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degradation in their 'natural' state. By contrast, the continued survival of other island societies, 
Diamond suggests, has been dependent on factors of social choice and future decision-making 
capacity. For Diamond, oceanic islands provide an effective metaphor for the need to change 
current conceptions of the environment towards an impending global environmental change. 
Romanticism, cultural diffusion and the origin of island floras 
Also blanketed by the apparent historical focus on the romanticism of Tahiti, but intertwined with 
attitudes towards nature, are questions of the origins of the Tahitian people and the insular 
biology of their island. A debate by naturalists regarding the origins of Tahiti's society and 
biology was established between, either the idea of spontaneous generation and indjgenous 
production, or, the diffusionist notions of migration or dispersal. For many Europeans entering 
the Pacific, Tahiti was one of the few remnants of an antedi luvian Eden. 
The first to really delve into this subject was the surgeon and naturalist of the La Boude11se, 
Joseph-Philibert Commerson. He stated: 'Tahitians may not be sprung from their own soil, 1 
mean, descended from ancestors who have always been Tahitians . .. ' suggesting the Tahitians 
were genealogically linked to populations outside of Tahiti. Nevertheless, to Commerson, 
Tahitians appeared as a different but virtuous race. The 'pristine' , non-European or non-corrupted 
state of the Tahitian society and environment was such that it appeared as an idealised Ancien 
Regime. 
Commerson's emphasis on migration and dispersal in understanding the variation in plant 
species and race differentiation is a critical starting point in this discussion. His views were 
typical of Enlightenment thinking in which there was a strong tendency to conflate 'native' or 
'indigeno\.ls' people with 'indigenous' plants. Witb this conflation was attached an awareness of 
the potential implications of European colonisation of island societies. Commerson (Pasfield-
Oliver, 1909: 201-203 in Grove, 1995: 243) states: 
'A society of men once corrupted ca1111ot be regenerated in its entirety ... colonies take with them 
everywhere ll1e vices of their metropolis'. 
Grove (ibid) suggests that Commerson was aware of the potential alterations to both island 
societies and environments with Eul'opean colonisation and hence promoted the protection of the 
'natural' environment as a means of retaining the virtues of the island Utopia in an attempt at 
preventing the 'inevitable' cycle of social and environmental decline that Cornmerson perceived 
of European society. 
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To Grove, first European contact with Pacific island societies provided a basis for new 
ideas of environmentalism, in explicitly revealing how the limitations of local and global 
resources were being disguised in an increasingly industrialised continental Europe. First contact 
accow1ts reflect a general discourse amongst naturalists and other commentators of a growing 
dissatisfaction in tbe increasing social and environmental changes exhibited io industrial 
European society, more so than any commentary on the state of Tahitian society and 
environment. For Commerson and other French naturalists, it related to the environmental 
deprivation that caine with Ew·opeau colonisation and the establishment of slave states on other 
island societies such as the Mauritius. 
Although many naturalists arriving on Tahiti after Commerson demonsb·ate a similar 
idealisation of the Tallitian environment, the backgrotmd to Comrnerson's interpretation of the 
island's flora is important. Grove ( 1995: 236) suggests that in Commerson's mind there is: 
'a connection between the discovery of an apparently innocent, uncomplicated society on Tahiti 
and the discovery of new plants by Commerson ... plants in their unspoih habitats stood as 
anthropocentric representations of a natural human order, one which had not been [in Rousseau's 
words] 'denatured .. . by the hand of man'. 
The discovery of new island plants became empirical proof of indigenous production, but one 
developed through some kind of unexplored biological and social process. Grove suggests that a 
connection between plant species variation and 'race differentiation' was made from 
Conunerson 's experience on other islands from which he proposed m.igration and dispersal over 
countless generations as an explanation for such race variation. In support of this migration 
hypothesis was the apparent natural equ ilibrium between human labour and food production, a 
balance between nattu·e and cultme. Conunerson observed of Tahiti: 
'Everything in their homes manifests the greatest intelligence ... their navigator is directed by 
observation of the stars ... their fruit trees are so planted at judicious intervals that they have not 
the tiresome monotony of orchards, though retaining all that is agreeable and pleasant in the 
latter'. (Pasfield-Oliver, 1909: l26) 
The concept of the Tahitian environment as 'pristine' and the use of certain cultivated 
plants as symbols of a 'Garden of Eden' continued well into the Enlightenment period. 
Commerson's and also Bougainville's descriptions and analyses of the Tahitian society and 
environment may have informed later explorers, including a nwnber of Anglophones. James 
Cook (Beaglehole I: 121-J 22) concluded of the Tahltian environment that: 
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' the Earth almost spontaneously produces or at least they are rais'd with very little labour, in the 
article of food these people may almost be said to be exempt from the curse of our fore fathers; 
scarcely can it be said that they earn their bread with the sweat of their brow, benevolent nature 
hath not supply'd them with necessarys but with abundance of superfluities.' 
Joseph Banks on Cook's HMS Endeavour voyage aJTived and registered in his journals the 
following co1Tesponding view: 
'Scarcely can it be said that they earn their bread with the sweat of their brow when their cheifest 
sustenance Breadfruit is procurd with no more trouble than that of climbing a tree and pulling it 
down. Not that a tree grows here spontaneously but if a man should in the course of his life plant 
ten such trees, which if well done might take the labour of an hour or thereabouts, he would 
completely folfil his duty to his own and future generations' 
Writing in 1789, the HMS Bounty mutineer James Monison (J 935: 152), perhaps after reading 
the accounts of Cook's crew, described the islands fertility in almost the exact same terms: 
'As every part ofi.hc Island produces food without the help of man, it may of this country be said 
that the curse of Eden has not reached it, no man having his bread to get by the sweat of his brow 
nor has he thorns in his path. ' 
Such paralleled comments can only represent the extent to which these early explorers were na'ive 
of both the cultural origins ofTal1itian society and the biogeographic origins of the island's flora. 
Empirical botan;cal data.from Enlightenment accounts 
Commerson was the earliest Linnaean trained botanist to enter the oceanic islands of Remote 
Oceania, specifically Tahiti. To his discredit, he never published any of his collections and only 
provided a cursory commentary on the status of the Tahitian flora (Smith, 1974). The level of 
detail provided for the Tahitian flora in the publications produced by the naturalists on Cook's 
voyages, was exceptional. The European experience of Tahiti was also exceptional in the amount 
of time spent exploring the island and the number of naturalists who became partly versed in the 
Tahitian language where environmental info1111ation could be obtained directly from the 
Tahitians. 
Between 1777 and 1778, Johann Reinhold and George Forster, who joined Cook on the 
HMS Resolution voyage, published compilations and analyses of comparative biological and 
ethnological data collected from the dozens of Pacific archipelagos. This represented the first 
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systematic attempt to define the geographic origins of plants and humans on Pacific islands. It 
became .immediately apparent that they were not entirely synchronous. Clarence J. Glacken 
(1967) suggests that the Forsters were the first to recognise human modification of the 
environment beyond the cultivations of which most Europeans were aware (e.g. root crop 
cultivations and fruit orchards). For U1e origin of Arrocarpus alrilis breadfruit on Tahiti, Georg 
Forster {1777) raised the possibility U1at humans were probably responsible for its distribution as 
they were rare in 'uncultivated' places. He also proposed a Southeast Asian origin for A. alrilis 
along with a number of other species. Johann Reinhold Forster (1778) also commented on the 
affinity of the flora of Tahiti and other islands with America and Asia. 
Despite the fact that Pacific botany began in Tahiti with the observations of Commerson 
and Banks, the ecology of the flora at tirst contact is poorly known (Fosberg, 1992). Botanists 
including Commerson and Banks never ventured into the high e levation areas of the island where 
modem botanical surveys indicate that most (70%) of the endemic plants are located (Meyer, 
2004). The concentration of early European botanists was instead on the heavily cultivated 
lowland areas where most of the food plant species were detem1ined. Some historians have 
remarked on how little ecological and ethnobotanical detail was provided on the manner in which 
food was produced (e.g. Oliver, 1974; Lepofsky, 1999; 2003). Dana Lepofsky ( 1999: 4) suggests 
that: 
' Despite the early European interest in acqumng food for their ships' crews, they wrote 
surprisingly little about the Maohi [Tahitian society] food production system ... Since the 
European had no context for understanding other aspects of food and production, little information 
was recorded about them ... neatly tended, fenced gardens. which were appealing to the European 
aesthetic, were praised and the details noted. On the other hand, arboriculturnl zones were not even 
recognized as cultivated gardens, and tree crops themselves were considered wild.' (Lepofsky, 
1999:4) 
With the exception of root ~Uld conn crop agriculture (e.g. Co/ocasia esculenta, lpomoea 
batatas) and especially breadfruit (A. a/Ii/is) cultivation, the most orchard-like tree of a kind 
familiar to Ew·opeans, few details were available on other cultivation practices. According to 
Lepofsky (ibid: 2 1 ): 
'Tn tenns of cultivation, this manifest1; in the fact that the Europeans wrote at great length about 
gardening practices that were fami liar to them but gave little attention to those that had no 
analogue in Europe. ' 
In an attempt to establish a broad definition of indigenous agricultural systems prior to European 
contact, Yen (1973b) highlighted this tendency in his appraisaJ of early European sources for the 
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eastern Solomon Islands in examining the translated journals of de Quiros, Leza (Markham, 
1904) and Munilla (Kelly, 1966). Before the advent of the Linnaean taxonomy most of the island 
plant products recorded by the Spanish were named according to the similar appearance of 
existing European foods or those experienced in the New World colonies by appearance, smell 
and taste. For example, the fruit of Spondias du leis (called the Ponune de Cy there or Apple of 
Eden by the early French explorers on Tahiti and the Tahitian apple by Cook) is refen·ed to by 
Leza as having ' the smell and taste of nectarine' (Markham, 1904 in Yen, l 973b: 36) and the nuts 
of lnocarpus fagifera (Parkins) Fosberg are grown 'within the shells like those of large carob 
beans' (Kelly, 1966 in Yen, 1973b: 36) later called Tahitian chestnuts by Cook when first 
describing the taste of these nuts in the Society l slaods. 
Early European missionary accounts of Remote Oceania 
The aiTival of London Missionary Society (LMS) evangelists on board the Duff to Tahiti in 
March 1797 represented the introduction of a more defined set of ideas on the origin of plants. 
The Judaeo-Christian perception of plants in nature provided an image of religious truths, 
pruticular of expressing the relationship between wild and cultivated plants. There was aa 
intimate connection between evangelism and cultivation that bttilt on the relationship between 
nalure and humans. Sujit Sivasundaram (2001) suggests that there were parallels in the way 
Evangelical missionaries and Enlightenment naturalists ordered nature. Just as the naturalists such 
as Commerson and the Forsters named and classified plants, missionaries also classified the 
island societies they visited, often providing islanders with new Etu·opean names, or classifying 
them as saved (converted) or lost (unconve11ed) souls. The closer the islanders were to nature, the 
further they had moved against the divine. 
The representation of island floras was critical to their position as it provided a metaphor 
for the state from which the island environments and the islanders themselves could be improved. 
The duty of the Evangelical missiomuy was to bring the Pacific lslanders under their God and to 
tend to the islanders as if cultivating a crop. Sivasundaram (ibid) suggests that the stages of 
spiritual development were marked by the improvements to natm·e, represented by the extent and 
productivity of gardens. To this aim, Tahiti appeared already 011 this path with the abundance of 
coconut palms and breadfruit trees. 
Tahiti was selected as the London Missionary Societie's first project as an experiment in 
evangelism. Rev. Thomas Haweis (1795 in Lovett, 1899: 120-121) noted in an early address 
entitled The VelJ' possible success ofa proper mission to the South Sea Islands, that the climate of 
Tahiti was hospitable, food was easily obtained; the government seemed amenable to missionary 
practice, there appeared to be no prejudices against religious practice and the language was easy 
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to acquire. Such a perception relied heavily on earlier natw·alist accounts, pa1ticularly of Joseph 
Banks to whom H.aweis fostered a close relationship. Evidence of the practice of cam1ibalism, 
infanticide and general social neglect in Tahjti was po1trayed in Cook's and Bank's journals, thus 
outlining the urgency of the missionaty project. Equally, Bank's descriptions of the presence and 
abundance of cultivated plants on islands became an evangelical metaphor for the potential of 
conversion. lf cultivation practices were not observed on an island, the perception then arose that 
islanders would therefore lean towards hostility of missionary practices. 
Empirical botanical data ji-0111 missiona1y accounts 
After the initial establishment of the missiona1y enterprise in the Society Islands, plants became 
pait of the Evangelising package of all islands, a process Richard Drayton (2000) describes as 
'agrarian patriotism'. In cases where certain cultivated plants were not documented for an island 
either by early explorers or initial missionary contact, they were intentionally introduced, 
pa1ticularly those plants that allowed replication of the improvements made on Tahiti, the 
'Garden of Eden'. Common introductions were breadfruit (Artocarpus a/ti/is), coconut (Cocos 
nucifera) and papaya (Garica papaya) but some European origin vegetables and ornamentals 
could also be successfully grown in tropical/sub·tropicaJ climates (e.g. Brassicaceae and 
Cucw·bitaceae). 
Later missionaries were actively involved in the collection of botanical specimens, but also 
tbe pubUcation of island lexicons for the primary aim of tnmsla6ng the Bible. Rev. John Davies 
first published A grammar of the Tahitian dialect of rhe pre-Polynesian language in 1823 as the 
first of such lexicons to include tenns and glosses for plant names as well as some Linnean 
names. For example, Uru is described as: 
' the general name of the breadfntit tree and fniit (arto carpus); see maiore. There are at Tahiti 
between 20 and 30 species, and as many names' (Davies, 195 I: 303). 
Rev. William Ellis continued to expand on this Polynesian grammar in first publishing his 
influential Polynesian Researches in 1829. Ellis compiled a considerable amount of ethnographic, 
linguistic, historical and biological material collected by his contemporaries and earlier 
missionaries who had arrived in the Duff includfag Rev. Charles Barff, Rev. John Orsmond and 
Rev. Lancelot Threlkeld (Gunson, 1994). 
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Beachcombing and the exploitation of island societies and environments 
The tenn 'beachcomber' was first coined in 1847 by the author and beachcomber Hennan 
Melville (Maude, 1964). Hem)' Maude (1964: 255) suggests that they were inunigrants who: 
'were essentially integrated i11to, and dependent for their livelihood on, the indigenous 
communities ... supplemented by casual employment ... as agents and intermediaries for the 
captains or supercargos of visiting ships.' 
Unfortunately, beachcomber accounts are conspicuous by their rarity paitly because many of 
lhese immigrants were illiterate opportunists, convicts or mt1lineers, but more because written 
accounts and descriptions of islands were not their prima1)' trade. Apart from the location of plant 
produce (e.g. sandalwood and vegetable supplies) botanical infonnation rarely fom1ed part of any 
refereuce to beachcombing activity. With some notable exceptions (e.g. Ma1tin, J 817; Melville, 
1846; Im Thurn and Whaton, 1925; Morrison, 1935), beachcombers rarely chronicled their 
exploits in the Pacific and provided little environmental information on the islands they visited. 
Their influence was more often noted in tl1e accounts of missionaries or indirectly inf erred from 
the amounts of various commodities recorded in ships journals or the cargo holdings from the 
various trading ports (e.g. Port Jackson; see Cumpston, 1964). 
One of the most detailed beachcombing accounts comes from William Lockerby's journal 
of his time spent on Vanua Levu (then called Sandalwood Island), Fiji from 1808-1809 (Im Thum 
and Wba1ton, 1925). Lockerby documented the exploitation of saodalwood from the islands but 
also highlighted the integral relationship between the indigenous communities and beachcombers. 
The most famous beachcomber account comes from the HMS Bounty mutineer James Monison. 
Morrison (1935) describes in narrative fonn the nature of island life, pa1ticularly the complexity 
of islander and mutineer relations. Of limited value are bis descriptions of the available resources 
on the isla nds visited (including Tubuai - see below). 
Maude (1959; 1964) outlined the beginning of beachcombing proper, and thought it a 
consequence of the expanding penal colony at Port Jackson in the early 1800s, where whalers and 
sealers became engaged in a variety of commercial ventures in the Pacific includ ing the Tahitian 
pork-trade, the sandalwood trade, pearling and beche de mer harvesting for the lucrative Canton 
and Calcutta markets. Each of these trades were unreliable and haphazard business ventures in 
which a pearl-trader, for example, would be required to locate sandalwood in order to supplement 
their income ii1 times of poor pearl harvests. 
To Maude (ibid), beachcombers could be differentiated from other immigrants in that they 
were dependent on island resomces and indigenous communities for their livelihood. 
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Missionaries, for example, were supported with resources supplied by the various evangelical 
societies based in Ew-ope. Beachcombers lacked the labour force required to secure enough 
commodity to maintain their income. Islanders were often willingly employed to harvest 
sandalwood or recruited as pearl divers, but in some cases they were "black-birded" for distant 
hwnan labour markets such as those in Callao. 
lnfen-ed social and environmental impacts of beachcombing 
From 1793 until the mid I 820s, beachcombing activity centered on the Tahitian pork trade 
rapidly adjusted the social and environmental framework of tile Society Jslands. Tahitian pig 
husbandry, even on a small scale, was regarded as a reliable and necessary supply for the growing 
Port Jackson market. Jt enabled pork traders to supplement their profits with other valuable 
commodities including pearls and sandalwood and beche de mer. 
The introduction of infectious diseases during this period produced the sharpest indigenous 
popul.ation decline, a lthough this has remained a point of speculation and contention (e.g. 
McArthur, 1968; Bushnell, 1989; Stannard, 1989). From his visits to Tahiti from 1768 to 1775, 
Cook (1777) thought the population of Tahiti exceeded 20,000. lt is likely that through infectious 
disease, "black-birding", and other colonia l mechanisms that the population fell to around 5000 
by 1816 (Henry, 1928). Similar, population declines are noted for Easter Island where in 1786 the 
population was greater thru1 2000 (La Perouse, 1798), later declining to around 1000 following a 
recorded smallpox epidemic in 1838 (Du Petit-Tbouars, 1841) and a wave of "blackbirding" in 
I 862 (see Chapter 4). 
Depopulation of the islands from disease and "black-birding" bad obvious ramifications for 
the coherency of the indigenous island societies. This social decline, bowever, was not a 
uniformly negative process. By working with beachcombers, is landers could obtain goods 
formerly unavailable to U1em, but influential in adjusting the social status of individuals or groups 
involved in beachcombing activity. The intensive production of pork, poultry and other food 
staples (root and tuber crops, breadfruit etc.), provided valuable trade for firearms and 
ammunition , metal tools, fishhooks, cloth as well as other rudimentary European goods (Maude, 
1959; Ward, 1972). The rise in beachcombing ships in the region allowed for islanders to join 
crews or in the case of the Pomare dynasty, purchase beachcomber ships (e.g. Governor 
Macquarie and the Minerva) for the purposes of fom1ing alliances and trade networks across the 
archipelagos surrounding the Society Islands. 
The environmental impact of beachcombing and other colonial activities on Tahiti during 
the height of the pork trade can be inferred from the changes in land-use associated with differing 
agricultural requirements. The inui1ediate effects of depopulation following the introduction of 
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disease and "black-birding" were dramatic changes in land-use primarily with the abandonment 
of agricultural systems in the upland areas of islands and increased soil degradation in the 
lowlands. Certain trade items, particularly food items preferred by visiting crews 111ay have been 
preferentially produced by islanders in place of more traditional foods that had no market value. 
For example, sweet potato (Jpomoea batatas) and yams (Dioscorea spp.) and European root crops 
(e.g. Solan11m tuberosum and Cucurbitaceae spp.) were preferred trade items for Port Jackson-
based ships over and above other vegetable crops (e.g. Colocasia esculehta) due to their better 
storage qualities. The influence of the Port Jackson market would have also changed the 
production of other cultural commodities (e.g. prestige artefacts). 
Soil erosion may have increased following widespread clearance of primary and secondary 
fores1 for conunercial agricultural ventures, including pig husbandry. Nunn ( 1990) suggests that 
since the main purpose of forest clearance was for commercial ventures rather than subsistence, 
much larger areas, formerly unsuitable for pre-cont11ct indigenous production were burnt. The 
introduction of exotic farm animals that may become feral (e.g. goats and cattle), created an 
additional mechanism for soil erosion through vegetation browsing and soil tnHnpling activity. 
The environmental impact of sandalwood and beche de mer harvesting 
The sandalwood trade was at its height in the early 19th century where it became so lucrative that 
supplies were exhausted quickly whereby new sources from other islands were highly sort after. 
The white sandalwood (Santa/um album) of the western lndo-Pacific was the first to attain 
industry notoriety with most or all of the other Pacific species having equivalent economic value 
(St John, J 947). Exploitation of sandalwood to Remote Oceania is best recorded for Fiji, Vanuatu 
a.nd the Hawaiian lslands (Im Thmn and Wlrnrton, I 925; Shineberg, I 967). There are seven 
species on the Hawaiian Islands and a number of undetermined forms and varieties (St John, 
1973). From 1811 to around 1828 it became such a profitable industry that fourteen foreign ships 
amongst many other expensive European curios were purchased by Hawaiian chiefs turning their 
commoners to the harvest (Shineberg, I 967: 9). By 18 17 sru1dalwood becrune the region's most 
lucrative commodity over and above the heche de mer and peru·I trades. 
Depending on the species, sandalwood trees in their matw·e state can reach a girth of - 30 
cm (some specimens are known to reach - 60 cm) and a height of ~2 m in the more tropical 
islands (Butaud et al 2005). The harvest of these bemi-parasitic trees sparsely distributed 
throughout the forested areas of many Pacific Islands was a destructive process and probably 
involved extensive deforestation. The trees were often located by their burning scent after tracts 
of forest were set alight. The burnt stumps of tJ1e trees were then uprooted then stripped of their 
young branches lacking the valuable oil in order to procure the oil rich heartwood portion of the 
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tree3• At the peak of the Fijian sandalwood trade, the crew of the American ship the Roscoe 
harvested 74 shipping tons (I 016 kg : l ton) from Mbua Bay in 3 Y:i months (Ward, 1972). 
Assuming that around 70 kilograms of heartwood may be procured from each mature tree 
(Butaud pers. comm. 2005), around 1000 trees were required for such a harvest. 
Beche de mer (dried Holothurioidea) were usually harvested during the same sandalwood 
expeditions (Ward, 1972). Jf extensive deforestation resulted from sandalwood harvesting, this 
was compounded by the demand for firewood for curing beche de mer. Uncured harvests would 
quickly result in spoil, thus dJ)'ing houses were required depending on the size of the operation. 
In pa1ts of Remote Oceania that produced rich beds of beche de mer (e.g. Fiji), curing took place 
in lru·ge purpose built drying houses. One Fijian operation recorded by Charles Wilkes (1852: iii. 
231-234) employed hundreds of men either for harvesting of beche de mer off the reefs or for 
collecting cords (- 3.5 m3) of firewood as fuel for the drying houses. According to R. Gerard 
Ward ( 1972), the average drying house required tl1e trunks of about 35 palms for construction and 
suggests that this process used up a significant portion of locally available palm groves. On the 
Fijian island ofNgaloa in 1832, J.H. Eagleston (in Ward, 1972: I 17-118) at one time measured 
11 0 cords (- 385 m3) piled and awaiting burning by a beche de mer drying house and suggested 
that the islands entire firewood supply was exhausted and most of the supply had been delivered 
from mainland Vanua Levu. Ward estimates that - 112 a cord (- 20 m3) was required for the 
drying of I picule (60.5 kg) of beche de mer and that between 1827 and 1835 over 160,000 m3 of 
stacked wood was combusted in Fiji alone. 
Plant introductions to Remote Oceania during the early European period 
A large number of plants in Remote Oceania, particularly taxa associated with cultivation sites, 
are considered by some Pacific botanists to be indigenous or naturalised by others (see Whistler, 
1990 as one example). For many of these species more detailed molecular phylogeographic data 
or the identification of subfossil material may yet resolve their botanical status. The current 
understanding of this subject, however, has to a degree been contingent upon the empirical 
botanical collection of Enlightenment explorers. Elmer Drew Men-ill (1946; l 954a; 1954b) who 
first collated the berbarium collections obtained during the Cook voyages, suggested that such 
accounts provide an invaluable source of empirical data on the origins of tbe island flora, 
especially given the emphasis early naturalists placed on plant collection. Other Pacific botru1ists 
(e.g. Yen, 1973b; St. John, 1978; 1979b) bave since expanded this analysis to incorporate other 
first contact enlightenment accounts. 
3see Edmund Fanning's (I 838: 61-63) description of sandalwood harvesting in Fiji during the 1830s 
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Botanical nnme Family Common name Date of 
introduction 
Albizia lebbeck Fabaceae faifai popa'a 1845 
Alium sp. Liliaceae Onion Before 1800 
Anacardium occidentale Anacard iaceae Cashew 1875 
A11anas comosus Brorneliaceae Pineapple Before 1811 
Anocmpus a/ti/is Moraceae Breadfruit, 'Uru Before 1768 (POL) 
Cananga odorata Annonaccae Y'laog y' lang, moto'i 1899 
Cari en papaya* Caricaceae Papaya, i' ita Before 1817 
Cecropia palmala Moraceae Snakewood Before 1890 
Citrus spp. Rutaceae Lemons, limes, oranges Before 1811 
Cocos nucifera Arecaceae Coconuts, niu Before 1768 (POL) 
Co.ff ea arabica Rubiaceae Arabian coffee 1817 
Cucurbitaceae Cucurbitaceae Pumpkins, melons etc. Before 1811 
Gossypi11m barbade11se"'* Malvaceae Cotton, vavai Before 1835 
Lantana camara Verbenaceae Taratara hamoa 1853 
Leucaena leucocephala Fabaceae Leucaena 1845 
Ludwigia octovt1/vis Onagraceae Willow primrose Before 1847 
Mangifera indfca Anacardiaceae Mango, Yi popa'a 1848 
Nicotiana tabacum Solanaceae Tobacco ? 
Persea americana Lauraceae Avocado, avoka 1846 
Psidium guajava Myrtaceae Guava 1815 
Saccharum o.fficianarum Poaceae Sugar 1835 
Solanum tuberosum Solanaceae Potatoes Before 181 l 
Tecoma stans Bigoniaccae Pi ti 1845 
Typha domi11ge11sis Cyperaceae 'Opaero 1830 
Theobroma cacao Sterculiaceae Cocoa 1880 
Vanilla sp. Orchidaceae Vanilla 1848 
Table 5.1 Preliminary list of introduced plants to Tahiti during the early colonial period (after .Barrau, 
1959; J 960 and Plorencc, 1993; Richards, 2005). * Timing of this introduction has been contested by 
several authors (e.g. Brown. 1935; Merrill, 1954; Langdon, 1989) """Also the indigenous species G. 
hirs11tw11 var. tailense. POL Polynesian introduction prior to first contact ( 1768). 
Merrill (1949; see also Yen, l973b) pojnts out that Europeans began introducing plants to 
Remote Oceania as early as I 568 when Medana and de Quiros (in 1595) attempted to establish a 
European settlement in the Marquesas by sowing maize (Zea mays) seed (Merrill, 1949, Yen, 
1973b)4• On the Juan Fernandez [stands (Chile), discovered in l 574 by Juan Fernandez, quince 
(Cydonia oblonga) and clover ('I'rifolium repens) were introduced by Le Hem1ite in 1624 
4The Galapagos Islands (Ecuador) were sighted by Fray Tomas de Berlanga in 1535 (Markham, 1892). 
This represents the earliest recorded 16th century European sighting of an island in Remote Oceania, but no 
records of any plant introductions exist. 
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(Wester, 1991). It seems that these early plant introductions a ll fai led but an increasing munber of 
attempts in the 18th century by European explorers, traders and missionaries began succeeded. By 
the 191h century introductions were widespread and an integral part of the colonial process. 
The introduction and extent of plant cultivations and/or invasions for the 19111 century is 
best recorded for Tahiti. Tahiti played a central political and economic role in the Pacific during 
the early colonial period. Along with the Hawaiian Islands, and less so the Fijian archipelago, it 
was one of the largest trading ports in the region with an amenable labour force and co-operative 
political elite in the form of the Pomare dynasty. Due to the political and economic ascendancy of 
Tahitian society and the Pomare dynasty, Tahiti became the primary colonial experiment, with 
both Europeans and Tahitians actively exploring new trading opportunities. The agents of these 
introductions included the island Polynesians, explorers and natmalists, crews on trading vessels 
and missionaries of both islander and European descent (Green, 2005). Numerous plant species 
whether economic plants or om amentals were introduced from the onset of European 
colonialism. The large number of botanical collections carried out on Tahiti since the Cook 
expeditions (see Smith, l 974) has meant tl1e island presents one of best available records of plant 
introductions for any island in Remote Oceania. 
Jacques Barrau ( 1959, 1960) and Jacques Florence (1993; 1997; 2004) have traced the 
European introduction of a series of economic plants intended for large-scale production on 
Tahiti (see Table 5.1). F lorence has also outlined U1e timing of introduction of a number of 
ornamental plants and some inadvertent introductions (weeds) that were naturalised early in the 
colonial history of Tahiti. Some of the large-scale plant productions were also noted by 
beachcombers such as John Child whilst stopping at the island in 1811 on the sandalwood harvest 
ship, the Hunter (Richards, 2005). Coffee (Coflea arabica) was introduced to Tahiti in 1817 with 
the intention of establishing large-scale crops as an alternative product to replace the failing 
sandalwood and Beche de mer trade. Charles Darwin ( 1839) observed during bis stay on Tahiti in 
1835 extensive cotton (Gossypium barbadense) and sugarcane (Saccharwn officianamm) 
plantations. Of the introductions listed a number are regarded as inadvertent introductions 
including ludwigia octova/vis. introduced to Tahiti prior lo 1847 (collected by Vesco, the 
surgeon of the Uranie; Drake del Castillo, 1893), probably introduced embedded in soil attached 
to coons of Colocasia esculenra and other aroids brought in for cul tivation in pondlield systems 
from the Western Pacific. Captain F.W. Beechey on the Blossom collected this plant from other 
islands in Remote Oceania in l 826 (Hooker and Arnott, 1830-1841 ). Later inadvertent 
introductions of this kind include Commelina d((fusa (Commelinaceae) introduced to Tahiti 
sometime prior to 1912 (Florence, 1993), but was not located by any botanists before tbis time. 
J .G.A. Forster {1786) collected C. di.ffusa (syn. C. nud(/lora) from the Tongan archipelago whilst 
on the HMS Resolution voyage (1 773-1777), suggesting this p lant maybe indigenous or a 
Polynesian introduction to Tonga, but a later introduction to Tahiti. 
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Plant extinctions in Remote Oceania during the early European period 
Evidence for plant extinctions in Remote Oceania are generally only available from discrete sub-
fossil records radiocarbon dated to within the period of human settlement. Macrofossil, pollen 
and phytolith records of more than fifteen plant species extinctions from Easter Island (Flenlcy et 
al 1991; Orliac, 2000) and a palm from Rapa and Rimatara in the Austral fslands (Prebble et al in 
prep; see Chapter 7) have provided the most notable extinction records. Extinction events have 
also been infetTed, prior to the time of human settlement, from the divergence of species lineages 
identified from molecular studies of modern species populations, but the precise liming and 
nature of these events remain inconclusive. 
Post first-contact extinction records from Remote Oceania are rare. Despite the history of 
botanical observation in Tahiti no plant extinctions have been docum.emed on the island (.Jean-
Yves Meyer Pers. Comm. 2005). This may be a function of a number of historical factors. Firstly, 
the earliest plant collections were concentrated in easily accessible areas near the coast and in the 
vicinity of settlements where few nire taxa may have been present (Merrill, I 949). A number of 
~luthors (e.g. Guppy, 1906; Ridley, 1930; Merrill, ibid) have noted that a large proportion of 
species collected by the naturalists on Cook's voyages, for example, were either weed species 
associated with cultivated areas or beach strand taxa common on most archipelagos. Secondly, 
prior to first contact many taxa may have already been extenrunated at these collection points by 
island populations in the expansion of agricultural and settlement m·eas. 
First contact and the Austral Islands 
The earliest European accounts of the Austral Islands 
The earliest European contacts with the Austral Islands, with the exception of Rimatara, were all 
associated with the prolific late 18111 century voyages of discovery. In Faddei Von Bellinghausen's 
account of Rapa from his 1820 visit on the Vostol<, however, he incorrectly proposed that Pedro 
Fernandez de Quiros made an earlier discovery of the island close to two hundred years before 
George Vancouver's sighting in 1791. Marotiri (Bass Rocks) are situated in roughly the same 
latitude (27° 45'S) provided in tbe Arrowsmith Hydrographic Charts. Following Bass, 
An·owsmith marked 'Los Cuatro Coronadas' on his chart as described by Quiros in Febmary of 
1606. Bellinghausen (1945: 225) suggested that Marotiri 'presents four swrunits to a vessel 
approaching from the westward'. Bellinghausen (ibid) translated Quiros's description of these 
rocks: 
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'On February 5111 of 1606, having proceeded about 25 miles from the land we had surveyed, we 
sighted in the evening four islands, fonuing a triangle, each of a size of 5 or 6 miles which were 
quite bare, uninhabited and in general resembling the island we had discovered.' (Quiros in 
Bellinhausea, 1945: 225) 
Barratt (J 996) suggests that Quiros's description more likely reflects the Actaeons in the 
Tuamotu Archipleago after their survey ofDucie Island to the northeast. 
The first European contact with the Austral Islands, in fact, took place on the l 51h August 
1769 at Rurutu with the HMS Endeavour under James Cook (see Table 5.6). To Cook, Rurutu 
(Oheteroa) was an island of 'little consequence ... 13 mi les in circuit and tolerably high, it appears 
to be neither populous nor firtile' (Beaglehole, 1955: 156). Joseph Banks attempted to land on the 
island but was prevented from making any detailed observations by virtue of an altercation 
between the islanders and the ship's crew. As well as Rurutu James Cook on the HMS Resolution 
voyage also sighted Tubuai towards the end of their four-year Pacific expedition in 1777, three 
years after visiting Easter Island. Unfortunately, to Cook (Rickman, 1967: 13 I), Tubuai 'appeared 
of little consequence', as did Rurutu, and no landfall was made on tbe island with few 
observations noted in any of the Resolution journals. 
Having experienced many of the Pacific Islands with James Cook on the HMS Resolutfon 
voyage of J 773, including Easter Island and Tahiti, George Vancouver was aware of many of the 
cultural and environmental traits of the Pacific Ts lands when he first sighted Rapa in I 791 as 
ship's captain on the HMS Discovery. Vancouver's (1798: I 214-215) account of Rapa from 
December 22nd 1791 highlights the limited but quintessential observations characteristic of 18°' 
century Enlightenment discoveries: 
' Its principle character is a cluster of high craggy mountains, fom1ing in several places, most 
romantic pinnacles, with perpendicular cliffs nearly from their summits lo the sea; the vacancies 
between the mountains would more probably be termed chasms than vallies, in which there was 
no great appearance of plenty. fertility or cultivation ... (Vancouver, 1798: l 214) 
Archibald Menzies, the Discove1y's surgeon and botanist, also had previous experience working 
in the Northern Pacific (including the Hawaiian Islands) as a ships' surgeon on the Prince of 
Wales between 1787 and l 788, related many of the same images, but in equaJly limited detail: 
'At noon we were within 6 leagues of the island & as we approachd nearer, it presented a most 
rugged appearance for the Shore on the western side rose here & there in high naked perpendicular 
cliffs & precipices that in some places overhung their base & appeard to be composed of 
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horizontal strata I.he summits of U1ese presented picked rocks & rugged shivers, irregularly piled & 
fonuing broken ridges & deep chasms overed the whole island ... About 3 in the afternoon several 
canoes were seen coming off from the shore which convinced us that this dreary looking island 
was inhabited & we now began to think that these strong-bolds were no doubt wbat their 
appearance at first suggested to us - places of defence ... At first we found it a very difficult task 
to bring any or the Canoes along side us with all the amicable signs & invitations we could thin~k 
of . .. ' (Shineberg, 1986: 65) 
None of the earliest Etu·opean contacts with the Austral Islands involved any landfall by 
ship crews. Discovered relatively late was Rimatara where the missionary transport ship under 
Thomas Henry, with two LMS missionaries, were probably the first Europeans to reach the islai1d 
in 1822, a lthough possible earlier dates for this event or other first contact events have been cited 
(e.g. Sharp, 1960: 192; Guillin, 2001). Maude and Crocombe (1962: 35) suggest that Michael 
Foldger [Folger] on the brig Daphne were the first to make contact with the island in 1812, 
although nothing of this altercation have been recorded. Rev. John Davies (1966: 95) writing in 
the 1820s suggests otherwise: 
' l have not spoken of any of my visi ts to Rimatara, a beautiful little island, about seventy miles 
west of Rurutu. We first beard of it from Auura: and Christianity being established at Rurntu , we 
succeeded in imparting the same blessings to the inhabitants of Rimatarn. My esteemed 
colleagues, Messrs. Threlkeld and Orsmond, were the first Europeans who visited it. ' 
fn an offshore exchange between a Rapan canoe pa1ty and the HMS Discove1y crew, 
Vancouver (1798: I 214-215) found that: 
'that it was impossible to gain from them any infonnation. Their answers to almost every question 
were in the affirmative; and our enquiries as to the name of their island, &c were continually 
interrupted by incessant invitations to go on shore. At length, I had reason to believe the name of 
tbe island was, Opara; and that their chief, Korie ... ' 
Tooworero was on board the HMS Discove1y, a Hawaiian returning home afier spending the 
previous two years in England, but according to Vancouver (ibid) he 'could understand very little 
of what they [the islandersJ said '. Menzies (Shineberg, 1986: 69) reiterates this confusion: 
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... I think it is probable [on the basis of Tooworero's poor understanding of the islands language] 
that Oparoo may not be the real name of the Island, though it was often their answer to our 
interrogation on that head and therefore adopted. 
The brevity of contact allowed by Vancouver with the islanders was mostly due to his likely 
anxiety toward finding news of their tender the Chat hams under William Broughton with whom 
they lost contact after a stom1 on their departure from New Zealand. The wake of Cook's death 
12 years earlier in 1779 probably entrenched their wariness of the benevolent potential of 
islanders that dissuaded them from leaving the ships confines to explore the island on foot. 
Another factor preventing the prospect of landfall may have been the extent reef shoals 
encompassing much of the perimeter of the island making any attempts a perilous venture. 
The earliest European settlers on the Austral Islands 
The earliest documented European settlement on any of the Austral Islands was by the HMS 
Bounty mutineers. Led by Fletcher Christian and James Mon-ison, the mutineers landed on 
Tubuai for three months in 1789, 12 years after Cook's first sighting of the island. From 
Monison's (1935) account tl1ey first an·ived on the 25th May for three days then returned to Tabjti 
where they obtained additional supplies intended for the construction of a 'fort' on U1e island. 
Reh1ming from Tahiti on the 23rd of June they stayed until the 17th September. Just under 460 
pigs, 50 goats, chickens, dogs, cats and a solitary cow were introduced to the island. Mon-ison 
(1935) provided a clear description of the island and its inhabitants, including details on the plants 
and animals brought to the island on the HMS Bounty and the local food and other plant 
productions on the island. 
By the early 19'11 century the influx of European visitors to the Austral Islands increased 
directly in response to the beachcombing industries and the activit ies of the LMS operating out of 
Po1t Jackson and Tahiti. According to Rev. John Davies (1961: 282), an American going by the 
name of Campbell lived on Rurut11 between around 1806 and 1814, but gave no information as to 
the nature of his stay. Apart from these two long-term residencies, no Europeans resided on the 
island for a great length of time, with only the LMS trained teachers from the Society Islands. 
Missionaries on the Austral ls/ands 
Two brigs (Queen Charlolle and Governor Macquarie) and a cutter (S11apper)6 were employed 
directly by the LMS to transport missionaries and their supplies to the Austral Islands from the 
established missions in the Society Islands. Rev. William Henry, one of the heads of the Society 
in Tahiti, who himself provided one of the earliest first contact accounts of Rurutu whilst 
sTbe Chatham passed by Ra'ivavae during the same expedition on 2nd December 1791. 
6ldentifying these ships logs would be profitable for assessing the relevant introductions. The Snapper was 
brought by the Tahitian chief Taati (Ellis, 1831; 372; Davies, 196 l) while the Govemor Macquarie was 
brought by Pomare II (Ellis. 1831: 377) 
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travelling from Sydney en route to Tahiti in 1800, employed his son Samuel Henry as Captain on 
these two ships. Samuel Henry is thought to have been the first European to encounter Rimatara 
in 1821 on the Queen Charlotte (see Table 5.7). 
After the HMS Discovery encow1ter with Rapa in 179 1 it was not until 1817, 27 years later, 
that the Queen Charlotte then under John Powell allowed fu1ther exchange between islanders and 
Europeans. Powell was forced to anchor off the coast of Rapa due to a lack of wind and seek 
additional supplies. Rev. WiUiam Ellis of the LMS was on board the ship and became the first 
missionary to make contact with any of the Austral Islands. Ellis's (1831: 371-377) description of 
the island and its inhabitants provides: 
' .. . we saw several canoes put off from the land, and not less than thirty were aficrwards seen 
paddling round our vessel. There were neither females nor children in any of the canoes .... Not 
withstanding all our endeavours to induce them to approach the ship, they continued for a long 
time at some distance, viewing us with apparent surprise and suspicion. At length, one of the 
canoes, containing two men and a boy ventured alongside ... The principal person [chief] in the 
canoe appearing willing to come on board, I pointed to the rope he was grasping, and put out my 
hand to assist him up the ship's side. He involuntarily laid hold of it, but could scarcely have felt 
my hand grasping his, when he instantly drew it back, and, raising it to his nostrils, smelt at it most 
significantly, as if to ascertain with what kind of a being he had come in contact. ' 
The first mission station was established on Ra'ivavae in 1819 by a self-anointed Tahjtian 
missionary named Para, who has often been described as a 'political agent' of King Pomare II of 
Tahiti (e.g. Ellis, 183 1: 377). Para joined an expedition led by Pomare in his attempt to gain 
political alliances in the region during a period of negotiated colonial rivalries between the French 
and British. It was not until 1822 when the first Christian mission stations under the auspices of 
the LMS were established on Tubuai, Ru111tu aod Rimatara (see Table 5.2). In contrast to most of 
the remote Pacific islands, the Austral Island stations, as in the Marquesas and Tuamotu 
Archipelago were not run by resident European missionaries, but were instead pioneered by 
' native teachers' (Gunson, 1978). This experimenl with 'native teachers' forn1ed integral part of 
the evangelical mission in the region (Lovett, 1899; Davies, 1966). The expense for the Society in 
operating a station fit for a European missionary could not be justified unlike a trained Tahitian, 
for example who could quickly interpret and translate some basic ideas of Christianity, consume 
the same food and occupy inexpensive non-Bw·opean housing. This represented an experiment 
for the Society, enabling cheaper and more rapid expansion and ultimately more conversions. 
The advent of mission stations throughout the Austral Islands brought an immediate series 
of social and technological changes including the increased introduction of goods and technology. 
The most common assumption is that missionaries urged the islanders to move from their 
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dispersed inland and hilltop habitations in order to establish new communities by the shore 
adjacent to the newly-built churches and mission stations. The construction of piers adjacent to 
these coastal settlements facilitated trade and improved the delivery of supplies. Missionary 
presence with their inherent focus on conversion and education through translation aided 
communication between islanders and the growing number of traders. Few records arc available 
that identify the specific items introduced by missionaries to the Austral Islands. 
Population decline folJowing first contact on the Austral Islands 
Vancouver (1803: 214-217) estimated the population of Rapa at first contact in 1791 to be 
approximately 1500, around three times greater than the most recent census records. No fim1 
estimates of population size were provided for the remaining inhabited Austral l slands, but early 
missionary estimates suggest similar pre-contact population sizes. Ellis (1831) suggested that 
Rurutu had the greatest pre-contact population size of around 3000. With the f"trst Christian 
mission stations in the Australs established between I 819 and 1822 under the auspices of the 
LMS, precise estimates of population sizes from early congregation census indicate a marked 
decline in population of at least one half since first European contact (see Table 5.2). The earl iest 
congregation census undertaken on Rapa in 1822 suggests that its population had dropped to 
more than one third of its pre-contact size (Davies, 1827). Between first contact and the 
establishment of the first mission stations, estimates of population decline for each of the Austral 
Islands between (see Table 5.2) show that, like Easter Island, the island populations all declined 
by at least one half, with Rurutu the worst affected. 
Although population estimates are genera lly imprecise, such demographic changes appear 
to be the nonn for many Pacific islands (Moorehead, 1966; MacArthur, J 968; Maude, 1982), and 
may have been due Lo a munber of factors. With the increased trade of guns with the 
beachcombing trade, endemic warfare may have increased, as has been infened for many island 
societies (e.g. Easter lsland). Events of "black-birding" took place on the Australs (sec below) 
and with the advent of the bcachcombing trade islanders may have taken the opportunity to 
migrate to other islands on board trader's sh ips. By far the most likely cause of population decline 
appears to be introduced disease from earlier European contacts. 
After sighting Ra'ivavae on January 28th 1775, the Spaniard Tomas Gayangos and the 
Aguila returned to Tahiti apparently introducing the first case of gastric influenza to the island 
(Moorehead, 1968: 55). lt is possible that some of the crew of the Aguila also introduced this 
disease whilst at Ra'ivavae given that some contact was made between islanders coming on board 
the ship whilst anchored overnight. Rev. Pritchard and Rev. Simpson noted a 'malignant fever' 
that had passed through Ra' ivavae originally brought from Tubuai (Ellis, I 83 l: 378). The first 
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recorded case of tuberculosis on the Austral Islands was in 1831 by D.R. Darling (1835) who 
found that the Tahitian missionary, Nene, 'was very ill of a consumption' and understood that his 
wife had died of the disease about 18 months previous. Disease seems the most likely explanation 
for the dramatic population decline seen on Rimatara between 1812 and 1822 dropping from 
around 1200 to around 300 in just eleven years. 
Dute of Con~re Dnte of Population Yen rs References 
Island Missionaries mission -gation first at first after first 
arrival size contact contact European 
contact 
Rurutu LMS missionary 1822 314 1769 -3000 53 Ellis and 
Rev. Hemy Nott, Oct Tyeminn Rev. Lancelot (1822), 
Threlkeld, Rev. Ellis (183 1: 
John Orsmond 401) 
with Ahuriro and Davies(J961: 
Fainau from Tahiti 283) 
Ra' ivavae Para from Tahiti 1819 700-800 1775 1400-2000 44 Ouvies( l961: 
Oct 274). Montgomery 
(183 1:89), 
Mussall ( 1969: 
11 -12), 
Ellis (1831: 
376-377) 
Tubuai LMS 111i~s ionary 1822 600-800 1777 -2000 45 Ellis (1831-
Rev. Henry Natt, 385-386), 
Hnpunin and Mo1'l'ison 
Snmuelu from (1966) 
Tuhlli 
Rapa Holli and Nene 1826 - 500 179 1 - 1500 35 Davies (1827: 
from Tahiti Jan 33 J), Ellis (1831) 
Rimalara Two 1823 200-300 1812 - 1200 11 Davies ( 1961 : 
missionnr.ics 284-Z85), Bilis 
from Jll1' iatca, (1831: 389· 
fparavn and 390), 
Oo (Borabora) 
Table 5.2 List of first mission stations established in the Austral Jslands, French Polynesia. See Appendix 
II for primary and secondary sources references. 
"Black-bird;ng" on the Austral Islands 
As discussed in Chapter 4 ' black-birding,, the kidnapping of islanders for slave labour began on 
Easter Island by around 1805 and continued through the remainder of the 19th century. "Black-
birding" of Austral Islanders probably began in 1812 with the exploits ofMichael Foldger on tbe 
brig Daphne at Rimatara, Tubuai and Raivavae in 1812. Based out of Port Jackson, Foldger was a 
notorious "black-birder" and prorrunent pork and sandalwood trader. Foldger depruted with the 
Daphne from Port Jackson on September 261\ 1812 en route to Calcutta via the East Pacific 
where he hoped to obtain cargo of sandalwood, pearls, beche de mer and other produce for the 
Bengal marketplace (Maude and Crocombe, 1962). 
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Towards the end of 1812, Foldger managed to locate Rimatara (Hendii ke, 1813 in Maude 
and Crocombe, 1962) where it is unclear whether landfall was made. This event represented the 
first recorded sighting of Ri matara by any European crew. He had a reputation for his harsh 
treatment of islanders, where on Rimatara according to Hendrike (ibid), fourteen of the eighteen 
islanders wbo visited the ship were apparently driven overboard to their deaths under Foldger's 
orders. Rev. John Davies (196 1: 273), in refetTing to Ra' ivavae, states that Foldger ' ill used the 
friendly natives in several instances' suggesting his notoriety was known even amongst 
Europeans. Foldger ultimately came to his death upon revolt of a group of captive islanders in 
1815 (Maude, l 968a: l 96). 
Given the extent of "Black-birding'' recorded on many of the Pacifi c archipelago 
throughout the beachcombing period, it is likely that a number of unrecorded "black-birding" 
episodes took place on the Austral Islands. A number of records exist for ships that past through 
the Austral Islands without their activities or intentions recorded. On Rapa, for example, two 
ships are known to have docked at the island between 1791 and 1835. This does not take into 
account the likely munber of ships that visited the island without record . 
Empirical botanical observations of the Austral islands 
The richest botanical record of early European accounts, surprisingly, comes from Rapa, the most 
isolated of the main inhabited Austral Islands. From U1e initial sighting of Vancouver on the HMS 
Discovery in 1791 to the establishment of the fi rst mission station on the island in l 826 eight 
visits are listed in Table S.1. A further ten visits were recorded between 1826 and 1834 when 
Jacques Antoine Moerenhout visited the island, the first European to observe all of the Austral 
ls lands. Most of the encounters were brief and rarely exceeded one night stays, and until October 
1825, when the cutter Snapper made landfall with two Tahitian missionaries (Hota and Nene), all 
observations were made within one league (<3 nautical miles) of the island's coastline. In 
addition, most of the accounts were written retrospectively, not in ships logs or in journal form, 
and were all published a number of years after the encounter. 
Botanical observations of the Austral Islands by Enlightenment naturalists 
The infrequent landfa ll and the brief encounters that characterise first voyages to the Austra l 
lslands limited European observations to the few available visual cues seen from offshore. The 
relative lateness of the European discovery of the Austral Cslands, post 1769, meant that most 
explorers were aware of a large component of island floras, especially economic plants and strand 
taxa. The description of the environment of Rapa by Vancouver and Menzies on the HMS 
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Discovery, taking place within 6 leagues (-30 kms) from the shore highlights the limitations of 
offshore botanical observation. To Vancouver, Rapa was conspicuoi1s by the 1.ack of Cocos 
nucifera (described as the 'cocoa·nut' palm; see Table 5.3). Even with his experience of 
extensive travel throughout the Pacific, he failed to identify any Colocasia esculenta pondfield 
production systems, perhaps because the views of the inland valleys were obscured by thick 
shrubby vegetation along the coastline. 
The most informative botanical observations both Vancouver and Menzies made concerned 
the contact with the islanders coming out from the shore on canoes. In tJ1e absence of adequate 
communication during such enc0tmters, items of material culture were observed including 
clothing, canoes and vegetable produce intended for trade. Vancouver (J 798: I 215) found that: 
' ... they [the islands] were chiefly clothed with shrubs and dwarf trees. Neither the plantain [Musa 
spp.]7 nor other spontaneous vegetable productions conm1oa to the inJmbited tropical islands, 
presented themselves.' (Vancouver, 1798: I 215) 
Menzies (Shineberg, l 986: 65-66) made some more technical observatfons of clothing items and 
canoe construction: 
'The only cloathing they wore were a narrow slip of cloth made from the bark of a tree [prob. 
Hibiscus ti/iaceus but potentially Broussonefia papyr!fera] which passed round their waist & 
between their legs, this cloth appeard to be a very scarce article amongst them as many of them 
had not sufficient of il lo cover their nakedness, il was evident however that they generally wore 
something for that purpose, as some of them had btmches of leaves of a species of Dracena [prob. 
Cordylinefrwicosa] suspended to a girdle round their middle for that intention. Their Canoes were 
small & narrow but neatly fon11ed, rising a little at each end to a sharp point with out riggers titted 
to them - similar to the generality of Ca110es in this Ocean. They had also double canoes with 
Sails constructed in the same manner, & though we observd no wood or timber on the lsland ofa 
size capable of making their canoes yet they did not seem to be a scarce article among the Natives, 
for at one time we counted no less than 30 canoes about the Ship & between us & the Shore, eight 
or nine of them were double ones each of which had upwards of 20 men, & few of the single 
Canoes had less than five men, many of them had more, so that we estimated ... ' 
Only three or four plant species may be inferred from the descriptions provided in both 
accounts (see Table 5.3). More general comments were made regarding the status of the island's 
vegetation, including the impoverished state of the forests and absence of coconut palms as 
summarised here by Menzies (Ibid; 67-68); 
7Misprinted as 'plantation' in the second edition. 
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'The valley round the bottom of the Bay is tolerably pleasant when compard with other parts of 
the Island being scattered over with Bushes among which we could perceive the habitations of the 
Natives & some little signs of Cultivation, the hills bebiad & on the South Side of it appeard thinly 
coverd with some verdure & here & there wooded with some scrubby Trees particularly in the 
hollow places between the hills, but they seemed of no great magnitude. Towards the North end 
the hills are not so rugged & rocky but ascend wilh a smooth surface coverd with grass & destitute 
of Trees or bushes of any kind. We observed no Coco:i Nut Trees [Cocos nucifera] anywhere on 
the Island.' (Shineberg, 1986: 67-68) 
Botanical observations of the remaining inhabited Austral Islands made by other 
Enlightenment naturalists are comparatively poor. Banks (1969: 331) noted the colouring of 
clothing items on a canoe party encountered whilst at Rurutu, suggesting the use of dyed bark 
cloth using either Hibiscus tiliaceus or Broussonetia papyrifera, but was only able to make the 
following botanical observations of the island's vegetatiou (sec Table 5.6): 
'The Island to all appearance that we saw was more barren than anything we have seen in these 
seas, the chief produce seeming to be Et6a (the wood of which make their weapons) [ Casuarina 
equisetifolia]; indeed every where along shore where we saw plantations they were coverd by trees 
of this kind between them and the sea': 
The few comments that James Cook made of Tubuai (see Table 5.5) were concentrated on 
a canoe pruiy that came out to meet the HMS Resolution on August 4th 1777. Cook (Rickman, 
1967: 13 I) observed that: 
'their beads ornamented with shells, feathers and flowers, and their canoes elegantly carved, and 
neatly constructed ... They appeared timid; but by thei r waving greeo boughs, and ex11ibiling other 
signs of peace, they gave us reason to believe that they were friendly . They exchanged some fish 
and cocoanuts [Cocos nuc/fera], for nails and Middleburgh cloth [Tongan tapa cloth -
Bro11sso11etia papyriferaJ. The appearance of the inland was lofty, but small. .. ' 
In 1775 Tomas Gayangos and Jose de Andia y Yarela's led a Spanish expedition to 
Ra'ivavae on the Aguila and provided useful descriptions of plants allowing for some botanical 
determinations to be made. Unlike the Cook expeditions, no one on board was trained in Linnean 
botany, however, the Aguila carried two Tahitians on board who could identify some of trees 
present using their own vcmaeular and were able to converse to a limited extent with some of the 
islanders who visited the ship. None of the crew made landfall, although the Aguila was anchored 
only - 270 m (lYz cable lengths offshore; Andia y Varela in Corney, 1913-1919: 31 1). Both 
Gayangos and Andia y Varela provided very brief descriptions of the island and instead 
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concentrated on the altercations had with some of the islanders on board the ship. Jn their 
accounts Gayangos and Andia y Varela's use of Tahitian plant vernacular, and other descriptions 
of plants observed on Ra ' ivavae, permits the identification several species (see Table S.4). Apa.ii 
from these plant identifications, few other observations of the island environment were made in 
their one-day visit. Gayangos (in Corney, 1913-1919: 179) states: 
'lt is hilly, but not very rugged, well limbered, and surrounded by a reef within which is a broad 
lagoon. Its verdure and reddish-coloured soil make it appear very fertile, to the view : euru 
[Artoca1pus a/ti/is], plantains [Musa spp.], and other fruit-bearing trees could be distinguished.' 
Andia y Varela's (in Corney, 1913-1919: 312) description is similar but lists some additional 
plant names and indicates the extent of palm groves: 
'The reigning Chief in the island is called "Teraberobari'; his country is hilly, but wears a fairly 
ferti le aspect. The trees that are called in Otahiti Euru, Etoa, Eihi, Ptmm, Aiti'1, T11t11y, [see Table 
5.4 for botanical names] and several others, extend halfway up the slopes of the island; and lhcrc 
are several groves of coco-nut palms along its beaches.' 
Morrison's botanical observations of Tubuai 
Not only did the HMS Bounty settlement on Tubuai in 1789 represent the earliest European 
settlement of the island, but also the first record of animal and plant introductions by Europeans 
to the Austral lslands. As mentioned, 460 pigs, 50 goats, chickens, dogs, cats and a cow were 
introduced to the island upon their retun1 from Tahiti. But on their initial arrival at Tubuai, 
exactly one month after U1e Captain Bligh mutiny, the mutineers offloaded a cargo of mostly 
spoiled breadfrnit plants intended for the Caribbean. It is unknown whether these plants were ever 
recovered by any of the islanders for planting in their own breadfruit groves. Mol1"ison t1935: 68) 
does indicate that breadfruit (Artocarpus altilis) was an already established crop on the island and 
was used along with Calophyllum i11ophyllum1 called 'Twnmanno', for canoe construction. 
Morrison (ibid: 61) also managed to make several botanical and ethnobotanical 
observations of island. Of the cultivated plants observed on Tubuai, he found that 'Almost 
everything Common to the Society Islands ... ' was successf11lly grown. He suggests that 'The 
cloth tree here [on Tubuai] grows to a larger size then in the Society isles, though they do not 
Cultivate it' (ibid: 66). He also found that the ripe seeds and flowers of Pandanus tectorius, called 
the palm apple, were used to make necklaces (ibid: 61 ). 
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later naturahst observations of the botany of the Austral Islands 
The final European expedition to the Austral Islands that couJd be aligned within the 
Enlightenment period was the Russian led Vostok expedition. The ship's captain, faddei Von 
Bellingshausen ( 1820) led this naval and scientific expedition but focused on the ethnography of 
the Pacific lslands. No botanist naturalist joined the expedition although a ship's artist, Pavell 
Nikolaevich Mikhailov and astronomer, Ivan Mikhailovich Siminov, were employed to make 
broader observations of the islands. The Vostok only visited Rapa on 29'h June 1820 for two 
nights where in an encounter with several canoe parties offshore descriptions of a number of 
economic plants were made (see Table 5.3) allowing for botanical determinations to be inferred. 
Their descriptions included a potato Like plant (Co/ocasia escuJenta or Jpomoea batatas), possib ly 
yams (Dioscorea spp.), bark sashes (Hibiscus tiliaceus or Broussonelia papyr{(era) and dried 
pumpkin (Lagenaria siceraria). 
Hugh Cuming, a privately funded naturalist voyaged to Easter Island, Rapa, Ra'ivavae, 
Tubuai and Rurutu on his owner-built ship the Discove1y in 18278 (Fischer, 1991; Gunson, 1994; 
Richards, 2004). His observations of the environment and cultures of the Austral Islands were 
minimal as he only ever stayed on each island for a few nights or less, never la11ding on 
Ra'ivavae due to rough seas. Cuming was an avid plant collector but concentrated his collecting 
on shells and other items. Being the first naturalist to make landfall on Rapa (also on Tubuai and 
Rurutu), Cuming managed to obtain 'a number of botanical specimens new to me, amongst which 
several species of Laurels and some beautiful Mosses & Fems' (Cuming, n.d.: 122 in Gunson, 
1994: 290-291). He later collected 'several Crytogamia, of much interest to the Botanist' from 
Rurutu (Cuming, n.d.: 106). During his brief stay on the island, Cuming employed the resident 
Tahitian missionaries to assist him in bis collecting, greatly increasing the extent of his 
collections (Gunson, 1994: 290). He has since been regarded as perhaps the greatest of lhe 
collecting naturalists of his time, although he was criticised for providing inexact provenances for 
his specimens. Much of his Pacific berbarium collection was sold in Britain to private collectors, 
but replicates are held by a number of European herbaria including the Royal Botanic Gardens, 
Kew (Gunson, 1994). 
Jacques Antoine Mocrenhout ( 1837), a wealthy Belgian pearl-trader, wrote extensively on 
Easter and all of the Austral Islands during his visits between I 828 and 1834 (see also de 
Deckker, 1997). He provided few details of bis own exploits as a pearl trader and burgeoning 
politician based in Tahiti, perhaps given the precariousness of his trade. Later becoming the U.S. 
Co11sulate General to the Oceanic Islands from 1835, he states that his visits were primarily 
8Some contradictory accounts suggest Cuming was travelling throughout the Pacific in 1832. 
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conducted in order to ascertain their geography, culture and •general considerations of their 
conunerce' (Moerenhout, 1983: 12). 
Moerenhout's interests were primarily in the colonial and resource potential of the islands. 
But with this interest came an understanding of the agricultural systems and economic plants of 
the islands. From hjs overnight stay on Rapa in February 1834, Moerenbout (1983: 64) suggests 
that: 
'The vegetation of Rapa is much less rich than in most of the other islands. You scarcely see any 
large trees there. The largest is the tiairi (alcurites triloba) [Aleurile.1· molucca11a], which 1he 
natives use the trnnk of in building of their dugouts and the nut as a form of light, as in all of the 
islands. There is also sandalwood there. ' 
Contrary to this desciiption of Rapa, modern botanical surveys of the island suggest that the 
vegetation of Rapa is in fact the richest and most diverse of the Austral Islands (e.g. Meyer 
2002a; 2002b). Moerenhout's focus on agricultural productivity suggests bis description may 
only address the Jack of arboricultural species including fruit, nut and canoe building trees. 
Moerenhout's knowledge of the flora was li mited to his experience of the Tahitian flora 
and the plant vernacular recognised for the main economic species. He was aware of the botanical 
names for some species as his following description of Colocasia cultivation on Ra'ivavae 
reveals: 
'Products of Laivavae [Ra' ivavae] differ already considerably from those of the tropics. There is 
almost no breadfruit a:nd, <1:; at Rapa, one finds on ly fish, taro (ca ladium csculentum) [Colocasia 
esculenta] and ti (dracaenae species) l Cordyli11efi•111icosa]. Taro is cultivated on a kind of isthmus 
which separates a small part oftbe island from the principal part. Since this isthmus is very low, il 
has to be protected by dikes against the force of the sea, which in very bad weather bad often 
broken these barriers, and the inhabitants of Laivavae hold in their memo1y frightful famines 
caused by these floods.' (Moerenhout, 1983: 66) 
Moerenhout spent fourteen days on Tubuai, where like Momson, he found despite tJ1e 
is land being 'situated ... so exactly at the end of the tropics', most of the products of Tahiti were 
grown there: 
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'The road along the shore is pleasant and picturesque, covered with aito (casuarina equisetifolia), 
with tomana (calophyllmn inophyllum), with miro (thespesia populnea), with bouraau (hibiscus 
liliaceus), all magnificent trees, the first of which is often up to a hundred feet high. You walk 
there in the shade; the air is generally fresh and always scented with pandanus flowers [Pandanus 
tectorius], which abound in this place .. .' 
Moerenhout ( J 983) also noted the successful cultivation of cabbages and onions on the island as 
be also found 011 Rapa. He did not indicate how long he spent on both Rurutu (Rouroutu) and 
Rimatara, but the brevity of his description of these islands suggests that be may have only stayed 
for a very short time. 
Ycar(s) Forelgne1· accounts Duration of £xollc nnlmnl Records of Indigenous References 
encounter or plnnt plant~ or pre-European 
nnd landfull Introductions plant Introductions 
1791 George Vuncouvcr & I night None -Cordy//11e/i·11t/coso or Vancouver 
22'.i Dec Archibald Menzies on No landfall Pa11da1111s ((•ctor/us (drnceno); ( 1803: 216-217), 
the HMS Discovery -Hibiscus t/lloccus or Shinebcrg 
B1·011sso111'tla papyri/era? ( 1986:59-69) 
tbnrk cloth); 
-No Cocos 1111clfcr1.1 (cocoa 
nut trees); 
-No Musa ~no. !olnnt11i11) 
1813 6"' Stephen Reynolds on the ? ? None Richards (2004: 
Sent NewHo:.ordl No lundfoll 4) 
1815 20'" John Powell and lhc bng I night 'I None Richards (2004: 
July E11d1'avQ11r of Port No landfall 4) 
Jackson Barden ( 1999: 
23), 
Ell!s! l831: 371) 
1817 26111 Rev. William Ellis on the I night None °Cordylineji'l1tico.5a (ti) Ellis (183 1: 364-
Jan brig Q11ee11 Cllar/o//e No landfall -Sama/11111 /nsu/arum (sandal 367) 
under John Powell wood) 
1820 29'" Faddci, I'. Von 2 nights None -Co/ocas/a esc11/e111a Barratt ( 1988: 
w 30'" Bellingtm1scn, Ivan No landfall (niro; ' like a potato in 199-221), 
Ju11e Mikhnilovich Si111inov, flavour') Langdon 
nnd Pavcll NikolRcvich -Dioscorea spp? ('root (1988: 191-1 92) 
Mikhailov. Novosi l'skii like a rndish') 
011 the brig Vostok with -l-Jiblsc11s 1//iacc11s or 
the tender Mim)•i Bro11sso11c1ia P"P>Wifem? 
('twisted fibres of tree 
bark ... '; 'sashes or 
girdles mode from trc:e 
bark or grass ... ') 
-Lage11aria .vicer01'fo (dried 
oumokin) 
1825 Shout on the cutter I 11ight? N<>nc None Pritchnrd 
July Snapper No londfull ( 1929), 
Brnnogan, 1996: 
99) 
1825 Oct Hotn and Ncnc on the I night None -Colocosla csc11/e11w (roro) Dovie~ ( 1827: 
cutter Snapper probably first landfall - a few tons of Sa111a/11m 33 1 ), Hunson 
under Thomas ~bri II or ins11/am111 (snndalwood) (1970: 27-3 1) 
Shout procured Ellis (1831: 373) 
1826 Jon -Rev. John Davies 011 the I week -Car/ca papaya •twenty tons of Sa111alll111 Davies ( 1825-
brig Governor landfn.JI (popoyn) /11s11/an1111 (snndulwood) 1826; 1827: 331; 
Macquarie under Samuel missionaries procured 1961: 280). 
Henry accompanied by resident Brnnogon (1996: 
the Tahiunn missionaries 71-72) 
Hota and Nene nnd their 
wives and two other men, 
Mahana and Pauo. 
-Thomas Ebrill on the 
M/111!11'" (owned by 
Pomare Ill) and Elley on 
the Ac1/ve (owned by the 
LMS) 
Cont 
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Year(s) Foreigner 11cc1111nh Duration of Exotic ani111al Records of indigcnm1N Rcforeuccs 
encounter or plant plants 01· pre-European 
and landfall introductio11s nlunt introductions 
1826 Jan Thomas Ebl'ill on the I day 'I -probably harvested Sa11ta/11ni Branagan ( 1996: 
and gai Minerva (owned by landfall /11s11/arw11 (sandalwood) 71-72), 
April Pomare Ill) and Elley on Richards (2004: 5) 
the Actlva (owned by the 
LMS) a return trip; also 
lhe Snapper owned by 
Tali 
1826 Samuel Stutchbury on ? -rat -Co/ocasla esc11/e11ta (taro) Brn11agnn ( J 996: 
22nd the pearl trnding ships Sir landfa ll -Sa111a/11m /11s11lar111n 71-72) 
April George Osbo111·11i: and (sandalwood, Enhi) 
Rolla -Anocarp11s al////s 
(brcadfrnit) 
-Co1·dy//11cjh1t/coso or 
Pipcraccac spp. (ti, 'they also 
have the ti 1001 of which the 
Tahitians fom1cr ly mndc an 
intoxicating drink called 
ava'p, 72) 
1826 11111 Samud Stutchbury on ? ? ? Brnnngun ( 1996: 
June the pearl trading ships Sir 71-72), 
George o~·ba11rne ond Richards (2004: 5-
Rolla 6) 
1826 Ii irom Paulding 2 nights None ·Colocas/a esc11/e11ta (tnl'l·ow) Paulding ( 1970: 
2Sth'h Travelli1ig on the landfall ·Alacas/a macrorrhlza or C. 25 I ·255), 
June schooner Dolplt/11 on esc11le111a? (mountain tnrrow Richards (2004: 5) 
route to Cbile from - resembles the West Indian 
'Toubouai' (Tubuai) in yam) 
pursuit of the murineers Santa/11111 /11s11/am111 (sandal 
of the Globe. A party of wood) - 111e Englishmen 
English beachcombers &uggested thnt it was scnrce 
(one called Young) were but Paulding remarks that 'we 
present on the island considered d1is, of doubtful 
apparently sent on the veracity'. 
Active by the Richard 
Charlton, the English 
Consul b~scd at 
lionolulu to ob1:1<i11 beche 
de mer and Randnlwood 
1826 4" Obed Stnrbuck on the ? ? ? Richards (2004: 7) 
foly American whuleship 
loper 
1826 Benjamin Saies ? ? '! Saies ( l 826) 
1829 1211' I.MS rnissiom1rics Rev. ? Jutroductions -Ap/11111 sp.? ('an abundance Pritchard and 
April Pritchard and Rev. listed as fro111 of wild celery') Simpson (1830 in 
Simpson probably on the 'l'ahiti: fowl. -5)iryg/11111111a/acc1111se (Ahin) Stokos ms) 
Snapper under Samuel pigs, kumara, ·Calocasla asc11/e111a (taro) 
Henry pUJ11pki11s, ·Musa spp. (mountain 
melons, papau plaintain - possibly 
(Car/ca introduced) 
papaya?), -Cocos 1111cifera 'One coconut 
cabboges, palm was reported as present 
onions, from a drift and was not 
pineapples, recognized by the local 
potlltoes (?) natives.' (Stokes ms Grp 2 
-Cocas 1111clfera Box 7.1) 
('did not appear 
to thrive') 
·Artocmpus 
altl//s 
(breadfmit) 
1831 LMS missionary Rev ? ., '! Darling (1835), 
Darling on the Raroto11go landfall Davis (1861: 279· 
282) 
Cont. 
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Year(~) Foreigner accounts Duration of Exotic onl11111I Rctords of Indigenous References 
encounter or plont plants or prc-Europeon 
and IRndfall lutrotluctluns nlanl introductlons 
1832 13'" Hugh Cuming on bis own 4 nights ? -Cordy//11efr11ticosa (Te Richards (2004: 6· 
May schooner tbe Discoverer lnndfall Plant) 8), 
or 1827 ·Hibiscus tlllacc11s or St John (1940) 
13tJ• May Bro11sso11ctia papyr{fera? Cu111ing (o.d.: 
('made of a hu·ge bush with a 122), 
rind taken off ... ') Gunson ( 1994: 
·Co/ocosfri esc11/c111a (tiu'o 290-291), 
and tnra) Fischer ( 1991) 
-Schoe110µ/ect11s sp. ? (rushes) 
-Socchamm offlc/11arwn 
(sugar cane) 
• Cassytha spp., Borr/11g1011ia 
spp. ('several species of 
lnurels') (Cuming, n.d.) 
·'Mosses & Ferns' (Cuming, 
n.d.) 
1834 Feb Jacques Antoine I night ·pigs, -Snntn/11111 sp. (snndnlwood) Moc1·enhout 
Mocrcnhout -chickens -Aleurltes 111ol11cc<111a (tiniri) (1983: 63-65) 
on the Volador, u pearl ·Bms~·lcn sp. -Cord)'lln.:/rutlcosa (ti) 
truder (cabbage) -Colocasln escultmta (taro, 
·A/111111 sp. tioo) 
Conionl 
Table 5.3 Early European accounts of Rapa from 179 J to 1834 with first landfall recorded in 1825 and 
the first mission station established in 1826. Listed are the central characters involved in the visit and the 
vessel(s) they arrived on; whether landfall was made and the duration of their visit; the exotic animals or 
plants introduced to the island from the visiting vessel and the existing economic (and other) plants 
observed on the island. ?= information yet to be obtained or clarified. See Appendix II for primary and 
secondary sources references 
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Yenr(s) Foreigner accounts Duration or Exotic animal Records or Indigenous plan h Rcfcre11ce5 
encounter or plant or pre-European plant 
nnd lnndran Introductions llltroductio11s 
1775 28'" Tomas Gayangos and 1 night None ·Artocarpus a/ti/is (breadfruit. Gayangos 
Jan Jose de Andia y Varela No landfull .Eurn) (1776: 126), 
on the Aguila with the ·Musa spp. (banana, plantain, Comey (1913· 
J11pite1· · lllOCOlpllS fag/fem (Eihi) 1919: 179. 312 
-Calophy/111111 lnophy//11111 ('The 
timber ... which has somewhat 
the look of mahogany') 
·Hlblsc11s 1///ace11s (Purnu) 
·Casuar/110 eq11/se1((0/la 
(Etoa, Aitil) 
-Bro11sso11c1/a papyri/era 
(cloth plant) 
·Afaurltes mo/11ccm1a (Tuniy) 
-Cocos 1111c/(ero (cocoa-null 
1791 2" William Btoughton on No lundfull None None Vancouver 
Dec the briR HMS Chatham ( 1803: 245) 
1802 Roger Simpson on the 7 ? ? Richards 
Na11//111s. a pork trader (2004: 4) 
1812 Michael Foldgcr on the ? -pig? • I V. tons of Sa11ta/11111 Maude 
brig Daphne probably laodfnll l11s11/an1111 (sandalwood) ( I 968n: 196), 
with the Trial, n black- procured Davies (1961: 
birder nnd sandalwood 273) 
trad.;r 
1819 6111 Lt!wis of the whaling and ? -pig (brought -Sa11ta/111n /ns11lar11111 Massa II 
Oct sandalwood t1'ade ship lundfoll out to the ship) (Sandal wood) (1969), 
the Arab with Pomare II. 
-M11sn spp. (banana) Ellis (1831 : 
Paru u 'political n1:1ent' 
-Colocasin esc11/ell/a ('taro- 377), Gunson 
and missionary was lefl roots and taro greens• (1966), 
on the island (Pomarc II in Gunson, 1966: Edwards 
202) (:2003: 18) 
-Artocarpu.v a/ti/is 
1821 Feb Samuel Henry on the brig 7 7 ? Ellis (1831: 
Oo1•er11or Macq11or/e (a landfall 377), 
ship owned by Pomare 11 Maude 
or Eager&. Co.) (I 968a: 227-
231) 
1822 LMS missionury Rev. ? ? ? Ellis (1831: 
June Henry Nott with three litndfoll 379) 
Tahitian missionorics missionaries Davies (I 96J : 
Ahuriro, Horoinu 'u und resident 275) 
Tohi 011 U1e Queen 
Charlaffe under Smnuel 
Henry 
1823· !..MS missionary I month? ? -Colocasla esc11/e111a (tnro) Davies (1961: 
1824 deputation on the Q11ea11 landfall 275), 
Cltar/011e under Samuel Threlkeld und 
Henry Williun1s 
(1 823) 
1825 LMS missionary Rev. ? ? ? Ellis (1831: 
Daniel 'l'yommn sent as landfall 378), 
J...MS deputation probnbly Montgomery 
on the Q11ee11 Charlofle (1 831). 
under Snmuel Henry; Tyennan and 
surgeon and naturalist Bennett (1832) 
George Bennett wps on 
boPrd 
1826 Feb LMS missionary Rev. ? ? ? Davies (1961: 
John Davies probably on landfall 275) 
the Minerva imder 
Thomas Ebrill 
Cont. 
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Ycnr(s) Foreigner accounts Durntlon of Exollc nnhmil Records of Indigenous plants References 
encounter or plant or pre-European plant 
and landfall Introductions introductlons 
1829 LMS missionaries Rev. ? ? ? Ellis (1831 : 
April Pritchard and Rev. lundfull 379) 
Simpson 
probably on the Snapper 
under Samuel Hcmv 
1832 8"' Hugh Cuming on his own ? None None St John {1940), 
or 9•h schooner the Disco1·ercr No landfall Fischer ( 199 J) 
May Sea too rough to land 
or 1827 
1830& Jacques Antoine ? None -Colorasla esc11lc111a (tnro) Moerenhout 
Mar Moerenhout on the -A rtnrarpus a/ti/is (1837: 66-67) 
1834 Vo/ador, n pearl tnidcr (brcndfruil, nlmost none) 
-Cordy/111efi'lll//cosa (ti) 
Table 5.4 Early European accounts of Ra'tvavae from 1775 to 1834 with first landfall recorded in J 812 
and the first mission station established in l 822. Listed are the central characters involved in the visit 
and the vessel(s) they arrived on; whether landfall was made and the duration of their visit; the exotic 
auimals or plants introduced to the island from the visiting vessel and U1e existing economic (and other) 
plants observed on the island.'?- infom1ation yet to be obtained or clarified. See Appendix JI for primary 
and secondary sources references. 
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Yeu(s) Foreigner accounts Duration of Exotic nnlmol Records of Indigenous References 
encounter 11nd or phmt plnnts or pre-European 
landfnll lntroductloos nlont Introductions 
1777 4" James Cook, George l day None -Cocos nucifero (cocoa-nut) Gilbert 
Aug Gilbcm on the llMS No landfall (1982: 38-
Resolution with Chi1rles 39), 
Clerke on ll1e llMS Rickmm1 
Discoverv (1967: 131 l 
1789 25' ' to James Morrison, Fletcher - 3 months -460 pigs (fou1· -Pa11da1111.v tectari11$ (fwam1) Mi.mison 
the 28'11 Christian on the 801111~v land fo ll lost during -Cas11ari11a equiserifolin (1935; 48-
May, voyage) (sh in in~ bluckwood, ton) 73) 
rctutn from -50 goats ( l lost -Cocol· nucifera (CocouNuts) Davies 
Tahiti 23'd during voyage) -Musa spp. (plnntnin) (1% 1:276 
June stay -chickens, <logs, -Coloca$ia esculema (tntTO) 
w1tjl the ca ts -Macropiper latifoli11111 
17111 · l cow (ynvo) 
September -rats -Artocarpus a/Ii/is (brendfh1it, 
·Artocarpu.v Mnhee, intoxicating popper) 
a/ti/ls brendfruil -C11rc11111a lo11ga (1u111cric) 
-Bro11sso11etia papJ'r/fera 
(chinese paper mulberry, 
cloth plant) 
-Caloph.vllum inophy/111111 
(tmnmannoo) 
·primrose 
-Cordyli11e.Jh1licosa (tee, 
sweet 1·oot) 
-Ficm prolixa (rou)? 
-gross, fems, reeds 
· Mlsctmlhis j1arid11/11s 
(bamboo)? 
1789 9'" John Cox Pnd George No landfnll, . . Mortimer 
Augu~t Monimer on the brig anchored at (1791: 22) 
MerclllJ' night Mnude 
(195S: 11 7· 
118) 
1797 22'"' Jnmes Wilson on the Dt!ff No landfall ? ? Wilson 
Feb (1799: 51-
52) 
1812 Mich{lc] Foldgcr on the ? 7 ? Davies 
brig Daphne sod l~ndfall (196 1: 277), 
probably with the 1'rlol - Maude 
sandalwood trader (1968:a: 
196) 
1817 Rev. William Elli$ on the ? -pigs -Anoca1pus olrilis Ellis (1831: 
brig Q11ec11 Char/o/le landfall -chickens (brcadfrnit) 383) 
undc1· John Powell (fowl) -M11sa spp. (mouDtoin 
plantnin) 
-Po11da1111s spp. ('necklaces of 
nuts ofpnndanus') 
-Colocasla esc1ile111a (wro) 
1819 2'"' Captain Lewis of the No lru1dfnll None ? Mossall 
Oct American whnling ship (1969) 
Arab with Pomore ll 
1822 .lune I.MS missionary Rev. ? None 'I Ellis (183 1: 
Henry Nott with landfall 386-388) 
missionaries HaapuDia missionaries 
and Samuela from Tahiti resident 
on the Q11ee11 Clta1·/01111 
under Samuel Henry 
1826 10'" LMS mis$ionary Rev. ? None '! Davies 
Feb John Davies probably on landfall (1961: 276) 
the Minen 1a under 
Thomn$Ebrill 
Cont. 
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Ye11r(s) foreigner accounts Duration of Exotic animal or Records of Indigenous Rcfi-renCc$ 
encounter plant lnrroduction~ plants or pre-Europe.an 
and landfall vlnot Introductions 
1826 2s•h Samuel Stutcbbury I night? None ·Artoc01p11s a/ti/is Branagan 
April on the pearl trnding (breadfruit) (1996: 72) 
ships Sir Georgl.' ·Musa ~pp. (plantain) 
Osboume and Rol/<1 ·Coloca.~la esc11/e11la (tnro) 
·Tac:ca !1!011/opetaloides 
{arrowroot· oio) 
1826 13'" Hiram Paulding on the 2 nights ·pigs (hogs) for Port -Cocos 1111clfera (Cocoa nut) Paulding 
June schooner Dolplt/11 on landfa ll Jnckoon tmde ·Al'/ocmpus a/ti/ls (1970: 251-
route to Chile from -chicken (fowl) (breadfruit) 2SS) 
'Toubouai' (Tubuni) -Carico papaya? ·Tacca leo111ope1a/oldes 
in pursuit of the (popnyo) (an·owroot) 
mutineers of the -Cit ms spp. (citron ·Co/ocas/a esc11/e11/<1 (tnrrow) 
Globe. and lemon) -Musa spp. (plantain) 
-An American had -1/lbiscus //lloceus 
already spent some ('there is o tree, the bark 
time on the i~ lnncl by of which, makes 
the name of Mr Strong excellent cordage' p. 
250) 
1832 3'" Hugh Cuming on his 2 nightr, ? ·Cas11ar/11a cq11isetifolia (iron St John 
Muy own schooner the lunclfoll wood) (1940), 
or 1827 3'~ D/SCOl'i!/'i!f Cuming 
Mny (n.cl.), 
Fischer 
(199 1) 
1830 and Jacqu~s Antoine 14 days in ·pigs -Cnlophy/111111 /11ophyl/11111 Moerenhout 
1834 Moercnhout on 1he 1830 -chickens (toniuna) (1837: 67-
Ve11m(?), 11 pearl -Brass/ca sp. -711espi!Sln pop11/11ea (miro) 71) 
trader (cabbnge) -Ca.marina eq11/sel/fo/ia 
·A/111111 sp. (onion) (nito) 
-llibisc11s tiliace11s (bouraau) 
-Pa11da1111.~ tectori11s 
(pnndnnus) 
·lpomoea batnta.< c~wccl 
potnto) 
·Colocasia esc11/e111a (tnro) 
Table 5.5 Early European accounts of Tubuai from 1775 to 1834 with first landfall recorded in 1789 
with the HMS .Bounty mutiny and the first LMS mission station established in 1822. Listed are the 
central characters involved in the visit and the vcsscl(s) they arrived on; whether landfall was made and 
the duration of tl1eir visit; the exotic animals or plants introduced to the island from the visiting vessel 
and the existing economic (and other) plants observed on the island. ?= infom1ation yet to be obtained or 
clarified. See Appendix 11 for primary and secondary sorn·ces references. 
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Yinir(s) Foreigner accounts Duration of Exotic nnimnl or Records of Indigenous References 
cnc()unler 1>lant plnnts or pre-Europenn 
1111d lnndfall Introductions phrnt Introductions 
176913m James Cook, Joseph I night None -Ca.marina (Et6a) Cook (1955: 
Aug Banks nnd Daniel No landfall -Broussonetia papyrifera or 156), Bw1ks 
Solander on the HMS Hibiscus tiliace11s (1969: 329. 
Endeavour 'materials ... scncrnJly died 332) 
ofa very bright and deep 
vcllow' <Banks I 969: 33 l) 
1800 Jan LMS Missionary Rev. No hmdfoll None None Davies 
Willinm Henry on the (1961: 282) 
Ell:a under Captain 
Swnin 
1814 An American possibly Resident for ? 'l Ellis nnd 
by the name of eight years Tyern1an 
Cnmpbcll continued to (1822), 
live on Rurutu until Davies 
1822 ( 1961 :282) 
1821 Auum voyage from - - . Davies 
Rurun1 to Ruiatea (1961:282· 
283) 
1821 8"' Auurn returns with 7 7 ? Dnvi~s 
Julv Grimes on the Hou~ landfall (1961: 283) 
JR22 Mnr Caplnin Stavcrs nnd nn ? ? ? Dnvies 
I.MS mi~s ionnry (1961: 283) 
dep11tation 
1822 June LMS dcpurntion of Rev. ? ? ? Davies 
Henry Nott, Rev. land fu ll (1961: 283) 
Lo.11celot Threlkeld nnd missio110.ries 
Rev. John Orsmond resident 
with two missionaries 
from Tahiti intended for 
Riinararo, Ahuriro and 
Fainau. 
182222"" LMS missionary Rev. 2 days with ·pigs (hogs) ·Cordylinefr11ticosa Ellis and 
Oct William EU is and an ·chickens (fowl) (drncanll) Tyeni1an 
LMS deputation Q11111111 ·Comr1rlna eq11/sctlfolla ( 1822), Ellis 
Cha1·/otre under Samuel ('their spears, which were (1831: 395, 
He11r;1 mude of the ho rd dark 401, 403), 
wood' (Ellis) Davies 
-Barr/11g/011/a 'the tnmk of (1961: 283), 
the latter frequently Threlkeld 
e~cecding four feet in and Williams 
diameter' (Ellis) (1823) 
1823 Dec LMS missionary ? ? ? Davies 
depumtion nnd Rev. landfa ll (J 961: 283), 
William Henry on the TI1rclkeld 
Q11ec11 Chorlolle under mid Williams 
Samuel Henry 11823) 
1824 Nov LMS 111issionn1y Rev. ? 7 None Ellis(183 1: 
William Ellis 401) 
1825 Aus Chnsc on the American ·r 1 7 Ellis (183 1: 
whaler the Falko11 - ship landfall 404-405) 
wrecked 
1825 Oct LMS missionary Rev. ? -pig~ ? Davies 
Bourne on an no landfa ll (1961: 283· 
unidentified ship - on a 284), Ell is 
!lOrk trndini:t vessel (1831: 403) 
Cont. 
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Year(s) Foreigner accounts Durntlon of E:t.otic animal or Records of Indigenous Rcrcrcnces 
encounter plant plants or pre-European 
11nd landfnll inlroduclinn5 olant Introductions 
1826 27' Samuel Sturchbury ? ? ·Dioscoreo ~pp. Brauagon 
April on the pearl trading ships (yams, 11/rf) (1996: 72) 
Sil George Osboume and ·fpomoeo bototos 
Rolla (sweet poluto, 11111el'O) 
-Musa spp. (bnno.nu$, 
mC'la) 
.Soc:chomm 
offlc:inamm (sugar 
cane toe) 
1832 , . Hugh Cuming on his own l day or I 7 ? SI John 
Mny scl1ooner the f)iscovcrer week? (1940), 
or 1828 1• landfall F'iboher 
Mav (1991) 
--1830 Jacques Anloinc: ? -pigs -Dioscoreo ~pp. Moerenhout 
Moerenhou1 on the (yams) (1837: 71) 
Vo/odor, a peorl tmder -lpomoeo batatas or 
So/01111111 111beros11111 
(pouuoes) 
Tnblc 5.6 Early European accounts of Rurutu from 1769 to J 830 with fi rst landfall taking place in 
18 14 and the first mission station established in 1822. Listed are the central characters involved in the 
visit and the vessel(s) they arrived on; whether landfall was made and the duration of their visit; the 
exotic animals or plants introduced to the island from the visiting vessel and the existing economic 
(and other) plants observed on the island. ? .. information yet to be obtained or clarified. See Appendix 
II for primary and secondary sources references. 
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Year(~) Foreigner nccounh Duration uf Exotic animal Record~ of indigenous References 
encounter (Ir J>lllnl plants or pre-European 
and landfall introduction~ nlilnt introductioos 
18 12 Michael Foldger on No landfall 1 ? Maude and 
the brig Daphne Croeombe 
sandalwood tlader (1962: 35) 
182 1 Sm11uel Henry on rhc ? ? ? Caillet 
Queen Charla/le (1889) 
1822 Jtinc Rev. Lancelot ? None ? Davies 
Threlkeld and Rov. land full (l961: 284-
Jobn Ors111ond and missionaries 285), Ellis 
two 111issio11Rrles resident (J 83 1: 389-
from Ra 'iateu, 390) 
Fanrnvn & Oo 
(Bornbo111) on the 
£11deavo1w 
1823 Oct Rev. La11cclo1 ? ? ? Ellis ( 1831: 
Threlkeld ond Rev. lm1dfoll 391-392) 
John Wi II lon1s on the Threlkeld 
Queen Charla/le und Williams 
tu1dcr Samuel He1wy (1823), 
Du vies 
(1961: 284) 
1825 LMS missionary ? ·pig? ·Calocasla escu/e11U1 (taro) Ellis (1831: 
Rev. Bourne on an landfall 392), Davies 
unidentified ship - (19G J: 285) 
on a pork trading 
vessel (from Tahaa)? 
18264' Hirum Pauldins: on 6 hights -pis -Arlocarp11s a/ti/is Paulding 
June the Dolphin land full (breadfruit) (1970; 236-
-Colacasio esc11/e111a (twToW) 238) 
-lpomaeo batatas (sweet 
po1nto) 
-Nico1io11a lobac11111 (tobacco) 
·Diascarea sp. (yam) 
-Bro11.vso11elia papyrifera 
(tapu eloth) 
1830 and/or Jacques Antoine 'l None None Mocrenhout 
1834 Mocrcnhout on the (1837: 71· 
Vo/ador, a pearl 72) 
n·nder 
Table 5.7 Early European accounts ofRimatara from 1811or1821to1830 with first recorded landfall 
taking place in 1814 and the first mission station established between 1821 and J 822. Listed are the 
central characters involved in the visit and the vessel(s) they arrived on; whether landfall was made and 
the duration of their visit; the exotic animals or plants introduced to the island from the visiting vessel 
and the existing economic (and other) plants observed on the island. ?= infomrntion yet to be obtained or 
clarified. See Appendix II for primary and secondary sources references. 
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Botanical observations and plant introductions of missionaries on the Austral Islands 
Of all the missionaries who visited the Austral islands Rev. William Ellis (183 1) of the LMS 
made the most incisive comments on the vegetation and plant use of the islanders in his book 
Polynesian Researchers. Dw·ing Eilis's (183 J: 3 70-372) brief encounter with a canoe party whilst 
anchoring at Rapa on board the Queen Charlotte on the 26th January 1817 he noted that: 
'The higher parts of tl1e mountains seemed barren, but the lower hills, with many of the valleys, 
and the shores, were covered with verdure, and enriched with trees and bushes . .. The men were 
not tataued [tattooed], and wore only a girdle of yellow Ii [Cordylinef/'lllicosa] leaves round their 
waists ... ' 
In the same year the Queen Charlotte anchored at Tubuai where Ellis (183 J : 382) and others of 
the crew made landfall for at least one day. Ellis explains: 
'the people were friendly, and readily bartered fowls, taro rcotocasia escufenta], and mountain 
planta ins [Musa spp.) for articles of cutlery and fish-hooks. Their gardens were unfenced, and the 
few pigs they had were kepl in holes or wide pits four or five feel deep, and fed with bread-fruil 
[Artoc01pus a/ti/is] and other vegetables.' 
Rev. Pritchard and Rev. Simpson (1830 in Stokes ms), also of the LMS, visited Rapa on the 
12111 April 1829 on the Societies own brig, the Snapper under Samuel Henry. They listed several 
plruJt species already in cultivation on the island (see Table 5.3) and suggested that they were a ll 
introductions from Tahiti. It is probable that all of these p lants were introduced by the Tahitian 
missionaries, Hota and Nene accompanied by Rev. John Davies in January 1826, although Davies 
makes no reference to this in any of his publications (e.g. Davies 1827; 196 l). Davies (1827) did 
note that Carico papaya was in cul tivation on the island, but there is no previous European 
contact account that registered this introduction. Pritchard and Simpson also visited Ra' ivavae in 
the same month, but provide few references to the vegetation of the island. 
Sandalwood harvesting on the Austral Islands 
By 181 J around 300 or more whaling ships were operating in the East Pacific (Maude and 
Crocombe, I 981) within the vicinity of the Austral Islands. Many ships were probably engaged in 
''black-birding" and beacbcombing activities including the indigenous varieties of sandalwood 
(e.g. Santa/um insulare var. margaretae from Rapa) and beche de mer harvesting for the thriving 
Canton and Calcutta markets (Shineberg, 1967; Maude and Crocombe. 1981). No records a.re 
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available which provide any indication of the amount of beche de mer harvested from lhe Austral 
Islands or the extent of smoking house constniction. The first record from the Austral Islands of 
sandalwood exploitation comes from Ra'ivavae in 1812 where Michael Foldger commanding the 
two Port Jackson (Sydney) based brigs, the Daphne and the Trial, (see Table 5.4) procured 
around of 1 'l'l tons of sandalwood (Maude, 1968a) and probably "black-birded" many of the 
islanders in the process. 
After Foldger's demise in 1815, John Powell took on the captaincy of the Daphne and the 
Endeavour, a Port Jackson-based pork-trading brig that first sailed to Tahiti in 1811 (Richards, 
2005: 115). Like Foldger, travelled extensively throughout the Pacific in search of island 's to 
exploit. On the Endeavour in 1815, Powell stopped at Rapa but reported nothing of the island 
(Richards, 2004: 4). Jn 1817 he was employed by the LMS to transport Rev. William Ellis from 
Port Jackson lo the Society Islands on the brig Queen Charlotte. En route they slopped al Rapa on 
the 26th January after being becalmed passing through the Austral Islands. In an offshore 
encounter with one of the islanders who came on board the brig Ellis (1831 : 364-367) recalled 
that: 
' Our captain [John Powell] had been desirous to have the chief on board that be might ascertain 
from him whether the island produced sandal-wood, as he was bound to the Marquesas in search 
of this article. A piece was therefore procured and shewn to him, with the qualities of which he 
appeared familiar; for, after smelling it, he called it by some name [possibly a' i; see Stokes, 
1959:33 1 ], and pointed to the shore.' 
The crew of the Queen Charlotte did not make landfall hence no sandalwood was procmed. 
The first recorded landfall of any Europeans on Rapa was by the crew of the Snapper under 
Thomas Ebril9 in October 1825. Davies (1827: 331) recorded in an extract from thejoumal of his 
week visit to the island on the Governor Macquarie under Samuel Henry in January J 826 that 'a 
few tons of sandalwood were procured' in the previous year. During that same month two other 
ships an·ived at the island, the Pomare Jll owned Mhierva captained by Ebril and the LMS owned 
Active under Elley. Davies (1961; Branagan, 1996: 71-72) recorded a sandalwood harvest of 
twenty tons. 
On the 22nd April 1826 The Pacific Pearl Company's two ships, the George Osborne and 
Rolla under Samuel Stutchbmy an·ived on Rapa. The Tahitian missionary came out to meet the 
party and infom1ed Stutchbw)' (8ranagru1, 1996: 71-72) of the presence of sandalwood on the 
island: 
9There is some confusion over whether the Snapper was then under Ebril (Abrill) or Captain Shout who 
sighted the island on the Snapper in July of the same year (Branagan, 1996). 
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'which he described as being very large and fine, was the only produce of the Tsland worthy of 
notice, but three vessels had lately been there and obtained the whole that the island produced.' 
Stutchbury noted that the Snapper, then belonging to the Tahitian Tati, and the Minerva had only 
14 days earlier departed for Tahiti. Stutchbury (ibid) concluded that ' there is little doubt but it 
would answer well to bring down a party, and land them for a time, to cut Sandal Wood, (the 
native name Eahi)'. 
Both pearl b·ading vessels retumed to Rapa on the I l 1h June where they met an employee of 
the English Consul, Young, who informed Stutchbury that he had been lefl on the island six 
months earlier in charge of a party of Tuamotu men Lo cut sandalwood. Presumably, Stutchbury's 
intention was to collect sandalwood, but no mention of the amount of wood obtained was made. 
The United States Navy schooner, the Dolphin under Hiram Paulding was employed to 
pursue the mutineers of the Globe whaling ship abandoned in the previous year. While spending 
two nights on Tubuai in June 1826, he met an American by the name of Strong who had spent 
some time 0 11 the island but whose activities he did not ascertain. Paulding also made some useful 
observations of the cultivation of a number of tree and vegetable crops. Later on the 261h of June 
tJ1e Dolphin stopped al Rapa in search of yam and taro supplies. Paulding noted the presence of 
the party of beachcombers apparently sent by the English Consul to obtain sandalwood and beche 
de mer for trade in Canton. Paulding (1831: 251-255) found that the Englishman, Young was: 
' ln charge of a party which had been left there by the English Consul at the Sandwich Islands to 
collect beach la mer, a valuable article of commerce at Canton. The collection of sandalwood was 
also to be an object of their attention; but they told us that both were scarce and difficult to obtain 
a statement we considered of doubtful veracity.' 
Inferred env;ronmental impacts from the sandalwood trade 0 11 the Austral islands 
From my calculations of tree harvests from Mbua noted earlier in this chapter, if around 70 
kilograms of heartwood may be procured from each sandalwood tree (Jean-Francois Butaud pers. 
comm.), a harvest of 'a few tons' may have involved a harvest of - 50 or more trees. The J 826 
harvest of twenty tons from Rapa would require in the realm of 400 trees. A sandalwood harvest 
of this magnitude may have resulted in unprecedented deforestation on Rapa, perhaps of a 
munber of the formerly forested valleys. Given that several ships stopped at the isla11d in that 
same year, but fai led to record the amount of wood harvested, the probability that certain areas of 
the island were heavily deforested seems high. 
Ooe oral history alludes to the summit of Ta'amora peninsula on Ra'ivavae being covered 
in sandalwood (Stokes in Edwards, 2003:5), indicating that this period of sandalwood harvests 
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may have decimated some large st.ands. Local extinctions of Santa/um spp. and other scented 
woody trees (e.g. Myoporum spp.) have since been recorded on a number of islands in the Pacific 
(e.g. Juan Fernandez Islands, see Wester, 1991; French Polynesia - Jean-Francois Butaud 
pers.comm.). 
A number of exotic animals including pigs and goats were probably introduced prior to the 
1820s possibly as trade items for people or sandalwood (Maude, 1968a). From Ellis's description 
of Ra' ivavae pigs were introduced there prior to 1819 and may have been used as a trade item by 
Foldger during his 1812 visit. Some tree and vegetable crops may also have been introduced at 
this time and required substantially different agricultural land-management practices. As 
previously mentioned, these crops were most likely d1y-field produced sweet potatoes (Jpomoea 
batatas) and yams (Dioscorea spp.), replacing wet-field Colocasia esculenta as the preferred 
trade produce. Such land-use changes may have resulted in the abandonment of traditional 
agricultural systems, but also the increasing environmental degradation resulLing from feral goats 
and pigs. 
The increasing traffic of ships, pmticularly on Rapa during 1826, meant that the number of 
plant and animal introductions increased accordingly. This is especially true of sbip·bound 
rodents. Whilst on Rapa in April 1826, Stutchbury (Branagan, 1996: 71-72) noted that rats 
(probably ship rats) 'appeared innumerable and exceeding bold, scarcely getting out of the way of 
our feet'. The influence of growing rat populations on tbe local flora including increased 
predation of plant seeds and flowers inhibiting regeneration of certain species, eventually 
permanently altering the vegetation structure of the islands. Evidence for pre-European contact 
rat seed predation of the Easter Island palm (e.g. Dransfteld et al J 984) and a range of seed types 
from New Zealand (Wilmshurst and Higham, 2004) provide some insights into the potential 
impact of rodents on island ecosystems including the Australs. The ecological influence of 
rodents on the seed dispersal and plant recruitment of certain tree species on Tonga bas been 
recently assessed by McKonkey et al (2003). They suggest that the forest structure has been 
permanently altered by rat predation through preferential seed predation resulting in the demise of 
some species (e.g. Elaeocarpus sp.), however, in some instances seed caching by rats has assisted 
tree recruitment (e.g. Pandanus tectorius). 
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Botanical name Family Austral island Date of introduction 
with introduction 
Albizia /ebbeck Fabaceae All islands Between 1845-1921 *"'* 
Alium sp. Liliaceae Most islands -1830-1834"' 
Anacardi11111 occidenta/e Anacardiaceae ? Before 1921 •• • 
Ananas canorus Bromeliaceae Rapa Before 1829 
Artocarp11s a/ti/is Moraceae All islands ? 
Brassica oleracea Brassicaceae Most islands -1830-1834* 
Cananga odorata Annoaaceae ? Before 1921 °• 
Carico papaya* Caricaceae Rapa, Tubuai Before 1829** 
Cecropia palmata Moraceae ? Before 192 l **"' 
Cocos nucifera Arecaceae Rapa Before 1829 
Co.ffea arabica Rubiaceae All islands Between 1817-1921 **"' 
Gossypium barbade11se Malvaceae ? ? 
Cucurbi taceae Cucurbitaceae ? Before 1921• 0 
Lantana camara Verbenaceae ? Before 1921 • 0 
Leucaena /euoocephala Fabaccae ? Before 192 l *.,.. 
Ludwig/a octovalvis Oaagraceae All islands Between 1847-1921 *** 
Mangifera i11dica Anacardiaceae All islands Between 1848-1921 • • • 
Nicotiana tabacum Solanaceae Rimatara Before 1826 
Persea americana Lauraceae All islands Between 1846-1921 ••• 
Psldlwn guajava Myrtaceae All islands Between 1815-1921 *** 
Saccharum officianarum Poaceae All islands Between 1835- 1921 •** 
So/a1111111 t11beros11m Solanaceae Rapa Before 1829** 
Tecoma stems Bigoniaceae ? Before 1921 *** 
Theohroma cacao Stercul iaceae ? Before I 92 1 ••• 
Vanilla sp. Orchidaceac All islands Between J 84 8-192 J • "'* 
Table 5.8 Examples of plants introduced to the Austral Islands based on the list composed by Florence 
( 1993) for French Polynesia for the early colonial period (after Barmu, l 959; 1960 and Florence, 
1993 ). • Known introductions lo the Australs cited by Jacques-Antoine Mocrcnhout. •• Known 
introductions lo the Australs cited by Rev. John Davies in 1826 (Davies, 1825-1827). ••• From St. 
John and Fosberg (l 934). 
Plant introductions to the Austral Jslands during the early European period 
During the early l 91h centwy, the Austral lslands rapidly became an extension of the Tahiti 
colonial experiment in which both Europeans and islanders actively explored new trading 
opportunities. With the increasing traffic of ships in the region, both intentional and inadve1ient 
plants became common in the Austral Islands. Few of the early European period plant 
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introductions recorded for Tahiti have been recorded prior to 1921 10• Of the list of plant species 
introduced to Tahiti during the early European period (see Table 5.1) the cultige11s, papaya 
(Carico papaya), pineapples (Ananas canorns) and potatoes (Solanum tuberosum) were 
introduced to the Austral Islands at a simj lar time (between 1811 and 1829; see Table 5 .8). If the 
asstLmption that plants were introduced to Tal1iti prior to the Austral f slands is followed, then the 
dates provided in Table 5.1 can provide a minimum date for an Austral Island introduction. 
Onions (Alium sp.) and cabbages (Brassica oleracea) were introduced by Europeans to 
most of the Austral ls lands between 1830-1834 (Moerenhout, 183 7). The historical status of 
breadfruit (Artocarpus alt;/is) introduction to the Austral islands is uncertain as it may have been 
introduced and cultivated by Polynesiru1s on all of the islands except Rapa. The botanical status of 
coconut (Cocos nucifera) is uncertain for the Austral Islandsi especia lly for Rapa. Most early 
European accounts, including from Vancouver and Menzies, suggest Lhal coconut palms were 
absent until their introduction sometime before 1829 when Pritchard and Simpson (1830) located 
some specimens in poor health. J.F.G. Stokes (m.s.) reported in 1924 that 'One coconut palm was 
reported as present from a d1·ifl and was not recognized by the local natives.' 
10Following Brown (193la; 193lb; 1935 based on .J.F.G. and E. Stokes' s collections from the Australs 
Fosberg and St. John (m.s) who provided the earliest and most comprehensive survey of the flora of the 
Austral Islands conducted in 1934 as a benchmark for the JatesL date of introduction. 
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Chapter 6 
The longue duree: the palaeobotany and phytogeography of the 
Austral Islands prior to human settlement 
In Chapter 5, I examined the first contact historical record as a means of providing an historical 
baseline for interpreting the post-European introduction of plants and the associated 
environmental transformation of the Austral lslands. These records also outline which taxa have 
or may have been introduced by Europeans or by Polynesians. In this chapter, the palaeobotanical 
context of these introductions is explored by distinguishi11g the timing of plant dispersals since 
the orogeny of the islands. 
I focus on the geological epochs (mid-Miocene to Holocene) in which different plant 
lineages exprulded into Oceanic Island Remote Oceania (OIRO). These periods are discussed in 
the context of the available sub-fossil records and environmental proxies for processes (e.g. 
glaciation and sea level fluctuation) that may influence plant migration to the islands and 
subsequent evolutionary processes. I also ex.amine the phylogeographic (the study of the 
distribution of genetic diversity) evidence for the derivation of OIRO floras based ou the recent 
research on tax.a represented in the Austral Island flora. 
A series of Holocene-aged palaeoenvironrnental records from Rapa and Rimatara are then 
presented to provide an outline of the pre-human 11ora of these islands. An attempt is made to 
establish the main disturbance processes operating on the islands prior to human colonisation, 
later presented in Chapter 7. 
Chronology of Austral Islands orogeny 
The Austral islands are geographically distributed along a 1500 km transect that trends southeast 
to northwest in the southern part of French Polynesia (see Figure 6.1 ). This orientation roughly 
reflects the northwest movement of the Pacific plate over what coffesponds to the South Pacific 
Isotopic and Thenna l Anomaly (SOPITA; Staudigel, 199 1 ). The islands are also are positioned 
on the western side of the South Pacific Superswell (see Figure 6.2) that fonns a comp lex of 
overlapping volcanism (McNutt, 1997). The Austral Islands are composed of a diverse range of 
basalts including basanite (the most common), tholeiite and nephelinite, all characteristic of the 
HfMU (high µ [high 238U/204Pb ratios]) radiogenic isotopic composition (see Table 6.1). The 
ongoing debate of the origin and nature of these components attests to the geological complexity 
of the region. 
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Figure 6.1 Map of the Pacific Ocean (from http://www.sopac.orgD with sites referred to in the tex t. The 
outline for Near and Remote Oceania and the continental/oceanic geological affinity defined by the 
Andesite Line are also shown (after Green, 1991 ). The lower map outlines the position of all of the islands 
within the Australs. 
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Rapa and Marotiri are the youngest (see Figure 6.3 and Table 6.1 for ages) of the Austral 
Islands and are situated in a volcanic alignment that originated over the active MacDonald 
Seamount approximately 345 km southeast of Marotiri 1• The extent of the island alignment runs 
more than J 500km to the northwest incorporating Neilson Bank (a submarine volcanic chain) and 
Mangaia with a K-Ar age of 19 million years (Bonneville, 2002). Recent ocean floor surveys of 
the northwest region of the Australs have isolated a seamount (Arago) located around 120 km 
southeast of Rurutu, now thought to be the origin for the development of a second volcanic 
alignment including Rimatara and Rurutu with an K-Ar age range between 6.5 and possibly 27 
million years (ibid). Previous models of the Cook-Austral-seamount chain thought to be derived 
from three eastern seamounts (Taukina, Ngatemato and MacDonald) have now had to be revised 
with a satisfactory synthesis of these data, in regard to their geomorphological implications yet to 
be drawn (Dickinson, 1998; Bill Dickinson pers. comm., 2004). The divergence between these 
two volcanic alignments is supported by the differing isotopic composition found between the 
basalts of Rapa and Ra'ivavae. It remains uncertain whether the Austral Islands fit the classic 
'hotspot' plume hypothesis (McNutt et al 1997) of island chain orogeny as classically proposed 
for the Hawaiian Islands (Wilson, 1973; McDougall and Duncan, 1980), Lord Howe lsland 
(McDougall et al, 1981) and Norfolk ls land (Jones and McDougall, 1973). 
Late Miocene and Pliocene (-10-1.8 ma) phytogeography of the Austral Islands 
For the study of phytogeography, the Austrn1 Islands are interesting as their floras had to arrive 
across the Pacific Ocean by long distance dispersal (Carlquist, 1974; 1996). If the hotspot models 
and K/Ar ages (see Table 6.1) are accepted, the original flora l colonists had to disperse from the 
adjacent, but older seamount islands 'downstream'. Given that all of the islands arc of late 
Miocene to Pliocene ( I 0-1.8 ma) age, but derived from two or possibly tbree different seamounts 
the direction of plant dispersal is unclear but can generally be assumed to follow a northwest 
(Rimatara and Rurutu are the oldest islands) to southeast direction (Rapa and Marotiri are the 
youngest islands). 
1Eruptive activity of this seamount was last observed in 1987 
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Figure 6.2 from Alain Bonneville' s website httn://www.mantleplumes.org/Cook-Austra l.html. The figure 
shows the position of the South Pacific Superswell and the adjacent Darwin Rise. 
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Figure 6.3 from Alain Bonneville's website http://www.mantleplumes.org/Cook-Austral.html. The upper 
figure shows a shaded view of seafloor topography for the Cook-Austral region (see upper inset for 
location). Map projection is made along direction of present motion of Pacific plate (from right to left). 
White lines correspond to crustal magnetic anomalies, and their corresponding ages are in white numerals. 
Black diamonds represent places where K-Ar or Ari Ar ages are known. These ages, in Ma, are printed in 
black. The lower figure is a three dimensional view of the Austral Islands. 
Following the break-up of the Gondwanan supcrcontinent in the late Cretaceous, the largest 
southern continents (South America, Australia and New Zealand) moved northwards. For a 
prolonged period during the Miocene, New Zealand entered the wann-tcmperate zone shifting 
over 20 northwards while Australia moved into the wa1m-temperate and tropical climatic zones 
by the mid-Miocene (Markgraf et al 1995). This northward drifl allowed for the expansion of 
warm-temperate and tropical floras from the no1th. Sub-fossil evidence for Australian genera 
such as Eucalyptus in New Zealand during early to mid-Miocene attests to the warm-temperate 
expansion (Pole, 1993). The northward drift also provided a greater floral source area of potential 
colonis.ts for the mid-Miocene or older Pacific Islands (e.g. Fijian Archipelago). 
If this interpretation holds, island orogeny and age may only have minor consequences for 
phytogeography, except that these islands have had, at a minimum, only 3.8 million years (based 
on the K-Ar age of Marotiri) of above sea level existence to accumulate and evolve endemic 
floras. The question remains whether the Austral Tslands floras including endemic species arose 
during the late Miocene or later epochs. 
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Island Island type Reef type Area Highest K-Ar Basalt type References 
kni2 elevation age 
m ma 
Maria atolls atoll <1 3 4.8- none 1,7 
28.6? 
Rimatara volcanic- barrier & 9 92 27? basanite? 5 
makatea offshore 
Arago submarine none 0 >-27 0.23 nephelinite 5 
searnount 
shoal 
Rurutu volcanic- offshore 32 389 12 basanite 1,2,3,4,6 
makatea 
Tubuai volcanic barrier 45 422 9 basanite, l ,3,4,6 
nephelinite, 
tholeiite 
Raivavae volcanic barrier 20.3 437 6.5 basanite, 1,3,4,5,6 
nephelinite 
Rapa volcanic shoal 40.6 635 5.1 basanite 5,6 
Marotiri volcanic none <1 113 3.75 basanite 1,5,6 
MacDonald submarine none 0 > -50 0-0.44 basanite 5,6,8 
Seamount seamount tholeiite 
shoal 
1
""'Morhange (1990); 2 '""Pirazolli (l 992); 3=Spencer (1988); 4- (Stoddart ( l 987); 5""(Bonneville (2002); 6 .. Dostal 
(1998); 7::Cloudard and Bonneville (200 l) 8- Jobnson ( 197 J ). 
Table 6.J Geology and genetic morphology of the Austral Islands after Dickinson (1998). Note that some of the 
references listed in Dickinson {1998) have given inaccurate figures for island areas and elevations - these have 
been adjusted. Additional references to those listed by Dickinson (1998) are also provided. 
The climate of the late Miocene ( 10-5.3 ma) was characteristicaUy cooler and more variable 
than the preceding period as a function of the increasing periodicity of sea level fluctuations 
driven by an intensified succession of glacial periods extending the polar ice shelves. These 
fluctuations are thought to have altered species distributions by hindering or enhancing speciation 
or ultimately causing extinction (Macphail et al 1993). Winkworth et al (2002) suggest that the 
environmental instability of this Jed to the development of more open habitat that allowed more 
opportunities for the establishment of widely dispersed lineages. 
Palaeobotan;cal evidence and late Miocene-Pliocene phytogeography 
Unambiguous sub-fossil data on the influence of marine transgressions and regressions are 
difficult to obtain given the paucity of coastal or marine fossil records from the late Miocene-
Pliocene (Jablonski, 1980), especially in the Pacific region. The only Pliocene deposit of value 
for a palaeobotanical interpretation of the Austral Islands is a shallow lignite seam located at 
Arahu at the northeast head of Ha'urei Harbour on Rapa at around 200 m in elevation (Figure 
6.4; see Plate 3). This represents one of only two lignite deposits in OIRO, the other located at 
Babeldaob in Palau (Federated States of Micronesia). This Arahu deposit, like the Babeldaob 
deposit, fo1111ed prior to the erosional dissection of a former lake caldera that now forms the 
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harbour on the southeast side of the island. The earliest description of this lacustrine deposit dates 
to 1865 when John Vine Hall on the S.S. Ruahine en route from New Zealand to Panama stopped 
on the island in light of it being a suitable prospect for a steam ship depot. Hall (I 869a: 132-133) 
noted that 'Coal of a very inferior quality, has been found in the interior; the natives use it 
occasionally for cooking etc., but it is useless for steam [ship] purposes'. 
The geologist Lawrence Chubb (1927) collected some material whilst on the St. George 
Pacific Expedition of J 924-25 and submitted some samples to the Natural History Musewn 
(London). He described the deposit as lignite, ' intercalated between lava flows' and at points a 
few metres thick. He found an outcrop immediately below Mt Taga overlying parent rock 
consisting of clays intcrbedded with fine laminae of lignite. In 1939, Cranwell (1964b) examined 
some Arahu lignite collected by Raymond Fosberg whilst on Rapa as part the Bernice P.Bishop 
Musuem Mangareva Expedition of the 1934. She suggests from Stokes (m.s.) description of the 
lignite outcrop that 'it can be infeITed that the deposit lay partly in a calderon which was emptied 
when later breached by the sea' (Cranwell, J 964b: 45-46). 
Cranwell located Cyathea tree fem type and other ferns spores, algal (e.g. Phycopeltis) and 
fungal (Microthryriaceae) fruiting bodies and a range of pollen types. Characteristic of the pollen 
assemblages examined are high proportions of sedges (Cyperaceae) indicative of 'nutrient-rich 
waters'. Other Monocotyledon tax.a include: Zingiberaceae, Taccaceae and some 'palmoid' grains 
(probably of Arecaceae or Liliaceae type). Of the Dicotyledon taxa identified, the following are 
represented: Myrtaceae, Piperaceae, Sapindaceae, and Rubiaceae of a type comparable to the 
endemic Coprosma rapensis. Cranwell also identified a few grains of the Gymnosperm genus 
Dacrydi11m (not of the New Zealand species D. cupressinum where the samples were processed), 
which she considered to be a contaminant. This could also have been derived from a wind blown 
dispersal during the late Miocene following tbe pacific expansion of Dac1ydium into areas such 
as New Zealand (Pole, 2001) and potentially the Fijian Archipelago or islands further west (Mike 
Macphail pers. comm.). 
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Figure 6.4 Satellite image of Rapa showing the position of Ha'urei Harbour and the approximate location 
of the Arahu Iignite and the position ofTukou, discussed later in this chapter and in Chapter 7. 
The presence of a Coprosma type pollen grain within the pollen sample examined by 
Cranwell (J 964b) suggests that the floral affinity of Rapa with New Zealand ascribed for the 
modern flora of the island may have a late Miocene/Pliocene origin. Coprosma is regarded by as 
one of a number of New Zealand genera that make up the flora of Rapa including Hebe 
(Scrophulariaceae), Olearia (Asteraceae) and Corokia (Corokiaceae), not found on any of the 
other Austral Islands or in the tropical Pacific. 
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In order to test this hypothesis some additional samples were required. In August of 2002, 
the author collected some material from the A.rahu lignite deposit with the intention of processing 
some material for pollen analysis. The site is heavily eroded across the whole outcrop and is only 
exposed in a few places below the Taga ridgeline (see Plate 3). In a number of places the lignite 
is overlain by recently eroded clay. I was unable to locate any of the banded clay that Chubb 
described suitable for palynological examination and K/Ar dating. Some of this lignite2 was 
processed by Mike Macphail at the Australian National University who identified a similar, but 
Jess diverse assemblage consisting of Cypcraceae, Poaceae, Cyathea tree fem type and monolete 
fern spores, Dodonaea (Sapindaceae) and Rubiaceae type grains (see Table 6.3 for list). Like 
Cranwcll, Macphail and the author did not identify any pre-Quaternary fossil taxa that may 
specify further the likely age of the deposit, a lthough the KJAr ages provided by Morhange 
(1990) and Dostal et a l ( 1998) now confine the age of this deposit to 5.1 ma or younger. The 
palynological record remains only partial, but provides no evidence to suggest that the age of this 
deposit is pre-Quaternary where the former southeast ridge of caldera may have only been 
breached by marine transgression within the late Quaternary interglacial phases. 
Phylogeographic evidence and late Miocene-Pliocene phytogeography 
Fossil data do not always allow for a precise or complete interpretation of phytogeographical 
pattcming. For pollen and fern spore assemblages there tends to be a bias towards wind pollinated 
and peat swamp species preserved in Tertiary lignites. The very lack of late Miocene-Pliocene 
sub-fossil deposits from OIRO limits phytogeographical interpretation. The recent application of 
phylogenetic and phylogeographic methods bas enabled historical events of genetic 
differentiation to be infe1Ted. These inferences arc established on the basis that the geological age 
of island orogeny provides the earliest timeframe in which newly established are given the 
evolutionary potential to spcciate (Avise, 2000). For many Pacific plant lineages, phylogenetic 
studies have confirmed the importance of a11 eastward dispersal route in which Western Pacific 
species are basal to eastern species. 
The timing of dispersal events can also be infen-ed by molecular dating in which the level 
of molecu lar divergence between taxa is examined. There arc, however, a number of problems 
that may arise in interpreting these 'molecular clocks' including the genetic influence of multiple 
colonisation events, hybridisation and polyphyletic lineages. Despite these pitfalls, broad 
molecular estimates from many Austral Island floral lineages suggest that most dispersal events 
took place during the late Miocene-Pliocene with extant island taxa derived from this 
diversification. Most taxa are derived from the tropical west-cast dispersal routes (see examples 
2A collection of this lignite and reference pollen slides are held by the Department of Archaeology and 
Naturnl history, The Australian National University. 
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below) with some taxa following a southerly route from New Zealand (e.g. Sophora tomentosa 
and Hebe rapensis; see below) and American lineages (e.g two Planfago species (Plantaginaceae) 
from Rapa; Hoggard et al 2003; Tim Motley, unpublished data). 
Tronchet et al (2005; also Tim Motley, unpublished data) used two nuclear-encoder spacer 
regions from the ribosomal RNA to resolve the genetic relationships between the Pacific 
populations of tbe Araliaceae genus Me1yta, of which two extant species (M. chloristanrha and 
M b1·achypoda) are found on the Austral Jslands (see Chapter 8). The spacer region data showed 
that the Austral Island populations are derived from the diverse New Caledonian lineages. Tbe 
ancestral New Caledonian species may be derived from populations from either Fij i (M. 
tenuifolia) or New Zealand (M. sinclairii), although this relationship remains tmclear. Tronchet et 
al (2005) suggest tJ1at the east Pacific populations, including from the Austral Islands would have 
arisen after the late Miocene-Pliocene island orogeny from long-distance dispersal events. 
The phylogenetic relationship of some Austral Island taxa to late Miocene-Pliocene 
dispersals from New Zealand has received more attention. Using sequences from an intergene 
region (atpB-rbcL) of chloroplast DNA, Hurr et al (1999) found that the Edwardsia section of the 
genus Sopho1·a, distributed across the southern Pacific from New Zealand to Chile, is 
monophyletic but from a distant 11011-Edwardsia lineage fro m the north-west Pacific. These data 
suggest tlrnt this section of Sophora initially dispersed to New Zealand from the northwest Pacific 
along an Antarctic route by the late Miocene, then dispersed across the South Pacific and to all of 
the Austral Islands. Based on molecular clock estimates and fossil pollen dates from ancestral 
New Zealand species, the derived S. tomentosa, represented on all of the Austral Jslands (Meyer, 
LU1published data) and S. toromiro, found only on Easter lsland (Zizka, 199 J b), are late Miocene 
to Pliocene in age. Dispersal of the buoyant Sophora seeds to these islands from New Zealand is 
seen as the most likely explanation for this distribution. 
Nuclear ribosomal internal transcribed spacers (mJTS) from species in the genus Hebe, 
represented on Rapa by H. rapensis, indicate dispersal eastward from New Zealand to South 
America probably <luting the late Miocene (Wagstaff and Gamock-Jones, 2000; Winkworth et al 
2002; Michael Bayly and Phil Gamock-Jones, unpublished data). Wink.worth et al (2002) suggest 
that the Sub-Antarctic Islands and the Antarctic may have provided a stepping-stone for dispersal 
from New Zealand to South America. It is possible that Rapa may have also served as a stepping-
stone for this dispersal. 
Few other high-resolution phylogeographic studies have been completed for representatives 
of the Austral Island flora. F lorence ( 1997) has found from an analysis of the floral affinities of 
other Pacific regions with the flora of subtropical Rapa, that over 45% of genera are shared with 
the tropical Western Pacific. For the remaining Austral Islands, this percentage is greater given 
their more tropical position. Limited phylogeographfo studies are also available for a number of 
pan-tropical genera including Scaevola (Goodeniaceae; including S. raccada found on most of the 
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Austral Islands; Howarth et al 2003), Hibiscus (Malvaceae; Hibisceae; including H. tiliaceus 
represented on most islands; Pfeil et al 2002) and Erythina (Fabaceae; Phascoleae Erthraster; 
represented by E. variegata in most of the Austral Islands; Bruneau, 1996) with representatives 
with long distance dispersal capacities. These phylogenetic analyses suggest that most pantropical 
taxa had a1Tived in the Pacific region prior to Austral Island orogeny. 
Pleistocene (last 1.8 ma - 10,000 yr B.P.) pbytogeography of the Austral Islands 
The dynamics of Quaternary vegetation change for OIRO are still little known but are best 
described for the Late Quaternary. By the Pleistocene the configuration of islands in the Pacific 
Basin was essentially the same as today. The geology of OIRO remained tectonically stable 
throughout this period relative to the regions adjacent to the continental plate boundaries to the 
west. Few terrestrial catchments in the region have accumulated sediment with palynological 
records for the Pleistocene. The lack of large sedimentary basins in this region dictates that 
continuous teJTestrial records of an age exceeding the Holocene will remain elusive (Hope, 1996). 
Inferences of vegetation change for the Pleistocene in OIRO tend to rely on indirect proxies such 
as glacial or sea level signatures to determine constraints on vegetation. 
Pleistocene sea level fluctuations 
The infiuence of eustatic and regional hydrn-isostatic sea level fluctuations (see Dickinson, 2001) 
on vegetation change in the Pacific are better understood for the Quaternary given the 
preservation of marine (e.g. coral reefs and marine sediments) and coastal sedimentary deposits 
(e.g. mangrove sediments) and 0U1er geomorphological indicators (e.g. coasta l caves and uplifted 
coral tenaces). Eustatic sea levels in the last 1.8 million years have tluctualed by up to 140 m on 
a lime scale of about 100,000 years. The time spent at the lowest levels is similar to that spent at 
their highest, about 10-1 5,000 years or 10% of the time with intem1ediate levels achieved at other 
times (Chappell, 1987; Shackleton, 2000). Bathymetric data from much of OlRO docs suggest 
that almost all existing island groups throughout the region remained separated even during 
glacial lowstand sea levels. 
The regional hydro-isostatic response of the earth's mantle to ice volume fluctuations is 
ocean depth-dependent and spatially variable (Dickinson, 2001; Lambeck and Chappell. 2001). 
These changes are related to earth mantle defonnation upon the transfer of mass (H20) from 
expanded polar ice sheets at peak glaciation to the more even distribution during interglaciations. 
Chappell (1974) showed that islands in equatorial regions experience this adj ustment far from 
glaciated regions due to this meltwater mass transfer. Hydro-isostatic adjustments during 
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interglacial periods of the Pleistocene are not well defined for the OIRO region due the limited 
number and integrity of palaeoshoreline signatures (e.g. tide-line indicators including wave cu1 
notches, see Dickinson, 2001) that are common along Holocene shorelines (see below) 
Estimates of interglacial and interstadial sea levels are known for the late Pleistocene 
Pacific from a series of dated uplifted-coral terraces in the Huon Peninsula, Papua New Guinea 
(Chappell et al 1996). The closest series of uplifted terraces to OIRO that provide any indication 
of Pleistocene sea level come from the Fijian Archipelago (e.g. Nunn and Omura, 1999). Uplifted 
Pleistocene reefs are common in many parts of OIRO including on Rurutu (Stoddart and Spencer, 
1987; Pirazzoli and Salvat, 1992) and Tubuai (Pirazzoli and Salvat, ibid) where emergence by 
volcanic loading of the Arago Seamount {Bonneville el al 2002) has left Last Interglacial 
shoreline signat1.1res3 from a time when sea level was approximately 5 m above present level (e.g. 
Chappell and Shackleton, 1983). The impact of volcanic loading Last Interglacial hydro-isos1atic 
drawdown on the Austral lslands has yet to be ca lculated. 
Sea levels have also been estimated from oxygen isotope ratios in foramin ifera from deep 
ocean-floor cores (e.g. Vl 9-30 cores off the Huon coast). No marine cores have been obtained 
from anywhere within the South Pacific Superswell (Figure 6.2) as these are usually focused on 
the periphery of continental shelves and/or where tectonic activity has created large sedimentary 
basins along the sea floor. Those cores available from the OTRO region and those that are 
available tend to be shallow, intermittent deposits affected by organic dissolution (e.g. Ontong 
Java Plateau; see Figure 6.2; Kawahata, 1999; Lea el al 2000). 
Lower sea levels during glacial periods had the effect of increasing land area and therefore 
reducing migration distances between islands. For the Austral Islands this would have had a 
mru·ginal effect given the large distances between islands. Based on limited batl1ymetric data and 
with the estimated sea level decline for the LGM, Rapa for example, would potentially have 
expanded its terrestrial area up to around 200 krn2• The ocean floor immediately sLtrrounding 
these islands lies at a deptl1 varying between 2 and 4.7 km. All of the sun-ounding satellite islets 
off the coast would have been joined with the main island allowed continuous tracts of vegetation 
to fonn between them. Given the rise in altitude of the island with lowering sea-level, orographic 
precipitation concentrated on windward flanks of the island may have increased leading to 
increasing valley dissection and sediment erosion, as has been proposed for most Pacific high 
islands (e.g. Gavenda, I 992). Paulay ( 1985) suggests that the montane cloud forest of Rapa would 
have extended down in elevation to encompass a greater area, potentially connecting the 
previously disjunct forest tracts. 
Lower sea levels also had the effect of creating erosion dominated tluvial systems by 
increasing river gradients. This increased valley incision and sediment mobilisation limiting 
JTbe author surveyed the Rimatara ra ised limestone coastline for similar signatures but was unable to locate 
any wave-notch features at a height above the modem notches. 
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accommodation space for sediment deposition and organic accumulation and subsequently sub~ 
fossil preservation. Vegetation development particular at the outlets of livers and in coastal areas 
was likely to have been greatly restricted. Coastal swamp forest or mangrove environments would 
have been either restricted to small refugia, or were entirely absent during these periods. 
Evidence for Pleistocene glaciation 
The generally low elevation and tropical orientation of CIRO has meant that few islands are 
likely to have been ever directly influenced by glaciation. During the Late Quaternary glacial 
phases, a succession of ice caps fo1med at the crest of Malllla Kea (below 4200 m), the highest 
volcano of Hawai'i and the only known glaciated peak in OlRO. Mauna Kea now lacks perennial 
ice cover, but glacial moraine deposits stratified between lava flows and tephra layers, indicative 
of three glacial episodes K/Ar, 36Cl and radiocarbon dated to marine isotope stages 2, 4, and 6 
(Poiter el al 1977; Poiter, 1979; 2005), known periods of increased global ice volume. Evidence 
of glacial moraines extends down from the Mauna Kea summit to as far as 3500 m. Porter (1979) 
estimates that the tree line was depressed to as far as 2000 m during the Last Glacial Maximum, 
but no palaeobotanical information directly confirms this hypothesis. With this treeline 
depression cooler temperatures (perhaps 6-7 °C cooler) have been inferred for the height of the 
Last Glacial Maxit11tm1 18,000 yr B.P. The degree and timing of this cooling is similar to that 
known from temperate and continental glacial moraines, and can be taken as evidence that the 
Quaternaiy has been marked by similar fluctuations in the Pacific as elsewhere. 
Palaeobotanical evidence and Pleistocene phytogeography 
Lyon (1930) identified Pleistocene-aged macro-botanical remains of fifteen tree species from a 
tuff deposited in a salt lake at Moanalua, O'ahu, Hawaiian Islands. Amongst the species 
identified were the endemic Pritchardia spp. (Arecaceae), Merrosideros polymorpha (Myrtaceac) 
and Acacia koa (Fabaceae) indicative of a mesic interglacial enviro1m1ent (Ruhe, J 964 in 
Gavenda, 1992). By contrast, Hay and Iijima ( 1968 in Gavenda, I 992) later examined the 
geomorphology of the site and interpreted the deposit to be from a glacial period at - 350,000 yr 
8.P. providing evidence for the long-term presence of at least three endemic species. 
Some relatively continuous Pleistocene palynological records are available from 
continental sites in Remote Oceania (see Figure 6.1) including the Grande Terre, New Caledonia 
(Stevenson et al 200 I; Stevenson and Hope, 2005) and in New Zealand where there are numerous 
records (e.g. Prebble el al in prep, Vandergoes et al 2005, Newnham et al 2004). Only one record 
has been located from the Fijian Archipelago at Lake Tagimaucia on Taveuni (Southern, 1986; 
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Hope, 1996). Discrete Pleistocene tmits have also been located along the Plaine des Lacs, New 
Caledonia (Hope and Pask, 1998), Nadrau Plateau on Viti Levu, Fiji (Southern, 1986) and from 
several sites in New Zealand (e.g. Moar, 1973; Moar and Suggate, 1996). Most interpretations of 
these records imply cooler and drier conditions with an increase in montane and herbaceous taxa 
in lowland areas in response to a decrease in forested environments. 
Only three island groups in OTRO have provided palynological records extending back to 
the Pleistocene, including Easter 1sland (Rano Kao, Rano RaraJcu and Rano Aroi in Flenley, 
1979; Flenley and King, 1984 and Flenley et al 1991), O'alm, Hawaiian Islands (Selling, 1948; 
Athens and Ward, 1993; Hotchkiss and Juvik, 1999) and San Cristobal, Galapagos lslands 
(Colinvaux, 1972; Colinvaux and Schofield, 1976). All of these sites are located in either high 
elevation bogs (Hawaiian sites) or remnant volcanic caldera lakes, but are rare in the region. 
Flenley et al (l 991) proposed that fluctuations between an extinct Arecaceae palm type (see 
Chapter 4) and Asteraceae (Tubuliflorae) pollen provide a climatic index for changing 
temperature. For sediments dated to the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) at 18,000 to 16,000 yr 
B.P. from the Rano Raraku record (RRA 3, presented and discussed in Chapter 4), the index 
indicates cooler and drier conditions than those exhibited for the Holocene. The palynological 
record of Ka'au Crater indicates that the dry to mesic forest vegetation just prior to the LGM with 
more open forest vegetation indicative of cooler and drier conditions dominating the LGM 
(Hotchkiss and Juvik, 1999). Colinvaux and Schofield (1976) suggest from sedimentary 
signatures that the Galapagos Islands environment was extremely arid during the Pleistocene due 
to intensified upwelling of the currents off the coast of South America (Humboldt current) and 
the consequent generation of strong westerly winds. 
Palaeoclimatic influences on Pleistocene phytogeography 
Studies of Mg/Ca and 180 ratios in foraminifera from ocean floor cores in the OIRO region have 
revealed equivocal changes in sea surface temperature and productivity during the Pleistocene 
glacial periods (e.g. Kawahata, 1999; Lea et ol 2000). Records from sites further west within tbe 
Jndo-Pacific Wann Pool indicate that sea surface temperatures may have been only 0-3° below 
present levels (Gagan et al 2004). This counters estimates developed from temperature inferences 
gained from equatorial Pacific records of glacial extent (e.g. Hope, 1976; Porter, 1979; Seltzer, 
2001). 
Ocean floor core records from along the coast of South America (e.g. Calvo et al 200 I) 
suggest that ocean circulation was relaxed during the Pliocene but intensified dming the late 
Pleistocene glacial cycles particularly with the general locking of global them1ohaline circulation 
(e.g. Broeckcr, 1991 ). This pattern is likely to have been similar in the Western Pacific, but is 
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only well defined for the Late Quaternary (e.g. Barrows et al 2000; Gagan et al 2004). With Lhe 
intensification of ocean circulation trade winds also strengthened. Such circulation patterns may 
have had a major influence on the migration of plants that disperse via floating propagules. At 
present, the prevailing circulation system in the OJRO region delivers plant propagules from 
South America with the eastern equatorial current, while the counter equatorial current and the 
eastern boundary currents provide a migration path for Western Pacific taxa upwind into OIRO. 
The southeast trade winds bring airborne taxa from as far as New Zealand to OrRO. These wind 
patterns and ocean currents intensified during glacial sea levels providing additional oppo1tunity 
for plants to establ ish via long distance dispersal. 
There are few direct measures of palaeoprecipitation available for the equatorial Pacific and 
OlRO. Large phosphate deposits on a number of Pacific islands (including some islands in lhe 
OlRO region (e.g. Makatea, French Polynesia) are thought to have developed during the 
Pleistocene from seabird guano that accreted in response to reduced precipitation. Nunn ( 1997) 
suggests that phosphate may not have developed on these islands recently because the guano 
supplied by the seabirds has been leached before decomposition. Pleistocene phosphate formation 
may represent conditions drier than present and such conditions may be correlated with glacial 
maxima. Aridity around the LGM in the Pacific islands has been inferred from a number of other 
studies, such as dolomite fom1ation on Niue (Schofield and Nelson, 1978). It is unclear how such 
reduced precipitation may have influenced Pleistocene floras in OIRO. 
Phylogeographic evidence and Pleistocene phytogeography 
Most plant dispersals to the AustraJ lslands took place either soon after island orogeny in the late 
Miocene/Pliocene or periodically in later periods. Additional dispersals of established Austral 
lsland taxa, particularly of taxa with long-distance dispersal mechanisms (avian dispersed, 
floating propagules) continued to occur. Wright et al (2000) examined the nuclear ribosomal 
DNA of the Metrosideros subgenus Metrosideros that includes - 26 anemophilous species found 
tlu·oughout the Pacific. They identified tluee monophyletic clades, two of Miocene age with one 
thought to be derived from a Pleistocene dispersal of a species identical to the New Zealand 
species Metrosideros excel:sa, only separated by a single nucleotide change. Varieties of M. 
co/lino are now found throughout OIRO and are fow1d on all of the populated Austral Islands 
except Rimatara. Wright et al (ibid) attribute this late dispersal to a change in late Pleistocene 
wind patterns, namely an intensification of the southeast trades. 
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Holocene phytogeography of the Austral Islands 
The pbytogeo&:,•raphy of the Austral Islands prior to human colonisation is discussed here for the 
Holocene (see Chapter 7) with particular reference to the geodynamic processes influenced by 
eustatic and hydro-isostatic sea level fluctuations. The post-glacial marine transgression of the 
early Holocene had the regional effect of enhancing the sediment budget, especially behind 
accreting river levees, boulder beach-ridges, and coral reef systems. This increase in sediment 
accumulation allowed formerly restricted coastal vegetation to establish. On most islands in 
OIRO this usually did not take place until eustatic sea level reached near modem levels by -8,000 
cal. yr B.P. when coastal sediment accumulation reached its peak behind reef bound lagoons that 
restricted wave-induced sediment erosion. Palyuological sequences obtained from anaerobic, 
organic rich depositional contexts in the OIRO region that have accumulated since the post-
glacial marine transgression in the early Holocene are available in most island archipelagos (see 
Chapter l) and the Austral Islands. 
'Tdea l' contexts for pollen preservation described by .Jacobson and Bradshaw ( 1981) sucll 
as large closed lake basins or Sphagnum peat deposits are rare in OlRO and are absent in the 
Austral Islands. The lack of closed volcanic lake calderas and peat bogs in the Austral Islands has 
meant that most sedimentary catchments preserving Holocene palaeobotanical remains are 
located on levee-backed rnarshJands (Rapa and Ra' ivavae), beach-backed swamps (Rapa, 
Ra'ivavae, Tubuai, Rurutu) and makafea moat swamps (Rurutu and Rimatara; see below). Aside 
from shallow soil horizon and wet-field agricultural teITaces, upland sedimentary deposits are 
entirely absent from all of the Austral Islands. 
Coastal marshland deposits on the islands can be characterised on tile basis of sedimentary 
basin size and morphology, structw·e of the alluvial/marine interface and the morphology of 
offshore reefs. The largest coastal sedimentary catchment is fow1d at the head of Ha ' urei harbour 
on Rapa (see below). Smaller sedimentary catchments (see Chapter 7) are located at tbe base of 
windward boulder and leeward sa11dy beach embayments of the island (Figure 6.5). The more 
deeply incised windward embayments are characterised by higher energy :fluvial/alluvial systems. 
but highly organic fine-grained sediment deposits preserving botanical remains tend to be of late 
Holot:ene age and often directly associated with human-induced sedimentation (see Chapter 7). 
Similar size boulder and sandy beacb embayments are found on Ra'ivavae and Tubuai. 
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Figure 6.5 Satellite image of Rapa showing the main windward boulder beach and leeward sandy beach 
embayments. The position of Tukou and the highest mountain peak are also indicated. 
Dickinson (1998: 1051 after Scott and Rotondo, 1983) suggests that islands such as the 
Australs distributed "downstream" from hotspot volcanoes (i.e. the MacDonald and Arago 
seamounts) are expected to display the following successive coastal morphologies and reef 
development as a response to island subsidence due to volcanic loading: (J) volcanic islands 
without offshore reef development e.g. Marotiri (2) volcanic islands with fringing reefs, (3) 
volcanic islands within lagoons enclosed by barrier reefs, and finally (4) atolls (see Table 6.1). 
Reef development on Rapa is restricted with shallow (0-5 m or more below low-tide line) shoals 
along the coastal fr inge. Only one small reef at the harbour entrance is exposed at low tide (- 0.4 
m below mean sea-level). Limited reef development is probably due to both subsidence from 
volcanic loading and restricted reef growth from the island's cooler sub-tropical position. Shoal 
depth governs the extent of wave-induced sediment erosion at the marine/ten-estrial interface. The 
coasts of Ra' ivavai and Tubuai are enclosed by a barrier reef that has allowed the development of 
an extensive prograding coastal plain. 
Ha 'urei harbour on Rapa represents the remnant of one of the original volcanic calderas 
formed during island orogeny and opened to the coast sometime in the Pliocene. The shallow 
bathymetry of the harbour suggests that the entire area was exposed during glacial lowstand sea 
levels. The exposed reef at the harbour entrance, backed by calcareous reef shoals along the 
interior, currently restricts wave-action from the sea, to the degree that the harbotu- could be 
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described as a lagoon. At low tide fine-grained sediments of a mixture of alluvial sediments, shell 
and coral detritus are exposed to reveal tlu·ee prominent birds-foot river deltas and tidal flats 
extending out from the high-tide shoreline (see Plate 4 and 5). Water deptl1 stmounding the 
Tapuki (Tapu ' i) basaltic islet in the centre of harbour is no more than 1.5 m below low tide level. 
Shoreward of the exposed deltaic sediments are a series of levee-backed marshes 
positioned at Tukou, Matataa and Aitoke (see Plate 3). All of these sites have been heavily 
modified by human activity and grazing by cattle, horses and goats. A map of Ha'urei harbour 
sketched in 1864 by Captain John Vine Hall (1869a) shows the position of a number of coastal 
pondfield systems that were used for Colocasia esculenta cultivation (Figure 6.6). Remnant dry 
stonewall terrace features arc now interspersed within many of the levee-backed marshes, along 
the margins of riverbeds or situated along the present shoreline. At certain points, these 
marshlands extend over 100 m inland and rise to an elevation of over 2 metres. On the most 
inland side, these marshes are bound either by river levees or steeply rising embankments of the 
surrounding hill slopes that appear to have been cut by a previous, probably mid-Holocene, sea-
level high stand (see Figure 6.7 and below for further discussion). 
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-· Figure 6.6 Section of a sketched map of the head of Ha'urei Harbour, Rapa by John Vine Hall (1869a) 
showing the location of the main marsh systems ('Taro patches ') including Tukou. 
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Figure 6.7 Approximate position of highstand maximum marine incursion after sea-level stabilization at 
Tukou (blue line). Up to - 3 m of organic rich sediment has been accommodated at the site above present 
high tide/spring tide line marked by the interface between the marsh and the tidal flats. 
Palaeoenvironmental examination of Tukou Marsh, Rapa 
The modern marsh: geography, climate and vegetation 
Tukou marsh lies on the south side of the broadest river delta and associated tidal flats of Ha'urei 
Harbour. The marsh is banked and divided by two smaller prograding river channels forming two 
waterlogged depressions. The central most marsh depression was chosen for palaeoenvironmental 
analysis (Figures 6.8; see Plate 4 and 5) and sediment cores were taken in 2002 (June-August). 
The modem marsh appears to have developed behind the southern levee of the main river and the 
northern levee of the smaller river bounded the marsh to the south. The marsh extends from the 
estuarine shoreline, marked at high tide (- 0.4 m above mean sea level) by driftwood and 
estuarine detritus, - 135 m to the embankment of the surrounding hill slope. Below the 
embankment the marsh reaches a maximum elevation, based on laser transit measurements, of 3 
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tn above the high tide mark. The topography of the remnant agricultural terrace features lie an 
additional 50 cm or more above the marsh surface. 
Overall the climate on Rapa is subtropical/temperate. Tukou receives around 2500-3000 
mm annual rainfall based on measurements taken from Ha'urei village, also at sea-level (Rapa 
Meteo, unpublished data). Tukou is fed by two pe1manent streams that drain the eastern 
catchment of the Pera'u-Namuere range with water flow gradients averaging above 30 degrees. 
Hydrological data are unavailable for this catchment. From readings taken in 2002, both rainfall 
and wind arc greatest from June to Augt1st with the average temperature minimums fluctuating 
around 15°C reaching as low as I 0°C in August 2002 (Rapa Mctco, unpublished data). Thunder 
and lightning occur infrequently at any time of the year with only two storms recorded from 
February to March 2002. 
The vegetation of the waterlogged marsh siu·face is currently dominated by introduced 
agricultural grasses (e.g. Paspalum subjugatum) and adventive herbs (e.g. Commelina diffusa and 
Ludwigia octovalvis) with some indigenous sedges (e.g. Carex spp.) and rushes (e.g. 
Schoenoplectus subulatus subsp. subu/atus; some authors suggest that this may have been 
introduced to French Polynesia). Tbe embankment on the periphery of the marsh is largely open 
grass with some naturalised Syzgium jambos and Psidium spp. trees (both in the Myrtaceae). 
Some indigenous tree taxa are found at the site including Hib;scus tiliaceus (Malvaceae) and 
Metrosideros collina (Myrtaceae). Hall's (1868a) sketch of the site indicates that stone-wall 
terraces lined the upper portion of the marsh and were focused along the banks of the adjacent 
river; channels. Some of these te1Tace features remai11 but in a degraded state. Only one feral C. 
esculenta specimen was located at Tukou with no other cultigens identified. The marsh is 
cuffenlly left for cattle grazing. 
Field methodology 
ln regard to the vegetation history of Rapa, Tukou marsh was examined for three main purposes. 
Firstly, to outline the extent of Holocene vegetation on Rapa; and secondly to assess the influence 
of fluctuating Holocene sea levels on vegetation and coastal sedimentation (see section below). 
The site was also examined for hwnan impact signatures and this is discussed in Chapter 7. 
In order to assess changes in vegetation throughout the Holocene, an attempt was made to 
obtaiu the oldest and most continuous section from the marsh. Cores were attempted in the 
Ha ' urei lagoon at different intervals between Tukou Marsh and Tapuki Islet using both Russian 
D-Section and Livingston corers. The textme of the lagoon sediments was such that no core was 
retained with sufficient integrity for palynological analysis. After initial probing, the longest 
profile was located at the marsh/ lagoon intetface (Tukou Core 1; see Figure 6.8). This 6.5 m 
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sediment profile was taken 5 m inland of the shoreline using a 50 mm Russian D-Section corer 
down to 5 m below the marsh surface, with the remaining 1.5 m extracted using a 35 mm 
diameter Livingston piston corer. 
Figure 6.8 Satellite image of Tukou showing the position of Core I (red dot), the multiple profile transect 
(red line) and the position of the upper, central and lower marshes and other surrounding features. 
Given the dominant representation of exotic vegetation at the site, modem pollen and spore 
rain study was not conducted on Rapa. Pollen traps were erected on the island, but these have yet 
to be analysed. The dispersal characteristics and representation of identified pollen and spore taxa 
are instead inferred from modern pollen rain studies from other sites in the OIRO region (e.g. 
Flcnlcy et al 1996) and from surface samples from the Tukou swamp. 
Laboratory and numerical methods 
Each extracted core was taken back to the laboratory for further analyses including radiocarbon 
dating, sedimentary, faunal and palynological analyses. Five samples were submitted for 
Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) radiocarbon dating and these are listed in Table 6.2. The 
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calibrations provided were calculated using the OxCal program version 3.10 with the lntCal04 
calibration data set (Bronk Ramsey, 2001; 2005). Of these radiocarbon samples, one leaf sample 
was submitted along with three macro-charcoal particles. The remaining sample was submitted as 
a pre-treated pollen concentrate, processed using standard pollen protocols without the addition of 
carbon-based acids. 
One cubic centimetre (cm3) samples in volume were taken at approximately 0.10 m 
intervals tbroughout each core. Pollen analysis of sediment samples was conducted using the 
standard preparation techniques outlined by Faegri and lversen (1989). To enable the calculation 
of pollen concentrations, Lycopodium clavatum marker spores of a known mu11ber were added 
(Stockman, 1971 ). Palynomorph counts generally amounted to 300. Microscopic charcoal 
fragments were also counted for each sample using the point count method (Clark, 1982). 
Foraminifera (rotalids indicative of estuarine/intettidal conditions; Jessica Reeves pets. comm.) 
and calcareous clino:flagellates (indicative of estuarine conditions; Marty Young pers. comm. 
2004) within the pollen concenti-ates were counted as broad inclicators of estuaiine/iutertidal 
environments but were not identified to taxa due to dissolution during pollen processing. 
Pollen and spore identification was assisted by reference material collected in the field by 
the author and regional reference collections held at the Australian National University. All 
pollen taxa names refer to the family or genera of extant plant taxa with the exception of the fossil 
classification Arecaceae: Iguanurinae type which is derived from an extinct palm of that sub-tribe 
(see Chapter 7 for a more detailed description). Mineral magnetic susceptibility analysis was 
used to detect coarse changes in mineralogy down the cores. Each core was scanned by using a 
MS/2 Ba11ington Susceptibility Meter and core loop at 2 cm intervals in order to identify peaks in 
magnetic mineral concentration. 
Sixteen samples from all sedimentary units of Tukou Core 1 were processed for biogenic 
silica including phytoliths and diatoms. Phytolith extraction follows the method described by 
Carter (2000). A fwther set of samples selected from sedimentary units were analysed for 
phytoliths and diatoms using a microwave digestion method described by ParT (2002). 
All pollen and spores were counted as a ratio to added exotic Lycopodium spores (per cm-
3). The concentration (per cm3) data for pollen, spores and microcharcoal pa1ticles, foraminifera 
and dinoflagellate counts as well as percentage pollen and spore data were placed into 
stratigraphic diagrams (Figures 6.9a and 6.9b) using the program C2 Data Analysis version 1.4 
(Juggins, 2005). Radiocarbon ages, linear age models and magnetic susceptibility data were also 
placed in these diagrams. This program was also used to numerically examine the relationship 
between samples using correspondence analysis (CA). 
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Holocene vegetation change: Tukou Core 1 
Core stratigraphy, chronology and eustatic sea levels 
The basal sediments (650-600 cm) of the core consist primarily of compacted reddish-brown 
basaltic clays with minimal organic content (< 10%). Above these clays, a large unit (600-120 cm) 
encompassing much of the core consists of fine to coarse estuatine sands, sills and differing 
proportions of shell and coral debris and other calcareous material. Magnetic susceptibili ty 
measurements (K units) correspond to increasing proportions of inorganic (basaltic) mineral 
sands. Above this unit lies a predominantly organic uni.t (120-0 cm) with differing degrees of silt 
and c lay, but lacking any calcareous material. The upper 22 cm of the core lie above the high-tide 
line and consist of sedge (Cyperaceae) and grass (Paspalum conj11gat11111) roots. 
Five AMS dates were obtained for Tukou Core 1 at different intervals throughout the core 
(Table 6.2) and these arc presented as linear-age models in stratigraphic diagrams (Figures 6.9a 
and 6.9b). The most basal sample submitted for dating located at 624 cm in depth obtained an age 
of 8,300 - 7,450 cal. yr B.P. (see Table 6.2). Dated from pollen concentrates this sample 
represents the most basal age for the Tukou deposit, but may as discussed below stem from 
reworked material. The estuarine sedimentary unit with calcareous material was dated to between 
- 8,000 and 2,000 caJ. yr B.P. No radiocarbon dates were obtained from the upper organic unit, 
thus the chronology remains uncertajn and is discussed below in the context of palynological 
markers. 
The most detailed clu·onological measurements for eustatic sea level change in OIRO come 
from an analysis of barrier reef coral cores from coastal Tahiti (Bard et al 1996). These have 
provided comparable rates of sea level change for the late Glacial-Holocene period and a linear 
age model of this record is presented alongside the age model for the Tukou Core I sequence 
(Figures 6.9a and 6.9b). Tbe three most basal ages dating from 7,450 - 8,300 cal. yr B.P. are all 
situated at depths deemed to lie above eustatic sea level at that time. All of these ages have been 
taken from depths associated with counts of foraminifera and dinoflagellates representative of 
intertidal or estuarine conditions. From the Tahi ti coral record, Bard (ibid) estimates the level of 
eustatic sea level to lie al this time between around -20 and -12 m below current mean sea level, 
at least 6 m below the Tukou levels. Either sea level rose more rapidly on Rapa, or older organic 
material at the base of Tukou Core l have been reworked. The later explanation is followed here. 
By 6,500 ca l. yr B.P., the Tahiti record indicates that sea levels reached levels represented at the 
Tukou Core 1 site. Ages obtained from this core that are younger than 6,500 cal. yr B.P are 
assumed to be consistent with the timing of sediment deposition and not a product of post-
depositional processes. 
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Silicious particles, possibly fragments of biogeruc microfossils, were found within the 
samples processed for phytoliths and diatoms but these appeared to be influenced by dissolution 
processes and could not be identified to any plant group or diatom species. 
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Table 6.2 List of AMS radiocarbon dates obtained from the Tukou marsh sediment profiles. Presented are the 
sample depths, radiocarbon laboratory (ANU= Australian National University; California • University of 
California, Irvine; ANSTO=Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation), material dated 
(distinguished by colour), pollen concentrations/cc, laboratory sample codes, uncalibrated detem1inations and 
calibrated ages to 2cr and 2cr central point estimates. Dates from two samples were replicated at 240-242 cm (Core 
3) and 210-2 12 cm (Core 6) and calibrated using the combine algorithm in the OxCal program version 3.10. Post-
European contact interpolated date estimates are referred to in Chapter 7. 
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Direct indications of estuarine or littoral conditions arc available from the shell macro-
remains of bivalves, gastropods and other fauna (e.g. crabs). The highest concentrations (I 0-15%) 
of shell remains are found at differing depths between 250- 150 cm along with whole pieces of 
coral debris. Taxa recorded in this section of the core include bivalves in the Veneridae 
(Galrarium pecrinatum; C/ypeomorus sp.) and Mytilidae (Saccostrea sp.), Tellinidae (Tellina cf 
staurella) families (Katherine Szabo pers. comm.). In the basal sediments of the core between 
540-250 cm shell concentrations He below 5% with all of the above taxa recorded in different 
sections. Saccostrea sp. and crab remains were recorded throughout this section. Until further 
analyses of these bivalve remains including isotopic analyses are undertaken, no definitive 
interpretation of the littoral or estuarine environment can be made. 
Palynological analysis 
The different palynomorphs identified from Tukou Core l are listed in Table 6.3. along with their 
presence or absence in Tertiary, mid-Holocene and <2000 cal. yr B.P. aged sediments and their 
biogeographic affinity. Proportional palynological data arc also presented in stratigraphic 
diagrams according to the occurrence of taxa throughout the core in proportions of either >5 
(Figure 6.9a) or <5% (Figure 6.9b). Taxa are grouped from left to right according trees and 
shrub, herb, fem and fem ally groups. Taxa are sorted within these groups in stratigraphic 
succession using the sort function in C2 Data Analysis program (Juggins, 2005). The core is 
divided into four palynological zones on the basis of the major vegetation changes. 
Zone I (650 to 245 cm; - 6,500 - 4,000 cal. yr B.P.) 
Trilete fern spores including Cyathea tree fem and Angiopreris types dominate this Zooc. 
Palynomorph concentrations remain low until - 6,500 cal. yr B.P. after which time concentrations 
reach their highest in the early Holocene until 5,000 cal. yr 8 .P. Tree aod shrub taxa are only 
preserved in low percentages or trace counts or percentages. Pa11dam1s cf rectorius type pollen 
does not enter the record in percentages >5% until after 6,000 cal. yr. B.P. Triumfetra (probably 
T. proc11111be11s), Euphorbiaceac and Myrtaceae pollen are the most consistently represented tree 
and shrub taxa fowid in this Zone. Both foraminifera and dinotlagellatcs are found in trace counts 
at the base of this Zone but were not located after around 5,000 cal. yr B.P. From 6,500 cal. B.P. 
the Arecaceae: Iguanurinae type pollen appears in the record. 
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Pollen taxa Family Pre~(lnt Present Present Indigenous Blogeogr:1phlc 
in In early- In last rcpresentnttves In affinity 
Tertiary mid 2000 modern flora 
Holocene rears 
Acalvpha 1 E11phorbi11ceac N y y Acalypha spp. lndo· 
Possible extinct species Pacific/Endemic? 
A11g/oprerls Angioptcridaccac N y y A11gloplcrls rapensls, A. Indo-Pacific/Ende111ic 
/onglfolla 
Arccaccac: Arccnceae, Subfamily Y'/ y y Extinct ? 
lg1rnn11rinac Type Arccoidcae, Tribe 
Igunnul'inne 
Asteraceae • Asternceae N y y 1 numerous species '/ 
f 11buliflome 
Astcreceoc • Asternccac N y y 1 numerous species ? 
Ligulit1ornc 
Cas11arl11a 1 Casuari 1rnceae N y y 1Cas11arl11a eq11/setljollo lndo-Pacific, 
probably 
exotic/conmminotion 
Celt ls Ulmaccno N y y Ce/Ifs pac/flca lndo-Pacific 
Coprosma Rubiaccnc y y y Copros1110 cookel. C. Pacific/Endemic 
rape11sls 
Coprosma spp. 
Possible extinct species 
Cyathcn Cyntheaceue y y y Cyathea a.{fi11is, C. lndo-P11cific/E11de111ic 
med11//aris, C. rape11si.v, 
C. stokes/i 
Cypcrnceae-. Cypcrnccac y y y "lumerous species Pan-tropical, 
cosmopolitnn 
Dcn,allial Dava 11 iacefle/ N y y "111 merous spec i cs Pnn-tropicul, 
Hlsllop1erls Dennstnedtinceae cosmopolitan 
Dryopreridaceae Dryopleridaceae N y y :>lumerous species Pan-tropical 
Euphorbiaceae Euphol'biaceae N y y ~umerous species ? 
Freycl11ella Pandannceae N y y F'reyci11etia arborea indo-Pacific 
G/ocltld/011 Euphorbinceae N y y Glochidio11 /011g(ieldiae, 1 
G. rapaense, G. 
societatis 
Hnloragaceae Jfaloragaceae N y y Tfaloragis stokesii lndo-Pacific/Endemic 
Hebe rapensis Scrophulariaccae N y y Hebe rapc11sls New 
Zcalnnd/Endemic 
Hiblsc11s 1i//ace11s Malvaccac N y y /11blsc11s lil/actJ11s lndo-Pacific 
Hypo/cpis Dcunstacdtiaccac N y y Hypolcp/s pt111c1ora. If. I ndo-Pacific/Pun-
1e1111ifolla tropical 
lycopod/11111 sp. Lycopodiacc11e N y y Nrunernus species 7 
Malvaccac Malvaccac N y y Numel'ous species '/ 
~1nditfcrcutiotcd 
Me1J1ta Araliacc11c N y y M. chlorlsta1111ta, M. lndo·Pacific 
brochypodo 
Monolctc Psi late ? N y y Numerous species 'I 
Monolctc undiff. '? N y y Numernus species 7 
Myrtuccut: undi Ff. My1taccuc N y y Numerous species '/ 
0 111alat11/111s Euphorbioccne y y N Omala111/111s 11111011s, 0. lndo-Pncific/Endcmic 
rtokesll 
Pa11da1111s cf. l'anda1111s N y y Pa11do1111s 1ec1or /11s; lndo· 
/CC/Ol'i/IS Pacific/Endemic? 
Poaccne l'oaceae y y y Numerous species 7 
F'teris Pteridaccae N y y Numerous species 'I 
Polypodiaccac Polypodiaccac y y y Numerous species ? 
Rubiaceac Rubinccnc y y y Numerous species 'I 
Sophoro Fabaccac N y y Sophor11 10111011/oso Pacific 
Trilcte Psilntc ? y y y Nmne1•ous species 'I 
Trilctc undiff. ? y y y Numerous species 'I 
Tr/111nfe11a comp. Malvaccac N y y Tr/11111/eua proc11111bc11s lndo-Pacific 
Urticaccac/ Urticaccac/Mornceac N y y Numernus species 'I 
Moracoae 
Table 6.3 Palynomorphs from Tukou Core 1. Listed are the prese11ce or absence of palynomorphs in Tertiary 
and mid-Holocene sediments or from sediments <2,000 cal. yr B.P. in age. Also listed are 1he possible 
representatives of the palynomophs found in the modern flora and the biogeographic affinity of taxa 1 Pollen or 
spore type wind blown. 2 pollen or spore type capable of long distance dispersal (after Close el al 1978) 
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Figure 6.9a Percentage pollen diagram for Tukou Core 1 (total of 6.55 ro). The following are presented in the diagram from left to right: Core lithology (>O= increasingly 
coarse), magnetic susceptibility values (k), calibrated radiocarbon ages (line and ticks with the Tahitian sea-level curved overlayed in green after Bard et al 1996), taxa (pollen 
and spores: tax.a with ;:0% of total palynoroorph sum are presented as colour coded bars; samples with proportions <5% are presented as triangle symbols) and total palynomorph 
concentrations (per cro3), roicrocharcoal particle concentrations (per cm\ foraminifera and dinoflagellate counts, palynomorph richness (number of taxa), Correspondence 
Analysis scores (CA score I) and palynological zones. Four palynological zones (Early Holocene Marine Transgression Zone I: Mid-Holocene highstand Zone IT; Late Holocene 
swamp forest Zone Ill; Human impact Zone IV) are presented. The dashed black line indicates the position of the high tide line. The horizontal transparent red bar indicates the 
section of the core where the sedimentary unit associated with palynological signatures of human impact (namely roicro-<:harcoal particles) are poorly constrained by radiocarbon 
ages as shown in Figure 6.9b and discussed in Chapter 7. 
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Figure 6.9b Percentage pollen diagram for Tukou Core 1 (total of 6.55 m). The following are presented in the diagram from left to right: Core lithology (>O= increasingly 
coarse), magnetic susceptibility values (k), calibrated radiocarbon ages (line and ticks with the Tahitian sea-level curved overlayed in green after Bard et al 1996), (pollen and 
spores: taxa with <5% are presented as coloured triangle symbols) and total palynomorph concentrations (per cm3}, microcbarcoal particle concentrations (per cm3), foraminifera 
and dinoflagellate counts, palynomorph richness (number of taxa), Correspondence Analysis scores (CA score 1) and palynological z.ones. Four palynological zones (Early 
Holocene Marine Transgression Zone I; Mid-Holocene highstand Zone II; Late Holocene swamp forest Zone ill; Human impact Zone IV) are presented. The dashed black line 
indicates the position of the high tide line. The horizontal transparent red bar indicates the section of the core where the sedimentary unit associated with palynological signatures 
of human impact (namely micro-charcoal particles) are poorly constrained by radiocarbon ages as shown in Figure 6.9a and discussed in Chapter 7. 
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Zone JI (255 to 145 cm; -4,000 - 1,500 cal. yr B.P.) 
Fems spores continue to dominate the early part of this Zone but in .fluctuating proportions and 
decrease by 3,000 cal. yr B.P. in response to increasing Pandanus cf tectorius and Cyperaceae 
pollen. Palynomorph concentrations decline from the base of this Zone to the lowest recorded 
concentrations recorded at the top of the zone from 3,000 - 2,000 cal. yr 8.P. Both foraminifera 
and dinoflagellates reappear in the early part of this Zone from 4,000 to 3,000 cal. yr B.P. (see 
below for further discussion of this Zone) 
Zone ill ( 145 to 85 cm; - 1,500 - 1,000 cal. yr B.P .) 
Pondanus cf tectorius pollen along with palynomorph concenh·ations increase from the base of 
this Zone. Trilete fem spores including Cyathea tree fern and Angiopteris types decline in this 
Zone. Ce/tis (probably C. pacifica) and Arecaceae: Iguanurinac type pollen become more 
consistently represented in this Zone. 
Zone JV(85 to 0 cm; - 1,000 cal. yr B.P. to present) 
Apart from Myrtaceae (undifferentiated to species) pollen, all tree and shrub taxa and trilete type 
fem spores decline or are absent in this Zone. Charcoal particles first appear in high 
concentrations at the base of this zone. Pandanus cf tectorius type peaks to its highest recorded 
levels at the base of this Zone. Charcoal concentrations and Pa11danus proportions decline to low 
Levels in association with a sedimentary change at around 50 cm below the marsh surface. 
Cyperaceae and Poaceac (both <40 and >40µm size classes) and paJynomorph concentrations 
i ncrcase to their highest levels at the top of this Zone. 
Correspondence analysis (CA) 
Correspondence analysis was performed on the percentage data all pollen and spore taxa 
identified in Tukou Core I . Eigenvalues (Axis I) generated for each sample are presented as 
proportions of the total variation in the dataset in each of the two stratigraphic diagrams (Figures 
6.9a and 6.9b ). These values account for 36 % of the variation in the entire dataset. These values 
are primarily controlled by the proportions of Pandanus cf tectorius type pollen within each 
sample. The greatest variation that exhibited in this core occurs in the basal section of Zone I 
from - 6,500 - 6,000 cal. yr B.P. and in Zones II and IV. 
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Vegetation history 
Early Holocene marine transgression Zone I (-6500 - 4000 cal. yr B.P.) 
The dominance of ferns (e.g. Angiopteris) and Cyathea tree fems from - 6,500 cal. yr B.P. 
indicate a waterlogged swamp setting characterised by prominent alluvial sedimentation infilling 
an intertidal embayment indicated by the presence of foraminifera, dinot1agellates and 
littoral/inte1tidal shell remains. Some tree and shrubs including Pandanus and Triumfetta (a 
coastal strand taxon) were located along the coastaJ su11·ounding the throughout this Zone. The 
extinct Arecaceae: 1guanurinae type palm became prominent on the coastline after around 6,500 
cal. yr B.P. 
Mid-Holocene highstand Zone II (-4,000 - 1,500 cal. yr B.P.) 
Fluctuation in the estuarine hydrology of the waterlogged fern swamp from 4,000 - 3,000 cal. yr 
B.P. is indicated by traces of both foraminifera and dinotlagellates as well as differing 
proportions of littoral/intertidal shell remains at in·egular depths. A coastal Pandanus forest with 
a sedge (Cyperaceae) understorey is represented but is res11·icted to the brackish/freshwater 
periphery of the fem swamp and estuary after 3,000 cal. yr B.P. This swamp forest is restricted 
from expanding by high sediment mobility from both transgressive and regressive hydrological 
influences inferred from extremely low palynomorph concentrations (see below for further 
discussion). 
Late Holocene swamp forest Zone Ill (- 1,500 to 1,000 cal. yr B.P.) 
After arow1d 1,500 cal. yr B.P. the Pandanus coastal forest expanded behind a prograding tidal-
river levee indicated by a magnetic susceptibility peak (hjgb mineral sedimentation) and the 
absence of calcareous shell remains. This restricted any tidal influence on the site and allowed the 
predominantly freshwater swamp to develop. Other taxa including Ce/tis and the Arecaceae: 
Iguanurinae type palm become established within this developing swamp forest. 
Human impact Zone ! V(-1,000 cal. yr B.P. to present; see Chapter 7 for discussion) 
This Zone, divided into two patts, is characterised by palaeoenvironmental human impact 
signalures including swamp forest decline in response to burning ilJdicated by peaks in 
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microcharcoaJ particles. From the presence of charcoal particles radiocarbon dated from Zone I it 
is clear that burning was part of the pre-human island ecosystem. An interpretation of charcoal 
particles present in Zone IV may therefore remain equivocal in the absence of other human 
impact indicators. This problem is illustrated by the peaks in charcoal particles in the first pa1t of 
this Zone (highlighted in Figures 6.9a and 6.9b) that are followed by an increase in Pandanus cf 
tectorius representation. Peaks in Pandanus pollen may be representative of one of the following: 
sediment compaction in the early part of this Zone allowing for pollen to accumulate and become 
more concentrated with depth; the opening of forest conditions allowing for more pollen 
deposition; or the possibility that Pandanus responds to buming by increased flowering and 
pollen production. 
The abrupt decline in Pandanus in the later part of this Zone (above 50 cm below marsh 
surface) appears to represent a more precise indication of human activity. This palynological 
signature of coastal swamp forest clearance appears similar in extent to that represented by the 
modern marsh at Tukou. The decline in charcoal signals in this later part may represent a 
decreased in the amount of available fuel available for burning at Tukou after an initial peak in 
human-induced fires. This Zone is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7. 
Regional mid-Holocene high stand signatures in Oceanic Island Remote Oceania 
As discussed earlier in this chapter, hydro-isostatic adj ustments during interglacial periods of the 
Pleistocene are not well defined for CIRO. Definition of geodynamic theories surrounding hydro-
isostatic adjustments has been largely constructed from Holocene evidence. Emergent 
palaeoshoreline notches in limestone seacliffs provide the most distinct signatures for palaeo-
bigh-tide levels and emergent palaeoreefs provide robust indications of fo1mer low tide levels 
(Dickinson, 2001). The most frequently observed pattern of relative sea level is of a unifonn rise 
in eustatic sea level followed by a regionally variable late Holocene sea level regression (ibid). 
These emergent palaeoshoreline signatures have been dated to the mid-Holocene and have 
become critical to understanding how modern shorelines have been conditioned. 
An increasing number of altemative geomorphological signatures for mid-Holocene 
shorelines have been recognised that indicate 1 to 5 m nuctuations in sea level from around 5,000 
to 2,000 cal. yr B.P. (see Grossman et al 1998; Dickinson, 2001 and Long, 200 I for reviews). 
Heights of these palaeoshoreline signatures above their modem counterparts are thought to be 
dependent on local lithospheric conditions whether by thennal subsidence of the lithosphere 
(mantle rheology) or thermal uplift from recent or active hotspot volcanism. Other factors may 
also be involved. 
For much of Remote Oceania interpretations of mid· to late Holocene sea level fluctuations 
may have had an impact on human colonisation of the region. Dickinson et al ( 1994; 1999); 
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Dickinson and Green (1998) and Dickinson (2001; 2003) have examined these signatLrres for 
some archipelagos in an attempt to interpret the environments of early human colonisation sites 
for OIRO. For much of OJRO, human colonisation closely followed a mid-Holocene bighstand, 
in some cases with a delay of arotU1d 1500 years after highstand conditions waned. Dickinson 
(2003) has put forward one hypothesis, suggesting the length of this delay in colonisation may 
have been regionally detem1ined by the development of attractive coastal environments. 
Alternative hypotheses have been proposed such as climate change (Bridgeman, 1983); a lack of 
archaeological evidence for early occupation sites (Kirch, 1996) maritime technology and El 
Nino-Southern Oscillation forcing (Anderson, 2003b; Anderson et al 2006) and other cultural 
reasons (e.g. Jrwin, 2000). 
Signatures for mid-Holocene hydro-isostatic sea level fluctuations have been explored for 
the anomalous SPS/SOPIT A region (Figure 6.2) that encompasses the Austral Islands, by 
Pirazzoli and Montaggioni (1988). Mitrovica and Peltier (1991) and more recently by Dickinson 
(1998; 2000; 200 I). Palaeoshoreline signatures from this region indicate a prolonged mid-
Holocene highstand within the region, especia lly in the Tuamotu Archipelago where the positions 
of palaeoreef flats (at the maximum elevation points of these islands) above modern cotmterparts 
vary in age from - 5,000 cal. yr B.P. to as late as 1,250 cal. yr B.P. Pirazzoli and Montaggioni 
(1986). Dickinson (200 I; 2003 after Pirazzoli and Montaggioni, ibid) points out that human 
colonisation of many of the Tuamotu atolls would not have been possible until after around 1,200 
cal. yr B.P. when the islands were exposed. Present archaeological data from these atolls is 
insufficient to assess the timing of initial colonisation of these islands (Chazi11e, 2003). 
Dickinson 's (2003) analysis and hypothesis of regarding the influence of a prolonged mid-
Holocene highstand not only enables the characterisation of island environments immediately 
preceding human colonisation but also outlines some important features of coastal evolution that 
may be important for the establishment of coastal floras. A late Holocene expansion of coastal 
swamp forests and marshes on OIRO sites between 4,000 and 1,000 cal. yr B.P. has been 
documented for the Hawaiian Jslaods (e.g. Athens and Ward, 1993; Athens, 1997) and Rapa (see 
below). SimHar records have been fou nd in Micronesia (e.g. Athens and Ward, 1995; 2001; 2004) 
and Tonga (Fall, 2005), altl1ough late Holocene htunan impact is thought to have disto1ted the 
initiation of coastal swamp vegetation development at these sites. 
Mangrove sediments and palynological records of sea level change 
Records of coastal vegetation development in OIRO following mid-Holocene sea level change 
are available from mangrove pollen studies in Micronesia (e.g. Ward, 1988; Kawana et al 1995) 
and Tonga (Ellison, 1989). The tem1 'mangrove' applies to any woody species that inhabit coastal 
environments regularly inundated by salt or brackish water (Grindrod, t 988). The composition of 
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mangrove vegetation is such that species tend to be zonally distributed along saline and tidal 
gradients. Modem pollen studies of mangrove vegetation suggesl that both pollen and macro-
botanical remains of most mangroves are deposited immediately adjacent to the mangrove species 
zone ( e.g Grindrod, 1985; 1988; Woodroffe et al 1985), although sediment mixing from tides and 
bioturbation may alter this pattern (Chappell and Grindrod, 1985). Sediment is often accreted 
immediately behind the prop roots and pneumatopbores of mangroves creating an autogenie 
environment allowing for further establishment of mangrove species. 
The capacity of lagoonal-marsh sediments to preserve pollen in concentrations suitable for 
pollen analysis varies widely. Optimal conditions are most likely along muddy, low energy shores 
which supports vegetation containing high pollen producers and where sediment accumulation is 
not excessive (Grindrod, 1988). Muller (1959 in Grindrod, 1988) estimates pollen concentrations 
in deltaic mangrove sediments arc highest where organic and mineral accumulation is slow but 
this also varies as a function of distance from high pollen producers. 
In a study of mangrove sedimentation in Northern Queensland, Grindrod ( 1985) fou11d that 
pollen concentrations in sediments from Rhizophoraceae-dominated forest generally lie between 
4,000 and I 0,000 pollen grains per cubic centimetre of sample to greater than 100,000 pollen 
grains per cubic centimeter for high tide mud facies. The high concentrations in the latter instance 
are a result of slow sedimentation rates, and/or localized deposition of pollen from salt marsh 
plants which produce large amounts of pollen. 
Mangroves in the Austral ls/ands 
The most widespread ' true' mangrove species in OlRO, Rhi:ophora mangle, was originally 
believed to be indigenous Lo islands west of Samoa. Ellison ( 1991) located what she believed to 
be Rhizophora mangle pollen from moat swamp deposits on Mangaia in the Cook Islands dating 
to -4000 cal. yr B.P. (Ellison, 1994 sec below). No longer found on Mangaia, this species was 
recently introduced to the Society Islands. Non-mangrove species of the Rbizopboraceae (e.g. 
Crossostylis bi.flora an inland species) are found in the OIRO region distributed east as far as the 
Society Islands but are limHed to only a few high islands (Setoguchi et al 1998). No 'true' 
mangrove taxa are presently known from the Austral lslands or in the sub-fossil record, but some 
of the specialised growth fonns and life-histories that characterises the mangrove habit, namely 
aerial prop or stilt root growth phases arc found on a few coastal strru1d species (e.g. Ficus and 
Pandanus species). 
Prop roots a.re found on many species of Pandanus (Pandanaceae), notably on the most 
widespread species, P. tectorius (Stone, 1976; 1988; St. John, l 979c). Tomlinson (1986) regards 
them as a stabilising feature of older trunked trees. P. tectorius is found throughout the tropical 
and subtropical lndian and Pacific Oceans in substrates ranging from freshwater swamps to 
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coastal rocky beaches and seasonally brackish periphery of lhe tidal zone. For their ability to 
establish on these wide-ranging envirorunents some Pandanus species have been described as 
'freshwater mangroves'. 
The prop root species P. tecrorius is a common swamp and dry land forest tree found on all 
of the Austral Tslands and as on other islands in OIRO, it commonly fonus monospecific stands 
with a sedge/herb dominated understorey (Ash and Ash, 1984). As no 'true' mangrove species 
occur on the Australs, P. tecto1·ius appears to asstUne a mangrove type habit, fonning dense 
stands along the few margins of tidal flats where hrnnan activity has not been prominent. 
Other Pandanus species may be indigenous to the Australs, for example St. John (in 
Fosberg and St. John) recorded 13 species of Pandanus on Rapa it1 1934. St. John made a similar 
to the ntUnber of Pandanus species determined for many Pacific islands (e.g. Fiji; St. John, 1976) 
although Stone ( 1988) and Smith ( 1981) suggest many of these are simply varieties of P. 
tectorius. In examining the genus on Tahiti, Stone (1988) could not discount the human 
introdt1ction of additional of Pandanus species or P. tectorius varieties. 
The tree has an unusual life history rarely fotmd in perennial plants (Halle er al 1978) that 
may be an adaptation to coastal strand environments. From a study of Fijian populations, Ash 
(1987) found that P. tectorius prop roots usually do not develop until 5-1 2 years after a semi-
prostrate growth and trunk growth phase. Prop root growths coincide with a flowering phase that 
may last for up to 40 years. Like 'true' mangrove species this growth form allows these trees to 
adjust to mobile sediment regimes, but also to accrete sediment immediately behind the prop 
roots, creating an autogenic environment suiLable for P . tectorius but also pollen preservation. 
The Pandanus pollen record 
P. tectorius is a species which produces vast amounts of pollen, a strategy not often exhibited in 
perennial dioecious truca. Pandanus pollen grnins are generally dispersed by wind (anemophily) 
or small invertebrates (entomophily) (Meilleur et al 1997). Modern pollen studies of Pandanus 
suggest it is only locally dispersed, though one case of long distance dispersal, presumably by 
river transport, to deep-sea sediments has been recorded by Van der Kaars (1991 ). One study 
from a series of lowland swamp forest sites in Southeast Asia (Anderson and Muller 1975) found 
that pollen representation may be poor from sites dominant in Pandanus, but this may be due to 
differential pollen production of species other than P. tectorius. 
The Tukou Core 1 palynological record (Figures 6.9a and 6.9b) described in this chapter 
outlines the coastal significance of P. tectorius from the early Holocene. The morphological 
variability of pollen located in this core and other cores from Rapa and Rimatara (see below) is 
such that P. rectorius seems the most likely species ascribed to this pollen. It is likely that for this 
reason no other species will be discernable with any certainty. From Zone Ill of the Tukou Core I 
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sequence I suggest that Pandanus tectorius swamp forest expanded behind a prograding tidal-
river levee after arowid 2000 cal. yr B.P. This levee probably appeared due to accreting sediments 
built up behind developing Pandanus prop roots during a period of stable sea level. This 
autogenic process acted to restrict any tidal influence on the site and allowed the predominantly 
freshwater swainp to develop. Other tax.a including Gellis and the Arecaceae: Igwmurinae type 
palm become established within this developing swamp forest. 
This swamp forest expansion described may have allowed many plant taxa to establish on 
the island in a formerly restricted or unava ilable environment For this reason l thought it 
worthwhi le to outline the timing and development of this swamp forest in more detail given that 
the stratigraphic profile in Tukou Core 1 appears to not only record vegetation responses to sea 
level fluctuations but a lso sharp responses to human activity. In the following section I will 
outline the vegetation response to fluctuating sea levels, focusing on the mid-Holocene higbstand 
and then the chronological development of swamp forest in the late Holocene. 
The mid-Holocene highstand and late Holocene vegetation change on the Austral 
Islands 
In order to chronologically define the response of vegetation to mid-late Holocene fluctuations in 
sea level, geomorpbic indicators of regional relative sea levels must be outlined. Hydro-isosatic 
and observed emergence data for mid-Holocene palaeoshorelines have been outlined for Rurutu 
and Tubuai (Table 6.4) from limestone notches, emergent microatolls and palaeo-beach rock on 
reef islets by Dickinson ( 1997; 1998; 200 J ). Some measurements were originally taken by 
Pirazzoli and Montaggioni ( 1988) but tater re-examined by Dickinson. Such signatures have 
either not been measured in the case ofRa'ivavae, or, are unavailable for Rimatara and Rapa. 
According to Dickinson, the especially high Last Interglacial palaeoshoreline indicators 
from Rurutu (- 11 m) are anomalous, however, he did not take into account the recent discove1y 
of the Arago hotspot (Bonneville et al 2002) to the southwest of the island. This is currently being 
re-examjned (Bill Dickinson pers. comm. 2004 see below for further discussion). From the 
author's own survey of the island, no palaeonotch surfaces of probable mid-Holocene age were 
located on Rimatara above the modem notch system. Despite these discrepancies it appears that 
from around 5000 to 3000 cal. years B.P., a highstand of less than 2 m in magnitude occu1Ted 
regionally. 
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Mid-late Holocene vegetation change at Tukou using multiple profiling 
In order to determine the position of relative Holocene sea level at Tukou from palynologial and 
sedimentary proxies, a multiple profile approach was chosen that allows for direct pollen 
stratigraphic correlation (sensu Clark el al 1986). Due to the complexities of palynological 
analyses, multiple profiles arc rarely analysed for palynological signatures. Instead, palynologists 
tend to either increase the temporal resolution of a single profile, or take single profiles in order to 
compare between individual depositional settings within a region. The multiple profile approach 
allows local or extralocal spatial variations in pollen representation to be examined in more detail 
(Dumayne-Peaty and Barber, 1998). If a reliable absolute chronology is obtained, it also a llows 
palynological signatures to be more precisely linked to stratigraphic processes both spatially and 
chronologically. 
Island 
Rimatara 
Rurutu 
Tubuai 
Ra'ivavae 
Rapa 
Hydro-isostatic Sea level proxy 
emergence (m) 
2.0-2.6? 
2.0-2.6? 
2.0-2.6? 
<2.0-2.6 from 
volcanic 
loading? 
<2.0-2.6 from 
volcanic 
loading? 
Absence of palaeo-
shorel ine notches 
Palaeo-shoreline 
limestone notches 
Emergent microatolls; 
Palaeo-beach rock on 
reef islets 
Palaeo-beach rock on 
reef islets 
Sediment and 
palynological record 
Observed 
emergence 
(m) [mean] 
0 
l.2-1.7 
0.8-0.9 
'? 
0.34 
Observed 
emergence 
(m) [range] 
0 
1.2-1.7 
0.5-1.0 
? 
Three data 
points 
between 
0.20 and 
0.60 m 
References 
l,3; this 
thesis 
L,2 
1,2 
4, this thesis 
! ,.,.Dickinson ( 1998, 2001) 2• Dickinson (1997) 3- Prebble (pers. obs. ); 4=Prcbblc et al (in prep) 
Table 6.4 Comparison of post-mid-H.olocene hydro-isostatic emergence and observed emergence (mean 
and range) of palacoshoreline indicators for the Austral Islands. For each of the islands the influence of 
the SPS-SOPlTA is not significant (Dickinson, 2001). TI1e observations for Rapa are described in lhe 
text. 
Multiple pollen profile studies from the same lakes or mires (e.g. Tumer, 1975; Edwards, 
1983; Boyd, J 988; Simmons and Innes, 1996; Turner et al 1989) have demonstrated that there are 
often broad stratigraphic similarities between profiles. Within such 'ideal' depositional settings, 
however, djfferences in pollen representation over distances of less than 10 m have been observed 
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(Turner er al 1989). Such studies have highlighted the importance of localised spatial variation in 
pollen deposition and reproducibility ofpalynological results (Dumayne-Peaty and Barber, 1998). 
Because lake and mire settings are more easily assessed in te1111s of sedimentary deposition 
and post-depositional processes, the relationship between pollen representation and stratigraphic 
units is better defined for these sites. For depositional settings that are not 'ideal' such as coastal 
marshes (e.g. Tukou), sedimentary, edaphic and taphonomic influences can often obscure patterns 
of pollen representation. Multiple profiles studies of coastal marsh deposits, particularly of 
mangrove sediments have highlighted variations in post-depositional processes and taphonomic 
constraints. 
In tropical/sub-tropical areas, palynological multiple profi le studies of coastal deposits are 
restricted to mangrove sediment studies (e.g. Grindrod, 1985; 1988; Woodroffe er al l 987; 
Ellison, 1989). These studies have been effective for examining inte1tidal vegetation change from 
sub-fossil records based on the interpretation of the modem palynological responses of individual 
species to sea level fluctuations. Multiple profiles of mangrove sediment has allowed for 
palynological and sedimentary units to be correlated and tied to regional stratigraphic processes 
infen-ed from regional sea-level curves and from local stratigraphic events and processes 
including storms, coastal progradation and human activity. This approach is applied here to the 
Tukou marsh site on Rapa focusing on tbe palynological response of Pandam1s and other 
associated polleD to mid-late Holocene sea level fluctuations. 
Field methodology 
In addition to the retrieval of Core l at Tukou, five cores were taken at 20 m intervals along a 
transect ru11ning through the centre of the marsh from the Core 1 site at the shoreline to the 
embankment behind the marsh. The five cores were all taken with a D-Section corer. An attempt 
was mac.le with each coring point to reach bedrock or to a depth where compacted basal clays 
prevented further penetration. The relative position to high tide sea level was detennined from 
laser transit measurements. The main parameters of each core are outlined in Table 6.5. 
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Core features Core3 Core6 Corel Cores Core4 Corel 
Depth of core (cm) 318 250 400 250 250 652 
Basal clay reached yes no yes no no yes 
Depth above high 300 243 196 161 111 20 
tide (cm) 
Distance from 105 85 65 45 25 5 
shoreline (m) 
Number of AMS 3 4 5 2 4 6 
radiocarbon 
detenninalions 
Oldest detennination 3,055 2,540 4,000 2,300 2,150 7,875 
{deEth in cm2 (240-242) (2 10-2 12) (256-258) (244-246) (194-196) (624-626) 
Table 6.5 Main core parameters and central point estimates (ca l. yr 8.f>.) for the oldest radiocarbon 
determinations for each core from Tukou. 
LaboratoiJ' methodi; and data presentation 
The same laboratory and numerical methods were applied to each of these cores as for Core 1. A 
total of 19 samples were submitted for AMS radiocarbon dating at different intervals throughout 
each core and these are listed in Table 6.2. The calibrations provided were calculated using the 
OxCal program version 3.10 with the lntCal04 calibration data set (Bronk Ramsey, 200 l ; 2005). 
Of these radiocarbon samples, two macro-charcoal and two plant macro-remain samples (Ce/Ns 
cf paci.fica seeds, Pandanus cf tectorius key) were submitted. The remaining 15 samples were 
submitted as pre-treated pollen concentrates processed using standard pollen protocols without 
the addition of carbon based acids. 
A series of composite stratigraphic diagrams (Figures 6.1 Oa and 6.1 Ob) were constructed 
using the program C2 Data Analysis version 1.4 (Juggil1S, 2005). In each diagram, each core 
profile is vertically aligned according to relative sea level (at high tide) and their relative position 
from the original core site (Tukou Core l ). Calibrated radiocarbon age ranges and linear age 
models are presented for each core in these diagrams. Magnetic susceptibility data and total 
pollen and spore concentration (per cm3) data are each presented in a composite diagram to 
illustrate Lhe preservation conditions operating across the site (Figure 6.lOa). Pandanus cf 
tector;us pollen and Trilcte Psilate fern spore concentrations (per cm3), with foraminifera and 
dinoflagcllatc count data, arc shown in a (Figure 6.lOb) separate composite diagrams in order to 
outline regional versus local poJJen representation across the site. 
Composite stratig1·aphy and chronology 
Core lithology and radiocarbon ages with the associated linear age models are presented, along 
with magnetic susceptibility data (k) and total pollen and spore concentration data in Figure 
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6.1 Oa. These data are presented in order to define sedimentary units and to illustrate changing 
palynomorph preservation down each profile and across the Tukou Marsh site. 
The stratigraphic relationships of Cores 2-6, divided into four sedimentary units, are 
described here in the context of Core 1. Direct indfoations of estuarine or littoral conditions are 
available from the shell macro-remains of bivalves and gastropods from the basal sediment unit 
(Unit 1) of each core. Similar taxa to those found in the early-mid Holocene Zones (I-II) of Core I 
were represented in each core. Sediments from Unit l produced similar magnetic susceptibility 
readfags to that derived from the basal Zones of Core 1. The deepest section of estuarine or 
littoral sandy sediment was obtained from Core 2 (J 84 cm section; -16 to - 200 cm below modem 
sea level) in the central part of the marsh. 
As in Core I, above the basal sandy sediments of Cores 2-6, lies a predominantly silty 
organic unit (Unit fl) varying in depth from 68 cm in Core 4 (+ 11 to - 57 cm below modern sea 
level) to 6 cm in Core 6 (27 to 21 cm above modem sea level) and made up of differing degrees 
of silt and clay, but lacking any calcareous material. For Cores 2-6, this si lty organic unit is 
overlain by a peaty unit (Unit Ill) topped by interbedded si lty organics with some fine clay or silt 
lenses that are absent in Core 1.The peaty sections of Unit JJI are generally very fibrous 
consisting or root material, occasional seeds (Ce/tis cf paciflca endocarps and Pandanus cf 
tectori11s fruits remains, tenned keys or phalanges). Above Unit ill lies an organic unit (Unit lV) 
consistent with tJ1e sedimentary features of the modem marsh. With the exception of Core 3, the 
most inland core site at Tukou, the upper part of this unit consists of either silty or clayey 
sediment with sedge (Cyperaceae) and grass (Paspalum conjugatum) roots. Sediments from the 
upper 75 cm of Core 3 appear to be derived from inwashed material from the surroW1ding 
embankment backing tbe marsh and produced magnetic susceptibility values up to 200 K tmits. 
Two samples submitted for dating failed the AMS process due to a lack of concentrated 
carbon (these are shown in brown in Table 6.2). The oldest and most basal ages for each core, 
aside from Core I arc highlighted as central point estimates in Table 6.5. The oldest age for these 
cores, 4,850-3, 150 cal. yr B.P., was obtained from Core 2 and taken from a Pandanus cf recrorius 
key (256 cm below the swamp surface or 56 cm below modern sea level) located from Unit I 
sediments. Apa1t from the large error on this dote1mination, this Pandanus key may have been 
redeposited from beach drift and may represent a substantially older date than for sediment 
deposition. No dates for Unit I sediments were obtained from Cores 3 and 6. The age ranges for 
Unit I from Cores 2-6 vary between - 4,000-2,500 cal. yr B.P. ru1d are comparable to ages from 
the upper most sediments of Zone II Core 1. Dates obtained from both Unit II and III sediments 
vary from ~2,500 to 1,000 cal yr B.P. Unit IV sediments are all younger than - 1,000 cal. yr B.P. 
and these are discussed more in Chapter 7. 
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Figure 6.lOa Composite stratigraphic diagram for Tukou Marsh showing the calibrated age ranges (lines and ticks; red 
ticks= the inferred post-European contact record; see Chapter 7), lithology (the scale grades from I= fine to 4=coarse; the 
positions of plant macrofossils are also indicated) and bar histograms of magnetic susceptibility data (k) and pollen 
concentrations (per cm3) . Pollen concentrations are presented proportionally with each tick mark representing I 00,000 
grains per cm3• The transparent vertical red bar within the radiocarbon age range histogram represents the earliest 
archaeological radiocarbon determination obtained for Rapa (770-540 cal. yr B.P.). Each core is spaced 20 m apart with 
Core I situated 5 m from the marsh shoreline. Each profile is vertically aligned with relative sea level with the modem high 
tide level marked by the black dashed line. The calibrated relative sea level curve chronology from Tahiti is presented with 
the Core I chronology in the same histogram. Four sedimentary units are delineated on the basis of major shifts in sediment 
deposition and are marked by coloured lines (black=Unit I; brown=Unit Il; green=Unit III; red=Unit IV). The horizontal 
transparent red bars indicate the section of each core where the sedimentary units associated with palynological signatures 
of pre-European hwnan impact are poorly constrained by radiocarbon ages as shown in F igure 6.JOb and discussed in 
Chapter 7. 
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Figure 6.IOb Composite stratigraphic diagram for Tukou Marsh showing the calibrated age ranges (lines and ticks; re.cl ticks = 
the inferred post-European contact record: see Chapter 7), bar histograms of Trilete Psilate fem spore and Pandanus cf. 
lectorius poUen concentrations (per cm3). Spore and pollen concentration data are presentoo proportionally with each single tick 
mark representing 50,000 grains per cm3. Foraminifera and dinoflagellate counts are also presented as bar histograms. The 
stratigraphic alignment of each core is displayed as for Figure 6.IOa with the modem high tide level markoo by the black 
dashed line. Four Zones are distinguishoo on the basis of transitions in the palynological record and are locate.cl above the 
coloure.d lines (Zone I (Core I only); black=Zone II; green=Zone ill; re.d=Zone TV). The horizontal transparent re.cl bars indicate 
the section of each core where the sooimentary units associated with paJynologicaJ signatures of pre-European human impact are 
poorly constrainoo by radiocarbon ages as shown in Figure 6.IOa and discussed in Chapter 7. 
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Palynommph preservation and zonation 
The palynological data are divided into tlu·ee palynological zones (II, TJT and JV) that con-espond 
to the zones described for Core 1 with the exception of Zone l (Figures 6.9a and 6.9b; see 
above). Concentrations vary considerably across the site and chronologically tlu·oughout the fom 
sedimentary units. The lowest concentrations (<50,000 per cm3) are found in Zone 11, and 
encompass Unit T and Unit U sediments and included the lower section of Unit III sediments for 
the four most inland cores (Core 3, 6, 2). No palynological analyses were attempted for Zone II 
sediments of Core 5. From the profile of Core l , Zone ll begins at around 4,000 cal. yr B.P. and 
terminates al around 1,500 cal. yr B.P. The development of Zone 11 may have been progressively 
delayed in the cores inland of Core 1 with the most secure age for basal Unit 1 (in Zone ll) 
sediments established between 2,750-1 ,850 cal. yr B.P. from Core 5 (244-246 cm below swamp 
sw·face; see Table 6.2). I suggest that the organic sediments at tbe base of Tukou Marsh did not 
begin to accumulate across the site until - 3,000 cal. yr B.P. when sea level stabilised around 
modern levels (sec ca librated RSL curve for Tahiti in Figure 6.lOa after Bard et al 1996). The 
upper age limit of Zoue JI is progressively delayed by around 1,000 years from the most inland 
core (Core 3), culminating - 2,500 cal. yr B.P. to the most shoreward cores (Cores l and 4) ending 
at - 1,500 cal. yr B.P. 
Apart from Cores I and 4, the greatest pollen and spore concentrations, indicative of Zone 
ITJ, are found in the upper interbedded silty organic section of Unit III sediments (Zone III). Zone 
m is represented in the two core profiles nearest the shoreline (Cores 1 and 4) by peaks in 
concentrations above 100,000 (per cm3) in Unit II sediments. Within Zone 111 the concentration 
peaks are greatest in the two most inland cores (> 500,000 per cm3 for Core 3 and >300,000 per 
cm3 for Core 6). The two cores taken from centre of Tukou Marsh produced slightly lower 
concentrations in this Zone (> 150,000 per cm3 for Core 2 and >200,000 per cm3 for Core 5). 
Zone Ill (initiated between - 2500 - 1500; ending between - 1000 - 500 cal. yr B.P.). As outlined 
for end of Zone II above, the initiation of Zone IJJ is progressively delayed by around I ,000 years 
from the most shoreward cores (Cores 1 and 4) to the most inland core (Core 3). The 
chronological framework for the upper end of this Zone is more complex as the upper two 
sedimentary units are poorly constrained for some cores, particLtlarly for the most inland (Core 3) 
and shoreward (Core 1) cores. From the remaining cores with good chronological controls, Zone 
Ill consistently ends and Zone IV begins between 1000 and 500 cal. yr B.P. 
For all of the cores except Core 1, Zone IV is represented across the cores by a marked 
decline in pollen and spore concentrations in the upper most organic sediments of Unit Ill and 
includes Unit IV sediments. Pollen and spore concentrations in the four inland cores generally 
drop to <150,000 per cm3 in this Zone. One exception to this trend is a single peak in 
concentration of >300,000 (per cm3) is found in the upper section of this Zone for Core 6. As 
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mentions in tbe description of Core 1 the highest peak in concentrations found in this profile 
(- 100,000 per cm3) is found in Zone IV or Unit lV sediments. This palynological Zone is 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 7. 
Palynomotph representation: the trilete psi/ate spore and Pandanus pollen record 
The radiocarbon ages and the associated linear age models for each core are presented with 
Pandanus cf tectorius pollen and trilete psilate fern spore concentrations and foraminfera and 
dinoflagellate count data in a composite diagram in Figure 6.lOb. The concentration data in this 
diagram are presented proportionally in order to emphasise the relative importance each 
palynomorph within each profile and across the coring transect. These data are presented to 
illustrate the incorporation of regional and local palynomorphs into the record and to assess the 
influence of marine conditions operating across the site. Trilete psilate fem spores are derived 
from numerous fern taxa and tend to be ubiquitous in Pacific island palynological records and are 
often regarded as regional signatures. As discussed earlier in this chapter, from modern pollen 
rain studies of Pandanus, deposition tends to be local, within short distances of the parent tree. 
Pandanus pollen concentration data are also used to assess the timing and development of coastal 
swamp forest and subsequent deforestation following human impact (see Chapter 7). 
Zone I (as for the pro ti le of Core 1) 
Trilete Pislate spores make up between 15-80% of the total palynomorphs cow1ted in Zone I (see 
Figure 6.IOb). Spore concentrations in this Zone remain low unti l - 6,500 cal. yr B.P. and peak at 
- 5,000 cal. yr B.P. Both foraminifera and dinofiagellates are found in trace counts at the base of 
this Zone but were not located after around 5,000 cal. yr B.P. Pandanus pollen is only found in 
very low concentrations throughout Zone I. 
Zone If (begins before 3,000; cnding - 2,500 - 1,500 cal. yr B.P.) 
Trilete psi late fern spores continue to dominate the early part of this Zone, as indicated from Core 
1, but begin to decline to low concentrations (<10,000 spores per cm3) after 3,000 cal. yr B.P. Tf 
the basal radiocarbon ages are correct, this same trend is visible in the profile of Core 2. Like 
Zone 1, Pandanus pollen is only found in very low concentrations throughout Zone JI (<5000 
grains per cm3). Both foraminifera and dino:flagellates are located in the early part of this Zone 
from 4,000 to 3,000 cal. yr B.P. and drop out of the record above the sandy sediment unit in the 
upper part of the Zone. In Core 2, foramin ifera appear to decline before dinoflagellates. No 
foraminifera were identified in sediments from Core 4, whereas no dinoflagellates were found in 
Core 3. As mentioned, no palynological analyses were attempted for Zone 11 sediments of Core 5. 
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Zone 111 (begins - 2,500- 1,500 cal. yr B.P.; ending ~1,000 - 500 cal. yr B.P.) 
With the exception of a single peak in trilete psi late spores in Core 4 (186,000 spores per cm3 at -
46 cm below sea level) at the base of Zone Ill, spore concentrations remain very low (<15,000 
per crn3) throughout this Zone across all of the profiles. The depth of Zone l1J (120 cm section 
lying at 100 cm above sea level) and the concentration of Pandanus cf tectorius pollen (up to 
600,000 grains per cm3) are greatest in the most inland core (Core 3). Across the site from Core 3 
there is a progressive decrease in Pandanus concentrations found for Zone III samples in core 
profiles taken closer to the shoreline. with Core l showing the lowest concentrations (<50,000 
grains per cm3). From the base of Zone Ill Pandam1s pollen concentrations steadily increase, 
abruptly in some core profiles (Cores 2, 3 and 4), from their Zone 11 minimum, peaking towards 
the top of the Zone. Core 2 presents an exception to the above two trends having lower Pandanus 
concentrations (<140,000 grains per cm3) than the other inland cores. 
Zone JV (begins - 1,000 - 500 cal. yr B.P.; ending at the present) 
Pandanus cf tectorius pollen concentrations generally peak to their highest or near highest 
recorded levels at the base of this Zone within every core profile along the Tukou transect. These 
peaks are followed by a marked decline in locally deposited Pandanus pollen concentrations for 
most cores. This decline is associated with an increase in more regionally represented trile!e 
psilate fem spore concentrations to levels near or greater to those found in Zones T and 11. 
Vegetation history 
Early Holocene marine transgression Zone 1 (- 6500 - 4000 cal. yr B.P.) 
As for Zone J, Core 1 (see above) 
Mid-Holocene highstand Zone 11 (initiated before >3000; ending - 2500 - 1500 cal. yr 
B.P.) 
As for Core 1, fluctuations in the estuarine hydrology of a waterlogged fern swamp from 4,000 -
3,000 cal. yr B.P. is indicated by traces of both foraminifera and dinoflagellates as well as 
littoral/intertidal shell remains in sandy sediments found at irregular depths. For Cores 2, 3 and 6 
these estuarine/intertidal sediments are located above tbe modem mid-tide line by 20, 22, 60 cm 
respectively (see Table 6.5 for a comparison of mid-Holocene sea level highstand estimates for 
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the Austral Jslands). These measurements may represent material washed up during a stonn 
surge, but they are regarded here as baseline observations of the probable mid-Holocene sea level 
highstand represented across the Austral Islands between 4,000 - 3, 000 cal. yr B.P. 
The preservation of regional ly or extralocal palynomorphs, in this case Trilete Psilate 
spores, in low concentrations in the silty sediments deposited above these baseline measurements 
are thought to inilicate a phase of sea level regression. This drop in sea level may have resulted in 
a shift in sedimentation from estuarine sands to near sterile alluvial silts (U nit II, see above) 
unconducive for paly11omorph preservation. Total palynomorph concentrations recorded in Core 
l during this sedimentary section are the lowest found for the entire Holocene and are generally 
lower for all the core profiles. The lack of preservation of ubiquitous palynomorphs in these Unit 
ll sediments may indicate a phase of rapid sedimentation, limited sediment accretion and possibly 
increased erosion characteristic of regressing sea level conditions, as discussed earlier in this 
chapter. 
Late Holocene Pandanus swamp forest Zone Ill (initiated - 2500 - 1500 cal. yr B.P.; 
ending-1000 - 700 cal. yr B.P.) 
After around 2,500 cal. yr B.P. the coastal Pandanus forest rapidly expanded behind a prograding 
tidal-river levee formed during a period of stable sea level. This levee restricted any tidal 
influence on the site and allowed the predominantly freshwater swamp forest to develop. Swamp 
forest and its associated organic mat1er built up particularly towards the inland side of the swamp 
fonning a thick peat deposit. 
Human impact Zone JV (initiated - 1,000 - 700 cal. yr B.P. ro present; sec Chapter 7 for 
discussion) 
As for Core 1, this Zone, divided into two parts, is characterised by swamp forest decline and the 
expansion of a more open marshland environment characteristic of the present day Tukou. This 
has already been discussed in the interpretation of Core 1 and wi ll be addressed in more detail in 
Chapter 7. 
Palaeoenvironmental examination of Rimatara 
Makatea Islands 
Rimatara is a low elevation (<83m above relative sea level) island witl1 an area of 8.6 km2 (913 
ha) and is the western most Austral Island (see Figure 6.11 and 6.12). Along with Rurutu it is one 
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of six makafea islands of the South Pacific Superswell that consist, in geological terms, of an 
uplifted carbonate platfonn that either forms the greater pa1t of the island (Wood and Hay, 1970), 
or where an annular limestone plateau surrounds a weathered volcanic bedrock core (Dickinson, 
2001). Islands that strictly fall under this definition are concentrated within the southern Cooks 
Islands (Atiu, Mitiaro, Mauke, and Mangaia) and the Austral Islands in French Polynesia 
(Rimatara and Rurutu). Some other islands, including Niue and Makatea (French Polynesia) are 
often regarded as makatea islands but lack the centrnl volcanic bedrock core. One characteristic 
common to all of these islands ls the extensive sediment infilled depressions situated along the 
inner rim of the annular limestone periphery at the base of the inland volcanic core. On most of 
makatea islands these are represented by modern surface swamp or moat, but two small brackish 
lakes arc also known from Mangaia and Atiu. Because of the potential age these sedimentary 
features they have been subject to palaeoenvi ronmental research focusing on Holocene vegetation 
change. 
It has been found that such moat swamp deposits may reach depths of more than 16 m 
below the sedimentary surface and potentially provide contiguous Holocene vegetation records 
rare for the Pacific Islands. Mid-Holocene aged deposits from these moat swamp and lake 
features have been examined on Mangaia (Ellison, 1994; Lamont, 1990) and Atiu (Parkes, 1997), 
situated between 550 km and 620 km west of Rimatara respectively, and their records are 
discussed below. One feature of these deposits is the high proportion of organic matter with a low 
magnetic mineral component ind.icative of minimal organic sedimentation. Increased 
sedimentation has been found in the upper horizons of these deposits suggestive of human 
activity. Such sedimentation, if related to human activity, is most likely a response to the 
introduction of agricultural practices including wet-field Co/ocasia esculenta (taro) cultivation 
(Prebble and Haherle in p1'ep; see Chapter 7). 
Mangaia 
Tbe most substantial examination of moat swamp/lake deposits comes from Mangaia in the Cook 
Islands (Ellison, 1994; Kirch, I. 996; Kirch and Ellison, 1994; Kirch et al J 99 J; Kirch et al 1992; 
Lamont, 1990). Mangaia is the second largest island in the Cook Islands with an area of 51.8 km2 
and a maximum elevation of 169 m above sea level. Lamont (Lamont, I 990) and Kirch et al 
(1992) obtained a 15 m core (TIR-1)4 representing 6,810 - 6,400 cal. yr B.P. of pollen deposition 
from Lake Tiriara in Veitatei. Represented among lhe Holocene flora of this record are 
Urticaceae/Moraceae, Pandanus and Weinmannia. Arecaceae pollen is present Utroughout the 
record including Cocos nucifera. A number of fems are represented including Acrostichum 
~Kirch et al ( 1992) indicate that basal sediments were never reached in the coring procedure. Two other 
cores were obtained from the swamp in the northeast periphery of Lake Tiriara, but no results have been 
published. 
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aureum, Cyathea, Dicranopteris and Pteris. Poaceae pollen was found throughout the core. 
Acrostichum, a salinity tolerant species, dominates the mid-Holocene pollen assemblages with 
increasing representation of tree and shrub species. Kirch et al ( 1992) suggest that by 1410 cal. yr 
B.P. tree and shrub pollen rapidly declined in response to increased anthropogenic burning 
represented by increased charcoal particle and fem spore (Acrostichum and Dicranopteris) 
counts. Erosion events arc represented by thin clay bands found throughout the core with mostly 
inorganic sediments found in upper sections thought to be associated with human activity (see 
Chapter 7). 
Figure 6.11 Colour satellite image ofRimatara showing the position ofMaunutu Swamp, discussed in the 
text. The topography and geographical layout of Rimatara are presented in a l/ I 0,000 scale map drawn in 
1982 Figure 6.12. The position of the new aircraft runway is shown as it is absent in the I 982 map. 
Ellison (1994) collected 21 sediment cores from the island, all taken from the moat 
swamp deposits bordering the makatea including an additional 11 .5 m core from the centre of 
Lake Tiriara. Two moat swamp cores (VT6 and TM7) were examined for pollen with radiocarbon 
dates provided from I 0 cm thick bulk sediment samples. Sedimentary and palynological data 
suggest that a number of lake environments existed during the mid-Holocene where there are now 
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clay-infilled swamps, presumably fed from the denuded surrounding bjll-slopes as a result of 
human activity. With a subterranean hydrological connection (conduit) with the sea, Tiriara is the 
only lake, albeit brackish, remaining on Mangaia. Its surface level is regulated by small tidal 
fluct11ations and to some degree rainfall (annual rainfall - 1967 mm). A series of solutionaJ 
notches are situated on the perimeter of the lake and approximately 1.1 m above the modem lake 
surface. Ellison (l 994) suggested that this may be a signature of a regional mid-Holocene sea-
level rise (~6000 yr BP) determined from other geological records from the island (Yonekura et 
al 1988). In both analysed cores, Ellison (Ellison, 1994) found that Ficus, Arecaceae (Palmae), 
Guettarda speciosa, Weinmannia, Sophora, and E1ythrina were fonnerly abundant dw·ing the 
early to mid-Holocene until the period of human settlement of the island (see Chapter 7 for 
discussion), confinning tbc earlier findings of Lamont (1990) and Kirch et al (1992). 
Atiu 
The only other makatea island examined for palynological records is Atiu. Atiu is the third largest 
island in the Cook Islands with an area of 26.9 km2 and a maximum elevation of72 m above sea 
level. In 1986, Parkes (1997) obtained a sediment core with a maximum depth of 8.4 m from Te 
Roto, the only moat lake present on Atiu. This sedimentary sequence represents a maximum of 
9000 cal. yr B.P. of poll~n deposition. The lake is about 3 to 4 m above sea level but like Tiriara 
exhanges water from the sea through a sub-makatea conduit system. The lake level may fluctuate 
with the tide and may become slightly brackish after heavy stonns (Kauta'i, 1984), suggesting 
such water exchange maybe pressure related. 
No complete pollen diagrams have been published for this record. Parkes does include an 
infonnative summary diagram within her 1997 paper. The flora represented witl1in this Holocene 
record include Pandanus, Calophyltum and Trema along with E/aeocatpus, Aflophyllu~ and 
Rapanea. Arecaceae pollen includiJ1g a Pritchardia (P. vuyfstekeana) type pollen are represented 
with Cocos nucifera dominating much of the mid-late Holocene record. Like in the Mangaia 
records, Acrostichum aureum dominates the early to mid-Holocene pollen assemblages with 
increasing representation of tree and shrub species. Parkes ( 1997) suggests that Acrostichum 
aureum and Cocos nucifera are capable of out-competing other plants that may be under stress 
from some extreme environmental factor. Evidence for buman impact on the island in the form of 
increases in grasses, fems, sedges with declines in the primary arboreal taxa begins in the upper 
3m of the record (see Chapter 7 for discussion). 
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Rimatara 
The moat lakes of the type found on Mangaia (Tiriara) and Atiu (Te Roto or Tiriroto) may have 
been present on Rimatara but have subsequently been infilled to form swamps. The moat swamps 
on Rimatara are likely to be hydrologically connected with the sea through a st1b-makatea conduit 
system. Evidence for this comes from the location (by Ron Englund and the author) of a 
population of d.iadromous eels (Anguila sp.) within a ponded area immediately below the makarea 
at Maunutu. A 1/10,000 scale map of Rimatara edited by the Service de l'Urbanisme, ( 1988; see 
Figure 6.12) indicates that the suiface of all four of the moat swamp systems are no more than 
Im above sea level. A series of solutional notches are situated on the perimeter of the swamp 
along the mato edge and are between 0 and 20 cm above the modern swamp surface. These 
observations and measurements were undertaken during the dry season (October-November) and 
it is probable that the water table of these moat swamps may rise with seasonal precipitation. 
It has been concluded from such notch features on Mangaia (Cook Cslands) that are raised 
above the moat swamp or lake su1face by up to 1.1 m that this may reflect regional mid-Holocene 
(- 6000 yr BP) sea level conditions (Ell ison, 1994; Kirch and Ellison, 1994). From a brief survey 
of the coastline of Rimatara (by the author) palaeo-notcb features of around 1-2 m above the 
modem notch are absent from the surface of the calcareous base. This lack of palaeo-notches may 
re'flect a hydro-isostatic balance (island subsidence occurring at an equal rate to sea-level fall) or 
more likely reflects the degraded nature of the coast-facing sections of the mato. This is not 
unlikely given that on Rurutu there is only one mid-Holocene notcb preserved at 1.7 m above a 
modem notch (Pirazzoli and Salvat, 1992; Dickinson, 1998; see above for further discussion of 
this subject). 
Palaeoenvironmeutal examination of Maunutu Moat.Swamp, Rimatara 
The modern moaf·swamp: geography, climate and vegetation 
A palaeoenvironmental survey of the moat swamp deposits of Rimatara, was conducted between 
October and November of 2004. Four large (>5 ha) swamp deposits can be distinguished on 
island (Mururau, Maunutu, Hareti'i, Tupapa), the largest being Mururau (-40ha) located to the 
north west of Amaru village (Figure 6.12). Mururau, has been drained on the northwest side with 
extensive a1tificial channels cut to feed some of the eastern conduits (natural channels that drain 
the moat swamps and extend below the makatea - known as mato on Rimatara). Much of the 
southeast side of Mururau swamp has been in-filled to fonn a sports field and community centre. 
Such infilling and drainage appears to have had an effect on the sun-ounding vegetation with 
extensive stands of Hibiscus tiliaceus and Pandanus encroaching on much of tbe northernlmato 
side of the swamp. Little ofMunirau swamp is currently cultivated with thick vegetation made up 
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of weedy taxa making access to many parts of the swamp difficult. The land reclamation and 
other developments on Mururau Moat-Swamp meant that tJlis site was deemed w1suitable for 
palaeoenvironmental investigation. 
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Figure 6.12 Map ofRimatara and insert ofMaunutu Swamp based on the Rimatara 1/10 000 scale (Service 
de l'Urbanisme, 1988) showing the five core sites (black dots) and multiple profile transect lines discussed 
in the text. 
Hareti'i and Maunutu moat-swamps (see Plate 6 and 7) were comparatively unmodified, 
although extensive cultivations of Morinda citrifolia now encroach on some parts of Maunutu. 
Colocasia esculenta (taro) and Musa spp. (including fei) cultivations are situated on most of the 
inland embankments of the swamp and extend into the swamp by no more than 100 metres. Many 
areas of formerly cultivated land was either in fallow or abandoned. This to some degree could be 
assessed by the extent of some of the main agricultural weeds including Ludwigia octovalvis and 
Commelina diffusa (see Plate 7). The central parts, according to one local informant were never 
cultivated with post- production gardens remaining in fallow for two years. 
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The Colocasia esculenta cultivation systems are mostly situated at the confluence of stream 
channels draining the elevated inland parts of the island. In the southern part of the island where 
the mato is absent or degraded, these systems have probably encroached upon a number of former 
moat swamps. At Maunutu most of the inland periphery is cwTently cultivated for C. esculenta. 
The drier embankments to the south above the swamp surface are planted with Morinda cit1-{folia 
(noni) orchards and to the north with Cocos nucifera groves. Tethered goats (Capra hi,.cus) and 
pigs (Sus scrofa) are often found on the peiiphery these orchards and garden sites. 
The climate on Rimatara is tropical/subtropical. Rimatara and in 2004, based on 
measurements from Tubuai (- 350 km east of Rimatara) probably received less than 2000 mm of 
annual rainfall (Tubu~i Meteo, unpublished data). Most of the rainfall occurs during tbc summer 
montl1s with winter being the driest season. Temperatures fluctuate between 20°C in winter 
months to 25°C in summer. Maunutu is fed by one permanent stream draiDing the no1ib-west 
catchment of the Oromana Plateau the highest elevated area of the island lying - 80 m above sea 
level. Hydrological data arc unavailable for the Mannutu catchment. Thunder and lightning occw· 
infrequently at ally time of the year. 
The modem vegetation of the surface of Maunutu swamp consists primarily of Cyclosorus 
interruptus fem interspersed with the exotic taxa Ky/lingo brev(folia, Emilia sonchifolia var. 
javanica, Ludwigia octovalvis, Paspalum spp. and Commelina dijfusa. Some rare indigenous taxa 
sit11ated in small pockets throughout the swamp include the sedge Cladium mariscus subsp. 
jamaicense and the fern Acrostichum aurewn. The inland periphery of the swamp consists of 
Colocasia esculenta cultivations, Cocos nuc(fera and Morinda citrifolia plantations, as described 
above, with a range of exotic taxa located along the swamp embankments and the adjacent 
swamp itself. The inner rim of the mato is vegetated with a range of arboreal taxa including 
Hibiscus tiliaceus, Pandanus tectorius. Premna serratifolia, Barringtonia asiatica and 
Calophyllum inophyllum. 
Field, /aborato1y and numerical methods 
With an area of - 20 ha and comparatively unmodified by recent human activity, Maunutu Moat-
Swamp was chosen as the focus point for a multiple core profile examination of swamp 
stratigraphy and palynology on Rimatara. A total of five sedimentary cores were obtained from 
the swamp using a Russian D-section corer. These cores were taken along two transects that cross 
the broadest latitudinal and longitudinal stretches of the swamp surface (Figure 6.12). A depth of 
7.5m was reached at two of the coring sites, though it is probable that more sediment (perhaps up 
to 7 - 8 m) may be located beneath this depth (see Table 6.6). 
The same laboratory and numerical methods were applied to each of Maunutu cores as for 
the Tukou cores. Radiocarbon samples and mineral magnetic susceptibility analysis was only 
conducted on one core from Maunutu (Core I Transect 2) and this is the only core presented in 
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tl1is chapter. The palynological results of the remaining cores are presented in Chapter 7. Two 
samples were submitted for AMS radiocarbon dating at different intervals throughout each core 
and these are listed in Table 6.7. The calibrations provided were calculated using the OxCal 
program version 3.10 with the IntCal04 calibration data set (Bronk Ramsey, 2001; 2005). Both 
these samples were submitted as a pre-treated pollen concentrate, processed using standard pollen 
protocols without the addition of carbon-based acids. 
Pollen and spore identification was assisted by reference material collected on Rimatara by 
Jacques Florence, Jean-Yves Meyer and Jean-Francois Butaud and regional reference collections 
held at the Australian National University. As for Tukou analyses, all pollen taxa names refer to 
the family or genera of extant plant taxa with the exception of the fossil classification Arecaceae: 
Lguanurinae type which is derived from an extinct palm of that sub-tribe. 
The concentration (per cm3) data for pollen, spores and microchaJcoal particles, magnetic 
susceptibility data as well as percentage pollen and spore data were placed into stratigraphic 
diagrams (Figures 6.13a and 6.13b using the program C2 Data Analysis version 1.4 (Juggins, 
2005). This program was also used to munerically examine the relationship between samples 
using correspondence analysis (CA). 
Core 2 at 
Core features Cote J inte•·section of Corc3 Core 1 Core3 
transect 1 transects 1 & 2 transect 1 transect 2 transect 2 
Depth of core (cm) 650 
Basal sediments reached no 
Elevation above sea level -4 
(m) 
Distance from closest - 100 
embankment (m) 
Number of AMS 
radiocarbon detem1inations 
Oldest detem1ination 
(depth in cm) 
Table 6.6 Main core parameters and central 
determinations for Maunutu core J transect 2. 
M1Heriol Pollen 
Snmple doled cone/cc Lab Code 
Maunutuy Co1·e I 
Trnn•(,CI 2 
Pu~1 -1.:onuu;t 
25-27 cm intcrpolntion l'.!5 2S 
1~. i7 cm I\\ I I l'ulkn ht15W I ~ \\ 1.- l 71111H 
750 550 
no no 
- 1 ? 
- 300 - 20 
point estimates (cal. yr B.P.) for 
C14 Age (uncnl.) € rror 2 a 
750 
no 
.... 3 
- 50 
2 
835 
( 105·107) 
the oldest 
2 a central 
point 
estimates 
455 
yes 
? 
- 50 
radiocarbon 
Error 
Po'1-contnct 
IRU-70 125 SS 2~·27 " " lnlcrpolution 
~ till JI <~<-111< ltl~ hfl 
11u.•Ccm 111 kl l'ulkn 31>3 170 \\ k-17(1(111 II I ~ 1' . 410 7 lll SI ~ 11< 
Table 6.7 List of AMS radiocarbon dates obtained from the Maunutu Swamp sediment profiles. Presented are the 
sample depths, radiocarbon laboratory (Wk= University of Waikato Radiocarbon Laboratory), material dated, 
pollen concentrations/cc, laboratory sample codes, uncalibrated detenninations and calibrated ages to 2cr and 2cr 
central point estimates. Dates were calibrated using the OxCal program version 3.10. Post-European contact 
interpolated date estimates (in red) are referred to in Chapter 7. 
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Late Holocene vegetation change: Maunutu Core l Transect 2 
Core stratigraphy and chronology 
Only the top 200 cm of this core is presented. The basal sedimentary unit (200-80 cm) of this core 
consist primarily of uncompacted dark brown gyttja. This unit grades into lighter brown more 
compacted fine clay above 80 cm to the swamp surface. Increasing magnetic susceptibility 
measurements (K units) appear to correspond to these increasing proportions of clay minerals but 
these levels remain very low throughout the core. SedLments lyi11g in the upper 5-15 cm of the 
core are interspersed with Ludwigia octovalvis and Commelina diffusa roots. 
Only two AMS dates were obtained for Maunutu Core I Transect 2 at different intervals 
from the upper part of the core (Table 6.6) and these are presented as linear-age models in 
stratigraphic diagrams. 
Palynological analysis 
The different palynomorphs identified from Maunutu Core I Transect 2 that are probably derived 
from indigenous taxa are listed in Table 6.8 along with their presence/absence in either Zone I or 
II listed and their biogeographic affinity. Proportional palynological data from Maunutu Core 1 
Transect 2 are presented according to the occurrence of tax.a throughout the core in proportions of 
either >5 (Figure 6.13a) or <5% (Figure 6.13b). Taxa are grouped from left to right according 
trees and sh nib, herb, fem and fern ally groups. Taxa are s01ted within these groups in 
stratigraphic succession using the sort function in C2 Data Analysis program (Juggins, 2005). The 
core is divided into two palynological zones on the basis of the major vegetation changes. 
Zone I (200-105 cm; > 800 cal. yr B.P.) 
High proportions of Pandanus cf tectorius and Acrostichum a11reum are found with a range of 
tree, shrub and fern taxa represented in low proportions. Pandanus declines towards the top of 
this Zone. No charcoal counts observed in this Zone. Palynomorph concentrations are highest in 
tJ1e lower section of this Zone (> I 00,000 per cm3) 
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Pollen l.axa FnmlJy Present Present Indigenous Blogcogrnphlc affinity 
in Zone I In Zone representatives In 
11 modern noro 
Acros1/c11m 011n•11m Pleridaceae y y Acros1/c11111 a11re11111 lndo·Pacific 
Amarm1thaceae Amar:mtbaccac y y Extinct'/ Introduced? 
Ang/op/eris Angiopteridaccac y y Angloptcrls ropens/s, A. lndo-Pacific 
longlfo//a 
cf. Apocynaceae Apocy1Jaccac N y Extine!? Introduced? 
Arecaceae: lguonul'inae Arecaceae, y y Extinct ? 
Type Subfamily 
Arccoidcac, 'fribc 
lguanurinac 
Al'ecoceae/ Lilinceae Arecnccac/ Liliaccac N y ? ? Possibly introduced 
Asteroceae ·Tubuliflorae Asteraceae y y 2 numerous species 'l 
Asteroceae ·Ligulifloroe Asteraceac N y 2 numerous species ? 
Borr/11g1011lo Combrctaccmc y y 8(1n·/11g1011fo os/ot/co b1do·Pacific 
Cost/(//'lno' Casuarinaceae N y 1 Cos11or/110 eq11iself/ollo lndo· Pnciflc, probably 
exotic/contominntion 
cf. Ct1/opltyl/11111 CJusiocene y y Co/oplty/111111 lndo-Pacific 
f11opltyl/1m1 
cf. Copros111a Rubincene y N Extinct ? IJ1do·Pnci fie 
Cyc/osorus i11rerr11p111s Thelyptcridacoac y y Cyolosol'tls l 111c1r11p111s lndo·Pacific 
Cyperacene· Cyperaceae y y Nrnnc1•ous species J?on·tropicol, cosmopolitan 
Davo//lal Hlsriopr~rls Dovnlliaceac/ y y Numerous species Pan-tropical, cosmopolitan 
Dcnnstocdtinccoc 
J)/cm11opterls Gleichenioceac N y J)fcrn11op1111·fs l/11earls Pon·cropical 
Dryoptcris Dryopleridaccnc y y N umcrous specit:S Pan·tropicul 
Euphorbiaceae Euphorbiaccac y N ? ? 
Fabaceae Fnbocooc y y '? 'I 
Glochld/011 Euphorbi11ccac y y O/ochid/011 soc/ctat/s f"P 
Hlblsc11s ri//aceus MoJvoceac y y Hibiscus t///aceus lndo·l'acific 
Hypo/cpls Dcnnstacdlinccae y y Hypo/ep/s p1111c1a10, H. lndo-Pacific/Pan-tropical 
1e1111/(o//a 
cf. Jasm/1111111 Olcncc11c N y Extinct'? Introduced'? 
Lycopod/11111 sp. J.ycopodiaccac y y Numero11s species ? 
Macoranga E11phorbiace11c v y Mocaro11ga lndo-Pacific/FP 
ralvavaee11sis 
Malvaccac MnlvacCllc v v Numerous species ? 
undiffcn;mti11ted 
Monolcte Psilste ? y y Numerous species ? 
Myrtaccac undiff. Myrtaccae y y Nu111erous species ? 
Pa11dant1s cf, 1ecrori11s Pa11da1111s y y Pm1da1111s lee/or/us; lndo-Pacific/Endcmic? 
Po~ccao Poaccae y v N11n1cro11s species 'I 
Pteris Pteridaceae y v Numerous species ? 
Polypodlaccac Polypodiuceae y y Numerous species ? 
Pre11111a Lnbiatae N y Premno sermtifolia lndo-Pacific/PP 
Rubiaccac Rubiaceae y y Numerous species ? 
cf. Scoevo/a Goodcniuceue N y Scaevola raccada lndo-Pacific 
Solanaccac Solnnnceue N y Extinct? lnlTOduccd? 
SoplmlYI ro111e111osa Fob11ceue N y Snphora ro111e11tosa Pncific 
Sphnerosicphanos Thclyptcrid11ccee N y Sphae1·osrepha11ns lndo-Pacific 
i11vis11s 
Ti111011i11s Rubiuceac y y Ti111011i11.1 polygamo11s lndo-Pnclfic 
1'oum~fortia 01'ge111ea Boluginnccne y v Tow'llefortla argenrea lndo-PAcific 
7're111a Ulmaceae y N Extinct? lndo-J.>ucific 
Trilete Psilnte ? y y Numerous species ? 
'f'ri11111/ e11a Mulvnccae y N Tri11111/e1to prac11mbe11s lndn-locific 
U11icuccae/Moracene Urticuccae/Mornceae y y Nu111erous species '? 
Table 6.8 Palynomorphs from Maunutu Core 1 Transect I. Listed are the presence/absence of palynomorphs 
in Zones I and II. Also listed are the possible representatives of the palynomophs found in the modem flora 
and the biogeographic affinity of these taxa 1Pollen or spore type wind blown. 2 pollen or spore type capable of 
long distance dispersal (after Close et al 1978). f P=French Polynesia 
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Figure 6.13a Percentage diagram for Maunutu Core l Transect 2 (200 cm shown of a total of 7.5 m). The following are presented in the diagram from left to right: Core 
lithology (>O= increasingly coarse), magnetic susceptibility values (k), calibrated radiocarbon ages (line and ticks), t.axa (pollen and spores: taxa with ~5% of total 
palynomorpb sum are presented as colour coded bars; samples with proportions <5% are presented as triangle symbols) and total palynomorph concentrations (per cm\ 
microcharcoal particle concentrations (per cm3), palynomorpb richness (number oftaxa), Correspondence Analys1s Scores {CA score l) and palynological zones. Two 
palynological zones (Late Holocene swamp forest Zone I; Human impact Zone ID are presented. The horizontal transparent red bar indicates the section of the core 
where the sediments associated with palynological signatures of pre-European human impact are poorly constrained by radiocarbon ages as shown in Figure 6.13b and 
discussed in Chapter 7. 
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Figure 6.13b Percentage diagram for Maunutu Core I Transect 2 (200 cm shown of a total of 7.5 m). The following are presented in the diagram from left to right: Core 
Lithology (>O= increasingly coarse), magnetic susceptibility values (k), calibrated radiocarbon ages (line and ticks), tax.a (pollen and spores: tax.a with <5% are presented as 
coloured triangle symbols) and total palynomorph concentrations (per cm3), microcbarcoal particle concentrations (per cm3), palynomorpb richness (number of tax.a), 
Correspondence Analysis Scores (CA score I) and palynological zones. Three palynological zones (Late Holocene swamp forest Zone I; Human impact Zone II) are 
presented. The horizontal transparent red bar indicates the section of the core where the sediments associated with palynological signatures of pre-European human impact 
are poorly c.onstraioed by radiocarbon ages as shown in Figure 6.13a and discussed in Chapter 7. 
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Zone Ila and Jib: (105 to 0 cm; -800 cal. yr B.P. to the present) 
Zone Ila is represented by a marked decline in Pandanus pollen and Acrostichum a11re11111 spores 
in association with an increase in Cyperaceae, Poaceae and fern taxa. Most of the tree and shrub 
taxa recorded iu Zone l arc uot represented in this Zone. The highest charcoal counts are 
observed in the lower samples of Zone Jla. A peak in the extinct Arecaceae: lguanurinae type 
palm pollen (25 %) is recorded between 85-87 cm (Zone Ila). Co/ocasia pollen from the 
introduced cultigen is recorded in Zone Ila in conjunction with a range of other possible 
introductions (Casuarina equisetifolia, Erythrina variegata, Aleurites moluccana, cf Sapind11s, 
Hibiscus tiliaceus; see Chapter 7 for further discussion). 
With the exception of Pandanus, Arccaceae and Tournefortia argentea all of the 
indigenous taxa recorded in Zone I are not represented Zone Ilb. Co/ocasia escu/enta pollen is 
not represented within Zone lib. A number of probably recent (since European contact) 
introductions enter the record in this Zone (Commelina dijfusa, Ludwigia octovalvis, Labiatae 
(mint) and Pinus; see C hapter 7 for further discussion). 
Correspondence analysis (CA) 
Correspondence analysis was performed on the percentage data all pollen and spore taxa 
identified in Tukou Core 1. Eigenvalues (Axis 1) generated for each sample are presented as 
proportions of the total variation in the dataset in each of the two stratigraphic diagrams (Figures 
6.13a and 6.13b). These values account for 75 % of the variation in the entire dataset. These 
values are primarily controlled by the propo11ions of Pandanus cf tectorius type pollen within 
each sample. The greatest variation tbat exhibited in this core occw-s at the interface between 
Zones I and JI from -800 to 550 cal. yr 8.P. 
Vegetation history 
Late Holocene swamp forest Zone 1 (> 800 cal. yr B.P .) 
Before -800 cal. yr B.P. a well established Pandanus swamp forest with an understorey of 
Acrostichum fems dominated the edge of Maunutu which was then a lake. Other established taxa 
found in or around this forest included many coastal tree species currently found on the mato (e.g. 
Triumfetta procumbens, Tournefortia argentea, and Barringtonia asiatica) 
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Human impact Zone 11 (-800 cal. yr B.P. to present; see Chapter 7 for discussion) 
This Zone, divided into two parts (Zone Ua and Ilb), is characterised by palaeoenvironmental 
human impact signatures including swamp forest decline in response to unprecedented burning 
indicated by peaks in microcharcoal patticles. Zo11e Ila is defined by the presence of introduced 
cultigen pollen, namely Colocasia esculenta. The later Zone (Ub) is defined by the presence of 
post-European contact pollen indicators (e.g. Ludwigia octovalvis and Commelina diffusa). These 
divisions are outlined in more detail in Chapter 7. 
Palaeoenvironmental implications for pre-human disturbance, plant colonisations 
and extinctions in OJRO 
Exposure to tectonic activity, fluctuating sea levels, tsunamis, cyclones and volcanic ash fallout 
have produced an uneven an-ay of geomorpbic signatures across many islands in OJRO. Apart 
from the palaeobotanical proxies for fluctuating sea level focused on the Post-glacial marine 
transgression and 1nid-Holocene highstand (e.g. mangrove sediments; Ellison, 1989) most of the 
aforementioned distmbances are generally poorly exhibited in proxy records for floral or 
vegetation change (e.g. pollen, charcoal paiticles, phytoliths and plant macro-fossils). Equally, 
given the poor taxonomic resolution of the palaeobotanical record, few records of plant 
colonisations and extinctions are available for the Holocene, prior to human colonisation, or in 
any preceding epoch. 
The limited time-depth of the palaeobotanical record from OIRO is largely a functioo of the 
relative brevity of island orogeny compared to continental regions and this is a key factor in 
llmiting the detection of evolutionary (speciation) and colonisation events. Many of these events 
can now be inferred, particular for the mid-Miocene to Pliocene, from the molecular phylogenetic 
record for certain plant groups. These inferences are in turn, heavily dependent on geological age 
constraints on islands that remain tmcertain for many archipelagos including the Austral Cslands. 
The late Holocene expansion of coastal swamp forests and marshes exhibited on many 
OIRO sites between 4,000 and 1,000 cal. yr B.P., including on Rapa, may represent a peak period 
of plant colonisation for the Holocene. The palaeobotanical record on Rapa bas provided some 
unique insights into the initiation and development of coastal swamp forest and marsh vegetation. 
Similar records have been found in Micronesia (e.g. Athens and Ward, 1995; 2001; 2004) and 
Tonga (Fall, 2005), htu11an impact expanding the time-depth of much of the late Holocene is 
likely to have distorted the initiation of development at these sites. The Tukou record suggests 
that this forest expansion took place very rapidly perhaps in response to rapidly changing sea 
level. 
The poor preservation of palaeobotanical remarns m the early Holocene marine 
transgression sediments at Tukou on Rapa, suggests that coastal swamp forest development was 
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restricted by high coastal sedimentation and rising sea levels. It could be infen-ed that entire 
coastal habitats suitable for particular vegetation types were removed or absent prior to the late 
Holocene vegetation development phase. These coastal environments on Rapa were colonised or 
re-colonised by a suite of coastal strand taxa (e.g. Pandanus tectorius and Triumfetta 
procumbens) either being fonnerly absent or extirpated during the glacial sea-level lowstand, or 
restricted in distribution to isolated coastal stands. These late Holocene coasta l environments 
were also re-colonised by a diverse an-ay of lowland forest taxa that inhabit the steep slopes 
immediately behind the coastline (e.g. Ce/tis pacifica) and some taxa restricted to higher 
elevation habitats (e.g. members of the Asteraceae e.g. Fitchia rapensis). 
Enright and Gosden ( 1992) briefly summarised the evidence for extinctions from Remote 
Oceania citing Southem's (1986) Quintinia extinction record from Taveuni and Colinvaux's 
( 1972) Azolla extinction from El Junco, Galapagos Islands during the Late Glacial/Holocene 
transition. No unequivocal extinction records are available from the Austral Islands for this period 
and the palaeobotanical record from Rapa has not yet revealed any early or mid-Holocene 
extinctions. Extinctions records are more preval~nt for the human colonisation period (directly 
dated from archaeological rockshelter deposits on Rapa - 770-540 cal. yr. B.P. and infen-ed from 
sedimentary sequences from Rimatara at - 800 cal. yr B.P.). From the Tukou Core l and Maunutu 
Core I Transect 1 records an extinct palm or two different palm species have become extinct 
within this time-frame on Rapa. A number of species may have also become extinct within this 
timeframe from Rimatara including undetem1ined representatives from the Amaranthaceae, 
Apocynaccae and Solanaceae and the genera Coprosma, Jasminum and Premna (See Table 6.8). 
The palaeoenvironmenta1 and archaeological context for these extinctions is discussed in the 
following chapter. 
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Chapter 7 
'the stone age stratum beneath' 1: a synthesis of the 
archaeobotanical record of the Austral Islands 
In the previous chapter I addressed the palaeoenvironmental context for the plant colonisation, 
vegetation development, plant speciation and extinction for OIRO and the Austral Jslands. In this 
chapter 1 discuss the archaeobotanical record as a means of defining the chronology of human 
a1Tival and subsequent environmental impacts. J then address the late Holocene 
palaeoenvirorunental context for human colonisation of the Austral Islands. l emphasise the 
arcbacobotanical evidence as a basis for interpreting palynological signatures and chronologies 
particularly for defining plant introduction and exploitation by the earliest colonists of the islands. 
T also attempt to provide a chronologica l framework for plant extinctions observed in tl1e 
palaeoenvironmental record. 
The archaeological chronolog)' for OIRO and archaeobotanical remains 
As discussed in Chapter 1, the timing of the earliest human colonisation of Remote Oceania is 
uncertain. The most recent radiocarbon estimates from archaeological material from OlRO point 
to an interval between 300-1200 cal. yr B.P. for Samoa, Tonga, the Marquesas Islands and the 
Hawaiian Islands (e.g. Anderson et al 1999, Anderson and White, 2001; Anderson and Sinoto, 
2002; Anderson et al 2003; Rolett and Conte, 1995; Rolett 1998; Steadman et al 1994; Tuggle 
and Spriggs, 2000). The earliest dates for buman colonisation of the islands in tbe immediate 
vicinity of the Austral Islands are slightly younger, lying between .1 200-1000 for the Society 
fslands, - 1000 cal. yr B.P. for tbe Cook Islands (e.g. Kisch el al 1995; see Chapter I), -900 cal. 
yr B.P. for the Gambier Islands (Anderson et al 2003) and after 1000 cal. yr B.P. for Easter 
Island, best recorded by radiocarbon dates from Anakena associated with bones of extinct birds 
(Steadman el al 1994; Hunt and Li po, 2006; sec Chapters 3 and 4). Weisler ( 1996) dated the 
beginning of occupation in the Pitcairn lsland group at about 1200 cal. yr B.P., but this has been 
criticised by Anderson (2000) who suggests the this date is not securely tied to cultural events. As 
already mentioned in Chapter l , the earliest dates from Austral Island material range from 960-
660 cal. yr B.P. establi shed from basal archaeological material from the Tuituiaroa excavation on 
Rurutu (Verin, 1969: 307; no lab number available) and 1300-650 cal. yr B.P. (Lab no. ANU 
1 From Peter Buck - Te Rangi Hiroa, An introduction to Polynesian anthropology ' the true native picrure 
had been obscured by the accretions of over a century of contact with a foreign culture. Here again the 
historical method [i.e. the study of myths, genealogies and legends] was useful in clearing off the layers 
which covered the stone age stratl1m beneath.' {I 945: 126) 
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11599) from the wood of Tournefortia mgentea excavated from the Atiahan'I site ou Tubuai (Rod 
Wallace, unpublished data). 
Aside from charcoal, the recovery of identified plant remains from archaeological sites in 
OJRO has been minimal. Abundant charcoal (wiidentified to species) from stratified oven 
features and the cracked endocarps of Afeurites moluccana are the most common 
archaeobotanical remains found (discussed in Chapter 1). The most abundant and diverse 
assemblages of botanical material including a range of introduced plant cultigen material has 
been well preserved in dry archaeological deposits sequences from large rockshelters in OIRO 
including Tangatatau on Mangaia in the Cook Islands (see Cba1>ter 1) and the Mauna Kea 
rockshelters on the island of Hawai'i (Allen, 198 I). One cave sinkhole deposit on Kaua'i in the 
Hawaiian Islands at Maha'ulepu Cave also provided well-preserved arcbaeobotanical remains 
overlying a pre-human aged deposit (Bw·ney et al. 2001) (see Tables 7.1a and 7.1b for a list of 
archaeobotanical remains from these rockshelter and cave deposits). A large proportion of tbe 
archaeobotanical material identified is from introduced economic plant species (see Table 7.1 b). 
Conn and tuberous material from crop cultigens (e.g. Colocasia esculenla, Cyrrosperma merkusil 
(syn. C. chamissonis) and Ipomoea batatas) are also well preserved in some sections of these 
sequences. 
The specific ide11tification and radiocarbon dating of archaeobotanica1 remains has been 
integral for fine-tuning the chronology for bwnan colonisation in OIRO. In Chapter 1 l 
commented on the potential for inbuilt ages of archaeological wood charcoal to create a 
significant age bias of many hundreds of years. In the case of the Tangatatau (see Chapter 1) and 
Mauna Kea excavations the basal archaeological material yielding the oldest radiocarbon ages 
was obtained from unidentified wood charcoal, casting doubt on the security of the archaeological 
chronology proposed for these sites. The presence material from introduced plant cultigens in 
archaeological sites, particularly as remains of conns or tubers and the hard parts of fruits and 
nuts from arboricultural crops, provide a proxy for human presence at a site. If found throughout 
an archaeological sequence, they also potentially provide confirmation of sustained huma11 
activity given that corm, tuber, fruit or nut remains are unlikely to have significant in-built ages. 
The oldest AMS radiocarbon ages obtained from Aleurites moluccana endocarps (470-280 
cal. yr B.P. Lab no. Beta 110273) and Lagenaria siceraria exocarps (530-320 cal. yr B.P. Lab no. 
Beta 113789) from the archaeological deposits at Maha'ulepG Cave (Burney et al 2001) 
represents one of an increasing number of attempts in OIRO to date material with a known in-
built age. Due to the inherently low in-built age from A. moluccana endocarp and L. siceraria 
rind (exocarp), these radiocarbon dates are thought to present a reliable chronology lying between 
500 cal. yr B.P. to the present. To whether this represents the initial presence of humans at the 
Maha'ulepu is uncertain given that the chronological timeframe established for the Hawaiian 
Islands from other archaeological sites exceeds 1000 cal. yr B.P. 
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The oldest radiocarbon date on A. moluccana endocarp found in OIRO and the Hawaiian 
Islands was obtained by Tuggle and Spriggs (2001) from the Bellows Dune, O'ahu (Hawaiian 
Islands) giving a conventional calibrated age of 1750-750 cal. yr B.P. (Lab. no. Beta-20842b). 
The wide radiocarbon e1Tor for this date suggests that tl1c age of material may exceed the 
timeframe for human colonisation of the Hawaiian Islands, however, tbe integrity of this date was 
questioned by the authors. This may have been a result of the low amount of sample (1.7 grams) 
of endocarp submitted for conventional dating, well below the ideal weight for charcoal or wood 
samples (10-20 grams of wood or 8-10 grams of charcoal; Fiona Petchey pers. comm.). Another 
comparatively early A. moluccana endocarp date was obtained from the Kawainui Marsh 
excavation, O'ahu by Allen-Wheeler (1981) dated to 680-430 cal. yr B.P. (Lab no. Beta-3344). 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the presence of material remains of translocated plants in 
archaeological contexts represents a greater order of human activity than is implied by their mere 
deposition. The presence of A. moluccana and L. siceraria at Maha'ulepii represents an additional 
chronological signature for human activity manifest in the labour of their production. After 
introduction and a 3-4 month seed germination period, propagated A. mo/11ccana plants may take 
3-4 years before producing fruit (Clarke and Thaman, 1993; Elevitch and Manner, 2006 
htt p://www.agroforest1y. net/tti/Aleuritcs-kukui .pdQ. Besides the production of nuts essential for 
torch lights, these trees have been noted ethnographically as food, mulch, fodder and shade for 
root and tuber crops for many island groups in OIRO, particularly the Hawaiian Islands (e.g. 
Whistler, 1991 ; Abbott, 1992). By contrast, L. siceraria from seed can yield multiple fruit crops 
within a year and are thus chronologically mediated by seasonal harvests. 
To whether both these plants were placed in broad-scale production upon introduction or 
became pait of a later agricultural expansion can to some degree be inferred from contextual 
information. Within the same stratigraphic contexts at Maha' ulepu, Burney et al (200 I) identified 
remains of other introduced crops including Colocasia esculenta conns, Dioscorea sp. tuber and 
Cordyline fruricosa stem, suggesting that agricultural production was not restricted in extent or 
diversity. Bumey er al (2001) also highlighted the presence of abundant extinct or extirpated 
terrestrial avifaunal remains in the deposits underlying the cultigen rich unit at Maha'ulepu 
suggesting a later expansion of agricultllral systems. Given the lack of archaeobotanical material 
preceding 500 cal. yr B.P., however, clearly the timing and extent of agricultural development on 
Kaui'i cannot be resolved with the Maba 'ulcpu record alone. 
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Jndlgeuous taxa 
Acacia koa (Fabaceae) phyllode 
Argemone g/auca (Papaveraceae) seed 
Argyroxiphium sp. (Asteraceae) leaf 
Caesalpinia major (Fabaceae) seed 
Canthium sp. (Rubiaceae) pollen 
Chamoesyce sp. (Euphorbiaceae) pollen 
Cheirodendron sp. (Araliaceae) pollen 
Chenopodium sp. (Chenopodiaceae) seed, 
pollen 
Coprosma sp. (Rubiaceae) seed 
Deschampsia australis (Poaceae) seed 
Dodonaea sp ., Diospyros sp., Sapindus sp. 
(Sapindaceae) pollen 
Dubautia sp. (Asteraceae) leaf 
Ewcaipus sp. (Santalaccae) 
Freycinetia sp. (Pandanaceae) leaf, pollen 
Hemandia sp. (Hemandiaceac) seed 
Hibiscus tiliaceus (Malvaceae) fibre, bark 
Kanaloa sp. (Fabaceae) seed?, pollen 
Merrosideros sp. (Myrtaceae) leaf, pollen 
Myrsine sp. (Myrsinaceae) leaf, pollen 
Nesfigis sp. (My1taceae) pollen 
Pandanus sp. (Pandanaceae) leaf, keys, pollen 
Pipturus sp. (Urticaceae) fibre 
Pritchardia sp. (Arecaceae) pollen 
Psychotria sp. (Rubiaceae) seed 
Pleralyxia sp. (Apocynaceae) seed 
Rauvolfla sp. (Apocynaceae) seed 
R11111ex sp. (Polygonaceae) seed 
Santa/um sp. (Santalaceae) seed 
Silene sp. (Caryophyllaceae) seed 
Solan11m sp. (Solanaceae) pollen 
Sophora sp. (Fabaceae) seed 
Styphelia sp. (Ericaceae) seed 
Trise/11111 sp. (Poaceae) stem 
Za111'1oxylu111 sp. (Rutaceae) pollen 
M.auna Kea Tangatatau 
+ n 
+ 
+ 
+seed 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ bark 
+ leaf 
+ leaf 
+leaf 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
n 
n 
+ 
n 
? 
n 
? 
+ 
n 
? 
-t-keys, leaf 
? 
n 
? 
? 
Mnhn'ulepo 
? 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+pollen 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ pollen 
+pollen 
+ 
+keys, pollen 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
? 
+ 
+ 
Tungarutu 
ll 
n 
ll 
n 
n 
n 
11 
+ 
+ fibre 
11 
n 
+keys, leaf 
n 
n 
n 
Table 7.ln A comparative list of the indigenous plant taxa recorded in the Mauna Kea Quarry excavations on 
Hawai ' i (Allen, 1981), Tangatatau (Mangaia, Cook Islands; Kirch et al 1995 and Kirch, 1996), the archaeological 
deposit at Miiha'ulepli Cave (Kaua'i, Hawaiian Islands; Burney ct al 2001) and the Tangarutu (Rapa, Austral 
Islands) excavations. n=not known from island or site. ?=identification only lo family, not genus or species. 
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Introduced taxa Mauna Kea Tangatatau Mllhll'ulepO Tangarutu 
Adenostemma lavenia (Asteraceae) seed + ? n 
Aleuriles moluccana (Euphorbiaceae) + + + -i 
endocarp, endosperm, wood charcoal 
Artocmpus a/ti/is (Moraceae) wood, fruiL + 
Cocos 1111cifera (Arecaceae) endocarp, husk, + 4 ? 
leaf, bracts, wood charcoal 
Colocasia escu/enta (Araceae) conn rf + + + 
Cordia subcordata1 (Boraginaceae) seed + 
Cordylinefrutlcosa (Laxmanniflceae) stem, + + + + 
leaf 
Cyrtosper111a merlmsii (Araceae) conn n + n n 
Da11c11s sp. 2 (Apiaceae) seed + 
Dioscorea sp. (Dioscoreaceac) tuber, leaf, + + 
stem 
lpomoea hatalas (Convovulaceae) + + ? 
Jnocarp11:;fagifera (Fabaccac) wood charcoal + n 
Lage11aria sicerarla l Cucurbitaceae) exocarp + + + 
2 Leuct1e11a leucocephala (Fabaceae) seed + n 
Musa sp. (Musaceae) leaf + + 
Oxalis corniculata (Oxalidaceae) seed + 
Piper methysticum (Piperaceae) root, stem + n 
Propsis µallida2 (Fabaceac) seed ? + n 
Saccharum o.(flcinan11n (Poaceae) stem + + 
Schizostachyum glaucophyl11111 (Poaceae) stem + + 
Sola111111111igr1m? (Solanaceae) seed + 
Sy::.ygium sp 3 (Myrtaceae) wood, charcoal, + +pollen, seed 
seed 
Touchardia latifolia (Urticaceae) fibre + ? 
Table 7.1 b A comparative list of the introduced plant taxa recorded in the Mauna Kea Quany excavations, 
Hawai 'i (Allen, 1981 ), Tangatatau, Mangaia, Cook Islands (Kirch et al I 995 and Kirch, 1996), the archaeolo¥,ical 
deposit at Mahii'ulepu Cave (Burney et al 2001) and the Tangarutu tRapa, Austral Islands) excavations. The 
indigenous status of C. subcordata was uncertain in OIRO (Wagner et al 1990; Whistler, 1991) until Burney ct al 
(200 I) identified seed material datio~ well prior to human colonisation of the Hawaiian Islands. 2Thcse taxa are 
post-European contact introductions. S. cwnnli is a post-contact introduction whereas S. malaccense is thought to 
be a pre-contact introduction (Whistler, 1991). n=not known from island or site; ?=identification to be confirmed. 
This same problem was discussed for the Tangatatau record on Mangaia in Chapter 1. 
Kirch et al (1995) found that the presence of the most diverse assemblage of introduced cultigens 
in the upper stratigraphic units of the record is associated with the reduced number of extirpated 
terrestrial avifaunal remains more commonly found in the lower units. Kirch er al (ibid) apply a 
model of delayed extinction where the association of plant cultigens and extinct avifauna fits the 
notion of progressive agricultural development, an idea advocated by Kirch in his other 
commentaries on island settlement strategies in pre-European contact Remote Oceania. This 
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hypothesis does not exclude the possibility that rapid extinction or extirpation of terrestrial 
avifaunal tax.a on Mangaia may have coincided with the onset of agricultural activity. ln the 
Tangatatau and Maha'ulepU records, however, the presence of the hard endocarp of Aleurites 
moluccana throughout the sequence, even in the lowest stratigraphic horizons, suggests that the 
lack of other plant cultigeo remains may be a function of either preservation conditions in the 
lower excavation units or differential site use and botanical remain deposition by the rockshelter 
inhabitru1ts. 
The archaeological chronology for OIRO and palaeobotanical remains 
Tbe chronological uncertainties for archaeological material from sites in OIRO are matched by 
the uncertainties surrounding the pa laeoenvironmental context for initial human colonisation and 
plant introduction on the islands and this is especially is apparent for the situation on Mangaia 
(see Chapter 1; addressed fwther in this chapter) and Easter Tsland (see Chapters 3 and 4). For 
many sites in OIRO, however, chronologies constructed from archaeological assemblages are 
geuerally consistent with evaluations of the initial timing of human impact detemlined from 
palaeoenviromnental records (e.g. Athens, 1993; 1997; Anderson, 1995; Athens and Ward, 2004). 
As for the palynologjcal signatures for human activity from Mangaia and Easter Island, 
they have generally been built on such indirect indices as charcoal particle concentrations or 
changes in seral plant pollen or fem spores. The key problem cited for the archaeological 
application of palaeoenvironmental records bas been the lack of direct palynological indicators 
either as the recove1y of artefacts stratified within sedimentary deposits or the recovery of 
cultigen pollen unequivocally introduced to the site. Even where cultigen pollen have been 
located (e.g. Cyrtosperma merkusii pollen from Ngercbau, Palau, Federated States of Micronesia; 
Athens and Ward, 200 I) criticisms of the resulting interpretations continue to revolve ar0tmd the 
reliability of the generated chronologies, the equivocal representation of disturbance indicators, 
and the lack of tapbonom.ic integrity of the cultural indicators and as well as a variety of other 
issues intrinsic to the methodology (e.g. Anderson, 2003b; see Chapter 1). 
The most comparable palaeoenvironmental datasets for assessing both the chronology of 
initial human colonisation and initial plant introductions have been provided for the Hawaiian 
Jslands. Four palynological records from O'ahu have revealed pollen signatmes of both 
Colocasia esculenta and Aleuriles moluccana that provide indications of their early and 
potentially widespread presence (Ward, 1981 ; Ward in Beggerley, 1990; Ward in Hammatt, 
1990; Athens and Ward 1996; 1997; see Table 7.2). The earliest palynological signature provided 
for these introduced cultigens, dated to ~670 cal. yr B.P. comes from an alluvial swiunp deposit at 
Kahana (Ward in Beggerley, 1990) where pollen from Cordyline jhJticosa and Cas11arina were 
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identified in associated sediments. These pollen types occur in association with increases in 
disturbance indicators including charcoal particles, seral fern spores and grass pollen. Two 
species recorded late in the pollen record, possibly of post-European contact introduction, include 
the agricultural weeds Commelina dijfusa and Ludwigia octovalvis (see below). 
PuJaco- Deposit Earliest age Earliest age Possible lnc1•ease of human 
environmental -ion al (cal. yr B.P.) (cal. yr B.P.) domesticates or disturbance indicators 
pollen record setting for human for Colocasia arborlcullural represented 
Impact In and/or species represented 
palynological Aleurite.y 
record (!Olien I 
1 Kahana, O'ahu, Alluvial - 1000 670 Colocasia esculellfa, charcoal, grasses, ferns: 
Hawaiian Islands swamp Ale11rites 1110/11cccma, Dicranopteris li11earis, 
Ward Cordy/ I ne .frut icosa, weeds: Comm el ina 
in Beggerley Panda1111s, Cas11ari11a diffi1sa, L11dwigia 
(1990) octovalvls 
Maunawili, Alluvial 730 650 Colocasia esc11/e11ta, charcoal, grasses 
O'ahu, swamp Aleurites 1110/uccana ferns: Dicranopteris 
Hawaiian fslands (pollen, wood and li11earis 
Athens and Ward endocarp), Cocos weeds: Co111111eli11a 
( 1997) nuc{fera, diifusa, L11dwigia 
Cordyline fruticosa octovalvis 
Kapunahala, Coastal ~1000 550 Co/ocasia esculenta, charcoal, grasses 
O'ahu, marsh Aleurites moluccana, fems: P1eridi11111 
Hawaiian Islands Pandanus, esculentwn 
Athens and Ward Artocmpus a/ti/is weeds: Ludwigia 
(1996) (wood) octovalvis, Coir 
/acl11y111a-jobi (seeds) 
other taxa: Dodonaea 
viscosa 
1Kawainui. Coastal 800 520 Colocasia esc11/e111a, charcoal, grasses 
O'ahu, marsh Aleuriles mo/11cca11a, fems: Pteridi11m 
Hawaiian Islands Cordy/ i 11e /rut icosa, esculentum, Cyc/osorus 
Ward in Pa11dam1.~ interruptus 
Hammatt ( I 990) other taxa: Dodonaea 
viscosa 
Table 7.2 Three core sites from O'ahu (Hawaiian Islands) with records of Colocasia and Aleurites pollen. The 
earliest inferred calibrated radiocarbon ages for cultigen pollen presence palynological indications of human impact 
are also presented. Other potential domesticated plants within the associated pollen assemblages with Colocasia and 
Aleuriles pollen arc listed as well as the presence of human disturbance indicators. 1Thc description of Colocasia 
pollen has been given as tentative. 
One other alluvial swamp deposit at Maunawili and two coastal marsh deposits at 
Kapunahala and Kawainui yielded very similar sequences with comparable ages for human 
impact signatures (between - 1000-730 cal. yr B.P.) and plant cultigen pollen (-650-500 cal. yr 
B.P.). Two other possible cultigens, Pandanus and Cocos 1111cifera were recorded wilhin these 
deposits in association with Co/ocasia escu/enta and Afeurites moluccana pollen. Athens and 
Ward (J 997) also located A. mo/11cca11a endocarp and wood from Maunawili (Core I) at 86-94 
cm below the swamp surface and provided an interpolated age from a charcoal date of 688-655 
cal. yr B.P. (Lab no. Beta-5490) 
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In coastal marsh deposits at Kapunahala (Athens and Ward, 1996) and Kawainui (Ward in 
Hammatt, 1990), tbe consistent presence of cultigen pollen and increases in lllm1a.Il impact 
signatures (charcoal particles and seral taxa) appear to be directly associated with the decline in 
coastal swamp forest taxa including Acacia koa and an undetennined species of Prilchardia 
palm. These taxa are now absent from the modem vegetation in the vicinity of these marshes. The 
range of Pritchardia pollen morphologies is too poor to distinguish between species (Ward in 
Hammatt 1990), but given the diversity of Pritchardia, with a number of species represented 
across the Hawaiian Islands, these pollen records are likely to represent a species extinction or at 
least ex.ti1vation occurring sometime after 500-300 cal. yr B.P. The precise timing of Pritchardia 
palm extirpation is unclear and may be, as discussed for the Easter Island palm (sec Chapter 4), 
insoluble given the available evidence. 
The presence of introduced (exotic) plant material in archaeological rockshelter deposits 
and palaeobotanical deposits presents two questions for both archaeological lmd 
palaeoenvironmental research. Al what time were the plants identified in archaeological settings 
first introduced and what was the environmental impact of tl1eir production as measmed from 
palynological evidence? In this chapter I aim to address these two questions for the Austral 
Islands focusing on archaeological rnaterial and the palaeoenvironmental deposits (already 
outlined in Chapter 6) obtained from Rapa. Lying southwest of Easter Island, Rapa is the 
southernmost island of OIRO to be colonised prior to Emopean contact. Anderson (1991; 2000) 
originally suggested that it was colonised later again, at about 800 cal. yr B.P. An archaeological 
expedition was conducted in 2002 in order to ascertain the chronology of colonisation of the 
island and to obtain evidence of hwnan exploitation of the island's resources. 
Archaeological excavations on Rapa 
Excavations on Rapa were concentrated on coastal rockshelters deposits as they were expected to 
yield better evidence of initial habitation on the island because they were readily accessible for 
habitation to the earliest colonists. Megalithic fo1tification structures found along the ridgelines of 
the island caldera were also excavated and are discussed in Kennett et al (in press). Of the few 
rockshelters located on the ishmd most are less than 10 min maximum dimension. Excavations at 
Akatanui, Angairao, and the upland shelters at Taga (Plate 3) showed shallow stratigraphy with a 
low abundance and djversity of cultural material and are only briefly discussed here. The base of 
the Angairao rockshelter stratigraphy dates to - 550 cal. yr B.P. (Lab no. ANU 11851; 650-460 
cal. yr B.P.) which is essentially the same as the oldest age at Akatanui, whi le the upland 
rockshelter at Taga is younger still. The Akatanui sequence is more indicative of continuous 
occupation from ~580 cal. yr B.P. (Lab no. UCl 14767; 650-545 cal. yr B.P.) up to the petiod 
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European colonisation due to the presence of a munber of historic artefacts (e.g. glass). Of the 
aforementioned rockshelters, archaeobotanical remains were richest at Akatanui witi1 abundant 
wood charcoal fragments and Ale11rites moluccana endocarps throughout a number of excavated 
sequences in what appear to be cooking oven deposits. 
The Tangarutu sequence 
The Tangarutu rockshelter in Anarua Bay (Plate 8), on the more sheltered western coast, is of 
such a notable size (80 x 40 m) that it is likely to have been used from the earliest period of 
settlement. The rockshelter is probably of last interglacial age or earlier with its base lying >2 m 
above sea level. The shelter is fi lled up to - 4 m above sea level with calc<ueous dune sand, 
generated during a previous sea-level higbstand or the early Holcoene marine transgression. The 
back of the rockshelter is positioned - 55 m from the high tide line of a boulder beach (see Figure 
7.1 inse1t) located north of the rockshelter. The base of the shelter below the overhang and drip 
line, between 20 to 30 m from the high tide line, is littered with large boulder debris. These 
boulders overlie dune sand that fonn the eastern and western buttresses of the shelter. The 
western section of the shelter shows signs of recent alluvial and colluvial sedimentation with an 
incised channel evident stretching along the front of the inner face of the shelter. Reddish brown 
basaltic sediments associated with this channelling appear to be derived from the talus hillslope 
above tbe western buttress of the shelter. 
Small test excavations on the rockshelter dune sand at the southern end of the shelter by 
Walczak (2001; 2003) produced calibrated radiocarbon dates between 550-200 ca l yr B.P. (Lab. 
no. Ly-8577 and Ly-8578). Since Walczak's excavations, the local islanders have removed 
archaeological material from the rockshelter for building sand. This may have resulted in the 
removal of the majority of the archaeological deposit. During the 2002 expedition, the remaining 
undisturbed dune sands towards the back of the shelter were augured, sampled at all exposed 
sections U1en 4 m2 of the deepest and richest deposit was excavated. The eastern section of tbc 
shelter disclosed approximately 150 cm of continuous cultural stratigraphy, which included 
shellfish, fish and bird bone, leaf and nut fragments, abundant wood and charcoal remains of 
ovens and other cultural material. This deposit was excavated in two 50 x 100 cm sections (East 
Section .I and East Section 2) at 5 cm spit intervals for the first 40 cm and at J 0 cm spit intervals 
for the remainder of the deposit. Other than the plant remains listed in Tables 7.la and 7.lb, the 
fauna! remains and aitefacts excavated at the site are not discussed here. 
Radiocarbon dates on charcoal samples, unidentified to taxa, indicate that the base of 
Tangarutu site dates to between 800-600 cal. yr B.P. (Lab no. UCI 14767, 920-740 cal. yr B.P.; 
Lab no. ANU I 1848, 770-540 cal. yr B.P.; see Table 7.3) with the upper deposits dating to - 400 
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cal. yr B.P. The basal ages extend the chronology of occupatiou obtained by Walczak (2001; 
2003) an additional 200 to 300 years. This Tangarutu sequence is suggestive of initial habitation 
and represents the prime coastal rockshelter of the island. The other coastal shelters were utilised 
later and later again in upland areas (e.g. Taga) as the overall pattern of settlement gravitated 
towards the use of fortified villages along the island's ridgeline (see Kennett et al, in press). 
These ages are consistent with the recent archaeological assessments from elsewhere in southeast 
OJRO. 
Archaeobotanical remains from Tangarutu 
The Tangarutu Rockshelter has yielded a diverse range of plant materials comparable in part to 
other sites in the remote Pacific. Plant remains were recovered by hand picking during dry sieving 
(3 mm mesh) or as individual finds located from different layers, particularly of leafy material. 
The stratigraphic profile of the East Section 1 excavation is presented in Figure 7.2 along with 
weights for each type of excavated plant material. Three radiocarbon ages were taken from fruit 
and nut remains from East Section 1 (see Table 7.3), one each from A/eurites moluccana 
cndocarp, Lagenaria siceraria pericarp and one from a Pandanus cf. tectorius key. As opposed 
to unidentified charcoal, the inbuilt age potential of the fruit and nut remains are expected to be 
minimal and thus allow for a reduced age bias of potentially many hundreds of years for charcoal. 
Unfortunately, the basal Pandanus key produced a large uncalibrated error due Lo inadequate 
carbon concentration. 
2 a ecntrol 
Mntcrlnl Wcl11111 of point 
Snmplc doted rnntcrlnl Lab Code Cl4 Age (uncal.) Error la estimates Error 
l agenaria 
siceraria 
EI Spit 4 20-25 cm pericarp <2g/2g UCI 14763 320 (AMS) 15 460-300 380 80 
Alaurltas 
1110/11cca11a 410 
EI Spit 4 20-25 cm cndocnrp 12g/I 00 g ANU 121 01 (Conventional) 60 540-3 10 425 11 5 
Panda1111s 
cf. 1ec1ori11s 660 
Et Spit 19 11 0-120 cm key 2.55g/2.5.5g ANU 12102 (Conventional) 150 950-300 625 325 
E2 Spit 23-25 130-1 SO Unidentified 710 
Cll\ charcoal IOg/JO g ANU IJ 848 (Convontional) 70 770-540 645 145 
Unidentified 
East Section Tl 150 cm charcoal ? UCI 14769 905 (AMS) 20 920-740 830 90 
Tuble 7.3 List of radiocarbon dates obtained from the Tangarutu Rocks helter East section square EI. Presented are 
the sample depths, radiocarbon laboratory (UCI = University of California Irvine; ANU=Australian National 
University), material dated, weight of material dated/the amount of material found in spit, laboratory sample codes, 
uncalibrated detenninations and calibrated ages to 20' and 2a central point estimates. Dates were calibrated using 
the OxCal program version 3.10. 
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presented in this thesis. Figures drawn by Atholl Anderson and digitized by Lynn Schmidt 
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The East Section deposit can be divided into three units, a basal and upper cultural unit 
overlying a basal sterile sand unit. In the basal cultural unit of the deposit from 140 to 35 cm in 
depth, fragments of charcoal associated with rounded basaltic stones indicative of a cooking 
oven. Small amow11s of A. mo/uccana (10-35 g/spit) were located in the upper part of this unit 
frotn I 00 to 40 cm. Above 35 cm a 5- l 0 cm thick layer of leafy remains distinguishes the upper 
unit that upon sieving produced pieces of Hibiscus riliaceus cordage and fragments of plaited 
Pandanus and Freycinetia baskets (Judith Cameron pers. comm.). The amount of A. moluccana 
in each spit increased to weights between 70-140 g/spit. Also in tbis unit the amount of unbwnl 
wood remains increased whereas the amount of charcoal and oven stones present decreased. 
Fragments of bottle gourd (Lagenaria siceraria) and Pa11da1111s keys (individual drupes of 
syncarpous fruits) were also identified within this unit, with one sample of L. siceraria dated. 
Other plant remains, including the abundant wood ai1d charcoal material, have yet to be 
identified. 
Two small-consoHdated organic parcels located from the upper unit of East Section l , 
initially thought to be coprolite samples, were processed for pollen as a further means of 
identifying the presence of plant species wlU1in the Tangarutu deposit. Percentage pollen 
diagrams of these samples are presented in Figure 7.3. The upper most sample found in Spit 1 (5 
cm in depth) produced a range of pollen and spores, most known as wind dispersed 
palynomorphs. The presence of Freycinetia and Euphorbiaceae pollen in these samples suggests 
that material from these plants may have been brought into the site. In the lower sample found in 
Spit 2 (10 cm in depth), 75 % of the palynomorphs identified are fromFreycinetia (cf. F. arborea 
or F. rapensis). Other pollen types probably introduced rather than wind blown into the site 
include a Rubiaceae, cf. Liliaceae type and a high percentage of Cyperaceae pollen (-18 %). The 
high percentage of Freycineria pollen is indicative of the probable introduction of these large 
flowers into the site (see J•tatc 9 and 10), either brought in with leaves for weaving basketry or as 
an item for consumption (hence the coprolite determination). 
In summary, tbe Tangarutu sequence represents around 300 to 400 years of occupation. As 
shown in Tables 7.la and 7.lb, the plant remains found in the Tangarutu deposit are less species 
diverse overall than the other sites listed within OIRO. However, the plant remains fow1d appear 
to be in considerably higher in concentration than the other sites. With the exception of wood 
charcoal, probably made up of mostly indigenous taxa, remains of introduced taxa make up the 
greatest proportion of plant remains identified. The basal cultural unit outlined is indicative of an 
oven and an associated midden initially used by around 700 cal. yr B.P. There appears to be a 
transition to either a Uving space or midden by around 400 cal. yr B.P. 
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Palaeoenvironmental examination of the anthropogenic sediments from Rapa 
As mentioned in Chapter 6, small sedimentary catchments are located at the base of windward 
boulder and leeward sandy beach embayments of the island (see Figure 6.5). The more deeply 
incised windward embayments are characterised by higher energy fluviuValluvial systems, 
fonning in places extensive swamp deposits adjacent to abandoned Colocasia esculenta terraced 
pondfields. These swamps possess highly organic clay and silt deposits preserving botanical 
remains. The sedge Schoenoplectus subulatus var. subulatus dominates the vegetation of most of 
these swamp sites. The swamp deposits were cored with tbe intent on reaching basal clays or 
bedrock from Akatanui (2 m deep Core 1; see Figures 7.4 and 7.5), Hiri (3 m deep Core I; 
Figure 7.6) and Anarua (J .8 111 deep Core J; Figure 7.7). Magnetic susceptibi lity (K) 
measurements from these cores provide some indication of the extent of organic accumulation at 
each site. Radiocarbon ages were obtained from charcoal particles found in the basal sediments of 
these cores revealing 2cr ages of 543-510 (Lab. no. UCJAMS 2194), 1400-650 (Lab. no. ANU 
12154), and 950-100 (Lab. no. ANU 12155) cal. yr B.P., respectively. The radiocarbon date from 
Akatanui Core l corresponds to the archaeological chronology established from the Tangarutu 
rockshelter and suggests that these sediments were deposited during the early colonisation phase 
of the island. The age ranges of the two dates from Hiri and Anarua are insufficient to indicate the 
precise timing of sediment deposition. 
An additional 2.5 m core was obtained and radiocarbon dated from an upland swamp 
deposit located above Anatakuri Bay, at Otaikui (see Figure 7.8). The swamp appears to be 
fonned behind a landslip and little evidence remains of any agricultural features. The vegetation 
of the swamp consists mostly of the sedge Schoenoplecrus s11b11larus var. s11b11!ar11s. A fragment 
of charcoal from the core gave a modem detennination (Lab. no. ANU 12157) suggesting these 
sediments were recently deposited. 
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(line and ticks) (see Table 73) and material weights per excavated spit (the top JO spits were excavated to a depth of 5 cm with the lower 7 spits to a depth of 10 cm. The 
deposit is divided into three units, a sterile basal sand layer underlying a charcoal rich oven feature with oven stones within a sandy matrix (basal cultural unit). From 35 cm 
to the surface Aleurites molucca11a and pieces uncharred wood dominate a sandy matrix overlying a leafy layer at between 35-30 cm in depth (upper cultural unit). 
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Figure 7.4 Photograph (c/o D. 
Kennett) of Akatanui showing the 
position of two rockshelters, the 
extent of abandoned agricultural 
terraces and the location of three 
coring locations (only one 
mentioned in the text). The 
position of Akatanui is marked on 
a thumbnail satellite image of 
Rapa in the top left corner of the 
figure. 
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Figure 7.5 To the left of the 
figure, the sediment lithology and 
magnetic susceptibility 
measurements (K) and the basal 
radiocarbon age of the Akatanui 
Core 1 are shown. To the right are 
satellite images of Akatanui. A. 
shows the location of the Pare 
Taga fortification structure 
located along a ridgeLine above 
the bay B. shows the location of 
some of the remnant agricultural 
terraces and the position of the 
Akatanui core. The position of 
Akatanui is marked on a 
thumbnail satelJite image of Rapa 
in the top left corner of the figure. 
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Figure 7.6 To the left of the 
figure, the sediment lithology and 
magnetic susceptibility 
measurements (K) and the basal 
radiocarbon age of the Hiri Core 1 
are shown. To the right are 
photographs (c/o D. Kennett and 
A. Anderson) of Hiri. A. shows 
the extent of Hiri wetland and the 
position of Hiri Core 1 B. shows 
the author at. the core site amongst 
a dense stand of Schoenoplectus 
subulahlS var. subulatus. The 
position of Hiri is marked on a 
thumbnail satellite image of Rapa 
in the top left comer of the figure. 
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Figure 7.7 To the left of the 
figure, the sediment lithology and 
magnetic susceptibility 
measurements (K) and the basal 
radiocarbon age of the Anarua 
Core l are shown. To the right are 
photographs (c/o D. Kennett) of 
Anarua. A. shows the extent of 
Anarua wetland and embayment 
and the position of Anarua Core J 
B. shows the boulder beach at the 
bead of Anarua backed by 
Pandanus tectorius trees. The 
position of Anarua is marked on a 
thumbnail satellite image of Rapa 
in the top left comer of the figure. 
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Figure 7.8 To the left of the figure, 
the sediment lithology and magnetic 
susceptibility measurements (K) and 
the basal radiocarbon age of the 
Otaikui Core 1 are shown. To the 
right is a photograph (c/o D. 
Kennett) of Otailrui that shows the 
extent of the wetland and the 
position of Otaikui Core I. The 
position of Otaikui is marked on a 
thumbnail satellite image of Rapa in 
the top left comer of the figure . 
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Palaeoenvironmental examination of the anthropogenic sediments from Tukou 
Marsh 
On Rapa, as outlined in Chapter 6, the palynological record of Tukou indicates that coastal 
Pa11danus swamp forests expanded after around 2500 cal. yr B.P. in response to changing 
sedimentary conditions following a mid-Holocene sea level high-stand. Withfo or around the 
period represented from the basal ages of the Tangarutu archaeological sequence, certainly after 
around 1000 cal. yr B.P ., between 50 and I 20 cm of colluvial sediments accumulated at different 
rates across Tukou marsh (see below). This period is represented by a rapid increase in 
sedimentation across Tukou, comparable to the accumulation rates found from deposits in the 
other embayments (e.g. Akatanui, Anarua and Hiri). The Pandanus pollen and trilete fem spore 
records (see Figure 6.10h, Chapter 6) indicate tbat swamp forest declined consistently across the 
site in what appears compatible with human impact. In Chapter 6 U1e stratigraphy and 
chronology of Cores 1 to 6 from Tukou were described in the context of coastal swamp forest 
development. In this section, I will outline some of the key palynological indicators for human 
impact and attempt to further define the stratigraphy and chronology for each core. Following 
from this I explore each of the cores individually in order define some of the key ecological 
responses to human jmpacts at Tukou. 
Palynological analysis of early human environmental impact from the Tukou 
records 
The palynological data of all of the Tukou Cores are presented in a composite stratigraphic 
diagram (see Figure 7.9). This exam.ination of the Tukou core transect focuses on radiocarbon 
ages, charcoal particle concentrations, Pandanus cf. tectorius, Arecoideae (Iguanurinae type) and 
Colocasia esculenta pollen as key markers of human activity and agricultural practices at the site. 
As in the composite diagrams presented in Chapter 6, the cores are divided into four 
palynological zones on the basis of the major vegetation changes and comparable to tl1ose zones 
described for Tukou Core l. Within the pre-European contact Zone JVa, transparent red 
horizontal bars indicated in Figure 7.9 mark the sections where a range of palynological 
signatures of pre-European human impact overlap and to where a sedimentary hiatus may have 
occuJrcd. These possible hiatuses and the overlapping human indicators of Zone IV are discussed 
in detail here. 
In the composite stratigraphic diagram, the upper Zone (IV) is divided into two subzones 
(IVa and IVb) on the basis of palynological marker tax.a that represent the pre-contact (JVa) and 
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European periods (lVb). These subzones are discussed in more detail later in this chapter in 
reference to the chronology of pre-European and European period human impacts. 
Charcoal signatures 
From the Tukou Core 1 record, charcoal particles first appear in high concentrations at the base of 
Zone N. From the presence of charcoal particles radiocarbon dated from Zone l of this core I 
have suggested, contrary to Kirch and Ellison ( 1994), for example, tbat bw·ning was part of the 
pre-human island ecosystem and that charcoal is a distw-bance signal that may remain equivocal 
in the absence of other human impact indicators. Neve1theless, the presence of high 
concentrations of charcoal particles it1 Zone IV of Core 1 appears to be unprecedented and not 
directly tied to sedimentation or preservation and as a working hypothesis reflects human-induced 
burning at the site. In Zone JV of Core J, counter to what may be expected, increasing charcoal 
concentrations overlap with increasing Pandanus pollen concentrations (this trend is highlighted 
by the transparent red bar in Figure 7.9). I suggested in Chapter 6 that peaks in Pandanus pollen 
found in Zone IV of Core 1 may be representative of one of the following: sediment compaction 
in the early prut of the Zone allowing for pollen to accumulate and become more concentrated 
witb depth; the opening of forest conditions allowing for more polle11 deposition; or the 
possibility that Pandanus responds to burning by increased flowering and pollen production. The 
decline in charcoal signals in the later part of this Zone also con-esponds with a decrease in 
Pandanus pollen concentrations. l also suggested that this may represent a decrease in the amount 
of available fuel available for burning at Tukou after ruJ initial peak in human-induced fires. 
The key problem identified from the analysis of the Core 1 dataset in Chapter 6 1s 
establishing the chronology for deforestation represented by Pandanus pollen decline and 
presumably increases in cll8rcoa.1 particles. No radiocarbon dates were taken from Zone IV 
sediments of Core 1, but a linear interpolation model of tbe radiocarbon ages obtained suggests 
that the base of Zone IV encompasses the radiocarbon chronology established from tbe 
archaeological record (indicated by the ve1tical red transparent bar within the radiocarbon age 
histogram in Figure 7.9) 
More radiocarbon ages obtained from the five additional Tukou cores (Cores 2-6) better 
establish the chronology of charcoal particle increases. The chronology for the onset of 
microcbarcoal particle concentrations in identified from pollen concentrates has been inferred 
from lineru· radiocarbon interpolations based on central point estimates (see Table 7.4). The 
earliest age obtained for microcharcoal particles comes from Core 2 in the centre of the marsh 
established from a direct AMS date at 2454 cal. yr B.P. with the youngest age detennined from 
Core 1 with an interpolated age of 770 cal. yr B.P. The concentration of charcoal pwiicles also 
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varies considerably across the site. The highest concentrations occur in Core 6 and concentrations 
overall are higher in Cores 2-6 than in Core 1. Differential fuel loads across the site may explain 
this variation in charcoal concentrations. The intensity of human activity at the site, historically 
higher towards the inland prut of the marsh where evidence for past agricultural activity is most 
apparent, may also explain the spatial variation in charcoal concentrations. 
All of the interpolated ages for the onset of microcharcoal concentrations from all of the 
Tukou cores are consistently older than the earliest age detennination obtained from the 
archaeological record of Tangarutu (see Table 7.4 and Figure 7.9). The average central point 
estimate age interpolation lies at J 305 cal. yr B.P. and provides a finn indication that 
microcharcoal particles do not provide robust evidence for early lmman activity on Rapa. All of 
the interpolated ages for the highest peaks in microcbarcoal concentrations, however, are 
recorded within the archaeological chronology established for Rapa. With the exception of Core 
1, having an interpolated age of 770 cal. yr B.P., all of the concentration peaks lie in the upper 
part of Zone JV. For Core 2, the highest microcharcoal concentrations are located in the most 
modern sediment samples near the marsh surface. 
Plant introduction: the Colocasia esculenta po11en record 
Apart from charcoal particle increases, no plant cultigen pollen or any unequivocal palynological 
signatures of human presence were identified from Tukou Core l . Pollen from the cultigen 
Co/ocasia esculenta was identified from each of the remaining five cores from Tukou, all within 
Zone IV sediments (see Plate 11 for pollen micrographs). The presence of Colocasia pollen 
provides a more secme indication of humru1 presence as it could only have been derived from 
introduced and dornesticatcd populations (P.rebble and l-laberle in prep). The distribution of C. 
esculenta in Remote Oceania is restricted by oceanic ban-iers (Matthews, 1995; 2004) and may 
also be limited by the lack of suitable hydrological environments for it to establish without human 
intervention. C. escu/enta pollen has now been identified in thi1teen pollen records across the 
Indo-Pacific suggesting that the records from Rapa (and Rimatara; see below) are not anomalous 
(Prebble and Haberle in prep). 
From the composite stratigraphic diagram (Figure 7.9), like Pandanus pollen and 
microcllarcoal particles C. esculenta pollen concentrations are also differentially represented 
across the site. The highest concentrations arc found in Cores 2 and 4 in the central part of the 
marsh, with the lowest concentrations found in the most inland core (Core 3). This trend could be 
explained by Colocasia cultivation activity whereby plants are actively prevented from flowering 
during cultivation mainly by corm harvesting prior to flowering C. esculenta is known to be a 
poor pollen producer, and relatively rare in the pollen record (e.g. Haberle, 1994; Prebble and 
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Haberle in prep). The bjgh concentrations of C. esculenta pollen represented in some cores may 
reflect a response to the increased seasonality of the more subtropical climate of Rapa. 
Alternatively, bigb C. esculenra pollen concentrations in sediments may reflect the high local 
presence of feral plant populations outside of iimnediate cultivation that may have been allowed 
to set flowers. One hypothesis is that this may have been an integral strategy in the early 
establishment of Colocasia crops allowing for genetic exchange and the extension of cultivar 
diversity in an environment different from the island homeland of the early settlers. 
The interpolated ages for the onset of C. esculenta pollen from Cores 2-6 fall in an age 
bracket that overlaps the earliest age detennination obtained from the archaeological record of 
Tangarutu (see Table 7.4 and Figure 7.10). The average central point estimate age interpolation 
for C. esculenta pollen lies at 757 cal. yr B.P. and provides the most robust evidence for eady 
human activity on Rapa. This average estimated age is older than expected and reflects the poor 
chronological control for the first appearance of C. esculenta pollen in three of the five cores 
(Cores 3, 4 and 5). The onset of C. esculenta in Core 2 is constrained by four AMS ages and 
provides the 1nost reliable earliest age for the onset of cultivation on Rapa at 615 cal. yr B.P. 
With the exception of Core 4, all of the peaks in C. esculenta pollen occur in the latter part 
of Zone !Va. With a central point estimate age of 769 cal. yr B.P., the sample showing first 
appearance of C. esculenta pollen in Core 4 also has the highest concentrations. If this age is 
accepted, the early presence of high pollen concentrations of C. escu/enta in the most shoreward 
core site may reflect the above hypothesis of high local presence of feral plant populations 
outside of areas of immediate cultivation. 
Later in the sequence, certainly by Zone IVb, Colocasia pollen drops out of the record 
possibly representing a cbangc in lauduse practices at the site. It is possible that harvesting of 
Colocas;a intensified to the point where both cu ltivated and feral plants were prevented from 
nowering. Another alternative is that with the introduction of fera l grazing animals, including 
goats, cattle and horses, feral populations Colocasia may have been browsed to the point where 
flowering was prevented. Few feral specimens survive on the island today and no flowt:rs have 
been recorded or collected 011 the island by any visiting botanist (Jean-Yves Meyer, pers. comm.). 
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Figure 7.9 Composite stratigraphic diagram for Tukou Marsh showing the calibrated age ranges (lines and ticks; red ticks= the inferred post-European contact 
record), bar histograms of charcoal particles. Pandanus cf tectorius, Arecoideae (Iguanurinae type), and Colocasia esculenta pollen concentrations (per cm3). An 
attempt was made to present the concentration data proportionally with each single tick mark representing 200,000 charcoal particles (per cm\ 100,000 Pandanus, 
1000 Arecoideae (Iguanurinae type) and 1000 Colocasia pollen grains (per cm3). The stratigraphic alignment of each core is displayed as for Figure 6.IOa and 
6.lOb with the modem high tide level marked by the black dashed line. Four Zones are distinguished on the basis of transitions in the palynological record and are 
located above the coloured lines (Zone I (Core 1 only) at base; black=Zone II; green=Zone ill; yellow=Zone lVa; red=Zone IVb). The transparent red horizontal 
bars indicates the section of each core where a sedimentary hiatus influences each record and where palynological signatures of pre-European human impact overlap 
as discussed in the text). 
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VII 
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ncross the site 
h,3 t Vii~-11h~) 
4'~114<15-1711~ I 
367(4-489) 
1305 (770.2545) 
7'' 144H.<17•t 
367(4-489) 
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11~.111s1.1211s 1 
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w111 4•1~ 1711~1 
367(4°489) 
199148-3531 
h~3 t .1~1-1~1151 
7~S I HX-4,~ I 
VIJii 1N5-l7U~t 
757 1518-11 151 
1305 (770·2545) 
199 14~-3531 
367(4-489) 
1'' 1~4X-'1751 
ti~' j\~~ l.,t.~I 
7'7(S18-l1 l 51 
1305 (770-2545) 
4•)1114'15-1711' I 
199148-3531 
367(4-489) 
1>~.1 t.1q. l'l•~I 
7571518-11 ISl 
7'' t44K-V'51 
'Ntl t4'1•.1711~1 
I 50·152cm Micro charcoal onset 1365 1305 (770·2545) 
Table 7.4 List of 2cr linear interpolated central point estimates for key palynological-based events detcm1incd 
from the Tukou marsh sediment profiles. Presented are the sample depths of the key events, central point 
estimates and where available (marked by "') the central point estimate error of direct AMS determinations. 
Palm extinction: the Arecoideae (lguanurinae type) reco1•d 
In the description of Core 1 provided in Chapter 6, J outlined the presence of an Arecaceae: 
Iguanurinae type palm pollen type which is derived from an extinct palm of that sub-tribe (see 
Plate 12 for pollen micrographs). This determination is based on the broad morphological 
comparison under light microscopy of reference Arecaceae palm pollen collected by the author 
and present in the Australian National University pollen reference collection. The classification 
scheme developed by Harley and Baker (200 I) was also useful in making the sub-tribe 
determination. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of pollen was attempted but has not yet 
provided images of sufficient quality to make any higher order determination. Further support for 
this palm detennination came from the identification of palm type phytoliths from the highly 
organic Zone lll sections of Cores 2 and 3 (see Plate 13 for phytolitb micrographs). The 
mo1,,hology of these phytoliths remains to be examined in more detail under light microscopy 
and SEM are not discussed fu1ther in this thesis. 
The near absence of the Arecaceae: Iguanurinae type pollen from the Zone JV of Core I 
pointed to the possibility that, like on Easter Island, human-induced deforestation may have 
contributed to palm tree extinction. As shown in the composite stratigraphic diagram (Figure 
7.9), Iguanurinae type palm pollen was identified from each of the Tukou Cores. As for 
Colocasia pollen, palm pollen concentrations varied considerable across the site, but were most 
concentrated (close to 7000 grains/cc) in Zone HI sediments of the most inland core (Core 3). 
Palm pollen concentrations tended to be highest in Zone III sediments across the site, but were 
aJso high in Zone II of Core 2, the central most part of Tukou Marsh and in Zone r of Core I. This 
pollen concentration shifi from the lower shoreward zones to tl1e higher inland zones may signify 
a successional inland expansion from the mid to the late Holocene. 
The interpolated ages for the decline and dropout of fguanurinae type palm pollen from all 
core records fall in an age bracket that overlaps the earliest age determination obtained from the 
archaeological record of Tangarutu (see Table 7.4 and Figure 7.10). The average central point 
estimate age interpolation for lguanurinae type pa lm pollen lies at 725 cal. yr B.P., close to the 
age estimate provided for the 011set of Colocasia pollen. 1 suggest that this record provides further 
robust evidence for early human activity on Rapa. Again the average estimated age is older than 
expected and reflects the poor chronological control for the dropout of Iguanurinae pollen, this 
time in two of the five cores (Cores 3, and 6). The estimated timing of dropout of lguanurinac 
type palm pollen in Core 2, the most well constrained core from Tukou, is 585 cal. yr B.P., only 
35 years after the recorded onset of Colocasia pollen in the same record. 
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Additional palynological signatures of human impact from Tukou (Cores 2-6) 
In this section I will broadly outline the main features of the series of stratigraphic diagrams of 
percentage palynological data constructed using the C2 Data Analysis program (Juggins, 2005). 
Palynological data from Tukou Cores 2-6 are presented according to the occu1Tence of taxa 
throughout the cores in proportions of either >5 (Figure 7.lOa, 7.lla, 7.J2a, 7.13a at1d 7.14a) or 
<5% (Figure 7.tob, 7.llb, 7.12b, 7.13b and 7.14b). Taxa are grouped from left to right 
according trees and slm1b, herb, fem and fem ally groups. Taxa are sorted within these groups in 
stratigraphic succession using the sort function in C2 Data Analysis program. The cores are 
divided into four palynological zones on the basis of the major vegetation changes. The key 
palynological events of human impact namely, microcharcoal onset, Colocasia pollen onset and 
Arecoideae: Jguanurinae decline, are marked with dashed lines for eacb stratigraphic diagram. 
Jn describing these diagrams, T will focus on describing the main changes in vegetation and 
the palynological taxa not described for Core J or in my interpretation of the palynological 
concentrations presented in the composite stratigraphic diagrams. A more detailed discussion of 
these diagrams will be provided in forthcoming publications. 
Zone I (-6,500- -4,000 cal. Yr. B.P.) Early Holocene marine transgressfon 
None of Cores 2-6 revealed Zone I aged sediments. 
Zone II (-4,000- ~2,500 cal. yr B.P.) Mid-Holocene highstand 
The palynological signatures of Cores 2, 3, 4 and 6 from Zone 11 (Zone I absent in all these cores) 
generally correspond closely with those of Core 1. Sediments representative of Zone II in Core 5 
were not examined. Fems spores dominate the early pa1t of fujs Zone in all cores but decrease by 
-3,000 cal. yr B.P. in response to increasing Pandanus cf tectorius and Cyperaceae pollen. 
Paly11omorph concentrations are generally very low throughout this Zone. Both foraminifera 
(Cores 2, 3, and 6) dinoflagellates (Cores 2, 4 and 6) have been located in the sediments 
throughout this Zone (see Chapter 6 for and interpretation of these data). 
A number of additional indigenous taxa were recorded in Zone TI sediments of Cores 2, 3, 4 
and 6 (sec Table 7.4 for list of taxa identified in the palynological record from Tukou). These 
include Myoporum rapensis (Myoporaceae; having tree and prostrate shrub growth fonns); 
Geniostoma (Loganiaceae; tree), Omalanrhus (Euphorbiaceae shrub; only recorded from Zone J 
sediments in Core 1; not listed in Table 7.4) pollen aud Dicranopreris (Gleicheniaceae fern) 
spores. Atnaranthaceae (herbs) and Santalaceae (tree; probably Santalum insulare now 
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endangered on the island) pollen were also identified but only recorded from Zone 11 sediments in 
Core 2 and Core 6 respectively. 
Zone ill (- 2,500 - 1,000 cal. yr B.P.) Late Holocene Pandanus swamp forest 
The palynological signatures of Cores 2-6 from Zone JU generally con·espond closely with those 
of Core 1. Pandanus cf tectorius pollen along with palynomorph concentrations generally 
increase in this Zone. Trilete fem spores including Cyathea tree fem and Angiopteris types 
decUne in this Zone. ln contrast to Core l, the higher representation of some taxa in this zone are 
notable, including Sophora tomentosa, Glochidion and Me1yta in Core 2, Arecaceae: Iguanurinae 
type in Core 3 (as discussed above) and Tri1111?fetta in Core 6. Only two additional species in Zone 
Ill sediments were identified from these records, including cf. Psychotria (Rubiaceae) from Core 
2 and Scaevola taccada (Goodeniaceae) from Core 3 (see Table 7.4). 
Zone !Va (- 1,000 - - 125 cal. yr B.P.) the pre-European human impact record 
As found in Core I, tree and shrub taxa decline or are absent in this Zone. Cyperaceae and 
Poaceae (both <40 and >40µm size classes) increase to considerably higher levels than in the 
previous Zones. No introduced taxa were located in Zone JV of Core 1 and human impact 
signatures can only be attributed to peaks in mjcrocharcoal concentrations regarded as an 
equivocal signature of human impact. Human impact signatures are more apparent in lhe 
palynological records from Cores 2-6 where a range of introduced palynomorphs were located 
(Table 7.5). Seven introduced tax.a entered the record in th is Zone, three of which are agricultural 
cultigens tAleurites moluccana, Co/ocasia esculenta and Cordy/ine fh1ricosa), one is an 
inadvertent weed introduction (Sonchus oleraceus) often associated with Colocasia cultivation 
sites, with the status of the remaining three possible introductions (Casuarina, Convolvulaceae, 
cf. lpomoea and E1J1thrina variegata) remaining uncertain (see Chapter 8 for a discussion on 
these taxa). 
Apart from the decline in Pandcmus cf. tectorius and Arecaceae: .lguanUl'inae type pollen, 
as already discussed, a number of tree and slm1b taxa are either absent from Zone IV or decline 
after a peak during the previous Zones. Taxa that decline include Sophora tomentosa, Glochidion, 
Myrtaceae undifferentiated and Triwnfetta (T. procumbens). The absence of some taxa in Zone 
JV from all of the Tukou cores that were present in the previous zones in some cases may 
represent extinction or local extirpation events in the record. The key taxa in tbis regard are 
Santa/11111 , Meryta and Glochidion. Sqnta/um is currently restricted in distribution on the island to 
only two small remnant populations. Both Me1:vta and Glochidion have notable species raruations 
on other islands from French Polynesia and may have had a number of representatives in each 
genus prior to human inipact (see Chapter 8 for a discussion on these taxa). 
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Figure 7.13a Percentage diagram for Tukou Core 5 (total of2.5 m). The following are presented in the diagram from left to right Core Lithology, magnetic susceptibility values 
(K), calibrated radiocarbon ages (Line and ticks; the transparent vertical grey bar within the radiocarbon age range histogram represents the earliest archaeological radiocarbon 
determination obtained for Rapa (770-540 cal. yr RP.), taxa (pollen and spores: taxa with 25% of total palynomorph sum are presented as colour coded bars; samples with 
proportions <5% are presented as triangle symbols) and total palynomorph concentrations (per cm3), microcharcoal particle concentrations (per cm3), palynomorph richness 
(number oftaxa), Correspondence Analysis scores (CA score I) and palynological zones. Two palynological zones (Late Holocene swamp forest Zone ill; Human impact Zone 
IV) are presented with Zone N divided into a Polynesian phase (IVa) and a European phase (IVb). The dashed blue line indicates the relative position of high tide. The 
transparent horizontal red bar indicates a chronological lacunae bracketed by the onset of microcbarcoal and the point of intercept between the archaeologically defined onset of 
human colonisation (770-540 cal. yr B.P.). The black horizontal dashed Lines indicate the onset of microcharcoal and Co/ocasia pollen and the decline of an extinct palm 
(Arecaceae: Iguanurinae type) ~J!iscussed in the text. 
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Pollen rnxa Fa111ily iu In Zone inZonl! in Zon( reprc5cnh1tl\l\!s In affinity Tcrliary II Ill IV modern Oora 
Amnrar1thnceae Amaranihaceae N y N y ? Pan-
tropical/Endcmi 
c? 
Arec;1ceae/ At'ecaceae/ N y y y ? ? 
Lilincene Lilinccae 
Canavalia l'abaccae - Sf N N N y Ccmava/ia sericea lndo-
Canavalia spp. Pacific/Endcnii 
Possible extinct c? 
species 
cf. Psychotrla Rubiaceae N N y N Psychorrin rape11sis Endemic 
Dlcranopterls Oleicheninceoe N y y y Dicranopteris lndo-Pacific 
/inearis 
Dodonaea Sapindnccae Y? y y v Dodo11aea vi.rcosa lncto-Pacific 
11/scosa 
Gtmiostoma Lo1:1aninceae N y y y Geniostoma lndo-
q11adra11g11/are, G. Pacific/Endemi 
rapense, G. r11pestre c 
var. 111icra11th11111 
Myaporum Myoporaceuc N y y N Myopor11111 rapense lndo-
Puci tic/Endcmi 
c 
Santalnceae Snntalaceae N y N N E.tocarpos lndo-
psilit/formi~', Paci tic/!Zndcllli 
Santa/11111 i11s11/are c 
vur. margaretae 
SC(llJl'Olo lttCC(Jda Goodeniaceae N N y N Scaeva/a taccada lndo-Pacific 
Table 7.5 Additional palynomorphs recorded from Tukou Cores 2-6 not recorded in Core I. Listed are the 
presence or absence of palynomorphs in Tertiary sediment (after Cran well, l 964b ), early to mid-Holocene 
sedimenls (Zones II and 3) and in Zone IV sediments aged <l ,000 cal. yr B.P., the botanical status and 
biogeographic affinity of taxa. 
From calculations of linear interpolated age/depth estimates for each core (see Table 7.6) 
the rate of sediment accumulation generally increases in Zone IVa deposits above rates found for 
Zone III. These rates vary across the site with the most rapid sedimentation found in Core 4 
towards tbe shoreline and the least in Core 3, the most inland core where the rate decreased 
slightly from Zone llJ. The trend in Core 3 may reflect the poor radiocarbon age control for this 
core with only two dete1111inations obtained. 
Zone JVb (- 125 cal. yr B.P. - present) the post-European contact reco1'd 
No firm palynological signatures are available from Tukou Core J indicating the onset of post-
European contact. Living roots of the introduced grass species Paspalum conjugatum are present 
in the upper 22 cm of Core I , but the penetration of grass roots are unlikely to represent the fu ll 
extent of post-European contact influences on the Core 1 record, thus this Zone has not been 
defined for this core. 
l n Cores 2-6, this Zone IVb is defined by the presence of palynological markers of post-
European contact period. The initial presence of these markers has been used as a chronological 
indicator with a central point estimate age of J 25 cal. yr B.P. (taken from au age range of 100-150 
cal. yr B.P.), an age that approximates AD 1830 in calibrated radiocarbon years. The two primary 
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post-European contact period pollen markers are from the inadvertent weed introductions 
Commelina diffusa (Commelinaceae) and Ludwigia oclovalvis (Onagraceae). The exact status of 
these two herbaceous weed taxa in the Austral Islands is uncertain, but from the palynological 
record (including from Rimatara; see below), these taxa appear to enter the pollen record late in 
the human impact sequences. 
These two species are commonly found encroaching active or fallow Colocasia agricultural 
fields or abandoned cultivation systems. In some swampy areas these species fom1 dense 
monotypic stands. They tend to flower prolifically with their pollen locally dispersed and readily 
incorporated into tbe underlying soil matrix. 1 suggest that the presence of these Commelina 
diffusa and l. octovalvis pollen in sedimentary records associated with either active or formerly 
cultivated sites are potentially indicative of European contact. 
Present In Zone Present in 1.one Ologeoern1>hlc affinity 
Pollen tau F'11111lly IVR (pre IVb (post-
Europenn European 
colonlsa1lon1 colunl,ntlonJ 
Alcuritc:r Euphorbiacene y y lndo-Pacific 
1110/11cca11a 
A~11.1·/a ~·1cllala' Apocynnceae N y lndo-Pacific 
Ct1s11arl11a1 C. Casuarinacenc y y lnclo-Pacific 
eq11/sctlfollt1 
Co/ocas/a '\raceae y y lnclo-Pncific 
esc:11/c111u 
Convolvulaceae Convolvulucent: Y N ? Probably lpomoea pes·cap1·oc not/. balatas 
cf. Jpomoca 
Co111111cl111a Comelinaccae N Y lndo-Pncitic/Cosmopolitan 
di/Juscr 
Cordyl/11c Laxmanniaccne Y Y lndo-Pacitic 
fi·111icosa 
E1)1t/iri11a Fabaccae Y Y lntlo-Pacific 
1•arlega1<1' 
Ludwig/a Onagraceae N Y lndo-Pucific/Pan Tropical 
(ICIOl'0/11is' 
Pla111aginnccac Planrnginaccae N Y ? 
Sa11c/111.r Asternceoe Y Y CosmopolitC111 
oleraceus2·' 
Tuble 7.6 Palynomorphs from Rapa of introduced taxa. Listed are the presence or absence of palynomorphs 
in Zones IVa and IVb, biogeographic affinity of taxa.1Pollen or spore type wind blown. 2pollen type capable 
of long distance dispersal (after Close et al I 978).3Jnadvertcnt introduction. 4Possible introduction. 
Zone Core 3 Core 6 Core 2 Cores Core4 Core 1 
Zone TVb 0.04cm/yr 0.56cm/yr 0.48cm/yr 0.4cm/yr 0.4cm/yr 
0.104 cm/yr 
Zone !Va 0.068cm/yr 0.076cm/yr O. I 4cm/yr 0.078cm/yr O. l 40cm/yr 
Zone Ill 0. 109cm/yr 0.059cm/yr 0.02cm/yr 0.095cm/yr 0.073cm/yr 0.10 I cm/yr 
Table 7.7 Sedimentation rates (cm/yr) based on linear age/deptJ1 interpolations (cal. yr B.P.) for each core 
from Tukou. 
As a consequence of human population decline on the islands following early European 
impacts (e.g. black-birding and disease epidemics; see Clrnpte1· 5), agricultural activity probably 
decreased considerably Leaving larger formerly cultivated areas abandoned or in fallow. Under 
such conditions, weeds such as C. diffusa and L. octovalvis, if already present on the island may 
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have increased in abundance in the absence of weeding and crop maintenance. AJtematively, 
these weeds may have been introduced in the early European colonisation period given the 
increased amount of visits by trading ships, increasing the opportunity for weed introduction. The 
seeds of C. di.fji1sa and L. octovalvis could remain embedded in soil attached to corms or tuber 
crops frequently traded between the islands. 
Tt is plausible that the presence of C. d{{fusa and l. octovalvis pollen may be indicative of 
some pre-European contact change in agricultural production. However, the presence of these two 
pollen types late in the human impact records from three palynological sequences from what are 
thought to be fonner Colocasia agricultural fields on O'ahu in the Hawaiian Islands (Kahana 
Valley, Maunawili and Kapunahala; see Table 7.2) and two cores from an active Colocasia 
cultivation at Maunutu Swamp on Rimatara (sec below), points to the fum likelihood that these 
two pollen types provide reliable post-European contact signatures in pollen records from OIRO. 
The use of pollen markers, in this case, provides a more reliable means of constructing a 
chronology than radiometric measmements (Radiocarbon and 210Pb dating) paiticularly for 
sediments that may be aged between AD 1800 and 1900. A radiocarbon plateau lying between 
1700 and 1800 and then between 1820 and 1950 (see Figure 4.5, Chapter 4) restricts the reliable 
use of radiocarbon determinations for this period. Equally, the accuracy of 210Pb dating of 
sediments is dependent on a number of factors but generally can only provide reliable age 
determinations for the last 140 years. This reliability is also dependent on the age model used and 
the ability to calibrate dates using independent evidence such as palynological markers or 
docwnented land use histories (see Gale et al 1995). 
From the pollen-based chronology of post-European contact proposed for the Tukou Cores 
2-6 allow linear interpolated age/depth estimates to be calculated (see Table 7.6). With the 
exception of Core 3, in which the Zone TVb strattgraphy is very shallow (only 5cm) with poor 
radiocarbon age control, the resulting sediment accumulation rates for each core exceed that of 
Zone JVa. These rates vary across the site with the most rapid sedimentation found inland and 
progressively decreasing towards the shoreline (from Core 6 to Core 4). 
Correspondence analysis (CA) 
Correspondence analysis was perfo1med on the percentage data of all pollen and spore taxa 
identified in Tukou Core 2-6. Eigenvalues (Axis l ; CA 1 scores) generated for each sample are 
presented as proportions of the total variation in the dataset in each of the two stratigraphic 
diagrams (Figures 6.9a and 6.9b). These values account for the variation in the entire dataset and 
are primarily controlled by the proportions of Pandanus cf tectorius type pollen within each 
sample. With the exception of core 4, the most pronounced change in each dataset is exhibited in 
Zone JVb where Pandanus cf tectorius is almost entirely absent. These data lend fmther support 
for the differentiation of Zone TVa from IVb, but also suggest that the most substantial vegetation 
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change occurs at the transition between these Zones. Correspondence analysis scores also suggest 
that vegetation did alter considerably in Zone IVa, but the level of variation between each sample 
points to a more gradual transition when compared to the variation evident in Zone lVb. 
Non-pollen palynom01ph signatures: the fungal spore record from Tukou Core 3 
There use of non-pollen palynomorphs (e.g. fungal spores, bacterial cells etc.) in 
palaeoenvironmental research has become increasingly important, particularly for mapping 
vegetation and human-induced environmental change from sedimentary sequences (Van Geel, 
200 I). In addition to palynological analysis of Core 3, four slides were examined for microscopic 
fungal spores. Some fungal spores (e.g. Podospora and Sporormiella) have been noted as 
effective proxies for animal dung (coprophilous fungi) and have been used, for example as an 
indicator of the early expansion of cattle husbandry in Northern Europe (Van Geel, ibid). The 
intention was to examine representative samples from each Zone in order lo identify particular 
spores than may fonn a useful indicator of human activity at Tukou. 
Ten of the most commonly occurring fw1gal fossil spores were identified by Mike 
Macphail at the ANU on the basis of morphological grouping and the systematic form to genera. 
The relative abundance of each spore was estimated then placed into the pollen and spore 
diagrams shown .in Figures 7 .11 a and 7 .11 b the results of which are briefly discussed here. 
Monoporisporonites was the only spore found in Zone 11 and were also located in Zone !Va 
sediments. Dictyosporires, Dicellaesporites, Perisporonites were the only taxa identified in Zone 
III sediments. Seven taxa were found in Zone IVa sediments .including Monoporisporonite, as 
mentioned, Basidio:;porites, Exesisporires, Granasporonites, Triangulasporites, Diporisorites and 
Mu/rice/I it es/ Pluricellaesporites. 
The conclusions drawn from the fungal spore data are that morphologically simple types 
are more common in the sediments from Tukou than multicellular types (Dictyosporires and 
Multicelltes/Pluricellaesporites); and individual samples tend to be dominated by few rather than 
several taxa. No coprophilous fungi were identified in Zone lVa which is encouraging given that 
there are no archaeological or ethnographic indications that animals, apart from Raffus e:wlans, 
being introduced pre-European contact. The author examined the uppermost Zone CVb sample of 
Core 3 for coprophi lous fungi but none were identified. Further samples are set for examination 
in the future with the intention of identifying these spores as a proxy for the intToduction of for 
cattle, goats, horses and pigs and thus providing an additional marker post-European contact. 
A summary of human impact on vegetation at Tukou 
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In Figures 7.lOa-d, broad graphical enviromnental reconstructions are provided for time slices at 
- 1400, - 700, - 400 cal. yr B.P. and the present day. These show colour coded squares positioned 
at each core site relating the proportion of each vegetation type. At - 1400 cal. yr B.P., coastal tree 
and shrub swamp forest dominated by Pandanus expanded along a prograding shoreline. Around 
the time of initial hwuan colonisation of the island at -700 cal. yr B.P., the earliest evidence of 
human modification ofTlLkou is found from the most inland core (Core 3) where the reduction of 
coastal swamp forest appears to take place more rapidly. By -400 cal. yr B.P. non-forest 
vegetation expands across the entire swamp with coastal forest vegetation almost absent from the 
inland parts of Tukou. From these broad environmental reconstructions ru1d the Colocasia pollen 
concentration record l suggest that early Colocasia-based agticultural activity was concentrated 
on tbe most inland pa1t of the coastal swamp forest and progressively expanded shoreward during 
lhe initial 2-300 years of human occupation. 
The transition from the -400 cal. yr B.P. to the present day represents the most marked 
vegetation change found in any of the Tukou records. The vegetation of the marsh surface is 
dominated by introduced agricultural grasses (e.g. Paspalum subjugatum), adventive herbs (e.g. 
Commelina diffusa and Ludwigia octovalvis) and the rush Schoenoplectus subulatus subsp. 
subufatus. Some indigenous sedges and rushes (e.g. Carex spp) remain at the site but are now 
rare. No indigenous tree or slmib ta.xa remain on the marsh, but some species are found in pockets 
on the embankment at the back of the marsh (e.g. Hibiscus tiliaceus and Metrosideros collina). 
Palaeoenvironmental examination of anthropogenic sediments from makatea islands 
As discussed in Chapters 2 and 6, makatea islands include depositional environments that are 
filled with organic-rich sediments. In Chapter 6, l outlined the palaeoenvironmental records from 
Mangaia and Atiu in the Cook Islands in reference to mid-late Holocene vegetation change. Herc 
I will briefly summarise the human impact signat11res evident from these islands and provide a re-
interpretation of the anthropogenic sediment stratigraphy in light of my own research from 
Rimatara. These sequences, particularly those from Mangaia, have been subject to much scrutiny 
by archaeologists primarily interested in the chronology of human colonisation of Remote 
Oceania. In Chapter 6, 1 described one representative core (Core I Transect 2) from Maunutu 
moat-swamp, Rimatara. In Lhis chapter I will examine the anthropogenic sediments from this core 
in detail and tl1en describe two additional cores from Maunutu, focusing on the sequence of 
human impact events inferred in the absence of supporting archaeological excavation data. 
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Figure 7.1Sa Vegetation reconstruction ofTukou at - 1400 cal. yr B.P. prior to human arrival on the island. 
The satelli te image ofTukou shows the position of each core in the multiple profile transect as well as other 
surrounding features. The vegetation of each core inferred for - 1400 cal. yr B.P. is indicated by colour 
coded boxes representing the proportional representation of each vegetation type shown in the colour coded 
legend. 
Figure 7.lSb Vegetation reconstmction of Tukou at - 700 cal. yr B.P. at the approximate time of initial 
human settlement based on the archaeological chronology established from the Tangarutu excavation. The 
satellite image of Tukou shows the position of each core in the multiple profile transects and other 
surrounding features. The vegetation of each core inferred for - 700 cal. yr B.P. is indicated by colour 
coded boxes representing the proportional representation of each vegetation type shown in the colour coded 
legend. 
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Figure 7.lSc Vegetation reconstruction of Tukou at -400 cal. yr B.P. The satellite image of Tukou shows 
the position of each core in the multiple profile transect and other surrounding features. The vegetation of 
each core inferred for -400 cal. yr B.P. is indicated by colour coded boxes representing the proportional 
representation of each vegetation type shown in the colour coded legend. 
Figure 7.15d Vegetation ofTukou at present. The satellite image of Tukou shows the position of each core 
of the multiple profile transect and other surrounding features. The present vegetation of each core is 
indicated by colour coded boxes representing the proportional representation of each vegetation type shown 
in the colour coded legend. 
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Mangaia 
From the Lake Tiriara palynological study (Lamont, 1990), discussed in Chapter 6, Kirch et al 
(1992) suggest that by 1410 cal. yr B.P. tree and shmb pollen rapidly declined in response to 
increased anthropogenic burning represented by increased charcoal particle and fem spore 
(Dicranopteris) counts. Erosion events arc represented by thin clay bands found throughout the 
core with mostly inorgru1ic sediments found in upper sections thought to be associated with 
human activity. As on Rapa, lowland swamp areas on Mangaia are utilised for wet-field 
Colocasia agriculture. In 1967, only 125ha of the moat swamp areas lying adjacent to the 
makatea had been te1Taced Colocasia cultivation (Allen, 1971) whereas early European accounts 
of the island, including by James Cook on board the HMS Reso/11tio11 in April 1777 (Beaglehole, 
1955-57), indicate that these cultivation systems were fonnerly more extensive. The areas of 
swamp and lake separating the makatea from the wet-field systems are not cultivated often as a 
consequence of impinging estuarine conditions or poor soil fertility. This also appears to be the 
case on other makatea islands including Atiu and Rimatara (see below). 
As yet, no precise indications for the timing of human colonisation or the onset of 
Colocasia agriculture on Mangaia have been forthcoming, the former being a subject of ongoing 
debate (Anderson, 1994; Anderson, 1995; Ellison, 1994; .Kirch and Ellison, 1994). The 
palaeoenvironmental records analysed by Ellison (1994) indicate a different timing of major 
human induced environmental change to that indicated from the archaeological record (2500 cal. 
yr B.P. to - l 000 cal. yr B.P., respectively). Ellison (1994) jdentified an initial increase in 
charcoal particle concentrations (- 500,000 particles per cm3) in a sample from the VT6 core (at 
- 8.5 m) bracketed by relative ages inferTed from dates obtained from a duplicate core (VT2) at 
2850-2350 cal. yr B.P. (Lab no. Beta 52830). A similar charcoal particle peak was noted in a 
sample at - 2.2 m in depth bracketed by a J 0 cm bulk sediment age at - 2000 cal. yr B.P. 
Anderson ( 1994) suggests that old carbon eroded off the makatea limestone may have influenced 
the radiocarbon age chronology obtained and hence the 2,500 cal. yr 8.P. interpretation of 
human-induced environmental change. 
Aside from the decline in swamp forest taxa and the increase in charcoal particles, other 
indicators of human activity from these palynological records include the increased 
concentrations of the fems Cyclosorus inren·uptus and Dicranopteris, regarded by Ellison (1994) 
as disturbance taxa. The direction of vegetation decline in both the VT6 and TM 7 records are 
not, however, entirely comparable, as Pandanus recrorius, for example appears to decline in the 
VT6 record but increases in the TM7 record. As discussed in Chapter 6 in reference to Maunutu 
Core I Transect 2, this may reflect the increased flowering and pollen production of Pandanus in 
response to bmning. 
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Atiu 
Parkes (1997) examined one 8.4 m deep sediment core taken from the central part of Te Roto 
moat-lake on Atiu. As outlined in Chapter 6, the flora represented within the Holocene record 
include Pandanus, Calophyl/um and Trema along with Elaeoc01p11s, Allophyllus and Rapanea. 
Two palms are represented in the record including a Pritchard/a species (P. vuylstekeana type) 
and Cocos nucifera, the latter common in much of the mid-late Holocene record. Like in the 
Mangaia records and the Maunut11 Core 1 Transect 2 record from Rimatara, Acrostichum aurewn 
dominates the early to mid-Holocene poJleu assemblages with increasing representation of tree 
and shtub species. 
The upper 3.5 m of this sedimentary record is bracketed by ages at 14 J 0 - 1260 cal. yr B.P. 
(Lab no. unpublished at 3.52 m) and 680-310 cal. yr B.P. (Lab no. SRR-3282 at 2.85-2.90 m). 
Palynological evidence for human impact from this record comes in the form of increases in 
grasses, fems, sedges in conjunction with a decline in the primary arboreal taxa beginning in the 
upper 3 to 2.85 m of the record. Parkes (ibid) sees the appearance of Casuarina an<l lpomoea 
batatas pollen, in this upper par1 of the record and an increase in Dicranopteris /inearis fem spore 
representation as firm indicators of human activity. The above stratigraphic changes are 
suppo11ed by magnetic susceptibility data that indicates an initial peak of mineral sediment 
accumulation occuning at around 3.5 m. From diatom assemblage data, at 2.5 m down the core, 
taxa characteristic ofbenthic and brackish water conditions (e.g. Amphora coffeaeformis) and the 
marine-resting spore, Chaetoceros, decline in response to increasing abundance of epiphytic 
diatoms (e.g. Pinnulal'ia subcapitata and Thalossiosira weissjlogii). 
Palaeoenvironmental examination of anthropogenic sediments from Maunutu 
Moat-Swamp, Rimatara 
On Rimatara, as outlined ia Chapter 6, the palynological record of Maunutu Core l Transect 2 
(see Figures 6.13a and 6.13b, Chapter 6) indicates that a Pandanus swamp forest interspersed 
with an Acrostichum aureum fern w1derstorey dominated the moat lake/swamp settings prior to 
-800 cal. yr B.P (Zone I). Ot11er established taxa found in or around this forest included many 
coastal tree species (e.g. Triumfetta procumbens, Tourn~fortia argentea, and Barringtonia 
asiatica). lllcreased mineral sediment deposition evident in tbe upper horizons of these deposits is 
indicative of human activity, This sedimentation is most likely a response to the introduction of 
agricultural practices including wet-field Colocasia esculenta cultivation, a claim supported by 
the presence of C. esculenta pollen in sediments with an interpolated radiocarbon age of- 750 cal. 
yrB.P. 
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ln this section, J will examine in more detail the palynological signatures of human impact 
from Maunutu Core l Transect 2, and present two additional records from different sites at 
Maunutu as part of the same multiple profiling approach employed at Tukou. Following the same 
interpretative framework as for Tukou examining the onset of charcoal particles and Colocasia 
pollen in the record as weU as the decline of an Arecaceae: Iguanurinae type pollen, 1 will tben 
briefly swnmarise the human impact signatw·es then provide a re-interpretation of the 
anthropogenic sediment stratigraphy in the context of the debate on the Mangaian records. 
Palynological signatures of human impact from Maunutu Core 1 Transect 2 
As outlined in Chapter 6, this Zone can be divided into two subzones (Zone Ua and IJb) on the 
basis of the presence of pre- and post-European contact pollen indicators. For Core I Transect I, 
the onset of Colocasia esculenta pollen in the record established the base of Zone Ila and as 
proposed for the pollen record of Tukou, the presence of pollen from the introduced weeds, 
ludwigia octovalvis and Commelina diffusa, provide a good indication of post-European contact 
sedimentation. As for the Tukou cores, the initial presence of these markers has been used as a 
chronological indicator with a central point estimate age of 125 cal. yr B.P. (taken from an age 
range of 100-150 cal. yr B .P .), an age that approximates AD 1830 in calibrated radiocarbon years 
(these ages are presented in Figures 6.13a and 6.13b ). 
Pre-European contact Zone )la (-800 cal. yr 8.P. to - 125 cal. yr B.P.) 
As already discussed in Chapter 6, a number of tree and shrub taxa are either absent from Zone 
Ila or decline after a peak during in the previous zone. Some of the taxa that decline or are absent 
in Zone Ila include Pandanus cf. tectorius, Macaranga, Glochidion societales and Triw1?fetta 
procumbens. The absence of some taxa in Zone Ila that were present in the previous zone in some 
cases may represent extinction or local extirpation events in the record. The key taxa in this 
regard are cf. Coprosma and Trema, both absent from the modem flora of the island. 
From calculations of linear interpolated age/depth estimates for this core the rate of 
sediment accumulation for Zone Ila lies at- 0.11 cm/yr. This rate of accumulation is lower than 
for all of the anthropogenic sedin1ents identified from Rapa, but is considerably lower than the 
rates calculated for Atiu by Parkes ( 1997) averaging at 0.27 cm/yr, although her calculations 
incorporated the entire human impact sequence. Sedimentation rates were not calculated by 
Ellison (1994) in her Mangaia study, but appear to vary considerable from site to site, with the 
VT6 core recorded close to I cm/yr for the upper 6 m deep grey clay unit. 
One of the key features of the Maunutu Core l Transect 2 record is a peak in the extinct 
Arecaceae: Iguanurinae type pollen recorded at the base of Zone Ila. This may be representative 
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one of two possible scenarios; firstly, that the removal of Pandanus swamp forest allowed for 
increased pollen deposition from taxa surrotmding the immediate periphery of the swamp. This is 
not supported by palynological data given that no other pollen types appear to enter the record in 
greater proportions, however, it is possible that palms are one of the few tax.a adapted to swampy 
soil substrates and able to cohabit areas dominated by Pandanus groves. Another alternative is 
that the removal of Pandanus trees from the swamp allowed palm groves to establish in the 
absence of Pandanus as a competitor. 
The concentration peaks of microcharcoal particles at the base of Zone Ha are ve1y high at 
I 0 million particles per cm3 and exceed the highest concentrations recorded from the VT6 core, 
the highest recorded from Mangaia (Ellison, ibid) by tenfold. No microcharcoal particles were 
identified from the few Zone I samples analysed, suggesting that such peaks are likely to reflect 
human-induced burning. 
The onset of the first microcbarcoal concentration peak at the base of Zone Ila coincides 
with the onset of Colocasia pollen. From a linear interpolated age model for this core, onset of 
Colocasia pollen in the record gives an estimate central point estimate of 743 cal. yr B.P. As the 
primary signature for ag1icultural activity at the site, it appears that agricultural activity was 
initiated very early on the island. Casuarina equisetifolia enters the record at this same time, 
although this may represent exotic, long distance dispersed pollen from outside the island. Other 
probably introduced taxa enter the record later in tJ1e zone including Erythrina variegata, 
Aleurites 1110/uccana and cf Sapindus. 
By around 300 cal yr B.P. Colocasia pollen drops out of the record possibly representing a 
change in landuse practices at the site. As I have suggested for the Tukou record, it is possible 
that harvesting of Colocasia intensified to tbe point where both cultivated and feral plants were 
prevented from flowering. As flowering specimens are unknown on the island today, either 
prevention from fl owering from harvesting or by browsing by feral animals may provide an 
explanation for poor pollen representation within the record. As Colocasia is a poor pollen 
producer such a hypothesis is difficult to test. 
Post-European contact Zone lib (- 125 cal. yr B.P. to the present) 
There is a number of tree and shnib taxa are either absent or become absent in Zone Ilb that were 
represented in Zone Ila, including Macaranga, Glochidion societales, Homalium and Premna. 
Both the Arecaceae: Iguanurinae type and Solanaceae pollen drops out of the record in this zone 
suggesting these taxa may have became extinct during the post-European contact period as no 
indigenous representatives exist in the modern flora of the island (see Table 6.8, Chapter 6). 
Linear interpolated age/depth estimates for sediment accttmulation in Zone Ilb nearly 
double the estimates calculated for Zone Ila, lying at a rate of - 0.2 cm/yr. Charcoal 
concentrations tend to be higher in zone flb sediments than in the later part of the previous zone 
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and may represent a slight increase in burning activity post- European contact. Overall, there is a 
decrease in the amount of fuel avai lable for burning at Maunutu after an initial peak in human~ 
induced fires in Zone Ila. 
As at Tukou, the two primary post-European contact period pollen markers are from the 
inadve1tent weed introductions Commelina d~lfusa and Ludwigia octnvalvis. Both species are 
extremely abundant at Maunutu in some areas fom1ing 100% monotypic cover and are found 
encroaching active or fallow Colocasia agricultural fields or abandoned cultivation systems (refer 
above for further discussion of these taxa). Other taxa that enter the record as potential post-
European contact markers included pollen of the Labiatae mint family, cun-ently found arow1d 
cultivated areas. The appearance of small counts of Cocos nucifera in the record at this time is 
surprising given the uncertainty of its indigenous status on the island. The presence of Pinus 
pollen, presumably from plantations established in the early-mid 20'" century is also difficult to 
interpret as these pollen types can disperse long-distances and can easily contaminate pollen 
preparations. 
Additional palynological signatures of human impact from Maunutu (Core 3 
Transect 1 and Core 3 Transect 2) 
Stratigraphy and palynological analysis 
A brief description of the main core parameters of these cores and other cores taken in the 
multiple profile transect undertaken at Maunutu is provided in Table 6.6, Chapter 6 and the core 
site locations are shown in Figure 6.12. Only the top 120 cm of Maunutu Core 3 Transect I is 
presented. The basal sedimentary unit (120-80 cm) of this core consist primarily of uncompacted 
dark brown gyttja. This unit grades into lighter brown more compacted fine clay above 80 cm to 
the swamp surface. As for Maunutu Core 1 Transect 2, sediments lying in the upper 5-15 cm of 
the core arc interspersed with Lucf...vigia oclovalvis and Commelina dij]i1sa roots. Maunutu Core 3 
Transect 2 was taken from a site near the base of the ma to raised limestone shelf under a Hibiscus 
tiliaceus canopy. Only the top 100 cm ofMaunutu Core 3 Transect 2 is presented with almost the 
entire core consisting of uncompacted dark brown gyttja apart from the upper 5-10 cm that 
consist of loose organic matter. 
The proportional data for pollen and spores, total palynomorpb and mierocharcoal pa1t icles 
concentrations and palynomorph richness (number of taxa) were placed into stratigraphic 
diagrams (Figures 7.16a, 7.16b and 7.17) using the program C2 Data Analysis version 1.4 
(Juggins, 2005). This program was also used to numerically examine the relationship between 
samples using correspondence analysis (CA) and used here to define the major points of 
variability in the record. The proportional data from Maunutu Core 3 Transect l and Core 3 
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Transect 2 are presented according to the occunence of tax.a throughout the core in proportions of 
either >5 or <5%. Taxa are grouped from left to right in tree and shrub as well as herb and fem 
groups. Taxa are sorted within these groups in stratigraphic succession using the sort function in 
C2 Data Analysis program (Juggins, 2005). The cores are divided into two palynological zones 
on the basis of the major vegetation changes, with only Maunutu Core 3 Transect 1 yielding 
signatures enabling the division of Zone Ila from Ilb. 
Pollen-based chronology 
No AMS radiocarbon dates are available for either of these cores. Instead, the presence of 
Colocasia pollen was used as a palynological marker in order to provide relative interpolated ages 
based on the radiocarbon ages obtained for these signatw·es from Maunutu Core I Transect 2. The 
sample depth for the onset of Colocasia in the record is given a central point estimate age of 743 
cal. yr B.P. The initial presence of pollen from the introduced weeds, (in the case of Core 3 
Transect 1, Sonclms oleraceus and Ludwigia octovalvis were selected; see below), are again used 
as cluonological indicators with a central point estimate age of 125 cal. yr B.P. (taken from an 
age range of 100-150 cal. yr B.P. ). The above ages are presented as linear age depth models in the 
stratigraphic diagrams in Figures 7.16a and 7.16b. As no cultural pollen markers were available 
for Maunutu Core 3 Transect 2, no age interpolations were calculated and the two stratigraphic 
zones presented are based on the presence of rn.icrocharcoal particle concentrations and the major 
vegetation changes represented. 
Zone I Pandanus/Acrostichum swamp forest (>-800 cal. yr B.P.) 
Maunutu Core 3 Transect 1 
Only one sample bas been examined from this Zone. A bigh proportion of Pandanus and 
Acrostichum aurewn is recorded with a range of tree, shrub and fern taxa mostly represented in 
Low prop01tions. Pollen concentrations are low and no charcoal concentrations were observed in 
this Zone. Araliaceae (cf. Metyta) pollen is recorded in this zone but is not known from the 
modern flora and has not been recorded in any other core from Maunutu. 
Maunutu Core 3 Tra1sect 2 
A high proportion of Acrostichum aureum fern with a range of tree, shrub and otl1er fem taxa are 
represented. Pandanus cf. tectorius appears to increase towards the top of this Zone. No 
microcharcoal concentrations were observed in this Zone. Trema and cf. Myoporum pollen is 
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recorded in this zone but like the Araliaceae pollen is now absent in the modern flora (see Table 
7.6 for a list of taxa recorded in these two cores, but absent in Maunutu Core 1 Transect l). 
Trema ca1111abina, now rare on the Cook lslands, is probably the closest relative to what may 
have existed on t:he Austral Islands. Myoporwn rimatarense was recorded on the island in 1934, 
probably by Harold St. John and Raymond Fosberg during the Mangareva expedition funded by 
the Bishop Musewn (Anonymous in Cooke, 1934: 56-58). 
Humcm impact Zone JI (-800 cal. yr B.P. to the present) 
Maunutu Core 3 Transect 1: Zone Ila (-800 cal. yr B.P. to - 125 cal. yr B.P.) 
As found in Maunutu Core I Transect 2, tree and shrub taxa decline or arn absent in this Zone. 
Pandanus and Acrostichum aureum decline as Cyperaceae, Poaceae and fem taxa increase in 
abundance. Charcoal particles are observed in high concentrations throughout much of this Zone. 
Colocasia esculenta pollen is recorded only in this Zone in conjunction with the possible 
introduced laxa Casuarina, Erythri11a variegata and cf. Canna indica (see Table 7.7 for a 
complete list of introduced taxa located in the Maunutu pollen record). 
Zone llb (- J 25 cal. yr B. P. to the present) 
Many of the indigenous taxa recorded in the lower Zones are not represented in thfa Zone. As in 
Core J Transecl 2, Colocasia esculenra pollen drops out of this Zone as does A/eurites 
moluccana. Pollen from a number of recent post European contact introductions enter the record 
in this Zone including Sonchus oleraceus, Commelina dtffusa and Ludwigia octovalvis. The initial 
appearance of Cocos nucifera pollen in tbis zone suggests that it may also have been introduced 
at this time. All fom of the above introduced taxa are used as a pollen-based marker for 
establishing tbe base chronology for Zone 118. 
Maunutu Core 3 Transect 2 
Charcoal concentrations mark the beginning of this zone as no fi1111 paJynological signatures are 
available from this core indicating the onset of human colonisation or post-European contact. 
Acrostichum aureum declines in response to an increase in Cypcraccae, Poaceae and fem taxa. 
Eight of the ten tree and shrub taxa recorded in Zone r are not representt.:d in this zone. 
Arecaceae: Iguanurinae type pollen indicate that this palm may have continued to survive well 
into the human impact period, possibly within the post~European contact. 
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Prc~cut in Prcs~nt In 
Polleu tnx11 Family Zo11c I Zanella 
Alfoph)'lflls Snpindaceae N y 
rho111boides 
cf. Meryta Araliuceae y N 
cf. Mypopor11111 Myoporaccne y y 
Present in 
Zo11cllb 
N 
N 
N 
lndlgo1iou~ 
rcprcsentntivcs In 
modern flora 
A/lophyllus 
rhomboides 
Ext1nct? 
M,v()pornm 
Biogeograpliic 
affinity 
lndo-
Pacific/French 
Polyne.~ia 
lndo-
Pacific/Endemie? 
lndo-
rimalarensc (Exllnct Pacific/Ende111ic 
within lase 70 years) 
cf. Tetrago11ia Aizoace11e Y N ? Tetrago11ia lndo-Pncific 
tetrago11iode.v t•·rtragoniades 
Titble 7.8 Additional palynomorphs recorded from Maunutu not recorded in Core 1 Transect 1. 1-isted are 
the presence or absence of paJynomorpbs in Zones l sediments > 1000 cal. yr B.P., Zone Ua sediments aged 
< l ,000 cal. yr B.P. and in Post-European contact aged sediments on Zone lib. The indigenous 
representatives of the palynomorph and the biogeographic affinity of these taxa are also listed. 
Pollen tn~a Fnnllly Present in Zone Present in 7,one Blogcogrnphic affinity 
Jiu (pn· 1 lb (post-
£urupcnn European 
colorli~atlon) cnloniJution) 
Ale111·1tcs Euphorbiaccac y v Lndo·Pncific 
//IOfl!CC(l/1(1 
cf. Ca1111a /11dica Cannoceae y N Pnn-tropicnl 
Cas11nri11a1 Ca~uurinnccae v v lndo-Pacitic 
Cocos 1111clfera l\rCCllCCllC N y 
Colocasia Aracc11c v N lndo-Pucific 
esc11/e111a 
Com111eli110 Co111111clinacc11.e N v I ndo-Paci fic/C1;1smopol it an 
dijfusa3 
Erytlwi11a l'abucc:lc y y lndo-Paeific 
variegata' 
Labiatae Labiatae N v ? 
Ludwigia Onngmceac N y lndo-Pacific/Pan Trnpical 
octovalvis1 
cf. Marinda Rubiaceae N y lndo·Pacific 
citrifalia 
Pi11110 sp. 1'1 Plr1aceae N y North America 
cf. Sap/11d11s Plnntnginaceae y N ? 
So11c/111s Asterocene N y Cosmopolitan 
olcrace11s2·3 
Table 7.9 Palynomorphs of introduced taxa from Rirnatara. Listed arc the presence or 
absence of palynomorphs in Zones Ila and Hb and the biogcographic affinity of taxa. 1 Pollen 
or spore 1ype wind blown. 2pollen type capable of long distance dispersal (after Close et al 
l 978).3Inadvertent introduction. 4Possible introduction. 
A summary of human impact on vegetation at Maunutu 
Before around 800 cal. yr B.P. a well-established Pandanus swamp forest with an understorey of 
Acrostichum fems covering a swamp along the periphery of a moat-lake system. Palm trees lined 
the inland forest fringe of the swamp. Other established taxa found in or around this forest 
included many coastal tree species currently found on the mato (e.g. Triumfeffa procumbens, 
Tournefortia argentea and Barringtonia asiatica). 
As at Tukou, upon human arrival at around 800 cal. yr B.P. this Pandanus forest was 
rapidly burnt off in the processes of converting the most inland areas of the swamp to establish 
Colocasia crops. Sedimentation increased considerably at the site and up to around 50 cm of 
sediment was deposited across the site in the proceeding 3-400 years during h.igh rainfall events, a 
process enhanced by continual forest depletion. It is possible that a lake, if it had existed, was in-
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filled during this time. Other introduced crops were established on the inland periphery of the 
swamp (e.g. Aleurites moluccana) as forest was progressively removed. 
A species of palm tree, recognised in the pollen record from Maunutu from a pollen type 
with the same morphological characteristics as the taxa identified from the pollen record of 
Tukou (Arecaceae: Iguanurinae type), appears to have fanned a large component of the island's 
vegetation prior to hlunan arrival. Upon human an·ival this palm was steadily decli11ed, but 
continued to survive ill small pockets in areas removed from agricultural production and forest 
clearance activity. The timing of palm extinction appears to have taken place sometime after 
European contact by association of the pollen type with introduced weed indicators (e.g. 
Ludwigia octovalvis and Commeiina diffusa pollen). 
After first European contact in 18 12, contact with trade ships and other vessels increased 
and as a result stock animals were introduced during the trade exchanges and with the 
establishment of mission stations on the island (see Chapter S). A number of species appear to 
have declined or become extinct since this time, probably as a result of direct browsing, including 
the extinct palm tree and a species of Myoporum. Increased contact allowed for tbe establislunent 
of a number of weed species including Ludwigia octovalvis and Commelina dif(usa. 
Sites within the swamp, away from the main area of agricultural activity, particularly in 
close proximity to the mato, largely escaped the direct effect of human activity. Evidence for 
sedirnent influxes is considerably less than sites adjacent to agricultural fields. It is possible that 
some species may have survived well into the post-European period. No evidence of any 
il11roduced cultigens or weeds are recognised in the most isolated of the Maunutu cores (Core 3 
Transect 2). 
Re-interpretation of the human impact record from Mangaia 
After coming to the conclusions regarding the nature of anthropogenic impacts on Rimatara a 
number of points raised in the context and comparison of the palaeoenvironmental evidence for 
human colonisati on of Mangaia (sensu Kirch and Ellison, 1994; Anderson, 1994) can be 
addressed. Firstly, the depth and radiocarbon age of the grey clay deposits that overly lake peats 
on Mangaia, - 8.5 m in depth in the VT6 core from Lake Tiriara, that accumulated during the 
human impact sequences on these islands are unusually large. Large sediment deposits, thought to 
be a result of human-induced erosion and agricultural activity of such a magnitude have been 
recorded from some alluvial high island sites in the Fijian Archipelago and the Hawaiian Islands. 
On the relatively low elevation makatea islands, the availability of mobile sediment is much less. 
From the Maunutu moat-swamp deposits the accumulation of anthropogenic sediments of a 
period of- 800 cal. yr B.P. did not exceed J m. I would suggest that even on Atiu the estimates of 
- 3 m of anthropogenic sediment accumulation are high. 
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There are two possibilities for why the sediment accommodation space and the rate ol 
deposition in moat-lake settings are so high. Firstly the underlying parent limestone substrate is 
likely to be highly topogenous as a result of Quaternary uplift of the limestone shelf (mato) with 
variable accommodation space available in different parts of these sedimentary catchments. Such 
spatial variability may allow for considerably different rates of sedimentation across the site and 
also tl1e potential re-mobilisation of sediments within the system following compaction from the 
addition of sediments overlying the deposit. Secondly, this spatial differential in sedimentation 
would also be enhanced by the position and energy of inflowing streams. Wilmshw'St and 
McGlone (2005) have shown that reworking of sediment in lakes fed by streams, including pollen 
sized sediment fractions, is common in contrast to lakes with no inflowing streams where 
reworking is not a major factor. Such processes are also likely to contribute to the range of 
radiocarbon dates that may be obtained. As mentioned in Chapter J, McGlone and Wilmshurst 
(1999) have shown that there appears to be a differential between the radiocarbon age ranges 
obtained by dating human disturbw1ce signatures in New Zealand lake sequences as opposed to 
swamps or mires despite having comparable sedimentary horizons. 
Anderson (1994) pointed out a munber of other potential problems with the dating of these 
sediments. Contrru.y to his suggestion that the radiocarbo11 ages may be contaminated by 
mobilized limestone from the surrotmding mato, a more likely explanation is that 10 cm of 
stratigraphy utilized for each bulk conventional radiocarbon sample submitted by Ellison (1994) 
could represent sediment deposited over a period of up to 1,000 years. As a key example, close to 
1,000 years of sediment deposition was recorded between 3-3.5 m on the Lake Te Roto sediments 
by Parkes (1997) from the base of the anthropogenic horizon. Such variability maybe a 
contributing factor in the ages obtained from bulk sediment samples from Mangaia. 
The palynological signatures of human impact from Mangaia recorded by Ellison (1994) 
and Atiu by Parkes ( 1997) appear consistent with those obtained from Rimatara. Tbe appearance 
of high concentrations of charcoal particles and the high proportion of the ferns Dicranopleris 
linearis aod Cyclosorus intern,ptus from tbe Ellison's Mangaia records in what have been 
defined as human impact sedi111enta1y horizons are comparable to the unequivocal human impact 
zones identified at Maunutu. The decline of palm pollen and a range of other forest taxa support 
Ellison's claims. 
As discussed in Chapter 1, the sedimentary and palynological signatures obtained from 
Mangaia, were gathered within the methodological framework of providing background 
palaeoclimatic information where lake sediments are regarded as the most ideal depositional 
settings for such records. From the Maunutu and Tukou studies, J suggest that less conventional 
pollen depositional sites, namely the swamps within or directly adjacent to historically abandoned 
or active agricultural areas, should be examined if anthropogenic impacts are the main focus for 
study. At Maunutu, the contrast between the core records taken from sites adjacent to agricultural 
areas (e.g. Core 1 Transect 2 and Core 3 Transect 1) and the records points lying distant from 
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these areas are considerable. The primary advantage is tl1e increased likelihood of identifying 
pollen from introduced and agricultural species in the former rather than the latter. Palynological 
records from sites taken at points distant from these agricultural horizons (e.g. Maunutu Core 3 
Transect 2) are limited to charcoal concentrations and decreasing forest taxa representation as the 
primary human impact indicators. 
Although only two AMS radiocarbon ages have been obtained for a single core from 
Maunutu, the associated palynological signatures with unequivocal cultural indicators from dated 
horizons appear consistent. The comparability of ages, palynological signatures and 
sedimentation pattern from Maunutu with Tukou is striking and reflects a consistent pattcm of 
vegetation change described for other islands in the OIRO. 
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Figure 7.16a Percentage diagram for Maunutu Core 3 Transect I (total of 1.2 m of 5.5 m taken -20 m from the southeast embankment; see Figure 6.12 Chapter 6). The 
following are presented in the diagram from left to right core lithology, pollen-based chronology (line and ticks; the criteria for the selection of these dates are discussed in the 
text), taxa (pollen and spores: taxa with ;?:5% of total paJynomorph sum are presented as colour coded bars; samples with proportions <5% are presented as triangle symbols) and 
total palynomorph concentrations (per cm3), microcharcoaJ particle concentrations (per cm3), palynomorph richness (number oftaxa) and palynological z.cmes. Two palynological 
zones (a pre-human impact late Holocene swamp forest Zone I and a human impact Zone II) are presented with Zone IV divided into a Polynesian phase (Ila) and a European 
phase (Ilb) . The transparent horizontal red bar indicates a possible sedimentary lacunae that overlaps the earliest probable pollen signature and the onset ofmicrocharcoaJ. The 
black horizontal dashed lines indicate the onset of microcharcoal and Colocasia pollen and the decline of an extinct palm (Arecaceae: Iguanurinae type) as discussed in the text. 
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Figure 7.16b Percentage diagram for Maunutu Core 3 Transect l (total of 1.2 m of 5.5 m) as for Figure 7.16a showing taxa with <5% representation in every core sample 
(coloured triangle symbols). 
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Figure 7.17 Percentage diagram for Maunutu Core 3 Transect 2 (total of I m of 4.55 m taken - 50 m from the side of the mato; see Figure 6.12 Chapter 6). The foUowing are 
presented in the diagram from left to right: core lithology, taxa (pollen and spores: taxa with ;;>;:5% of total palynomorpb sum are presented as colour coded bars; samples with 
proportions <5% are presented as triangle symbols; taxa with <5% are presented as triangle symbols) and total palynomorpb concentrations (per cm3), palynological richness 
(number of taxa), microcharcoal particle concentrations (per cm3) and palynological zones. Two palynological zones Pre-human impact Zone I and a human impact Zone II) are 
presented. The transparent horizontal red bar indicates a possible sedimentary lacunae that overlaps the earliest probable pollen signature and the onset of microcharcoal. The 
black horizontal dashed lines indicate the onset ofmicrocharcoal and Co/ocasia pollen and the decline of an extinct palm (Arecaceae: lguanurinae type) as discussed in the text. 
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Conclusions: A diachronic synthesis of botanical 
sources 
Defining the botanical status of introduced plants 
The introduction of plan ts to Oceanic Island Remote Oceania (OIRO) has been a subject alluded 
to throughout tbe development of Pacific botany (e.g. Seemann, 1865-73: Guppy, 1906; llidley, 
I 930; Brown, 1935, Merrill , I 946) and is impoitant given the potential overlapping roles of long 
distance and human dispersal mechanisms in shaping island floras. Jn recent ethnobotanical 
treatments of (e.g. Kirch and Yen, 1982; Whistler, 1991) and in a number of floral compendiums 
of island archipelagos (e.g. Wagner et al 1990; Florence, 1997; 2004) there has been a tendency 
for the introduced botanical status of plant species to be given on the basis of their human 
introduction potential. This potential may include, for any plant, its ethnographjc, historical or 
cu1rnnt status of human utility as wild (natural), domesticated or feral. For many botanical 
compendiums, for example, those compiled for French Polynesia over more than 100 years 
(Drake de Castillo, 1893; Brown, 1935; Florence, 1997; 2004), it is more often the conspicuous 
characteristics of a plant within a regional flora that defines human introduction potentia l. 
D isjunct or vicariant geographic distributions may enhance the conspicuous features of a species 
set against a flora where continuous or sympatric species distributions prevail. Some introduced 
species detenninations established in the earlier compendiums have been based on a range of 
subjective criteria that cannot be supported by the available evidence. 
Jn a recent review of the history of plant introductions since the global expansion of 
European, Beinru1 and Middleton (2004) suggest that much of how plant introductions are 
perceived is dependent on the way plants fit into culturally constructed categories. These 
categories (e.g. indigenous and introduced) are tied to the developing scientific perception of 
plant origins within the complex framework of past ecological conditions and dispersal processes. 
As shown in previous chapters, the endemic and/or indigenous character of island floras 
must be seen in the context o f disturbance histories. The extent of floral distribution is not only 
influenced by the distribution of ancestral species in relation to geological changes, but a lso 
ecological disturbances and human impact. Since people first settled OlRO, tbe decimation of 
indige11ous flora and fauna has been unequivocal, bm the precise timing and ecological influence 
of human-induced disturbance processes are more difficult to dete1m ine. Human-induced 
disturbance may provide indigenous plant species with a sufficient biological advantage as to 
permit them with invasive or exotic characteris tics. Coastal strand taxa (e.g. Scaevola taccada, 
Guellarda speciosa etc.), for example, with long distance dispersal mechanisms (e.g. buoyant 
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seeds) that allow for multiple and frequent establishment may present an ecological advantage in 
more open ecosystems resulting from 11lunan impact. Indigenous plants adapted to fire (e.g. 
Dicranopteris fern) or drought (e.g. fems such as Histiopterls) may also find advantage in human 
impacted environments. 
To aid in this discussion, I use a modified version of Matthews' (1996: 118-J J 9) table of 
' theoretical plant categories', which he considered when interpreting extant or past plant 
distributions that have or may have been manipulated by humans (Tuble 8.1). Matthews uses a 
set of four variables to define the cultmally constructed terms ' natw-al', 'wild', 'feral ', 
' nattu-alised', 'domesticated', 'cultivated', 'indigenous' and 'introduced'. In Matthews' version, 
these are de.fined according to cultivation, genotype and dispersal histories of each species. In my 
own restructuring of Matthews' definitions in Table 8.1 , the wild and cultivated habitat 
categories have been removed and replaced by a disturbance history category in order to 
incorporate the influence of natural and hmnan-induced disturbance rather than cultivation 
activity per se. 
In restrncturing this table, I stress that dispersal is heavily influenced by disturbance and 
that this relationship may explain much of the variation that exists in phytogeographic patterning 
in the region. As discussed in Chapter 2, this may apply more to the floras of island groups, 
including OIRO, than to continents. The key point I address in presenting. this table is that unless 
the modification of a plant can be unequivocally attributed to a specific disturbance, any botanical 
categorisation scheme will lack robustness. Not only is plant dispersal potentially influenced by 
disturbance, but the genetic makeup of a plant may also be transfonned along a continuum of 
potential modification. T suggest that by making an assessment of disturbance and dispersal 
histories developed from the palaeoenvtronmental, archaeological and historical contexts of plant 
origins and introduction, as defined in the previous chapters, the botanical status of plants from 
the Austral Islands may be more adequately defined. 
A synthesis of plant introduction on the Austral Islands 
In this chapter, I discuss the characteristics of plants introduced to OIRO by human, 
focusing on those plants discussed by a number of authors, including Guppy ( 1906), Ridley 
(1930), Merrill (I 946), Barrau (1965), Yen (1973; l 974a) and Whistler (1991 ). Some of these 
tax.a have an unce11ain introduction status and the reasons for this uncertainty are explored. I 
focus on taxa represented in the Austral Island's flora and described in the three main floral 
compendiums for French Polynesia (Drake de Castillo, 1893; Brown, 1931a; 1931b; 1935 and 
Florence, 1997; 2004). Tax.a are grouped in separate tables for trees and shrubs (Table 8.2a and 
8.2b), herbs (Table 8.3) and inadvertent introductions (Table 8.4). Each table is divided into the 
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following categories of presence/absence data: pre-human palaeobotanical records; 
archaeobotanical records; anthropogenic palaeobotanical records and botanical survey records. 
No CuJtivatio Genotype Dispersal history Disturbance Botanical status 
n hlstorl:'. hlstorl:'. 
progenitors wild type natural dispersal pre-human disturbance indigenous 
never 
cultivated 
2 natural dispersal human colonisation, indigenous 
other disturbance 
3 dispersed by humans human colonisation, indigenous 
within indigenous range other disturbance 
4 
-
dispersed by humans human colonisation, introduced 
beyond indigenous range other disturbance 
5 modified by natural dispersal other disturbance indigenous 
humo.ns 
6 natural dispersal human colonisation, indigenous 
other disturbance 
7 
-
dispersed by humans tiuman colonisation, indigenous, cult ivated 
wiLhin indigenous range other disturbru1ce 
8 dispersed by humans human colonisation, introduced, cultivated 
beyond indigenous range other disturbance 
9 progenitors wild type natural dispersal other disturbance indigenous 
cultivated 
10 natural dispersal human colonisation, indigenous 
0U1er disturbance 
11 dispersed by humans human colonisation, indigenous 
within indigenous range other disturbance 
12 
-
dispersed by humans human colonisation, introduced 
beyond indigenous range other disturbunce 
13 modified by natural dispersal other disturbance Indigenous, 
humans naturalised, cultivaled 
14 
-
dispersed by humans human colonisation, indigenous, cultivated 
within indigenous range other disturbance 
15 dispersed by humans human colonisation, introduced, cultivated 
be~ond indisenous ranse other disnirbance 
Table 8.1 Theoretical plant categories ( 1- 15; adapted from Matthews, 1996: 11 8) defined according to 
cultivation history (two alternatives, genotype (two alternatives), dispersal history (three alternatives) and 
disturbance history (three alternatives). In this table, the wi ld and cultivated habitats categories (second 
column in Matthews, ibid: 11 8) have been removed and replaced by an additional category that has been 
added to the dispersal JJistory category to incorporate the influence of human disturbance rather than 
cultivation activity per se. Matthews (ibid: 120) commented on the possibility that some categories may 
be difficult to recognise in the field. For example, category S, although rare could apply to some plant 
species if some natural disturbance process occurred outside of human activity. 
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As the availability of botanical information for each taxon varies considerable, with no one 
tax.on having a complete record (i.e. some taxa have no palaeobotanical record and have only 
been recorded in modem botanical surveys), I focus on taxa that reflect the variation of available 
palaeobotanical, archaeobotanical and botanical survey data. Each taxon is also assigned a 
theoretical plant category described in Table 8.1 as a means of defining the relationship between 
plant distribution and dispersal and disturbance history. Taxa with no modem botanical survey 
record are prestuned to be extinct and are discussed separately later in the chapter. 
Tree and shrub taxa of the Austral Islands 
On the Austral lslands a number of tree and shrub taxa regarded as indigenous to OlRO 
appear lo survive only in cultivation (e.g. Cocos nucifel'a and Thespes;a populnea 011 Rapa). 
Others appear to have become naturaJjzed from cultivated populations (e.g. Cordyline fruticosa). 
For so111e tax.a the introduced and cultivation status is clear given the lack of sexual reproductive 
traits whereby plants are reliant on human propagation of vegetative clones. For example, in 
Broussonetia papyrifera (see below) the cumulative effects of increasing mutations evident in 
wild and cultivated populations eventually led to vegetative propagation dependence (Matthews, 
1996). For other taxa, the status of indigenous plants given the pre-htunan extent of their sub-
fossil records is difficult to define given the possibility that people may have introduced 
additional populations or varieties (e.g. Pandanus tectorius; see below). For many taxa the 
botanical status cannot be securely given because of the Jack of botanical source evidence. 
Taxa recorded in all botanical sources: 
Pandmws tectori11s Parkinson (Pandanaceae) (Brown, 1931; St. John, 1979a) 
Whjstler (1991) earlier questioned the status of Pandanus tectorius as an introduced species to 
01.RO. He suggested that P. tectorius of both Tonga and Samoa is represented by both indigenous 
and introduced populations, but queried the indigenous status of Pandanus on the Cook, Society, 
Marquesas, and Hawaiian Islands. High concentrations of Pandanus pollen from Holocene aged 
sediments on both Rapa (macrofossils also present) and Rimatara establishes the indigenous 
status of this taxon on these islands and presumably the other Austral Islands. Athens (1997) cited 
an unpublished report of a geological macrofossil of Pandanus located on the Hawaiian Islands 
with a minimum age of 500,000 years. 
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Pre- Archaco Anthropogenl First 
Botanical human botanica c contact Botanical survey Plant 
species palaeob I records pnlaeobotanlc accounts data categor 
otanical alrccords 1769-1834 y (Table 
records 1921-1934 2002-04 8.11 
Spo11dias d11/cls Ra'ivavae. Rimatam' 1-4 
Parkinson Tubuni5 
(Anucardinceue)1 
Alyxin srel/ara All All 1-4 
(J.R. Forst. ond 0. populated populated 
Forst.) Roem. & islands islands 
Schult. 
(Apocynnccac)2 
Cocos 11111:ifcra L. Rimatam (pollen) Rn pa All All islands I-I S; 
(Arecacccne: (intr0duccd) populated except 
Cocoeae)1 Ra 'ivavnc::?, islnnds and Rapa: 12, 
Tubual Marin 15 
Cordia Tubuoi Rimntnro1 1-4 
s11bcor1"1tn Lam, 
(Bomginnccoc)1 
Ca.vuarl11a Rapn Rnpa (pollen), Ra'ivavac, Ra'ivovae, All I- IS 
cq11/St!tlfolin L. (pollen) Rimarara (pollen) Tubuni, Tubuoi, populated 
(Casuo1·innccnc)' Rumtu Rurum, islands 
Rinuuarn 
Ca/ophy/111m RimatarA Rimatam (polle11) Ra'ivavac Ra'ivavae, Ra'ivovae, 1-4 
l11ophy/111111 L. (pollen) Tubuol, Tubuai, 
(Clusiaceoc)' Runim, Rurun1, 
Rimatnra, Rimntnrn 
Marin 
Ter111i110/111 Rimotara (pollen) Ru'ivavac, Rimotarn1 1-4 
cafflppa L. Tubuni, 
(Combrcmceoc)' Rurutu 
Ale11rlres Rupa Rapa (pollen, TublJlli Rapa, All 4, 8, 12, 1.5 
111of11cca1111 (L.) endocarp), Rimatara (pollen) Ra'ivavae, pop11!a1cd 
Willd. Rimatara Maria islands 
(Euphorbinccac)' (endocarp) 
Erytliritw Rapa (pollen), All All 1-4 
1111r/egM11 L. Rinimarn (pollen) populated populated 
(fabnceae)2 islands islands 
/11ocarp11s Ra'ivavoc Rn'ivuvae, Riniul:ira~ 1-1.5 
fog/fern Tubuai, 
(Parkinson) Rurutu, 
Fosberg Rimatura 
(Fnbacenc)2 
Cort/y/111e Rnpa? Rnpa, Rimatoru Rapa, All island~ All tsl:mds 4, 8, 12, IS 
fr111icosa (L.) (charred (pollen) Rn' ivavne, 
Chev. tltber) l\1buai, 
( L.nxmannincc::ac) 1 Rururu 
Hibisc11s tiliaceus Rnpu Rnpn? Rapa? All islands All islands 1-15 
L. (Mnlvaceae) • (pollen) (fibre) 
Tflespesltt Rnpu Rn'ivnvac, All 1-15; 
pop11/11ea L. Sol. Tubuni, populated except 
Ex Correo Rurun1, islands Rapa: 4, 8, 
(Malvaceael' Rimntnrn 12, IS 
1Brown (193 1 a); 2Brown (1935); 3Florence ( 1997); 4Florence (2004); 3Not all infom1ation available 
Table 8.2a (Anacardiaceae to Malvaceae) Botanical source list of pre-contact introduced or indigenous 
trees and shrubs (including known arboricultural species) for the Austral Islands (arranged by fami ly) 
recognized in the above references and by Whistler ( l 99 1 ). 
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Botanical 
species 
Artoc(Jrp11s a/ti/i,· 
(Park.) Fosberg 
(Momceae)3 
Bru11s11u11ctla 
papyrlfcra (L .) 
Vent. (Moraceac) 3 
Flc11s tinctfJria 
Forst. subsp. 
tl11c1orla 
(Moracenc) J 
M11s11 spp. (AAD 
group) [syn. M. x 
paroda/slco, M. 
sop/011111111] 
(Musncene: 
section Eumusa) 1 
Musa spp. [syn, 
M.fahl, M. 
1roglodytar11111. M. 
ba//J/slana) 
(Musaccno: 
scctioD 
Austrnlimusa and 
Callimusa) 1•3 
Musa spp. (AAA 
group) (M. 
acuminata, M. 
nana, M. sinensis) 
(Musaccac; 
section Eumusa) 1 
Sy;:.,vg/11tt1 
11111/11cce11se (I...) 
Merrill & Peny 
(My1tocene) 2 
Pamla11us 
t11ctori11s 
Pre-
human 
p1\Jaeobot 
anknl 
records 
Rapu 
(pollen) 
Riinutara 
(pollen) 
Rimatara 
(pollen)? 
Archaeob 
otanlcal 
records 
Rupu 
(pollen) 
Rhnla1'i1 
(pollen) 
Anthropogcni 
c 
pataeobotanlc 
al records 
Rupa (pollen)?; 
Rimatam (pollen)? 
Rapa (pollen)?; 
Rimatnm (pollen)? 
Rapa (pollen) 
Rlmturo (pollen) 
Rimntnrn (pollen)? 
Rirrtutorn (pollen)? 
Rimmi\ru (pollen)? 
First 
contact 
accounts 
1769·1834 
Ra'ivavac, 
1\1buai 
Rn' ivaV11e, 
Tubuai, 
Rurutu'I, 
Rimatarn 
Rapa 
(introduced?) 
Ro' ivavnc, 
Tubuai, Rurntu 
Rapa 
(introduced'() 
Ra'ivnvac'I, 
Tubuai?, 
Rurutu'I 
Tubuul 
Botanical survey 
data 
192J.1934 
All 
populated 
islands 
All 
populated 
islonds 
All 
populated 
islands 
Rapa, 
Ra'ivavac'I. 
Rimatam 
Rapa, 
Ra' ivavac'/ 
Rapa 
Rapa, 
lh'ivavae, 
Tubuui 
All islands 
Tubuul6•7 
Tubuoi5 
? 
RurutlJ, 
Rimatara 
2002-04 
Ra'ivavae 
, Tubuai, 
Rurntu, 
Rimotara 
All 
populated 
isltinds 
All 
populated 
islands 
All 
islands 
Rn pa. 
Rimataro1 
Rapa' 
R11pa, 
Rimatarn' 
All 
i$1and~ 
Rimatura5 
Ri111utu.ra5 
All 
islands 
I 
All 
islands5 
Ru1uru, 
Rimarnrn' 
Pnl'k.h1son 
(Pandunuceuc) 
Piper 
111e1hystic11111 
Forst. f. 
(Piperacene) 
Garde11ia taite11.vi.r 
D.C. (Rubioceoe) 
Morl11d<1 cltrlfollt1 
L. (Rubiocem:) 
Solm111111 
repm11/11111 Forst. f. 
(Solonnceac) 
So/111111111 11/ride 
Forst. f. ex Spring 
(Solanacene) 
Pipt11r11.r 
11rgclll1ms (Forst. 
f.) Wedd. 
\Urlicoceae) 3 
Brown (l 931 a); 2Brown (1935); 3F1orcnce (1997); 4Florencc (2004); 3No1 aH information available 
Plant 
category 
(Table 
8.1) 
15 
15 
4, 8, 12, 15 
15 
IS 
IS 
4, 8, 12, 15 
I-IS 
15 
4, 8, 12, 15 
4, 8, 12, 15 
1-4 
1-4 
Tnble 8.2b (Moraceae to Urlicaceae) Botanical source list of pre-contact introduced or indigenous trees and 
shn1bs (i11cluding known arboricultural species) for the Austral Islands (arranged by family) recognized in the 
above references and by Whistler ( 1991 ). 
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With the unequivocal subfossil evidence, it is interesting that no reference was made of the 
palm like Pandanus tectorius trees in any first contact account for Ra'ivavae, Rurutu and 
Ritnatara. Pandanus was often noted as 'screw palm' or 'palm apple' as done by Morrison (1935: 
61) on Tubuai in the botanical vemacular of early European explorers. Menzies (Shineberg, 1986: 
67) at Rapa in 1791 mentioned Dracena leaves, which probably refers to Pandanus, in reference 
to a girdle suspened arow1d one of the islander's waist. Indications from the pollen records from 
Rimatara, suggest that these trees were probably common at first contact and remain abundant 
along U1c island's coastline. 
Both leaf material and fruit keys from Pandanus have been identified from the Tangarutu 
rockshelter sequence, with an earliest inferred radiocarbon age of around 500 cal yr B.P. (see 
Chapter 7). Both the archaeobotanical and palaeobotanical evidence, however, does not 
preclude, as Whistler (1991) suggests, that additional varieties of Pandanus tectorius were not 
introduced pre-contact. Pandanus is a dioecious genus with extreme morphological diversity that 
can be considerably influenced by cultivation practices. This has resulted in a number of 
inconsistent taxonomic detem1inations of members of this gem1s (see Stone, 1976; l 988; and St. 
John, 1976; 1979c). St. John (in Fosberg and St. John, l934) identified thirteen endemic species 
of Pandanus on Rapa alone. Most of these species have subsequently been grouped into 
Pandanus tectorius and one other species has yet to be described (Tim Motley and Jaques 
Florence pers. comm. 2004). 
As yet no phylogenetic studies have been unde11aken for Pandanus tectorius that may yet 
distinguish different intraspecific populations. The morphological diversity in Pandanus that St. 
John identified on Rapa may be a result of genetic or enviroamental processes, but may also 
reflect the introduction of cultivated varieties by islanders both pre- and post contact. The 
ethnobotanica l importance of Pandanus in the Austral Islands (e.g. Stokes, m.s.a; m.s.b; Aitken, 
J 930), attested by the archacobotanical record, but also from first contact and ethnographic 
sources provides some support for addjtional introductions. 
The evidence for the indigenous status of Pandanus from the Austral Islands is 
ove1whelming; however, the human introduction of particular eultivars cannot be discounted as a 
factor in the current population distribution of this tree. Although no genetic data are available to 
form any robust explanation, l would suggest that all of the modern populations may be deiived 
from ancestral populations that have never been cultivated and/or populations that have been 
cultivated and thus fall into Categories 1-15 of Table 8.1. 
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Taxa recorded in all botanical sources except archaeobotanical records: 
Casuarina equisetifo/ia L. (Casuarinaceae) (Florence, 2004: 102-104) 
Florence (2004) detem1iued C. equisetifolia subsp. equisetifolia from modern Austral Tsland 
populations. He suggests its distiibution is problematic because of its wind dispersed seeds and 
possible extension by human introduction to many islands of the Pacific. It was likely to have 
been introduced to Rapa either in the historic period or earlier but is probably indigenous to the 
otber Austral islands. Whistler (1991) suggests that the distribution of C. equisetifolia in the east 
Polynesian Pacific is a result of hw11an introduction. This tree is represented in large stands across 
the Austral islands including on the atoll of Maria. On Rapa its distribution is limited to small 
littoral stands on many of the least exposed bays or still persists in remnant cultivations (e.g. 
Anarua Bay). Edwards (2003: 5) claims that Casuarina was more common on Ra'ivavae prior to 
missionary arrival, where in 1819 they encouraged the felling of large stands for the construction 
of churches and other structures. 
The palynological record is impo1tant when discussing the status of this tree on the Austral 
Islands. Casuarina pollen is represented throughout a Holocene swamp record on Rapa (Tukou) 
where it is only ever represented in trace counts. This is more likely to either represent 
contamination from modern airborne Casuarina pollen, or represents long distant wind transport 
from the Western Pacific (see Close et al 1978). At Maw1l!tu on Rimatara, palynological records 
of Casuarina show a marked increase in representation within the last 1000 cal. yr B.P. This rise 
in pollen abundance is indicative of local pollen production and dispersal and is unequivocally 
associated with increases in a range of human impact indicators (e.g. Colocasia esculenta pollen 
and charcoal particle concentrations). 
Tt is difficult to determine the indigenous status of Casuarina for the Ausb·al Islands, as 
Florence (2004) has indicated, given its vagility and affinity within secondary habitats. From the 
palynological records from Rapa and Rimatara it is possible that Casuarina was originally 
present on most if not all of the Austral Islands, and then subsequently proLiferated with the 
advent of human settlement and environmenta l disturbance. Florence (ibid) has tentatively given 
C. equisetifolia subsp. equisetifolia the status of naturalized or indigenous for all of the Austral 
Islands except Rapa. Casuarina was not recorded by Fosberg and St. John ( 1934) and since their 
1934 st1rvey, this tree has become nattu·alised after human introduction or from beach drift. The 
overall status for Casuari11a in the Austral Islands detennined by Florence comes in contrast to 
Ellison ~s ( 1994: J 3) inteipretation of palynological records from Mangaia in the Cook Islands. 
She suggested Casuarina was introduced there given the absence of fossil pollen in pre-human 
aged sediments. But given that Casuarina is more often known as a coastal strand tree, I suggest 
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that the absence of pollen from the moat-lake and swamp cores of Mangaia may not be surprising 
and not necessarily indicative of its absence prior to human colonisation. 
Jf both wind dispersal and hwnan introduction play a role in the distribution of this tree, I 
would suggest that, like Pandanus tectorius, all of the modern populations may be derived from 
ancestral populations that have never been cultivated and/or populations that have been cultivated 
(Categories 1-15; Table 8.1). 
Ta~a recorded in all botanical sources except the pre-human palaeobotanical records: 
Aleurites moluccana (L.) Willdenow (Euphorbiaceae) (Florence, 1997: 37-40; see 
Chapter 1 and 7) 
Despite tbe abundance of preserved Aleurites moluccana endocarps in the archaeological record 
from Rapa (see Chapter 7), this tree was not listed in any first contact accounts of the island until 
the pearl trader and amateur naturalist Jacques Moerenhout ( 1837: 64) visited there in 1834. 
Stokes (m.s.a) noted the use of A. moluccana wood for the construction of canoes and the nuts for 
lighting. From visits to the island between the 1920s and J 930s both Stokes (ibid) and Fosberg (in 
Mueller-Dombois and Fosberg, 1998: 403), respectively, considered A. moluccana to be a major 
component of moist forests on Rapa. Robinson (1957) noted the use of A. moluccana candlenuts 
as the major somce of night lighting on his visit to the island in 1952. Despite its importance only 
fifty years ago, few trees currently exist on the island. Some trees are located precariously on the 
margins of coastal plains or in a few localities arow1d the major settlements of Ha ' urei and Area 
where the nuts provide fodder for pigs. 
It is likely that until recently A. 1110/uccana fom1ed a major component of lowland forests 
on al l of the Austral Islands. Tomas Gayangos (in Corney, 1913-1919: 126) recorded the presence 
of A. 1110/uccana on Ra'ivavae in 1775 year, describing it as 'Tutuy'. With tbe exception of the 
larger high Islands of the Fijian Archipelago and the Hawaiian Islands, where A. moluccana, 
fonns a conspicuous component of mesic vegetation from low to mid elevations (Smith, 1981 ; 
Wagner et al, 1999), the tree may require human maintenance and protection from browsing 
animals. On some is lands, sucb as Henderson Island, the tree has been recorded in the past but is 
more recently noted as absent (Paulay and Spencer 1989). 
Fosberg (1991: 18) has questioned whether or not the tree has been introduced to OIRO as 
the nuts of this tree arc commonly found as beach-drift throughout the Pacific: 
'The theory that it is an introduction is favoured and, indeed, suggested by the unlikelihood of its 
having climbed the steep mountain slopes [of the Hawaiian Islands] up to its present habitat without 
human assistance. If it was brought by humans and carried up the hills by them, it spread to 
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dominate a whole zone on many islands, fom1ing pure stands and shading out almost all other 
plants, and made an important change. 011 some islands kukui forest occupies roughly the rainfall 
belt (between 1500 and 2250 mm of rainfall a year), with tongues of this forest running some 
distance down moist ravines to lower elevations. The landscape was modified conspicuously by the 
introduction of A. mo/uccana, whether by the hand of humans or dispersed natmally. ' 
As well as from Tukou (Rapa) and Maunutu (Rimatara), Aleurites pollen has been located in 
stratified sedimentary deposits from O'ahu in the Hawaiian Islands and Lahakai on Manus Island 
in Papua New Guinea (Southern, 1988) in which Colocasia pollen and other agricultural 
indicators are associated (see Table 7.2, Chapter· 7 for the Hawaiian lsla:nd references; in 
addition to this list are records from Hawai ' i in Athens et al ( 1997) and Moloka' i in Denham et al 
( 1999) in which A. moluccana is one of the ptimary agricultmal indicators; Clark and Cole (1997) 
also identified A. mo/11ccana pollen in sediments from Totoya Island in Fiji, but not in contexts 
associated with other potential cultigens). Atl1ens and Ward ( J 997) also located A. moluccana 
endocarp and wood from a sediment core (Maunawili, O'ahu) with Colocasia pollen and 
agricultural indicators embedded in associated sediments. Such records suggest that A. 
moluccana is in some way associated with cultivation activity. I would suggest that on the basis 
of this cultivation site association that A. moluccana bas been dispersed beyond its indigenous 
range and either maintained in cultivation or has become naturalised on the island (Categories 12 
and 15; Table 8.1). 
Taxa without pre-human palaeobotanical and archaeobotanica/ records: 
Cocos nucifera L. (Arecaceae: subfamily Cocoeae) (Brown, 1931) 
The question o f the origin of the coconut was discussed in Chapter 3. Cocos nuc(fera bas been 
found throughout the humid tropica l Pacific in both wild and cultivated populations on atolls, 
high islands and the coastlines of the peripheral continents, from sea-level to elevations of - 1000 
m (Harries et al 2004). The extent of natura l dispersal. of C. nucifera over long distances by 
floating coconuts has been widely debated and largely unresolved (Ward and Brookfield, 1992). 
Harries er al (2004) suggest the wild type C. nucifera evolved by floating between areas that 
fr inge larger landmasses and islands. 
The introduced or status of C. nucifera has been debated for OIRO at least since the 
Enlightenment voyages. Merrill (l 946: 34) suggested that coconut 'normally occurs only where it 
has been planted by man' and that it is likely to have an Indo-Pacific origin. Fosberg (J 960) 
regarded C. nucifera as a cultivated species, domesticated in some tropical region where its wild 
relatives are presumably extinct. Sauer (197 1) favotu·ed the view that coconut populations may be 
wild and a product of natural dispersal. Harries (1978; 1990) distinguished the morphological 
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differences (fruit component analysis) between wild and domesticated C. nucifera and proposed 
the Indo-Malayan region as the centre of domestication. The use of molecular markers such as 
RFLP (e.g. Lebrun et al 1999) and AFLP (e.g. Teulat et al 2000) generally support the 
conclusions of Ha1Ties' morphological analysis. 
Argwnents for the natural dispersal of C. nucifera in Remote Oceania (e.g. Ward and 
Brookfield, 1992) were to some degree confinned by excavation of C. nucifera endocarp from 
Anawau Swamp on Aneitywn in Vanuatu (Hope and Spriggs, 1983), dated to 6410-5950 cal. yr 
B.P. (no lab number available). This provided the first radiocarbon age outside of the expected 
age range for human occupation of a site in Remote Oceania. Palynological records from Atiu 
(Parkes 1997) and Mangaia (e.g. Ellison, 1994; Kirch et al 1992) in the Cook Islands indicate a 
prehuman presence of C. nuc!fera in this part of Remote Oceania. A number of palynological 
records from the Hawaiian Islands (e.g. Athens and Ward, 1997; Denham et al 1999) suggest that 
C. nuc{fera may have been introduced given the presence of pollen only in anthropogenic 
sediment horizons. 
The presence of C. nucifera in the Austral Islru1ds presents an interesting case in the debate 
on the natural vagility and human translocation. No palaeobotanical evidence for indigenous C. 
nucifera in the Austral Islands bas been forthcoming. The C. nucifera pollen record from 
Rimatara (see Chaptc1· 7) indicates tJrnt this tree may have been recently introduced to the island 
given .its representation in sediments dating to the post-Etu·opean contact period. C. nucifera was 
noted in the early European contact accounts for Ra 'ivavae, Tubuai and Rurutu but not for Rapa 
and Rimatara (see Chapter 5). On the HMS Discovery sighting of Rapa in 1791 , both George 
Vancouver and his ship's botanist, Archibald Menzies 'observed no Cocoa Nut Trees anywhere 
on the Island' (Shineberg, 1986: 67-68). Vancouver chose not to circumnavigate the island or 
venture much closer than a league (- 4.5 km). No landfall was made and the ship was only 
anchored for one day along the west coast of the island. Out of all the European contact accounts 
recorded to 1834 on Ra' ivavae, C. nucifera was only recorded by Tomas Gayangos (in Corney 
J 916-J 919: 126) in 1775. Like the HMS Discovery visit to Rapa, no landfall was made with the 
Aguila and tbe Jupiter only moored for one night. No coconut husks were observed without 
which botanical detennioations of early explorers tended to be misinfom1ed. There is a possibility 
that the trees Gayangos observed were in fact another species of palm. 
In 1829 the LMS Missionaries, Reverends Pritchard and Simpson (1830 in Stokes, m.s.a, 
Group 2 Box 7 .1) visited Rapa noting that 'One coconut palm was repo1ted as present from a drift 
and was not recognized by the local natives'. After his visit to Rapa in 1865, John Vine Hall 
ascertained from one info1mant that 'there were cocoa-nuts formerly on the Jsland, but blight 
destroyed them all some years ago' (Hall, I 869a: 135). In his unpublished ethnography of Rapa, 
compiled between 1921-22. J.F.G. Stokes (m.s.a. Group 2. Box 7. 1) notes that: 
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'Many coconut palms are now scattered through the island. Though vigorous and growing to a fair 
height, according to report - they drop their fruit before it matures. Other introductions at Tupuaki, on 
the northem coast, are said to have borne fruit that was "killed by thunder". 
He also noted that a 'white man who tried to grow coconuts for commerce at the notthem end of 
the harbor apparently abandoned the venture as a failure' (Stokes, ihid) 
C. nucifera has been introduced within the last sixty years to Rapa where it is located 
around Ha'mei village and as isolated trees found in some sheltered embayments on the island. 
On Rapa, these palms currently produce small fruits that do not develop to foll mat11rity, probably 
as a result of the more sub-tropical climate of the island. On Rimatara, Rurutu and Tubuai, C. 
nucifera fruits do reach full maturity and the established plantations are used primarily for local 
consumption and as pig fodder. 
For most if not all of the Austral Islands I would suggest that C. nucifera has probably been 
introduced from cultivated progenitors prior to European contact, but naturally dispersed 
populations may have existed prior to human colonisation on the northern most Austral Islands in 
small coastal stands. Perhaps with the exception of populations from Rapa, that are likely to be 
de1ived from cultivated populations and reliant on cultivation for survival (categories 12 and 15; 
Table 8.1), C. nucifera from the Austral Islands, in this regard, could be placed into all of the 
theoretical plant categories listed in Table 8.1. 
Ta:xa wUhout palaeobotanical or archaeobotanical records: 
Artocarpus altilis (Parkinson) Fosberg (Moraceae) (Florence, 1997: 142-145) 
In 1961 , Ba1i-au identified the New Guinea region as a likely centre for the arboricultural species 
Artoca1pus altilis (Barrau 1963; 1976). Yen (1991b; 1995) went so far as to say that this sucker-
propagated tree crop could have originated on the northern slopes of New Guinea where it was 
progressively adapted to coastal conditions along with a suite of other arboricultural species. He 
also proposed that New Guinea represents an independent centre of plant domestication where 
'the confluence of genetic materials and cultural ideas of environmental adaptation were given 
expression in Oceanic subsistence systems' (Yen, 1993: 91). This hypothesis fo llowed the 
findings of Golson and others (e.g. Golson, 1991) for an early Holocene or earlier antiquity of 
agricultural technology in the highlands of New Guinea, more recently synthesised by Denham et 
al (2003). As Kennedy and Clark (2004) have argued, the support for this regional unity of 
domestication pra.ctice, paiticularly of arboricultural species, remains a matter of debate in light 
of support for a geographic extensi.ou of lndo-Malaysian practices and cultigen use, including A. 
a/ti/is, in lowland Near Oceania (e.g. Kirch, 1989). 
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Cultivated A. a/ti/is in OIRO is characteristically seedless, whereas in the New Guinea 
region, cultivated fonns are heavily seeded and are selected for seeds. There is considerable 
confusion in the literature about the wild or cultivated status of these seeded forms (Kennedy and 
Clark, 2004). Yen (1995) has suggested that A. alti/;s was increasiJJgly s~lected for the seedless 
fleshy fruits along a geographic gradient from west (New Guinea) to east (Polynesia). Recent 
molecular work by Zerega (2003), using A FLPs, indicates that the cultivars of A. a/ti/is have a 
polyphyletic lineage derived from a number of monopbyletic wild species, namely A. camansi 
(New Guinea, but a lso possibly from the eastern lndo-Malaysian region) and A. mariannensis 
(Marianna Islands). The polyphyletic lineage of breadfmit populations from eastern Polynesia 
were more closely affiliated with A. camans; than with A. mariannensis to which modern 
Micronesian populations were closely related. Ao historical introduction of an A. marian11e11sis 
lineage of A. a/ti/is cu ltivars from Micronesia to Tokelau, not recorded elsewhere in Polynesia, 
was detectable in the diversity amongst these populations as measured by the percentage of 
polymorphic loci. Zerega ' s study demonstrates the efficacy of AFLP-based phylogeny to pinpoint 
original centres of diversity for A. a/ti/is populafons, but without knowledge of historical 
introduction of Micronesian cultivars to Tokelau and the eastern Polynesian population pool, the 
security of these claims would be weakened. 
Kennedy and Clark (2004) suggest that the selection for seedlessness in A. camansi from 
New Guinea and the adjacent islands preceded hybridisation with A. mariannensis, but tl1c timing 
and location of this event is unknown. In addition, the antiquity of A. camansi in New Guinea is 
unknown and it is unlikely to be understood for some time given that there is no comprehensive 
collection of breadfruit va1ieties or cultivars for the region. Following Yen (J991b; 1995), 
Kennedy and Clark (2004) suggest that the lower montane New Guinea centre of origin for 
Artocarpus is shared by a number of other arboricultural genera including Canarium, Pometia 
and Burckella (see Chapter 4), each having undergone a lowland and coastal expansion w ith 
progressive human selection. A. a/ti/is is the only arboricultural species of this group distributed 
well into OIRO. 
One seed fragment bas been identified from a rocksbeltcr excavation in the Yuat Gorge, 
Papua New Guinea, but may be from a recent mortuary setti ng (Gorecki, 1989 in Kennedy and 
Clark, 2004). Athens et al ( I 996) have identified what they believe to be charred A. altilis wood 
from an archaeological site from K.atem Compound, Kosrae, Federated States of Micronesia, with 
an interpolated date of around 2,000 cal. yr B.P. The authors interpret this record as a strong 
indication for an introduced arboricultw·al component on the island that developed with first 
settlement. Kem1edy and Clark, (2004) query their assw11ption that the charred wood represents 
the existence of the seedless A. a/ti/is given that it could just as well represent wild or cultivated 
populations of A. mariannensis. Pollen was also identified from an adjacent sedimentary core, 
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although the accuracy of identifying this Moraceae type pollen grain is questionable, as has been 
highlighted for a putative record from the Philippines (Maloney, 1994). 
A piece of wood that has been tentatively identified as Artocarpus wood from TaTavai on 
Mangareva in the Gambier Archipelago has been dated to 760-650 cal. yr B.P. (Lab no. Beta-
! 901J9, Conte and Kiich, 2005). Some charred A. a/ti/is wood remains from a sediment core 
obtained from KapunaJ1ala on O'ahu iu the Hawaiian Islands revealed a date of 520-310 cal. yr 
B.P. (Lab no. Beta-82797, Athens and Ward, 1996). If the wood charcoal identification is correct, 
both of these ages provide firm evidence for Polynesian translocation of A. altilis to the eastern 
limits of OIRO. As yet no archaeobotanical material of breadfruit has been identified from the 
Austral Islands 
Stokes (m.s.a) noted in the J 920s that A. a/ti/is (breadfruit) tlu·ivcd on Ra' ivavae and the 
islands fwther no1th, but not on Rapa. From accounts he collected of the early plant introductions 
to Rapa, he determined that this tree was introduced along with Cocos m1cifera and the fe' i Musa 
sapient um (Section: Eumusa) during the early missionary period ( 1826-1829 - see aJso Branagan, 
1996: 71-72 for Stutchbury's account). Visiting Rapa in 1829, Pritchard and Simpson (1830 in 
Stokes rn.s.a Group 2 Box 7. I) repo1ied that these plants were not thriving. Like many of these 
probable historic introductions, Stokes concluded that cooler climatic conditions on Rapa were 
not a primary factor in determining their limited production, but tbis was more due to a lack of 
maintenance. Browsing by feral and domesticated animals may have played a part in the status of 
th_is cultigen on Rapa. 
The timing of introduction of breadfruit to the remaining Austral Islands, based on first 
contact accounts, is clearly pre-Etu-opean. The Spanish voyage under Tomas Gayangos (1776: 
126) was the first to record the tree crop (Euru) in the Austral islands on his visit to Ra'ivavae in 
1775. The atTival the HMS Bounty mutineers under James Morrison and Fletcher Christian to 
Tubuai in 1789, provides the most intriguing and prolific case of European introduction of flora 
and fauna to the Austral islands. After arriving at Tubuai on May 25th, Morrison (1935: 48-73) 
describes the dumping of hundreds of breadfruit trees on the island to relieve the ship of its cargo 
before the return to Tahiti in order to gain supplies for the establishment of the mutineer's 
settlement. MoJ'J'ison also noted that breadfruit was cultivated on the island prior Lo this 
introduction. Today breadfruit is maintained in smaU groves or as isolated trees on all of the 
populated Austral lslands except Rapa. 
Bro11ssonetia papyri/era (L.) Ventenat (Moracea.e) (Florence, 1997: 146-147) 
Matthews (1996) has provided a summary of the biogeography and ethnobotany of Broussonetia 
papyrifera in Oceania. B. papyrifera is dioecious having a natural range with both male and 
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female populations extending from East Asia to mainland Southeast Asia. Limited information is 
available on its fertile status outside of this range with no flowering specimens known from 
herbarium records from OIRO and New Zealand (ibid: 125). The OIRO populations may also be 
derived entirely from clones from an entirely male population. Within OIRO, climate appears not 
to be a major limiting factor in it's distribution, as it is known from early ethnographic and 
botanical surveys to have been grown in high latitude situations as far south as the North Island of 
New Zealand. As yet no molecular phylogenetic research has been undertaken on 8. papyrifera 
populations in Oceania. 
No archaeobotanical or palaeobotanical material has been identified from the Austral 
Islands. Orliac (2000) has identified B. papyrifera wood from archaeological charcoal 
assemblages from Easter Island (dating to 690-500 cal. yr B.P. see Chapter 4) suggesting the 
same may be possible from sources on the Austral Islands. These trees are small and are unlikely 
to constitute significant proportions of charcoal unless the oven feamre was directly associated 
with a processing site where heartwood is directly discarded in large quantities. This is likely to 
be the case at the Akahanga rockshelter site (AK 55 1) on Easter Island where B. papyrijera made 
up 32% of the total identified oven charcoal (ibid: 139). 
As B. papyrifera does not generally flower or set seed (Whistler, 1991: 55) within 0 1 RO, it 
is unlikely that pollen or seed will be located in archaeological or sedimentary settings 
(Matthews, 1996). Identifying B. papyrifera pollen is problematic because of the morphological 
similarity with pollen from other members of the Moraceae and also the Urticaceae famjly. In the 
Austral Islands a number of species within the Moraceae are common including Ficus pro/ixa 
var. prolixa and tbe introduced arboricultural crop, Artocarpus a/ti/is. On Rapa, this problem is 
conflated by the two species in the indigenous tree genus Streb/us (S. anthropophagorum and S. 
pendulin11s). Horrocks et al (2004) identified B. papyrifera pollen and hair type phytoliths from a 
swamp core from Rangihoua Bay, Northland, New Zealand. Mid-1 lolocene dates for a section of 
peat with B. papyrifera type phytoliths coupled with the likelihood that these plants may not have 
flowered in Maori cultivations reduces the validity of this claim. 
The pre-mission station introduction of B. papyrifera to Rapa, Ra'ivavae and Rurutu is 
uncertain given that the only accounts recording the plant on these islands were made by 
observers who never made landfall. The description of the clothing worn by islander's who 
ventured on board the visi tor's ships provides some indication of it's presence given the status of 
B. papyr(fera as the predominant bark-cloth material in Remote Oceania. For example, the 
Discovery's surgeon and botanist Archibald Menzies, on observing some of the Rapa islanders in 
l 791, records: 
'The only cloathing they wore were a narrow slip of cloth made from the bark ofa tree which passed 
round their waist & between their legs. this cloth appeard to be a very scarce article amongst them as 
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many of them had not sufficient of it to cover their nakedness, it was evident however that they 
generally wore something for that purpose, as some of them had bunches of leaves of a species of 
Dracena [prob. Pandcmus tectorius or Cordy/inefruticosa] suspended to a girdle round their middle 
for that intention.' (Sbiaeberg, l986: 67) 
It is possible, however, that the cloth was made from the bark of Hibiscus tiliaceus (Purau) found 
on all of the Austral Islands. 
Ethnographic descriptions of bark-cloth production on Rurutu and Tubuai have been 
provided by Aitken (1930), Dodge (1941 ), Marshall (1954), Verin ( 1962) and Kooijman (1972). 
Stokes (m.s.a) documented bark-cloth production on Rapa where a 'tapa' beater was located as a 
surface archaeological find (Buck, 1957: 171; Kooijman, 1972). No fast contact records of bark-
clotb production have been noted for any of the Austral Islands, although all of the main 
ethnographic tfeatments of the islands suggest that it has an antiquity prior to contact. 
Etlrnographic accounts (e.g. Aitken, 1930) and botanical records (e.g. Fosberg and St. John, 
1934) of the Austral Islands from as early as the 1920s all indicate that B. papyrifera was 
cultivated within extensive groves, including on Rapa. Stokes (m.s.a Group 2 Box 7.2) observed 
in l 921 that: 
'The growing of aute [B. papyrifera] has been given up, but apparently in former days it was 
definitely cultivated. A dry-looking hill slope bordering the shore at Aupapa, Angairno Bay, is said 
to have been an aute field; the patches are small, narrow, inegular terraces follow the contotrr of the 
land. Al the bottom of the slope the soil is retained by a rough stone wall.' 
It is likely that on most of the islands, cultivation became increasingly Jjmited after the 
introduction of domestic animals including pigs, cattle and goats. William Colenso (1881: 18, in 
Matthews, I 996) suggested that the plant became extinct Ln New Zealand soon after 1844, due 
primarily to browsing by cattle. This may well bave been the case on tbe Austral Islands. Bark-
cloth production is now minimal on the islands with plants generally cultivated within or adjacent 
to household gardens. Some small groves are still maintained, but only in areas protected from 
domestic and feral livestock. 
Matthews (1996) suggests that populations of B. papyrifera in OIRO are derived from 
cultivated progenitors and have been dependent on human dispersal and cultivation for survival. 
Of the theoretical plant categories fom1Ulated by Matthews, 8. papyrifera can be placed in 
categories 14 and 15 of Table 8.1. 
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Archaco- A 11th .. opogeo ic First- Botanical survey data 
Botanical 
species 
Alocasia 
111acrorrl1izn L.. 
(Araceae) 
Colocasla esculeuta 
(L.) Schott. 
(Arocecuc)1 
Cyrlflspcrma 
nicrkusJ/ (Hll11$k.) 
Schott (syn. C. 
chamisso11is) 
(Aruceae) 
/po111ocu bntat11s L. 
(Convovulnceuc)1 
C11c11111/s mclo L. 
(Cucurbitaccac) 
Be11/11casll hisplda 
(Thunb.) Cogn. 
(Cucurbitaceac) 
botanical 
records 
Rapa? 
(tuber 
peelings) 
Lof(e11arl11 slccrnrln Rapo (shell) 
(Molina) Sta11dl. 
(Cucurbitaceae) 2 
Dloscoren SPJ>. [D . 
<1/<1/a, D. lmlblfer(I, 
D. pe11taphyl/(I, D. 
saliva] 
(Dioscorenceae) 1 
Mn111/1ot esc11/cma 
Crantz 
(Euphorbiuccuc) > 
A/Jr11s precatorl11s 
L. (Fubuceac) 
Tcplrrosia p11p11rea 
(L.) Pers. 
(Fobaccae) 
Erlt111//111.v 111nxl11111s 
B1'011gn. (Ponceae) 
St1cc/1t1r11111 
ofjlcl11aru111 L. 
(Pooccac)' 
Sclll:ostachy11111 
gln11d/ol/11111 
(Rupr.) Munro 
(Ponccac) 
T(ICC(I 
leo11topctaloltle~ 
(L.) Kuntic 
(T11cc11ocae) 1 
palaeobotanical 
records 
Rapa, Rimatru·n 
(pollen) 
contact 
accounts 1921-1934 
1769-1834 
Rapa? All islauds 
All islnnds All islands 
Tubuai, All islands 
Rurutu, 
RimAIMrn 
Tubuuis 
Rapa Rapa, fubaui1 
Rapo, Rurutu, Rapu (D. n/nta, D. 
Ri1notnrn b11/blfem, D. 
Ropa, Runllu 
Tubuoi 
pentnpilyl/n, LJ. 
saliva}, Rn'iv11vac 
(D. saliva), Tubuni 
(D. b11lbifera, D. 
safim), Rurutu (D. 
pentnphylla, D. 
sativa), Rimutllra 
(D. pentnphylla); 
Rap11, Ro' lvovne, 
Tubuai, Rirnarani 
Tubuni5 
rubuni' 
Rupn, Rurutu 
Rnpu, Rn'ivavac, 
Tubuui~, Rlmnrnra 
Ru' ivuvae, Rurutu 
Rapa, Tubuui1 
C11rc11111n lo11gn L. Tubuni Rapa, Ru'ivavnc, 
(Zingibc111ccnc) 1 Tubuai, Rimutora 
Zl11glbcr zcr11111bct Rapn, Rn' ivnvae, 
(L.) Smith Tubuni5 
2002-04' 
All Islands 
All i~lnnd5 
Rimutnrn 
All islands 
Riniotara 
Rapa (D. 
alala, D. 
b11/blfcra, D. 
pe11tnpilylln, 
D. sat/va), 
Rimatnrn (D. 
bulblfera, D. 
pcmtaphy/la) 
All islnnds 
Rimatnrn 
All Islands 
Rapa 
All islands 
Rimntnrn 
R~pa, 
Rimatam 
All islands 
Plaut 
category 
(Table 
8.1) 
12, 15 
12, 15 
12, 15 
12, 15 
12, IS 
12, 15 
12, 15 
12, IS 
12, IS 
12, 15 
12. IS 
12, 15 
12, 15 
12, IS 
12, 15 
12, 15 
12, 15 
\Zingibernccnc) 1 
Brown (193 l ); 2Brown (1935); 3Florencc (J 997); 4Wong et al (2002); 5Not all infom1atioa available; 
6 Aitken ( l 930) 
Table 8.3 Botanical sources of probable herb introductions (including tuber, corm and rh izome cu ltigens) 
(arranged by family) to the Austral Islands recognized in the above references and by Whistler (1991). 
None of these species have been located in any pre-human palaeobotanical record. 
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Taxa only recorded in botanical surveys: 
Cordia subcordata Lam. (Boraginaceae) (Brown, 1935) 
Fruit remains of Cordia subcordata from Maha 'ulepu cave excavations on Kaua'i Island have 
been dated from between 5945 -5300 cal. yr B.P. (Burney et al 2001). Apparently Sinclair (1885 
in Burney el al ibid) earlier considered C. subcordata to be indigenous to the Hawaiian Islands, 
but this tree was formerly regarded as an introduction to these islands by many authors (e.g. 
Whistler, l991). No macrofossil remains of C. subcordata have been located from the Austral 
lslands. C. subcordata was located only on Tubuai during the 1921-1934 surveys and on 
Rimatara in the most recent surveys (2004) where it is located in the vicinity oflocal villages. C. 
subcordata is probably aligned with the theoretical plant categories 1-6 listed in Table 8.l. It 
seems likely that its progenitors have never been cultivated and may have dispersed eastward to 
as far as the Austral Islands, with or without human assistance. 
Herbaceous taxa of the Austral Islands 
There are several herbaceous taxa that may have been intentionally or inadvertently introduced lo 
the Pacific islands by people. Of the list of probable herb introductions into the OJRO region 
(Table 8.3), proposed in a number of botanjcal compendiums by several authors (e.g. Whistler, 
1991), none have been recorded in the palaeobotanical record from Rapa or Rimatara in 
sediments that exceed the age for human colonisation established by the archaeological record. 
Probable intentional herbaceous introductions 
Taxa recorded in all botanical sources: 
Co/ocasia escu/enta (L.) Schott (Araceae) (Brown, 1931) 
Wilh the probable exception of the yam (Dioscorea spp.), the cultivated fom1 of Colocasia 
esculenta has the greatest antiquity of domestication of any plant found with a modem 
distribution spanning the entire lndo-Pacific region. As for many domesticated plants from the 
region. the precise geographical area of origin of wild-type C. esculenta is uncertain. It seems 
likely that pre-human disu·ibution of its wild type may have extended as far east as New Guinea 
and Northem Australia but was restricted by oceanic baJTiers further east (Matthews, 2004). For 
the genus as a whole, the most recent working hypothesis suggests that the main centTe of 
Colocasia diversity lies in the southern slopes of the Himalayas, with a secondary centre 
expanding eastwards to the highlands of China (Yunnan) and Myarunar (Yoshino, 2002). The 
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number of Colocasia species present in this broad geographical region is still unclear with some 
species yet to be described (Hotta, 2002). 
The fossil botanjcal evidence for identifying the pre-human distribution of wild-type C. 
esculenta throughout the Indo-Pacific is discussed by Prebble and Haberle (in prep). Recovery of 
macrobotanical evidence of cultivated C. esculenta has been restricted by the lack of adequate 
preservation sites for the soft, perishable conn tissue. Melinda Allen ( 1981) located conn material 
(possible shavings) from throughout the Ko'oko'olau Rockshelter excavation at Mauna Kea, 
O'ahu, Hawaj'i, with an interpolated radiocarbon age range of 910-550 cal. yr B.P. (Lab. no. 1-
9744). She has also identified corm shavings frorn two other sites in the Hawaiian islands (Allen, 
1983; 1989). Kirch et al (1995) identified corm tissue from the Tangatatau Rockshclter on 
Mangaia with an interpolated radiocarbon age of around L000-800 yrs B.P. (uncalibrated). 
Starch grains and calcium oxalate raphidcs from C. esculenla corms (e.g. Tberin et al 1999; 
Denham et al 2003) have been cited in support of the identification of this plant from a number of 
sites throughout the lndo-Pacific. If such analyses are accepted then the cultivation of Colocasia 
has an antiquity of at least 7,000 years at Kuk Swamp in the Wahgi Valley, Papua New Guinea. 
f n this case, starch grain residues were isolated from stone tools associated with an artificial 
palaeosurface consisting of pits, numels, stake and post-boles (Denham er al 2003). As yet, the 
current systematic separation of Co/ocasia type starch grains from other aroid species is 
insufficient. There are J 27 species of aroids listed within the Papuasia floral region (Brummitt, 
200 1) that includes Papua New Guinea and the Solomon Islands 
(http://www.kew.org/monocotChccklist/advsearch.do), many with economic potential that may 
contribute starch to the archaeological record. 
The palynological evidence for C. esculenra cultivation is discussed in Chapter 1 and 7 
(also in Prebble and Haberle, in prep). Evidence of this type appears to be restricted to sites in 
OfRO although four Holocene pollen records from outside of this region have been noted that 
probably represent wi ld-type C. esculenta. These include two sites from the highlands of 
Sumatra, Indonesia (Pea-sim-sim, Maloney, 1981; Tao Sipinggan, Maloney, 1982), one from the 
Morobe Province of Papua New Guinea (Lake Wan um, Garrett-Jones, 1979; Haberle, 1995) and 
one site from the Atherton Tablelands, Queensland, Australia (Lake Euramoo, 1 Jabcrlc, 2005). 
Justification for the distinction of cultivated C. esculenta inferred for pollen records from OIRO 
includes the likelihood of human dispersal by Colocasia cultivators, given the antiquity of aroid 
agriculture in the Western Pacific (Denham et al 2003). The stratigrapbk position within these 
records is usually radiocarbon dated to within, or close to the archaeologically detcnnined human 
settlement timeframe. The association of other agricultural and human impact signatures 
including pollen of other potential cultigens (e.g. Aleurites moluccana), high increases in fem 
spores, grass pollen and charcoal particle concentration provide an additional justification 
(Prebble and Haberle, in prep). 
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The phylogeographic evidence available for the examination of cultivated C. esculenta is 
equivocal. The interpretation of the available cytological and molecular data relies on the 
assumption that the sampled populations, from modern plants and/or herbarium specimens, can 
be distinguished on the basis of characteristics that distinguish among wild, domesticated and/or 
naturalised forms. Jn C. esculenta the cultivated forms are very diverse, with some populations 
exhibiting many phenotypic characters and genetic variations that are also present within wild-
type plants whereas other populations may be distinct from the overall va1iation exhibited within 
the species (Yoshino, 2002; Matthews, 2004). The most intriguing molecular data lies in the 
disparate genetic diversity reflected in modern isozymes (Lebot and Aradhya, 1991) and random 
amplified polymorphism DNA (RAPD) analysis (lrwin, 1998) of geographica lly disjunct 
populations from Asia and the Pacific. A recent reassessment of these data by Yoshino (2002) 
suggests that such diversity may be a function of occasional hybridisation between cultivated 
Asian plants and other Colocasia species including C. gigantea found within part of the Asian 
distribution of C. esculenra. Such genetic disparity has been interpreted as evidence for 
independent domestication on the Sunda and Sahul continental shelves during the Pleistocene 
(Lebot, 1999). Yoshino (2002), however, has suggested that even long-term isolation of 
domesticated populations may not be sufficient to register such genetic change in plant 
populations that are cultivated by vegetative reproduction. 
For the CIRO region, C. esculenta is clearly aligned with theoretical plant category J 5 in 
Table 8.1 , being dispersed by hwnans beyond the indigenous range and range of the original 
progenitor populations. The OIRO environments where both cultivated and naturalised 
populations of C. esculenra exist can be characterised by human disturbance. 
From botanical sources of the Austral Islands, C. esculenta was identified in a number of 
early first contact accow1ts (e.g. Mo1Tison, 1935; Bellingshausen in Barratt, 1988) and was 
identified on all of the Austral Islands by 1834. Most accounts of C. esculenta cultivation suggest 
that it was the primary staple upon ELu·opean contact on all of the islands. First contact accounts 
also suggest that C. esculenta euJtivation within irrigated pond field systems similar to that found 
elsewhere in OIRO. 
The author has tentatively identified C. esculenla corm shavings from the Tangarntu 
rockshelter excavation dating between 400 and 200 cal. yr B.P., but further analysis is required to 
confirm this determination. C. esculenta pollen was identified from anthropogenic 
palaeobotanical records on both Rapa and Rlmatara dating as early as 800-600 cal. yr B.P. (see 
Chapter 7). 
Twenty-five morphologically distinct varieties of C. esculenta are cuuently recognised on 
Rapa with five of these believed to be recent introductions (e.g. from Samoa). This to some 
degree attests to the antiquity of C. esculenta cultivation on the island. While a number of 
varieties are known by some info1111ants on the island, many of these can no longer be found (Tim 
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Motley pers. comm. 2003). Aitken (1930) recorded sixteen different varieties of C esculenta 
during his ethnographic survey of Tubuai in the 1920s. Most of these varieties have been adapted 
to suit particular wet-field conditions, although in some cases cultivars are selected for dry-field 
systems. 
On Rapa, C. esculenta is now absent from all of the no11hern bays of the island primarily 
due to the abandonment of irrigated pond field cultivation systems since European contact. 
Naturalised C. esculenta are present in small swamps inaccessible to browsing by cattle, goats 
and horses. The largest active cultivations remain in Ha 'urei, Anatakuri and Hiri Bays to the 
south where attempts have been made to exclude feral animals. Areas formerly cultivated can to 
some degree be assessed by the extent of some of the main agricultural weeds including Ludwigia 
octovalis and Commelina diffusa. 
On Rimatara, C. esculenta is still cultivated extensively along tJ1e inner periphery of the 
moat swamps features. These wet-field systems extend out into the swamp by no more than 100 
m and are fed by small in land streams at the swamp margins. Many areas formerly cultivated are 
currently either in fallow or abandoned. The central parts of the moat swamps, according to one 
local informant were never cultivated with post- production gardens remaining in fallow for two 
years. Tethered goats (Capra hircus) and pigs (Sus scrofa) are often found in tJ1ese fallow garden 
sites. 
Like on Rapa and Rimatara, C. esculenta cultivation is in a similar decline on all of the 
remaining populated Austral Islands. The economic priority of the island communities is such 
that C. esculenta production is not in demand. Some recent historical factors may also have 
contributed to its recent decline. Taro blight and a range of viruses (e.g. Dasheen mosaic virus) 
have affected Pacific island Colocasia populations in the past, including the Australs and thjs 
coupled with an abandonment of cultivations is likely to have reduced the number of varieties. 
OtJ1er taxa within the Araceae listed by Whistler (J 991) as a possible introduction to OIRO 
include A/ocasia macrorrhiza L., Cyrtosperma merkusii (Haask.) Schott. (syn. C. chamissonis) 
and Amo1phophallus paeoniifolius (Dennst.) Nicolson (not listed in Table 8.3). A. paeoniifolius 
was not recorded in any of the available botanical sources for the Austral Islands, including 
modem floral survey data. In 1934, Fosberg and St. John (1934) identified only one cultivar of 
Alocasia macrorrhiza L. from Rapa within a name raratoa suggesting it was introduced from 
Raratongo in the Cook Islands. Aitken (1930) also only identified one cultivar on Tubuai, 
suggesting that for both of these islands A. macrorrhiw was not a significant crop. This is likely 
to be the case for Cyrtosperma merkusii where two small cultivated populations were only 
recently identified from Rimatara in 2004 (Jean-Francois Butaudpers. comm. 2004) 
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Taxa with no anthropogenic palaeobotanical record: 
Lagenaria siceraria (Mol.) Standl. (Cucurbitaceae) (Brown, 1935) 
The most detailed summaries of the biogeography and ethnobotany of L. siceraria are provided 
by Heiser (1973, 1979) and Dodge (1943, 1978). Heiser ( 1973: 121) first proposed that L. 
siceraria maybe one of the first plants to have been domesticated by humans in the tropics. The 
evolutionary history of L. siceraria is uncertain given the lack of indigenous populations on any 
continent from which to establish a centre of origin. Based on the present number and distiibution 
of wild Lagenaria species (five), Africa is assumed to be the geographic centre of origin for the 
genus (Decker-Walters e1 al 2001). Archaeological remains suggest that the domestication of l . 
siceraria may have independently developed in the Americas between 15,000 and 9000 yr B.P, 
and in East Asia between 10,000 and 6000 yr B.P. and in Africa between 5000 and 4000 yr B.P. 
(Heiser, 1979). Decker-Walters er al (200 I) assessed the diversity of landraces of L. siceraria 
from each of the above areas including New Guinea, using random ampl ified polymorphic DNA. 
They found that the landraces of New Guinea could be distinguished from American specimens. 
This supports Heiser's ( I 973) earlier assertion that L. siceraria fruit shapes, to which he 
recog11ized two distinct subspecies, have multiple geographic origins. 
Based on limited linguistic and archaeobotanical evidence, Green (2000 following Ross, 
1996) suggests that the L. siceraria was absent from Near Oceania at the time the closest islands 
in Remote Oceania were first settled around 3500 to 3000 yr B.P. Green (ibid) finds support for 
this claim in the absence of evidence from the rich archaeobotanical assemblages from the 
waterlogged sites at Dougan in the lower Ramu, Papua New Guinea (Swadling, 1995; 1997; 
Swadling et al 1991). Green (2000) also sites the earliest known interpolated date for the Near 
Oceania for L. s iceraria at 2720 - 2040 cal. yr B.P. (Lab. No. ANU-43) from the Manton site at 
Wa1Tawau, upper Wahgi Valley, Central Highlands, Papua New Guinea (after Golson et al 1967; 
Powell, 1970). Golson (2002), however, has now revised the Manton gourd rind determination 
and has tentatively assigned it to the wax gow·d Benincasa hispida (see below) on the basis of 
recent finds of this rind in an archaeological site at Kana (dated to 2995-1990 ca l. yr B.P. ; Lab. 
No. ANU-9487), at a slightly higher allitl1de to Manton, also in the Wahgi Val ley. He also 
determines B. hispida 011 the basis of the lack of L. s iceraria finds in New Guinea and Near 
Oceania and the general lack of certain detenninations of gourd rind from archaeological sites 
tlu·oughout the lndo-Pacific. 
Fragments of L. siceraria have also been identified from a number of sites in the Hawaiian 
Islands including the 'Ewa Plain (Gail Murakami, unpublished report, in Tuggle, 1997) and 
Kawainui Valley (Allen-Wheeler, 1981) on O'ahu, as well as Maha'ulepu Caves, Kaua'i (Bw11ey 
et al 2001). HorTocks et al (2000) identified L. siceraria pollen in an exposed section of two 
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archaeological stone garden mounds at Pouerua, Northland, New Zealand. They suggest that the 
presence of gourd pollen is important as it demonstrates the actual cultivation of this species at 
the site. These plants have an entomophilous flowering biology where pollen would only be 
deposited in the direct vicinity of the parent plant. This effect would be intensified given the low 
stature of L. siceraria. Ho1rncks et al (2002a) have identified L. sicera1·ia pollen from dog or 
human coprolites of 63'0-310 cal. yr B.P. (Lab. No. NZA-12591) buried in a beach dune on Great 
Barrier Island in the Haw·aki Gulf, New Zealand. These data suggest direct conswnption of 
flowers, but it may also reflect consumption of residues on young r~. siceraria or even inadvertent 
ingestion during band pollination (Best, 1925 in Horrocks 2004: 323). Horrocks et al (2002b) has 
also identified L. siceraria pollen from a swamp core also on Great Barrier Island in a 
sedimentary sequence younger than 665 yr B.P, the age of the Kaharoa tephra. 
The author has tentatively identified large rind fragments of L. sicera1·ia material from the 
Tangarutu rockshelter excavation on Rapa dating between 400 and 200 cal. yr B.P., but further 
analysis is required to secure this detennination (see Chapter 7). Some suppo1t for the antiquity 
of L. siceraria introduction to the Austral Islands comes frorn one first contact descliption of 
'dried pumpkin' offered Lo Faddei Von Bellingshausen by an islander visiting from the Vostok 
whilst anchored offshore from the island, although this could equal ly describe Jpomoea batatas 
tubers. Ethnographic information collected by Stokes (m.s.a) and others on Rapa is also 
informative. L. siceraria was one of the few actively cultivated plants that Stokes remarked on 
whilst on Rapa between 1921-1922 other than Colocasia esc11le111a, Dioscorea spp. and lpomoea 
batatas. Stokes found that 'Seeds of the gourd [called koali] are set in the ground with little 
preparation, and the plants are leO. to look after tJ1emselves' (Stokes m.s.a. Group. 2 Box 7.1). 
Photographs of L. siceraria gourd from Rapa were ta.ken by Rollo Beck during the Whitney 
Expedition of 1920. Later in 1934, Fosberg and St. John only identified L. siceraria cultivations 
at Akatanui Bay, a site now largely abandoned for cultivation. 
Aitken ( 1930: 38) found that gourds had a number of uses on Tubuai: 
'Coconut shells and gourds are used as cups, bowls, and boules or storage jugs . .. gourds are more 
cmmnonly preferred because of their greater capacity and because of the difficulty of working the hard 
wood of the coconut. The gourd is generally used in its entirety, only a small opening being cul in the 
top or end of the neck. This opening may be small, and fitted with a plug, or large, and provided with a 
cover, depending on the use for which the gourd is intended. The base of the gourd, cut so as to form a 
shallow, circular bowl, is sometimes used as a dish or basin. Gourds split lengthwise were not seen, but 
I was lold that fonnerly they were used as platters. Mos1 gourds used as containers were provided with 
sennit, netted tightly about them and provided with handles for carrying or hanging.' 
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He (ibid: 40) also found gourds 'filled with raw fish in sauce' called miti hue by the islanders. 
Based on the most recent botankal surveys of the Austral Islands, cultivation of L. siceral'ia is 
now rare if not absent from cultivation on all of the Austral. 
In a critique of Gteen's (2000) examination of the archaeological distribution of bottle 
gourd (L. siceraria), Golson (2002) has highlighted the phytogeographic implications of the wax 
gourd, Benincasa hispida, in OIRO in citing an analysis of its distribution and ethnobotany made 
by Whistler (1990; 1991). Whistler (199 L) suggests that the wax gourd is indigenous to Southeast 
Asia but was introduced to OJRO as far east as Tahiti (noted by Parkinson (1973) in 1769) where 
it was often incorrectly detennined as L. siceraria. Foll.owing Heiser ( 1979) and Purseglove 
(1968), Whistler (1990) suggests that the OIRO plants present a markedly different variety 
characterised by a different fruit shape used as containers for scented coconut oil throughout the 
region (termed huaroro in Davies, 1851 description of the Tahitian varieties). From Tcuira 
Henry's (1928 in Whistler, 1990) notes on Tahiti from between 1825 to 1847, he describes the 
plant as a small gomd ' the size of a medium-size orange and has been used by Tahitians 
exclusively as containers of coconut hair oil'. 
On the basis of Henry's description of the wax gourd, the large rind collected from the 
Tangarutu rockshelter excavation on Rapa and dated to between 400 and 200 cal. yr B.P., are 
almost certainly L. siceraria (see Chapter 7). The size of some of the Tangarutu fragments 
indicates a gonrd circumference much greater than a mediunHize orange. The lack of evidence 
for coconut (C. nucifera) production on Rapa (see below), would make the cultivation of B. 
hispida redundant if they were exclusively used as containers of coconut oil. It maybe in part this 
reason that no B. hispida specimens were recorded on the Austral islands in any first contact 
accoant or have been located since the first major botanical surveys of the 1920s. 
The presence of L. siceraria on Rapa also provides contrary ev idence to Green's (2005) 
linguistic analysis of Yen's Ellipse Model for lpomoea batatas tntroduction to Polynesia from 
South America (see below). If indeed, as Green suggests, L. siceraria was brought with /. 
batatas, then the 400 cal. yr B.P. maximum age for bottle gourd on Rapa would suggest an early 
antiquity for both plants, certainly a pre-contact distribution. 
Like Co/ocasia esculenta, it seems clear Lhal L. siceraria has been dispersed by humans 
beyond its indigenous range and the range of the original progenitor populations into human 
disturbed island environments and thus fit into theoretical plant category 15 from Table 8.1. 
Two other taxa within the Cucurbitaceae listed by Whistler (1991) as a possible 
introduction to most of OIRO include Cucumis melo L. and Luffa cylindrica (L.) M. Roem. (not 
listed in Table 8.3). C. meta was only recorded on Tubuai in the 1921-1934 botanical surveys. L 
cylindrica was not recorded in any of the available botanical sources for the Austral Islands, 
including modem floral survey data. 
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Taxa without anthropogenic palaeobotanical and archaeobotanical records: 
lpomoea batatas (L.) Lamarck (Convolvulaceae) (Brown, 1935) 
From the growing body of botanical data, the closest related species to the /. batatas group are 
pan-tropical in distribution or are of an American centre of origin (Vavilov, ibid; Yen, 1963). 
This led some botanists such as Purseglove (1963; 1965) to suggest that the cultivated plant had 
multiple points of geographical origin from existing wi ld populations, focusing on the distribution 
of pan-tropical lpomoea relatives. This debate climaxed with Heyerdahl's ( 1952; 1963) claim for 
an American Indian introduction to the Pacific, following his Kon Tiki drift voyage expedition. 
Merrill (l 954a) vehemently opposed this hypothesis. He suppo1ted a more cultural di ffusionist 
explanation based on the substantiated idea that cultivated plants c learly had their ol'igins to the 
west (Southeast Asia), though he proposed an African origin for I. batatas. 
Barrau (1957) proposed a tripartite hypothesis, taking into account the evidence for pre-
Columbian transfers as well as Spanish transfers from Central America to Europe, Africa and 
later to Southeast Asia. Yen (1963; 1974) elaboroted on these ideas, integrating an extensive 
systematic study of 1. batatas variation, including cytological data, with archaeological, Linguistic 
and historical information. With the advent of radioisotope dating after the 1950s, systematic 
a.rcbaeological excavation not only began to provide some security for establishing the time depth 
of island colonisation, but also enabled historical and long-term distributional patterns of some 
plants to be re-examined in the context of local sequences, rather than merely hypothesised by 
comparison between different regions. 
Stratified archaeobotanical remains of I. batatas in Remote Oceania were first located from 
a circular stone dwelling at Anakena on Easter Island (Skj()lsvold, 1961) providing an indirect 
date of AD 1526 +/- I 00 (uncalibrated around 400 yr B.P.). Rosendahl and Yen (1971) located 
some cbancd tuberous remains of I. batatas at an excavation site at Lapakabi, in the Kohala 
district oflJawai'i and obtained a direct radiocarbon age of 550-0 cal. yr B.P. (Lab no. Westwood 
Laboratories 4400; 295 +/- 90 yr B.P.) where it is now thought to have been the dominant crop 
between 1450 and 1800 AD (Kirch, 1985). It was not until lJather and Kirch (1991) identified 
tuberous remains of/. batatas from the Tangatatau Rockshelter, Mangaia, Cook Islands, with an 
interpolated radiocarbon age of around I 000-800 yrs B.P. uncalibrated (Bather and Ki rch, 1991; 
Kirch, 2000a), that Barrau's tripa1tite hypothesis could be satisfactorily confirmed (Yen, 1998; 
Green. 2005) and much of the support for an early Spanish introduction extinguished (although 
see Langdon, 1996). More recently charred tuberous material has been identified from garden 
systems on Easter Island dating from contexts aged between 600-400 cal. yr B.P. (Wallin el al 
2005: after Heyerdahl and Ferdon, J 961 see Table 4.5, Chapter 4). Recent attempts at ctirectly 
dating sweet potato tubers have been undertaken by Coi l and Kirch (2005) from material 
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excavated from the Kahikinui agricultmal features on Maui (Hawaiian Islands), but only modern 
ages have been fo1th coming (e.g. 270-0 cal. yr B.P. Lab no. Beta-179678; 100 +/- 30 yr B.P.). / . 
batatas tubers have also been identified from a recent archaeological deposit on Nissan Island, 
Solomon Islands (Hather, 1994). 
The pollen record of I. batatas within the Pacific region is restricted due to its 
entomophilous flowering biology where pollen would only be deposited in the direct vicinity of 
the parent plant f, batatas has large pollen grains of between 130-145 um which is large enough 
that it may not survive standard pollen processing procedures including acetolysis and filtering 
(Haberle, 1994; Haberle and Atkins, 2005), although Honocks (2004) bas identified pollen with 
no apparent damage from a Rarotongan variety. Despite these potential caveats, Athens et al (in 
Tuggle, 1997) and Fall (2005) have recorded l. bataras pollen from pre-European phase 
sediments from the ' Ewa Plain, O'ahu in the Hawaiian [slands and Avai 'o'vuna Swamp, Yava ' u, 
Tonga, respectively. 
Starch grains have shown the most potential for identifying tubers in the fossil record, 
including those from I. bataras (e.g. Tberi11 et al 1999). However, the identification of tuber, 
conn, and rhizome species based on such stmctures has relied on site-context inferences and on a 
limited collection of reference material that cannot yet allow the systematic separation of the 
numerous extant starchy taxa present within the Indo-Pacific flora. Based on current reference 
material, a distinction may be made between starch grains from some of the more common 
starchy tubers (e.g. I. batatas and Dioscorea spp.) and aroids (e.g. C. esculenta). It is unclear 
whether starch grains could differentiate between other species of fpomoea, prevalent throughout 
the tropics and temperate Pacific. Starch grains and xylem cells of I. batatas have been identified 
from a number of archaeological sites and one sedimentary core from New Zealand (see 
Horrocks, 2004; Horrocks and Lawlor, 2006; Horrocks et al 2004a; 2004b) 
Jncreasingly, molecular markers of ancestry within a phylogenetic framework are being 
used to assess the population genetics of island organisms. Markers such as mitochondrial DNA 
(mtDNA) with amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) analysis can provide historical 
data for movements and changes of different taxa, potentially to the species level. AFLPs have 
been extracted from seventy-six I. batatas specimens from the Pacific, the Philippines, Peru, 
Ecuador and Mexico (Rossel et al 1999-2000). The Philippines, New Guinean and most of the 
remaining Pacific specimens exhibited a Mexican origin, in line with the historical J 7th century 
introduction from Mexico to Manila then to New Guinea. Only three of the Pacific specimens 
exhjbited a Peru-Ecuador 01igin as anticipated by the tripartite hypothesis. Rossel et al (;bid) 
suggest that this provides evidence of some non-human, long distance dispersal (including seed 
dispersal by birds) from Meso-America to the Pacific. Green (2005) has concluded that these 
findings are problematic on the basis of a sample size of only nine Polynesian specimens that may 
not represent varieties witb a pre-contact antiquity. 
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Green (2005) bases his claims for a refined version of Yen's ellipse model and 
interpretation of the tripartite hypothesis largely on a working of the linguistic evidence. He 
suggests that the first introductions into Polynesia from South America took place within a 
geographical ellipse surrounding Mangaia, the Society Islands and the Marquesas group. Mangaia 
is favoured as a somce location for the pre-contact New Zealand populations and the Marquesas 
firstly for the Hawaiian Islands and secondly for Easter Island via Mangareva. In the case of both 
the Hawaiian Islands and Easter Island he presents the case that introduction took place some 
cenwies after initial settlement He also suggests a number of other plant cultigens may have 
been brought with 1. batatas including Lagenaria siceraria (bonle gourd - see below) and 
Sapindus saponaria (soapbeny). 
The botanical status of I. batatas in OIRO is now apparent from the research synopsis of 
Yen (1974) and more recently Green (2005). Like Colocasia escu/enta and Lagenaria siceraria, 
I. batatas has been dispersed by humans beyond the indigenous range and the range of the 
original progenitor populations into human disturbed island environments in (theoretical plant 
category 15; Table 8.1). The antiquity of l. batatas on the Austral fslands is more difficult to 
define due to the lack of archaeobotanical and historical evidence for its presence. 
Morrison (1935) did not identify I. batatas during his three month stay on Tubuai in 1789. 
It was not recorded on Rapa and Ra'ivavae before 1834 and was not recorded on the remaining 
populated Austral Islands until either 1826 (Rurutu; Branagan, 1996) or 1834 (Tubuai, Rimatara; 
Moerenhout, 1837). Currently no archaeobotanical record of 1. batatas is available from any of 
the Austral Island botanical sources. The author has tentatively identifie<l charred tuberous 
material from the Tangarutu rockshelter excavation dating between 400 and 200 cal. yr B.P., but 
fw1her analysis is required to secure this determination. From the Stokes (m.s.a) ethnographic 
sw·vey of Rapa during the 1920s he suggests that the cultigen was present prior to European 
contact, but was of little agricultural importance. Aitken ( 1930) ascribes the same situation for 
Tubuai and with little information on 1. batatas agriculture available for the remaining populated 
islands the situation is likely to have been the same. 
There is cu1Tently no evidence to either support or deny Green's (2005) linguistically-based 
refined e llipse model for 1. batatas introduction from South America. Green, after Fischer (1996: 
63) found that J. batatas was called pata on Rapa rather than the Tahitian umara as found in the 
vocabulary lists of the remaining Austral Islands. He suggests on this basis that J. batatas may 
have followed a different introduction group, and implies that this may have been through post-
European contact introductions. If, by nature of the Austral Island environment, I. bat at as did not 
form a major component of cultivation systems as recorded ethnographically, then claims of this 
nature remain very speculative. The archaeological presence of 1. batatas on Easter Island may be 
due to the cultivation bias that existed there towards dry1and cultivation systems in contrast to tbe 
wet-field bias evident on the Austral Islands, not the early or late timing of its introduction. 
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Dioscorea spp. (Dioscoreaceae) (Brown, 1931) 
Some species of the genus Dioscorea spp. may have the greatest antiquity of domestication of 
any plant found with a modem distribution spanning the entire lndo-Pacific region (Cow·sey, 
1979). Like Colocasia esculenta, the precise geographical area of origin of wild-type Dioscorea 
spp. are Lmcertain, although Africa, Southeast Asia (Burk.hill, t 966) and the Pacific (Lebot, t 999) 
have been suggested. Hather (1996 : 545- 546) argues that some yams may have derived from 
'closed' rather than 'open' seasonal forest, with the large storage tuber and climbing vine being 
an evolutionary response to prolonged conditions of low light. Of the fow- species listed in Table 
8.3 D. alata L. and D. bulbifera L. are the most important in the OIRO with the antiquity of 
introduction or cultivation of the remaining species unk11own. 
The greater yam, D. a/(l(a is the most widespread of the cultivated species in OlRO (Lebot 
et at 1998) and may have been formerly domesticated in Southeast Asia then introduced to the 
Pacific (BarTau, 1965) but the modem centre of cu ltivar diversity is cwTently in New Guinea and 
the Solomon ls lands (Alexander and Coursey, 1969; Mrutin and Rhodes, 1977; Coursey, 1979). 
However, there is some debate about the status of D. alata as a domesticate (Hahn 1995), hybtid 
(Coursey, 1979) or as a true species (Lebot et al 1998; Lebot 1999). According to Lebot (ibid) it 
has never been found 'wild ', although Yen (1995) and Telford (1996) describe it as a recently 
naturalised species in Australia, and is not known to hybridise with other Dioscorea species. 
Lebot et al (1998) examined the isozyme variation of 22 cullivars of D. alata from across the 
tropics. No agreement could be found between morphological variation, geographic distribution 
and isozyme polymorphism. 
The biomolecular relationships among fifteen aeria l yam (D. bulbifera) cultivars from a 
munber of sites across the tropics were examined using DNA restriction fragment length 
polymorphism (RFLP) analysis. F rom this analysis the chloroplast genomes were classified into 
nine distinct types with the Pacific types found to be significantly different from the Asian types. 
Accessions from OTRO sites were found to be closely related to those from New Guiuea and 
Australia. Ramser et al {1996) examined 23 accessions from a similar tropical distribution using 
RAPDs and found that the cultivar genotypes could be aligned with three distinct geographical 
areas. with the Pacific accessions significantly different from Asian cultivars. Lebot (1999) 
suggests that this may represent independent domestication of D. bulbifera in Asia and the 
Pacific. 
With the pollen of Dioscorea spp. species present in OIRO (see Table 8.3) being small and 
relatively indistinct, charred tuberous remains from archaeological sites have thus far been the 
most secure way of identifying subfossil Dioscorea. Bather (1994) identified charred tuberous 
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remains of Dioscorea bulbifera from material obtained during an archaeological excavation on 
Upolu Island, Samoa (no date published) sununarized in Green and Davidson (1969; 1974). 
Burney et al (2001) have also identified charred tuberous remains of cf Dioscorea bulbifera from 
the Maba'ulepu caves excavation on Kaua'i, Hawaiian Islands dating to younger than 530-320 
cal. yr B.P. (Lab no. Beta-1 l 5789). 
Barton (2005) has identified Pleistocene-aged Dioscorea sp. Starch grains (c.f D. alata) 
from the Niah Cave Excavations, Sarawak, Malaysia, but was unable to detennine whether these 
grains are from wild or domesticated specimens. Piperno et al (2000) found grains of Dioscorea 
spp. on milling stones from pre-ceramic horizons in Panama. Starch grains of Disocorea spp. to 
date have not been reported in any sites from OlRO. D. alata has large, distinctively shaped and 
relatively easily identified starch grains (ovate, up to 55 µ111) . Its possible relative unimportance 
in agriculture systems in this region, suggested by its apparent rarity at first European contact, 
may in part account for this. 
Of tbe four main cultivated species of yam recorded on the Austral Islands since first 
contact, the antiquity of D. alata, D. bulbifera, D. pentaphylla and D. saliva are all uncertain. No 
archaeobotanical or palaeobotanical evidence for any of these Dioscorea species is available for 
the Austral Islands. In 1820 Bellingshansen (Barratt, 1988: l 99-221) described a 'root like a 
radish' from Rapa which may be a description for Dioscorea. Jn 1826 St11tchbury and Paulding 
found what they thought were yams on Rurutu and Rimatara, respectively (see relevant tables in 
Chapter 5). With the exception of Bellingshausen's description, these accounts are not early 
enough to determine whether or not yams were grown prior to European contact in the Austral 
Islands. The lack of earlier accounts may be due to its limited use in cultivation as suggested by 
Stokes (m.s.a) for Rapa and Aitken ( 1930) for Tubuai. 
Like the previous three cultivated taxa discussed, Dioscorea spp. have been dispersed by 
humans beyond the indigenous range and the range of the original progenitor populations into 
human disturbed island environments in (theoretical plant category 15; Table 8.1). But like I. 
batatas the antiquity of these species on the Austral Islands is more difficult to define due to the 
lack of archaeobotanical and historical evidence for their presence. 
Other probable inte11tio11al lterhaceous i11trod11ctio11s 
Little infonnation is available for many of the remaining herb taxa listed in Table 8.3. Mani/101 
esculenla Crantz, in the Euphorbiaceae, appears to have been a recent introduction to all of the 
Austrnl Islands where it is now one of the main staple foods. Of the legumes listed in Table 8.3, 
both Abms precatorius L. and Tephrosia pupurea (L.) Pers. appear to be recent introductions to 
the Austral Islands, although the later is thought to be pre-contact introduced species to most of 
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OJRO including the Hawaiian Islands (Whistler, 1991). Both species pollen types are distinctive, 
but have not been foW1d in any pollen records from Rapa or Rimatara. 
Three cane grass species (Erianthus max.imus Brongn., Saccharum officinarum L. and 
Schizostachyurn glaucifolium (Rupr.) Munro) are listed by Whistler (ibid) as possible pre-contact 
introductions to most of OIRO. The status of E. maximums and Schizostachyum is unclear for the 
Austral Islands as they have only been recorded since 1934 and have been rarely noted in the 
most recent botanical surveys. Sugarcane (Saccharum o.fficinarwn.1) was noted by Stutchbury 
(Branagan, 1996) on Rurutu in 1826 and by Cuming (St. John, 1940) on Rapa in 1832, but tbese 
records are not early enough to determine its pre-contact introduction. S. officinarum is still 
cultivated on most of U1e Austral Islands, with some formerly large stands on either poorly 
maintained or in an abandoned state. Sugarcane phytoliths have been identified on some 
archaeological sites in the Pacific, but none have been located in the few samples examined fol' 
phytoliths from sites on Rapa. 
An-owroot (Tacca /eontopetllloides (L.) Kuutze) was identified by both Stutchbury 
(Branagan, 1996) and Paulding (1970) on Tubuai in 1826. These late first contact records are not 
early enough to determine whether or not it was grown prior to European contact. Lucy Cranwell 
(1964) identified Taccaceae type pollen from the Arahu lignite deposit on Rapa but this is 
unlikely to represent this species. The plant is now rarely grown on the Austral lslands. 
Two ginger species, the mmeric Curcuma longa L. and Zingiber zerumbet (L.) Smith are 
listed in Table 8.3. C. longa was recorded as 'tumeric' by Morrison (1935) on bis three month 
stay on Tubuai in 1789. C. longa was recorded on most of tbe Austral Islands during St. John and 
Fosberg's 1934 botanical smvey, but has not been recorded in any recent survey. The ginger Z. 
::erumbet was only recorded in the Austral Islands by 1934 and has become nattu-alised on most 
of the islands. 
lnadvertent herbaceous introductions (weeds) 
The problem of characterising the phytogeography of weeds in the Pacific was illustrated by H.B. 
Guppy (1906: 416) in his analysis oflong distance dispersal mechanisms of Pacific plants: 
'Weeds follow the cultivators in all climates ... [and the cultivator's] share in weed dispersal is often as not 
merely restricted to producing the conditions favourable to the growth of weeds, and that the seeds are 
often brought by birds and other agencies. ' 
1 See Daniels and Roach (l 987); Daniels and Daniels (1993); Lu et al (l 993) and Lebot ( 1999) for a 
description of S. ofjicinarum origins, taxonomy and domestication 
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Botanical species 
Aclryr1111tlrev t1Spera vnr. aspera L. 
(Amarunthnceoc)' 
A111arn11t/111s vlrldls L. 
(Amaranthaceac) J 
Cyat/111lo prostrata (L.) Blume 
(Amamnthoceae) J 
Bltlc11s piltJsa L. (Asteraccac) 
Slgesbeckia orie11tolls L. 
(Asteraeeoe) 
Sonc/1us olerace11.v L. (Astcmccac) 
Ca111111 /11dlca L. (Cannacene) 
Co1111111'1i11a diffim1 Bunn. f. 
(Commelinoceae) 
Walthtrfo /11dlca L. (Mulvaceue) l.4 
Ure1111 lob111n L. subsp. lohata 
(Malvacene) 3'4 
L11dfl'igia octo1·0Ms (Jacq.) Raven 
(Qnngraccuc) • 
0.-.:.alls comlc11/111t1 L. 
(Oxalidoccoe)' 
Per.~icari11 glabra (Willd.) Goniez 
(Polygonaccac) ' 
Elc11sl11e /11dlca (Ponceae) 
Dlgltnrla sctlgern, OplismeJws 
co111posit11s, 0 . ltlrtel/11s, Ptupa/11111 
canj11ga111111, P. orblc11/arc 
(Poaccnc) 
Rume.\· crisp1is L. (Polygonnceac) ' 
Cardiospcm111111 l1111/c111:11b11111 L. 
(Sapindacca~) 
Rarippa sur111e11tosa (G.Forst. ex 
DC.) J.F. Macbr. (Solnnnccne) 
Soltw11111 t1111cr/ctm11m P. Mill 
(Solanneeae) ' 
Cyclosor11s l111err11pt11.~ (Willd.) H. 
Jro (Thelyptcridacenc) 6 
Anthropogenic 
palaeobotanical records 
? 
? 
Rapa (pollen), Rimntarn (pollen) 
Humon inipact Zone~ 
Rimatm·a (pollen)'/ 
Rapa (pollen), Rimamrn (pollen) 
Late human impact Zones 
Rapa (pollen), Rimatara (pollen) 
Late humnn impact Z<lncs 
? 
Rimnmm (pollen) 
Late human impact Zones 
Botanical survey data 
1921-1934 
A II populated islands 
R11pa, Rn'ivavac, 
TubwLi (historical 
introduction), Rurutu, 
Ra'ivavae. Rurutu, 
Tubuai 
Rapa, Ro'ivavae, 
Tubuai, RimtH£1rn 
All populate<.! islands 
Marotiri ond all 
populated islands 
Rapa, Ro'ivavne, 
Tubuoi. 
Rnpa, Ro'ivnvae, 
Tubuni, Rinmtnrn 
Tubuoi 
R11'ivavne, T11buai, 
Rurutu, Rimacnrn 
Rapa, Rn'ivavae, 
Tubuai, Rimutarn 
Rap11, Ro' ivavoe, 
Tubuni, Rimatara 
Ra'ivavac, Tubuai 
Rapa, Ra 'ivavoe, 
Tubuai, Rimotnra 
All populated islnnds 
Rupn 
Ra' ivovac, Tubua1, 
Rurutu 
Mnrotiri, Rapn, 
Ra'ivovnc, Tubuai, 
Rimotnm 
2002-047 
A II populated islouds 
Rapa, Rimutaru 
Rimotorn 
Rapa, Rimntarn 
Rapa, Rimntaro 
Murotiri, Rapn, Rimntom 
Rnpa, R.inmtara 
Rapa, Rimotarn 
Rapa, Rimatam 
Ro' ivnvue, Tubuai. Runm1, 
Rimstnrn 
Rapa. Rimutura 
Rapa, Rimatom 
Rimntara 
Rnpu,, Rimatnrn 
Rapa, Rimamrn 
Rop11 
Rinmtarn 
Rapa. Rimuturn 
MnroLiri, Rnpn, Rimatam 
Rimatara 
1Brown (1931a); 2Brown (1935); 3Florence (2004); 4Listed in St. John (from Daniel Nelson's records of 
possible inadvertent pre-contact introductions to the Hawaiian Islands made in 1779); 5Listed in Whistler 
( 1988) as a possible inadvertent pre-contact introductions to Western Samoa. 6Brown ( 1931 b). 7Not all 
information avai lable. 
Table 8.4 Botanical sources of probable inadvertent plant introductions (weeds arranged by fami ly) to the 
Austral Islands recognized in the above references and by Whis11er ( 1991 ). None of these species have been 
located in any pre-human palaeobotanical or first contact record. 
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Guppy lists Waltheria americana (syn. W. indica), Oxalis corniculata (Oxalidaceae), Urena 
lobata (Malvaceae), Sida spp. (Malvaceae) and Bidens pilosa (Asteraceae) amongst a list of 37 
possible 'aboriginal weeds' that may have reached the islands through a range of dispersal 
mechanisms including purposeful transport by people (ibid: 604-605). He defUJes aboriginal 
weeds on the basis of vagility as well as historically documented locations cited by James Cook's 
botanists during the 1769-1779 voyages to the Pacific. The involvement of humans in weed 
dispersal, as Guppy admits, is complicated not only by the range of other possible dispersal 
mechanisms, but also by their unce1tain geographical origins given their capacity to naturalise in 
many different habitats. Contrary to Guppy, Ridley (1930: 634), to some extent down plays the 
role of alternative dispersal mechanisms, suggesting tbat some of these plants (e.g. Oxalis 
corniculata) were more likely to be inadvertent introductions brougbt directly by people. The 
status of weeds as aboriginal introductions to islands in Remote Oceania have been addressed 
specifically by Whistler (1988) and Leach (2005), or have been referred to in the most recent 
compendiw11S of island floras (e.g. Webb et al 1998; Wagner et al 1990; Florence, 1997; 2004). 
Listed in Table 8.4 are a number of weed species that may have been inadvertently 
introduced to the Austral lslands by people prior to first contact. Detel1'Tlinations of pre-contact 
presence are based primarily on records of the botanists on Cook's voyages to other islands in 
OIRO (e.g. Solander in Leach, 2005; Forster, 1786; Nelson in St. John, 1978; Drake de Castillo, 
1893; Merrill 1954a, 1954b), but also on relevant palynological records from these same islands. 
For the Austral Islands, detenninations of pre-contact presence of a number of weed species has 
been inferred by Florence (1997; 2004) in the latest compendiwn of the Flore de la Polynesie 
franr;:a ise following Drake de Castillo (1893) and Brown (1935). First contact accounts of the 
Austral Islands are concentrated on economic species (e.g. Co/ocasia esculenta etc.) where no 
records of weed species apart from cultivated vegetables were recorded between 1769 and 1834. 
The palaeobotanical record for the Amaranthaceae, Malvaceae, Poaceae, Polygonaceae and 
Solanaceae in which several inadvertent weed species (see Table 8.4) are represented, is 
complicated by the presence of indigenous representatives of these fat:nilies oo the islands. The 
pollen morphology of these fa milies are often indistingt1ishable to genus or species and thus the 
presence of pollen cannot be used to detennine the presence of these weed species. 
Taxa recorded in anthropogenic palaeobotanical and botanical survey records: 
L11dwigia octoVlllvis (Kunth) Raven (Onagraceae): syn. Jussiaea villosa, J. 
sujfruticosa (Brown, 1935) 
Ludwigia octova/v;s appears to have originated as a pan~tropical species like most of its close 
relatives, but its cun-ent distribution extends also into sub-tropical and temperate area where it is 
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commonly found invading wetland environments. Daniel Nelson recorded L. octovalvis from the 
Hawaiian Islands in J 779 (St. John, 1978). L. octovalvis is noted as a persistent weed in inigated 
Colocasia esculenra pondfields tlu·oughout the Pacific where in abandoned fields it can form 
dense monotypic stands. Kirch (1994) noted that L. octovalvis is common weed on field systems 
in the Western Pacilic island of Futuna. L.A.M. Riley (1926) first collected this plant from Rapa 
in 1924, the earliest known record for the Austral Islands. Fosberg and St. John (1934) later 
recorded L. octova/vis from all of the Austral Islands with the exception of Rurutu. 
Guppy (1906: 533) has indicated that the seeds of Ludwigia (J11ssic1ecr) demonstrate a 
degree of buoyancy ('a few days') and may be capable of long distance dispersal, although this 
has not been successfully demonstrated. It seems more likely that this plant was transported as an 
inadve11ent introduction embedded in soil attached to plants traded between or introduced to 
islands. 
L. octovalvis pollen has been recorded in the upper human impact horizons of palynotogical 
records from the Hawaiian Islands (e.g. Athens and Ward, 1991; 1997) but also Yap in 
Micronesia (Dodson and Jntoh, 1999) and in post-European contact period sediments on Moorea 
in French Polynesia (Parkes and Flenley, 1997; Parkes, 1997). Athens ( 1997: 269) maintains that 
Ludwigia pollen can be constrained to Polynesian phase levels lo as early as around A.D. 1250. 
Athens and Ward (1997) located Ludwigia pollen from two samples associated with Colocasia 
esculenta, Aleuriles moluccana and Cordylinefruticosa pollen from a sedimentary core from the 
Maunawili Valley (Maunawili Core 1, O'ahu, Hawaiian lslaods) of an age younger than 655 cal. 
yrB.P. 
The Hawaiian records contrast with the Austral Island poJJen record in which L. octova/vis 
appears late in the human impact horizons from both Tukou and Maunutu. Ludwigia pollen, as on 
the Hawaiian Islands, is likely to represent a population of weeds growing on or adj acent to active 
of fallow Colocasia pondficld cultivations, but the lack of pollen from these weeds in the early 
agricultural horizons defined by the presence of Colocasia pollen, attests to its late introduction. 
The Jatene.ss of the Ludwigia record in the Austral I.stands and Mo'orea may be explained 
by two historical factors. The increased trade of produce betv1een more distant archipelagos 
during the early European contact period (e.g. as recorded for A/ocasia from the Cook Islands; 
see above), might explain the late anival L. octova/vis and other agticultural weeds. 
Altematively, if L. octovcrlvis was present on the island during the early Polynesian colonisation 
period, it is possible that agriculturalists prevented the weed from establishing. During the 
European colonisation period, the wide scale abandonment of agricultural systems that followed 
population decline (see Chapter 5) may have allowed already present L. ocrova/vis to encroach 
into fallow or abandoned fields. 
Despite the historical and palaeobotanical indications, it is still plausible that L. ocrova/vis, 
may be indigenous to the Austral Islands and thus, T would place this inadve1tent introduction 
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species in categories 1-4 of Table 8.1. I suggest that this range of theoretical plant categories 
would apply to most, if not all, of the inadvertent introductions listed in Table 8.4. 
Commeli1ui tlijfusa Burm. f. (Commelinaceae): syn. C. muliflora, C. pacijica (Brown, 
1935) 
C. diffusa is regarded as a pan-tropical species, but its precise origin is unclear. On Cook's second 
voyage to the Pacific in 1773, Georg Forster collected C. pacifica (syn. C. diffusa) from Tonga 
(Forster, 1786: 358) and New Caledonia. The plant was also known from the Hawaiian Islands at 
the time of Cook's a1Tival (Hillebrand, 1888). 
Like L. octovalvis, C. dijfusa is noted as a persistent weed in irrigated Colocasia esculenta 
pondftelds throughout the Pacific where in abandoned fields it can form dense monotypic stands. 
According to Meyer (2004) and Florence (1997) this plant is regarded as an invasive weed, where 
on Mangareva (Gambier Islands, French Polynesia) it threatens a small population of the rare 
endemic plant Pi/ea sancti-johannis (Urticaceae) along with a number of other indigenous 
species. Located on most of the Austral Islands in the earliest botanical surveys, it appears to be 
equally invasive, especially in lowland swamp and marsh environments and abandoned Colocasia 
agricultural fields. 
C. diffusa pollen has also been recorded in the upper human impact horizons of 
palynological records from the Hawaiian Islands (e.g. Beggerley, 1990; Athens and Ward, 1997 
see Table 7.2 in Chapter 7) and in probable post-European contact seruments on Mo'orea 
(Parkes and Flenley, J 990; Parkes, 1997), but less so from other sites in the Pacific. Like L. 
octovalvis, C. diffuser appears to be a pre-European contact iiltroduction to the Hawaiian lslands. 
Again the Hawaiian records contrast with the Austral lsland pollen record in which C. diflusa 
appears late in the human impact horizons from both Tukou and Maunutu and this can be 
explained by the same factors as discussed for L. octova/vis. 
So11clt11s oleraceus L. (Asteraceae) (Brown, 1935) 
Leach (2005: 278) suggests that edible foliage of So11cl111s (specifically rcfen"ing to S. aspera) 
may have made it an intentional introduction into the Pacific, distributed as far south as New 
Zealand. Sbe also suggests that its ecological preference for disturbed soils 'would also have 
given its seeds a good chance of accidental inclusion with dirt-encrusted root crops'. Daniel 
Solander, on James Cook's first voyage to New Zealand in 1769, identified Sonchus oleraceus 
(possibly S. aspera) from a range of cultivation sites (Solander in Leach, 2005). On Cook's 
second voyage in 1773-4, Georg Forster collected S. oleraceus from Tonga (Forster, 1786) and 
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from Norfolk Jsland (Hoare, 1988; Hicks, 1988) although some of these detenninations are 
debatable (Leach, 2005). 
T.F. Cheeseman (1903), in compiling his early flora of Rarotonga, suggested the plant is 
indigenous to the Pacific region. Such an interpretation may have come in recognition of its very 
widespread representation across most islands in U1e Pacific. Fosberg and St. John ( 1934) 
recorded S. oleraceus from all of the populated Austral Islands in 1934. 
Palynological records of S. oleraceus have not been fotihcoming from the OIRO region. 
Trace counts of S. oleraceus pollen was identified in six records from both Rapa (4) and Rimatara 
(2). The majority of these records suggest thal this plant was introduced post-European 
contact as it is most frequently associated in strata associated Commelina diffusa and Ludwigia 
octovalvis in the upper most human impact sequences. 
Ca1111a indicll L. (Cannaceae) (Brown, 1935) 
The origin of this pan-tropical plant is uncertain as it is naturalized throughout its range. Also 
uncertain is the timing of its introduction or naturalisation in OIRO. The earliest botanical record 
of the presence of C. indica in the Austral Island comes from Fosberg and St. John's 1934 survey 
of Rapa and Ra'ivavae. T he pollen record suggests that the arrival. of C. indica into OIRO was 
late and perhaps arriving after European contact. Pollen indicative of C. indica was located from 
one sample located in the upper sediment horizons of Core 3 Transect 1 (see Figure 7.16b) from 
Maum1tu Moat-Swamp on Rimatara. Situated inm1ediately below the stratum defined as post-
European in age by the presence of Commelina di.ffusa and ludwigia octovalvis, it is plausible 
that C. indica was a plant introduced early in the European contact period. Ellison ( 1994) 
identified C. indica pollen from two modem surface samples from the edge of a Colocasia 
agricult11ral swamp on Mangaia and from an upland forest site from Rarotonga. From the 
examination of a series of sedimentary sequences from Mangaia, the lack of pollen at depth 
suggests that C. i11dica is likely to be a recent introduction. 
Taxa not recorded in the earliest botanical survey records: 
Cyclosorus i11terr11pt11s (Willd.) H. Ito {Thelypteridaceae) (Brown, 1931b) 
Along with Lucf.vigia octova/vis, Nelson also collected Cyclosorus interruptus !Tom the Hawaiian 
Islands in 1779 (St. John, 1978). Leach (2005) suggests that despite not recorded by Daniel 
Solander in New Zealand, its presence Jn far northern New Zealand suggests an inadvertent 
relationship with Co/ocasia introduction and production given this was the most prime area for 
introduction of a tropical cultigen (Matthews, 1985). Leach, (ibid, after Sykes) suggests that for 
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most of the Cook lslands, this fem is dominant only in areas around Colocasia fields. For this 
reason Leach suggests that Cyclosorus inferruptus may be one of many good candidates for 
Polynesian introduction. On Rimatara, however, Cyclosorus interruptus is common not only 
around Colocasia fields, but is also dominant in sections of moat-swamps that were unlikely to 
have ever been cultivated. 
Cyclosoms interruptus was not identified in any of the palynological records obtained from 
Rapa, but on Rimatara two records from Maunutu Moat-Swamp suggest that this shield fem may 
have been introduced to the island prior to European contact. Jn both cores Cyclosorus 
interruptus was present in the earliest anthropogenic sediments, in some cases in high proportions 
(Core 3 Transect 1; see Figure 7.16a, Chapter 7). 
Taxa only recorded in the most recent botanical survey records: 
Curdiospemmm liulicucnbum L. (Sapindaceae) (81'0wn, 1935) 
Solander (in Leach, 2005) observed Cardiosperm11m ha/icacabum in the Society lslands in 1769. 
From a survey of botanical records from the Hawaiian Islands Wagner et al (1990) detennined 
that C. halicacabum must have been introduced to the islands before 1819. Whistler (1988) 
suggests tlrnt C. halicacabum was introduced to Tonga by Polynesians. On the Austral Islands, 
however, this taxon was not recorded in any botanical survey until 2004 from Rimatara (see 
Table 8.4) 
Plant extinctions on the Austral Islands 
As cliscussed in Chapter 2, extinctions, as defined when a species is absent or reduced to non-
reproductives (Simbcrloff, 1976), are most apparent on islands given that large areas hold more 
species than small areas and larger populations persist longer Urnn small populations (Bond, 
1994). In this sense, islands are predisposed to higher rates of extinction. The most common 
hypothesis for species extinction in OIRO has been developed from the abundant fatUrnl record, 
which suggests that extinction came as a result of habitat loss fo!Jowing human colonization. As 
plants form a large proportion of island biotas il is surprising that compared to prehistoric fauna! 
extinction records (e.g. terrestrial birds and snails; Steadman et ctl 1995; Solem, 1990), evidence 
for the plant extinction is rare. Despite this bias, Holocene pollen and macrobotanical records of 
more than fifteen plant species extinctions from Easter Island (e.g. Flen ley et al 1991; see 
Chapter 4) and a several taxa from the Austral Islands have been identified. 
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Botanical survey records of plant extinction from O!RO 
Historical botanical smveys of island floras have provided tbe greatest number of extinction 
records by virtue of the increasing resolution of field data. From recent JUCN Red Lists, the 
majority of the plant extinction records to 1998 are from OlRO, especially the Hawaiian Jslands 
and French Polynesia where large historical datasets are available. Some of the plant extinctions 
include Santa/um femande=ianum from the Juan Fernandez Islands; Fitchia mangarevensis, 
Hernandia drakeana and Neisosperma brownii from French Polynesia; Kokia lanceolata, 
Me!icope obovata, Me/icope paniculata, Pe/ea obovata, Wikstroemia skottsbergiana and W. 
villosa from the Hawaiian Islands and Weinmannia spiraeoides from Fiji. 
For most of these records, hu111an-induced habitat modification is assumed lo be the 
primary cause of extinction. The historically documented ecological disruption caused by 
invasive alien species and the direct human modi lication of indigenous forest habitats 
leaves few other plausible mechanisms 1hat could explain extinction events. 
Plant extinctions recorded from botanical survey data from the Austral Islands 
Myoporum rimatarense (Myoporaceae) (Fosberg and St. John, 1934) 
M. rimalarense, presumably endemic to Rimatara was recorded on the island by Fosberg and St. 
John in J 934, but was not recovered during a survey conducted in 2004 (Meyer er al 2004). 
Myopor11111 pollen is also represented within both pre-human and anthropogenic sediments from 
the Maunutu palynological record. 
Metatrophis margaretae F.B.H. Brown (lJ1·ticaceae) (Florence, 1997: 229-232) 
By Simberloff's (1976) definition of extinction tbe shrub Melatrophis margaretae, the only 
representative of this endemic genus of Rapa, was apparently common enough to use as a source 
of firewood (Florence, ibid) but is now only known from one male individual (Meyer 2002a; 
2002b). 
Charpentaria a11.'ltralis S.H. Sohmer (Amaranthaceae) (Florence, 2004: 66-68) 
Cha1pe11taria australis, currently only found on Rurutu and Tubuai (Florence, 2004: 66-68), was 
recorded on Ra'ivave in 1934 by Fosberg and St. John and thus is now extinct on the island. 
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Palaeobotanical records of plant extinction from O!RO and the Austral Islands 
Arecaceae: Jguanurinae type 
As discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, the extinct Paschalococcus palm detennined from 
palynological and macrobotanical records from Easter Island (Selling, 1948; Dransfield et al 
1984; Flenley et al 1991) perhaps represents the most renowned plant extinction, established from 
the palaeobotanical record. A number of authors have suggested tliat few if any modem parallels 
could be drawn for sucb a remote island environment. Lord Howe Island (Australia), however, 
may provide the closest environmental analogue for pre-human settlement of Easter ls land as it is 
situated at an equivalent latitude, it has low rainfall a11d has within its flora four palm species 
(Howea forsteriana, H. belmoreana, Hedyscepe canterbwyana and Lepidoracchis mooreana) 
that cover most of the island terrain. The Juan Fernandez Islands (Chile) off the South American 
coast are another subtropical Pacific Island where a palm (Juania australis) has survived the 
impact of human colonisation. 
If Lord Howe and the Juan Fernandez Islands provide an analogue for pre-human 
settlement Easter Island, then the Austral Islands, to some extent may provide an 
palaeoenvironmental context for comparison. It is clear from the palynological records of Rapa 
and Rimatara, that a palm or a number of palm species within the lguanurinae tribe of the 
Arecaceae were decimated during the period of human colonisation of these islands. 
A number of palynological records from other islands in OIRO indicate declines in 
Arccaceae pollen types that have been undifferentiated to species includiug from Mangaia 
(possibly including Pritchardia spp.; Ellison, 1994) and the Hawaiian Islands (Pritchardia spp. 
and possibly other palm species; e.g. Athens, 1997). H is unclear whether these records represent 
extinction events, but the declines appear to coincide with other evidence for hw1)an impacts on 
the islands. 
Meryta spp. (Araliaceae) M. chloristantha, M. br"chypotla (Brown, 1935) 
Pollen of Mery/a was only identified at Maunutu (Core 3, Transect 1) on Rimatara from 
underlying the antllropogenic sequence. As Me1yta was not documented in any of the botanical 
surveys conducted in either 1934 or 2004, and is thus extinct on the island. This dioecious genus 
is comprised of around 30 species that are distributed across the Pacific, with each of its species is 
endemic to only one or a few islands (Tronchet et al 2005). Two extant species are found on the 
Austral Islands, both M c:hloristantha and M. brachypoda on Rapa (Meyer 2002a; 2002b) with 
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M. brachypoda on Ra'ivavae and Tubuai (Fosberg and St. John, 1934; Meyer 2002b; Meyer et al 
2003). Tronchet et al (2005; also Tim Motley, unpublished data) used two nuclear-encoder spacer 
regions from the ribosomal RNA to resolve the genetic relationsbjps between the Pacific 
populations of the Araliaceae genus Me1yta. The spacer region data showed that the Austral 
Island populations are monophyletic, derived from a range of New Caledonian lineages (see 
Chapter 6 for further discussion). 
From such data it seems plausible that Meryta pollen from Rimatara represents either M 
brachypoda or an endemic species. It is also likely that Me1yta was also formerly represented on 
Rw·utu. 
Coprosmfl spp. (Rubiaceae) C. rape11si.~·, C. cookei, C. velutinfl, (Brown, 1935) 
Like Mery/a, pollen of Coprosma was only identified at Maunutu (Core 3, Transect 1) on 
Rimatara from underlying the anthropogenic sequence and was not docwnented in any of the 
botanical surveys conducted in either 1934 or 2004, and is thus to be extinct on the island. 
Coprosma is a diverse genus consisting of numerous species across most archipelagos in the 
Pacific. lt is notable in that it has a wide Pacific distribution as far as the Juan Fernandez Islands 
but has never been recorded on mainlaL1d South America (Balgooy el al 1996). Three extant taxa 
have been recorded from the Austral Islands, C. rapensis, C. cookei, both endemic to Rapa and C. 
velurina found on Ra ' ivavae and Rurutu. Like Me1yla it is unclear as to whether the Coprosma 
extinction recorded at Maunutu represents a local extinction of a widespread species and/or the 
extinction of an endemic species. 
Other extinct taxa recorded from the palynological record 
Of the extinctions identified from the palynological record from the Austral Jslands, the Maunutu 
record revealed the most extinctions. Only Arecaceae: lguanurinae was identified as an extinct 
taxon from Rapa. Representatives of the Amaranthaceae, Apocynaceae, Oleaceae (Jasminum), 
Solanaccae and Ulmaceae (cf. Trema) were identified from the Maunutu pollen record on 
Rimatara, but are no longer present on the island. 
Possible plant extinctions from the Austral Islands 
Aside from the extinctions detennined from historical and palynological records, a number of 
extinctions on the Austral Islands can be inferred on the basis of historical declines documented 
for other island groups, or by discrepancies in biogeographic pattenis of certain tax.a. Extinctions 
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have also been operating prior to Jnmmn colonization as a function of other ecological and 
evolutionary processes. A number of plausible ecological mechanisms for species extinctions on 
islands include competing species interactions, climatic change and increased island insularity 
with geological movements and fluctuating sea levels. The relationship between these processes 
and extinction cannot be identified with any certainty from the botanical record from the AustraJ 
Islands. Again these inferred extinctions probably relate primarily to habitat modification by 
bu mans. 
Santa/um spp. (Santalaceae, section Polynesica) (Brown, 1935) 
On Rapa, one specimen of Santa/um insularum var. margaretae was identified by Fosberg and St. 
John in 1934 on the locali ty of Mt Taga. In 2002 the only remaining population on the island was 
found on Karapo Rabi Islet on tbe southern coast of the island (Moyer 2002a; 2002b). Small 
populations of S. insularum var. raivavense are located on Ra'ivavae, but not on any of the other 
populated Austral Islands. In French Polynesia, S. insularum is Located across three archipelagos 
including the Austrnl, Society and Marquesas Islands, but is absent from the Tuamotu and 
Gambier Islands (Butaud et al 2005). The historical exploitation of sandalwood from the region, 
coupled with tbe impact of invasive and alien species (e.g. rats and goats) has meant that existing 
populations represent only relicts of their fonner distribution (Butaud et al ibid). It is likely that 
varieties of S. insu/arum are now extinct on many islands in French Polynesia. 
Elaeocarpusj1oridam1s Hemsley (Elaeocarpaceae) (Florence, 2004: 125-127) 
This species is distributed across Ra' ivavae, Tubuai and Rurutu but is currently under threat from 
deforestation. lt is usually found within patches of Hibiscus tiliaceus and Aleurites moluccana or 
A. moluccana and Metrosideros forest (Florence, 2004). It is present at a minimum elevation of 
between 15 and 330 m within mesic forest that may be degraded on parent substrates ranging 
from volcanic (Ra' ivavae) to calcareous soils (Rurutu). Extinctions of Elaeoc01pus species have 
been demonstrated on Easter Tsland from tbe identification of cf. E. rarotongensis wood charcoal 
from archaeological sites on Akahanga and Orongo (Orliac, 2000, see Chapter 4, Table 4.5). 
Gnawed endocarps of Elaeoc01p11s spp. have been located from Pacific rat (Rattus exulans) 
seed caches in Tonga (e.g. McKon.key and Drake, 2002; McKon.key et al 2003) and buried plant 
macro remain deposits in New Zealand (Wilmshurst et al 2004), suggesting these fruits are 
favoured as a food source for rodents. It is possible that populations of Elaeoca1pus may have 
been decimated by such rodent predation on the Austral Islands soon after their introduction by 
people. The local vernacula~: names for Elaeoca1pus from Rurutu (tutae iore, tutaiiore) that refer 
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to rat excrement (Florence, 2004: 127) may reflect local observations of rat-seed predation on the 
Austral Islands. 
The small size of Elaeoca1pus pollen and the tendency for these trees to be low pollen 
producers limits the potential for pollen identification from sedimentary records. As yet no pollen 
has been identified from the palaeobotanical record of Rapa or Rimatara, the only two Austral 
Islands where Elaeoca1pus is absent from the modern flora. It is possible that these absences 
represent localised extinctions, but without further fossil data this will be difficult to substantiate. 
Trends in plant extinction 
At low taxonomic levels, recent fauna! extinctions are concentrated in certain genera and 
families. Historic and fossil plant extinction records appear to show a similar trend. A bias 
appears to exist towards extinction of entire fami lies (e.g. Arecaceae, Amaranthaceae, Olcaceae 
etc.) or select representatives of lowland forest genera (Coprosma and Meryta etc.). The 
relationship between fossil plant taxa described from Easter Island (see Chapter 4) and the 
Austral Islands and extant relatives from other islands suggests that most extinct taxa were large 
in size (trees), long-lived and low in fecundity. Preferential exploitation of certain taxa, for 
example of Santa/um spp. for sandalwood and Melatrophis for firewood, is likely to have affected 
species decline and extinction on the Austral Islands and elsewhere in OIRO. 
Implications for future research 
In this thesis I have attempted to address a number of theoretical and methodological issues 
surrounding the human-led introduction and extinction of plants in the Austral Islands. There are 
clearly geographical and chronological biases that for many plant taxa render the relationsbjp 
between human colonisation and the phytogeographic distribution and/or extinction of plants 
untenable particularly in relation to the downstream effects of human-generated disturbances. 
There are two problems in assessing the botanical status of plants that have a distribution or 
historical presence that may have been influenced by people. Firstly, assessing the status of 
introduced taxa that may have become naturalized on islands once released is complex, and may 
be represented in the different lines of botanical evidence in different ways. Secondly, the status 
of some indigenous taxa that may have decUncd or faced extinction on their own accord, 
particularly in response to other environmental factors independently of hwnan activity is equally 
difficult to assess. 
The difficulty in defining plant introductions or extinctions is matched by the complex task 
of defining disturbances, whether generated by humans or not. Much of what we describe as an 
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introduction, extinction or disturbance event are hypothetical and dependent on U1e generation of 
contextual botanical information that may rest on a limited theoretical foundation and lliuited 
material evidence. Plants thought to be robust indicators of human introduction to islands, for 
example, must at least have plant parts that preserve in the fossil record and are limited to human 
dispersal. However, the impo1tance of such an introduction to the overall picture of 
environmental change may be negligible if no other environmental consequences are evident. 
The primary methodological constraint on making more robust assessments of introduced 
or extinct plant taxa and of disturbance events or processes is the limited integration of botanical 
evidence in its multiple forms. Each form of evidence presents info1111ation with different 
chronological and taxonomic resolution and bias, but also presents different contextual 
information for environmental change. Braudel highlighted such biases that also apply more 
generally to historical phenomena per se, particularly in respect lo the duration of historical 
events and processes. ln establishing the duration of each line of evidence he suggests that by 
exploring the conjunctw·e between their chronological and geograph ical representations a more 
robust history is revealed, one that is less open to interpretive bias. 
We do not yet have a robust model of envirorunental transfo1mation in the Pacific Islands 
for the period following human colonization. Much of what we know of environmental change on 
islands has been biased by the dramatic avifaunal extinction record. But models of environmental 
change based on avifaunal evidence do not allow for the incorporation of material evidence that 
demonstrate downstream environmental consequences of such extinctions. As plants are the 
primary substrate for most other biological forms on islands, or indeed anywhere, historical 
sciences should concentrate on generating more robust theoretical models of environmental 
change using botanical evidence, but also for the development of methodologies that integrate the 
different fo1ms of historical i11fom1ation. 
In this thesis I have focused on the integration of palaeobotanical information with other 
fonns of botanical data. Palaeobotanical analyses of Austral Island material contribute greatly to 
the definition of introduced or extinct plant taxa, particularly given the dearth of archacobotanical 
and historical information. Pait of this contribution is its efficacy in defining the environmental 
context for plant introductions and/or extinctions (i.e. distw·bance processes), but also by 
generating contrasting fo1ms of chronological information to that generated in other forms of 
stratified material remains, namely from archaeological sequences. 
Palaeobotanical evidence from the Austral Islands suggests that the illustrated cases of 
Easter Island and Tikopia are not unique and that the chronological interpretation and taxonomic 
bias of plant extinction or introduction events on these islands are greatly distorted. For the OlRO 
region, there appears to be a nwnber plant introductions and extinctions co1ml1on to many of the 
islands. This is in pat1 a result of the traits of Pacific Island cultures and how they influence island 
environments and the select Sllite of plants that they introduce, but is also a result of the traits of 
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certain representatives of island floras. Some taxa are predisposed to cultivation or a weed habit 
and some are predisposed toward extinction. Aside from these cultural or environmental 
concerns, the key problem that should be addressed is how well these plant taxa represent 
environmental changes caused by human activity or by other disturbance processes. 
The main implications of this thesis are inherent to any; more spatially and temporally 
resolute records should be obtained, but greater attention should perhaps be given to the 
following theoretical and methodological concerns: 
Theoretical directions: 
• Develop sophisticated phytogeographic models of plant distribution in OJRO pinpointing 
the potential extent of key taxa. This is essential for identifying the potential introduction 
or extinction of many taxa. 
• Develop stratigraphic and chronological models of fossil deposition across island groups 
and within a range of depositiona l settings. Depositional settings that preserve human 
impact sequences that are both temporally and taxonomically resolute have been poorly 
defined. 
• Theoretical models of downstream response of fossil taxa to disturbance events should be 
developed. These models could be tested to some degree by sampling across a range of 
sites. Such models could also be generated for marker taxa of human activity. 
Methodological directions: 
• Greater attention should be placed on the taxonomic resolution of the palaeobotanical and 
archaeological record, focusing on key taxa with a phytogeographic distribution that can 
be adequately modelled as suggested above. 
• Spatial sampling approaches to anthropogenic palaeoenvironmental sequences, like that 
employed in this thesis, should be employed at a greater number of sites and on more 
islands in OJRO with potentially resolute records. 
• Methods for integrating multiple lines of botanical ev idence should be developed 
whereby sampling focusing on resolving the tlu·ee primary issues; hw11an-caused 
introduction, extinction and disturbance. 
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Plate 1 Tikopia after Cyclone Zoe, 
January 2003 
Photo 1. 
Jan. 03 (Australian Defence Department 
Media Centre) 
Photo 2. 
Grassland slopes of Rano Kao Jan. 03 (G. 
MacKay) 
Photo 3. 
Jan. 03 (Australhm Defence Department 
Media Centre) 
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Photo 4. 
Jan. 03 (Austt·allan Defence Department 
Media Centre) 
Jan. 03 (G. MacKay) 
Photo 6. 
Ca11ari11m harveyi endocarp (PNG), ANU 
reference collection (D. O'Dea) 
Plate 2. Easter Island vegetation 
Photo 1. 
View from south-side (inner-slope) of Rano 
Raraku crater with sculpted moai in the 
foreground. The swamp vegetadon is 
dominated by Schoe11oplect11s califomicus 
var. tatora Sept. 04 (M. Prcbble) 
Photo 2. 
Grassland slopes of Rano Kao Sept. 04 (M. 
Prebblc) 
Photo 3. 
Rano Kao caldera Sept. 04 (M. Prebble) 
Encroaching shrub vegetation on the Inner 
slopes of Rano Kao. Not visible in this photo 
are a number of bananas (Musa sp.) growing 
along the lake periphery Sept. 04 (M. 
Prebble) 
Photo 5. 
View west over the grass slopes of Maunga 
Val o Hao showing the inner Melia azedaraclt 
covered base of the caldera Sept. 04 (M. 
Prebblc) 
Photo 6. 
Colocasia esc11/e11la amongst Melia azedamclt 
in a stoncy swamp depression at the base of 
Maunga Val o Hao caldera Sept. 04 (M. 
Prebble) 
Jubaea Cltile11sis endocarps near Vina del 
Mar, Chile; endocarps have been gnawed by 
rodents (A. Anderson, Sept. 04) 
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Plate 3. Arahu lignite and main 
marshlands of Haurei Harbour, Rapa 
Photo 1. 
Section of Arahu lignite 1980 (G. Paulay) 
Pare Taga on Taga rldgellne Aug 02 (D. 
Kennett) 
Photo 3. 
Maatata Marsh Aug. 02 (D. Kennett) 
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Photo 4. 
Maatata Marsh with cattle In foreground 
Aug. 02 (D. Kennett) 
Photo 5. 
View west over· Haurei Harbour from Taga 
Rtdgellne with Aitoke Marsh in the 
foreground Aug 02 (D. Kennett) 
Photo 6. 
View west over Tapuki Islet (Haurei 
Harbour showing Pare Morogo uta on top of 
ridgeline and Tukou Marsh below Aug 02 
(M. Prebble) 
Plate 4 Tukou Marsh, Rapa 
Photo 1. 
View of Tukou at low tide from west-side of 
Ha'urel Bay July 02 (M. Prebble) 
View of Tukou at low tide from west-side of 
Ha'urei Bay, showing water logged 
agricultural terraces July 02 (M. Prebble) 
View of Tukou delta at low tide from west-
side of Ha'urei Bay; stands of Casuarina 
equisetifolia behind delta July 02 (M. 
Prebble) 
View of Tukou from east-side Ha'urei Bay; 
Tapui islet in the foreground July 02 (M. 
Prebble) 
Photo 5. 
View west of Tukou Core Site showing the 
adjacent eroded agricultural terraces; 
Syzygium jt1111bos growing alongside terraces 
July 02 July 02 (M. Prebble) 
Waterfall and vegetation in upper catchment 
above Tukou July 02 (M. Prebble) 
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Plate 5. Tukou Marsh, Rapa cont. 
View of Tukou delta at low tide showing 
diversion drainage channels and eroded 
terrace boundaries near Tukou Core Site July 
02 (M. Prebblc) 
Photo 2. 
Eroded agricultural terrace behind Tukou 
Swamp Core Site ; Syzygi11m jumbos growing 
along erosion surface July 02 (M. Prebble) 
Photo 3. 
M. Prebble packing base of Tukou Core 1, at 
Tukou Marsh Aug 02 (D. Kennett) 
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Scltoe11op/ect11s califomic11s var. califomic11s 
swamp land adjacent to the Tukou Core Site 
July 02 (M. Prebble) 
Photo 5. 
Upper catchment of Tukou delta with 
abundant stands of Sc/10e11oplectus 
califomic11s var. ca/ifomicus (M. Prebble) 
Photo 6. 
Embankment behind Core 3, Tukou Marsh 
Aug 02 (M. Prebble) 
Plate 6. Rimatara moat swamps 
Coring ut Harcti'i/Papar!lmoa (B. Fontaine) 
Analysing cores at the Pension Taharia 
(B. Fontaine) 
Photo 3. 
Mato notch surface near Maunutu Core 3 
Transect 2 (B. Fontaine) 
Mato notch surface near Hareti'i {HAR2) 
Core2 
(M. Prebble) 
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Plate 7. Rimatara moat swamps cont. 
Photo 1. 
Acltrosticltum aureum and Barri11gto11ia 
asifltica at Hareti'i near the mato (M. Prcbblc) 
Colocasia escu/ellta bed at Harcti'i with 
Sonclws oleraceus (M. Prebble) 
Colocasia esc11/e11ta bed at Harcti'i with 
Lmlwigia octovalvis (M. Prebble) 
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Photo 4. 
Tethered pig at Topapa Coloca.~ia cultivations 
(B. Fontaine) 
Photo 5. 
Coring at Paka Cave (B. Fontaine) 
Plate 8. Tangarutu Rockshelter, Rapa 
View west of Tnngarutu Rockshelter Anarua 
Bay Aug 02 (D. Kennett) 
Photo 2. 
View west of Tangarutu Rockshelter Anarun 
Bay, from off coast Aug 02 (D. Kennett) 
Interior dune of Tangarutu Roekshelter with 
East section towards the back of the shelter 
Aug. 02 (O. Kennett) 
East section excavation of Tnngarutu 
Rockshelter Aug 02 (D. Kennett) 
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Plate 9 Plants from Rapa 
Photo l. 
Ca1111a i11dica, Haurci village Aug. 02 (M. 
Prebble) 
Photo 2. 
Myrsi11e rape11sis , Hiri Bay, Aug 02 (M. 
Prebble) 
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Photo 4. 
Freyci11etia arborea 1980 (G. Paulay) 
Photo 5. 
Freycinetia arborea 1980 (G. Pnulny) 
Photo 6. 
Piper excelsum 1980 (G. Paulay) 
Plate 10 Plants from Rapa cont. 
Myoporum rape11sis 1980 (G. Paulay) 
Photo 4. 
Metrositleros colli11a 1980 (G. Paulay) 
Photo 5. 
Colocasia esc11/1m1a with Co111111e/i11a dif/11sa 
behind pondficld 
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Plate 11. Pollen micrographs of 
introduced taxa to the Austral Islands 
(reference pollen from field collection 
and ANH collection) 
Commeli11" di(fu.Wl 
Rimntnrn 
Achra11tltes Aspera 
Rimntnru 
(Commelinaceae), 
-,._ 
(Amaranthaceae), 
.. _ 
Sigesheckia orie11t{l/is (Asteraceae), Rimatara 
-
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$p/am11n america11um (Solanaceae), Rimatara 
Uren{l /oh"ta (Malvaceae), Rlmatara 
.. _ 
Alvxia slellata (Apocynaceae), Henderson 
bland 
Colocasia esc11le11ta (Araceac) Tukou Core 3 
20 aicron• 
Plate 12. Pollen micrographs of 
indigenous taxa to the Austral Islands 
(reference pollen from field collection 
and ANH collection) 
Ra a 
2 0 ai c Z'OJlll 
20 aicroaa 
Triumfetta proc11nrbe11s (Malvaccac) Rimatara 
Acrostichum aureum (ptcridaceae), Himntara 
-
.. _ 
Barri11gto11ia asiatica <Barringtoniaccae), 
Rhnatara 
Toume(ortia tlrge11tea (Borauhu1cene), 
Rlmatara 
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Plate 13. Pollen micrographs of 
indigenous taxa to the Austral Islands 
cont. (reference pollen from field 
collection and ANH collection) 
Calophvllum inophv/111111 
Rhnatara 
(Clusiaceae), 
-
,._ 
Pa11da1111s tectorills (Pandanaccac). Rapa 
G11ettarda speciosa (Rubiaceae) Rimatara 
,._ 
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Macara11ga ralllvavem'.l~ (Euph.orbiaccac), 
Rimatara 
··-
Pemphl.~· acid11fa (Lythraceae), Rimatara 
• r 
' ~-
I ( 
r 
f 
\ 
-~ 
-
.. _ 
Scqevolq tqccacla (Goodeniaccac), Rimatara 
~ ·~ 
. I 
·1 
1 
Plate 14. Monosulcate scabrate pollen 
and spherical verrucose phytolith 
micrographs of 
Arecaceae :Iguanurinae palm type 
from Rapa 
Pollen micrograph, Tukou Core 3 
Pollen micrograph, Tukou Core 3 
Phytolith micrograph, Tukou Core 2 
Phytolith micrograph, Tukou Core 2 
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